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ANTHROPOLOGY
Andrea Palmiotto,1,2 Ph.D.; Traci L. Van Deest,3 Ph.D.; Kyle McCormick,2 Ph.D.; and
Laurel Freas,2 Ph.D.

Blast and Aircraft Crash Trauma: A Selection
of WWII Cases from the Defense POW/MIA
Accounting Agency Laboratory*,†

ABSTRACT: This study examines patterns of skeletal trauma in propeller-driven aircraft crashes and blast-related ground loss incidents from

WWII. Specifically, descriptions and criteria used to characterize aircraft deceleration- versus blast-related skeletal injuries are examined from
35 recently identified forensic anthropology cases to determine possible diagnostic traits and characterize skeletal trauma associated with these
events. Among these cases, blast trauma is more localized within the skeleton and is associated with one or few primary directions of force. It
is recommended that analysts differentiate between secondary and nonspecific blast trauma categories. Conversely, aircraft crash deceleration
trauma is more widespread throughout the skeleton, with torsional fractures and injuries occurring from multiple or indeterminate directions.
These traits reflect factors such as more complex loading environments than is seen in blast events. Two case studies are presented in detail to
further illustrate differences in aircraft crash and blast-related incidents. Both studies emphasize consideration of the body as a whole unit to
facilitate interpretations. While the cases presented herein result from historic war-related casualties that characterize the Defense POW/MIA
Accounting Agency’s (DPAA) casework, these skeletal cases provide guidelines more appropriate than clinically derived criteria developed
through assessments of soft tissue injuries. These guidelines can be used by anthropologists and pathologists working with skeletal remain from
mass disasters and other complex contexts, as well as provide avenues for future research.

KEYWORDS: forensic anthropology, skeletal trauma, aircraft crash, blast injuries, historic aircraft, World War II, blunt force trauma, projectile trauma

Trauma assessment is a complicated endeavor that provides
insight into the circumstances of death, perimortem interval, and
life history of an individual. Because of their work with other
forensic experts and in medico-legal situations, forensic anthropologists must demonstrate competency and accuracy in trauma
analyses. As other researchers have noted, methods for trauma
analyses require validation to ensure quality and scientific rigor
of work (1,2).
Forensic anthropologists at the Defense POW/MIA Accounting Agency (DPAA) have the unique opportunity to conduct
analyses on a wide array of skeletal cases associated with numerous past U.S. conflicts. While these types of cases may not be
examined on such a large scale anywhere else in the world (3),

1
Department of Anthropology, Indiana University of Pennsylvania, 441
North Walk, 15705, Indiana, Pennsylvania.
2
Defense POW/MIA Accounting Agency Laboratory, 590 Moffet Street,
Bldg 4077, 96853, JBPHH, Hawaii.
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the patterns associated with blast trauma and propeller-driven aircraft crashes are still applicable to many modern contexts of
armed conflict and medico-legal casework. At DPAA, patterns
of perimortem trauma in a skeletal case can later be compared to
the circumstances of the documented historical loss incident for
identified individuals, which permits a retrospective validation of
the trauma analyses. In this study, we examine and assess patterns of bodily trauma observed in historic blast- and propellerdriven aircraft crash incidents associated with World War II
(WWII). For consistency and clarity, all references to aircraft
crash trauma in the remainder of the article specifically relate to
propeller-driven aircraft. Often, these types of incidents result in
more extensive or complicated forms of bodily trauma than other
more limited blunt force trauma events seen in traditional forensic anthropology and medico-legal contexts (4,5).
Blast and aircraft crash incidents are influenced by various
extrinsic and intrinsic forces, which lead to significant variation
in the expression of skeletal trauma, and therefore can manifest
in similar patterns of injury. However, limited research has comparatively examined the associated trauma patterning related to
these events, and no well-defined criteria exist for analysis and
interpretation.
Bone Biomechanics and Skeletal Trauma
Bone is a composite material consisting primarily of organic
(collagen and noncollagenous proteins) and nonorganic
© 2020 American Academy of Forensic Sciences
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(hydroxyapatite mineral) components. Given its composition,
bone is ideally suited to the normal stresses of daily biomechanical needs of stability, weight bearing, and flexion, to both support and move the human body. The two-phase structure creates
viscoelasticity, a variable response to forces that exceed those
acting on the skeleton during most normal daily activities (6).
Multiple references extensively cover skeletal biomechanics and
should be utilized for a greater understanding of this complex
and essential foundation to skeletal trauma analysis (6–10).
At a basic level, skeletal trauma is the result of energy transfer
that applies stress to bone beyond its ability to deform in strain,
resulting in failure. Important extrinsic concepts for understanding osseous response to energy transfer, or applied force, include
the velocity (speed and direction) and mass of the impacting
object, as well as the surface area over which the force is
applied. Furthermore, skeletal trauma is rarely the result of one
force vector, but rather is an interplay of compression, tension,
torsional, and shearing forces (5,11). Briefly, compression results
in a reduction of bone dimensions while tension creates an elongation. Torsional forces create rotation around the long axis of
the bone, and shear is the result of opposing forces acting parallel to the plane of the cross section of the bone. These factors
are each distributed over a continuum and work in concert to
fracture bone, making it difficult (though not impossible) to
work from the skeletal trauma to identify the causal factors.
To simplify interpretation, forensic anthropologists typically
bin skeletal trauma into the general categories of blunt-, projectile-, and sharp-force injuries. These categories of injury broadly
reflect the bone’s reaction to general ranges of energy transfer
and the surface area of impact. Much research has been conducted regarding the expression of these events on both cranial
and postcranial elements (1,2,5,11–16).
Perimortem fractures associated with blunt force trauma are
typically identified and classified in terms of their orientation,
using terms such as transverse, oblique, and spiral, among others
(5). Although these terms may provide insight into the interplay
of forces or directionality, they also allow for detailed descriptions and visualization of trauma appearances. The energy
involved in blunt force trauma can be quite variable. Direct
impacts from blunt instruments often reflect low-energy impacts,
typically discussed in terms of low-velocity and slow-loading
forces between a body and a blunt object (11). With slowly
loaded blunt forces, bone has the ability to absorb stress and flex
or deform in response. Generally, this results in a smaller number of fractures and the presence of plastic deformation wherein
skeletal elements are permanently deformed due to excessive,
sustained, slow-loading forces beyond the elastic limit of the
bone. Other traumatic events often classified as blunt force injuries, such as a pressure wave from a blast, involve a high
amount of energy, applied rapidly, but across a broad surface
area. Here, the number of fractures may be few but can be quite
severe, such as a complete fracture of the femoral diaphysis
(5,17). Plastic deformation would be rare in such instances of
more rapid loading and fracture responses.
A significant characteristic that differentiates blunt force from
projectile trauma is the surface area of energy transfer (1,2).
Blunt force trauma generally involves a larger surface area compared to the more focal impact of projectile trauma (5,11). In
addition, projectile injuries are almost exclusively regarded as
high-energy impacts, often referred to as high-velocity forces,
where bone responds in a brittle fashion, with little flexion or
permanent deformation at the site of impact (12). Projectile
trauma is thus characterized by the combination of higher energy
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and more focused areas of impact, generally resulting in entrance
and exit defects, radiating fractures, concentric and heaving fractures in the cranium, and usually less plastic deformation. These
effects are illustrated in instances where the body is hit by bullets, pellets, or shrapnel (17).
Trauma Associated with Aircraft Crash and Blast Incidents
Understanding these basic biomechanical properties and differences in trauma mechanisms is important because skeletal injuries from aircraft and blast-related events reflect a complicated
interplay of vector of force and the area over which that force is
applied. Several researchers have discussed skeletal injuries due
to aircraft crash or blast events alone, but rarely in comparison
with one another (3,18–21).
As a point of clarification, we refer to high- and low-energy
impacts when discussing aircraft crashes and blast events, rather
than rapid- and slow-loading forces. The forces at work in both
blast events and aircraft crashes can be considered rapid loading,
particularly in comparison to traumatic forces seen in more typical forensic contexts. As such the terminology of high- and lowenergy impacts is used throughout, as it is the most appropriate
and informative in the context of this study.
Rapid deceleration events, such as aircraft crashes, vehicular
accidents, and vertical falls, have been more extensively studied
and reported in the literature than blast events. These deceleration events result in extensive blunt force trauma due to an
object losing energy and inertia as it impacts a more stationary
object. Vehicular accidents and vertical falls represent more
common deceleration events and as such are more prevalent than
aircraft crashes in anthropological and clinical medical literature
(e.g., 5,15,22–30).
Blast trauma injuries related to high-energy explosions are
often seen in association with explosive ordnance like grenades,
landmines, mortars, and bombs. The explosions created by these
devices are characterized by over-pressurized blast waves that
radiate from the blast site upon detonation, resulting in air compression and a momentary, but significant, shift in atmospheric
pressure. The resulting injuries arising from blast events are typically categorized as primary, secondary, tertiary, and quaternary
trauma (17,18,31,32).
Primary blast trauma is associated with the blast wave and often
is the cause of bodily amputation (17,18,31,32). Secondary blast
trauma is associated with projectile trauma from shrapnel or fragmented debris thrown outward at high velocities by the ordnance.
Tertiary blast trauma is associated with acceleration and deceleration trauma, from the pressure wave, resulting in impacts between
the body and other objects or structures. This type of traumatic
injury results in blunt force trauma and may appear similar to an
aircraft crash event. Quaternary blast trauma is a catch-all term for
other effects not described above, such as burns to the body, and
is unlikely to result in identifiable skeletal trauma (31,32). Therefore, quaternary trauma is not considered relevant in this study.
It is important to recognize that not all of the four blast categories result in projectile trauma, and thus, not all blast victims
will display projectile injuries. Additionally, bodies may be
impacted by multiple categories of blast trauma, resulting in
complicated trauma patterns on skeletal remains that may preclude identification of a single blast trauma category. Furthermore, clinical researchers typically distinguish blast trauma
based on fracture patterns and proximity to shrapnel or blast
waves (31,32). These studies often emphasize impacts to a
fleshed body, rather than to skeletal remains. Therefore, the
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utility of these categories for skeletal trauma may not translate
well for anthropological cases.
A volume dedicated to armed conflict and human rights situations by Kimmerle and Baraybar (17) provides context and case
studies for blast trauma. In a case study of blast-related skeletal
trauma associated with the Korean War, Willits et al. (21) rely
on the presence of projectile defects or embedded metal as indicators for blast trauma. Christensen et al. (18) conducted blast
experiments on porcine cadavers and suggested that inflicted
trauma depends on the position and location of the body in relation to the blast location. Additionally, Christensen and Smith
(20) showed that blast events can result in diagnostic inverted
butterfly fractures to the ribs.
However, in general, limited anthropological research has
been completed on comparisons between aircraft crash and blastrelated trauma. In effort to distinguish between aircraft crash and
blast trauma, Banks (33) assessed 52 DPAA cases where historical documents suggested that individuals were involved in these
types of incidents. These cases spanned WWII, the Korean War,
and the Vietnam Conflict and represented analytical reports completed during a 20-year range. Over this time period, analytical
requirements and report-writing standards have changed significantly within the DPAA and its predecessor organizations.
Therefore, these cases represent a wide variety of methods used
to make biological determinations and trauma analyses.
Banks (33) reviewed the final anthropological reports. She
assessed the DPAA blast cases using the blast trauma criteria
presented in anthropological and clinical literature. She agreed
that the presence of projectile trauma is one of the best ways to
differentiate blast- from aircraft-related trauma. Additionally, she
suggested that the directionality of impacts was not as useful in
distinguishing trauma between these two events. Although she
attempted to interpret additional information from photographs
in the reports, Banks acknowledged that she did not have
enough data to make substantial inferences. Furthermore, the different conflicts (and associated changes in ordnance and aircraft
technologies) associated with the cases and differences in analytical methods and reporting standards may have impacted her
ability to make comparable inferences.
Informal discussions with other DPAA analysts have suggested
that certain regions of the body are more likely to be affected by
blast-related or aircraft crash events. Analysts have acquired a
suite of assumptions about trauma that has developed through
years of anecdotal experience and independent casework. However, there is not uniform agreement among DPAA analysts
regarding how these trauma events are expressed skeletally.
These expectations provide the foundation for this study. For
example, analysts suggest that in some cases, the loss of lower
limbs may reflect primary blast trauma amputation; however,
incomplete recovery may also impact the presence of elements.
There is disagreement whether fractured lower limbs reflect the
bones of the feet absorbing impacts from landmines, deceleration
events, or other diagnoses and if specific factors can be parsed
from skeletal remains alone. Analysts also suggest that blast
trauma will result in more predictable patterns of trauma than
aircraft crash trauma, with the latter likely to result in more
extensive, yet less patterned trauma throughout the skeleton. The
wide variety of opinions and interpretations highlight both the
complicated nature of trauma analysis, as well as the need to
determine potential diagnostic traits and patterns associated with
each type of incident.
All these studies and assumptions provide some criteria to
assess aircraft crash and blast-related skeletal trauma but require

additional research for validation. Based on this research, several
hypotheses are explored. First, it is expected that aircraft crash
trauma will display more widespread trauma throughout the
skeleton than blast-related trauma. In aircraft crash trauma, associated bodily trauma may be characterized by extensive blunt
force trauma throughout the skeletal remains, as well as complex
and multiple loading vectors, with evidence of axial loading on
the feet or other body parts that may have been braced for
impact. On the other hand, blast-related skeletal trauma may be
limited to fewer regions of the body than is seen in aircraft
crash-related trauma due to proximity of the body (or certain
body regions) to the explosives.
Next, it is expected that differential recovery and fragmentation of remains will be associated with aircraft crashes and blast
events. Following the assumption that aircraft crashes will result
in more diffuse skeletal trauma, increased fragmentation is also
anticipated. Subsequently, it is assumed that a lower percentage
of identifiable remains will be recovered and present for analysis. Following from an expectation of relatively limited regional
impacts of blast trauma, comparatively less fragmentation and an
overall higher recovery rate of remains in blast cases is anticipated. Furthermore, analytical capabilities, such as assessment of
the biological profile, likely are impacted by differential patterns
of skeletal fragmentation and recovery. It is expected that analysis of remains associated with aircraft crash incidents will be
more limited than of those associated with blast events.
The amount of remains recovered and the degree of fragmentation reflects not only the incident type, but also a suite of factors such as the interval between the crash or blast incident and
remains recovery, time since recovery, the manner of recovery,
abiotic and biotic postmortem influences, intrinsic bone qualities,
and the degree to which the remains have been handled. Despite
these considerations, it is expected that the loss incident and
associated trauma mechanisms will still have substantial influence on the condition of the remains at the time of analysis.
Additionally, it is expected that aircraft crash and blast-related
trauma will display different mechanisms of trauma. Propellerdriven aircraft crashes may be associated with predominantly
blunt force impacts. Blast-related injuries, on the other hand,
represent a mixture of low- and high-energy events (e.g., blast
waves, pressure waves, projectiles, acceleration, and deceleration) and occur due to interactions with explosives such as land
mines or grenades. Therefore, blast incidents may be associated
with a combination of blunt force impacts, projectile impacts,
and embedded shrapnel and/or rust stains on the remains (21).
Previous research (33) suggests that assessment of the directionality of impacts does not facilitate interpretation of incident
type. However, directionality was mentioned frequently in informal discussion among DPAA analysts. Therefore, we assess the
utility of directionality and test the assumption that blast trauma
will exhibit an overall pattern consistent with impact by forces
from one primary direction based on proximity of the body to
an explosive. In contrast, aircraft crash incidents likely reflect
multiple or conflicting directions.
Regarding fractures, standard fracture terminology provides a
way to describe and visualize common fracture types across multiple cases. These fracture types are sometimes associated with
either blunt force or projectile trauma (5,12). For example, concentric cranial fractures are most common in projectile trauma
(12), oblique fractures are common in blunt force trauma (5),
while inverted butterfly fractures have been observed in experimental blast studies (20). Additionally, during informal conversation, analysts expressed ideas that shearing fractures are more
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common in aircraft crashes. Therefore, we expect to see possible
correlations between incident type and observed fracture type(s).
In summary, blast- and aircraft-related incidents are influenced
by various but similar extrinsic and intrinsic forces and may
result in similar patterns of injury. However, limited research has
been completed regarding differentiating between these types of
trauma, and no well-defined criteria exist for identification and
analysis. Therefore, this study breaks down perimortem trauma
analyses from DPAA casework to examine patterns of trauma
between aircraft crash and blast-related incidents.
Materials and Methods
Recently resolved WWII cases (n = 35), identified between
2015 and 2018, were examined that had established causes of
death relating to blast (n = 11) or aircraft (n = 24) events. The
reports were written by various anthropologists at DPAA who
performed their analyses in the blind without knowledge of the
specific details of the individual loss incident. Analysts were
aware of the general context that the circumstances of death
were believed to be within an armed conflict setting. Following
forensic anthropological analyses, the causes of death were
determined by a medical examiner based on the available information, including historical records and anthropological analyses.
The cases are associated with European (n = 20) and Pacific
Theater (n = 15) losses. The blast cases are from open-environment ground losses, while the aircraft cases involve propellerdriven aircraft.
Only the final anthropological reports were used to assess
trauma, including written assessments and photographic evidence
documented by the individual analyst. These reports were supplemented by the medical examiner summary and individual personnel files, which were used to confirm the type of traumatic
incident for each case. All reports were previously subjected to a
rigorous peer-review process and were completed using similar
procedures. Most analyses were not confirmed through direct
examination of the remains by the authors of this paper, though
the sample does include cases that were originally analyzed and/
or peer reviewed by one or more of the study authors.
One author recoded the data to minimize inter-observer error.
All reports were recoded within a small window of time (several
weeks) and double-checked after initial review to ensure consistent recoding among reports. The following information was
recorded from each report: The estimated amount of recovered
skeletal material, overall degree of fragmentation, analytical
potential of the remains, and details of perimortem trauma. Some
traits, such as recovery rate and fragmentation, were interpreted
from the skeletal layout photographs.
Remains consisting of few elements and missing most major
bones, such as the cranium and long bones were ranked as low
recovery (25%); remains including some major bones, such as
the cranium or long bones, but missing body regions, were
ranked as moderate recovery (25–75%); and remains including
most major bones and body regions were ranked as high recovery (>75%).
Fragmentation was estimated in a similar fashion and considers
both perimortem and postmortem effects. Low fragmentation indicated nearly complete and intact bones; moderate fragmentation
indicated the fragmentation of several major elements; and high
fragmentation indicates that nearly all elements display fragmentation. When all four aspects of the biological profile were able to
be assessed (sex, age, ancestry, and stature), analytical potential
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was described as complete. If any aspect could not be analyzed,
then the analytical potential was described as limited.
Details of perimortem trauma were reported according to Kimmerle and Baraybar (17), to include the following: patterning of
insults, directionality of insults, fracture types, and other perimortem traits. Additionally, because anthropological literature notes
specific traits that may be observed in blast or aircraft crash
trauma, the following characteristics were also documented when
present: embedded metal, thermal alteration, and inverted butterfly
fractures in the ribs (17,19–21,29). Identification of fracture types
relied on the use of specific terminology (5,12,20) within the final
forensic anthropology reports—that is, fracture types were not
inferred based on descriptions or images within reports.
Tests of significances were performed to examine differences
between aircraft crash and blast trauma for the following traits:
recovery rate, relative fragmentation, analytical potential, trauma
patterning, other perimortem traits, directionality, and trauma
interpretation. Mann–Whitney U-tests were conducted for ordinal
traits (e.g., relative fragmentation). Chi-square tests were conducted for nominal traits (e.g., trauma interpretation). Due to
small sample sizes and the distribution of counts, chi-square pvalues were computed via Monte Carlo simulation using 2000
replicates (34). All tests were evaluated against an alpha-level of
0.05, and all statistics were conducted in R (35).
Results
Among these cases, significant differences exist in the amount
and overall condition of recovered remains and analytical potential (Tables 1–3). Half of aircraft (50%) and the majority of blast
(90%) cases report at least 25% element recovery. Complete biological profiles were possible for some aircraft (29%) and most
blast (90%) cases. These results support hypotheses regarding
element recovery, fragmentation, and analytical potential.
Significant differences in the patterns of perimortem trauma in
aircraft crash and blast cases (Tables 4–6) also support several
of our hypotheses. Widespread trauma is found predominantly in
aircraft cases (67%) and less frequently in blast cases (27%), in
which trauma tends to be more localized. As for particular
trauma mechanisms, blunt force trauma is observed in the majority of aircraft cases (66%) and a smaller percentage of blast
cases (36%), while other blast cases (45%) display some evidence of projectile trauma. No definitive projectile trauma was
observed in any of the aircraft crash cases. Indeterminate trauma
was observed in some aircraft (29%) and blast (9%) cases, while
the condition of one aircraft case precluded the definitive determination of perimortem trauma. Multiple or indeterminate directionality is evident in all aircraft (100%) and a number of blast
(45%) cases, but one major directionality (and lack of conflicting
directionality interpretations) is observed only in blast cases
(55%).

TABLE 1––Estimated recovery rate of skeletal materials per case.*
Estimated Recovery Rate

Aircraft (n)

Aircraft (%)

Blast (n)

Blast (%)

12
9
3
24

50.00
37.50
12.50
100.00

1
4
6
11

9.09
36.36
54.55
100.00

Low (<25%)
Moderate (25–75%)
High (>75%)
Total
*W = 57, p-value < 0.01.
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TABLE 2––Relative amount of fragmentation observed in each case.*
Relative Fragmentation

Aircraft (n)

Low (<25%)
Moderate (25–75%)
High (>75%)
Total

Aircraft (%)

1
3
20
24

4.17
12.50
83.33
100.00

Blast (n)

Blast (%)

5
4
2
11

45.45
36.36
18.18
100.00

*W = 223.5, p-value < 0.01.

TABLE 3––Relative biological profile assessment capabilities per case.*
Analytical Capabilities
Limited
Complete
Total

TABLE 7––Documented fracture types* associated with each case.

Aircraft (n)

Aircraft (%)

Blast (n)

Blast (%)

17
7
24

70.83
29.17
100.00

1
10
11

9.09
90.91
100.00

Fracture Type
Diastatic (cranium only)
Concentric (cranium
only)
Linear
Oblique/Transverse
Spiral
Butterfly
Inverted Butterfly
Compression/Depressed
Shearing/Crushing
Comminuted
Other

Aircraft
(n)

Aircraft
(%)

Blast
(n)

Blast
(%)

3
1

12.50
4.17

3
1

27.27
9.09

2
9
8
5
–
5
3
13
5

8.33
37.50
33.33
20.83
–
20.83
12.50
54.17
20.83

4
3
–
–
–
5
1
8
2

36.36
27.27
–
–
–
45.45
9.09
72.73
18.18

*Standard fracture types as defined in the literature (5,12,20).

*W = 50.5, p-value < 0.01.
TABLE 8––Additional perimortem trauma characteristics observed in each
case.*
TABLE 4––General distribution of perimortem trauma per case.*
Trauma Distribution

Aircraft (n)

Aircraft (%)

Blast (n)

Blast (%)

7
16
24

29.17
66.67
100.00

8
3
11

72.73
27.27
100.00

Localized
Extensive
Total

TABLE 5––Trauma mechanisms interpreted for each case.*

Aircraft
(%)

Blast
(n)

Blast
(%)

1
2
1

4.17
8.33
4.17

6
–
2

54.55
–
18.18

Case Study 1: Aircraft Crash Trauma

Trauma Mechanism

Aircraft (n=)

Aircraft (%)

Blast (n=)

Blast (%)

Blunt only
Projectile only
Blunt and Projectile
Indeterminate
No trauma
Total

16
–
–
7
1
24

66.67
–
–
29.17
4.17
100.00

4
3
3
1
–
11

36.36
27.27
27.27
9.09
–
100.00

*Chi-square = 16.09, DF = NA, p-value < 0.01.

TABLE 6––Relative directionality of skeletal insults per case.*
Aircraft (n)

Aircraft (%)

Blast (n)

Blast (%)

–
24
24

–
100.00
100.00

6
5
11

54.55
45.45
100.00

One or few primary
Multiple or Indeterminate
Total

Bone defect (projectile)
Thermal alteration
Embedded metal

Aircraft
(n)

*Chi-square = 15.83, DF = NA, p-value < 0.01.

*W = 180, p-value = 0.02.

Relative Directionality

Perimortem Trauma
Characteristics

*W = 204, p-value < 0.01.

Regarding documented fracture types and characteristics
(Tables 7–8), comminuted fractures were commonly encountered
in both types of incidents (aircraft crash, 54%, and blast, 73%).
However, spiral (33%) and butterfly (20%) fractures were only
observed in aircraft crash cases. No inverted butterfly fractures
were documented in either type of incident. Projectile defects
(55%) and embedded metal (18%) were observed predominantly
in blast cases. Thermal alteration of bone, though uncommon,
was observed only in aircraft deceleration cases (8%). Documented fracture types could not be analyzed statistically; however, additional perimortem trauma characteristics are
significantly different (Table 8).
The following case studies illustrate differences in typical patterns of trauma observed in aircraft crash incidents and blast
incidents.

This case involves the loss of a B-24J aircraft in January
1944. The B-24 had a takeoff speed of 110–130 mph (117–
209 km/h) and a cruising speed of 140–160 mph (225–258 km/
h). This aircraft crashed off Helen Island in the Tarawa Atoll
shortly after takeoff. The remains of the aircrew were recovered
from the crash site and reportedly buried in a temporary cemetery.
In 2017, a recovery team excavated a burial trench on the
island and discovered human remains. The remains consist of a
mostly complete skeleton (>75% of elements recovered) with a
high degree of fragmentation (Figs 1 and 2). Based on historical
analyses, the remains were associated with the January 1944 air
loss. A complete biological profile was determined for the
remains, which represent a male of European ancestry between
22 and 28 years of age with an estimated stature of 68.1–
74.1 in.
Extensive, perimortem blunt force trauma consistent with a
rapid deceleration event is observed throughout the skeleton
(5,36). Definitive perimortem fractures are observed in the skull,
rib cage, left forearm, right hand, both lower limbs, and both
feet and are described as follows.
Extensive perimortem trauma is observed in the facial skeleton
and basicranium. This includes fractures in the region of the left
orbit (Fig. 3), involving the zygomatic process of the frontal
bone and the greater wing of the sphenoid. A tripod fracture of
the right zygomatic and a probable Le Fort I fracture of the
maxillae are also present (Fig. 4). Additionally, diastatic fractures through the sphenotemporal and occipitotemporal fissures
of the basicranium, and possibly through a number of the major
and minor cranial vault sutures, are likely given the overall
severity of cranial trauma. The mandible displays a left-side
condylar fracture and a comminuted vertical fracture of the right
mandibular body, immediately posterior to the mental foramen
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FIG. 1––Aircraft crash case, skeletal layout. Petri dishes contain loose
dentition, nondiagnostic osseous fragments, and sediment. Scale is in
decimeters. Note the extensive fracturing and fragmentation of the remains,
which is characteristic of aircraft crash cases. [Color figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

(see Fig. 1). Such fractures on contralateral sides of the mandible are common in instances of significant impact force. Collectively, these skull fractures are indicative of widespread, highenergy blunt force impacts striking the head from multiple directions (5).
Transverse fractures of the costal angle are observed in at least
seven right ribs (Fig. 5), and probable transverse and oblique
shaft fractures are observed in at least two ribs. All ribs present
for analysis are highly fragmented, and additional perimortem
trauma to both sides of the ribcage may be present but obscured
by subsequent postmortem damage.
The left radius and ulna display butterfly fractures in the distal
thirds of their shafts (Fig. 6). The radial fracture is complete and
comminuted, with a separate butterfly segment. The ulnar fracture is complete along its proximal arm, but incomplete along its
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FIG. 2––Aircraft crash case, skeletal diagram. Portions in gray are present. Stippled regions are present, fragmentary, and unreconstructed. Dentition and all damage are not depicted.

distal arm, with the butterfly segment remaining attached to the
distal ulna fragment. The radial and ulnar fractures are aligned
when the elements are in anatomical position, indicating that
both fractures can be attributed to a single impact; their orientation indicates that this impact was directed at the posteromedial
aspect of the forearm (5,36).
The right third metacarpal displays comminuted transverse
and longitudinal fractures, likely due to shearing or crushing
forces (36). Similar fractures to the base of the articulating proximal phalanx are likely attributable to the same forces. The second, fourth, and fifth metacarpals are also fragmented and may
represent additional instances of perimortem trauma (see Fig. 1);
however, postmortem damage to these elements precludes a
definitive assessment.
Numerous fractures are observed throughout the skeletal elements of both lower extremities. These include a comminuted
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FIG. 3––Aircraft crash case, detailed photograph of the cranium, depicting
perimortem fractures to the left frontal, and greater wing of sphenoid. View
is left oblique. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 4––Aircraft crash case, detailed photograph of the cranium depicting
perimortem tripod fracture to the right zygomatic and probable Le Fort I
fracture to the maxillae. View is anterior. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

spiral fracture near the midshaft of the left femur (Fig. 7), the
extensive nature of which is attributed to a complex combination
of torsional, bending, and axial load vectors. Other observed
fractures in the femora include comminuted oblique or longitudinal fractures of the subtrochanteric region of the right femur;
and comminuted oblique and transverse fractures of the distal
third of the right femur (see Fig. 1). Oblique and transverse fractures can be attributed to direct impacts to skeletal elements,
which create a bending force, while spiral fractures are the result
of torsional, or twisting forces (5,36). Fractures evincing complex, multi-vector loading environments are characteristic of patterns of trauma observed in aircraft crash incidents.
Both tibiae display oblique, probably comminuted fractures of
the distal thirds of their shafts (see Fig. 1). The right tibia also
presents with a transverse/oblique fracture to the proximal shaft
at the level of the nutrient foramen, and a probable comminuted
shearing/crushing fracture of the distal tibial epiphysis. Distal
tibia fractures of this type, also known as pilon fractures, are
typically the result of high-energy compressive axial loads
applied to the lower legs during rapid deceleration events, such
as motor vehicle crashes and falls from great heights (5,36). The

FIG. 5––Aircraft crash case, detailed photograph of several right ribs,
depicting perimortem fractures. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonline
library.com]

left tibia displays a probable perimortem oblique/transverse fracture to the proximal shaft; however, postmortem damage and
adhering metal concretions derived from casket components preclude definitive assessment.
Correspondingly, extensive fractures are observed on both
fibulae, with the right fibula fractured in four locations and the
left fibula fractured in two locations (see Fig. 1). Extensive perimortem crushing and shearing fractures are observed in the left
talus and calcaneus, and the right talus (Fig. 8), calcaneus, and
navicular, resulting in high degrees of fragmentation of these
elements. As with the pilon fracture noted above, such fractures
to the bones of the feet are typically the result of high-energy
compressive axial loads applied during rapid deceleration events
(5,36).
Given the extent of perimortem blunt force trauma described
above, additional perimortem fractures to other regions of the
skeleton—including the vertebral column and pelvis—are highly
likely, but they are obscured by subsequent postmortem damage
and fragmentation. In summary, the observed fractures in these
remains include oblique, transverse, butterfly, shearing, and longitudinal fractures, and many fractures are extensively comminuted. The overall nature and distribution of these fractures
evince a variety of loading environments, including bending, torsion, compression, and shearing force vectors, indicating a high-
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FIG. 6––Aircraft crash case, detailed photograph of the left radius and
ulna, displaying perimortem butterfly fractures to the distal thirds of both
shafts. View is posterior. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.c
om]

energy, complex, chaotic impact incident, such as occurs in aircraft crashes (5).
Case Study 2: Blast Trauma
This case involves the November 1943 battle of Tarawa on
Betio Island, Gilbert Islands (Republic of Kiribati). The individual was killed during the assault and reportedly buried in a temporary cemetery, but no remains were recovered from the site.
In 2013, human remains were recovered from a burial trench on
the island. In 2017, additional unidentified remains were disinterred from the National Memorial Cemetery of the Pacific.
Based on original burial information, a shared mitochondrial
DNA sequence, and anthropological analyses, these remains represent one individual.
The remains consist of an incomplete skeleton (25–75% complete) with a low degree of fragmentation (Figs 9 and 10). A
complete biological profile was determined for the remains,
which represent a male of European ancestry between 18 and
24 years of age with an estimated stature of 65.5–71.5 in.

FIG. 7––Aircraft crash case, detailed photograph of the left femur, depicting a perimortem comminuted spiral fracture. View is posteromedial. [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Projectile and extensive blunt force trauma were observed
throughout the skeleton, including several ribs, the right maxilla,
and both femora and tibiae. Details of these fractures are
described as follows.
The right maxilla exhibits blunt force trauma (Fig. 11). There
is an incomplete depressed fracture in the area of the canine
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FIG. 8––Aircraft crash case, detailed photograph of the right talus, depicting perimortem shearing/crushing fractures. View is superior. [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 10––Blast trauma case, skeletal diagram. Portions in gray are present. Manual phalanges are arbitrarily sided. Dentition and all damage are
not depicted.

FIG. 9––Blast trauma case, skeletal layout. Petri dishes contain hair, desiccated tissue, small osseous fragments, and dust. Scale is in decimeters.
Note the localized fracturing and fragmentation of the remains, particularly
the lower extremities in this case, which is characteristic of blast cases.
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

fossa, just inferior to the infraorbital foramen and an incomplete
linear fracture extending inferiorly from the right nasal bone.
The depressed fracture is the point of impact (5). A depressed
fragment of bone perforates into the maxillary sinus, showing
that the bone underwent plastic deformation prior to failure. This
fracture morphology is consistent with a low-energy force (17).
The linear fracture is likely associated with this trauma, occurring peripheral to the point of impact (5,17).
Projectile trauma is evident on the right 5th rib (Fig. 12).
There is an externally beveled half-circular defect with a linear
fracture radiating from this defect located on the superior border
of the anterior third of the rib. This fracture morphology is consistent with a projectile entering the body posteriorly and exiting
anteriorly. Other ribs have complete fractures that are also possible perimortem trauma, but postmortem damage limits further
interpretation (see Fig. 9).
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FIG. 11––Blast trauma case, detailed photograph of the skull (anterior
view) with inset of the right maxilla, depicting perimortem blunt force
depressed and linear fractures. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelib
rary.com]

FIG. 13––Blast trauma case, detailed photograph of the right femur,
depicting a shearing fracture of the medial condyle. View is anterior. [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
FIG. 12––Blast trauma case, detailed photograph of the right 5th rib,
depicting perimortem projectile trauma with associated external beveling
and a radiating fracture. View is anterior. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

There is extensive perimortem trauma of the lower limbs consistent with blast trauma (see Fig. 9). The right femur exhibits a
shearing fracture of the medial condyle (Fig. 13). The right tibia
is highly comminuted through a combination of vertical, transverse, and oblique fractures (Fig. 14). The left distal femur
(Fig. 15) and proximal tibia are also highly comminuted, with
multiple transverse, oblique, and horizontal fractures. The pattern
of trauma to the lower limb is consistent with an explosion and
blastwave leading to a complex loading environment, predominately from a high-energy compressive force directed from distal
to proximal (a blast occurring near the feet, with force traveling
upwards; 37).
In summary, trauma is observed primarily on the lower
extremities, as well as on the right 5th rib and maxilla. Additionally, possible trauma is observed on several ribs. The extent and
patterning of the trauma is consistent with nonspecific blast injuries occurring near the feet and traveling superiorly.
Discussion
As illustrated in the case studies, the results of this analysis
suggest that although there is considerable overlap in trauma
expression, skeletal trauma resulting from historic aircraft crash
and blast cases can be differentiated based on the type and pattern of skeletal trauma present. As expected, cases from aircraft
crashes report a significantly lower recovery rate (see Table 1)

and significantly higher degree of fragmentation (see Table 2)
than blast-related cases, which likely translates to the limited
analytical potential (see Table 3) of remains associated with aircraft crash events. Additionally, trauma is significantly more
widespread throughout the skeleton in aircraft crash cases (see
Table 4), likely reflecting the complex and multiple loading vectors associated with rapid deceleration of an aircraft. In contrast,
cases from blast events report significantly higher recovery rates
(see Table 1), less fragmentation (see Table 2), and increased
analytical potential (see Table 3), likely related to the more
localized distribution of trauma in these remains (see Table 4).
These findings are illustrated in the case studies. Although the
aircraft crash case was selected in part for its high recovery rate
to exemplify patterns observed in the analytical results, the
skeletal layout depicts substantial fragmentation with widespread
trauma distributed throughout the remains (see Fig. 1). In contrast, the individual from the blast case displays less overall fragmentation and more localized trauma distribution, predominantly
to the lower legs (see Fig. 9).
It must be noted that recovery bias may be impacting the
results of the analysis, such as the extended postmortem interval
for cases within the study sample and the context from which
the remains were recovered. Cases included in the study were
received from both archeological field recoveries and cemetery
disinterments from around the world. Field recoveries were
undertaken recently using standard, contemporary archeological
methods and techniques. Disinterments reflect the recovery of
remains from battlefields and conflict areas within the weeks to
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FIG. 14––Blast trauma case, detailed photograph of the right tibia, displaying perimortem comminuted fractures with evidence of transverse, oblique, and vertical fractures. View is medial. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

years following the loss incident and have been processed prior
to analysis. These remains were later buried as unknown individuals after it was determined that they could not be identified.
These factors impact the remains available for analysis in each
case. While the type and proportion of the elements present for
analysis in each case are influenced by the intrinsic properties of
the elements themselves (i.e., larger, denser, and more recognizable bones are more likely to be recovered) (38), the condition
of the remains also largely influences recovery rate. Percentage
of remains present for analysis is a reflection of the recovery
methods, but also the degree of fragmentation of the remains at
the time of recovery. Increased fragmentation also increases the
dispersion and surface area on which the postmortem environment can act as a destructive agent (39). As expected by the
authors, this is reflected in the lower percentages of remains present for analysis seen in the aircraft crash cases and the higher
percentages in the blast cases.
These recovery patterns may also be related to the mechanisms associated with each type of incident. As seen in Table 5
and illustrated in the case studies, hypotheses about trauma
mechanisms are supported. Cases from propeller-driven aircraft
crash events are associated only with blunt force trauma; however, it is extensive among the remains. Alternatively, cases
from blast events often include both blunt force and projectile

FIG. 15––Blast trauma case, detailed photograph of the left femur, depicting perimortem trauma. Note the differential coloration of the femur, which
is separated by a transverse fracture. The square cut represents the area
sampled for DNA. View is anterior, distal is toward the bottom. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

trauma, but it tends to be more localized within the remains.
Unexpectedly, embedded metal was not commonly observed in
blast cases (see Table 8), and, contrary to previous observations
(21), few analysts made any mention of rust staining in association with perimortem trauma.
Not all cases displayed clearly identifiable trauma. Indeterminate trauma was predominantly interpreted for aircraft crash
cases. The skeletal injuries could not be clearly associated with
either blunt or projectile trauma. Additionally, one aircraft crash
case, which consisted only of few, highly fragmented elements,
did not display any apparent trauma. Indeterminate or no visible
trauma can result from a myriad of factors, including postmortem damage, atypical instances of projectile or blunt force
trauma, bias based on the paucity of remains, or conservative
assessments on the part of the analyst. This interpretation likely
reflects analytical difficulties owing to the high degree of fragmentation, the relatively low recovery rate, and the diffuse
trauma distribution throughout the remains, all of which may
inhibit an analyst’s ability to draw clear interpretations.
Although previous research did not find a correlation between
trauma event and the directionality of perimortem impacts (33),
no aircraft crash cases in this study were associated with only
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one or few primary directions of insult (see Table 6). The majority of blast cases, however, are attributed to one or few primary
directions of insults. These results suggest that directionality
may be valuable for trauma assessment (e.g., related to the location of the landmine or grenade relative to the position of the
body).
Moreover, interpretation of directionality must consider the
position of the body when the insult occurred. Although it is
tempting to review standard homunculi to interpret trauma directionality and alignment of insults, this can lead to analytical
complacency. After all, it is unlikely that most individuals in
these circumstances were simply standing in standard anatomical
position at the time of the incident. Deliberation of body positioning can also facilitate interpretation of multiple or conflicting
insults and help clarify apparent discrepancies.
Regarding fracture types, several appear to be more common
to specific mechanisms or trauma events (see Table 7). For
example, linear and compression/depressed fractures are more
common in blast-related cases, while oblique/transverse, spiral,
and butterfly fractures are more common in aircraft crash cases.
In fact, no spiral or butterfly fractures were observed in any of
the blast cases, again highlighting the differential loading environments associated with each type of event. The occurrence of
spiral fractures reflects the increased complexity of the loading
environments in aircraft compared to blast events, while the
presence of butterfly fractures requires additional consideration
due to their limited interpretive abilities (40).
No inverted butterfly fractures were described for the ribs in
these cases, although they have been reported in other studies
as characteristic injuries for blast trauma (20). Furthermore, no
correlation was observed between deceleration trauma (in either
aircraft or blast cases) and axial loading of the feet or other
regions. Few cases explicitly mention axial loading to the feet
or lower legs, regardless of loss type (but see Case study 1:
aircraft crash trauma, above). The absence of clear inverted
butterfly fractures or axial loading to the foot bones may reflect
a number of factors. These fractures may not have been present
in these historic conflict-related cases, analyses may have erred
toward conservative assessments, identification may have been
precluded due to the direction of force from multiple impacts,
and interpretations may have been biased based on the paucity
and condition of remains. Therefore, both traits should be
assessed in future cases to further clarify their relationship with
trauma.
Analysts must consider the sum total of analytical categories
and diagnostic traits applied and observed throughout the skeleton. Interpretations may be hampered or precluded by consideration of only a single analytical category or if analysts emphasize
individual elements rather than the body as a whole unit. For
example, the presence of blunt versus projectile impacts alone is
insufficient to determine the trauma mechanism. Blunt force
trauma is observed in both aircraft crash and blast cases, while
projectile trauma is primarily observed in blast cases. Although
projectile trauma and embedded metal can be observed in aircraft crash cases, it is uncommon.
Furthermore, trauma does not occur in a vacuum nor are
elements impacted in isolation. As observed in both case studies, numerous elements throughout the remains may display
trauma that aligns and, in combination, provides valuable
insight into the loss incident. We argue that analysts should
critically consider how skeletal trauma is reported. Although it
is tempting to itemize complicated trauma and/or leave interpretations more generalized, analysts should ensure they
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remain focused on a broader scale and emphasize meaningful
descriptions that underscore the body as a whole unit. This
may help decrease conclusions of indeterminate trauma mechanisms in complicated cases. In both case studies, a robust and
informed interpretation is made through consideration of the
body as a unit. Analyses that do not incorporate the condition
and trauma pattern of the entire skeleton risk misinterpretation
or oversimplified interpretations.
As for differentiating between blast trauma categories, it may
not be possible to distinguish between primary (commonly associated with impacts resulting from the blast wave) and tertiary
(commonly associated with impacts between the body and large
objects or structures) blast trauma because both primary and tertiary blast trauma (e.g., blast waves and pressure waves, respectively) result in blunt force trauma. The amount of deformation
that might be observed in primary and tertiary impacts is based
on the amount of energy involved in each case. Additionally,
while the amount of energy associated with each category differs, the location of these impacts on the body influences how
force interacts with the body.
Although clinical literature identifies a correlation between primary blast trauma and amputation, the authors could not assess this
expectation adequately due to the recovery contexts and lengthy
postmortem interval associated with the skeletal remains. While
potential amputation may be present in several cases (e.g., see
Case study 2: blast trauma, above), numerous factors may account
for this, including taphonomic and recovery factors. Incomplete
recovery of fragmented remains may have impacted interpretations
and led to false identification of amputation. Remains may not be
fully recovered, or the postmortem burial environment may impact
the condition and preservation of the remains. Either of these conditions can superficially mimic amputation.
Therefore, amputation is not a reliable criterion to distinguish
blast trauma in skeletal remains, at least for the fully skeletonized cases typically analyzed by the DPAA, wherein the
remains are decades old, may not have been recovered in a systematic manner, and may have been processed multiple times in
the past. This cautionary consideration is important in the analysis of potential blast trauma in skeletal remains.
Although clinical literature may provide expectations and criteria for analysis, many of these studies and case reports are
focused on examination of soft tissue remains that were recovered in a timely manner after the incident. Expected characteristics established in the clinical literature may be inappropriate for
skeletonized remains because information may be lost in the
postmortem interval or absent in the skeletal remains. For example, the tibia in the blast case study above displays a bending
under compression fracture, in addition to the absence of the
lower legs, which may be used to support interpretations of traumatic amputation. However, based on the available evidence,
other causes cannot be ruled out. Further research is required to
validate this hypothesis, and the potential impact of recovery
bias in analytical conclusions cannot be ignored.
On the other hand, it may be possible to differentiate between
secondary and other forms of blast trauma within skeletal
remains by identifying evidence of projectile trauma, shrapnel,
and/or metal stains. For example, the individual associated with
the blast case study represents an example of nonspecific blast
trauma. Trauma is observed to the lower extremities, but association with primary blast waves or tertiary pressure waves or
deceleration cannot be confirmed from the skeletal remains.
Although projectile trauma is identified on the remains, the projectile defect is on a rib and represents a posterior-to-anterior
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directionality. Therefore, the case study represents nonspecific
blast trauma.
It is recommended that analysts clarify whether they are interpreting secondary/projectile or nonspecific blast trauma and consider the broader skeletal unit to interpret complicated insults
appropriately. By assessing the skeletal trauma across the whole
body as it was at the time of the traumatic insult, the clinical literature can be more readily used, although with caution, for
overall pattern and distribution for expected injuries in blast
events. For future studies and casework, analysts should critically assess the clinically derived blast trauma categories and
their effectiveness when applied to skeletal remains. This may
provide insight into considerations such as the type of blast
trauma, the spatial relationship between the individual and the
impact, or the type of projectile.
The results of this analysis indicate that blast and aircraft crash
cases can be differentiated based on overall patterns in skeletal
trauma. The condition of the remains, trauma mechanisms,
trauma distribution, and fracture types together provide insight
loss events. These WWII cases are valuable because DPAA analysts can retrospectively assess their results. Historic records are
available to confirm skeletal interpretations, but many other agencies do not have access to this type of contextual information.
Instead, many trauma-based analytical methods are based on
experimental studies, often on nonhuman proxies, or isolated case
studies (14,18). The DPAA cases present numerous examples by
which to extrapolate representative patterns of skeletal trauma.
It is important to note that although numerous trauma features
are presented here that may aid interpretations, they are not to be
used as definitive criteria. Trauma analysis is complicated, and different types of trauma may display similar skeletal expressions,
while the same type of trauma may display different expressions
in different circumstances. Furthermore, this retrospective analysis
emphasizes the need for standardized and clear terminology to
ensure that specific perimortem trauma characteristics are described
in an accurate manner to ensure the quality and scientific rigor of
work (1,2). In addition to perimortem concerns, the condition of
the remains, the amount of remains recovered, the postmortem
environment, and even the experience and skill level of the analyst
can impact the appearance and description of skeletal remains.
Therefore, these case studies are intended to provide a comparative
framework for differential diagnosis. Future research is required to
better address these concerns.
Conclusions
This study provides guidance to support interpretation of aircraft crash and blast trauma in skeletal remains and lessen an
analyst’s reliance on their own individual experiences or on clinically based criteria developed through assessment of soft tissue
remains. However, these case studies are meant to be illustrative,
not definitive, for trauma interpretation. Trauma is variably
expressed in the skeleton and different events can have similar
skeletal affects, while similar events may result in different
skeletal affects. Additionally, while blast trauma features prominently in clinical literature, anthropologists are still determining
appropriate manners in which to operationalize these categories
for skeletal remains.
Based on an analysis of recently resolved WWII cases, several
criteria may be useful to differentiate historic aircraft crash from
blast cases. Aircraft crash cases are associated with more limited
biological profiles due to extensive fracturing throughout the
skeleton, torsional fractures, and indeterminate or multiple

directionalities of impacts. Blast cases are associated with higher
element recovery, more complete biological profiles, more localized trauma patterns, and impacts from one or few directions of
force. Because of the diverse categories of blast trauma, it can be
characterized as secondary, when embedded metal or projectile
defects are present, or nonspecific when particular blast-related
mechanisms cannot be inferred. In cases where skeletal trauma
cannot be more definitively attributed to a specific type of event
(e.g., blast or aircraft deceleration), it is recommended that analysts
extensively document the details, patterns, locations, and relationships of fractures and defects throughout the remains with an
emphasis on the body as a whole unit. Future studies should
explore the relationship between these types of extreme trauma
events and axial loading, plastic deformation, bending, butterfly
fractures, inverted butterfly fractures, and potential amputation.
Although the findings of this study are most directly applicable to the analysis of remains from similar historic military/
armed conflict-related contexts, it can also be argued that these
findings have broader relevance for forensic anthropologists
working in other settings as well. While these practitioners may
not have need to distinguish aircraft crash trauma from blast
trauma in any one case, a greater understanding of the respective
patterns of trauma observed in these incidents may facilitate
trauma analyses in fatalities resulting from industrial, motor
vehicle, or civil aviation accidents; violent incidents of civil
unrest; and recent and historic instances of human rights violations. Further, in current-day military/armed conflict-related or
human rights contexts, these patterns may be helpful for corroborating eyewitness testimony surrounding specific incidents, or
as evidence of collateral civilian fatalities arising from military/
paramilitary operations, for example. In other words, an aircraft
crash is not the only circumstance that a forensic anthropologist
may encounter involving complex, multi-vector loading environments; nor is explosive ordnance the only material capable of
causing blast trauma. Thus, the broad patterns of skeletal trauma
observed in blast and aircraft crash cases can be extrapolated
and applied to other circumstances that generate similar forces,
are characterized by similar loading environments, and result in
similar mechanisms of injury.
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ABSTRACT: A growing number of U.S. cities and states have large numbers of unsubmitted sexual assault kits (SAKs) in police property

facilities. Prior research conducted in large urban cities has found that testing these kits yields a sizable number of DNA profiles that meet FBI
eligibility for upload to the national criminal DNA database CODIS (Combined DNA Index System) and uploaded profiles return a substantial
number of matches to existing criminal profiles in CODIS. It is unknown whether these findings are unique to large urban cities with high
crime rates. The purpose of current study was to document forensic testing outcomes from a state census of previously unsubmitted SAKs,
which included large urban–suburban centers, as well as smaller cities and rural counties. We inventoried all previously unsubmitted SAKs in
Michigan (N = 3422 SAKs) and submitted all kits for forensic DNA testing. A total of n = 1239 SAKs had a DNA profile that met eligibility
for upload into CODIS (36.2% unconditional, 56.5% conditional CODIS eligible rate) and n = 585 SAKs yielded a CODIS Hit (17.1% unconditional, 47.2% conditional CODIS hit rate). These rates are consistent with studies from urban areas suggesting approximately half of SAKs
tested yield a CODIS profile and approximately half of those uploaded profiles yield a hit. We compared SAK forensic testing outcomes by
geographic and population density characteristics, and although rates were often higher in larger metropolitan areas, the obtained rates in
micropolitan and rural areas suggest testing is warranted in smaller jurisdictions as well.

KEYWORDS: forensic science, DNA, forensic testing, sexual assault kits, rape kits, CODIS, law enforcement

Over the past decade, the demand for forensic science services
by the criminal justice system has increased substantially, especially for forensic biology DNA casework (1,2). As publicly
funded crime laboratories have struggled to maintain timely
forensic DNA testing throughput (3,4), law enforcement agencies
(LEAs) have had to ration their requests for crime scene evidence testing (5). This has created substantial “unsubmitted”
crime scene evidence, meaning law enforcement personnel have
not made a request for testing and the evidence remains in police
custody; by contrast, “untested” evidence has been submitted to
a crime laboratory and is awaiting testing (5–8). Police have not
been routinely submitting evidence into testing queues for decades, and for sexual assault cases, this has created sizable stockpiles of unsubmitted sexual assault kits (SAKs; also known as
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“rape kits”) in police property storage facilities throughout the
United States (5–10). SAKs contain semen, blood, saliva, hair,
and/or fingernail scrapings collected from victims’ bodies (11),
but because these kits are not being submitted for testing, there
is no opportunity for this evidence to inform investigations, support prosecutions, or exonerate those who have been wrongly
accused (5,6). Estimates suggest there are at least 200,000
unsubmitted SAKs in U.S. LEAs, and large numbers (5000–
10,000+) of unsubmitted rape kits have been uncovered in multiple large urban cities, such as Cleveland, Dallas, Detroit, Houston, Memphis, Los Angeles, New Orleans, and New York City
(6).
The discovery of these so-called “rape kit backlogs” often
sparks community outrage and calls from prosecutors and victim
advocates to submit these kits for forensic DNA testing (12,13).
Studies of previously unsubmitted SAKs suggest that the biological evidence in these kits is still viable, and testing yields a sizable number of DNA profiles that meet FBI eligibility for
upload to the national criminal DNA database CODIS (Combined DNA Index System) (14–17). Uploaded profiles have
returned a substantial number of matches to existing criminal
profiles in CODIS (often termed a “CODIS hit”), thereby providing police with promising investigational leads (14,15). Such
data suggest good return-on-investment for testing previously
unsubmitted SAKs (18–21), but it is important to note that these
studies have been conducted exclusively in large urban cities
© 2020 American Academy of Forensic Sciences
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with high crime rates (22). To inform local, state, and national
policy on SAK testing practices, SAK forensic testing outcomes
must be evaluated in a variety of jurisdictions to understand how
rates vary by geographic and population density characteristics.
To address this gap in the literature, the purpose of the current
study was to document forensic testing outcomes from a state
census of previously unsubmitted SAKs, which included large
urban–suburban centers, as well as smaller cities and rural counties. Documenting SAK forensic testing outcomes in communities of different sizes can help criminal justice system
practitioners estimate how many active cases may emerge once
they start processing previously unsubmitted SAKs. Such information is critical for developing staffing plans for law enforcement personnel, forensic scientists, victim advocates, and
prosecutors. This may be particularly helpful for smaller communities and rural jurisdictions that may have less experience working these so-called “cold cases” and may need targeted outreach,
professional development, and mentoring to increase preparedness. To set the stage for this study, we begin with a brief
review of how SAKs are collected and tested, and what prior
research suggests forensic DNA testing might yield in CODIS
profiles and CODIS hits.
Since 1980s, it has been standard practice to direct sexual
assault victims to hospital emergency departments or specialized
healthcare programs (e.g., sexual assault nurse examiner [SANE]
programs) for a postassault medical forensic examination (23).
The purpose of this examination is to provide comprehensive
healthcare to victims (11,24), which includes diagnosing and
treating injuries sustained in the assault, offering emergency contraception to prevent pregnancy (if applicable), and administering
prophylaxis for sexually transmitted infections that might have
been contracted during the assault. In addition to these healthcare components, the medical forensic examination can include
the collection of a SAK to preserve forensic evidence (11). The
process of collecting a SAK is time-consuming, highly invasive,
and often upsetting for victims, as it includes plucking head and
pubic hairs; obtaining fingernail scrapings in the event the assailant was scratched during the attack; swabbing the genitals, anus,
mouth, breasts, and/or other body areas to collect semen, blood,
or saliva; and photographing injuries.
After a SAK has been collected by a healthcare professional,
it is taken into custody by law enforcement personnel (11).
Police are then responsible for submitting the rape kit to a forensic laboratory for testing, which includes screening the samples
in the kit for biological evidence and analyzing them for DNA
(25). The resulting DNA profile can be uploaded to CODIS if: it
meets biological quality standards for the number of core loci;
there is accompanying documentation to verify that the sample
was collected from a crime scene (i.e., a police report); and the
sample is from the probable perpetrator of the crime (26).
Uploaded samples are compared to reference samples in
CODIS’s two indexing systems. First, the offender index contains known DNA profiles from arrestees/convicted offenders,
obtained at their qualifying offense (i.e., a prior criminal offense
that met federal requirements for CODIS entry). When a new
DNA profile is uploaded to CODIS, it may match a known
offender profile already in the system, which is referred to as an
“offender hit.” Second, the forensic index contains unknown
DNA profiles obtained at crime scenes; matches to these samples
are typically termed “forensic hits.” Both types of hits can help
police and prosecutors identify or confirm offender identity, link
cases to establish patterns of repeat offending, and potentially
exonerate those wrongfully accused.
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Forensic DNA testing can provide tremendously useful information to police and prosecutors, but for decades, law enforcement personnel have not been routinely submitting SAKs for
testing (6,9). The reasons why this has become standard practice
in so many LEAs are complex, but resource limitations are
clearly a factor. Strom and Hickman (5) highlighted that police
do not submit crime scene evidence for testing when they know
their state, county, or local forensic crime laboratories do not
have capacity to test all submitted evidence. Over a decade ago,
the National Academy of Science (4) sounded the alarm that
publicly funded forensic laboratories were insufficiently
resourced to serve the needs of the criminal justice system.
Recently, the Government Accountability Office (3) underscored
that this problem is not yet fixed, as many state and local government crime labs have too many testing requests to resolve all
in a timely manner. However, laboratory capacity is not the sole
reason why SAKs have not been submitted for testing, as current
research also indicates that negative stereotypes about victims
and their credibility affect detectives’ decisions on how scarce
testing resources should be used (27,28).
As a growing number of communities throughout the United
States have discovered stockpiles of unsubmitted SAKs, community pressure has prompted LEAs to submit these kits for testing
to determine whether the evidence is still viable and potentially
actionable. To gauge the potential value of testing previously
unsubmitted kits, researchers have tracked the number of kits
submitted for forensic DNA testing, the number of SAKs that
yield a CODIS eligible DNA profile, and whether the uploaded
profile matched to an existing CODIS sample (i.e., a CODIS
hit). Some studies have also reported whether the CODIS hit is
to another sexual assault case, indicating a pattern of suspected
serial sexual offending.
In the first study to track testing outcomes of previously
unsubmitted SAKs, Peterson, Johnson, Herz, Graziano, and Oehler (16) reviewed 1320 SAKs randomly sampled from 10,895
“backlogged/untested” rape kits from Los Angeles. In this sample, 699 DNA profiles were entered into CODIS (53% of the
total sample tested), resulting in 347 CODIS hits (50% of profiles uploaded to CODIS; 26% of the total sample tested). Given
these promising results, in 2010 the National Institute of Justice
funded two action research projects in cities with large numbers
of unsubmitted SAKs, one in Detroit, one in Houston (14,17).
From the Detroit site, Campbell et al. (14) tested a stratified random sample of 1595 previously unsubmitted SAKs from a
stockpile of approximately 11,000 kits. Testing yielded 785
DNA profiles for upload to CODIS (49% of the total sample
tested), resulting in 455 CODIS hits (58% of profiles uploaded
to CODIS; 28.5% of the total sample tested); 127 hits (28% of
the hits) were to a reference sample in CODIS from another sexual assault crime and/or another SAK, revealing a pattern of suspected serial sexual offending. In follow-up study, Campbell,
Feeney, Goodman-Williams, Sharma, and Pierce (29) tested
7287 previously unsubmitted Detroit SAKs: 2938 SAKs had a
DNA profile that met eligibility for upload into CODIS (40% of
the total sample tested), and 1675 SAKs yielded a CODIS Hit
(57% of profiles uploaded to CODIS; 23% of the total sample
tested); 775 SAKs (46% of the SAKs with hits) revealed suspected serial offending. From the Houston site, Wells, Campbell,
and Franklin (17) tested a sample of 493 SAKs from their inventory of 6663 previously unsubmitted kits, which yielded 203
DNA profiles for CODIS upload (43% of the total sample
tested) and 104 CODIS hits (51% of profiles uploaded; 21% of
the total sample tested). As these action research projects were
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in progress, Cleveland also began testing their unsubmitted
SAKs (15). From a sample of 4966 SAKs, there were 2943
DNA profiles for CODIS upload (59% of the total sample
tested) and 1935 CODIS hits (66% of profiles uploaded; 39% of
the total sample tested). Lovell, Luminais, Flannery, Overman,
Huang, Walker, and Clark (30) studied a subsample of 433
SAKs, of which 245 (56%) were connected to a suspected serial
sexual offender, defined as a DNA match to another SAK or to
a prior arrest for a sexual assault documented in an offender’s
criminal history record.
Taken together, these results from rape kit testing initiatives in
urban communities indicate that previously unsubmitted SAKs
do indeed contain valuable evidence: approximately half (40–
59%) of SAKs tested have DNA profiles that meet eligibility for
upload to CODIS, and at least half of those uploaded profiles
(50–66%) yield a match to a criminal DNA profile (14–17,31).
As these studies were unfolding, and as more cities in the United
States began reporting that they too had a large number of
unsubmitted SAKs, the Department of Justice’s Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA) created a national-scale project, the Sexual
Assault Kit Initiative (31), to support inventorying SAKs, testing, prosecution, and victim advocacy. SAKI represented an
intentional effort to address the problem of unsubmitted SAKs
not only in urban cities, but also in smaller towns and rural communities. In its inaugural funding in 2015, SAKI funded 20
sites, nine of which were entire states (31). Currently, SAKI
funds 63 sites, 22 of which are state-wide initiatives.
In Michigan, high-profile media coverage of the 11,000
unsubmitted SAKs in Detroit prompted state-level leaders to
assess the extent of this problem in other jurisdictions throughout the state. The Michigan State Police (MSP) applied for and
received BJA SAKI 2015 funding to conduct a state census of
all previously unsubmitted SAKs in Michigan LEAs and to submit all inventoried kits to an outside vendor laboratory for forensic DNA testing. This grant also included forming a partnership
with a research team (the authors of this paper) to document the
forensic testing results from this state census. Michigan has 83
counties, three of which comprise the Detroit urban-suburban
community, but most metropolitan counties are substantially
smaller, and a sizable proportion of the state’s counties are rural,
which creates an opportunity to evaluate how SAK forensic testing results vary by geographic and population density measures.
Specifically, we explored three research questions in this
study. First, from the state census, how many SAKs were tested
for DNA, how many yielded a CODIS eligible DNA profile,
how many yielded a CODIS hit, and how many of those hits
matched to another sexual assault case, indicating suspected
serial sexual offending? We examined whether forensic testing
rates patterns identified in prior studies of urban communities
were consistent in our state census, with its inclusion of smaller
cities and rural areas. In other words, would approximately half
of SAKs tested yield a CODIS eligible profile, and approximately half of those uploaded profiles yield a CODIS hit?
Second, how do DNA testing rates, CODIS eligible rates,
CODIS hit rates, and CODIS serial sexual assault hit rates vary
by geographic and population density characteristics? We created
county-level grouping variables and then compared forensic testing results among those groups to evaluate whether rates differ
among urban counties of varying population densities, as well as
among urban, suburban, and rural counties.
Third, focusing within each geographic and population density
group, how do our obtained rates for DNA testing, CODIS eligibility, CODIS hits, and CODIS serial sexual assault hits compare

to hypothetical threshold values for each of these phases of testing? We evaluated whether the rates documented in each of our
county-level groupings exceeded commonly used heuristic criteria that practitioners and policymakers may consider when developing testing plans for previously unsubmitted SAKs. The
process of inventorying unsubmitted kits is a considerable financial undertaking, and criminal justice system personnel may
wonder whether testing these kits is truly necessary and whether
it will yield results at some level and quantity that would justify
the time, effort, and expense. For example, at a minimum threshold, are testing outcome rates significantly greater than zero?
Are they greater than 33%? Greater than 50%? In low-density
rural counties, for instance, if it is unlikely that CODIS hits
would exceed the lower thresholds, stakeholders may need to
consider how best to use limited laboratory resources. In highdensity urban counties, if CODIS hit rates may exceed the
higher thresholds, police and prosecutors will need careful planning to determine how they will take on a large number of new,
active cases. Comparing obtained rates to hypothetical thresholds
can inform scenario planning for communities of varying geographic and population density characteristics.

Methods
Sample
The Michigan State Police received 2015 BJA SAKI funding
to complete a state census of all previously unsubmitted SAKs,
excluding SAKs in custody of the City of Flint Police Department and the City of Detroit Police Department because separate
2015 BJA SAKI grants funded efforts to inventory and test those
kits. The state census began in February 2016 when the state
SAKI coordinator sent letters to all LEAs in Michigan’s 83
counties (except the two noted above; n = 592 LEAs) instructing
them to count all previously unsubmitted SAKs collected before
March 1, 2015. This date was selected to align with recent state
legislation, the Michigan Sexual Assault Evidence Kit Submission Act, MCL 752.931, which required all kits collected on or
after March 1, 2015, to be submitted for testing and analyzed
for DNA within statutorily defined time periods; thus, an inventory of all SAKs collected prior to March 1, 2015, would reflect
a state census of all previously unsubmitted SAKs. LEAs were
provided a standardized definition of “previously unsubmitted
SAKs” to ensure uniform counting: “Under the terms of the
grant, all unsubmitted kits must be accounted for and audited
regardless of the reason why the kits were not previously submitted. For example, the following kits must be included in your
inventory: kits where the complainant has refused to prosecute;
kits believed to be beyond the statute of limitations; kits where a
determination has been made that the charges are unfounded;
and kits where the underlying case was adjudicated by trial or
plea.” SAKs released by victims for testing that were still in the
physical custody of a medical facility were also to be included
in the inventory, so the LEAs were instructed to reach out to
medical facilities in their jurisdiction to collect and count any
stored kits. LEAs were provided a standardized spreadsheet to
record the requested information. This spreadsheet also tracked
the specific law enforcement agency that had custody of each kit
and the county in which that agency was located. Though it is
possible that the reported crime occurred in a different county,
stakeholders indicated that it was common practice to redirect
victims to the appropriate law enforcement agency that had jurisdiction and the SAK would be taken into evidence by the LEA
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that had jurisdiction. The SAKI coordinator made repeated
emails and phone calls to LEAs throughout spring and summer
2016 to monitor the inventory process. The inventory closed
September 2016.
Of the 83 counties in this state, 25 counties had no LEAs with
previously unsubmitted SAKs in custody; all of these counties
are rural and are among the least densely populated rural counties in this state. The remaining 58 counties had LEAs with previously unsubmitted SAKs in custody. The total number of
previously unsubmitted SAKs inventoried was N = 3422. We
were able to determine the year the SAK was originally collected for nearly all SAKs (n = 72 kits had missing date information), and approximately 1% had been collected between
1980 and 1989, 9% from 1990 to 1999, 40% from 2000 to
2009; and 50% from 2010 to the close date of the census.
Procedures
The state SAKI coordinator conducted in-person site visits at
urban and suburban LEAs to inspect the inventoried kits and
work with local personnel to prepare the kits for shipment to an
outside vendor laboratory for testing. Each kit was physically
examined in the presence of an LEA property officer, and the
information on the kit was compared to the data submitted on
the inventory spreadsheet to ensure accuracy and that the kit met
the parameters of the project. Kits were then bar coded and
shipped to the vendor. For LEAs in rural jurisdictions, police
personnel were instructed to ship their inventoried SAKs to the
Michigan State Police Forensic Science Division (MSP-FSD),
which completed the same accuracy and eligibility checks, and
then bar coded and shipped the kits to the vendor lab for testing.
Sexual assault kits began shipping to the vendor in March
2016 and testing was largely completed by July 2018. Testing
results were posted in a secure web portal. CODIS ineligible and
negative kit reports (i.e., no DNA present) were recorded by
MSP-FSD, and then, those SAKs were returned directly to each
law enforcement agency by mail. CODIS eligible results were
downloaded by MSP-FSD for independent technical review. The
technical reviews were completed by September 2019; all
CODIS uploads and local, state, and national DNA databases
searches were completed in October 2019; and the data were
released to the research team for analysis in November 2019.
Measures
Forensic DNA testing is a multi-stage process and the outcomes at each stage can be quantified for statistical analysis. We
defined Stage 0 as the process of screening the samples in the
SAKs to determine which can progress for DNA testing. In this
study, the vendor laboratory used the y-screen method and
recorded how many SAKs progressed to DNA testing; thus, the
probability that a kit will pass from Stage 0 to Stage 1 is the
DNA testing rate. In Stage 1, forensic scientists attempt to
extract the DNA from the sample cells. If the resulting DNA
profile has the requisite number of core loci for that specimen
type, and there is reasonable belief that the sample is from the
person who committed the reported crime, then in Stage 2, the
profile can be uploaded into CODIS. The probability that a kit
will pass from Stage 1 to Stage 2 is the CODIS eligible rate.
Once a DNA profile is uploaded to CODIS, it is compared to
other DNA samples that have been previously entered into the
indexing systems (i.e., the offender index and the forensic
index). If the DNA matches to an existing profile, it is termed a
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CODIS hit (Stage 3) and the probability that a DNA profile will
pass from Stage 2 to Stage 3 is the CODIS hit rate. Finally, for
each SAK that had a CODIS Hit, we checked what the hit was
“hitting to,” specifically, whether the hit was to a DNA profile
from another sexual assault case. Consistent with operational
definitions used in past research (32), a hit was coded as a
CODIS serial sexual assault hit if: (i) the identified offenders
had a qualifying offense in CODIS from another (different) sexual assault crime; or (ii) the forensic association in CODIS was
to another sexual assault crime (e.g., another previously unsubmitted SAK or to a DNA profile in the forensic index from an
unsolved sexual assault). The probability that a SAK will pass
from Stage 3 to Stage 4 is the CODIS serial sexual assault hit
rate.
To compare how DNA testing rates, CODIS eligible rates,
CODIS hit rates, and CODIS serial sexual assault rates varied
by geographic and population density characteristics, we created
a county-level grouping variable (based on the county in which
each SAK was collected, per the census spreadsheet) informed
by the U.S. Office of Management and Budget’s definition of
metropolitan and micropolitan statistical areas (33). Per these
definitions, metropolitan counties include at least one urban area
with a population >50,000, and micropolitan counties include
one or more urban clusters between 10,000 and 50,000 (33). We
first grouped the counties in our sample according to whether
they were metropolitan, micropolitan, or neither. Based on this
initial categorization, we had a relatively high number of counties that met the definition of a metropolitan statistical area
(n = 26) but varied substantially in population density, so we
further divided the metropolitan counties based on population
density per the 2010 Census (34). Thus, our final combined statistical area/population density grouping variable was comprised
of five categories: category 1 = metropolitan counties with a
population density of over 1000 people per square mile (n = 3
counties from the N = 58 counties that had previously unsubmitted SAKs in the state census; n = 1329 SAKs in these three
counties); category 2 = metropolitan counties with a population
density of 400–1000 people per square mile (n = 6 counties;
n = 1031 SAKs in these six counties); category 3 = metropolitan counties with a population density of less than 400 people
per square mile (n = 17 counties; n = 858 SAKs in these 17
counties); category 4 = micropolitan counties (n = 19 counties;
n = 157 SAKs in these 19 counties); and category 5 = counties
with no metropolitan or micropolitan areas (n = 13 counties;
n = 47 SAKs in these 13 counties).
Results
Research Question 1: State-Level Forensic Testing Rates
Using the state census of N = 3422 SAKs, we counted how
many kits progressed through each stage of forensic DNA testing and conducted continuation ratio modeling to obtain unconditional and conditional rate estimates, as well as their 95%
confidence intervals (35,36) using R software, version 3.6.2
(37). The continuation ratio models require a set of stage-specific
binary variables showing whether a SAK progressed past each
stage to the next one (0 = no, 1 = yes) with any SAK reaching
one of the later stages, by definition having progressed past
every previous stage. All N = 3422 SAKs were submitted for
testing and screened, and n = 2193 SAKs progressed to DNA
testing (64.1% unconditional DNA testing rate, 95% CI 0.624–
0.657). A total of n = 1239 SAKs had a DNA profile that met
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eligibility for upload to CODIS (36.2% unconditional and 56.5%
conditional CODIS eligible rate, 95% CI 0.544–0.586), n = 585
SAKs yielded a CODIS hit (17.1% unconditional and 47.2%
conditional CODIS hit rate, 95% CI 0.444–0.500), and n = 152
SAKs produced a CODIS serial sexual assault hit (4.4% unconditional and 26.0% conditional CODIS serial sexual assault hit
rate, 95% CI 0.225–0.297).
Research Question 2: Forensic Testing Rates by Geographic
and Population Density Characteristics
We examined how DNA testing rates, CODIS eligible rates,
CODIS hit rates, and CODIS serial sexual assault hit rates varied
by geographic and population density characteristics. Table 1
summarizes the proportions for each stage of forensic DNA testing
by each of the five county-level groupings of metro- and micropolitan population density. The DNA testing rate in the overall sample was 64% (see above), and as seen in Table 1, this rate was
quite similar across all groups, including metropolitan areas
(1 = 0.64, 2 = 0.65, 3 = 0.64) and micropolitan areas (4 = 0.64).
The DNA testing rate was lower in category 5, the rural counties
that contained neither metro- nor micropolitan areas (0.47). We
computed pairwise two-tailed chi-square tests of proportions of
success probabilities in pairs of categories (38) using R software,
version 3.6.2. These results indicated the DNA testing rate in category 5 was significantly lower than in categories 1, 2, 3, and 4. No
other pairwise comparisons between groups were significant.
With respect to CODIS eligibility rates, the conditional rate in
the overall sample was 57% (see above), and the rates in category 1 (the largest metro counties) and category 5 (the least densely populated rural counties) were even higher (0.60 and 0.64,
respectively). The other county groupings had conditional
CODIS eligible rates ranging from 0.49 to 0.54. Pairwise tests
of proportions indicated the rates were significantly higher in
group 1 compared to groups 2, 3, and 4 (i.e., the largest metro
group had higher CODIS eligible rates than the other metro and
micro groups). Due to the small number of SAKs in category 5
that progressed to this stage, the tests of proportions do not
reflect significant differences.
Once those DNA profiles were uploaded to CODIS, 47%
yielded a CODIS hit in the state census (see above). The CODIS
hit rate was higher in category 2 (the second-largest metro
group) at 0.52, which was significantly higher than category 5
(the least densely populated rural group) (0.31). All other groups
had CODIS hit rates ranging from 0.42 to 0.46, and no other
pairwise comparisons were statistically significant.
When we checked whether these CODIS hits were hitting to
other sexual assault cases, we found that 26% of the hits overall
were to another SAK or another sexual assault case in CODIS
(see above). This rate was markedly higher in the category 1
counties (0.40) and lower in categories 2–4 (0.15–0.21). There
were no CODIS serial sexual assault hits in the category 5 counties. Pairwise tests comparing rates across groups indicated significant differences between the largest metro counties (category
1) and the smaller metro county groupings (categories 2 and 3).
Research Question 3: Obtained Forensic Testing Rates Vs.
Heuristic Threshold Rates
For each of the five geographic and population density
groups, we compared the obtained rates for DNA testing,
CODIS eligibility, CODIS hits, and CODIS serial sexual assault
hits to a series of hypothetical threshold values (zero,

TABLE 1––SAK forensic testing outcomes by metropolitan/micropolitan/population density category.
Unconditional DNA Testing Rates
DNA Test = 0 (no)
Category

DNA Test = 1 (yes)

Frequency

Proportion

Frequency

Proportion

1

483

0.36

846

0.64

2

358

0.35

673

0.65

3

307

0.36

551

0.64

4

56

0.36

101

0.64

5

25

0.53

22

0.47

Pairwise
Differences*
1 vs. 5
(p = 0.028)
2 vs. 5
(p = 0.015)
3 vs. 5
(p = 0.024)
4 vs. 5
(p = 0.047)

Conditional CODIS Eligibility Rates
CODIS Eligible = 0
(no)

CODIS Eligible = 1
(yes)

Frequency

Proportion

Frequency

Proportion

1

335

0.40

511

0.60

2
3
4
5

308
251
52
8

0.46
0.46
0.52
0.36

365
300
49
14

0.54
0.54
0.49
0.64

Category

Pairwise
Differences
1 vs. 2
(p = 0.018)
1 vs. 3
(p = 0.032)
1 vs. 4
(p = 0.029)

Conditional CODIS Hit Rates
CODIS Hit = 0 (no)
Category

CODIS Hit = 1 (yes)

Frequency

Proportion

Frequency

Proportion

1
2

275
174

0.54
0.48

236
191

0.46
0.52

3
4
5

167
29
9

0.56
0.59
0.64

133
20
5

0.44
0.41
0.36

Pairwise
Differences
2 vs. 3
(p = 0.048)

Conditional CODIS Serial Sexual Assault (SA) Hit Rates
Serial SA Hit = 0 (no)
Category

Serial SA Hit = 1
(yes)

Frequency

Proportion

Frequency

Proportion

1

142

0.60

94

0.40

2
3
4
5

162
107
17
5

0.85
0.81
0.85
1.00

29
26
3
0

0.15
0.20
0.15
0.00

Pairwise
Differences
1 vs. 2
(p < 0.001)
1 vs. 3
(p < 0.001)

Category 1 = metropolitan counties with a population density of over
1000 people per square mile; category 2 = metropolitan counties with a population density of 400–1000 people per square mile; category 3 = metropolitan counties with a population density of less than 400 people per square
mile; category 4 = micropolitan counties; category 5 = counties with no
metropolitan or micropolitan areas.
*Differences between categories are reported if p < 0.05.

operationalized as 0.01; 0.33, and 0.50; see Table 2). We computed binomial exact tests of success probability for each rate
being greater than the hypothetical threshold values (39), using
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TABLE 2––Comparing obtained SAK forensic testing rates to hypothetical
thresholds.
p-Values
Category

Proportion

Proportion > 0

Proportion > 0.33

Unconditional DNA Testing Rates
1
0.64
<0.001
2
0.65
<0.001
3
0.64
<0.001
4
0.64
<0.001
5
0.47
<0.001
Conditional CODIS Eligibility Rates
1
0.60
<0.001
2
0.55
<0.001
3
0.52
<0.001
4
0.53
<0.001
5
0.56
<0.001
Conditional CODIS Hit Rates
1
0.46
<0.001
2
0.52
<0.001
3
0.44
<0.001
4
0.41
<0.001
5
0.36
<0.001
Conditional CODIS Serial Sexual Assault Hit
1
0.40
<0.001
2
0.15
<0.001
3
0.20
<0.001
4
0.15
0.001
5
0.00
1.000

Proportion > 0.5

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.034

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.720

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.001

<0.001
0.003
0.173
0.309
0.244

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.156
0.514
Rates
0.016
1.000
1.000
0.981
1.000

0.962
0.201
0.978
0.924
0.910
0.999
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

Category 1 = metropolitan counties with a population density of over
1000 people per square mile; category 2 = metropolitan counties with a population density of 400–1000 people per square mile; category 3 = metropolitan counties with a population density of less than 400 people per square
mile; category 4 = micropolitan counties; category 5 = counties with no
metropolitan or micropolitan areas.

R software, version 3.6.2. For DNA testing rates, county groups
1, 2, 3, and 4 (i.e., all metropolitan and micropolitan areas) had
obtained rates significantly higher than 0%, 33%, and 50%. For
category 5 (the least densely populated group), DNA testing
rates significantly exceeded the 0% and 33% threshold. The
DNA testing rate in category 5 was 51%, which was not significantly greater than a rate of 50%. With respect to CODIS eligibility rates, all category groups exceeded the 0% and 33%
thresholds, and categories 1–3 (the metropolitan counties) also
exceeded the 50% threshold. The obtained CODIS hit rates
exceeded the zero threshold in all groups and the 33% threshold
for the metropolitan counties (categories 1–3). Because CODIS
hit rates hovered around 50%, it not surprising that none significantly exceeded the 50% threshold. The CODIS serial sexual
assault hit rates in this study exceeded the 0% threshold in all
county groups, except category 5, which had no suspected serial
sexual assault cases. Only category 1 counties exceeded the 33%
threshold, and no groups exceeded the 50% threshold.
Discussion
Prior research on previously unsubmitted SAKs suggests that
these kits contain potentially actionable information for law
enforcement personnel and prosecutors. In studies of large urban
cities with high crime rates (e.g., Cleveland, Detroit, Houston,
Los Angeles), approximately half of SAKs tested have yielded a
CODIS eligible profile and approximately half of those uploaded
profiles yielded a CODIS hit. These findings suggest good
immediate return on investment (i.e., first-search hits against current CODIS profiles) and longer-term returns by populating
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CODIS so that future uploaded samples will be searched against
larger profile pools. Yet, whether these rates of return are unique
to large urban areas was unknown, so in this study we tested a
state census of previously unsubmitted SAKs that included kits
collected in smaller cities and rural communities. Our census
identified N = 3422 previously unsubmitted SAKs in Michigan
LEAs; this sample did not include previously unsubmitted SAKs
from Detroit, MI and from Flint, MI, which were inventoried
and tested in separate grant projects. When the SAKs in our
sample were outsourced for forensic DNA testing, 57% tested
yielded a CODIS eligible profile and 47% of those uploaded
profiles yielded a CODIS hit. Thus, even with the exclusion of
two large cities with high crime rates, we still found strong yield
rates for CODIS eligible profiles and CODIS hits that were consistent with prior research.
We compared forensic DNA testing outcomes by geographic
and population density characteristics to explore whether the
obtained rates were “pulled up” by results from larger metropolitan areas. We created five county-level groupings: three
metropolitan groups varying in population density, one micropolitan group, and one group of rural areas so sparsely populated they
contained neither metro- nor micropolitan centers. The DNA testing rates in the metropolitan groups and the micropolitan group
were quite similar, but the rural counties had significantly lower
rates. The sample size for category 5 was small (n = 47 SAKs),
so we are hesitant to draw conclusions about why DNA testing
rates were lower in these communities. One possibility is that
healthcare providers in rural areas may have had less training on
evidence collection techniques, which could affect DNA recovery.
SANE program staff have extensive training in forensic evidence
collection procedures, but if patients in rural areas have difficulty
accessing these programs, that could affect DNA testing rates.
The CODIS eligibility rates across the five groups ranged
from 0.49 to 0.64; rates were significantly higher in the largest
metro groups relative to smaller metro- and micropolitan areas,
but all groups were near the 50% mark. For practitioners and
policymakers, these results suggest that when communities test
previously unsubmitted SAKs, they can certainly expect CODIS
eligibility rates above 0.33, and most likely rates near 0.50, with
rates above 0.50 in larger metro areas. Once these profiles were
uploaded, the CODIS hit rates across county groupings ranged
from 0.42 to 0.52, with significantly lower rates in the least densely populated rural areas (0.31). Yet, even in these most rural
regions of the state, this is a notable rate of immediate return,
and more hits may come later as CODIS is continuously populated over time.
In this study, we delved deeper into each of these CODIS hits
to ascertain whether the DNA match was to another sexual
assault case, indicating a pattern of suspected serial sexual
offending. Previous studies in Cleveland and Detroit have found
that 29–56% of CODIS hits match to other sexual assault cases,
highlighting the utility of forensic testing to police and prosecutors for identifying possible serial offenders. In this state census,
we found a lower overall CODIS serial sexual assault hit rate
(26%), with statistically significant differences between the largest metro group (40%) and the smaller metro and micropolitan
areas (15–20%). These numbers can inform scenario planning,
both at the local level and at the state level, as police and prosecutors should anticipate at least 15–20% of their hits will be
linked to other sexual assault cases. These findings may be surprising to practitioners in smaller cities and rural communities,
as serial sexual offending is often thought of as an “urban problem” (40), but our data suggest that even in communities as
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small as 10,000–50,000 people, one-in-five CODIS hits may
identify a suspected serial sexual offender. These findings suggest that mid-sized and rural jurisdictions may need additional
staffing, particularly well-trained investigators and advocates, to
work these cases. Connecting practitioners in these smaller communities to each other—and to “mentor” practitioners in larger
communities—may be helpful. The SART (sexual assault
response team)/MDT (multidisciplinary team) model provides a
useful structure for this kind of collaboration (41). The BJA
SAKI program recommends the SART/MDT model for communities addressing previously unsubmitted SAKs to increase collaboration and competencies of practitioners (31). Our findings
emphasize that investing in SART/MDT development in smaller
communities is particularly important, as they may have less initial preparedness to respond to cold case sexual assaults, including cold case serial sexual assaults.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study in the literature to evaluate SAK forensic DNA testing outcomes across
markedly diverse community types, but there are several key
limitations of this study that must be noted. First, the state census does not include Detroit, MI or Flint, MI, as those communities were inventoried in other grant projects. Thus, we do not
have a true state-wide count of all unsubmitted SAKs. Other
published studies have reported that Detroit had 11,217 unsubmitted SAKs (32), which is clearly an extreme outlier from any
other LEA in the category 1 county group. If Detroit’s census
had been included in this project, it would have been necessary
to model those data separately anyway because it is a statistical
outlier (and that work has already been done in other published
studies [32]). In public reports, Flint officials have indicated they
have approximately 250 unsubmitted SAKs (42), which is a
comparable volume of kits to other LEAs in our category 2
county group. There are no indications that Flint’s inventory or
testing results are anomalous, so even if we were able to include
their data with other category 2 SAKs in this study, it is unlikely
that their data would change our findings, given their reported
sample size. As such, there is no reason to believe that these
data would have skewed our findings regarding forensic testing
rates or heuristic threshold rates. As such, we acknowledge the
absence of Detroit’s and Flint’s data as a limitation, but not one
that meaningfully calls into question the validity of the analyses
presented in this paper.
Second, although the state census of 3422 previously unsubmitted SAKs is a large number, once SAKs progress through the
forensic testing stages, the numbers reduce substantially in some
of the county-level groupings (particularly category 5). Small
sizes limited what tests of significance we could use to evaluate
group differences, and we urge caution in interpreting chi-square
tests of proportions and binomial exact tests with small sample
sizes. Future studies should evaluate the feasibility of pooling
data across multiple sites (e.g., multiple SAKI-funded sites) to
increase sample sizes for rural jurisdiction groupings, which
would expand options for statistical analysis and increase the
validity of the findings.
Third, the research team did not have access to some types of
data that would have been useful to including in our statistical
analyses. County-level factors that may have affected forensic
testing outcomes include the level of resources in the different
LEAs to respond to reported sexual assaults (e.g., staffing levels)
and the availability of specialized forensic nursing programs/sexual assault nurse examiner (SANE) programs for the collection
of the evidence itself. Future research should employ multi-level
research designs to assess how contextual variables affect

individual-level testing outcomes. Large sample sizes will be
needed for such work, so again, pooling data across sites would
allow for more sophisticated research designs and analyses. We
also did not have full information about each offender’s CODISqualifying offenses. We know whether there was at least one
other separate sexual assault case that necessitated DNA collection and upload to CODIS, but these offenders may have been
linked to additional sexual assault cases. We did not have criminal history records for the identified offenders, so we do not
know their arrest, charge, and conviction histories for other types
of crime. Research that has delved into sex offenders’ full criminal records indicates they often have diverse offending patterns
across multiple types of crime (43), but such work often focuses
on offenders in large urban areas. Future research needs to
examine how levels and types of crossover offending vary by
geographic and population density characteristics as well.
Finally, we emphasize that this study did not assess how
CODIS hits and CODIS serial sexual assault hits were utilized
by police and prosecutors in these jurisdictions and whether the
forensic DNA testing results contributed to new arrests and convictions. Emerging data suggest that DNA evidence is instrumental in prosecutorial decision making for charging decisions
in sexual assault case (44,45) so this is an important area for
continued study. We have follow-up studies planned in both
metro- and micropolitan jurisdictions in this state to explore
these questions.
With these limitations noted, the results of this study can still
inform local, state, and national policy regarding the problem of
unsubmitted SAKs. When BJA established the SAKI project in
2015, it was clear the issue of unsubmitted SAKs was a
national-scale issue that required strong, sustained support for
inventorying and testing SAKs, and investigating and prosecuting reported sexual assaults. The intentional focus to serve not
only large urban areas, but also smaller communities and rural
counties have provided the opportunity to study how forensic
testing rates vary by community characteristics. Michigan’s mix
of large urban–suburban and multiple small rural communities
provides empirical guidance for scenario planning in other jurisdictions that have large numbers of unsubmitted SAKs. Our
results are consistent with prior studies indicating strong return
on investment for testing rape kits and for CODIS as an investigatory tool—in urban and non-urban community contexts. Our
findings also underscore the importance of populating CODIS to
maintain high return on testing investments, which, in turn,
requires increasing support for publicly funded crime laboratories
so they can keep pace with growing demand for their services
from the criminal justice system.
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Comparison of the M-Vacâ Wet-Vacuum-Based
Collection Method to a Wet-Swabbing Method
for DNA Recovery on Diluted Bloodstained
Substrates*,†,‡

ABSTRACT: A wet-vacuum-based collection method with the M-Vacâ was compared to a wet-swabbing collection method by examining

the recovery of diluted blood on 22 substrates of varying porosity. The wet-vacuum method yielded more total nuclear DNA than wet-swabbing on 18 porous substrates, recovering on average 12 times more DNA. However, both methods yielded comparable amounts of total DNA
on two porous and two nonporous substrates. In no instance did wet-swabbing significantly recover more DNA. The wet-vacuum method also
successfully collected additional DNA on previously swabbed substrates. Mitochondrial DNA yields were assessed, and outcomes were generally similar to the nuclear DNA outcomes described above. Results demonstrate that wet-vacuuming may serve as an alternative collection
method to swabbing on difficult porous substrates and could potentially recover additional DNA on previously swabbed substrates. However,
swabbing remains the preferred collection method on substrates with visible stains and/or nonporous surfaces for reasons of convenience, simplicity, and lower cost relative to the wet-vacuum method.

KEYWORDS: wet-vacuum, M-Vacâ, wet-swab, blood, DNA collection, DNA extraction, DNA quantification, forensic analysis
The sensitivity of forensic DNA testing has steadily increased
and improved over the last 20 years through advances in DNA
extraction, detection, and analysis. Yet the routine use of conventional collection methods, for example, swabbing (1–4), cutting (5,6), taping (7–9), means that improvements in sensitivity
have been limited to post-collection processing. While these conventional collection techniques are effective for some substrates,

1

they have limited efficacy for large, porous, absorbent, rough,
and/or creviced substrates where the DNA may be too diffuse or
unavailable for surface sampling. An alternative collection
method which utilizes wet-vacuum technology has been developed to optimize DNA recovery from challenging items of interest where DNA may be absorbed within the substrate matrix.
The wet-vacuum-based collection system is designed for
recovering DNA from porous substrates (10). The system consists of a vacuum, a hand-held collection device, a sample collection bottle, and sterile solution. It functions by dispensing the
sterile solution onto a substrate while simultaneously vacuuming
cellular material into the sample collection bottle. The liquid
contents of the bottle are then filtered through a 0.45 µM
polyethersulfone (PES) membrane in a two-stage filter unit,
which traps and concentrates cellular material on the filter.
Lastly, the filter is cut from the unit and processed for DNA
extraction using common procedures.
There are published (11–14) and other academic research (15–
17) studies on the use of a wet-vacuum-based collection system
for forensic purposes. In one study, the wet-vacuum method was
shown to perform better than double swabbing and taping methods for bloodstain collection on denim and carpet (11). In others,
the wet-vacuum approach was more successful at collecting
dried saliva from bricks (12) and laminated wood (13) compared
to swabbing. It was also demonstrated that DNA quantities
recovered with a wet-vacuum were comparable to those recovered with swabbing on nonporous materials, that is, tiles and
glass (11,13), as well as human skin before and after showering
(16,14). For touch DNA samples on cotton t-shirts, the wet-
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vacuum recovered more DNA than direct fabric cuttings (17).
Although the higher yielding wet-vacuum samples provided
DNA profiles more consistently than the fabric cuttings, some
alleles belonging to individuals outside of the study were
observed which increased the degree of mixed profiles (17).
Touch DNA samples on bricks were also examined; however,
the variability inherent to touch DNA studies limited the author’s
ability to draw conclusions (12). These previous studies provided
some insights as to the performance of wet-vacuum-based collections; however, the variety of substrates tested was limited.
Thus, sampling efficiency remains somewhat unclear on many
difficult, forensically relevant substrates.
This study endeavored to expand evaluation of the wet-vacuum system as a possible DNA recovery method for use on multiple challenging substrates. Blood was deposited on 22
substrates in a diluted concentration designed to allow the differences in DNA recovery efficiency to be evaluated. First, DNA
recovery from items collected with the wet-vacuum and the wetvacuum manufacturer’s extraction protocol was compared to
DNA recovery using a conventional wet-swabbing and an automated magnetic bead-based extraction technique. Second, the
wet-vacuum was also used on 10 previously swabbed substrates
to recover potentially uncollected DNA. Lastly, efficiency of the
collection techniques was assessed by using the same downstream extraction method for both wet-vacuum and wet-swab
collections. Total DNA yields obtained from wet-vacuuming and
wet-swabbing were quantitatively compared to assess each method’s capability to recover DNA on challenging substrates. By
overcoming some of the limitations associated with traditional
collection techniques for specific substrate types, the wet-vacuum approach may be an effective alternative for forensic examiners when conventional methods yield poor DNA results.

Materials and Methods
Substrate Preparation
The 22 substrates of varying porosity examined in this study
included household items (glass, wood countertop, drywall
painted with flat, satin, semi-gloss, and gloss paints, carpet padding, and outdoor carpet), construction materials (pressure-treated wood, oak, pine, plywood, brick, hemp rope, nylon rope,
cinderblock, and unpainted drywall), and automotive items (carpet, seat cushion insert, seat cushion collar, trunk liner, and
trunk mat). Glass, which served as a control substrate, and wood
countertop were the only nonporous substrates examined.
Blood was voluntarily obtained from a single human subject
with informed consent, and the resultant DNA extracts were
quantified but not sequenced or typed in this study. Blood was
diluted 1/100 in sterile Butterfield’s buffer (0.3 mM monobasic
potassium phosphate, pH 7.2, M-Vacâ Systems, Inc., Sandy,
UT). Substrates were obtained in new condition, except for automotive items, and were wiped with disposable low-lint laboratory wipes to remove dust and/or loose debris then UV
irradiated for 15 min before sample application. The automotive
carpet and seating were laundered and UV irradiated before sample application.
A 12-multichannel pipet was used to evenly distribute the
diluted blood into 12 rows of 10 µL drops in an approximate
100 cm2 area on most substrates for a total volume of 1.44 mL
(14.4 µL of whole blood). The nylon and hemp rope substrates
were cut into one-foot segments and spotted with 1.44 mL
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diluted blood along the horizontal length of the rope. Spotting
was performed in triplicate for both the wet-swabbing and wetvacuum methods on each substrate. The bloodstains were
allowed to air dry overnight prior to collection. Reagent blank
controls consisting of Butterfield’s buffer were prepared for the
wet-vacuum and wet-swab methods on all substrates.
Wet-Swab Method
Dried bloodstains were collected using a single wet-swab
method with a sterile wooden-stemmed cotton swab (Puritan,
Guilford, ME) moistened with 50 µL molecular biology grade
(MBG) water. Then, the swab was rubbed and rolled over the
spotted area in back-and-forth motions with pressure until the
visible stain was transferred. Some substrates, for example, carpet, cinderblock, and drywall, required more wetting for stain
retrieval; therefore, an additional 50 µL of MBG water was
pipetted onto the swab head. Swab heads were then cut off from
the wooden stem using sterile scissors and transferred into InvestigatorTM Lyse&Spin baskets (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). DNA
extraction was performed according to an automated magnetic
bead-based method wherein swab heads were digested in
423 µL of Buffer G2 (Qiagen), 13.5 µL of 20 mg/mL proteinase
K, and 13.5 µL of 1 M dithiothreitol (DTT) at 56°C for 1 h
with 200 rpm shaking (18). After incubation, the samples were
centrifuged at 16K 9 g for 5 min. The baskets containing the
swab heads were discarded and the lysates were processed on
the EZ1 Advanced XL (Qiagen) using the large volume protocol
and eluted in 50 µL of TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 0.1 mM
EDTA, pH 8.0).
Wet-Vacuum Method
The M-Vacâ (M-Vacâ Systems, Inc.), consisting of a Support
Equipment Case (SEC) 100, a sampling device with collection
bottle, Butterfield’s buffer, and plastic tubing, was used for wetvacuum collections per the manufacturer’s instructions (19). Collection consisted of applying the vacuum force and spray dispersal while repeatedly moving the hand-held sampling device in
forward and backward motions over the entire spotted area (12
rows 9 12 columns of 10 µL spots – 1440 µL of 1/100 diluted
blood in total – over an approximate 100 cm2 area). The sampling
device was also dragged over the spotted area with only the vacuum force applied, that is, solution spray off, to collect the residual liquid remaining on the substrate. A new sampling device was
used for each collection. The collection volume was approximately 150 mL of Butterfield’s buffer per sample, which permitted three passes of the ~100 cm2 substrate area with the wetvacuum collecting about 50 mL for each pass. The dried bloodstains required repeated collection cycles to release the stain from
the substrates. Additionally, the technique and volume used here
may not be optimal in all scenarios; collection can vary depending
on the type of sample and surface it is deposited on.
The head of the sampling device is flat, and therefore, the
spraying action and suction of the wet-vacuum system worked
optimally when it was in complete contact with the substrate;
indeed, many of the substrates in this study were relatively flat.
Because ropes have irregular and rounded surfaces, they were
placed inside a sterile plastic tray for wet-vacuum collection.
The wet-vacuum was applied to the surface of the ropes and the
residual, run-off liquid which was not captured during collection
on the surface was retrieved in the tray via suction as well.
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The collected buffer solution was concentrated by pouring the
liquid contents of the collection bottle through a NalgeneTM
Rapid-FlowTM two-stage filter unit with a 0.45 µM PES membrane filter (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). To
maximize the recovery of cellular material, the filtrate was
poured back into the collection bottle, swirled to dislodge cells
from the bottle walls and poured over the same PES membrane
filter once again. The membrane filter, while still damp, was
cut into eight strip pieces using a sterile scalpel and transferred
into two Investigatorâ Lyse&Spin baskets (Qiagen) with sterile
forceps, four filter strips in each, for efficient digestion. To
maximize surface area exposure, the filter strips were stacked
and loosely rolled into coils when they were placed inside the
baskets.
The filter samples were then extracted following the manufacturer’s recommended automated magnetic bead-based method
(M-Vacâ Systems, Inc., personal communication, Jan. 24, 2018).
Briefly, samples were digested in 490 µL of 1:1 diluted Buffer
G2 (Qiagen) in MBG water and 10 µL of 20 mg/mL proteinase
K at 56°C for 15 min with shaking at 850 rpm. After incubation, samples were centrifuged at 16K 9 g for 5 min to collect
the filtered lysate. The spin basket containing the filter strips
was removed, and Buffer MTL plus 1 µg/µL carrier RNA (Qiagen) was added. Finally, the samples were purified on the EZ1
Advanced XL (Qiagen) using the large volume protocol and
eluted in 50 µL of TE buffer. The eluates from the same filter
were then combined into a single tube for a 100 µL total elution
volume.
DNA Quantification
Samples were quantified in duplicate using the QuantifilerTM
Human Plus (HP) DNA Quantification Kit (Applied Biosystems,
Foster City, CA) in accordance with the manufacturer’s protocol
and analyzed using the small autosomal target concentration.
Samples were also quantified using a published and validated
real-time quantitative PCR assay for human mitochondrial DNA
(mtDNA) (20). Both assays were performed on an ABI 7500
Real-Time PCR System with the HID Real-Time PCR Software
(Applied Biosystems). Average total DNA yields from the wetvacuum method and the wet-swabbing method were compared
to approximate relative collection efficiencies. Although mtDNA
analysis is not typically performed on surface-deposited DNA,
mtDNA was used as another quantitative measure to determine
collection efficiency. MtDNA outcomes were generally similar
to nuclear DNA (nDNA) outcomes and are therefore presented
as Figures S1–S4. Additionally, all reported total DNA yields
are detailed in Tables S1–S4.
Wet-Vacuum Recovery Following Wet-Swabbing
Ten of the previously swabbed substrates were subsequently
subjected to wet-vacuum collection in an attempt to recover
additional DNA. The following substrates were chosen based on
relatively low DNA yields obtained via swabbing: pressure-treated wood, pine, brick, automotive seating (cushion collar), automotive carpet, trunk liner, trunk mat, carpet padding, and
painted drywall (flat and satin paint). The length of time which
passed between the initial swabbing and subsequent wet-vacuuming of these substrates ranged from 2 to 79 days. Wet-vacuum collection, concentration via filtration, extraction, and
quantification were performed in the same manner as previously
described.

Collection Efficiency
To isolate cellular collection efficiency (while holding DNA
isolation efficiency constant), diluted 1/100 bloodstains on glass
were collected with the wet-vacuum and wet-swabbing techniques in triplicate and were extracted using the same automated
magnetic bead-based extraction protocol previously described
under the wet-swab method (18). Quantification was performed
as previously described for nDNA recovery.
Statistical Analysis
Unpaired, two-tailed t tests, assuming equal or unequal variance as determined by F tests, were carried out to determine significant differences between wet-vacuum or wet-swab data sets
at a 0.05 significance level.

Results
Comparing Total DNA Yields from Wet-Vacuum and Wet-Swab
Methods
The average total DNA yields obtained with a wet-vacuum on
22 substrates were compared to those recovered with a wet-swab
method. Figures 1–3 show the average total nDNA yields for
the two methods from household items, construction materials,
and automotive items, respectively. There was no indication of
PCR inhibition or degradation in any of the samples according
to the qPCR results and no reagent blank yielded DNA as
expected (data not shown).
Of the 20 porous substrates, the wet-vacuum method resulted
in consistently greater nDNA yields than the wet-swab method
on all but two surfaces, that is, cinderblock and unpainted drywall. In total, wet-vacuuming recovered more nDNA on 18 porous substrates compared to wet-swabbing, eight of which were
significantly greater. Additionally, the amount of DNA recovered
with the wet-vacuum was generally several-fold greater, ranging
from 39 to 669 on the household items, 29–289 on the construction materials, and 109–479 on the automotive items.
Overall, the wet-vacuum yielded an average of 12 times more
nDNA compared to the wet-swab. Average mtDNA yields were
17 times greater overall for wet-vacuuming than for wet-swabbing (Figures S1–S3).
Wet-swabbing did not recover significantly more DNA on any
substrate. However, both methods yielded comparable DNA
amounts on two nonporous (glass and wood countertop) and two
porous substrates (unpainted drywall and cinderblock). Yields
from both methods on the unpainted drywall and cinderblock
were generally lower than the yields obtained from other porous
substrates.
Wet-Vacuum Recovery Following Wet-Swabbing
Average nDNA yields from the wet-vacuum method only, the
wet-swab method only, as well as the wet-vacuum following the
wet-swab method were compared for 10 of the originally tested
substrates (Fig. 4). For nine substrates, the wet-vacuum recovered additional DNA that was, at minimum, equivalent to the
initial swabbing, and maximally 46-fold more. For three substrates, the wet-vacuum recovered significantly greater yields
than the initial swabbing. The satin-painted drywall was the only
substrate where the wet-vacuum after wet-swab DNA yields
were lower than the initial swabbing. Altogether, wet-vacuuming
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FIG. 1––Average total nDNA yields recovered with the wet-vacuum or wet-swab methods for 1/100 bloodstains applied onto household items. Error bars represent the standard deviation of three replicates. Asterisks indicate significantly greater mean yields; the p-values are reported above. [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 2––Average total nDNA yields recovered with the wet-vacuum or wet-swab methods for 1/100 bloodstains applied onto construction materials. The average yields from both methods were very low for cinderblock; therefore, those quantities (mean  SD, ng) are reported within the figure. Error bars represent
the standard deviation of three replicates. The asterisk indicates a significantly greater mean yield; the p-value is reported above. PT wood, pressure-treated
wood. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

after swabbing yielded an average of 10 times more nDNA and
nine times more mtDNA (Figure S4) as compared to the initial
wet-swabbing. These results demonstrated that considerable
DNA remained in or on these substrates after wet-swab collection.
Collection Efficiency
Results from evaluating the different collection techniques on
glass with the same DNA isolation protocol showed a modest
increase in DNA yields for the wet-vacuum samples,
189  33 ng (mean  SD), compared to the wet-swab samples,
149  33 ng; however, the difference was not significant (Figure S5). Thus, the overall increase in DNA yields from wet-vacuuming compared to wet-swabbing on the other substrates tested
may be attributed to the collection technique - to include

recovery from the membrane or swab - and that the differences
between the two extraction methods were negligible.
Discussion
The efficiency of DNA collection methods is largely dependent on the physical characteristics of the substrate being sampled. The size, absorbency, irregular shape, and coarse nature
of a particular substrate can present challenges to traditional
DNA collection methods, such as swabbing of the surface or
direct cuttings of small areas. The data presented in this study
have shown that a wet-vacuum-based collection method not
only has the ability to successfully recover biological material
from a variety of challenging porous substrate types, but also
often exhibits improved performance over a conventional swabbing method. Furthermore, the wet-vacuum technique not only
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FIG. 3––Average total nDNA yields recovered with the wet-vacuum or wet-swab methods for 1/100 bloodstains applied onto automotive items. Error bars
represent the standard deviation of three replicates. Asterisks indicate significantly greater mean yields; the p-values are reported above. [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 4––Comparison of total nDNA yields recovered from the wet-vacuum, wet-swab, or wet-vacuum after wet-swab collection methods. Error bars represent
the standard deviation of three replicates. Asterisks indicate significantly greater mean yields from the wet-swab versus wet-vacuum after wet-swab methods;
the p-values are reported above. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

recovered additional DNA from previously swabbed substrates,
but it also frequently recovered more DNA than the initial
swabbing.
There were two instances during this study where efficacies of
both collection methods were greatly influenced by the physical
characteristics of substrates. Unpainted drywall, an absorbent
material, negatively affected DNA yields of the wet-vacuum
more so than the wet-swab, possibly because it required substantially more liquid for collection. Also, the abrasive surface of
cinderblock—the most rough and porous material tested—caused
the cotton head of the swab to fray or break off. When wet-vacuumed, the solution passed through the pores/holes of the cinderblock quicker than the vacuum’s capability to suction it back
up. Therefore, and not surprisingly, substrate characteristics
should be considered when deciding upon an appropriate collection technique.
For other difficult or porous substrates, the use of a wet-vacuum technique may be advantageous compared to a traditional

wet-swab collection method. First, the amount of biological
material that is collected is potentially increased due to the force
and agitation of collection buffer which is applied to the substrate when using a wet-vacuum system. The wet-vacuum technique could allow for better retrieval of DNA hidden within
fibers or crevasses of absorbent and/or porous items that a swab
would otherwise leave behind. In addition, while cuttings can
address cells trapped within porous materials, they are limited to
smaller areas with visible staining, whereas the wet-vacuum
method is not constrained as such. The latter may enable large
substrates to be more efficiently processed compared to swabbing or cutting, particularly when biological material is diffuse
or not isolated to a specific area of the substrate.
From a practical standpoint, swabbing is more convenient,
simple, time-efficient, and inexpensive relative to the wet-vacuum method, and can be very effective in collection from visible
stains or areas of repeated handling/contact. Swabbing and other
traditional collection techniques should remain the preferred
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collection method on surfaces with visible stains since DNA
quantities may be relatively abundant, whereas the wet-vacuum
collection and processing method would require greater effort and
cost. The estimated start-up cost for the wet-vacuum system ranges
from US$43,000–45,000, while the cost per sample is about US
$90 (M-Vacâ Systems, Inc., personal communication, Apr. 25,
2019) compared to less than US$15 for the wet-swab method.
Additionally, even when a stain is not visible, these results suggest
that swabbing may yet be most appropriate and efficient for flat,
smooth, or nonporous surfaces. For example, both wet-swab and
wet-vacuum techniques had similar collection efficiencies when
collecting blood on glass and wood countertop substrates.
The increased level of collection efficiency over larger areas
offered by the wet-vacuum collection approach may allow diffuse or diluted staining to be more efficiently collected, which
also makes case scenario consideration of paramount importance. While wet-vacuuming methods have the advantage of
expanding the area of sampling, it can also potentially recover
more DNA, which may unnecessarily increase the complexity
of the DNA mixtures obtained and negate the probative nature
of a more targeted sampling. As always, care must be taken
when selecting items and areas for sampling when used in a
forensic context.
This study demonstrated that a wet-vacuum-based collection
system is capable of collecting diluted blood on multiple types
of challenging substrates, often with increased collection efficiency over traditional swabbing techniques. While blood was
chosen for this project specifically for convenience, homogeneity, and reproducibility, the results described here likely serve as
a proxy for other cell types or body fluids. Although this study
focused on substrates that may absorb biological material, the
wet-vacuum method, owing to its high efficiency of collection,
might also be suitable for collection of touch DNA.
While this study focused on efficacy of the wet-vacuum collection method on multiple substrates, there is room for further
studies to improve this method and expand its forensic applications. As observed by Vickar et al., cell-free fragments of DNA
can be lost during the wet-vacuum filtration step (12). Indeed,
the 0.45 µM PES membrane has very low DNA-binding properties and filters solely by particle size. Therefore, while whole
cells are captured on the membrane, smaller cell fragments and/
or cell-free DNA may easily pass through, suggesting the need
to optimize their retention. The wet-vacuum method might also
be successful for recovering water-insoluble explosive residue as
well as trace evidence, for example, hair, fibers, soil, polymer
particles, etc., with appropriate extraction procedure modifications. Additional research and modifications in these areas are
warranted in order to optimize the wet-vacuum method for
forensic use.
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CRIMINALISTICS
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Characterization of Algerian-Seized Hashish
Over Eight Years (2011–2018). Part I: Physical
Categorization

ABSTRACT: Data on the physical characteristics of North African hashish are scarce. This article exploits hashish seizure data collected

over an 8-year period (2011–2018) in Algeria in order to establish a physical profile of North African hashish. The collected data were subjected to statistical analysis in order to characterize the three main forms in which North African hashish is packaged, namely hashish bags,
hashish packets, and hashish units (slab bars). The study revealed that 82% of hashish bags weigh 25 kg that hashish bags are made either as a
handbag or as a back bag that they are most often wrapped with woven plastic. Two hashish bag configurations were identified—Bag-PacketUnit (79%) and Bag-Unit (21%)—and 81% of the total studied bags featured logos. Hashish packets contain the units, which are wrapped with
three to five different types of packaging to constitute packets of 0.5 kg (65%) or 1 kg (32%), with two different configurations including 100or 250-g units. Hashish packets are mainly covered with adhesive tape, and only 18% of them feature inscriptions. Hashish units are found in
three different shapes: slab bar (most common), soap bar, and egg-shaped bar. Sixty-five percent of the North African hashish slab bars have a
weight of 100 g; other weights are 250 g (20%), 90 g (10%), and 200 g (2%). Most of the 90–100 g units have a light brown color, and 200–
250 g units are dark brown in color. Sixty-four percent of hashish units contain logos. Five logo classes were identified: letters (37%), numbers
(27%), symbols (23%), animals (11%), and, more recently, “paper logos” at just 2%, exclusively reserved for high-quality hashish and entirely
intended for the European market. The findings of this work allow for the establishment of a profiling platform of hashish seizures in this
region and can be generalized to all countries that report this region as the primary source of seized hashish within their territory.

KEYWORDS: North African hashish, cannabis resin, physical characteristics, seizure, criminalistics, forensic science
Cannabis continues to be the most widely illicitly produced
drug worldwide, in terms of both size and geographical spread
of the areas of cultivation and the volume actually produced
(1,2). While the cannabis herb is grown in almost every country
in the world, the production of cannabis resin, also known as
hashish, is confined to a small number of countries in North
Africa, the Middle East, and South-West Asia (3).
Drug flow is characterized by three main points along a continuum:
countries of production, countries of trans-shipment, and countries of
targeted consumption (4). Europe and a large share of countries in
Africa report Morocco as the main source of hashish (1,5,6).
North African hashish is prepared by collecting and isolating
the resin glands of the female cannabis plant, producing a fine
sticky powder. This powder is pressed either by hand for small
amounts or by mechanical pressing devices for commercial
quantities to facilitate transporting and smoking (7,8).
The specific geographical situation of Algeria results in
tremendous quantities of hashish seizures, sometimes reaching
more than ten tons in just one find. Algeria does not represent
an exception to the worldwide situation. Cannabis is by far the
1
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most seized drug, hashish being exclusively the marketed type,
with strong and growing evidence of an increase in domestic
consumption within the country (9).
Drug use became recognized as a widespread scourge in the
1998 United Nations General Assembly Special Session
(UNGASS) on the world drug problem (10). Drug use reduction
is therefore a common responsibility and requires credible data
on the patterns and trends of its consumption and trafficking.
The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) revealed
a lack of information and reporting on issues concerning cannabis cultivation, production, use, and seizures in many countries, especially in
the regions of Africa and Asia (1). This fact is deemed problematic as
obtaining a comprehensive picture of a global phenomenon requires
the commitment of all the affected entities.
As hashish is an internationally controlled illicit drug scheduled by the 1961 Single Convention on Narcotics Drugs (11),
data about its trafficking and consumption originate either from
law enforcement or from health authorities (10).
In the present research, the data were extracted from a study
of hashish case seizures conducted by law enforcement across
the Algerian soil during an 8-year period (2011–2018). Both
physical and chemical profiles were assessed as every hashish
seizure is submitted to the National Institute of Criminalistics
and Criminology of the Algerian Gendarmerie (NICC/NG). A
technical and a police report summarizing the circumstantial
information and the physical characteristics along with a representative sample of the whole seizure for chemical analysis are
sent to the forensic laboratory. The goal of this research work is
1835
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to obtain the physical and chemical identity of the Algerianseized hashish.
Due to the large amount of data, and to organize this research in
a structured way, a series of two articles was needed to cover all
the found results: Part I of the research will be devoted to the physical characterization of the Algerian-seized hashish, and Part II
will concern the chemical constitution of the seized hashish.
In the present article, the most pertinent physical characteristics of the Algerian hashish seizures, including shapes, weights,
packaging, colors, dimensions, configurations and logos, will be
extracted. The data will then be analyzed to establish the physical profile of the Algerian-seized hashish.
As we cannot fight against a threat that remains unknown and
ambiguous, the present research is intended to be a contribution
to the global efforts of reducing drug trafficking and consumption
by providing credible data about hashish seizures in Algeria. It is
the first report that summarizes almost all the physical characteristics of North African hashish, allowing for the establishment of
a profiling platform of hashish seizures in this region.

Methods
Methodology
Hashish seizures constitute four different types: bags seizures,
packet seizures, unit seizures, and hashish piece seizures
(Fig. 1). It should be noted that hashish pieces are made from
hashish units; a group of units constitutes a packet, and a number of packets are assembled to compose a hashish bag.
At each hashish seizure, specialized agents examine the seizure, take pictures, and conduct a proper sampling of the bulk

(seized material), taking into account its heterogeneity to get a
representative analytical sample and ensure its preservation during and after sampling but also to elaborate a technical report
containing all the physical information about the seizure. Samples, the technical report, and the police report that contains circumstantial information are then sent to a police forensic
laboratory for exploitation by drug analysis experts.
For this research, the physical data were subjected to statistical
analysis to characterize the three main entities in which the
North African hashish is found, namely hashish bags, hashish
packets, and hashish units (slab bars). Shapes, weights, packaging, colors, logos, and configurations of hashish bags were studied and characterized. Hashish packets were characterized from
the standpoint of packaging, logos, and configurations, and
finally, hashish units, which are the main entity, were fully characterized in terms of shapes, weights, dimensions, colors, and
logos.
The data sets have an unequal number of observations;
notched box plots have been used to visualize the distribution of
units’ dimensions and densities by unit weights, as explained by
Chambers et al. (12) and Benjamini (13) and inspired by the
research of Dujourdy and Besacier (3).
In order to apprehend the different molds used in the production of hashish slab bars, hierarchal ascending classification
(HAC) was applied to the hashish units’ dimensions, considering
three variables (length, width, and thickness of the units by
weight). HAC is an agglomerative cluster analysis method. The
analysis begins with as many groups as there are individuals.
The groups are formed from these initial units in ascending order
until the end of the process, when all focused cases are grouped
into the same conglomerate (14).

FIG. 1––Classification of hashish seizures. a: hashish bags; b: hashish packets; c: hashish units; d: hashish pieces. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyon
linelibrary.com]
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as indicated in Fig. 3: cubic bags (Fig. 3c), cuboid bags (Fig. 3a,
b,d,e), and pyramidal bags (Fig. 3f). Shapes a, b, and c are the
most popular ones, while shape f is very rare.
For ergonomic purposes, and to make the transportation of
hashish bags easy and convenient, the bags are made in the
shape of a handbag or, much more frequently, in the shape of a
back bag, as described in Fig. 3. Hashish bags appear in three
main weights: The most common is 25 kg, the weight of more
than 82% of the total studied hashish bags; other weights include
30-kg bags (11%) and 20-kg bags (7%).

Presentation of the Study Population
The hashish seizures studied for this research were conducted
by law enforcement units across Algeria at the urban and suburban levels over 8 years (2011–2018). A large amount of data
has been acquired from the seizures and is characterized by a
large variability, both in terms of the quantities and types of seizures. The study concerned 2232 hashish seizures comprising
3265 batches, with weights that vary from a few grams to tens
of tons, and contains different types of seizures (Table 1).

Hashish Bag Packaging and Colors

Results and Discussion

To wrap hashish bags, four different types of packaging were
used: woven plastic, burlap, adhesive tape, and fabric. Over the
2011–2018 period, woven plastic was the most used packaging
material for hashish bags (66%). This fact is probably due to the
compromise it offers between an acceptable protection against
environmental hazards (moisture and UV lights), a good resistance against tearing and low cost. Fabric was the least used
(1%), mainly because of its uneconomical character, while burlap and adhesive tape were almost equally used, at 16% and
17% of the total hashish bag packaging, respectively (Fig. 4).
Both woven plastic and burlap packaging materials have four
color classes, while adhesive tape counts only two-color classes.
Regarding fabric packaging, no color classification was considered due to the limited number of hashish seizures recorded with
this type of packaging. Details on the hashish bag color classes

Characterization of the Hashish Bag
The hashish bag is the largest entity that can be found in a
hashish seizure and is linked to commercial importation and distribution on a large scale of significant quantities, since a large
portion of the bag seizures (45%) range from 100 to 1000 kg.
The external morphological characteristics of a hashish bag
are shape, type, weight, color, packaging, and inscription
(Fig. 2a).
Hashish Bag Shapes and Weights
Several bag shapes are encountered with slight, subtle differences in geometrical patterns; some are more common than others.
Nevertheless, three main geometrical shapes are distinguishable,

TABLE 1––Studied hashish seizures.
Year

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Total

Number of seizures
77
Number of batches
128
% of seizures’ types
Bags
27
Packets
44
Units
28
Pieces
3
% of seizures’ weight classes
<1 kg
25
1–10 kg
10
10–100 kg
30
100–1000 kg
21
>1000 kg
3

86
132

98
165

152
259

142
189

530
783

621
806

526
806

2232
3265

31
36
34
2

36
36
26
2

47
30
20
3

44
38
18
1

33
34
25
7

24
32
31
10

22
30
34
12

33%
35%
27%
5%

25
11
31
21
3

20
11
32
25
5

29
12
35
19
4

29
14
34
19
4

33
18
39
16
2

34
17
37
16
2

37
19
42
15
1

29%
14%
35%
19%
3%

FIG. 2––Studied physical characteristics of the different hashish entities. a: hashish bag; b: hashish packet; c: hashish unit. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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FIG. 4––Distribution of hashish bags’ packaging. [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 3––Shapes and types of hashish bags. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 5––Main configurations of hashish bags. [Color figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

and their distribution are provided as Supplemental Information
in Figure S1.

inscribed bags; Arabic letters were the most prevalent in this
class, with 35% of “letter logos” consisting of Arabic writing.
Some examples of bag inscriptions and the detailed distribution
of the different identified inscriptions are provided as Figure S2.

Hashish Bag Inscriptions (Logos)
Inscriptions are one of the key elements of hashish bags’
external characteristics. Hashish bags contain an inscription 81%
of the time, which cannot be fortuitous. From our point of view,
these inscriptions are likely a kind of language or messages
between hashish producers and traffickers.
Three main classes of hashish bag logos were identified: the
most important are those relating to letters—“letters class”—and
numbers—“numbers class.” The last identified class was designated as “others” and includes all the inscriptions that do not fall
within either of the previously cited classes. “Number logos” are
by far the most encountered hashish bag inscriptions (67%), followed by “letter logos,” which are found on 32% of the

Hashish Bag Configurations
A bag of hashish has a structured configuration; its components are ordered from the largest entity, the bag, to the smallest,
the unit, with intermediate elements, the packs, and the packets,
in between. A precise number of units are grouped in the packets; the packets are then gathered in a definite number to form
the packs. Each pack contains the same number of packets, and
each packet contains the same number of units. Finally, the
packs are arranged to form a compact block, which is exclusively wrapped with adhesive tape at first and then wrapped with
one of the previously cited types of packaging. This classical
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characteristics, two hashish bag configurations have been
retained: (i) Bag-Packet-Unit and (ii) Bag-Unit. The configuration that includes packets is the most wide spread, constituting
almost 79% of the total studied bag seizures (Fig. 5).
Hashish bags’ composition falls within one of the previously
cited configurations, and yet there are a multitude of arrangements for the components of the bag. The configurations were
identified according to the weight of the hashish bag, the weight
of the hashish packet or hashish unit (in the case of a Bag-Unit
configuration) found in the bag, and the distinctive arrangement
of the packets or units of the same weight. Table S1, given as
Supplemental Information, provides the detailed arrangements of
the different hashish bags.

FIG. 6––Stratified packaging of hashish packets. [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

hierarchy (Bag-Packs-Packets-Units) is not always respected; in
some cases, the packs are missing, while in other cases, the
packets are absent. Because the packs have no particular

Characterization of the Hashish Packet
Hashish packets are mostly seized in large (10–100 kg) to
middle amounts (0.5–10 kg). These hashish entities are mainly
impounded from upper-level dealers and, to a lesser extent, from
traffickers.

FIG. 7––Distribution of hashish packets’ packaging. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Hashish Packet Inscriptions (Logos)

FIG. 8––Main configurations of the majority (97%) of hashish packets.
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Hashish packets are the component that contains the units; the
elements of their physical characterization are weight, inscription, configuration, and packaging (Fig. 2b).
Hashish Packet Packaging
A multilayer packaging provides protection against moisture
and limits contact with the external environment, thus protecting
the chemical makeup and maintaining the quality and potency of
the hashish for the longest time possible. The most frequent
wrappers of hashish packets are shown in Fig. 6. There is no
particular rule in their sequencing except that some of the wrappers, like fabric and adhesive tape, generally appear first when
unpacking the packet of hashish while others, like plastic or aluminum foil, are more likely to constitute the internal layers of
the packaging. In the sections that follow, “packaging” will
exclusively refer to the external wrap.
Hashish packets are mainly covered with adhesive; it was
found in 84% of cases. For the rest, plastic foil, bandage tissue,
paper, or elastic balloons were used as hashish packet packaging.
The detailed distribution of hashish packet packaging is shown
in Fig. 7.

While the presence of an inscription on hashish packets is not
usual, only 18% of the packets were inscribed, perhaps because,
the packet being an intermediate component, the inscription is
affixed either upstream or downstream of it. However, some
practices in the marking of the packets were identified repeatedly, like the use of printed adhesive tape with specific mentions; thus, as minor as they are, not considering the packets’
inscriptions would lead to a qualitative loss of information.
The studied seizures reveal that inscribed hashish packets are
classified fall into two main classes, the “Affixed Inscriptions”
class, which is characterized by a logo affixed by the hashish
makers, and the “Printed in Adhesive tape” class, which encompasses those with particular mentions found on the printed adhesive tape used to wrap packets. Some examples of typical
hashish packet inscriptions and the detailed distribution of each
inscription class are provided in Figure S3.
Hashish Packet Configurations
The studied seizures allowed the identification of four main
configurations of hashish packets, as summarized in Fig. 8,
which shows 97% of the possible arrangements of the hashish
packets. These packets are principally found in two weight
classes, 0.5 and 1 kg, with shares of 65% and 32%, respectively.
Each type has two main configurations that consist of units of
100 or 250 g.
The grouping of five 100-g units represents the majority of
packet configurations (58%); the second most encountered configuration is the grouping of ten 100-g units to form 1-kg packets (22%). Ten percent of the hashish packets consist of four
250-g units, and 7% are two 250-g units.
Some other configurations have been observed, such as 0.4,
0.8, and 1.25-kg packets, but on very rare occasions. These configurations have just one composition that consists of units of no
less than 200 g.
Hashish packets of 0.5 and 1 kg have other configurations
encountered at a much lower frequency, such as the assembling
of 50 10-g units in the case of 0.5-kg packets and the assembling of 5 200-g units or 100 10-g units in the case of 1-kg

FIG. 9––Shapes of hashish units. a1 and a2: Slab bars (Flat bars); b: Soap bar; c: Egg-shaped bar. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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FIG. 10––Distribution of hashish slab bars’ weight. [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

packets. Table S2, given as Supplemental Information, provides
the detailed arrangements of the different hashish packets.
Characterization of the Hashish Unit
Hashish units’ seizures are conducted at the urban and suburban levels and rarely exceed 10 kg. These seizures involve lowlevel dealers and thus correspond to hashish distribution on a
small scale.
The unit is a structured agglomeration of cannabis resin powder; it is the basic product resulting from the process of hashish
making. The elements included in a complete physical characterization of the hashish unit are shape, weight, dimension, density,
color, and logo (Fig. 2c).
Hashish Unit Shapes
Three main hashish unit shapes were identified: slab bar, soap
bar, and egg-shaped bar (Fig. 9). Hashish slab bars are the most
common (98% of the total studied hashish units); they have regular straight edges that suggest the use of molds and mechanical
devices in their manufacture and have an exclusively cuboid
shape. Hashish soap bars and egg-shaped bars are much less
common.
In some cases, slab bar units have an irregular shape with no
defined edges, and this shape could approximately be related to
a cuboid (Fig. 9a2). Recently, it was observed that an increasing
number of unmolded hashish slab bars were seized, and the
investigations revealed that these kinds of units are of high-potency hashish.
Hashish Unit Weights
Hashish units are made in specifically defined weights. The
obtained data revealed that the seized hashish soap bars had the

FIG. 11––Notched box plots of the hashish units’ dimensions and density
by units’ weight. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

same 250-g weight and the egg-shaped bars the same 10-g weight.
Concerning hashish slab bars, different weights were encountered:
The most abundant was a 100-g weight, found in 65% of the total
studied hashish slab bars; 250-g hashish slab bars are also common, at 20%, while 10% of slab bars were 90 g, and 200-g slab
bars are also confectioned but in a lower percentage (2%). The
least frequent weights, like 10 g, or the intermediate ones, like 80,
150, or 220 g, are grouped in one class designated as “Others” and
representing a share of 3%, as shown in Fig. 10.
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FIG. 12––Hashish units’ weight ratios regarding units’ color & seizures’ weight. a: units’ weight versus seizures’ weight classes; b: units’ colors versus
units’ weight. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE 2––Estimated molds of hashish units.

Mold (Length 9 Width 9 Thickness)
Weight
(g)
90

100

200
250

Obtained
137
129
116
093
139
126
138
096
117
134
090
121
116
135
118
100

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

69
62
60
57
77
62
67
57
60
67
57
60
58
61
64
65

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

Percentage
(%)

Retained

54
22
16
8
34
26
21
19
57
37
07
42
33
11
11
05

140 9 70 9 10
130 9 60 9 10
115 9 60 9 10
95 9 55 9 15
140 9 75 9 5
125 9 60 9 10
140 9 65 9 10
95 9 55 9 15
115 9 60 9 20
135 9 65 9 15
90 9 55 9 20
120 9 60 9 25
115 9 60 9 25
135 9 60 9 25
120 9 65 9 25
100 9 65 9 25

09
11
12
13
06
11
09
16
22
16
18
24
22
25
24
25

Variance
Decomposition
of the Optimal
Classification*
IntraClass
(%)

InterClass
(%)

21.4

78.6

17.4

82.6

39.7

69.3

34.6

65.4

*Variance calculation is based on dissimilarity by measuring the Euclidian
distance and using the Ward method for aggregation.

Dujourdy and Besacier (3) stated that most of the cannabis
resin seized in France comes from Morocco, which is the same
situation in Algeria, and reported the existence of the same 10,
100, 200, and 250-g hashish units.
Hashish Unit Dimensions
Hashish units are produced in specific dimensions (length,
width, and thickness). Though they do not have the accuracy of
an industrial process, units’ dimensions have typical values.
Figure 11 shows the distribution of hashish unit dimensions
using notched box plots. The dimensions of 90–100-g units and
those of 200–250-g units are spread out in two distinct regions.
Additionally, there is an overlap between the notches of 90 and

100-g units on one hand and those of 200 and 250-g units on
the other hand. This clearly indicates dimensional similarities
between units of a close weight, which implies an existing
“weight-dimension” correlation.
The 90–100-g units are more likely to be found at a length
between 130 and 140 mm, yet the length of those units is characterized by a large variability; some of them have unusually
small length, and hence, the median, which is about 135 mm, is
a good indicator of their length. On the other hand, the length of
200–250-g units varies less and tends toward 110 to 130 mm,
the mean value being around 120 mm.
However, hashish units tend to have the same width, the most
common values ranging between 60 and 70 mm, except 250-g
units, whose most frequent widths range between 50 and 60 mm.
Thickness is the dimension that makes the difference between
the two pairs of units’ weight (90–100 g and 200–250 g). While
10 mm is the distinctive thickness of 90–100-g units, the vast
majority of the values being in the interval of 5–15 mm, the
200–250-g units are more likely to have a thickness of around
20 mm, in the 20–25-mm interval. This constitutes a dimensional difference of about 50%.
Thus, hashish slab bars have the same width, slightly different
lengths (90–100-g units being longer) and doubtlessly different
thicknesses (200–250-g units being twice as thick as 90–100-g
ones).
To evaluate the weight-to-volume relation, the distribution of
hashish units’ density by weight is plotted. Hashish units’ density is directly proportional to the units’ weights, since it steadily
increases, as is described in Fig. 11. This translates to the intention of smuggling maximum hashish quantity in minimum volume when hashish units of superior weight are produced. This
trend is highlighted by the fact that the share of 200–250-g units
sharply increases in hashish seizures involving large quantities,
as illustrated in Fig. 12a.
The Euclidian distance was used as a metric and the Ward
method as an aggregation criterion; the obtained molds used for
the making of hashish slab bars are listed in Table 2. The intraand inter-class variances give an appreciation of the classification quality by respectively assessing the dissimilarity between
the individuals within the same class and the dissimilarity
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FIG. 13––Classification and distribution of hashish units’ logos. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

between the obtained classes. A relatively good classification
would have an intra-class variance that tends toward 0% and an
inter-class variance that tends toward 100%.
The HAC (with the chosen parameters) displayed at least three
molds for each unit’s weight, some being more frequent than
others. This mold variability could be explained either by the
existence of multiple hashish producers who use different molds
or, more probably, as the dimensional differences are about a
few millimeters, by manipulation inaccuracies. As hashish production does not unfold like an industrial process, the dimensions of the obtained molds have been rounded to the nearest
possible mold used in the hashish manufacture process.
Hashish Unit Colors
Hashish is encountered as light to dark brown-colored units,
depending mainly on the production circumstances. Dark hashish has been heated and pressed more than light-colored hashish. Heat and pressure lead to the rapid oxidation and
degradation of the resinous contents and reduction of the THC
levels, while in light-colored hashish, resin glands remain intact
(7).
The tendency is clear: The 90–100-g units have a light brown
color, and 200–250-g units are dark brown-colored, as shown in
Fig. 12b. Exceptions to this trend are possibly due to old,
improperly stored and transported 90–100-g units whose color
turned from light to dark brown because of oxidation. These
findings allow the deduction that the 90–100-g hashish units are

processed differently than 200–250-g units. Indeed, the molding
of higher amounts of hashish requires dense, stronger pressing
and sometimes the use of heat and moisture to overcome the
stubbornness of a voluminous hashish bulk.
Hashish Unit Logos
Logos are writings or drawings directly affixed on the center
of the unit, serving as a seal; they were found on 64% of the
total studied hashish units. Five main logo classes were identified after the visualization of all the studied units’ logos, namely
“letters,” “numbers,” “symbols,” “animals,” and “paper logos.”
Figure 13 shows examples of the different main classes of
hashish slab bars’ logos and provides the percentage distribution
of the different logos. The most encountered logos fall within
the “letters” or “numbers” classes, comprising 37% and 27% of
inscriptions, respectively, this is probably because of the ease of
their seal conception. “Symbols” are the third most encountered
logos (23%), dominated by symbols of the Hand of Fatima
(Hamsa), followed by the “animals” class, which gathers all
drawings of animals (11%), dominated by bird logos.
The least encountered class was that of “paper logos,” with a
share of only 2%. Such logos are increasingly used for high-potency hashish and entirely intended for the European market.
The “paper logos” are only found on the unmolded hashish
units, since these units are so sticky and resinous (high-quality
hashish) that it has become impossible to affix them with a logo
by means of a seal.
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Logos are a physical characteristic of great importance; they
are a common feature of the hashish entities. Furthermore, hashish producers sometimes affix the same inscription, or they affix
different inscriptions that convey the same meaning in bags,
packets and units. This inscription similarity can be found
among the three main constituents of hashish (bag-packet-unit).
In most cases, the inscription similarity is between the bags and
units. All other inscription similarities involve hashish packets
and are encountered to a much lower degree.
Inscription analogy allows the linkage of hashish seizures that
have been conducted in different locations but have the same
inscriptions. Figure S4 provides some examples of such similarities.
There is no ambiguity in spotting and linking hashish entities
that have identical inscriptions. However, some inscriptions that
at first look different in fact have the same meaning. For example, the inscription “555” refers to the “Hand of Fatima
(Hamsa),” called “Khamsah,  ”ﺨﻢﺴﺔin Arabic, a word that means
“five” (15),“1D” refers to “$1,” “17” to “2017” and “TT” to the
car model “Audi TT.”
Conclusion
The physical characteristics and features of North African
hashish were investigated based on law enforcement data collected over 8 years (2011–2018) concerning Algerian-seized
hashish.
North African hashish has particular psychical characteristics,
which indicates that its production is not a random process but
rather subjected to precise requirements intended to make it a
more easily transported and marketed commodity.
This fact drives the diversity in physical features of the seized
hashish in Algeria but, at the same time, allows the establishment of definite classes of common physical aspects, primarily
related to weight and packaging.
Units, packets, bags, and pieces are hashish entities that may
be encountered in a North African hashish seizure. Units of 90,
100, 200, and 250 g are molded in specific dimensions, affixed
with a logo, gathered, and coated in a protective packaging, generally consisting of three to five protective layers, to form in
most cases 0.5 or 1-kg hashish packets. The packets are arranged
into a compact mass with a specific configuration to form a bag,
which is then wrapped first and exclusively with adhesive tape
and secondly with an additional packaging of a distinct color
and nature, most commonly made of woven plastic.
Logos and inscriptions are pertinent physical characteristics as
they allow a relevant linkage between geographically scattered
seizures.
The present paper is the first report to have examined the
physical attributes of North African hashish. The findings of this
work can be generalized to all countries that report this region
as the primary source of the seized hashish within their territory.
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Characterization of Algerian-Seized Hashish
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ABSTRACT: In Algeria, large quantities of hashish are seized every year. This study aimed to investigate the total content of major cannabi-

noids in the illicit seized hashish in Algeria over an 8-year period (2011–2018) in order to establish the chemical profile of North African hashish. A total of 3265 hashish samples were analyzed using a validated high-performance liquid chromatography–diode array detection (HPLCDAD) method, allowing the simultaneous quantification of both the acidic and the neutral forms of D9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), cannabidiol (CBD), and cannabinol (CBN). The results revealed a slight upward trend in the mean THC content, from 7.0% in 2011 to 9.4% in 2018,
with an overall mean value of 8.4%. The overall means of CBD and CBN content were 3.5% and 0.8%, respectively. The number of high-potency hashish samples gradually increased to reach 6% in 2018. Two distinct hashish chemotypes were identified: the highly populated chemotype II, corresponding to the traditional medium-potency hashish ([THC + CBN]/CBD ~ 2.16), and chemotype I, containing hashish samples
of relatively high THC levels and low levels of CBD (ratio ~ 4.90). Both chemotypes I and II were characterized in the ternary plot, and the
proportions (THC:CBD:CBN) were about 85%:13%:2% and 60%:35%:5%, respectively.

KEYWORDS: North African hashish, D9-tetrahydrocannabinol, cannabidiol, cannabinol, potency, high-performance liquid chromatography–
diode array detection, criminalistics, forensic science, cannabis

The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crimes (UNODC) has
reported a lack of systematic reporting and information about cannabis cultivation, production, use, and seizures in the regions of Africa
and Asia. While the cannabis herb can be found all over the world,
cannabis resin, commonly called hashish, is produced in only a few
regions of the world, among them North Africa, which is considered
to be one of the main sources of this drug. The North African country
of Algeria is one that faces this hashish phenomenon, with several
tons of the drug seized every year in the country.
The overall aim of this study was to supply reliable data about the
hashish seized in Algeria by scientifically investigating its physical
and chemical features along with the potential changes in the trafficking patterns and potency. The study was conducted with the aim
of participating in the global efforts of developing a broader understanding of the most trafficked drug across the world (1).
Part I of this study focused on the physical features of the
hashish seized in Algeria. Prominent traits were addressed, and
shifts in production practices were assessed, as were the patterns
that exist among the physical characteristics.
For the present article (Part II), the chemical characterization of
the hashish seized in Algeria over the 8-year period of 2011–2018
was performed through a study of its chemical compositions.
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Hashish contains more than 400 components (2,3), including
more than 60 cannabinoids as well as terpenoids, phenols, and
other additives (adulterants and contaminants). Cannabinoids are
defined as a group of terpenophenolic compounds uniquely produced by cannabis (4).The major cannabinoids are considered to
be D9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), cannabinol (CBN), and
cannabidiol (CBD) (4–8), and what’s left are minor cannabinoids.
Cannabis potency is defined as the percentage by weight of
the primary active ingredient, THC. High-potency cannabis
increases risks to health (9), making the scientific testing of the
available cannabis to monitor current and ongoing trends in cannabis potency of paramount importance. However, a multivariate
approach that takes into account the existing chemical pathways
between the acidic cannabinoids—the biosynthesis products of
the cannabis plant, their decarboxylation counterparts, and their
degradation products—provide an extensive understanding of the
psychotropic power of the studied hashish. Thereby, cannabidiol
is considered as a major nonpsychoactive ingredient in cannabis
that thwarts the psychoactive effect of D9-tetrahydrocannabinol
(10), whereas degradation of D9-tetrahydrocannabinol results in
the formation of cannabinol (11).
As explained in Part I of this study, a trained member of staff
is designated to conduct a sampling every time hashish is seized
in the Algerian territory. Laboratory samples are then analyzed
according to the UNODC-recommended methods for the identification of cannabis and cannabis products using high-performance
liquid chromatography (12).
The total content of individual major cannabinoids THC,
CBD, and CBN, taking into account their acidic and neutral
form, is monitored, in addition to the ratio (THC + CBN)/CBD
1845
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to evaluate possible existing chemotypes and their potential
shifts and, as such, to assess global tendencies in hashish production. The relative concentration of CBN to THC is calculated
to evaluate the freshness of the samples.
Chemical composition of seized hashish has never been
assessed before in Algeria, so the obtained results will be compared with studies conducted in other countries such as Morocco, France, Italy, the U.K., the Netherlands, the U.S.A., and
Japan (13–20). Although the temporal patterns of major cannabinoids’ levels are the same over different regions of the world,
potency discrepancies have been observed in the mean values.

Methods
Sample Acquisition
This study exploits hashish seizure data collected over an 8year period (2011–2018) in Algeria. A total of 3265 hashish
samples obtained from 2232 seizures made across the Algerian
territory were analyzed.
Cannabis Surveyed: Sampling Procedure
Hashish seizures can be composed of multiple batches whose
weight can reach into the tons. Hence, a proper sampling that
ensures the representativeness of all the seizure batches must be
conducted to obtain depictive test samples. Figure 1 provides a
full example of a proper sampling procedure conducted when
dealing with hashish seizures; all sampling steps are described
for a real hashish seizure weighing 3320 kg. The seizure was
visually inspected to identify the batches that had the same physical characteristics. Once the batches were separated, a sample
(n) equal to the square root of the initial population (N), rounded
to the next integer, was taken from the seizure elements in a
stratified way (bags, packets, and units), according to the standard methods (21).
Regarding the sampling of the hashish slab bars, many studies
have been conducted to establish the best sampling procedure
(2,3,8,20). Most of the studies stated that cannabis resin on the
surface differs from the interior because of the possible oxidation
of the surface, which is in direct contact with air, and the heating effect on the surface during the pressing of the hashish slab
bars. However, the surface layers of the North African hashish
slab bars are thin in comparison with the hashish of different origins (20), and the studies conducted on the subject have indicated that two plugs of 0.5 g each, taken along the diagonal by
taking a section through the entire slab bar (without removing
the surfaces), are sufficient to ensure the hashish slab bar’s representativeness.
Chemicals and Reagents
Cannabinoid reference materials—methanol solutions (1 mg/
mL) of CBD and CBN, ethanol solution (1 mg/mL) of THC and
isopropanol solution (1 mg/mL) of THCA—were purchased
from Lipomedâ (Arlesheim, Switzerland). Ibuprofen, used as
internal standard (IS), was purchased from Saidalâ (Algiers,
Algeria).
High-performance liquid chromatography-grade methanol and
chloroform purchased from VWR (Fontenay-sous-Bois, France)
were used as extraction solvents. For the mobile phase, HPLCgrade methanol, acetonitrile, and orthophosphoric acid were

purchased from VWR. Pure water was prepared in the laboratory
using ELGA station, model: MEDICA RFII 7.
Sample Preparation
Hashish samples were finely ground and mixed using a porcelain mortar and pestle. Fifty milligram of the resulting powder
was weighed in a centrifuge tube, and then, 10 mL of a methanol/chloroform 80:20 (v/v) mixture used as an extraction solvent
was added. The tube was then vortexed for 1 min and subjected
to an ultrasonic bath for 15 min. Subsequently, samples were
mechanically agitated for 30 min and then centrifuged at 1370
3 g for 1 min. A 100-µL aliquot of the clear supernatant was
transferred in a vial and diluted with 800 µL of the extraction
solvent and 100 µL of IS.
Chromatographic Analysis
All the samples were analyzed by a fully validated in-house
method using a high-performance liquid chromatography–diode
array detector (HPLC-DAD). The method used a specific
THERMO HPLC system, FINNIGAN SURVEYOR model, with
a photodiode array detector (DAD). Chromatographic separation
was achieved using a Phenomenexâ (Macclesfield, Cheshire,
UK) C18 analytical column (5 µm, 150 mm 9 4.6 mm). Equipment control, data acquisition, and integration were performed
with ChromQuest 4.2 software (Thermo Fisher Scientific, San
Jose, CA, USA).
The mobile phase consisted of acetonitrile (A), methanol (B),
and 0.1% orthophosphoric acid (C). The initial setting was 38%
A, 33% B, and 29% C for 1 min, which was linearly increased
to 53% A, 47% B, and 0% C over 20 min. Then, the column
was set to initial conditions in 0.5 min and re-equilibrated under
these conditions for 5 min. The following parameters were
employed: flow rate, 1.2 mL/min; injection volume, 10 µL;
detection wavelength, 220 nm; column temperature, 30°C. Figure 2 displays a typical chromatogram of an authentic hashish
sample.
Calculation of Concentrations
A six-point calibration was used for the quantification of the
neutral form of THC and its acidic form (THCA) with a linear
range from 0.4% to 10%, and a six-point calibration was used
for the quantification of the neutral forms of CBD and CBN
with a linear range from 0.06% to 1%. Acidic forms of CBD
(CBDA) and CBN (CBNA) were quantified using the THCA
calibration curve. The accuracy of results was continuously monitored by the analysis of quality control (QC) samples. These
QC samples consisted of positive samples taken from previously
analyzed seizures, used later as inter-laboratory tests before their
conversions to QC samples, stored at 20°C and changed every
month.
For a convenient chemical characterization of the hashish samples studied, cannabinoids are classified into three groups: acidic
cannabinoids produced by plant metabolism, neutral cannabinoids resulting from the natural decarboxylation of acidic
cannabinoids, and degradation products resulting from various
influences, such as UV light, heat, or prolonged storage (11).
To overcome the influence of variable conditions during processing, storage, and transportation of hashish, the quantification
of the cannabinoids was conducted by adding the concentrations
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FIG. 1––Example of sampling procedure conducted on a real hashish seizure. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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FIG. 2––Example of HPLC/DAD chromatogram of authentic hashish sample. CBC, cannabichromene; CBCA, cannabichromenic acid; CBD,
cannabidiol; CBDA, cannabidiolic acid; CBG, cannabigerol; CBGA, cannabigerolic acid; CBN, cannabinol; CBNA, cannabinolic acid; IS, internal
standard; THC, tetrahydrocannabinol; THCA, tetrahydrocannabinolic acid;
X1 to X5, unidentified cannabinoids. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyon
linelibrary.com]

of their acidic and neutral forms:
FIG. 3––Degree of freshness of the studied hashish samples. [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

THC ð%Þ ¼ THCneutralform ð%Þ þ THCacidicform ð%Þ
CBD ð%Þ ¼ CBDneutralform ð%Þ þ CBDacidicform ð%Þ

Results and Discussion

CBN ð%Þ ¼ CBNneutralform ð%Þ þ CBNacidicform ð%Þ

Normal and Outlier Hashish Samples

Statistical Analysis
The mean and standard deviation (SD) of the sample concentrations were calculated for the combined data set by year. Normal and outlier hashish samples were determined based on the
mean and SD of the THC concentration for each year (22) and
also by the degrees of freshness of the samples. Normal samples
are defined as fresh samples (CBN/THC ≤ 0.5), with potencies
in the range: mean  2.5 9 SD, and outliers are all samples considered not fresh as well as those with potencies that fall outside
the range (mean  2.5 9 SD). The precision of the mean was
determined through 95% confidence intervals (CIs). The CI was
calculated using the method described by Mehmedic et al. (23)

The degree of freshness of the studied hashish samples is
displayed in Fig. 3. Under the influence of heat and light,
CBN is produced by oxidative degradation of THC (20). CBN
is the most commonly found degradation product in aged cannabis; the relationship between THC (%) and the CBN/THC
ratio, then, demonstrates the degradation process, which is
directly proportional to the age of the samples. The CBN/THC
ratio increases as THC levels decrease, which means that
degraded hashish samples are characterized by a high CBN/
THC ratio.
From the total 3265 studied hashish samples, 138 were eliminated because they were classified not fresh, and 94 other samples were eliminated because their potencies fell outside the
range (mean  2.5 9 SD).

TABLE 1––Mean and SD D9-THC% with outliers* excluded, prevalence of low- (<10%), medium- (10 < THC < 20), and high- (>20%) potency hashish samples and means CBD% & CBN% by year.
Total THC%

All Samples
Year

n

2011
128
2012
132
2013
165
2014
259
2015
189
2016
783
2017
806
2018
806
Total
3265
95% CI range

Outliers
(%)
3.9
3.0
6.0
7.7
8.9
8.6
8.9
9.4
7.1

Prevalence Samples Potency
Outliers
Excluded

CBD %

CBN %

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

THC < 10%
(%)

10 < THC < 20
(%)

THC > 20
(%)

All Samples
Mean

All Samples
Mean

7.0
8.9
7.3
7.8
7.9
9.4
8.1
9.4
8.4
8.3–8.6

3.8
3.9
3.8
3.9
4.0
5.0
3.8
5.5
4.7

7.0
8.8
7.2
7.5
7.6
8.9
7.9
9.1
8.3
7.4–8.3

3.5
3.6
3.2
2.8
3.0
3.9
3.0
4.4
3.8

78.1
64.1
75.6
78.4
75.0
62.5
81.3
60.3
71.9

21.9
35.1
23.8
19.7
23.9
32.7
18.2
33.7
26.1

0.0
0.8
0.6
1.9
1.1
4.9
0.5
6.0
2.0

3.7
4.5
3.6
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.2
3.3
3.5
3.5–3.6

0.6
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.8
0.9
0.8
0.7–0.8

95% CI range, range of values that contains the true mean with 95% certainty; SD, Standard deviation.
*Outliers are samples that (Mean  2.5 9 SD > %THC > Mean + 2.5 9 SD) + samples that (CBN/THC) > 0.5.
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FIG. 4––Temporal evolution of the potency of the studied hashish samples
over the period 2011–2018 with 95% confidence intervals. A: Mean THC
concentration for all the studied hashish samples and all the samples with
outliers excluded; B: Mean (THC + CBN)/CBD ratio (mean and median) for
all the studied hashish samples; C: Mean CBN/THC ratio for all the studied
hashish samples. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Potency of the Studied Hashish
In general, the yearly arithmetic mean THC concentration for
the different hashish samples displays a relative stability over
the 8-year period (2011–2018) with an overall mean THC content of 8.3% and SD of 4.7% (Table 1). However, a slight
increase in mean THC content has been observed ranging from
(7.0%  3.8%) in 2011 to (9.4%  5.5%) in 2018. In fact,
despite hashish samples seized in 2012 and late 2017 that deviate from the general tendency, the hashish THC concentration
appeared to gradually increase from 2011 to 2018, with a second-order polynomial regression correlation coefficient of
0.854.
This tendency toward increased potency also applies to other
countries and regions across the world. However, discrepancies
in the expressed distribution of mean THC have been identified.
The existence of extremely potent forms of hashish was recorded
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a decade ago in Europe and the U.S.A., where mean THC values
were already above 10% (5,18).
The potency of confiscated hashish in France, which mostly
comes from Morocco, as it does in Algeria, had a mean THC
concentration of 18.2% over the period of 2011–2016 (15). This
suggests that hashish samples of the same geographical origin
do not necessarily have the same potency, leading to the fact
that hashish producers process the cannabis according to the targeted consuming countries.
The influence of the outlier samples on the overall mean concentration of THC was investigated. The outlier hashish samples
represent 7.1% of the total samples studied, including degraded
samples (4.22%) and those with THC concentrations that fall
outside the range of mean  2.5 9 SD (2.88%). A comparison
of the mean potency of hashish samples calculated for all samples versus for samples with outliers excluded indicates that the
mean THC concentration decreases weakly for each year when
the outliers are excluded (Table 1, Fig. 4). However, the general
pattern of the slightly increasing potency of hashish samples
since 2011 appears to exist even when outliers are excluded.
D9-tetrahydrocannabinol content was assessed by categorizing
hashish seizures according to three types: low-potency hashish
(THC < 10%), medium-potency hashish (10% < THC < 20%),
and high-potency hashish (THC > 20%). The results were compared to those obtained by Stambouli et al. (13) and Dujourdy
and Besacier (14), who published statistics on hashish in Morocco and France, respectively.
Irrespective of the period over which statistics were calculated,
the results obtained were in agreement with those observed by
Stambouli et al.: Low-potency hashish is predominant, here representing more than 70% of the hashish seizures, and high-potency hashish represents the lowest percentage at just 2% of the
total hashish samples examined for this study (Table 1).
Disregarding the fluctuations observed in 2012 and 2017, the
results shown in Fig. 5 indicate that high- and medium-potency
hashish samples increased from 0% and 21% in 2011 to 6% and
33% in 2018, respectively. Conversely, low-potency hashish
samples decreased from 78% (2011) to 60% (2018). Contrary to
what was reported in Europe and the U.S.A., concentrated hashish in Algeria appears sporadically, suggesting that the local
market is scarcely supplied with this kind of hashish.
The mean concentrations of the two other major cannabinoids
in cannabis (CBD and CBN) were monitored (Table 1). The
yearly arithmetic mean CBD and CBN concentrations for the
hashish samples remained relatively stable, with an overall mean
content of 3.5% and 0.8%, respectively. However, in recent
years, more hashish samples have been found with lower CBD
content (<3%) in parallel with the rise of high-potency hashish
samples. Figure 4B shows the evolution of the (THC + CBN)/
CBD ratio by year; there is a clear tendency toward higher THC
and lower CBD content over the years, which highlights increasing health risks and harms from the use of this type of hashish.
From 2011 to 2013, the mean and median are almost the same,
averaging around 2, but since 2014 the mean steadily deviates
from the median toward higher values, indicating a constant
increase in the appearance of high-potency hashish samples.
By plotting the relative concentration of CBN to THC
(Fig. 4), the freshness of the seized hashish was also investigated. The CBN/THC ratio was used to estimate the age of plant
materials (marijuana) with indicative values; fresh marijuana
samples, considered to be <6 months old, have a CBN/THC
ratio below 0.013, and those with a ratio between 0.04 and 0.08
are from 1 to 2 years old (14,15). The age of hashish can be
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FIG. 6––Chemotypes and ternary plot of the studied hashish. A:
(THC + CBN)% vs. CBD% of all the studied hashish sample; B: Triangular
co-ordinate graph (THC:CBD:CBN) of all the studied hashish samples.
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
FIG. 5––Distribution frequency of hashish samples over the period 2011–
2018 according to their potency classes. A: Prevalence of high-potency hashish samples (THC > 20%); B: Prevalence of medium-potency hashish samples (10 < THC% < 20); C: Prevalence of low-potency hashish samples
(THC < 10%). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

estimated in the same way as marijuana samples, as mentioned
by Zamengo et al. (7). However, hashish commonly contains
greater amounts of THC than marijuana (8) and is more subject
to degradation because of the manufacturing method, including
the pressing step, which makes THC more prone to degradation.
Hence, CBN/THC ratios of hashish samples are of greater magnitude.
The Algerian-seized hashish evolves toward a decreasing
freshness, with an overall mean CBN/THC ratio of about 0.15.
This decrease is probably due to longer periods between the harvesting and smuggling of hashish, meaning longer transport periods toward the Algerian territory, which indicates a shift in the
smuggling dynamic but also a constant increase in the appearance of high-potency hashish samples.
Chemotypes of the Studied Hashish
In order to comprehend the possible changes in the chemical
profile of North African hashish, more investigations were carried out by introducing ratios that take into account the different

chemical pathways that exist between major cannabinoids, such
as the evolution of the factor THC + CBN with respect to CBD
content. The results described in Fig. 6 indicate the existence of
two separate chemotypes: Most of hashish samples fall into
chemotype II, characterized by a (THC + CBN)/CBD ratio of
about 2.16, corresponding to the traditional North African hashish. Chemotype I includes fewer samples and is characterized by
high THC concentration and relatively low levels of CBD (ratio ~ 4.90). All outlier samples with potencies higher than the
mean potency (THC concentrations fall outside the range of
mean  2.5 9 SD) are included in chemotype I, as they follow
the same trend of chemotype I samples.
As a result of this new trend, a higher risk of psychotic effect
is induced, as studies conducted on cannabinoids indicate that
CBD may counteract some of the adverse psychological effects
induced by THC (6). This rather novel fact is an indicator of the
introduction of new cultivars and new methods of resin production, which is consistent with findings in Europe and the U.S.A.
(7,14,16,18).
Jenkins and Patterson (24) developed the concept of relating the
results of the chemical analysis of a cannabis sample to its geographical origin. The authors concluded that there were differences
in the relative amounts of THC, CBD, and CBN between samples
of different geographical origins, which can be useful from an
intelligence perspective. Evident differences in THC content and
THC/CBD ratios have been observed between the hashish seized
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in Algeria and in France even if they were from the same geographical origin. In this scope, the ternary plot of THC, CBD, and
CBN is used to characterize the hashish seized in Algeria rather
than to investigate its geographical origin (Fig. 6).
The results showed that Algerian-seized hashish has a mean
THC:CBD:CBN factor of 60%:35%:5%. In almost 80% of the
total samples, the relative proportion of THC ranges between
55% and 75%, CBD between 25% and 45%, and CBN between
2% and 10%. All outliers considered as degraded samples
(CBN/THC > 0.5) were excluded, as the trend of these samples
did not follow the pattern of the large majority of the studied
samples, this being the reason why they are considered as statistical artifacts. Meanwhile, outliers for which THC concentrations
fall outside the range of mean  2.5 9 SD were included into
the hashish chemotype I and characterized by a THC:CBD:CBN
factor of an average value of 85%:13%:2%.
Conclusion
The content of major cannabinoids in Algerian-seized hashish
was investigated. Mean THC content showed a slight increasing
trend from 7.0% in 2011 to 9.4% in 2018 with an overall mean
value of 8.4%. High-potency hashish is not abundant in Algeria
as it is in European countries and the U.S.A. However, the proportion of high-potency hashish samples gradually increased to
reach 6% in 2018.
The monitoring of the (THC + CBN)/CBD ratio revealed the
existence of two hashish chemotypes: The traditional one (chemotype II) includes the majority of the studied samples and is characterized in the ternary plot by THC:CBD:CBN proportions of about
60%:35%:5%. Chemotype I includes all hashish samples that tend
to have high THC and low CBD content and is characterized by
THC:CBD:CBN proportions of about 85%:13%:2%.
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Forensic Footwear Reliability: Part I—
Participant Demographics and Examiner
Agreement*

ABSTRACT: In order to assess the extent of agreement between forensic footwear examiners in the United States, a reliability study was

performed by West Virginia University between February 2017 and August 2018. Over the span of 19 months, 70 examiners each performed
12 comparisons and reported a total of 840 conclusions. For each comparison, participants were queried on a number of factors in order to
determine the degree to which different types of features were identified, evaluated, and weighted, before arriving at a final decision regarding
the strength of the association or disassociation between questioned and test impressions. Preliminary results from this study are divided into a
series of three summaries. This manuscript (Part I) describes participant demographics as well as community agreement in both feature identification/annotation, and final reporting. Results indicate considerable variation in feature identification/annotation (as low as 66.5% agreement),
but higher consistency in the reporting of overall conclusions. For mated pairs, this agreement was 79.7%  14.1% (median of 85.7% and a
90% confidence interval between 75.9% and 83.2%). For nonmated pairs, the equivalent overall agreement was 89.8%  6.69% (median of
91.4% and a 90% confidence interval between 87.4% and 92.1%). These estimates of agreement are further compared with previous published
findings, and collectively, the work extends the body of knowledge concerning reliability in forensic footwear comparisons and conclusions.

KEYWORDS: forensic footwear evidence, reliability, gray box study, footwear examiners, participant demographics, feature identification
agreement, expert agreement

Research supporting the foundational validity of feature-comparison methods is of tremendous importance to the forensic
community (1–3). In the field of footwear, much of the research
effort has focused on the discrimination potential of the physical
evidence itself (4–18), with less emphasis on the evaluation of
examiner consensus and variation in feature identification, feature evaluation, and source attribution conclusions. In fact,
research aimed at understanding the expert decision-making process in the field of forensic footwear analysis is somewhat limited to 3 published studies, performed in the past 20 years, each
with different intended audiences and project design (although
the authors acknowledge that additional work on this topic has
been presented at conferences, but with results that are much
less universally available for review and interpretation). Of these
3 studies, the first was by Majamaa and Ytti (19) in 1996, the
second by Shor and Weisner (20) in 1999, and the most recent
by Hammer et al. (21) in 2013.
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The earliest of these studies (Majamaa and Ytti [19]) was conducted internationally, using 6 simulated crime scene impressions, sent to 34 laboratories, with a 97% completion rate
(responses received from 33 analysts). Each of the 6 questioned
impressions was collected using an electrostatic dust lift of an
impression on paper, to be compared to a single known. In 2
simulated cases, the known was a worn shoe, and in the remaining 4 cases, the knowns were new/unused. In total, 2 “types” of
shoes were evaluated (i.e., the worn shoes had the same class
characteristics, and the new/unused had the same class characteristics). All examiners were given a 5-level conclusion scale for
reporting (19). For some laboratories, this required translation.
Each analyst had to individually define the criteria (i.e., the type
of features that must be present, and the degree of similarity/dissimilarity expressed by each) in order to reach a specific conclusion (e.g., “probable,” “very probable,” or “identification”). In
addition, examiners were informed that class characteristics and
identified randomly acquired characteristics were in agreement,
eliminating the tasks of feature identification and comparison,
and instead, asked to limit their comparison to the weight of evidence associated with a given conclusion. Despite the alleviation
of several sources of variation (feature identification and comparison), the outcome of this review indicated a relatively high
level of variability in conclusions for examiners evaluating identical cases (although it is important to note that the degree of
variation was case specific). To illustrate the extreme or most
variable case (denoted as case #3), 5 examiners reported “possible,” 9 reported “probable,” 11 reported “very probable,” and 8
reported “identification” (19).
© 2020 American Academy of Forensic Sciences
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In contrast, the Shor and Weisner (20) study involved 2 actual
case impressions (ground truth not available), evaluated by 20
experts from 7 different laboratories, across 6 different countries
(plus 3 examiners from the respective authors’ own laboratory).
The cases were selected due to their difficulty (the questioned
impressions were deemed ambiguous and controversial by
experts), and each analyst was permitted to use his or her own
conclusion scale when providing results. Again, the major observation from this report was the degree of variability in conclusions provided by the 23 participants, including intra- and interlaboratory variability. For both impressions, the responses
spanned 5 categories (of a possible 6) and the largest agreement
for 1 category was 7 responses of “possible” and 7 responses of
“highly probable” out of 23 for the first shoe (30% each), and 9
responses of “possible” out of 23 for the second shoe (39%).
The most recent study by Hammer et al. (21) was conducted
in 2013, and although modeled after Majamaa and Ytti (19)’s
work from 1996, the project design included 3 notable differences. First, the targeted participants were restricted to examiners
located in North America. Second, all participants were certified
as footwear examiners by the International Association for Identification (IAI) as of July 2008. Finally, all participants were
expected to use a standardized 7-category conclusion scale published by the Scientific Working Group for Shoeprint and Tire
Tread Evidence (SWGTREAD) (at the time, the recommended
scale allowed for one of the following conclusions: “unsuitable,”
“elimination,” “probably did not make,” “inconclusive,” “could
have made,” “probably made,” or “identification” [22] but has
since been updated and the current permissible categories are
now: “lacks sufficient detail,” “exclusion,” “indications of nonassociation,” “limited association of class characteristics,” “association of class characteristics,” “high degree of association,”
and “identification” [23]). Despite these 3 differences, 1 major
similarity persisted: the examiners were told to assume that the
design and physical size of the questioned and test impressions
corresponded, and finally, the research team highlighted the features of interest in the questioned impressions to be used during
examination, comparison and reporting. The entire study was
comprised of 6 simulated cases, each consisting of a gelatin lift
questioned impression. Four different pairs of shoes were used
to create the 6 simulated cases, with variation in class and individualizing characteristics, as well as quality/totality. Compared
to former studies, Hammer et al. (21) found that experienced
examiners using the standardized scale and predetermined features, expressed less variability in their conclusions, with the
most variation occurring in a single case regarding the degree of
confidence an examiner was willing to place on his or her final
conclusion. For this case, 82% of the examiners found the suspected shoe “probably made” the impression, 15% concluded
with “could have made,” and another 3% chose “identification.”
Using the Majamaa and Ytti (19) and Hammer et al. (21)
studies as motivation, an additional reliability study on footwear examiner conclusions was conducted between February
2017 and August 2018 by West Virginia University (WVU).
The intended audience were footwear examiners in the United
States, who were asked to review 7 simulated cases, requiring
a total of 12 questioned-test impression comparisons. The goals
of this project were several-fold, including an evaluation of (i)
reproducibility in feature identification, (ii) reproducibility in
feature evaluation, (iii) consensus and inter-rater reliability, and
(vi) overall accuracy in conclusions regarding source attribution. In terms of organization, initial results are dispersed in a
series of three manuscripts. Part I (this summary) describes
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reproducibility in feature identification and generalized community agreement.

Materials and Methods
Participant Demographics
One hundred and fifteen (115) forensic footwear examiners
were recruited through a variety of media, including electronic
solicitation, word-of-mouth, and in-person announcements during
regional and international conferences. Enrolled participants
completed a background survey providing information regarding
their education, experiences, job capacity, certification status, as
well as details concerning the nature and frequency of training,
research, teaching, and professional development activities. Of
the 115 enrolled participants, conclusions were submitted by 77
individuals, resulting in a 67% response rate.
Case Variety
Each participant performed 12 pairwise comparisons, spanning 7 simulated cases (of which 5 required the analysis of 2
exemplars, and 2 required the analysis of a single exemplar).
Each case (Table 1) was comprised of 1200 PPI digital and
print imagery, collected using a flatbed Epson Expression
11000XL Graphic Arts Scanner, and printed using a Canon
Pixma Pro-1. Case materials consisted of a single questioned
impression, 1–2 outsole exemplars, and 2 Handiprint exemplar
replicates per known shoe (Table 2). The questioned impressions were created under natural conditions (walking at a regular pace/stride length) using a range of media (blood, dust,
wax), substrates (linoleum/ceramic/vinyl tiles, paper), and processing techniques (lifting, chemical/digital enhancement).
Effort was expended to create “crime scene-like” impressions
of the type, variety, and quality encountered by analysts during
routine casework. However, it is acknowledged that the wearer
creating the questioned impressions had a smaller foot size than
the actual outsoles used in this study, which may have created
experimental limitations.
Case Analyses
Each participant received a package via USPS of all relevant
case materials, including high-resolution color prints, a set of
blank acetates for overlay annotation, a CD containing the electronic reporting software, a copy of the Scientific Working
Group for Shoeprint and Tire Tread Evidence (SWTREAD)
2013 Conclusion Standard (23) and an instruction document
(with additional weblinks to access electronic copies of all case
materials, including digital files of 1200 PPI imagery still accessible as of 04-Sep-2019 as BlackBox.zip from http://4n6chemo
metrics.com/Downloads/). Participants were asked to process the
simulated cases as if each were routine casework, and analyze
the case materials according to their training and expertise,
assuming that no time had passed between collection of the
questioned and test impressions (i.e., the absence of any change
due to continued usage/wear). After performing a routine analysis, participants were asked to respond to a series of questions
using a customized software reporting interface that solicited
responses regarding the similarity, dissimilarity, clarity, and
value of manufacturing and wear-acquired features used when
reaching conclusions. Based on these instructions, the only anticipated deviation from typical casework was the absence of
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TABLE 1––Shoes, substrates, media, and processing techniques used to create simulated case materials.

Case

Manufacturer of Known(s)

Size & Style of Known(s)

Substrate of Unknown

Medium of Unknown

001
002
003
004
005
006
007

Converse
Nike
Nike
Nike
Nike
Nike
Under Armour

All Star (9)
Lebron James (10)
Rosherun (9)
Air Max (10.5)
Air Max (11)
Air Max Cage (10)
Unknown (10 & 11)

Ceramic tile
Vinyl tile
Ceramic tile
Linoleum tile
Vinyl Tile
Paper
Ceramic Tile

Blood
Dust
Blood
Wax
Dust
Dust
Blood

Processing of Unknown

# of Known(s)

Leucocrystal violet
Digitally enhanced gel lift
Leucocrystal violet
Magnetic powder & gel lift
Digitally enhanced gel lift
Digitally enhanced
Leucocrystal violet

2
1
2
2
1
2
2

TABLE 2––Manufacturing details for each known shoe.
Known(s)

Manufacturer

Style

001K1, 001K2
002K1
003K1, 003K2

Converse
Nike
Nike

All Star
Lebron James
Rosherun

9
10
9

004K1, 004K1
005K1
006K1, 006K2
007K1
007K2A, 007K2B

Nike
Nike
Nike
Under Armour
Under Armour

Air Max
Air Max
Air Max Cage
–
–

10.5
11
10
11
10

consultation and/or any type of independent verification of
examiner conclusions prior to reporting.

Results and Discussion
Participant Demographics
The cumulative demographics for all 77 individuals that participated in this study are summarized in Table S1 (top row).
Self-reports revealed that the majority of participants (83%) were
actively working in a crime lab at the time of participation. Selfreports also revealed that 7 of the 77 participants had either
never performed a comparison and/or were still in training. Since
this evaluation was meant to determine the accuracy and conformity in reporting for footwear examiners actively performing
casework, the results from these 7 participants were excluded
when creating summary statistics.
Table S2 reveals that 36% of all participants had completed
11–50 comparisons when they agreed to participate in this study,
while another 20% had completed 51–100 comparisons, and
23% had completed more than 100 comparisons. Participants
were also asked to report the frequency at which different types
of activities were performed using a Likert scale (Table S3). It
appears that few participants collect or develop impressions (presumably at scenes), but more frequently enhance, photograph
and compare impressions (presumably in laboratories), which fits
with anecdotal reports within the field.
Since footwear examiners may be asked to perform comparisons on multiple types of evidence, and since experts can crosstrain and/or move from one discipline to another throughout
their careers, Table S4 reports additional current and past activities that participants have performed. Results indicate that many
footwear examiners have been or still are involved with crime
scene related work (processing, investigation, reconstruction,
bloodstain pattern analysis, etc.). Additionally, many have
worked in trace evidence or firearms and toolmark fields, but a
majority co-listed fingerprints as an area of current occupation.
Table S5 reports the number of years of footwear experience
and the number of years of total forensic experience for

Size

Additional Details
–
–
Microcellular material, Manufacturer reports same size,
but measureable size difference for 003K2
–
Manufacturer reported (and measurable) size difference
–
Manufacturer reported (and measurable) size difference
007K2B has an apparent manufactured defect/heel anomaly

examiners that participated in this study; 53% had 8 or more
years of experience in footwear, and the majority (86%) have
been in the forensic field for more than 8 years.
Table S6 reports the frequency of training in the last 5 years,
as well as the types of training providers. Note that the majority
of participants (97%) have attended 1 or more training sessions
beyond laboratory-specific activities. In addition to employment
and professional experiences, each examiner’s traditional academic history was queried; Table S6 also reports the highest
level of education earned for each participant, with 54% possessing a Bachelor’s degree, and 40% having earned a Master’s
degree.
Finally, Table S7 reports that half of the participants in this
study use the SWGTREAD (2013) scale (23) (without modification) in their laboratory, and approximately half are certified.

FIG. 1––Overall reports of clarity (low, fair, and high) and difficulty (easy,
moderate, and challenging) for n = 839 comparisons (note that one examiner reported that case 005Q was unsuitable for comparison; this observation is excluded from this figure). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonline
library.com]

SPEIR ET AL.

FIG. 2––Reports of the frequency (y-axis) of quality (low, fair and high)
and difficulty (easy, moderate and challenging) for each questioned impression (note that 1 examiner reported insufficient detail for 005Q, and an
examiner switched his or her clarity report for 003Q when comparing it
against 003K1 and 003K2; these 2 reports are excluded from this figure).
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Moreover, 87% participated in a proficiency test in the past year,
and 60% have taught courses in the field of forensic footwear.
Case Variety
The details concerning each simulated case in this study were
previously summarized in Table 1. As discussed, the goal was
to create medium and high quality questioned impressions that
simulate casework with regard to substrate and medium. In an
effort to assess the perceived suitability of the simulated cases as
a proxy for real casework, examiners were asked to assess the
clarity of the questioned impressions, and the perceived difficulty in the comparison process. Figure 1 reports the frequency
of difficulty ratings (easy, moderate, and challenging) as a function of the clarity of the questioned impressions (low, fair, and
high). Note that no instructions or definitions were provided to
guide the examiner in forming a clarity or difficulty rating.
A global chi-square test indicated that an expert’s rating of
impression quality impacted their reported case difficulty

.
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(p < 0.05). A Bonferroni adjusted post hoc analysis revealed that
high clarity images were reported less challenging to analyze
than expected if independent, and low clarity impressions were
reported to be more challenging to analyze than would be
expected if the two variables were independent. However, one
might assume that high clarity impressions were always rated
the least challenging, but this was not always found to be the
case. To illustrate this, Fig. 2 provides frequency information
(clarity and difficulty), but on a per case basis. Each bar in this
histogram sums to n = 70 except for cases 003 and 005 (1
examiner switched his or her clarity assessment for 003Q (questioned impression) when reviewing 2 possible knowns (003K1
and 003K2), and 1 examiner reported insufficient detail to perform an analysis of 005Q). Note that every single questioned
sample was given a range of clarity ratings, and a range of difficulty ratings, and not all clarity ratings are directly correlated
with difficulty. For example, one examiner reported that questioned impression 006Q was of high clarity, and only one examiner reported that case 006 was easy. However, this was not the
same examiner; the examiner that reported high clarity reported
that the case analysis was challenging, and the examiner that
reported the case analysis was easy, reported the image clarity as
fair. Thus, an individual examiner’s assessment of clarity and
difficulty are not always related. Another illustration of this can
be observed for 005Q, wherein 39 examiners (56%) reported that
005Q was of low clarity, but only 14 (20%) reported that the
case analysis was challenging overall. Thus, clarity and difficulty
are not necessarily standardized concepts across examiners.
Hypothesizing that perhaps experience impacts difficulty, a chisquare test of self-assessed difficulty versus self-assessed experience (binned frequency of cases completed between 0 and 50,
51 to 100, 101 to 150, 151 to 200 and >200) was computed, but
likewise failed to detect any convincing trend (global p-value of
0.5535), suggesting that additional hypotheses should be further
explored.
Evaluation of Class Characteristics
Table 3 reports the value that examiners assigned to the class
characteristics of outsole design, physical size, and the size of
individual or grouped tread elements when comparing a questioned impression with an exemplar. For each row in Table 3,
the same feature (e.g., design) if summed across all values (association, exclusion, not evaluated or insufficient) will equal

TABLE 3––Evaluation of class features when comparing questioned and test impressions for n = 70 examiners (note that “design” refers to the geometric pattern, “size” refers to the physical size of the outsole, and “tread size” refers to the size of individual tread elements or groups of tread elements). The same
sub-column header across all columns (an example is highlighted in orange) will sum to n = 70.
Association
Case
001K1
001K2
002K1
003K1
003K2
004K1
004K2
005K1
006K1
006K2
007K1
007K2

Exclusion

Not Evaluated

Insufficient

Design

Size

Tread Size

Design

Size

Tread Size

Design

Size

Tread Size

Design

Size

Tread Size

65
68
66
68
62
66
69
61
66
63
61
65

55
63
54
60
27
51
65
27
57
51
21
46

58
65
61
62
34
55
68
40
67
54
23
46

5
2
4
2
8
4
1
8
3
7
9
5

9
2
9
8
41
9
2
34
2
8
47
21

10
2
5
8
32
12
1
25
3
15
44
21

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

2
3
1
1
2
3
1
1
3
3
2
2

2
3
1
0
3
2
0
0
0
1
3
3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

4
2
6
1
0
4
2
8
8
8
0
1

0
0
3
0
1
1
1
5
0
0
0
0
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TABLE 4––Count (percentage) of examiners providing SWGTREAD (2013) (23) conclusions for mated (M) pairs, nonmated (NM) pairs, and for all data combined, including community agreement (IQR) and its 90% confidence interval as a function of sample size.

Comparison

Exclusion

Indications

Limited

Association

High Degree

Identification

Combined

370

76

87

135

64

100

Nonmates

350

66

31

35

2

0

20

10

56

100

62

100

Mates

IQR Count (Median %)
(Mean%  SD%)
715 (89.3)
(85.6  11.1)
436 (91.4)
(89.8  6.69)
279 (85.7)
(79.7  14.1)

IQR % Lower

IQR % Upper

83.5

87.6

87.4

92.1

75.9

83.2

TABLE 5––Count (percentage) of examiners providing SWGTREAD (2013) (23) conclusions for each Q versus K comparison, and whether or not the known
is a mated (M) or nonmated (NM) pair (the remaining columns as defined in the caption for Table 4).
Comparison
001K1 NM
003K2 NM
004K1 NM
005K1 NM
006K2 NM
007K1 NM
007K2B NM
001K2 M
002K1 M
003K1 M
004K2 M
006K1 M

Exclusion
49
66
65
34
33
68
35
2
6
11
0
1

(70)
(94)
(93)
(49)
(47)
(97)
(54)
(3)
(9)
(16)
(0)
(1)

Indications
15
2
4
13
18
1
13
0
8
2
0
0

(21)
(3)
(6)
(19)
(26)
(1)
(20)
(0)
(11)
(3)
(0)
(0)

Limited
2
0
1
13
12
1
2
5
25
4
1
21

(3)
(0)
(1)
(19)
(17)
(1)
(3)
(7)
(36)
(6)
(1)
(30)

Association
4
2
0
9
7
0
13
12
30
19
0
39

(6)
(3)
(0)
(13)
(10)
(0)
(20)
(17)
(43)
(27)
(0)
(56)

High Degree
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
28
0
20
7
7

(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(3)
(40)
(0)
(29)
(10)
(10)

Identification
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
23
0
14
62
1

(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(33)
(0)
(20)
(89)
(1)

IQR Count (%)
64
66
65
60
63
68
50
63
55
39
62
60

(91.4)
(94.3)
(92.9)
(85.7)
(90.0)
(97.1)
(76.9)
(90.0)
(78.6)
(55.7)
(88.6)
(85.7)

IQR % Lower

IQR % Upper

83.8
87.4
85.6
77.0
82.0
91.3
66.7
82.0
68.9
45.2
80.3
77.0

96.2
98.0
97.1
92.0
95.2
99.5
85.2
95.2
86.3
65.9
94.2
92.0

The gold-shaded cells represent the conclusions that span the interquartile range (IQR), and the final three columns of the table report the number (percentage) of participants that reported conclusions within the interquartile range, and the 90% confidence interval for this estimate. Note that comparisons 002Q versus 002K1, 005Q versus 005K1, and 006Q versus 006K1 all had 1 response of “insufficient detail,” which is not shown in this table; all other rows will sum
to 70 (and result in percentages that sum to 100% barring rounding) except 007K2B which sums to 65 since 5 examiners reviewed a different impression (denoted as 007K2A) that had only limited circulation before being replaced with 007K2B (researchers felt that 007K2A was too easy owning to a patent/prominent RAC that spanned almost a full lug and decommissioned this impression within a month of starting the study).

n = 70 (illustrated as a series of gold-shaded cells for row
001K1). From the summary data, it is clear that the majority of
examiners routinely evaluate these class characteristics in terms
of association or exclusion. In fact, 99.9%  0.41% (mean percentage  1 standard deviation) compared overall design (median of 100%), 96.8%  2.0% compared the overall physical
size (median of 97.1%), and 97.9%  1.9% compared individual/grouped tread size between questioned and test impressions
(median of 97.9%). However, the only shoes with observable
class differences (and therefore value for exclusion) exist for
comparisons of appropriate questioned impressions with 003K2,
005K1, 007K1, and 007K2B. Thus, all other selections of “value
for exclusion” are not fully understood.
In contrast, a limited number of examiners chose not to evaluate physical size of the outsole and/or physical size of tread features. This observation was not anticipated, since by definition,
physical size refers to the “dimensions, shapes, spacing and relative positions of the footwear outsole design components” (24).
In hindsight, the structure of the reporting interface may have
created confusion, but moving forward, additional study may be
warranted to determine how examiners define physical size, if
the unevaluated observations are a product of varying interpretations in the definition, and under what circumstances these features would not be evaluated during a comparison.

annotations (46% and 36%, respectively and resulting in 82%
combined). Table S8 reports the feature type and frequency of
marking per case. The first nine items in the table could be
selected by the user from a pull-down menu and included features such as stippling, mold defect, die-cut variation, air bubble,
foxing strip, etc. The tenth option was “other,” which required
the examiner to provide input (a label) for the selected feature.
After reviewing these inputs, some of the items marked as
“other” could be remapped to existing features for the purpose
of summarization. For example, an examiner selected “other”
and typed “specific wear,” but for the purpose of an overall
summary, this was remapped to “wear” in Table S8. After this
remapping, 210 annotated features marked as “other” persisted.
Figure S1 illustrates that nearly a quarter of the 210 that
remained were listed as “cannot determine” (suggesting that an
examiner noted a difference or similarity between the questioned
and known impression, but was unable to label the feature’s
identity, possibly because they did not have access to the physical outsole for the known). A smaller percentage were grouped
as miscellaneous (e.g., “wear turning into RAC,” “movement/
slippage,” “void,” and “possible incomplete mixing of outsole
material”). Finally, just over half (56%) of the features marked
“other” could be categorized as class characteristics (e.g., “spacing of elements,” “same physical shape and size,” “design element difference,” and “smaller element size”).

Features Marked
In total, 3524 features of interest were annotated by examiners
when comparing 840 questioned-test impressions. Not surprisingly, wear patterns and RACs accounted for the majority of

Annotation Maps
Tables 4 and 5 report examiner conclusions for all mated
pairs, nonmated pairs, the combined dataset, and each individual
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FIG. 3––Difference maps for the comparison of 001Q versus 001K1 (nonmated pair) illustrating analyst annotations of wear-type features made on the questioned impression only. A total of 91% of examiners reached a conclusion within the IQR, but only 81% justified their conclusions through comments and/or
annotations (36 reaching exclusion and 10 reaching indications of non-association as illustrated in the figure). Additionally, 9% provided a decision outside of
the IQR (a weak dissociation or weak association). Of these, 2 of the 6 analyst marked 2.0 features each (right), while the remaining 4 outside of the IQR did
not mark any wear features. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

comparison (Q versus K). Results are presented as both frequency/count and percentage. The gold-shaded cells in Table 5
correspond to community agreement (which is roughly defined
as the interquartile range (IQR). By definition, the interquartile
range is intended to capture the middle 50% of the data. However, as applied to the categorical conclusions here, the IQR is
intended to approximate the community agreement in conclusions, which means although it cannot capture less than the middle 50% of all conclusions, for comparisons with high
agreement, it can extend and capture a higher degree of consensus among responses. This is illustrated in the final three columns of Tables 4 and 5, which report the number (percentage)
of participants whose conclusions were within the minimum of
the interquartile range. Results indicate that with 90% confidence
(based on the Clopper–Pearson Exact method) (25), the community agreed upon IQR includes 75.9–83.2% of all responses for

mated pairs, 87.4–92.1% for all nonmated pairs, and 83.5–
87.6% for all combined data, with a low of 56% for 003Q versus 003K1, and a high of 97% for 007Q versus 007K1. In an
attempt to relate observed results with three previously published
studies on footwear reliability, Table S9 was constructed to provide an overview of IQR or community agreement across all
comparisons. The mean agreement for the Majamaa and Ytti
(19) study was 83.8%  12.4% (1 standard deviation). The
equivalent value for the Shor and Weisner (20) and Hammer
et al. (21) studies was 78.3% and 94.3%  7.36%, respectively.
The mean agreement for the WVU study is 85.6%  11.1%.
Based on study design, these values match intuition; the Shor
and Weisner (20) study was limited to questioned impressions
deemed very challenging and resulting in the lowest IQR. The
Majamaa and Ytti (19) study was performed internationally, with
limited instructions on how to interpret a prescribed scale, and
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FIG. 4––Similarity maps for the comparison of 001Q versus 001K2 (mated pair) illustrating analyst annotations of wear-type features made on both the questioned and known impressions. A total 90% of all responses comprised the IQR and 61 of 63 reporting a strong or weak association marked 6.6  3.8 wear
features (left); the remaining 2 did not mark any features (and reported an association). Conversely, 10% of examiners reported a disassociation for this known
mated pair; 6 out of these 7 analysts marked 3.0  1.5 wear features (right). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

with a fixed impression type (electrostatic dust lifts from paper)
leading to a moderate IQR. Conversely, the Hammer et al. (21)
study was limited to certified examiners in North America, and
excluded class comparisons and the need for feature identification, resulting in the highest IQR.
In contrast to the former studies, the current work includes a
larger number of comparisons, using a variety of media, substrates, qualities and totalities, no requirement for certification,
but limited to examiners in the United States. On one hand,
these variations in study design are unfortunate, making direct
comparison and/or a meta-analysis impossible. However, the differences are also fortuitous since it sheds light on the natural
range in variation that exists among evidence types (media, substrates, difficulty, clarity, quality, etc.), as well as the differences
in examiner demographics, including training, certification status,
and variations in workload that can impact confidence and the

amount of variety encountered during the duration of an examiner’s career.
It is also important to note that although 100% community
agreement would be the ideal, the footwear community typically
uses 6- and 7-point conclusion scales, and an anticipated consequence of an increasing number of ordinal conclusion categories is
increased variability. In addition, many of the results are variations
in degrees of confidence (e.g., “probably made,” “high degree of
association,” and “identification” are variations of strong associations, which is very different from one examiner reporting an “exclusion” and another reporting “identification,” where the latter
reflects clear disagreement, and the former represents subtle variations in a sliding scale without salient boundaries).
In addition to the summary data provided in Tables 4 and 5, features denoted as wear, RAC, and/or Schallamach patterns (comprising more than 86% of the items marked by participants) were
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FIG. 5––Similarity maps for the comparison of 002Q (contrast-reversed) versus 002K1 (mated pair) illustrating analyst annotations of wear-type features
made on both the questioned and known impressions. A total of 79% of examiners reported a decision within the IQR, but only 8 of these 55 unique examiners
marked 1.6  0.5 features each (left); the remaining 47 examiners did not mark any wear features. Additionally, 1 out of the 15 analysts who reported a decision outside of the IQR categories marked 3.0 features (right), while the remaining 14 did not mark any wear features. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyon
linelibrary.com]

grouped and converted into 2 annotation maps per case (Fig. 3–
14). Except for overlays (Fig. 7, 10 and 13), which were created
for comparisons exhibiting an observable size difference, the
annotation map on the left in Fig. 3–14 reveals the frequency of
features marked by examiners that reported a final SWGTREAD
(2013) (23) conclusion that fell within the interquartile range. Conversely, the map on the right reveals the frequency of features
marked by examiners that reported a final SWGTREAD (2013)
(23) conclusion outside the community agreed upon range. Thus,
inspection of each annotation map describes the frequency of features marked by different examiners, wherein each examiner was
randomly assigned a number between 1 and 70. For any location
on the outsole with at least 7 marked features (10% of the 70
respondents), instead of reproducing all examiner numbers associated with the feature, an actual frequency map was plotted. Thus,
the maps reveal features marked by several examiners with the
total number of marks revealed by the frequency color code, while
individual numbers reveal features marked by a limited or fewer
number of examiners.

The purpose of each map is to allow for inspection of the features deemed relevant to comparison among both groups of
examiners (those reporting a conclusion in agreement with the
community, and those reporting a conclusion that is inconsistent
with the community IQR). In some cases, examiners reaching
non-IQR conclusions marked the same features as those reaching
IQR conclusions, but since these examiners arrived at non-IQR
conclusions, the implication is that the total number and/or
weight attributed to marked features differs.
Figure 3 is a difference map (red-yellow) for 001Q versus
001K1 (nonmated pair). In the left-most image, 46 of 64 unique
examiners who reached a conclusion within IQR) marked
3.5  2.1 features each. Wear features on the lateral edge of the
shoe, in both the toe and heel, showed significant flocking differences, which are clearly highlighted by the red/yellow frequency maps. Interestingly, the remaining 18 examiners within
IQR did not mark any wear features, but 11 out of 18 noted an
overall difference in wear between the questioned and test
impression in their open-ended responses (while 6 of 18 offered
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FIG. 6––Similarity maps for the comparison of 003Q versus 003K1 (mated pair) illustrating analyst annotations of wear-type features made on both the questioned and known impressions. A total of 56% of all responses comprise the IQR, and 29 of the 39 unique examiners who reached a conclusion within IQR
marked 4.2  3.8 features (left), while the remaining 10 examiners did not mark any wear features (9 of these 10 reported association, but 1 reached high
degree of association and reported that wear patterns agreed in various locations throughout the outsole). Additionally, 16 out of the 31 total analysts who
reported a decision outside of the IQR categories marked 4.9  4.8 features (right), while the remaining 15 did not mark any wear features. [Color figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

no commentary on what informed their decisions and 1 of 18
excluded based on a size difference [which is not apparent, but
he or she reported that the edges of the known extended past the
edges of the questioned impression, perhaps giving undue merit
to the partiality of the impression]). The right-most image in
Fig. 3 depicts the wear features marked by the 6 examiners that
reported conclusions outside the IQR. Of these 6, 2 examiners
marked 2 features each, and the remaining 4 did not mark any
wear features when reporting their results. One concern here was
inexperience in evaluating flocking material, but of the 6 examiners that reported outside of the IQR, none indicated an issue or
unfamiliarity with flocking in their open-ended responses regarding limitations for this comparison.
The overall summary is that although a total of 91% of the
respondents reached a conclusion within the IQR and matching
ground truth, only 81% (57/70) justified their conclusions using

comments and annotation, and 1 examiner came to a valid IQR
conclusion, but for the wrong reason (erroneously reported a size
difference). Conversely, 4 examiners outside IQR did not note
or elected not to mark any differences, and 2 examiners did not
place sufficient weight on the observed differences that exist
between 001Q and 001K1.
Figure 4 is a similarity (blue-green) map for 001Q versus
001K2 (mated pair). On average, 61 of 63 unique examiners
who reached a conclusion within IQR marked 6.6  3.8 features
each (left). More specifically, examiners that concluded association of class or high degree of association marked 5.5  3.4
features, whereas analysts who reported identification marked
8.0  4.2 features. Additionally, 6 out of the 7 analysts who
reported a decision outside of IQR marked 3.0  1.5 features
each (1 examiner did not mark any wear features). The overall
summary is that 90% of respondents reached a conclusion within
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FIG. 7––Case 003 questioned impression (left) overlaid on the test impression from nonmated pair 003K2 (right) illustrating the measurable difference in
size. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

the IQR and matching ground truth, and the vast majority justified their conclusions with annotations (wherein stronger conclusions were anecdotally associated with more marked features).
Seventy percent of the remaining 10% of respondents seemed to
mark similar areas in agreement between the questioned and
known test impression, but did not attribute sufficient weight in
order to reach a strong enough association. Conversely, 30% of
the remaining 10% of examiners reported an exclusion—which
is clearly erroneous (either typographical or actual false negatives—note that the research team reviewed all responses in an
attempt to identify apparent typographical errors, but acknowledge that such errors could exist and yet be undetectable by the
research team).
Figure 5 is a similarity (blue-green) map for a contrast-reversed image of 002Q versus 002K1 (mated pair). On average, 8
of 55 unique examiners who reached a conclusion within IQR
marked 1.6  0.5 features each (left). Additionally, 1 out of the
15 analysts who reported a decision outside of the IQR categories marked 3.0 features (right) (the remaining 14 examiners

outside the IQR did not mark any wear features). It is important
to note that 9 of the 15 outside of IQR noted disagreement in
wear and/or RACs between the questioned and known impressions, which may indicate that some examiners interpreted voids
as features of interest, rather than appropriately regarding them
as a matrix interference (although 4 out of 15 noted or selected
substrate texture and/or matrix effects as a limitation). Of the 15
examiners reporting a false disassociation for this known mate, 6
reported the strongest disassociation possible (exclusion); upon
inspection of their open-ended responses, 5 of these 6 examiners
reported a size difference, and 3 of 6 reported a wear difference
(2 of these 3 also reported a size difference). Thus, it is hypothesized that these examiners may have used unreliable measurements or tread elements when attempting to align overlays and/
or compare measurements (note that this is a dust impression
with incomplete tread reproduction, which should not be
misidentified as wear or size differences).
Figure 6 is a similarity (blue-green) map for 003Q versus
003K1 (mated pair). On average, 29 of 39 unique examiners
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FIG. 8––Difference maps for the comparison of 004Q versus 004K1 (nonmated pair) illustrating analyst annotations of wear-type features made on the questioned impression only. Forty-five of 65 unique examiners who reached a conclusion within IQR (exclusion) marked 3.7  2.0 features each (left). Additionally,
4 out of the 5 analysts who reported a decision outside of the IQR category marked 2.8  1.3 features (right). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibra
ry.com]

who reached a conclusion within IQR marked 4.2  3.8 features. However, 10 examiners did not mark any wear features.
A total of 31 examiners (44%) reported conclusions outside the
IQR and the results were extremely variable (24% leaning
toward the exclusionary side of the conclusion standard, and
20% reporting identification). Interestingly, those that reported
a value outside the IQR and marked features (4.9  4.8 features illustrated in the right-most map of Fig. 6) were largely
the 14 examiners (20%) that came to a conclusion of identification and the remaining 15 examiners that did not mark any
features and leaned toward weak and/or strong exclusions
seemed to perceive a size and/or wear difference (11 of 15),
with the former perhaps being a function of the partiality of
the questioned impression. Thus, examiners in this latter group
may have been using unreliable perimeter details or substrate
interference when reaching an erroneous conclusion (4 of the

15 did not offer any additional comments regarding their reasoning).
In summary, this comparison had the greatest variability in
responses. Since this is a mated pair, the respondents that
reported identification (20%) are indeed correct as a function
of ground truth, although outside of community agreement.
Inspection of the annotation maps reveals that most respondents
identified and compared many of the same features within the
questioned and known test impression (especially in the upper
and lower instep), suggesting that differences in conclusions
are more likely a function of the weight applied to features.
Thus, it is the 16% of all participants that reported a false negative (exclusion) that are of greater interest, and results suggest
an unreliable size and/or wear difference may have led to erroneous conclusion. In addition, it may be relevant to highlight
that this was the only case involving microcellular material,
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FIG. 9––Similarity maps for the comparison of 004Q versus 004K2 (mated pair) illustrating analyst annotations of wear-type features made on both the questioned and known impressions. All 62 unique examiners who reached a conclusion within IQR (identification) marked 6.4  3.6 features each (left). Additionally, all 8 analysts who reported a decision outside of the IQR category (7 reporting high degree of association and 1 reporting limited association) marked
4.3  2.4 features (right). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

which may suggest that additional studies are needed in order
to fully characterize if this material presents a unique challenge
for examiners, or if it is simply coincidence that this outsole
created more variability in responses than some of the other
case comparisons.
Figure 7 is an overlay of questioned impression 003Q and
known test impression 003K2, which is a nonmated pair with a
noticeable size difference. Given the nature of the impression
(blood on a hard tile substrate), the media and substrate cannot
be used as a means to explain the observed size difference,
meaning a small percentage of examiners erroneously failed to
observe the size difference, or if observed, erroneously believed
it was an explainable variation in reproduction, and/or did not
complete their analysis in order to reach a valid conclusion (note
that the manufacturer reports that both 003K1 and 003K2 are
the same size, but 003K2 has a measurable size difference
despite the manufacturer’s report).

Figure 8 is a difference (red-yellow) map for 004Q versus
004K1 (nonmated pair) and Fig. 9 is a similarity (blue-green)
map for 004Q versus 004K2 (mated pair). For each pair, one
examiner (but not the same examiner) reported an erroneous
limited association. In both instances, the examiner reported
agreement in size, design, and limited agreement of wear, but
did not mark any RACs or Schallamach patterns. Finally, of
the 7 examiners that reported high degree of association
(rather than identification) for the mated pair, 3 indicated that
they could not confirm their observations without having the
actual shoe that created the test impression, and 1 indicated
that the number of features observed was insufficient to reach
identification. Thus, conclusions for both comparisons in this
case exhibited a high level of agreement, which is matched
by the annotation maps, and any variation in the actual ordinal category selected by different examiners was clearly articulated.
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FIG. 10––Case 005 questioned impression (left) overlaid on the test impression from mated pair 005K1 (right) illustrating the measurable difference in size.
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 10 is an overlay of questioned impression 005Q and
known test impression 005K1, which is a nonmated pair with a
noticeable size difference. Ten of the 13 examiners reaching
indications of non-association reported a potential size difference, but in general, also reported that they were unable to confirm this observation. Additionally, 4 of the 13 examiners that
reported limited association also noted a size discrepancy, but
were unable to reach the strongest exclusion. Since this case
includes a gel lift, analysts’ ability to verify and weigh sizing
information with gelatin lifters was further investigated as a possible confounding factor. Cases 002, 004, and 005 each included
gelatin lifters, resulting in a total of 280 gel lift evaluations (4
knowns 9 70 examiners). Of the 280 reports, only 6 examiners
noted that the gel lift may lead to potential sizing or distortion
issues, and only 3 of the 280 directly noted a perceived distortion. Therefore, the general conclusion is that examiners were
not overly concerned with the possibility of any size or distortion issues when presented with gel lifts in this study, and thus

examiners do not seem to attribute less weight to perceived size
differences when examining gel lifts.
Figure 11 is a similarity (blue-green) map for 006Q versus
006K1 (mated pair) and Fig. 12 is a difference (red-yellow) map
for 006Q versus 006K2 (nonmated pair). For the mated pair, 8
comparisons resulted in stronger associations than expected (7 as
high degree of association and 1 identification). However, none
of these 8 examiners marked RACs, which is typically expected
in order to justify such a strong association. One of the 8
reported “specific wear,” which does adhere with the
SWGTREAD (2013) standard for conclusions (23), and 7
marked at least one wear feature with value for high degree of
association, suggesting that these examiners afforded substantial
weight to wear similarities, resulting in very strong associations.
When comparing 006Q against a nonmated pair, the IQR is
comprised of 90% of all conclusions. Since differences in wear
are evident, examiners were expected to report weak to strong
disassociation. Twelve examiners reached a conclusion of limited
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FIG. 11––Similarity maps for the comparison of 006Q versus 006K1 (mated pair) illustrating analyst annotations of wear-type features made on both the
questioned and known impressions. Forty-three of 60 unique examiners who reached a conclusion within IQR (limited association or association) marked
2.6  1.4 features (left). Additionally, 8 out of the 10 total analysts who reported a decision outside of the IQR categories marked 3.1  0.8 features (right).
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

association of class, and 9 of these 12 reported that their evaluation was limited to class due to detail/quality limitations. However, the comparison does show differences in wear, which
should push examiners toward indications of non-association,
perhaps suggesting an incomplete comparison was undertaken
(although the IQR includes decisions of exclusions, indications
of non-association and limited association). Interestingly, 6 of
the 12 examiners that marked features, marked them in disagreement, but again, did not reach a stronger exclusionary decision.
Figure 13 is an overlay of questioned impression 007Q and
test impression 007K1, which is a nonmated pair with a noticeable size difference. Ninety-seven percent of examiners reported
exclusion, presumably because the size difference cannot be
explained by substrate or matrix effects given that this is a blood
impression on tile. Conversely, the remaining examiners reported
either indications of non-association or limited association (these
examiners reported that size did not agree in their open-ended

responses, but did not use this information to reach a stronger
disassociation).
Figure 14 is a difference (red-yellow) map for 007Q versus
007K2B (also a nonmated pair). A total of 13 examiners (20%)
reported an association of class when their peers reported stronger disassociations. All of these examiners noted agreement in
design, physical size, and the size of tread elements, despite the
manufacturing anomaly in the heel (although 1 examiner did
note an unexplained variance or shift between impressions).
Moreover, 2 of the 13 marked a wear pattern in disagreement,
and 5 marked at least 2 RACs in disagreement, but none attributed sufficient weight to these differences in order to reach a disassociation.
Table 6 is a summary of the annotation map data, comparing
the percentage of conclusions within the IQR, versus the percentage of examiners with responses within the IQR that
marked features to justify their conclusions (the annotation map
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FIG. 12––Difference maps for the comparison of 006Q versus 006K2 (nonmated pair) illustrating analyst annotations of wear-type features made on the
questioned impression only. Twenty-nine of 63 unique examiners who reached a conclusion within IQR (exclusion, limited association, or association) marked
2.5  1.5 features (left). Conversely, none of the 7 analysts who reported a decision outside of the IQR categories marked any features (right). [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

itself illustrates which features were actually marked). If all
examiners within the IQR (similarity in conclusions) also
marked features, then the column labeled “% in IQR &
Marked” would always be 100%. However, inspection of the
summary data indicates considerable variability with an average
of 66.5%. This roughly indicates that agreement in conclusion
is only matched with agreement in electing to mark one or
more features to explain/justify conclusions at a rate of about
67%. However, of those that do agree in conclusion and elect
to mark features, a large percentage mark the same or similar
features (as evidenced by inspection of the annotation maps in
Fig. 3–14).
Notation of Limitations
Examiners were prompted to report if they experienced any of
the following limitations during their comparisons: substrate

texture, photographic distortion, improper lighting, and/or improper scale position. Table S10 details the frequency of responses
to this question. In total, just over one-fifth of comparisons
noted a limiting factor (187/840 = 22%) with the majority of
these reporting a substrate texture limitation (approximately
80%). Note that “improper scale” was not selected as an issue
affecting any of the 840 analyses, and is therefore not included
in Table S10.
Participants were also permitted to provide comments in openended responses about their comparisons and any issues experienced during analyses. In these open-ended responses, several
additional limitations were discussed by examiners, including
preferences for overlays or transparencies (3 examiners), access
to digital copies (7 examiners), additional digital processing of
images, and/or additional photographs at different lighting angles
(8 examiners). With regard to these requests, (i.) digital copies
of all images were provided to examiners (at 1200PPI), and (ii.)
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FIG. 13––Case 007 questioned impression (left) overlaid on the test impression from nonmated pair 007K1 (right) illustrating the measurable difference in
size. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

in hindsight, the research team wishes printed transparencies
were included upfront and would recommend this to anyone
preparing studies of this nature in the future.
Finally, the open-ended examiner responses also informed us
that 3 examiners (a total of 7 times) reached an exclusion for a
specific known because they concluded identification for the
other known shoe provided in the case. Clearly, this was not an
anticipated response; it purports that two shoes with the same
class characteristics could never have similar types of wear and/
or RACs, which has not been proven. Moreover, it does not fit
with adherence to the SWGTREAD (2013) standard (23) (an association of class may very well be a valid conclusion for the
second shoe).
Examiner-Specific Impact on Results
In order to determine the degree to which a single or specific
examiners impacted reliability results, Fig. 15 reports the frequency (percent) of examiners with 0, 1, 2, etc. responses outside of the IQR range (out of a total of 12 responses across 7

cases). Inspection indicates that 19% of all respondents were
always within the IQR, while 33% were outside for a single conclusion. In contrast, and of more concern, are the examiners that
are consistently outside of the IQR (e.g., the 6 examiners with 4
or 5 conclusions outside of the IQR). Possible explanations for
this discrepancy are numerous, but may include disparities in
training, examiner inexperience, and/or a persistent variation in
interpretation of the SWGREAD 2013 conclusion standard (23).
Regardless of the origin, these variations should be addressed in
order to allow these analysts to self-calibrate against community
norms. In addition, if the 12 comparisons in this study are considered representative of typical casework, then the 18 analysts
with 3 conclusions outside of the IQR are also expected to form
conclusions and opinions that are consistently different from the
majority of their peers approximately 25% of the time.
Conclusions
The purpose of this summary was to evaluate and report community demographics and consistency in both feature
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FIG. 14––Difference maps for the comparison of 007Q versus 007K2B (nonmated pair) illustrating analyst annotations of wear-type features made on the
questioned impression only. Twenty-seven of 50 unique examiners who reached a conclusion within IQR (exclusion, limited association, or association) marked
1.6  1.3 features (left). Additionally, 2 out of the 15 total analysts who reported a decision outside of the IQR categories marked 1.0 feature (right). [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

identification and conclusion for a specific reliability study conducted in the United States between 2017 and 2018, based on
835 individual reports, collected from 70 examiners, performing
12 comparisons, across 7 simulated cases (840 less 5 examiners
that compared 007K2A before it was retired). In response, four
major conclusions are supported. First, the issue of case-assessed
clarity versus difficulty should be further investigated. Second,
the majority of examiners evaluate and report on consistencies
and inconsistencies in class characteristics during their analyses
(on average, between 99.9% and 96.8%). However, this does not
mean they afforded the same weight to observed consistencies
and inconsistencies in final weight of evidence conclusions.
Third, for those examiners that agree in conclusion, only moderate agreement (66.5%) was found in whether or not this cohort
elected to mark wear-acquired features to justify their conclusions. At this point, no consideration of feature weight has been
evaluated, and only summary statistics (66.5%) are provided for

feature agreement in marking, but this variation warrants additional study and review in order to more fully understand how
examiners reach conclusions. Moreover, this statistic must be
evaluated within the confines of the instructions given to examiners that participated in this study. More specifically, examiners
were asked to perform the comparison as if it were casework,
without any other directives. Thus, the results should reflect typical variation in feature annotation between analysts, which is
likely to be higher than if the examiners were asked to exhaustively identify and mark all relevant features for comparison.
Finally, this study found reasonable consistency in reporting
(an average of 85.6%) which is in alignment with former studies
of this nature (78.3% (20), 83.8% (19), and 94.3% (21)) when
considering differences in project/study design.
With regard to limitations, several additional observations are
also offered. First, examiners were not given the actual shoe and
permitted to collect their own impressions, in this or any of the
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TABLE 6––Examiners that were consistent in conclusion (within the IQR)
and the degree of their consistency in electing to mark features.

Comparison
001Q-001K1
001Q-001K2
002Q-002K1
003Q-003K1
003Q-003K2
004Q-004K1
004Q-004K2
005Q-005K1
006Q-006K1
006Q-006K2
007Q-007K1
007Q-007K2B

%
Conclusions
in IQR

Total #
Features
Marked

91.4
90.0
78.6
55.7
94.3
93.0
89.0
85.7
85.7
90.0
97.1
76.9

304
447
83
253
136
358
440
72
176
188
254
310

% in IQR
& Marked

(D)
ifferent/(S)
imilar

71.9
96.8
14.5
74.4
–
69.2
100
–
71.7
46.0
–
54.0

D
S
S
S
–
D
S
–
S
D
–
D

Note that 003Q versus 003K2, 005Q versus 005K1, and 007Q versus
007K1 each have a physical size difference, and the column labeled “Total #
of Features Marked” refers to wear features, RACs and/or Schallamach patterns from Table S8.
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consistencies and inconsistencies that may be media/substrate
specific. In addition, 5 of the 7 cases included 2 knowns, and 2
included a single known, and the cases with a single known for
comparison included a questioned impression collected in dust.
In addition, participants were instructed to treat the cases as if
“casework.” This would imply no guarantee that a true mate was
present, but in instances with 2 knowns, if 1 test impression was
deemed an identification, results indicated that at least 3 examiners (a total of 7 times) “gamed” the system by concluding the
second test impression was an exclusion. Fifth, the overall quality of the simulated comparisons is at least moderate or high,
suggesting that the results may not reflect consistency when
examiners are confronted with lower quality impressions. Sixth,
a variable not accounted for in this study was any mismatch
between the size of the footwear and the actual foot size of the
person preparing the questioned impressions. Unfortunately,
research records do not allow for a detailed analysis of the
degree and type of variability this factor may have introduced
into the presented results, but it is recommended that this potential shortcoming be either negated or tracked in any future studies. Seventh, analysts were asked to perform the analysis of the
simulated cases as they would for typical casework, but a customized reporting interface was provided in order to collect
examiner opinions and conclusions. Although the research group
performed consistency checks to search for typographical errors
or inconsistencies in using the software as intended, no guarantee can be made that some variation is not a function of the customized reporting interface. Finally, no verification step was
permitted. In other words, each examiner was asked to submit
his or her own conclusions, without consultation or independent
verification. This latter restriction suggests that the results presented here are extreme for the types of impressions provided
since verification of casework, as required by many laboratories,
is likely to increase examiner consensus in reporting.
Acknowledgments

FIG. 15––Frequency (percent) of examiners with 0, 1, 2, etc. responses
outside of the IQR range. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibra
ry.com]

previously discussed reliability studies, which is typically a
requirement of operational casework. Although two replicate test
impressions were provided per known shoe, the ability to collect
additional impressions, using additional methods, may have
impacted results (all exemplars were created statically rather than
dynamically). Second, examiners were not given transparencies
for overlays. Although there was nothing stopping an examiner
from creating his or her own transparencies, in hindsight, supplying these upfront would have been a worthwhile expense
because it may have made it less time-intensive to participate
and helped to increase overall quality control. Third, only 12
comparisons were requested, across 7 simulated cases. Moreover,
all questioned and test impressions were made using men’s athletic shoes, of sizes 9 through 11, which may indicate that the
results found here are not transferable to other shoe types.
Fourth, of the simulated cases, the study included 3 blood
impressions, 3 gelatin lifts, and 1 paper impression. This means
that the summary statistics span a wide number of media and
substrates, but since each media and substrate is of limited sample size individually, the results cannot be subdivided to look for

The authors would like to express our sincerest gratitude to
the forensic footwear examiners who generously shared their
time and expertise in order to participate in this West Virginia
University (WVU) Institutional Review Board (IRB) approved
(1602021821) study. Thank you for making this work possible.
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Supporting Information
Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online
version of this article:
Figure S1. Frequency of qualitative description for 210 features marked as “other.”
Table S1. Examiner self-reported casework experience.
Table S2. Type of work performed by n = 70 participants,
including database searches and comparison of impressions (note
that 10 examiners reported that they had never performed a database search).
Table S3. Frequency of activities performed as assessed using
a Likert scale for n = 70 participants.
Table S4. Examiner (n = 70) reports of current and past
forensic activities (examiners were asked to report all that
applied, so row totals can eclipse 70).
Table S5. Years of experience for n = 70 participants (note
that 2 examiners did not give a response for “Total Years of
Forensic Experience”).
Table S6. Participant training and education for n = 70 examiners. Note that 1 examiner selected “other” for their education
level, and 11 examiners selected “other” for their training provider.
Table S7. Summary of n = 70 gray box participants’ backgrounds, including use of the SWGTREAD (2013) (23) conclusion standard (without modification), certification, proficiency
testing, and further activities related to teaching and research
(note that one examiner did not give a response regarding past
research).
Table S8. Summary of all features marked per comparison,
totaling 3524 annotations (note that examiners were permitted to
mark on the questioned impression only, the known impression
only, or both simultaneously; regardless of which option they
selected, each marking was counted as a single feature).
Table S9. Community agreement/IQRs for current and former
reliability studies.
Table S10. Frequency of comparison limitations reported
(note that “improper scale” was not selected as an issue affecting
any of the 840 analyses, and is therefore not included in this
table).
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Forensic Footwear Reliability: Part II—Range
of Conclusions, Accuracy, and Consensus*

ABSTRACT: Between February 2017 and August 2018, West Virginia University conducted a reliability study to determine expert perfor-

mance among forensic footwear examiners in the United States. Throughout the study’s duration, 70 examiners each performed 12 comparisons
and reported a total of 840 conclusions. In order to assess the accuracy of conclusions, the similarities and differences between mated and nonmated pairs were evaluated according to three criteria: (i) inherent agreement/disagreement in class, wear, and randomly acquired features, (ii)
limitations as a function of questioned impression quality, clarity, and totality, and (iii) adherence to the Scientific Working Group for Shoeprint and Tire Tread Evidence (SWGTREAD) 2013 conclusion standard. Using these criteria, acceptable/expected categorical conclusions were
defined. Preliminary results from this study are divided into a series of three summaries. This manuscript (Part II) reports accuracy and reproducibility. For mated pairs, accuracy equals 76.3%  13.0% (median of 78.6% and a 90% confidence interval between 72.2% and 80.0%). For
nonmated pairs, accuracy equals 87.4%  9.24% (median of 91.4% and a 90% confidence interval between 84.7% and 89.8%). In addition,
the community assessed agreement (denoted by IQR) of reported results equals the research team’s accepted/expected conclusions for 10 out of
12 comparisons. In terms of reproducibility, the 90% confidence interval for consensus was computed and found to equal 0.71–0.86 (median of
0.77) for the combined dataset. Although based on a limited sample size, these results provide a baseline estimate of accuracy and consensus/
reproducibility as a function of the existing seven-point SWGTREAD 2013 conclusion standard.

KEYWORDS: forensic footwear evidence, reliability, gray box study, footwear examiners, accuracy, consensus, reproducibility
Between February 2017 and August 2018 West Virginia
University (WVU) conducted a reliability study to investigate
performance among forensic footwear examiners in the United
States. The goals of this project were several-fold, including an
evaluation of accuracy, consensus, and reproducibility in feature
identification, feature evaluation, and overall conclusions regarding source attribution. In terms of organization, initial results are
dispersed in three manuscripts; Part I (1) described the reproducibility in feature identification, feature evaluation, and generalized community agreement, while Part II (this summary)
reports on examiner accuracy and reproducibility (or consensus)
of conclusions. Within the context of this study, accuracy is
defined according to the President’s Council of Advisors on
Science and Technology (PCAST) 2016 report, or the known
probability (or frequency) at which “an examiner obtains correct
results both (1) for samples from the same source (true positives)
and (2) samples from different sources (true negatives)” (2).
Unfortunately, this is not trivial to calculate when the conclusion
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standard for the community is a seven-point scale (such as the
Scientific Working Group for Shoeprint and Tire Tread Evidence
[SWGTREAD] 2013 conclusion standard [3]), rather than binary
conclusive determinations (such as identification and exclusion,
as exists within some other forensic pattern sciences). Moreover,
there is little guidance on how to handle this nuance when
attempting to determine the accuracy for assignment to decisions
within a categorical scale that mimics a Likert scale varying
from strong to weak dissociations (i.e., exclusion, indications of
non-association) and weak to strong associations (i.e., association of class, high degree of association, and identification). In
addition, this complication is not alleviated by a research study
with known ground truth. For example, even though ground
truth was known for every simulated comparison pairing a crime
scene-like questioned impression with a known test impression
within this reliability study, the questioned prints were deposited
and collected under natural conditions, and thus vary in both
quality and clarity, as well as inherent discrimination potential
(degree and type of wear, presence/absence of randomly
acquired characteristics (RACs), etc.), possibly resulting in outcomes that span a range of SWGTREAD (2013) conclusion categories (3). Thus, a contrived research paradigm with ground
truth does not solve the issue of defining a reasonable or accurate accepted conclusion. Accordingly, although the research
team knew which shoe created which impression, binary conclusions such as identification and exclusion were not anticipated
for each and every mated pair and nonmated pair, respectively.
Instead, to define an expected/accepted conclusion, each questioned/known impression combination was independently evaluated with respect to ground truth, observable features (and their
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associated reliability), and the SWGTREAD (2013) conclusion
criteria (3). For example, consider a known nonmated shoe without any significant characteristics of use, and that agrees in both
outsole design and physical size with a questioned impression.
Under this scenario (assuming no differences between impression features and outsole characteristics) a conclusion of association of class would be defined as reasonable (or acceptable)
according to the SWGTREAD (2013) guidelines (3). In other
words, “. . .the known footwear is a possible source of the questioned impression and therefore could have produced the impression” (3), noting (importantly) that other outsoles with the same
characteristics observed in the impression are also included in
the population of possible sources.
As a result, the research team was presented with a difficulty
not believed to be present in many other forensic reliability studies. In order to address this challenge, solutions for similar problems in other fields were considered. This revealed that
consensus is typically the major study goal in subjective judgment analysis, while accuracy is relegated for idealized scenarios
(e.g., the accuracy of a weather forecast or a financial prediction
that can be assessed by gathering additional information after a
time delay). Thus, the research team approached the accuracy
assessment problem using an accepted technique employed in
other fields, such as the evaluation of surgical procedures or
images, wherein a small number of individuals “establish a gold
standard” (4,5). In other words, the research team was afforded
an “oracle” status, and permitted to define what would be considered accurate and inaccurate, while still allowing for some
degree of opinion evolution (see methods for a full description).
Conversely, consensus became the focus of reproducibility. Fortunately, measuring consensus with ordinal scales is somewhat
easier than assessing accuracy, but its quantification differs from
both consensus estimation/group decision making (6–11) and
crowd ranking (4,12–14), where the goal of the latter is to reach
consensus or agreement through discussion and opinion evolution, while the goal of the former is to quantify the degree of
agreement reached by independent observers during a single
round of decision making. Thus, for the purpose of this study,
consensus and dissension are considered a proxy for reproducibility, where reproducibility is defined according to the
PCAST (2016) report, or the known probability (or frequency)
at which “different examiners obtain the same result, when analyzing the same samples” (2). As with accuracy, this metric is
likewise complicated by the use of a seven-point conclusion
standard. For example, if a participant can select between two
binary categories (i.e., agree or disagree), then if an actual ranking or agreement model exists for the decision (which is
assumed to be true for expert opinions within scientific disciplines, vs., say, users’ preferences in movies) then agreement
should be higher for these types of binary decisions, than for
experts presented with Likert scales with increasing numbers of
categories (i.e., strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree, and
strongly agree). With regard to the SWGTREAD (2013) conclusion standard (3), after removing insufficient detail, the remaining conclusions represent an ordinal scale, ranging from strong
to weak exclusionary statements, followed by weak to strong
associative statements. When presented with similar scales, Tastle and Wierman (15) illustrate that measures of agreement are
poorly described by typical metrics, such as the mean, standard
deviation, and entropy. As a specific example, consider a fivepoint Likert scale; if the mean response is near the end points of
the scale (one or five) the variance must be smaller than if the
mean is at the midpoint (three) (16). Thus, a more appropriate

measure of consensus and dispersion was sought in order to
address the question of reproducibility in footwear expert opinions, as is further described in the following section.

Materials and Methods
Participant Demographics
Participant demographics are fully characterized in Part I (1).
In total, 115 forensic footwear examiners were recruited, and 77
submitted results (resulting in a 67% response rate). However,
the remainder of all statistical analyses is based on the responses
from 70 participants who reported that they had previously completed training and performed one or more footwear comparisons
(the results from seven participants were excluded moving forward based on self-reports of never having completed a comparison, or still in-training).
Case Variety
The details of each simulated case are also fully described in
Part I (1), but for convenience, Table 1 repeats limited information concerning the shoes, substrates, media, and processing
techniques used to create case materials. Note that across all
seven cases, participants were required to perform 12 pairwise
comparisons and that each case consisted of 1200 PPI digital
and print imagery, comprised of a single questioned impression,
one-two exemplars (outsoles), and two Handiprint replicate
exemplars per known shoe. Of the 12 pairwise comparisons provided to participants, five were true mates, and seven were nonmates. Of the two cases with a single known, one included a
true mate and the other, a nonmate. Of the remaining five cases
with two knowns, four had a true mate and a nonmate, and one
had two nonmates.
Based on participant ratings of case difficulty, examiners
reported that the 22% of the cases were easy, 56% were moderate, and 22% were difficult. In terms of media, three cases
involved blood, three involved dust, and one was in wax.
Unfortunately, the authors are unaware of the exact ratio of
case types submitted to laboratories and therefore cannot say
whether the ratio of 3:3:1 for substrate/media is representative
of casework.
Case Analyses
Each participant received a package via USPS of all relevant
case materials, including high-resolution color prints, a set of
blank acetates for overlay annotation, a CD containing the digital
reporting software, a copy of the SWTREAD (2013) conclusion
scale (3) and an instruction document (with additional weblinks
to access digital copies of all case materials). Participants were
asked to treat the simulated cases as if each were routine casework and given that no time had passed between collection of
the questioned and test impressions. In terms of analysis, each
examiner was asked to review the material and perform their
analyses according to their training and expertise, but without
the option for any external or independent verification. After
performing routine analyses, participants were asked to respond
to a series of questions using a customized software reporting
interface that solicited responses regarding the identity, similarity, dissimilarity, clarity and value of class, manufacturing, and
characteristics of use (wear and RACs) significant to the comparison, before reporting a final conclusion.
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TABLE 1––Shoes, substrates, media, and processing techniques used to create simulated case materials.
Case

Manufacturer of Known(s)

Size & Style of Known(s)

Substrate of Unknown

Medium of Unknown

001
002
003
004
005
006
007

Converse
Nike
Nike
Nike
Nike
Nike
Under Armour

All Star (9)
Lebron James (10)
Rosherun (9)
Air Max (10.5)
Air Max (11)
Air Max Cage (10)
Unknown (10 & 11)

Ceramic tile
Vinyl tile
Ceramic tile
Linoleum tile
Vinyl Tile
Paper
Ceramic Tile

Blood
Dust
Blood
Wax
Dust
Dust
Blood

Acceptable Range of Conclusions
As previously noted, although ground truth was known for
every simulated comparison, binary conclusions such as identification and exclusion were not anticipated for each and every
mated pair and nonmated pair, respectively. Instead, each questioned/known impression combination was independently evaluated with respect to ground truth, observable features (and their
associated reliability), and the SWGTREAD (2013) conclusion
criteria (3), allowing the research team to draft an acceptable set
of conclusions for each comparison. This process was repeated
independently by four members of the research team (including
one practitioner partner). All draft results were tabulated and
through conference, discrepancies were discussed and evaluated
until agreement was obtained within the team.
The process of defining an acceptable range of conclusions was
repeated a second time after data collection and during analysis of
results, during which time the research team examined the range
of responses provided by the 70 members of the forensic footwear
community, and predominant categories on either side of any previously accepted range were re-evaluated after consideration of
participant responses. This review resulted in two changes; first,
the acceptable conclusions permitted for the comparison of 003Q
with 003K2 was reduced from exclusion and indications of nonassociation to exclusion only. Consequently, any selection of indications of non-association for this pairwise comparison was
deemed a “failure to exclude” wherein exclusion is considered the
correct answer based on the observable and reliable size differences that could be measured (varying between 3 and 8 mm)
between the questioned and test impression. Second, the conclusions permitted for the comparison of 005Q with 005K1 were expanded from exclusion and indications of non-association to
allow for exclusion, indications of non-association, and limited
association. The extension of the permitted range for this pairwise
comparison was based on participants’ detection of a size difference, but many comments (made by nearly 30% of respondents)
indicating an inability to confirm that the differences being
observed were “reliable.” Note that these two changes do not
reflect any fundamental persuasion of opinion of the research
team by the community group decisions. Rather, both are a

Processing of Unknown

# of Known(s)

Leucocrystal violet
Digitally enhanced gel lift
Leucocrystal violet
Magnetic powder & gel lift
Digitally enhanced gel lift
Digitally enhanced
Leucocrystal violet

2
1
2
2
1
2
2

reflection of the artificial research paradigm used in this study.
More specifically, examiners were not able to prepare their own
exemplars or inspect outsoles, which is typically afforded in actual
casework, ergo their comments regarding reliability (i.e., an examiner is detecting a size difference, but commenting on its reliability
without being able to perform additional comparisons). For comparison 003K2, the size difference was large enough that the community deemed it reliable in the absence of the outsoles, while for
case 005, the community noted a size difference but expressed
uncertainty in its reliability (which presumably could be rectified
if afforded the actual outsoles). Thus, the research team in one
instance reduced, and in another instance expanded, the accepted
range of conclusions in order to account for limitations in study
design.
Accuracy and Dispersion
Following the assignment of the acceptable range of conclusions for all cases and the receipt of all conclusions, expert decisions within each category on the SWGTREAD (2013) scale (3)
were compiled, as illustrated in Fig. 1. For each comparison, the
expected decision categories are highlighted in green, and the
percentage of responses deemed accurate is reported at far right
(Fig. 1). Within each conclusion category, the number and percentage of examiners selecting a specific conclusion category are
enumerated. As a measure of dispersion, two additional metrics
are provided; a box plot detailing the median, interquartile range
(IQR), whiskers, and possible outliers, and finally, a measure of
consensus (C). The metric of consensus is bounded between zero
and one, and is an estimate of the variability in responses computed according to Eq. 1, where i = 1, 2,..., n equals the index
of the category of interest (n equals six in this study for each of
the SWGTREAD [2013] conclusion categories after excluding
insufficient detail [3]), Xi equals the value assigned to the category of interest, pi equals the proportion of conclusions in the
category of interest relative to the total, µx equals the mean score
across all conclusion categories, and dx equals the width of the
conclusion categories (dx = Xmax − Xmin or dx = 6 − 1 = 5)
(15). The opposite of consensus is dissension (D) (Eq. 2), which
also ranges from zero to one, such that dispersion/dissension

FIG. 1––Range of expert conclusions for each questioned-known impression comparison, as a function of frequency (percentage), with the acceptable conclusions highlighted in green and reported as a total percentage at far right (accuracy). Consensus of examiner decisions (C) (15) is reported below the comparison number and visually illustrated in the form of a box plot detailing median (bold line), interquartile range (IQR), and if present, outliers (ο) (18). [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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approaches zero when all respondents select a single category,
and one if there is a large proportion of observations at two ends
of a scale (for example, if respondents selected exclusion and
identification in equal proportions) (15).


n
jX i  μx j
C ¼ 1 þ ∑ pi log2 1 
dx
i¼1

(1)



n
jX i  μx j
D ¼  ∑ pi log2 1 
dx
i¼1

(2)

Results and Discussion
Acceptable Range of Conclusions
Table 2 reports the acceptable range of conclusions agreed on
after consideration of ground truth, the opinion of three researchers, the opinion of a practitioner partner, and the reliability limitations expressed by participants through self-reporting given the
contrived nature of the research experiment (examiners did not
prepare the exemplars themselves, and the actual shoe was not
provided for each known). Since the authors acknowledge that
disagreement may be expressed concerning this process, images,
overlays, and features driving each conclusion are highlighted
and annotated in this publication for external review. These
details are provided in an effort to be as transparent as possible,
to allow readers to understand and evaluate the research team’s
reasoning (and/or draw his or her own conclusions), and finally,
to allow downstream re-analysis of the results by external bodies
should this be of interest.
Accuracy and Reproducibility
In total, 840 decisions (70 examiners × 12 comparisons) were
available for interpretation. In an effort to characterize the foundational validity of forensic footwear examination as detailed by
the PCAST (2016) report (2) and 2017 addendum (17), all
expert conclusions were evaluated per questioned-known comparison in order to inform both accuracy (“correctness”) and
reproducibility (“consensus”). Figure 2 reports the frequency
(percentage) of expert decisions within each SWGTREAD
(2013) conclusion category (3), with the expected (accepted)
decision categories highlighted in green, and consensus (C)

TABLE 2––Range of “acceptable” conclusions for each comparison.
Comparison
001Q
001Q
002Q
003Q
003Q
004Q
004Q
005Q

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

001K1
001K2
002K1
003K1
003K2
004K1
004K2
005K1

006Q
006Q
007Q
007Q
007Q

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

006K1
006K2
007K1
007K2A
007K2B

calculated according to Eq. 1 (15). In addition, the spread of
decisions per comparison is illustrated via box plots that highlight the median, interquartile range (IQR), and possible outliers
(1.5 × IQR) (18).
In Part I (1), community agreement was defined using the
IQR. In comparison to the accepted range of conclusions, Fig. 2
shows that for all but comparison 001Q versus 001K2 and 006Q
versus 006K2, the acceptable range of conclusions permitted by
the research team is equivalent to the community IQR. Conversely, for 001Q-001K2 and 006Q-006K2, the IQR is wider
than the accepted range. The only other exception is comparison
007Q versus 007K2A; however, this comparison was only distributed to five analysts before 007K2A was retired and
exchanged for 007K2B, with the latter known evaluated by the
remaining 65 participants. Thus, the authors make little claim
regarding its statistical utility based on the limited number of
times it was reviewed. Note that impression 007K2A was retired
in order to increase the variation in cases and provide one with
two nonmated pairs.
Excluding 0072KA, the overall accuracy varies from a low of
55.7% to a high of 97.1%, with the mean and one standard deviation equal to 82.8%  11.9% (median of 85.7% and 90% confidence interval of 80.5–84.9%). In terms of mates and
nonmates, the accuracy for mated pairs equals 76.3%  13.0%
(median of 78.6% and 90% confidence interval of 72.2–80.0%),
and the accuracy for nonmated pairs equals 87.4%  9.24%
(median of 91.4% and 90% confidence interval of 84.7–89.8%).
Note that if the accepted range of conclusions for comparison
003Q versus 003K1 had not been reduced after postprocessing
expert responses, the accuracy would have been 97.1% (vs.
94.3% after the range reduction). Likewise for comparison 005Q
versus 005K1, if the range of conclusions had not been
expanded after postprocessing expert responses, the accuracy
would have been 67.1% (vs. 85.7% after the range expansion).
Confidence intervals for mated, nonmated and combined data
are provided in Table S1, and proportions for each case are provided in Table S2.
In terms of variation in responses, consensus ranges from a
low of 0.5101 to a high of 0.9733, with the mean and one standard deviation equal to 0.7821  0.1422 (median = 0.7743). In
terms of mates and nonmates, the consensus among mated pairs
equals 0.7421  0.1516 (median of 0.7532), and the consensus
among nonmated pairs equals 0.8106  0.1396 (median of
0.7954). Additional standard error computations and the 90%
confidence interval are provided in Table S3. One less this value
is a measure of dispersion, and both collectively describe the
reproducibility in responses when using an ordinal conclusion
scale that varies between strong to weak disassociations and
weak to strong associations.

Acceptable Conclusions
Exclusion, Indications of Non-association
High Degree of Association, Identification
Limited Association, Association of Class
Association of Class, High Degree of Association
Exclusion
Exclusion
Identification
Exclusion, Indications of Non-association, Limited
Association
Limited Association, Association of Class
Exclusion, Indications of Non-association
Exclusion
High Degree of Association, Identification
Exclusion, Indications of Non-association, Limited
Association

Individual Case Summaries
Case 001
Questioned impression 001Q was a bloody shoeprint deposited on ceramic tile and enhanced with leucocrystal violet (LCV)
(Fig. 3). Test impression 001K1 was a nonmated pair with
001Q, but equivalent in make, model, and size. The accepted
range of conclusions (and IQR) equals exclusion and indications
of non-association based on disagreement in wear as illustrated
in Fig. 3. In total, 91% of analysts reported an expected conclusion, yielding an examiner consensus of 0.7954 (Fig. 2); the
remaining 9% of decisions fell into the adjacent SWGTREAD
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FIG. 2––Range of expert conclusions for each questioned-known impression comparison, as a function of frequency (and percentage), with the acceptable
conclusions highlighted in green and summarized as a percentage at far right (accuracy). Consensus of examiner decisions (C) (15) (or reproducibility) is
reported below the comparison number and visually in the form of a box plot detailing median (bold line), interquartile range (IQR) and if present, outliers (ο)
(18) (note that 002Q vs. 002K1, 005Q vs. 005K1 and 006Q vs. 006K1 all had one response of insufficient detail which is not reflected in the table categories,
but is reflected in the accuracy percentage). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

(2013) categories (3) (limited association and association of
class, with the latter being classified statistically as an outlier
based on the distribution of all conclusions). Conversely, test
impression 001K2 was a mated pair with 001Q (Fig. 4). However, the expert decisions for this pairwise comparison exhibited
less agreement than for 001Q versus 001K1, with 73% of analysts reporting the expected conclusion (high degree of association or identification) and a consensus of 0.7098 (Fig. 2). In
alignment with the increased observed dispersion, the IQR
extends outside of the range of expected conclusions and into
the association of class category. Moreover, if the case were
treated as a whole, then the overall accuracy for both comparisons would be 82%.

Case 002
Questioned impression 002Q was a dust impression on vinyl
tile, collected using a black gelatin lift (Fig. 5), to be compared
against a single item (002K1) which was the known source of
the evidence. Despite serving as a mated pair, strong associations were not anticipated based on the nature of the impression
(limited quality (clarity, contrast, reliability) and quantity of
information). As illustrated in Fig. 2, a total of 55 analysts
(79%) reached either limited association or association of class
as anticipated (which was equivalent to the IQR). Comparatively, the consensus score equaled 0.7532. Interestingly, the
remainder of the conclusions were dissociative in nature, and in
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features (see annotation map from the Part I summary [1]) which
makes it difficult to determine the reason for the disassociations.
Case 003

FIG. 3––Case 001 questioned impression (left) compared to test impression
from nonmated shoe 001K1 (right). Features of interest that are visible on
the questioned impression are circled with a solid line (+ denotes a wear
pattern and * denotes a RAC). The dashed lines on the test impression indicate that these features are not present on the known nonmated shoe. Accuracy = 91.4% and consensus = 0.7954. [Color figure can be viewed at wile
yonlinelibrary.com]

Questioned impression 003Q was a bloody shoeprint deposited
on ceramic tile and enhanced with LCV (Fig. 6). In contrast to case
001 (also a bloody impression on ceramic tile enhanced with LCV),
comparison of the questioned impression with known source
003K1 resulted in the lowest expert accuracy for the study (with the
exception of 007K1A, which is discussed in further detail below),
with 56% of analysts reaching a decision of either association of
class or high degree of association (which is also equal to the IQR).
Not surprisingly, the consensus score is likewise low (0.5101). Statistically, this means that 19% of all conclusions were considered
outliers, and this was the only comparison in this study in which
every SWGTREAD (2013) (3) conclusion category was represented in the responses (the distribution of which is shown in
Fig. 2). In contrast, the nonmated comparison for this case (003Q
vs. 003K2) produced one of the higher accuracy and reproducibility
performances in the study, likely owing to the observable disagreement in size (Fig. 7). More specifically, 66 experts (94%) reached
an exclusion, the single acceptable decision (which is also equal to
the IQR). Also, as illustrated in Fig. 2, the consensus was 0.9250,
while all other reported conclusion categories (indications of nonassociation and association of class) were classified as statistical
outliers (6%). Moreover, if the case were treated as a whole, then
the overall accuracy for both comparisons would be 75%.
Case 004
Case 004 overall was arguably one of the easiest cases in this
study given the relatively high quality of the questioned impression (wax impression on linoleum tile enhanced with magnetic

FIG. 4––Case 001 questioned impression (left) compared to test impression
from mated shoe 001K2 (right). Features of interest that are visible on the
questioned impression are circled with a solid line (+ denotes a wear pattern and * denotes a RAC). The solid lines on the test impression indicate
that these features are also present on the true mate. Accuracy = 72.9% and
consensus = 0.7098. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

fact the exclusion decisions are considered statistical outliers (as
was the single response of insufficient detail). Unfortunately, of
the 15 examiners that reported inaccurately, only one marked

FIG. 5––Case 002 questioned impression, reverse orientation (left) compared to test impression from mated shoe 002K1 (right). The only features
of interest for this examination were general agreement of size, design (and
possibly overall wear). As such, there are no specific features highlighted in
these images. Accuracy = 78.6% and consensus = 0.7532.
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FIG. 6––Case 003 questioned impression (left) compared to test impression
from mated shoe 003K1 (right). Features of interest that are visible on the
questioned impression are circled with a solid line (= denotes a texture/stippling pattern, + denotes a wear pattern, and * denotes a RAC). The solid
lines on the test impression indicate that these features are also present on
the true mate. Accuracy = 55.7% and consensus = 0.5101. [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

powder and lifted with a white gelatin lifter) (Fig. 8), and
numerous patent discriminating features (general wear, Schallamach, and RACs). Accordingly, relatively high expert performance was observed for this case as a whole. The first suspect
shoe provided to experts (004K1) was not the source of the evidence (004Q). Given the high clarity, 93% of analysts reached
the single acceptable outcome of exclusion for this comparison,
as detailed in Fig. 2 (which is equivalent to the IQR). Similarly,
a high level of consensus was observed for this case (0.9502).
Although the remaining 7% of examiners reviewing this comparison reported a decision in the two SWGTREAD (2013) (3) categories immediately adjacent to the accepted response
(indications of non-association and limited association), these
outcomes were deemed outliers statistically (Fig. 2). Given the
clearly observable wear, Schallamach, and RACs in impression
004Q, and the fact that the second suspect shoe (004K2) was
the true source, the only accepted conclusion for the comparison
of 004Q with 004K2 was identification (which is equivalent to
the IQR) (Fig. 9). Of all 70 experts, 62 reached the expected
decision (89%), with an additional 10% concluding high degree
of association, but being statistically equivalent to outliers. Similarly, the overall consensus was high (0.9184), and if the case
were treated as a whole, then the overall accuracy for both comparisons would be 91%.
Case 005
Similar to case 002, questioned impression 005Q was also a
dust impression on vinyl tile collected with a black gelatin lifter
(Fig. 10). A single nonmated suspect shoe (005K1) was provided to experts for comparison. As illustrated in Fig. 2, 86% of
analysts reached either exclusion, indications of non-association,
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FIG. 7––Case 003 questioned impression (left) compared to the questioned
impression overlaid on a test impression from nonmated shoe 003K2 (right).
Note the disagreement in size. Accuracy = 94.3% and consensus = 0.9250.
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 8––Case 004 questioned impression (left) compared to test impression
from nonmated shoe 004K1 (right). Features of interest that are visible on
the questioned impression are circled with a solid line (+ denotes a wear
pattern and * denotes a RAC). The dashed lines on the test impression indicate that these features are not present on the true nonmate. Accuracy =
92.9% and consensus = 0.9502.

or limited association, as expected (which is equivalent to the
IQR). Despite this, overall consensus was reduced to 0.6842,
since the decisions were spread across a number of categories.
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Case 006
Questioned impression 006Q was a dust impression on paper,
with 006K1 corresponding to its source (Fig. 11). However,
given the print’s partiality and low contrast, the acceptable range
of conclusions was limited association and association of class.
In total, 60 analysts (86%) reported one of these expected decisions, as detailed in Fig. 2 (which was equivalent to the IQR).
This comparison yielded an examiner consensus of 0.8189, with
the majority of remaining decisions equaling stronger associations and only two examiners reporting conclusions deemed outliers statistically. Conversely, suspect shoe 006K2 was a
nonmated pair (Fig. 12). However, the expert decisions for the
comparison of 006Q versus 006K2 were less consistent and
accurate than for 006Q versus 006K1. More specifically, only
73% of analysts reported within the acceptable range of conclusions (exclusion and indications of non-association) (with the
IQR being equal to exclusion, indications of non-association,
and limited association). The consensus was similarly lower and
equal to 0.7175 (Fig. 2). Consequently, if the case were treated
as a whole, then the overall accuracy for both comparisons
would be 79%.
Case 007
Similar to case 001 and 003, questioned impression 007Q was
a bloody impression on ceramic tile enhanced using LCV. Comparison of the questioned impression versus 007K1 reveals a full
size difference (Fig. 13), and resulted in the highest accuracy for
this study, with 97% of examiners reporting exclusion (which is
equivalent the IQR). Similarly, the consensus was found to be

FIG. 9––Case 004 questioned impression (left) compared to test impression
from mated shoe 004K2 (right). Features of interest that are visible on the
questioned impression are circled with a solid line (+ denotes a wear pattern, # denotes a Schallamach pattern, and * denotes a RAC). The solid
lines on the test impression indicate that these features are also present on
the true mate. Accuracy = 88.6% and consensus = 0.9184.

FIG. 10––Case 005 questioned impression, reverse orientation (left) compared to questioned impression 005Q (with contrast reversal) overlaid on
the test impression from nonmated shoe 005K1 (right). Note the disagreement in size and possible indications of distortion. Accuracy = 85.7% and
consensus = 0.6842. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

0.9733, and only two examiners reported conclusions that were
considered outliers statistically. A very small cohort of examiners (4) received 007K2A for additional comparison with 007Q.
This shoe was the source of the questioned impression and also
included significant characteristics of use (Fig. 14). Given that
these wear-features were easily observable and comparable
between the questioned and test impressions, and the desire to
have an additional open-set case (wherein the true mate is not
provided to examiners, as recommended by PCAST [2016] [2]),
the remaining 65 examiners that participated in this study were
asked to compare a third shoe, denoted as 007K2B (nonmated
exemplar). Thus, the results for 007Q versus 007K2A were only
from a single distribution/mailing, but are reported in Fig. 2 for
completeness (60% of all decisions were considered accurate,
and the consensus was computed to be 0.3951, however, the
research team makes no claim regarding these statistics, which
may be an artifact of sample size). The comparison of 007Q versus 007K2B is based on 65 examiners, yielding more representative statistics, including an accuracy of 77% for conclusions
reported as either exclusion, indications of non-association, or
limited association (which is equivalent to the IQR), but a lower
consensus of 0.6288, owing to decisions spread across a larger
number of categories. Inspection of Fig. 15 illustrates that there
are several differences in characteristics of use between the questioned and known test impression, despite the fact that individual
pattern and tread elements show considerable agreement in size
(consistent class/manufacturing characteristics). However, it is
interesting to view overlays of 007Q versus the test impression
from known nonmated shoe 007K2B, which reveals a possible
manufacturing inconsistency. More specifically, an overlay can
align the toe of both impressions, or the heel of both
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FIG. 11––Case 006 questioned impression (left) compared to test impression from mated shoe 006K1 (right). Features of interest that are visible on
the questioned impression are circled with a solid line (+ denotes a wear
pattern, and ^ denotes spacing between herring bone elements). The solid
lines on the test impression indicate that these features are also present on
the true mate. Accuracy = 85.7% and consensus = 0.8189.
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FIG. 13––Case 007 questioned impression (left) compared to the questioned impression overlaid on a test impression from nonmated shoe 007K1
(right); note the disagreement in size. Accuracy = 97.1% and consensus =
0.9733. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 12––Case 006 questioned impression (left) compared to a test impression from nonmated shoe 006K2 (right). Features of interest that are visible
on the questioned impression are circled with a solid line (+ denotes a wear
pattern and ^ denotes spacing between herring bone elements). The dashed
lines on the test impression indicate that these features are not present on
the true nonmate. Accuracy = 72.9% and consensus = 0.7175.

FIG. 14––Case 007 questioned impression (left) compared to test impression from mated shoe 007K2A (right). Features of interest that are visible on
the questioned impression are circled with a solid line (+ denotes a wear
pattern and * denotes a RAC). The solid lines on the test impression indicate
that these features are also present on the true mate. Accuracy = 60.0% and
consensus = 0.3951, but results are only based on five examiners. [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

impressions, but not the entire shoe (toe and heel) simultaneously (Fig. 16). This is presumed to be due to a manufacturing
anomaly wherein the heel of the outsole was glued inconsistently

in a rotated but rigid position to the midsole of individual shoes.
Finally, if 007Q versus 007K1 and 007Q versus 007K2 are treated as a case, the overall accuracy in reporting would be 87%.
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Detailed Case Analysis
In addition to the above accuracy summaries, a deep analysis
of decisions falling outside the expected range was conducted
for each case in an effort to ascertain the factors and observations that informed these conclusions. This examination is
detailed in the Supplemental Information (Figs S1–S8 and
Table S4 and S5) section that accompanies this manuscript.
Limitations
The results presented regarding accuracy and consensus
should be considered within the confines of the following limitations. First, examiners were not permitted to review the shoe or
make their own impressions based on study design. Second, the
results are based on a limited number of using shoes of similar
style (athletic) and size. Third, the impact of the number of
knowns provided per case is a factor that has not been controlled
in this study. For example, there were five cases with two
knowns, and two cases with a single known, but the results do
not allow the research team to determine if and/or how the number of knowns may have impacted accuracy and reproducibility.
Moreover, the cases with a single known were all of the same
substrate/matrix, which could further confound the results.
Fourth, the overall quality of the questioned impressions would
likely be considered moderate to high and does not include
extremely low-quality impressions that may be encountered in
casework. Fifth, some of the questioned impressions were created by a research analyst with a smaller foot size then most

FIG. 16––Case 007 questioned impression overlaid on a test impression
from nonmated shoe 007K2B with the toe aligned (left) and additionally with
the heel aligned (right). Note that due to a manufacturing anomaly wherein
the heel outsole was glued in a rotated but rigid position to the midsole, the
two shoes’ impressions cannot be overlaid, despite otherwise having the
same class characteristics. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibra
ry.com]

shoes, which may have inadvertently increased partiality in some
questioned impressions. Sixth, all questioned impressions were
created dynamically (walking), while the test impressions were
created as static exemplars using a benchtop method, formerly
described in (19). Lastly, the research team implemented a quality assurance mechanism to warrant that all printed images were
produced using a one-to-one reproduction ratio. Although examiners should always validate the ruler/scale between impressions
being compared to ensure equivalence in the print reproduction
ratio before initiating their comparison, the research team had no
intent to arbitrarily create and test whether examiners performed
this step before beginning their analysis. Despite this goal, the
team is aware of at least one packet that did not conform to the
standard, which means other case packets may have likewise
evaded quality control. If attempting to seek a silver lining based
on this observation, one could argue that fortuitously, this may
mean that the results are more robust than anticipated, testing
several latent steps in the analysis and comparison process.
However, it is equally reasonable to argue that this may have
led to increased variation in the conclusions since the research
team cannot guarantee that other packets failed to meet our quality expectations, nor can the authors guarantee that every analyst
performed a full evaluation of the scale information provided in
the impressions before beginning their comparisons.
FIG. 15––Case 007 questioned impression (left) compared to a test impression from nonmated shoe 007K2B (right). Features of interest that are visible are circled with a solid line (+ denotes a wear pattern and * denotes a
RAC). The dashed lines on the test/questioned impression indicate that these
features are not present in the nonmated pair. Agreement in size (mm):
A = 4.80  0.03 versus A0 = 4.77  0.03, B = 13.22  0.03 versus B0 =
13.21  0.03, C = 3.56  0.02 versus C0 = 3.57  0.02, D = 2.32  0.05
versus D0 = 2.34  0.03, E = 26.84  0.05 versus E0 = 26.83  0.04.
Accuracy = 76.9% and consensus = 0.6288. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Conclusions
The concept of accuracy when dealing with a seven-point conclusion scale is by its very nature ambiguous. Accuracy implies
right versus wrong, which can aptly handle a two-point system
of exclusion or identification (after accounting for insufficient
detail). However, it is challenging to view accuracy this way,
and computed based purely on ground truth (mate or nonmate),
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for a seven-point categorical scale designed to express nuances
in degree that can expand or limit a possible population of
sources. Acknowledging this, the research team developed an
accepted range of conclusions and computed accuracy accordingly, wherein expert accuracy ranged from a low of 55.7% to a
high of 97.1%, with a mean of 82.8%  11.9% (a median of
85.7% and a 90% confidence interval between 80.5% and
84.9%). In other words, based on the impressions provided,
ground truth, and adherence to the SWGTREAD (2013) conclusion standard (3), the forensic footwear community reached the
expected conclusions an average of 83% of the time across a
total of 835 comparisons (70 examiners × 12 comparisons =
840 less 5 reports for 007Q vs. 007K2A).
Again, acknowledging the existence of a seven-point conclusion scale, and after removal of insufficient detail, the remaining conclusions categories exist as an ordinal scale, ranging
from strong to weak exclusionary statements, followed by weak
to strong associative statements. As illustrated by Tastle and
Wierman (15), agreement within an ordinal scale is poorly
described by typical measures, such as the mean, standard deviation, and entropy. Thus, a more appropriate measure of dispersion was sought. First, the IQR reports the difference between
the first and third quartile, essentially describing the spread or
dispersion of at least the middle 50% of all conclusions per
comparison. This is a useful measure of consistency, since it is
insensitive to outliers. Disregarding 007Q versus 007K2A based
on the limited sample size, in 10 of the remaining 12 comparisons, the IQR was consistent with the accepted range of conclusions. In other words, the bulk of the community
conclusions were consistent with the research team’s accepted
range of conclusions. The two noted exceptions were the comparison of 001Q versus 001K2, and 006Q versus 006K2,
wherein the IQR was larger than the accepted range. Shoe
001K2 was the known source of 001Q, and the research team
anticipated a response of either high degree of association or
identification, but the IQR included a weaker association or association of class which was selected by 17% of respondents.
These reports are not incorrect, but based on the research
team’s assessments, a stronger association was warranted. Shoe
006K2 is not the source of 006Q, and the research team anticipated a response of either exclusion or indications of non-association, but the IQR included limited association which was
also selected by 17% of respondents. Again, the research team
anticipated a stronger disassociation than reported by some
examiners.
If the IQR is used as the accepted range for accuracy, then
the mean accuracy is 85.6%  11.1% (with a median of 89.3%
and a 90% confidence interval between 83.5% and 87.6%).
Given the research team’s accepted range, the observed difference in mean accuracy is 2.8% (82.8%  11.9%), with a standard deviation of 16.3% (addition in quadrature). Assuming the
difference is normally distributed around a mean of zero, then
the observed value using IQR differs from the expected by 2.8/
16.3 = 0.17 standard deviations, with a probability p(outside
0.2σ) of almost 85%, meaning a failure to detect any statistically
significant difference in the accuracy estimates using either the
IQR or the research team’s defined range based on the assumption of normality (20). In other words, if the IQR is treated as
the forensic footwear community’s group decision for each comparison, then on average, the research team’s expected range of
conclusions (as the “oracle”) is not statistically different from
the community’s group decision.
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Using consensus and dissension to evaluate the dispersion in
responses (which are metrics that are independent of the number
of participants), and ignoring comparison 007Q versus 007K2A
based on sample size, the remaining consensus measures range
from a low of 0.5105 (for comparison 003Q vs. 003K1), a high
of 0.9733 (for comparison 007Q vs. 007K1), with a mean of
0.7821  0.1422 (median = 0.7743). In terms of mates and nonmates,
the
consensus
among
mated
pairs
equals
0.7421  0.1516 (median of 0.7532), and the consensus among
nonmated pairs equals 0.8106  0.1396 (median of 0.7954).
One less this value is a measure of dispersion, and both collectively describe the reproducibility in responses when using an
ordinal conclusion scale that varies between strong to weak disassociations and weak to strong associations.
This metric considers not only the proportion of responses
within a selected category, but also the distance between each category. For the purposes of computation, the distance between categories was considered constant (i.e., the data and information
required to transition from exclusion to indications of non-association are equal to the data and information required to transition
from indications of non-association to limited association). Stated
another way, the difference in temperature between 10° and 15° is
the same as the difference between 15° and 20°. Although true for
a relative evaluation of changes in temperature, this is unlikely to
be true for the SWGTREAD (2013) conclusion standard (3) which
is ordinal, but the scaling between each category is unknown.
Moreover, without further study, use of an alternative set of distance weightings is equally speculative. However, these challenges should all be considered within the larger confines of
defining conclusion standards. There is a clear trade-off in terms
of a community’s desire to have a nonbinary scale that can express
fine variations in the degree of disassociation/association, the
types of conclusions that allow for inclusion or exclusion of populations (shoes of the same make, model, and size), and the use of
quantitative metrics to describe accuracy and reproducibility. To
compare the accuracy and reproducibility measures from this
study on footwear to other forensic fields (i.e., fingerprints or firearms) with three-point conclusion standards requires a data transformation not performed in this summary. Here, the research team
reports to the forensic footwear community an estimate of accuracy and reproducibility within the confines of the community’s
accepted seven-point system, and readers are directed to the third
summary of this series in order to compare the results presented
here with those collected in other forensic pattern sciences with
three-point scales.
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Forensic Footwear Reliability: Part III—Positive
Predictive Value, Error Rates, and Inter-Rater
Reliability*

ABSTRACT: Over the course of 19 months, West Virginia University collected reports from 70 footwear experts, each performing 12 ques-

tioned-test comparisons, resulting in a dataset that includes more than 1000 examiner attributes (education, training, certification status, etc.),
3500 impression features identified and evaluated (clarity, totality, and similarity), and 840 source conclusions. The results were used to estimate the performance of forensic footwear examiners in the United States, including error rates, predictive value (PV), and measures of interrater reliability (IRR). For the dataset and mate-prevalence (31.5%) used in this study, results indicate correct predictive value varies from 94.5%
for exclusions, 85.0% for identifications, and between 70.1% and 65.2% for limited associations and association of class, respectively (with all
other conclusions producing PVs between these extremes). After data transformation based on ground truth, the case study materials show a
false-positive rate of 0.48%, a false-negative rate of 15.6%, a (correct) positive predictive value of 98.8%, and a (correct) negative predictive
value of 93.3%. In addition to error rates and PVs, inter-rater reliability was likewise computed to describe examiner reproducibility; results indicate a Gwet AC2 agreement coefficient of 0.751–0.692 when using a six- and four-level reporting structure, respectively, which translates into
“substantial” and “moderate agreement” for a benchmarked verbal equivalent scale. The reported performance metrics are further compared
against past forensic footwear reliability studies, including a discussion of how the use of a six-level reporting structure impacts results.
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Between February 2017 and August 2018, West Virginia
University (WVU) conducted a reliability study to investigate
performance among forensic footwear examiners in the United
States. The goals of this project were several-fold, and preliminary results were divided into three separate publications. Part I
(1) described the reproducibility in feature identification, feature
evaluation, and generalized community agreement, while Part II
(2) reported on examiner accuracy and reproducibility (or consensus) when using a seven-point conclusion scale (i.e., the Scientific Working Group for Shoeprint and Tire Tread Evidence
[SWGTREAD] 2013 conclusion standard [3]). This summary
(Part III) transforms the results in order to allow for a direct
comparison between the performance of forensic footwear
experts, and the performance reported for other forensic pattern
disciplines that employ a three-point conclusion standard (e.g.,
identification/individualization, exclusion, and inconclusive).
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According to the President’s Council of Advisors on Science
and Technology (PCAST) 2016 report, accuracy is defined as
the known probability (or frequency) at which “an examiner
obtains correct results both (1) for samples from the same source
(true positives) and (2) samples from different sources (true negatives)” (4). In the presence of binary judgments (i.e., identification/individualization and exclusion) for known mates and
known nonmates, the computation of accuracy is rather straightforward (at least after deciding how to handle inconclusive conclusions). However, at least half of the forensic footwear
community participating in this reliability study reported direct
use of a seven-point conclusion standard (1), while the remaining half used a scale similar to the SWGTREAD (2013) conclusion standard (3) but with some modification (four or five
categories vs. seven, variants in the labels used to describe categories, etc.). Conversely, only 10% of the respondents for this
study noted that their laboratories use a three-point scale for
reporting footwear conclusions.
The benefit of a seven-point conclusion standard within the
footwear community is the ability to succinctly describe the population of shoes that could have contributed to the questioned
impression. From this “population” vantage-point, the scale is
“U-shaped.” At either extreme (i.e., exclusion and identification)
the population is exact, while the internal categories permit associations or disassociations between a given shoe, and any other
shoe of the same make, model, size, etc. Unfortunately, this
increased degree of freedom in expression complicates any computation of accuracy since there are endless situations when, for
example, an association of class is a valid conclusion for a
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known nonmated shoe (i.e., “. . .the known footwear is a possible
source of the questioned impression. . . (and) other footwear with
the same class characteristics observed in the impression are
included in the population of possible sources”) (3).
Given this complication, measurements of accuracy and reproducibility for this reliability study were tackled in two distinct
manners. In a companion paper (Part II [2]), accuracy was
reported as the degree to which footwear examiners reported
conclusions deemed valid by the research team. Under this
model, the research team was afforded an “oracle” status, defining the accepted/expected conclusions based on a combination
of ground truth, observable features, feature reliability, and
adherence to the SWGTREAD (2013) conclusion standard (3).
Although this approach most closely upholds the community’s
desire to describe conclusions with a seven-point standard, it
does not permit a direct comparison with other forensic pattern
evidence fields that report conclusions with a three-point standard. Thus, a data transformation was desired that would allow
for such a comparison, which is the topic of this summary (Part
III). In addition to allowing this comparison, another goal of the
following analysis is to illustrate the manner in which accuracy
statistics and estimates of reliability may vary based on the number of conclusion categories permitted within a field. At present,
there are jury studies and recommendation reviews designed to
assess different types of reporting standards within the forensic
field (5–11), and it is hoped that the data transformations provided here will give some insight into how metrics might vary
depending on the acceptance of different standards, which may
or may not be a factor to consider in reporting recommendations
moving forward.

techniques used to create case materials. Note that across all
seven cases, participants were required to perform 12 pairwise
comparisons, and that each case consisted of 1200 PPI digital
and print imagery, comprised of a single questioned impression,
one-two exemplars (outsoles), and two Handiprint replicate
exemplars per known shoe.
Case Analyses
Each participant received a package via USPS of all relevant
case materials, including high resolution color prints, a set of
blank acetates for overlay annotation, a CD containing the digital
reporting software, a copy of the SWTREAD (2013) conclusion
scale (3) and an instruction document (with additional weblinks
to access digital copies of all case materials). Participants were
asked to treat the simulated cases as if each were routine casework and given that no time had passed between collection of
the questioned and test impressions.
Acceptable Range of Conclusions
Table 2 reports the acceptable range of conclusions agreed on
after consideration of ground truth, the opinion of three researchers, the opinion of a practitioner partner, and the reliability limitations expressed by participants through self-reporting given the
contrived nature of the research experiment (e.g., examiners did
not prepare the exemplars themselves, and the actual shoe was
not provided for each known; please see Part II [2] for additional
details).
Data Preprocessing

Materials and Methods
Participant Demographics
Participant demographics are fully characterized in Part I (1).
In total, 115 forensic footwear examiners were recruited, and 77
submitted results (resulting in a 67% response rate). However,
the remainder of all statistical analyses is based on the responses
from 70 participants who reported that they had previously completed training and performed one or more footwear comparisons
(the results from seven participants were excluded moving forward based on self-reports of never having completed a comparison, or still in-training).
Case Variety
The details of each simulated case are also fully described in
Part I (1), but for convenience, Table 1 repeats limited information concerning the shoes, substrates, media and processing

Examiner performance statistics were evaluated using three
approaches; in the first approach, performance estimates were
determined based on six categories from the SWGTREAD
(2013) conclusion standard (3): exclusion, indications of nonassociation, limited association, association of class, high degree
of association and identification (disregarding the category of insufficient detail since all questioned samples in this dataset were
of sufficient quality for comparison).
In the second approach, the SWGTREAD (2013) conclusions
(3) were reformulated into a four-category conclusion hierarchy
based on the size of the resulting population of outsoles that
could have contributed the impression. These were labeled as
strong exclusions, weak exclusions, weak inclusions, and strong
inclusions. Using this transformation, strong exclusions were
comprised of any comparisons that correlate with the traditional
SWGTREAD exclusion category (3); accordingly, this is the
most confident disassociation decision, eliminating a specific
shoe (or type of shoe) from the population of possible sources

TABLE 1––Shoes, substrates, media, and processing techniques used to create simulated case materials.
Case

Manufacturer of Known(s)

Size & Style of Known(s)

Substrate of Unknown

Medium of Unknown

001
002
003
004
005
006
007

Converse
Nike
Nike
Nike
Nike
Nike
Under Armour

All Star (9)
Lebron James (10)
Rosherun (9)
Air Max (10.5)
Air Max (11)
Air Max Cage (10)
Unknown (10 & 11)

Ceramic tile
Vinyl tile
Ceramic tile
Linoleum tile
Vinyl Tile
Paper
Ceramic Tile

Blood
Dust
Blood
Wax
Dust
Dust
Blood

Processing of Unknown

# of Known(s)

Leucocrystal violet
Digitally enhanced gel lift
Leucocrystal violet
Magnetic powder & gel lift
Digitally enhanced gel lift
Digitally enhanced
Leucocrystal violet

2
1
2
2
1
2
2
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TABLE 2––Range of “accepted/expected” conclusions for each comparison.
Note that this range was developed as a function of the features (quantity,
quality, and clarity) present in the questioned impression, adherence to the
SWGTREAD (2013) conclusion standard (3), and review of examiner
reported limitations. Additional details can be found in Part II (2).
Comparison
001Q
001Q
002Q
003Q
003Q
004Q
004Q
005Q

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

001K1
001K2
002K1
003K1
003K2
004K1
004K2
005K1

006Q
006Q
007Q
007Q
007Q

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

006K1
006K2
007K1
007K2A
007K2B

Expected/Accepted Conclusions
Exclusion, Indications of Non-association
High Degree of Association, Identification
Limited Association, Association of Class
Association of Class, High Degree of Association
Exclusion
Exclusion
Identification
Exclusion, Indications of Non-association,
Limited Association
Limited Association, Association of Class
Exclusion, Indications of Non-association
Exclusion
High Degree of Association, Identification
Exclusion, Indications of Non-association,
Limited Association

that could have produced a given crime-scene impression. Conversely, any cases with expected outcomes of indications of nonassociation were considered weak exclusions, representing comparisons that reveal dissimilarities, but of insufficient type, quality or reliability to lead to a certain disassociation. In other
words, dissimilarities were noted, but the exemplar could not be
completely eliminated from the population of possible sources.
Next, any cases with expected outcomes of limited association
or association of class were considered weak inclusions. Decisions falling into this category contain the largest potential population of shoes that could have produced a questioned
impression. Finally, any cases with expected outcomes of high
degree of association and identification were considered strong
inclusions, or confident associations based on the presence and
reliability of associating features such as wear, Schallamach patterns, and randomly acquired characteristics (RACs). As a note
for clarification, the descriptor of weak versus strong does not
refer to the utility of the conclusion (a weak inclusion is a useful
description of the population of shoes that could have produced
a questioned impression). Instead, these are descriptions regarding the size of the resulting population—strong inclusions/exclusions have small source populations and weak inclusions/
exclusions have larger source populations.
Finally, the last approach was to remap the SWGTREAD
(2013) conclusion standard (3) into the Scientific Working
Group on Friction Ridge Analysis, Study and Technology
(SWGFAST) 2013 three-level reporting scale used by fingerprint
analysts (12) (i.e., exclusion, inconclusive, and individualization).
The explicit purpose of this final transformation was to allow for
a first order comparison against the 2011 FBI fingerprint black
box study (13). To achieve this reformulation, footwear experts’
decisions of exclusion and indications of non-association were
re-assigned as exclusions, reports of limited association and association of class were reclassified as inconclusive, and finally,
outcomes of high degree of association and identification were
re-categorized as individualization. Moreover, ground truth
(mates and nonmates) were used to create an appropriate confusion matrix. Although the authors acknowledge that this breakdown is an over-simplification of the conclusions that can be
drawn in the field of forensic footwear evidence and that many
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may assert that these groupings are problematic (e.g., that high
degree of association is not the same conclusion as identification/individualization), this segmentation nonetheless allowed for
a reasonable comparison of expert error rates and predictive values among the fields of footwear and fingerprint evidence, which
is the one of the primary aims of this summary.
Overall Accuracy as a Function of “Expected” Conclusions
Based on the SWGTREAD (2013) conclusion scale (3) (modified into six-, four- and three-levels), along with ground truth
(mates and nonmates), and the quality, quantity, and reliability
of observable features, expected conclusions were defined for
each comparison (2). Using the expected outcomes (please see
Part II [2] summary for additional details), a confusion matrix
was prepared as a 2D frequency table of expected versus
reported conclusions, and overall accuracy was computed as the
number of comparisons out of 835 wherein examiners reached
the expected conclusion(s) (70 examiners × 12 comparisons − 5
comparisons that were excluded owing to sample size limitations
—see Part I and Part II for additional details [1,2]).
Error Rates and Predictive Value as a Function of “Expected”
Conclusions and Ground Truth
Using the 2011 FBI fingerprint black box study (13) as a
model, expert decision error rates and predictive values were
computed for forensic footwear examiners. This was repeated
using appropriately constructed four- and three-level confusion
matrices, of which the three-level matrix most closely mimics
the conclusion scale described by Ulery et al. (13). Table 3 outlines the adapted measures utilized in this study for evaluating
expert performance via error rate and predictive value. For the
data transformations employed here, converting a six-level conclusion standard into a four-level conclusion matrix presented
the greatest complication, and is therefore further illustrated
using Table 4.
First, the correct within range (CW ¼ ∑CjW) describes the
summation of all correct (C) decisions that fell within (W) the
range of expected conclusions. For example, if interested in evaluating weak inclusions, then the correct within range includes all
outcomes of limited association or association of class for cases
in which these conclusions are expected/accepted (green cells in
Table 4). In contrast, the incorrect within range (IW ¼ ∑IjW)
describes the summation of all incorrect (I) decisions that fell
within (W) the range of expected conclusions. For example, if
interested in evaluating weak inclusions, then the incorrect
within range includes all outcomes of limited association or association of class for cases in which other conclusions are
expected (orange cells in Table 4).
As a corollary to the correct within range (CW), the correct
outside range (CO ¼ ∑CjO) describes the summation of all correct (C) decisions that fell outside (O) the range of expected
conclusions. Using the same example wherein weak inclusions
are under evaluation, then the correct outside range outcomes
include all decisions other than limited association or association
of class for cases in which limited association or association of
class were not expected outcomes (blue cells in Table 4).
Finally, the incorrect outside range (IO ¼ ∑IjO) describes the
summation of all incorrect (I) decisions that fell outside (O) the
range of expected conclusions. Again, when evaluating weak
inclusions, incorrect outside range outcomes include all decisions
other than limited association or association of class for cases in
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TABLE 3––Accuracy measures from the 2011 FBI black box study of fingerprint experts (13) and their adapted notation and description for this study using
the SWGTREAD (2013) multi-level categorical outcomes (3).
Fingerprint Study Binary Measures

Footwear Study Adapted Measures

True-positive Rate (TPR)
False-positive Rate (FPR)
True-negative Rate (TNR)
False-negative Rate (FNR)
Mate-prevalence (MP)

Correct Within Rate (CWR)
Incorrect Within Rate (IWR)
Correct Outside Rate (COR)
Incorrect Outside Rate (IOR)
Within Prevalence (WP)

Nonmate-prevalence (NMP)

Outside Prevalence (OP)

Positive Predictive Value (PPV)

Correct Predictive Value (CPV)

Description
The proportion of correct within range conclusions
The proportion of incorrect within range conclusions
The proportion of correct outside range conclusions
The proportion of incorrect outside range conclusions
The proportion of all comparisons presented that have conclusions within
the acceptable range
The proportion of all comparisons presented that have conclusions outside
the acceptable range
The proportion of correct decisions given the acceptable range of conclusions

TABLE 4––Color-coded confusion matrix for evaluating performance on weak inclusion conclusions across 835 decisions reached by 70 examiners performing
12 comparisons (less 5 excluded based on sample size). In this example, the acceptable range of conclusions are limited association and association of class,
and the color-coding represents decisions that are correct within range (CW; green), incorrect within range correct (IW; orange), correct outside of range
(CO; blue), incorrect outside of range (IO; yellow), and excluded comparisons (EW) (pink).
Examiner Conclusion

Acceptable Range

Ex
Ex/Ind
Ex/Ind/Lim
Lim/Assoc
Assoc/HD
HD/ID
ID
Total

Ins

Ex

Ind

Lim

Assoc

HD

ID

Total

0
0
1
2
0
0
0
3

199
82
69
7
11
2
0
370

7
33
26
8
2
0
0
76

2
14
15
46
4
5
1
87

2
11
22
69
19
12
0
135

0
0
2
7
20
28
7
64

0
0
0
1
14
23
62
100

210
140
135
140
70
70
70
835

which limited association or association of class are expected
conclusions (yellow cells in Table 4).
Based on the above variable definitions, some conclusions
should be excluded when attempting to determine predictive
value. These excluded comparisons (EW ¼ ∑EjW) describe all
decisions that would be considered correct if they fell within or
outside of the range of conclusions of interest and therefore
should not influence the performance values associated with a
particular conclusion category (for weak inclusions this includes
the pink cells in Table 4). Finally, the adjusted total
(T A ¼ T  EW) is the summation of all decisions (T = 835), less
the excluded comparisons.
Based on these definitions, the correct within rate (CWR) is
similar to the true-positive rate, or the proportion of within range
conclusions in which experts’ decisions correctly fell within the
expected range of conclusions (Eq. 1, left). Likewise, the incorrect within rate (IWR) is similar to the false-positive rate, or the
proportion of out-of-range conclusions in which experts’ decisions incorrectly fell within the range of expected conclusions
(Eq. 1, right).
CWR ¼

CW
∑W  EW

IWR ¼

IW
∑O

(1)

Since predictive value is also influenced by prevalence, within
prevalence (WP) describes the proportion of all comparisons that
have conclusions within the expected range (Eq. 2, left), and
outside prevalence (OP) describes the proportion of all comparisons that have conclusions outside the expected range (Eq. 2,
right).

WP ¼

∑W  EW
TA

OP ¼

∑O
TA

(2)

Finally, the correct predictive value (CPV) is computed
according to Eq. 3, which is the proportion of correct decisions
given the expected range of conclusions modified by prevalence.
This value was computed for the six-, four- and three-level conclusion scales previously described, wherein the three-level system most closely matches the performance statistics (truepositive rate, false-positive rate, positive predictive value, etc.)
computed for the 2011 FBI fingerprint black box study (13).
CPV ¼

ðWP  CWRÞ
ðWP  CWRÞ þ ðOP  IWRÞ

(3)

Inter-rater Reliability as a Measure of Expert Agreement
In addition to accuracy, the PCAST (2016) report highlights
the importance of reproducibility (or agreement) in responses,
defined as the probability (or frequency) at which “different
examiners obtain the same result, when analyzing the same samples” (4). In an effort to inform this statistic, the footwear reliability results were reported using box plots, the interquartile
range, and consensus (1,2). However, this summary seeks to
employ a description of reproducibility based on a metric termed
inter-rater reliability (IRR), which is well-suited to quantify the
degree to which a series of comparisons of questioned and test
impressions are categorized the same way when analyzed by
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different examiners. More specifically, high IRR means that
examiners (raters) are interchangeable, which is desirable when
the goal of the research study (and a criminal investigation/proceeding) is a measure of the similarity or dissimilarity between a
questioned and test impression, regardless of the rater. Conversely, low IRR indicates that the individual rater or examiner
plays a significant role in the categorization outcome (14), which
in the case of forensic footwear comparisons suggests expert disagreement when presented with the same evidence, which often
results in reduced clarity for the trier-of-fact tasked with interpreting the weight of evidence.
For nominal scales, agreement means that two raters provide
identical conclusions. However, the concept of partial agreement
exists when using an ordinal scale. For example, identification
can be thought of as a certain conclusion, while high degree of
association can be thought of as a highly probable conclusion.
If some raters conclude identification and others conclude high
degree of association these raters are not in total agreement, but
they are also not in complete disagreement. Thus, the concept of
partial agreement must be considered. In addition to partial
agreement, a measure of IRR should account for chance. Agreement by chance is not considered false, but rather a “bonus” that
inadvertently inflates an agreement metric since it is not based
on an underlying process. Moreover, chance agreement is higher
when fewer categories are provided (14), so the number of categories present in a scale must also be accounted for.
Given the ordinal reporting scale and the need to characterize
partial and chance agreement, this summary employs the weighted
Gwet AC1 coefficient (or the AC2 coefficient) as illustrated in Eq.
4 (14). The variable pe denotes the percent chance agreement,
while pa denotes the percent realized agreement. The percent
chance agreement is computed based on πk which reports the fraction of examiners (raters) that compared questioned-test impression i and concluded k, across all comparisons n (or 835).

r ∗ik

q

(4)

¼ ∑ wkl ril
l¼1

1 n r ik
πk ¼ ∑
n i¼1 ri
Conversely, the percent realized agreement is computed based
on r∗ik which describes the number of examiners that performed
comparison i and reported a conclusion k, combined with any
other conclusions l that are in partial agreement with k. The
degree of partial agreement is a function of a weighting factor
wkl wherein raters are penalized less for reaching decisions in
categories directly adjacent to one another and more for decisions separated by several categorical levels (14). Although various weighting options exist (quadratic, ordinal, linear, etc.) an
ordinal weighting system was employed in this analysis. The
weight factor wkl for two categories of interest (k and l) can be
computed according to Eq. 5, where q represents the total number of categories into which conclusions can be classified (q = 6
for this study after removal of insufficient detail), and M kl and
M max are combinations, or the number of combinations of 2 out
of ( max ðk,lÞ  min ðk,lÞ þ 1), and 2 out of q (or 15 for this
study), respectively. Finally, T w is the total of all weight factors
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(or 26.67 when using a six-level reporting structure and 11.00
when using a four-level reporting structure) (14).
(
wkl ¼
M kl ¼

1  M kl =M max if k≠l
if k ¼ l

1

maxðk,lÞ  min ðk,lÞ þ 1
q

M max ¼
q

2

!

!

2

(5)

6!
¼
¼ 15
2!ð6  2Þ!

q

T w ¼ ∑ ∑ wkl ¼ 26:67 or 11:00
l¼1 k¼1

Increasing numerical values of the AC2 coefficient indicate
increasing levels of examiner agreement. Moreover, with proper
benchmarking, the magnitude of the coefficient can be related to
a verbal scale, as illustrated in Table 5 (14,15). The purpose of
benchmarking is to calibrate or revise Table 5 while accounting
for study design (number of raters, number of comparisons, and
number of response categories). To perform benchmarking, Gwet
(14) proposes a four-step process. First, the agreement coefficient
and its standard error are computed (see Supplemental Information
Equation S1 for computation of standard error for AC2). Second,
the interval membership probability (IMP) is computed as illustrated in Eq. 6 (assuming a normal distribution) for each interval
(a,b) in the verbal equivalent scale (Table 5). Third, cumulative
probabilities are computed, starting from the highest benchmark
level (“almost perfect”). Finally, the reported verbal equivalent for
agreement for a specific study (i.e., “moderate”, “substantial”,
etc.) is found to be equal to the agreement category that contains
the smallest cumulative probability exceeding 0.95 (14).


AC2  b
AC2  a
IMP ¼ P
≤Z ≤
SE
SE

0

1
1 n q rik ðr∗ik  1Þ
¼
∑
∑
p
a
B
n i¼1 k¼1 r i ðri  1Þ C
p  pe
B
C
AC2 ¼ a
, where B
C
q
@
A
1  pe
Tw
∑ πk ð1  πk Þ
pe ¼
qðq  1Þ k¼1

.

(6)

As a matter of record, it is important to note that there are
numerous agreement coefficients that can be computed.
Examples include Cohen’s Kappa, Fleiss’ generalized Kappa,
Conger’s generalized Kappa, Krippendorff’s alpha, Brennan–Prediger coefficient, and Scott’s Pi. (14). Some are applicable to
two raters, others to two or more raters, and some suffer from
paradoxes; for example, Kappa can be paradoxically low when
compared to the percent agreement apparent in a study. Despite
this, and the fact that Gwet’s AC1 and AC2 are paradox-resistant, Kappa is still a fairly common metric reported in the literature when examining decision tasks. Table 6 reports just a few
examples (16–21) that give a rough idea of the types of tasks
amenable to description using IRR, and the magnitude of the
resulting agreement coefficients. Although this is helpful to
TABLE 5––Landis and Koch’s (14,15) verbal equivalent benchmark scale
used to communicate the degree of agreement between raters as a function
of the computed agreement coefficient.
Agreement Coefficient

Degree of Agreement

<0.00
0.00 to
0.21 to
0.41 to
0.61 to
0.81 to

Poor
Slight
Fair
Moderate
Substantial
Almost Perfect

0.20
0.40
0.60
0.80
1.00
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allow for a contextual interpretation of the agreement coefficient
computed for footwear experts, it should be noted that few studies appear to benchmark their verbal equivalents. This is unfortunate since without knowledge regarding a coefficient’s
uncertainty, it cannot be fully interpreted (e.g., a coefficient of
0.5  0.05 is not the same as 0.5  0.3) (14). Nonetheless,
Table 6 provides some insight into the magnitude of agreement
coefficients reported in the literature for small expert studies (largest sample size of 15) and small to modest-sized novice studies
(largest sample size of 120).

Results and Discussion
Overall Accuracy as a Function of “Expected” Conclusions
A summary of footwear analyst decisions on 12 questionedknown impression comparisons, as a function of the expected/acceptable range of conclusions, is provided in Table 7. Across all
835 comparisons conducted, overall accuracy was computed to
be 82.8%  11.9% (median of 85.7% and 90% confidence interval (using the Clopper-Pearson exact method [22]) of
80.5–84.9%, excluding comparison 007Q vs. 0072KA based on
sample size). This can be further divided among mates and nonmates (Table S1 and S2). For mated pairs, accuracy equals
76.3%  13.0% (median of 78.6% and 90% confidence interval
[22] of 72.2–80.0%), and for nonmated pairs, accuracy equals
87.4%  9.24% (median of 91.4% and 90% confidence interval
[22] of 84.7–89.8%); please see Part II (2) for additional details.

Error Rates and Predictive Value
Six-Level Data Breakdown: Predictive Value as a Function of
“Expected” Conclusions
An examination of error rates and predictive value (as a function of the acceptable range of conclusions) was conducted for
each of six SWGTREAD (2013) (3) decision categories
(Table 8). Most notably, performance on the extremes of the
SWGTREAD (2013) (3) scale (exclusion and identification)
exhibit the highest correct within rates (0.85 for exclusion and
0.76 for identification) while the correct outside rates show less
variation across all categories (all greater than 0.92 for the combined dataset). Conversely, as decisions become less certain (the

population of shoes that could have contributed the impression
increases), expert correct within rate performance declines
(0.49–0.61).
With regard to correct predictive value as a function of mateprevalence within this study, the highest correct predicted values
for the combined dataset are 0.95 and 0.85, again for exclusions
and identifications, respectively. Conversely, as decisions
become less certain (the population of shoes that could have
contributed the impression increases), expert performance
declined, with limited association and association of class
exhibiting the lowest correct predictive values (0.70 and 0.65,
respectively). In other words, the chance that an examiner’s
reported outcome is correct given the acceptable range of conclusions of limited association and association of class was
reduced to between 70% and 65%. With regard to limited association decisions, there were 560 comparisons in this study in
which limited association was not considered a valid conclusion,
and of these 560 comparisons, this category was incorrectly
selected 26 times (by 20 unique/different examiners). Of the 20
different experts that committed this error, one incorrectly
reached limited association four times and three additional
experts reached this decision falsely twice (meaning almost 40%
of these errors were committed by four experts [1 expert × 4
errors + 3 experts × 2 errors = 10/26]) which is less than 6% of
all participants. Moreover, for approximately 60% of the 26
incorrect decisions, examiners failed to exclude the known shoe
as the source of the impression (while the remainder failed to
reach a stronger association). Both scenarios indicate an incomplete analysis; analysts did not reach more certain conclusions
(either associative or dissociative) despite the presence of discriminating features.
Similarly, for association of class decisions, there were 625
comparisons in this study in which association of class was not
considered a valid conclusion, and of these 625 comparisons,
this category was incorrectly selected 47 times (by 30 unique/
different examiners). Of the 30 different experts that committed
this error, one incorrectly reached association of class five times,
two experts incorrectly reached this conclusion four times, one
incorrectly reached this conclusion three times, and an additional
five experts incorrectly reached this conclusion twice (meaning
55% of these errors were committed by nine experts [1 expert ×
5 + 2 experts × 4 + 1 expert × 3 + 5 experts × 2 = 26/47])
which is less than 13% of all participants. Moreover, 74% of the

TABLE 6––Examples of IRR coefficients for experts and novices performing various design tasks.

Paper

Assessment Topic

# of Raters

Onate et al. (16)

LESS Landing
Assessment
Medical Claim
Compensation
Diagnosis of
Retinopathy
Criminal Court
Decisions

1 expert,
1 novice
15 experts

Andreasen et al. (17)
Gschließer et al. (18)
Acklin & Fuger (19)
Nawrocka et al. (20)

Stage of
Decomposition

Lee et al. (21)

Automobile Color

*

7 experts
3 experts
3 experts
2 “experts”*
120 novices
6 novices

# Categories/#
Conclusions
per Case

# of Cases

Coefficient

Results

Verbal Equivalent(s)

2/15

19

Fleiss’ Kappa

κ = 0.46–1.00

Moderate to Perfect

2/6

12
52

κ = 0.41–0.53
AC1 = 0.43–0.54
κ = 0.26–0.55

Moderate

6/1
2/2
3/3
3/3
2/3
13/1
12/1
10/1
18/1

Fleiss’ Kappa
Gwet’s AC1
Fleiss’ Kappa
Fleiss’ Kappa
Krippendorff’s Alpha
Cohen’s Kappa
Krippendorff’s Alpha

κ = 0.24–0.81
α = 0.18–0.51
κ = 0.35–1.00
α = 0.81–0.85

Fair to Substantial
Poor to Moderate
Fair to Perfect
N/A

Fleiss’ Kappa

κ = 0.22–0.98

Fair to Very Good

150
150
150
12
1000

Fair to Moderate

Agreement was computed between two “decisions,” which were a judge’s verdict versus a pooled consensus decision from either two or three experts. Also
note that Fleiss’ Kappa is an extension of Cohen’s Kappa for more than two raters and that none of these studies benchmarked their verbal scales.
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TABLE 7––Confusion Matrix of footwear expert decisions as compared to the acceptable range of conclusions for 835 total comparisons, exhibiting an overall
accuracy of approximately 82.8% (shaded cells; 691/835). Please see Tables S1 and S2 for similar confusion matrices describing mates and nonmates.
Examiner Conclusion

Acceptable Range

Exclusion
Exclusion & Indications
Exclusion & Indications & Limited
Limited & Association
Association & High Degree
High Degree & Identification
Identification
Total

Insufficient

Exclusion

Indications

Limited

Association

High Degree

Identification

Total

0
0
1
2
0
0
0
3

199
82
69
7
11
2
0
370

7
33
26
8
2
0
0
76

2
14
15
46
4
5
1
87

2
11
22
69
19
12
0
135

0
0
2
7
20
28
7
64

0
0
0
1
14
23
62
100

210
140
135
140
70
70
70
835

TABLE 8––Computed error rates and predictive values per SWGTREAD (2013) (3) category, conducted by 70 forensic footwear experts as a function of the
acceptable range of conclusions, as outlined in Table 7. The first six rows of the table report metrics based on 835 comparisons (a mixture of mates and nonmates denoted as “Combined”) while the remaining seven rows compute the same metrics, but after dividing the dataset into nonmates (485) and mates (350).
Metrics missing in the table for a specific ground truth/conclusion scenario do not exist (i.e., there were zero correct within (CW) decisions for a nonmate with
an expected conclusion of identification).

Ground Truth
Combined
Combined
Combined
Combined
Combined
Combined
Nonmates
Nonmates
Nonmates
Mates
Mates
Mates
Mates

Conclusion

CWR

Exclusion
Indications
Limited
Association
High Degree
Identification
Exclusion
Indications
Limited
Limited
Association
High Degree
Identification

0.8516
0.5413
0.5496
0.6111
0.4898
0.7589
0.8516
0.5413
0.3750
0.6479
0.6111
0.4898
0.7589

90% Confidence
CWR
0.8196
0.4581
0.4671
0.5395
0.4028
0.6832
0.8196
0.4581
0.2473
0.5442
0.5395
0.4028
0.6832

0.8797
0.6228
0.6300
0.6792
0.5773
0.8241
0.8797
0.6228
0.5172
0.7420
0.6792
0.5773
0.8241

COR
0.9429
0.9696
0.9536
0.9248
0.9770
0.9784
N/A
0.9667
0.9543
0.9524
0.9143
0.9333
0.9286

90% Confidence
COR
0.9180
0.9548
0.9361
0.9051
0.9652
0.9670
N/A
0.9383
0.9314
0.9206
0.8648
0.8977
0.8921

0.9618
0.9806
0.9673
0.9414
0.9855
0.9866
N/A
0.9842
0.9711
0.9739
0.9498
0.9592
0.9555

WP

OP

CPV

0.5401
0.1629
0.1654
0.1873
0.1236
0.1388
1.0000
0.3417
0.1026
0.2527
0.5070
0.3182
0.3478

0.4599
0.8371
0.8346
0.8127
0.8764
0.8612
0.0000
0.6583
0.8974
0.7473
0.4930
0.6818
0.6522

0.9459
0.7763
0.7011
0.6519
0.7500
0.8500
N/A
0.8939
0.4839
0.8214
0.8800
0.7742
0.8500

90% Confidence
CPV
0.9244
0.6954
0.6242
0.5920
0.6589
0.7868
N/A
0.8181
0.3572
0.7308
0.8213
0.6846
0.7885

0.9616
0.8406
0.7681
0.7074
0.8234
0.8970
N/A
0.9405
0.6129
0.8863
0.9212
0.8442
0.8960

COR, correct outside rate; CPV, correct predictive value; CWR, correct within rate; OP, outside prevalence; WP, within prevalence.

47 incorrect decisions were failures to exclude a shoe as the
source of the impression.
Four-Level Data Breakdown: Predictive Value as a Function of
“Expected” Conclusions
Similarly, an examination of error rates and predictive
value (as a function of the acceptable range of conclusions)
was conducted after remapping the 835 outcomes into a
four-level reporting structure as illustrated in Table 9. Using
this transformation, strong exclusions were comprised of any
comparisons that correlate with the traditional SWGTREAD
exclusion category (3). Conversely, any cases with expected
outcomes of indications of non-association were considered
weak exclusions, and any expected outcomes of limited association or association of class were considered weak inclusions. Finally, any cases with expected outcomes of high
degree of association or identification were considered strong
inclusions.
As expected, performance based on this transformation was
very similar to use of the traditional six-level SWGTREAD
(2013) standard (3). Again, the extremes exhibited higher correct
within rates and higher predictive values (with the latter a function of mate-prevalence provided in this study). More specifically, there was a 95% chance that an examiner’s reported
outcome would be correct given an expected strong exclusion
and an 81% chance that an examiner’s reported outcome would
be correct given an expected strong inclusion (Table 9). Again,

the less certain decision categories (weak exclusions and weak
inclusions) exhibit lower performance with the correct predictive
value ranging between approximately 67–78% for the combined
dataset.
Three-Level Data Breakdown: Predictive Value as a Function of
Ground Truth
Using a three-level reporting structure, decisions were
remapped into identifications, exclusions, and inconclusive. More
specifically, all conclusions of exclusion and indications of nonassociation were remapped to exclusions and all decisions of
identification and high degree of association were remapped to
identification. The remaining 225 decisions (out of 835) were
considered inconclusive, corresponding to insufficient detail, limited association, or association of class reports. Since the
extremes of identification and exclusion can only be reached for
known mates and known nonmates, respectively, the predictive
values from this transformation directly correspond to ground
truth. Table 10 reports the confusion matrix based on this data
transformation; in total, two false positives occurred resulting in
a false-positive rate (FPR) of approximately 0.5% (FPR = 2/
418). As a note for comparison, this same metric was reported
as 0.1% (or six false inclusions) for past studies in fingerprint
analysis (13).
In this study, both instances of false positives were committed
for case 007K2B (see Part I and Part II summaries [1,2] for
comparison details). For reporting, both examiners reached high
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TABLE 9––Computed error rates and predictive values per four-level confidence-based category, conducted by 70 forensic footwear experts as a function of
the acceptable range of conclusions, as outlined in Table 7. The first four rows of the table report metrics based on 835 comparisons (a mixture of mates and
nonmates denoted as “Combined”) while the remaining five rows compute the same metrics, but after dividing the dataset into nonmates (485) and mates
(350). Metrics missing in the table for a specific ground truth/conclusion scenario do not exist (i.e., there were zero correct within (CW) decisions for a nonmate with an expected conclusion of strong inclusion).

Ground Truth
Combined
Combined
Combined
Combined
Nonmates
Nonmates
Nonmates
Mates
Mates

Conclusion

CWR

Strong Exclusion
Weak Exclusion
Weak Inclusion
Strong Inclusion
Strong Exclusion
Weak Exclusion
Weak Inclusion
Weak Inclusion
Strong Inclusion

0.8516
0.5413
0.7304
0.7824
0.8516
0.5413
0.8333
0.7204
0.7824

90% Confidence
CWR
0.8196
0.4581
0.6745
0.7239
0.8196
0.4581
0.6233
0.6612
0.7239

0.8797
0.6228
0.7812
0.8333
0.8797
0.6228
0.9530
0.7743
0.8333

COR
0.9429
0.9696
0.8585
0.9520
N/A
0.9667
0.8629
0.8472
0.8199

90% Confidence
COR
0.9180
0.9548
0.8308
0.9358
N/A
0.9383
0.8301
0.7891
0.7626

0.9618
0.9806
0.8832
0.9650
N/A
0.9842
0.8914
0.8942
0.8680

WP

OP

CPV

0.5401
0.1629
0.2833
0.2083
1.0000
0.3417
0.0462
0.5636
0.5136

0.4599
0.8371
0.7167
0.7917
0.0000
0.6583
0.9538
0.4364
0.4864

0.9459
0.7763
0.6711
0.8110
N/A
0.8939
0.2272
0.8590
0.8210

90% Confidence
CPV
0.9244
0.6954
0.6275
0.7614
N/A
0.8181
0.1825
0.8138
0.7753

0.9616
0.8406
0.7120
0.8522
N/A
0.9405
0.2792
0.8946
0.8591

COR, correct outside rate; CPV, correct predictive value; CWR, correct within rate; OP, outside prevalence; WP, within prevalence.

degree of association, reporting agreement of class characteristics and wear. However, this is invalid; wear differences are
apparent, and this comparison included a possible manufacturing
anomaly wherein the heel portion of the outsoles for the known
nonmate and questioned impression appear to be affixed to the
midsole in slightly rotated (mismatched) orientations, further precluding agreement when the questioned and known impressions
are overlaid.
The false-negative rate (FNR) was higher than the false-positive rate (approximately 16%), with 30 decisions (out of 192
possible identifications) falsely excluding a known mated shoe;
this is approximately double the error rate observed for fingerprint analysts at 7.5% (13). In total, 23 different analysts committed these 30 errors, with five examiners committing the error
twice and one analyst providing three false negatives, meaning
43% of these errors were committed by six experts (5 experts ×
2 errors + 1 expert × 3 errors = 13/30) which is less than 9%
of all participants. As a general observation, it appears that many
of the false negatives or incorrect eliminations resulted from an
improper characterization of impression size wherein a size difference (physical size and/or size and spacing of outsole elements) was reported when one did not exist (2).
After considering the observed error rates for this study, computation of predictive values (posterior probabilities) was conducted. Positive predictive value reports the percentage (or
probability) of strong inclusionary decisions that are true mates,
while negative predictive value describes the percentage (or
probability) of strong exclusionary decisions that are true nonmates (13). This evaluation is important because ground truth is
TABLE 10––Confusion matrix of 610 forensic footwear decisions, reclassified as binary conclusions using ground truth, for direct comparison with
the fingerprint black box study (13). Note than any examiner conclusions of
either insufficient detail, limited association, or association of class have
been excluded from analysis as these were reclassified as inconclusive outcomes.
Examiner Conclusion
Confusion Matrix of Binary Footwear
Conclusions
True
Conclusion

Identification
(Positive)
Exclusion (Negative)
Total

Identification
(Positive)

Exclusion
(Negative)

Total

162

30

192

2
164

416
446

418
610

not known in casework for which error rates are desired, thus an
understanding of this “likelihood of correctness” in research
studies represents a useful alternative. Based on 610 comparisons, the correct predictive value equals 98.8%, and the negative predictive value equals 93.3% (when 31% of comparisons
are conducted on known mates and 69% on known nonmates)
(Table 11).
Across all possible mate-prevalences, Fig. 1 is a plot of
PPV and NPV based on ground truth for the 610 conclusive
comparisons conducted in this study based on standard error
computations using the Clopper-Pearson (exact method) (22)
and Standard logit confidence intervals for predictive values
(23). As a point of comparison, the positive and negative predictive value for fingerprint examiners at a 62% mate-prevalence was previously found to be 99.8% and 86.6%,
respectively (13). At this same prevalence, the corresponding
footwear performance values are 99.7% and 79.6%, with 90%
confidence intervals between 98.9–99.9%, and 74.8–83.7%,
respectively.
Measure of Expert Agreement: Inter-Rater Reliability
After a detailed evaluation of forensic footwear examiner
accuracy as a function of the acceptable range of conclusions for
each comparison in this study, an assessment of reproducibility
was conducted via computation of inter-rater reliability, specifically using the Gwet AC2 agreement coefficient (14). The results
of this agreement analysis are detailed in Table 12. After benchmarking the computed coefficient, a verbal interpretation of footwear examiner performance maps between moderate and
substantial agreement depending on the data transformation (sixor four-level scale, combined, mated, and nonmated, all excluding decisions of insufficient detail which are not part of an ordinal scale).
Interestingly, the agreement coefficient is higher in magnitude
when considering the six-level reporting structure versus the
four-level structure for the combined dataset (0.75 vs. 0.69
respectively, in Table 12) and corresponding to substantial versus moderate agreement. This is likely a function of the weight
matrix; analysts are penalized less for falling into adjacent bins
when there are more possible outcome categories.
The same trend for higher inter-rater reliability holds for sixlevel nonmates versus four-level nonmates (0.88 vs. 0.80). However, the result is reversed for mates; six-level mates have an
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TABLE 11––Computed error rates and predictive values based on ground truth across 70 forensic footwear experts performing 610 comparisons.

Ground Truth
Mates
Nonmates

Conclusion

CWR

Strong Inclusion
Strong Exclusion

0.8438
0.9952

90% Confidence
CWR
0.7941
0.9850

0.8852
0.9991

90% Confidence
COR

COR
0.9952
0.8436

0.9850
0.7941

0.9991
0.8852

WP

OP

CPV

0.3148
0.6853

0.6852
0.3148

0.9878
0.9327

90% Confidence
CPV
0.9621
0.9132

0.9962
0.9481

COR, correct outside rate; CPV, correct predictive value; CWR, correct within rate; OP, outside prevalence; WP, within prevalence.

Conclusions

FIG. 1––Plot of 90% confidence intervals (21,22) for positive (solid lines)
and negative (dashed lines) predictive value as a function of mate-prevalence. As a point of comparison, the vertical line and reported performance
metrics highlight PPV and NPV at a mate-prevalence at 62% (which corresponds to the 2011 FBI fingerprint study [13]).

IRR of 0.66 and four-level mates 0.77). Overall, the highest
inter-rater agreement is found using a six-level reporting structure for nonmates, and a four-level reporting structure for nonmates. Regardless of the subdivision, footwear examiners using
the SWGTREAD (2013) conclusion standard (3) can be said to
exhibit between moderate and substantial agreement (with the
only other higher categorical option being almost perfect).

The primary goal of this summary was to compute error rates,
predictive values, and inter-rater reliability for forensic footwear
examiners participating in the WVU reliability study. Included
within this goal were data transformations to allow for a comparison of reliability results across the forensic fingerprint and footwear communities. As a corollary, the secondary goal of this
summary was to provide insight into how reporting structures
may impact accuracy and reproducibility metrics for consideration moving forward, should revisions of conclusion standards
occur downstream.
With regard to the primary goal, overall accuracy for the combined dataset was found to be 82.8%  11.9%, ranging from a
low of 55.7% to a high of 97.1%. When using a six-level conclusion standard, correct predictive value was found to be 0.95
for exclusions, 0.85 for identification, and between 0.70 and
0.65 for limited association and association of class. After data
transformation to a four-level conclusion hierarchy, similar
results were found; correct predictive value equals 0.95 for
strong exclusions, 0.81 for strong inclusions, and between 0.67
and 0.78 for weak inclusions and weak exclusions, respectively.
Finally, using a three-level reporting structure that most closely
mimics conclusion models utilized by fingerprint examiners
(12), the data was transformed based on ground truth (known
mates and known nonmates), allowing for computation of the
study’s false-positive rate, false-negative rate, and predictive
value amenable to comparison with former reliability studies.
These results indicate a FPR of 0.5% (vs. fingerprints at 0.1%
[13]), a FNR of 16% (vs. fingerprints at 7.5% [13]), and a correct predictive value of 98.8% (mates) and 93.3% (nonmates) at
a mate-prevalence of 31%. When corrected for the same mateprevalence (62% in the fingerprint study [13]) the comparable
footwear PPV is 99.7% (vs. fingerprints at 99.8% [13]) and
NPV is 79.6% (vs. fingerprints at 86.6% [13]).
With regard to inter-rater reliability, the Gwet AC2 agreement
coefficient ranged from 0.88 (nonmates) to 0.65 (mates) when
using a six-level ordinal reporting structure. For a four-level system, this varied between 0.80 and 0.77 for nonmates and mates,
respectively. After benchmarking, all metrics translated into

TABLE 12––Inter-rater reliability analysis results for the Gwet AC2 agreement coefficient and the corresponding verbal equivalent for agreement after benchmarking. Computation of standard error (SE) is as described in Equation S1 of the Supplemental Information section.

Data Transformation

# Comparison Pairs

# Possible Conclusions

# Total Decisions

Gwet AC2

SE

Six-Level Combined
Six-Level Nonmates
Six-level Mates
Four-level Combined
Four-Level Nonmates
Four-level Mates

12
7
5
12
7
5

6
6
6
4
4
4

832
484
348
832
484
348

0.7509
0.8818
0.6562
0.6916
0.8002
0.7662

0.0875
0.0546
0.1369
0.0871
0.0878
0.1120

90% Confidence
Interval Gwet
AC2

Verbal Equivalent

0.6070
0.7919
0.4310
0.5483
0.6557
0.5820

Substantial
Substantial
Moderate
Moderate
Substantial
Moderate

0.8948
0.9717
0.8813
0.8350
0.9447
0.9504
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substantial and/or moderate agreement (note that the only category above substantial agreement for the Landis and Koch [15]
verbal equivalency table is almost perfect [14,15]).
Limitations for all reported results are a function of the original study design, and have been itemized in previous summaries (Part I [1] and Part II [2]) and are not repeated here for
the sake of brevity. Instead, emphasis will be placed on generalizing findings across all three summaries (Part I—III) and
providing implications for future research. First, reproducibility
is an elusive metric to evaluate when presented with nonbinary
conclusion categories. The research team has attempted to
report this using several metrics, including box plots, interquartile range, consensus (1,2), and inter-rater reliability. The mean
IQR in this study was found to be 85.6%  11.1% (1). This is
comparable to former footwear reliability studies when the
results presented were reanalyzed by our team (Majamaa and
Ytti [24] 83.8%  12.4%, Shor and Weisner [25]
78.3%  0.00%, and Hammer et al. [26] 94.3%  7.36%).
Based on study design, all values match intuition and are a
function of the perceived difficulty and variety of the cases
presented, the extent of the geographical areas surveyed, the
nature of participant training and certification, and whether or
not features were pre-identified for participants.
As for measures of consensus, results indicate a low of
0.51, a high of 0.97, with a mean of 0.78  0.14 (2).
Although this metric does account for partial agreement when
dealing with ordinal scales, there is little insight on how to
interpret its magnitude. Conversely, the cumulative inter-rater
reliability agreement metrics reported here adjust for study
parameters (number of raters, number of comparisons, number
of agreement categories, chance agreement, and partial agreement with ordinal scales). Based on the Gwet AC2 coefficient,
agreement was found to equal 0.75 with a verbal equivalence
of substantial agreement after benchmarking and when using a
six-level conclusion ordinal scale for all combined data. Unfortunately, as to which of these metrics (box plots, IQR, C, or
IRR) is most appropriate to summarize the footwear reliability
data, the research team is unable to provide more insight,
except to purport that IRR seems to be the most comprehensive. Unfortunately, IRR measures in other expert decision
studies are often not benchmarked; so Table 6 can only provide a baseline reference in the absence of uncertainty (and
with relatively small sample sizes of experts as compared to
this study). Despite this limitation in interpretation, the results
presented here for AC2 (moderate to substantial) align with
the higher end of agreement found in other expert studies
(note: κ = 0.7001 (six-level)/κ = 0.6716 (four-level), and
α = 0.7031 (six-level)/α = 0.6747 (four-level) for this study for
the combined dataset).
Second, examiner accuracy was assessed. It has been reported
as both IQR and based on expected conclusions allowing the
research team to serve as an “oracle,” defining the accepted conclusions as a function of ground truth, observable features, feature
reliability, and adherence to the SWGTREAD (2013) conclusion
standard (3). Using this “oracle” status, accuracy ranges from a
low of 55.7% to a high of 97.1% with a mean of
82.8%  11.9%, which failed to be significantly different from
the same metric computed using the IQR (85.6%  11.1%) (2).
Likewise, accuracy has been assessed using correct predicted
value for a six-, four- and three-level conclusion hierarchy. For
the combined dataset, CPV varies from a low of 65% for weak
inclusions such as association of class, to a high of 95% for exclusions when using six- and four-level conclusion scales. When

assessed with regard to ground truth for known mates and known
nonmates and after removal of inconclusive decisions, a FPR of
0.5% and a FNR of 16% were found. When compared to fingerprint reliability data at various mate-prevalences, the PPV is comparable, but the NPV is lower (13). Moreover, this data
transformation completely negates the forensic footwear community’s desire to use a seven-point conclusion standard, and in the
absence of CPV (positive or negative) for other forensic pattern
evidence fields using scales that are larger than three, it is difficult
to interpret the values computed here within the confines of other
community- and discipline-norms. Equally important, how would
such metrics be communicated to the trier-of-fact? Will footwear
examiners report conclusions in court, along with CPVs that are
function of the conclusion category provided? For example, if an
examiner reports association of class for a questioned impression
compared to exemplar “A,” and exclusion when compared to
exemplar “B,” will he or she also report a CPV of 65% for the association of class and 95% for the exclusion decisions, and if so,
using what prevalence estimations? Moreover, how would this be
interpreted by the trier-of-fact, and how can these metrics be used
by the footwear field to inform training and recommendations
moving forward? Within the combined dataset, the lower CPVs
were associated with decisions that either failed to include or
failed to exclude, and of these two failures, the latter is considered
more problematic. The research team hypothesizes that these
errors result from incomplete comparisons and a lack of standardization in the qualities associated with each conclusion, and if the
footwear field agrees, then this information can be used by the
community moving forward to refine training. In addition, if the
existing SWGTREAD (2013) standard (3) is revised, either to
include more or less categories, and/or to change the description
or label for each category, actual and/or latent factors associated
with these changes may positively or negatively impact the CPVs
reported here. Thus, although jury studies for scale interpretation
are tantamount to understanding how expert opinions are digested
by triers-of-fact, an equivalent examiner study should be performed in order to determine how the newly proposed scale is
interpreted and implemented by examiners, with corresponding
re-evaluations of CPVs. Finally, it is important to reiterate that
except for binary conclusions combined with ground truth, all
other CPVs computed here are based on the research team’s decision of correct versus incorrect conclusions. The fact that the
research team’s assessments turned out to be consistent with the
community’s IQR for 10 out of 12 comparisons (2) lends support
for this approach, but it is clear that this issue (an accepted means
of determining correct vs. incorrect decisions for multi-level conclusion standards) should be given more thought by the forensic
community as a whole, including guidance moving forward in the
current and future era of forensic reliability studies.
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Table S1. Confusion Matrix of footwear expert decisions as
compared to the acceptable range of conclusions for 350 mated
comparisons, exhibiting an overall accuracy of approximately
76.3% (green cells; 267/350).
Table S2. Confusion Matrix of footwear expert decisions as
compared to the acceptable range of conclusions for 485 nonmated comparisons, exhibiting an overall accuracy of approximately 87.4% (green cells; 424/485).
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Blast Suppression Foam, Aqueous Gel Blocks,
and their Effect on Subsequent Analysis of
Forensic Evidence*

ABSTRACT: In addition to having blast mitigation properties, aqueous foam concentrate AFC-380 blast suppression foam is designed to
capture aerosolized chemical, biological, and radioactive particles during render-safe procedures of explosive devices. Exposure to aqueous
environments and surfactants may negatively affect forensic evidence found at the scene, but the effects of AFC-380 foam and aqueous gel on
the preservation and subsequent analysis of forensic evidence have not previously been investigated. Sebaceous finger and palm prints and
DNA samples on paper, cardboard, tape, and various metal and plastic items, along with hairs, carpet and yarn fibers, and inks and documents,
were exposed to AFC-380 foam. Similar mock evidence was also exposed to a superabsorbent gel of the type found in aqueous gel blocks used
for shrapnel containment. Exposure to foam or aqueous gel was associated with a dilution effect for recovered DNA samples, but quality of the
samples was not substantially affected. In contrast, exposure to AFC-380 foam or gel was detrimental to development of latent finger and palm
prints on any substrate. Neither the hair nor the fiber samples were affected by exposure to either the foam or gel. Indented writing on the document samples was detrimentally affected by foam or gel exposure, but not inks and toners. The results from this study indicate that most types
of forensic evidence recovered after being exposed to aqueous gel or blast suppression foam can be reliably analyzed, but latent finger and
palm prints may be adversely affected.
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Public safety and security demand that we must defend
against potential use of a chemical, biological, or radiological
dispersal device (RDD) by terrorists (1,2). Part of this preparation includes maximizing the forensic information that can be
gleaned from crime scenes, leading to effective prosecution of
the persons responsible. The present study examines potential
effects on recovery and development of conventional forensic
evidence when blast suppression foam and/or an aqueous gel
barrier to light shrapnel are used in conjunction with render-safe
procedures. The potential effects of various radiation types on
evidence have been addressed elsewhere (3).
The immediate danger posed by detonation of an RDD would
be due to effects of the conventional explosive. Depending on
the specifics of the explosive, the type of radioactive material,
and dispersal conditions, persons nearby the event could also
suffer radiation exposure. Decontamination of the site may be
exceedingly costly and lengthy (1,2,4–6). Simulations comparing
unmitigated and mitigated release of 10 kg of weapons-grade
plutonium, requiring mitigation of 9 km2 of land v. only the
immediate area, respectively, reflected a remediation cost differential of approximately a 100-fold (7). In any case, the threat is
real and dispersion of even a small amount of radioactive material by a “dirty bomb” would aptly serve the terrorist goals of
inciting widespread fear and panic of the public, with long-enduring negative economic effects (2,4,8–10).
© 2020 American Academy of Forensic Sciences
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In the mid-1980s, Sandia National Laboratories developed aqueous foams to address requirements for blast pressure reduction,
fireball mitigation, particulate containment, and buoyant cloud
suppression for response to an undetonated chemical, biological,
or radiological dispersion device (7,11–15). Such foams have been
shown to capture more than 99% of the airborne particles that may
be inhaled when released by the detonation of a RDD (7).
Conventional firefighting foams are unsuitable for this application. Their low shear strength precludes piling the foam, and the
foam rapidly dissipates due to draining (7,13,16,17). Sandia
engineered AFC-380 to hold water in the bubble matrix so that
the foam remains stable for several hours (7,11–13). The concentrate is mixed on site with water to a final concentration of
6% using a portable inline eductor that is common to nearly all
fire departments for foam generation (17,18). When an undetonated RDD is encountered, trained responders place two nested
enclosures over the RDD and their own render-safe equipment.
The space between the two enclosures is then filled with foam
to absorb the blast and radioactive particulates in the event of
failure of the neutralization efforts (19).
The remarkable ability of aqueous foams to mitigate shock
waves has been demonstrated empirically and modeled theoretically. A series of studies in the early 1980s showed significant
decrease in shock pressure when using these foams (20). The
authors proposed that the mitigation effects were likely due to
internal reflections at the air–liquid interfaces, energy loss in
breaking foam bubbles, and heating of the water component.
These ideas were later experimentally confirmed by other
researchers, further contributing insight that rupture of the foam
films creates droplets, which absorb energy upon evaporation,
elaborating the effect of expansion ratio and bubble size, and
demonstrating the reduction in explosive noise that aqueous
foams provide (16,21–25). The presence of the foam reduces
overpressure by a factor of 3–30 (26,27). It also provides some
reduction in velocity of light shrapnel (20). If an explosive is
detonated, evidence may also be adversely affected by direct
heating and/or as a result of energy confinement by the foam
described above. Aqueous gel barriers or a Kevlar tent may be
used to stop larger fragments (27).
Numerous studies have treated the theoretical aspects of foams
and their blast mitigation (16,23,26,28). Although its primary
application is preventive, AFC-380 and other aqueous foams
have also been considered for roles in postdetonation remediation (29). Other foam products (e.g., CASCADâ, Allen-Vanguard, Ottawa; and MDF LSA-100/200, Modec, Inc., Denver,
CO) are intended primarily for chemical, biological, and radiological decontamination, but may also offer a degree of blast
mitigation. Due to the presence of an oxidizing agent in those
other foams (29), DNA profiles, although quantifiable, could not
be developed after their use (30) and recovery of fingerprints
was significantly reduced (31,32). Evaluation of AFC-380,
which lacks these oxidizers, on the preservation of evidence is a
primary focus of this study.
It is well known that high-speed projectiles such as bullets are
effectively stopped by water or ballistic gelatin (33,34). Thus,
bomb response units sometimes use aqueous gel blocks (whether
or not foam is also used) to surround an improvised explosive
device to reduce the potential dispersal of light shrapnel. These
blocks consist of a vinyl bladder containing highly absorbent
materials such as those used in personal sanitary products (35).
Filled blocks are usually placed inside a rectangular surround to
facilitate stacking. The hygroscopic component of the filler is
the superabsorbent polymer sodium polyacrylate with fumed
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silica added to reduce caking; both are considered to be nonreactive (36,37). Bomb technicians can fill the vinyl bladders with
water on-site and stack the gelled blocks around an IED (Fig. 1).
The gel blocks maintain some degree of integrity even when
struck by multiple small fragments. Embedded fragments can be
processed as evidence.
Water, the primary component of both AFC-380 foam and
filled gel blocks, itself potentially threatens recovery of evidence.
As the foam dissipates, physical evidence may be diluted, dissolved, or washed away. Chemical components of the foam or
gel may also compromise evidentiary value. Several other factors
are intrinsic to an explosive crime scene and the methods used
to respond to it. The scaling law applies, that is, that damage
extent is directly related to explosive charge and inversely
related to distance cubed (38). When fragmentation of evidentiary material increases, the information that can be extracted
decreases. Nevertheless, latent fingerprints (39–42) and DNA
profiles (39,42–47) can sometimes be developed from explosive
evidence.
Although DNA profiles may sometimes be developed from a
deflagrated IED or surrounding material, other times there may
be insufficient DNA quantity or quality, for example, due to
PCR inhibitors, thus preventing analysis (42,45,46). The postblast recovery and analysis of DNA may be further hindered by
the use of blast suppression foam or gel blocks. Presumptively,
DNA may be damaged, as AFC-380 contains an anionic surfactant (12). The ability of a mild detergent such as sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS) to lyse cell membranes has been exploited for decades to isolate DNA without damaging it (48). Even commercial
laundry detergents, which typically are anionic surfactants, can
be used for this purpose (49). Indeed, DNA typing is often successfully carried out on laundered garments (50–54). If blood
cells were lysed by foam, the DNA within them would be vulnerable to degradation by nucleases or by the foam itself.
Whether lysed or not, foam may cause unexpected inhibition of
the PCR, although its high concentration of water may render
that effect benign. DNA profiles may (55) or may not (54,56,57)
be developed after water submersion, or even after evidence in a
fire has been extinguished with water (58).
Latent fingerprints may be developed after exposure to adverse
environmental conditions. Fingerprints can sometimes be recovered from materials exposed to elevated temperatures, even
though eccrine components are degraded by the heat of an IED
deflagration (39–41,59–62). Fingerprints sometimes survive water

FIG. 1––Filled gel blocks may be placed around an IED to capture small
shrapnel. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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immersion or exposure, although eccrine-rich prints, consisting of
water-soluble components such as amino acids, are particularly
vulnerable (63,64). Since amino acid residues are likely washed
away, use of ninhydrin-related developers is discouraged for wetted porous materials (65). Alternatives include physical developer,
Oil Red O, and phase-transfer catalysts (65–67). Sebaceous prints
on nonporous materials that have been wetted may be developed
with particle suspension reagents, powder, superglue, or vacuum
metal deposition, albeit with diminishing success as immersion
time increases (56,57,63–65,68–75). Of particular relevance to
the present study, immersion in soapy water decreases development success (31,52,56,76). In general, sebaceous residues are
removed by organic solvents, particularly on nonporous surfaces
(74), and AFC-380 foam contains several alcohols and an ether
(12), although no detrimental effect was reported for alcoholbased hand sanitizers on subsequent development (77).
Location of trace evidence such as hairs and fibers may be
compromised once the foam has dissipated into a liquid and
drained from the enclosure (78,79). Wet paper becomes very
fragile and may be difficult to extract from a gel block after
being explosively forced into it. Though some forensic aspects
of documents are recoverable after having been wetted (80),
indented writing is rarely recoverable (81,82).
Materials and Methods
Mock evidence specimens were prepared to represent the
types and deposition substrates that may be found at the scene
of an explosive device including finger or palm prints, and
human blood (deposited on paper, a cardboard box, electrical
and duct tape, glass, PVC pipe and flats, and iron pipe), human
hairs, natural and synthetic fibers, and inks and toners (SharpieTM, ball point, toner, and liquid ink jet). All human-derived
items were collected with informed consent and approved by the
FBI Institutional Review Board. After deposition of blood and/or
fingerprints, all evidence samples were allowed to dry overnight

and packaged according to item type. Specimens were exposed
to one of four conditions: (i) AFC-380 foam used in the context
of a full-scale render-safe exercise, (ii) AFC-380 foam in an isolated container, (iii) aqueous gel in laboratory conditions, and
(iv) untreated controls. Evidence types and substrates subjected
to each treatment are tabulated in Table 1 and detailed below.
Following exposure, all specimens were recovered and processed
by standard procedures as described below. All samples were
handled using gloves for the entirety of this research.
DNA Samples
Venous blood from a single donor was used to represent
DNA evidence left behind on various objects that could be
found at the scene of an explosive device. Blood was applied
with a cotton-tipped applicator to the threads of each metal pipe,
to the raised logo on the side of each metal end cap, and near
one end of each PVC pipe to simulate DNA recovery from nonporous objects. Blood was similarly applied to the upper corner
of both paper and cardboard and to the center of sterile gauze to
simulate DNA recovery from porous objects. The location of the
blood on each item was marked with a permanent marker after
application. Plucked hairs with root ends were collected from a
second donor. For each treatment, at least five hairs were
attached to an adhesive disk (to facilitate recovery) to represent
both DNA and hair evidence that could be found at the scene of
an explosive device, and approximately, the same number was
retained as controls.
Finger and Palm Print Samples
To represent fingerprint evidence (unless stated otherwise,
“fingerprint” shall henceforth be used loosely also to include
palm prints) deposited on various metal and plastic objects,
galvanized metal pipes with end caps, galvanized metal flats,
PVC pipes, and PVC flats were obtained from various

TABLE 1––Mock evidence and substrates exposed to AFC-380 foam; the same number was exposed to aqueous gel.
Substrate

Foam*

Gel

Controls†

Finger prints‡

Palm prints

Whole blood

Galvanized pipe
Galvanized pipe (cleaned)
Galvanized end cap
Galvanized end cap (cleaned)
Galvanized flat
Galvanized flat (cleaned)
PVC pipe
PVC pipe (cleaned)
PVC flat
PVC flat (cleaned)
Glass microscope slides
Electrical tape (black)
Packing tape (clear)
Duct tape (gray)
Duct tape (black, extra strength)
Corrugated cardboard
Bond paper (toner, ink jet, 6 inks, indented writing)
Cotton gauze (soak conditions only)
Human hair with root end
Cotton fibers (red, blue)
Nylon carpet fibers (blue, pink, red)
Acrylic fibers (light blue, dark blue)

4
4
8
8
3
3
4
4
3 (1)
3 (1)
6 (2)
4 (3)
4
4 (3)
4
4 (3)
4 (2)
5
5
2,2
3,4,4
4,4

2

2
2
4
4
3
3
2
2
3
3
6
2
2
2
2
4
4
5
5
2,2
3,4,4
4,4

+
+
+
+

+
+

+
+
+
+

2
2
4
2
2
2
2
2
4
4
2
5
2,2
4,4,4
4,4

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+

Ink

+
+

+
+
+

+

Presence of a (+) symbol designates that a finger/hand print, blood, or ink was applied to the indicated substrate.
*Parentheses indicate the reduced number of items recovered after exposure to render-safe procedures. All items were recovered from the soak condition.
†
Separate controls, in the number indicated, were used for the foam and gel experiments.
‡
Fingerprints were deposited on both sides of all tapes.
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hardware stores. Some items were cleaned with a mild detergent and allowed to dry prior to fingerprint deposition to
remove manufacturing contaminants and any extraneous fingerprints that may have been left by suppliers, store employees,
and other customers. The remaining items were not cleaned
prior to fingerprint deposition. Approximately 20-cm strips
each of electrical tape, packing tape, extra strength duct tape,
and regular duct tape were cut from new rolls of tape to represent fingerprint evidence that could be left behind on tape,
on both adhesive and nonadhesive sides. Plain copy paper and
cardboard were used to represent fingerprint evidence on porous materials. The copy paper was taken from the middle of
a new ream of paper to avoid extraneous prints, while the
cardboard samples were cut from boxes that had already been
used to ship items at least once and may have contained
prints
from
other
individuals.
Microscope
slides
(50 9 75 mm) were used to represent fingerprint evidence on
glass objects.
Because the fingerprints were to be exposed to an aqueous
environment, we anticipated that eccrine deposits would be
lost; therefore, groomed, primarily sebaceous, natural prints
were deposited on the items by a single male donor in his
mid-thirties (83). Two full-length index finger prints were
deposited on each set of metal and PVC pipes. One full palm
print was deposited on each of the remaining metal and PVC
pipes. Two fingerprints were deposited on the top of each
metal end cap. Palm prints were deposited on both the metal
and PVC flats by placing two cleaned or two uncleaned flats
together with the long edges touching and having the donor
deposit a single palm print in the center of the two flats, creating a split palm print. One half of each split print was set
aside as a control, while the other half was used in one of
the two experimental conditions. Similarly, palm prints were
deposited on the paper and cardboard samples by placing two
pieces of paper or two pieces of cardboard together with the
long edges touching and having the donor deposit a single
palm print in the center, creating a split palm print. One half
of each split print was set aside as a control, while the other
half was used in one of the experimental conditions. Three
simultaneous fingerprints were deposited on each glass slide
and both the nonadhesive and adhesive sides of each piece of
tape. The location of the print(s) on each item was marked
with permanent marker.
Fiber Samples
Carpet fibers and both acrylic and cotton fibers were collected
to represent various fiber types. Dark pink and light pink carpet
fibers were cut from a sample of MaslandTM (New York, NY)
nylon carpet, while blue carpet fibers were cut from a sample of
GulistanTM (Aberdeen, NC) nylon carpet. Approximately 13 cm
lengths of blue and red cotton yarn and dark blue and light blue
acrylic yarn were cut from longer pieces of yarn and untwisted
into two halves to create an experimental half and a control half
of the same section of yarn. The experimental carpet and yarn
fibers were attached to adhesive disks to facilitate recovery.
Document Samples
To represent various inks and indented writing that could be
found on paper at the scene of an explosive device, four printer
test pages were printed on copy paper, two using an inkjet printer and two using a laser printer. Additionally, the four pages
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each included writing samples of two different types of ballpoint
pen ink, two types of SharpieTM ink, and ink from both a pink
and a yellow highlighter. Indented writing was also added to the
bottom of each test page by placing a sheet of notebook paper
on top of the test page and writing with a ballpoint pen at the
bottom of the notebook paper. Prior to exposure to foam or gel,
indented writing, as revealed by an Electrostatic Detection Apparatus (ESDAâ 2, Foster + Freeman, Worcestershire, UK), was
recorded for all samples (81,84).
Foam Exposure
Prepared samples and controls were shipped from Quantico,
VA to Albuquerque, NM. The control items were repackaged
and placed inside return shipping boxes for the duration of the
training exercises, after which they were reposted. One set of
experimental specimens was placed into a large plastic tub, filled
with AFC-380 foam, and placed approximately 6 m outside the
foam enclosure tent surrounding the mock RDD.
Another set of experimental specimens was placed adjacent to
the mock RDD. One cleaned and one uncleaned metal flat, one
cleaned and one uncleaned PVC flat, two glass slides, and one
piece of cardboard were placed inside the small backpack containing the simulated RDD used during the training exercise.
The remaining experimental specimens (except gauze specimens)
were attached to the inside of a large hard-sided plastic suitcase
using plastic zip ties. The large plastic suitcase was placed in
close contact behind the mock RDD under an enclosure that
shielded the device and items from the foam until the disruption
occurred. The enclosure consisted of a rectangular prism frame
built from PVC pipe with plastic sheeting stretched over five of
its six sides (Fig. 2a). A large tent-like nylon fabric structure
was placed over the cover (Fig. 2a). The space between the two
enclosures was then filled with AFC-380 foam concentrate
mixed with water at the standard 6% ratio (Fig. 2b,c). The simulated device inside the foaming tent was then rendered-safe using
an explosive-based procedure.
After the area had been cleared of any hazards, the tent was
dismantled, leaving behind a roughly 25-cm-thick layer of foam
spread over a large area approximately 10 m in diameter
(Fig. 2a). Although trained professionals searched the foam thoroughly for the samples as soon as it was safe to do so, both the
plastic suitcase and the travel backpack were directly impacted
by the disruption charge, which caused heavy damage to some
of the samples and made others impossible to locate in the persistent foam layer (Fig. 2e,f). Upper portions of the foam were
also carefully raked away to hasten evidence recovery from the
foam and the wet ground. One of the metal pipes with end caps
attached was thrown clear of the foam layer as a result of the
disruption charge and was found in the dirt about 20 m away
from the original device/suitcase location. In the course of recovering items from the render-safe exercise, additional duct tape
fragments were located that had been used to construct the inner
enclosure for the mock RDD.
After approximately 2 h, when samples from the suitcase and
backpack had been recovered, the samples previously left in the
plastic tub were removed. They were unaffected by the nearby
disruption charge and were easily located and removed from the
remaining foam. Altogether, the samples placed near the RDD
and those in the plastic tub were exposed to the foam for
approximately three hours. During this time, all of the experimental samples were also exposed to direct and/or indirect sunlight because there were no shaded areas near the foaming site.
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FIG. 2––Field deployment of AFC-380 foam. (a) Outer enclosure being positioned over inner box that encloses the backpack containing the mock RDD and
specimens, plus a suitcase containing more specimens; (b) filling the intervening space with foam: (c) outer tent completely filled with foam is sealed off (insert
shows the foam nozzle); (d) spreading foam following explosive-based disruption (plastic tub filled with foam, but not subject to disruption shown at far left);
(e) damaged inner enclosure following disruption; (f) recovery of specimens after most of the foam dissipated. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibra
ry.com]

Following standard procedures, after all possible items had been
located, the samples were removed from the training site and
spread out to air-dry indoors for 48 h before being packaged
individually in new plastic bags and shipped back to the FBI
Laboratory for processing, along with the control samples.
Gel Exposure
In an indoor laboratory setting, mock evidence items (Table 1)
were placed in a new 5-gallon plastic bucket in such a way to
assure full exposure to the gel (Fig. 3). Test tube racks supported the metal and PVC pipes. A gel block bladder was cut
open, and the dry contents were emptied into a second new 5gallon plastic bucket. Approximately five gallons of water was
gradually added, filling the second bucket with aqueous gel.
Scoops of the gel were added carefully to the first bucket, covering all items (Fig. 3). After approximately three hours had

elapsed, the gel was judiciously removed to expose the items.
As the items were extracted, they were placed on blotter paper
without rinsing with water and allowed to air-dry overnight.
DNA Processing
Those items spotted with blood (Table 1) were swabbed with
one side of a polyester swab wetted with 50 µL of a 0.01%
SDS solution. The dry side of the polyester swab was then used
to capture any leftover biological material, and swabs were dried
overnight. Alternatively, for blood spotted on foam-exposed and
foam-control cardboard, paper, and gauze only, ~5 mm 9 5 mm
cuttings were collected. All blood swabs and cuttings were
extracted using the EZ1 DNA Investigator Kit protocol on an
EZ1 Advanced XL (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). Briefly, 450 µL of
a master mix containing 94% G2 buffer (Qiagen), 30 mM
dithiothreitol (DTT), and 0.6 mg/mL proteinase K (Amresco,
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TABLE 2––Absolute scale for fingerprint quality assessment, paraphrased
from Becue et al. (87), with the exception that a score of 3 was designated 4
in the original.

FIG. 3––Aqueous gel being placed around mock evidence arranged in a 5gal bucket. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Solon, OH) were added to each swab or cutting followed by
incubation at 56°C for 1 h with 200 rpm shaking. Swabs and
cuttings were discarded, and lysates were processed on the EZ1
Advanced XL using the large volume protocol with 50 µL
molecular biology grade (MBG) water elution, according to the
manufacturer’s instructions.
Hair samples were extracted using the PrepFiler Forensic
DNA Extraction Kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA).
Briefly, hair specimens were cleaned with a 5% Tergazyme
(Alconox, Inc., White Plains, NY) solution, then rinsed with
ethanol followed by MBG water. Hair specimens were digested
in 320 µL of a buffer containing 93% ATL buffer (Qiagen),
66 mM DTT, and 1.25 mg/mL proteinase K (Amresco) at
56°C for 0.5–16 h with 900 rpm shaking until visibly digested.
Processing continued with the addition of 300 µL AL buffer
(Qiagen) followed by incubation at 70°C for 10 min with
900 rpm shaking. Samples were cooled to room temperature,
then purified using the PrepFiler Forensic DNA Extraction Kit
following the manufacturer’s instructions with the exception of
a 6–8 min air-drying step prior to elution in 65 µL PrepFiler
elution buffer.
Nuclear DNA (nDNA) concentration and quality of DNA
extracts were assessed using the Quantifiler Human Plus DNA
Quantification Kit (Applied Biosystems). Briefly, 2 µL of extract
was assayed in a 20 µL reaction on a 7500 Real-time PCR System using HID Real-Time PCR Software (Applied Biosystems)
to determine concentration (ng/µL), a nDNA-specific degradation index (DI), and the presence or absence of amplification
inhibitors, following the manufacturer’s instructions.
Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) quantity and quality were
assessed for all DNA extracts using a qPCR method previously
described (85). Briefly, 2 µL of extract was assayed in a 20 µL
reaction on a 7500 Real-time PCR System using HID Real-Time
PCR Software (Applied Biosystems) as a custom assay to determine mtDNA copy number (copies/µL), a mtDNA-specific DI,
and the presence or absence of amplification inhibitors.
Fingerprint Processing
Samples with fingerprints were processed using the same
sequence of methods that examiners at the FBI Laboratory use
to process forensic case work evidence (86). The quality of each

Score

Characteristics

0
1
2
3

No ridge detail
Poor ridge detail; inadequate for comparison
Suboptimal, but usable, level 2 ridge detail
Good quality

fingerprint was assessed at each stage of development using the
four-level absolute scale of Becue et al. (87) (Table 2) (a score
of 3 had been designated 4 in the original publication).
Nonporous samples with fingerprints were first examined
visually for ridge detail under white light and three forensic light
sources: blue (450 nm), ultraviolet (UV, 365 nm), and laser
(532 nm) light. The samples were then processed using
cyanoacrylate fuming and examined for ridge detail visually and
with the Reflective Ultraviolet Imaging System (RUVIS). Tape
samples were placed adhesive side down onto clean acetate
sheets prior to cyanoacrylate fuming, and only the nonadhesive
sides were examined for this process. The adhesive sides were
processed using WetWopTM (Safariland LLC, Jacksonville, FL)
and examined visually. Finally, the nonadhesive sides of tape,
and all other nonporous samples, were treated with the
cyanoacrylate fluorescent dye RAM (Rhodamine 6G, Ardrox,
and MBD) and reexamined under UV, laser, and blue forensic
light sources. The porous samples were examined visually under
white light, then three forensic light sources before being processed with indanedione (IND) and reexamined using the laser
light source. In some cases where ridge detail was observed
within the processing sequence, the area of ridge detail was photographed before the sample continued on to the next processing
step.
Hair and Fiber Processing for Microscopy
Hairs and a representative subset of fibers were removed from
the treated samples. The hairs and fibers were mounted between
a glass microscope slide and coverslip using PermountTM
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). The samples were
then assessed using a high-magnification comparison light
microscope (Leica FS CB, magnification range of 509 to
4009). Any changes in microscopic appearance relative to the
controls were noted. Fibers were also examined by polarized
light microscopy and fluorescence microscopy (Nikon Eclipse
E600 POL, magnification range of 509 to 4009) using four
excitation wavelengths: UV (330–380 nm), violet (380–
420 nm), blue (450–490 nm), and green (510–560 nm). The
general optical properties and the color and intensity of fluorescent emission were recorded and compared with the controls.
Following polarized light microscopy and fluorescence microscopy, fiber samples were removed from slides, washed in
xylene to remove residual Permount, and mounted between a
quartz microscope slide and coverslip using immersion glycerin
(Zeiss Immersol G). These samples were then analyzed using a
Craic MSP 121 AXIO microspectrophotometer (MSP) from 240
to 800 nm. Any changes in spectra relative to controls were
noted. Following MSP analysis, manufactured fibers were
removed, washed in methanol to remove residual glycerin, dried,
and dry-mounted between a glass microscope slide and coverslip. These samples were then analyzed using a Nicolet iN10
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer (FT-IR) from
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700 cm 1 to 4000 cm 1. Any changes in spectra relative to controls were noted.
Document Processing
Following exposure and air dying (88), readability of ink and
printing was assessed visually. All documents were then processed by ESDA for indented writing.
Results
Postprocessing results obtained from the same substrates were
pooled and averaged, since no significant difference was
detected among foamed samples exposed to render-safe (backpack and suitcase) and soak conditions nor between cleaned and
as-received substrates (data not shown).
DNA Following AFC-380 Foam Exposure
DNA extracts of hair and of blood deposited on items exposed
to foam were quantified, and quality was determined for both
nDNA and mtDNA. Neither DNA type exhibited degradation or
appeared to contain amplification inhibitors when compared to
the unexposed control samples (data not shown), per the respective qPCR assays, suggesting that foam exposure did not affect
DNA quality.
In contrast, foam-exposed blood extracts generally yielded
less nDNA and mtDNA (Fig. 4a,b, respectively) compared with
the respective unexposed controls. This seemed particularly evident for metal and PVC pipes, which have smooth intact surfaces, compared with the porous and fibrous nature of
cardboard, paper, and gauze, or with the protective DNA-encapsulated nature of hair. This observation strongly suggests
that foam exposure diluted or washed away some of the deposited blood and that this action was pronounced, not surprisingly, when it was deposited on hard, impervious surfaces such
as pipe.
Figure 4a also shows that for those control items from which
nDNA could be recovered in a target concentration of
≥100 ng/µL for short tandem repeat (STR) analysis, that is,
cardboard, paper, gauze, and hair, nDNA could also be recovered from the respective exposed items in at least one replicate,
indicating that human identification may be possible for
exposed samples, provided that sufficient biological material
was recovered. STR analysis may also be possible for extracts
that quantify below that target, for example, from metal and
PVC pipe, if first sufficiently concentrated (not performed
here).
Figure 4b reveals that mtDNA was recovered from most
foam-exposed item replicates (22 of 30) at a target concentration
of ≥10 copies/µL concentration to facilitate successful mtDNA
whole control region (WCR) sequence analysis via Sanger
sequencing. This outcome was not unexpected since hundreds to
thousands of copies of mtDNA may be present in a human cell
(89). Thus, mtDNA sequence analysis may be possible when
STR analysis is not for a given sample. However, while the latter may enable identification, the former permits only inclusion
or exclusion.
DNA Following Aqueous Gel Exposure
DNA extracts of blood deposited on items exposed to gel
were likewise quantified, and quality was determined for both

nDNA and mtDNA. As with foam-exposed samples, neither
DNA type exhibited degradation or appeared to contain amplification inhibitors relative to the unexposed control samples (data
not shown), suggesting that, like foam, gel exposure does not
negatively affect DNA quality.
As with the foam-exposed experiment (Fig. 4), gel-exposed
extracts generally yielded less nDNA and mtDNA relative to the
respective unexposed controls (Fig. 5a,b, respectively). Additionally, this was particularly true for smooth-surfaced substrates, but
less so for the porous and fibrous cardboard, paper, and gauze
(hair was not tested with gel). These results also support the assertion that exposure to gel may dilute or wash away deposited blood
and that this effect is pronounced when deposited on hard, impervious surfaces.
Figure 5a reveals that no item replicate, gel-exposed or control, yielded extracts, which contained nDNA meeting the target
concentration of ≥100 ng/µL for short tandem repeat (STR) analysis. Furthermore, most gel-exposed replicates (9 of 14) were
undetectable or below the qPCR standards range for nDNA
(0.005–50 ng/µL). Overall, nDNA concentrations for this experiment were well below those of the foam-exposed experiment.
However, while the test items, for example, pipes, paper, were
comparable between the foam and gel experiments, possible differences may have contributed to lower DNA yields in the latter:
(a) the amount of blood spotted, (b) analyst swabbing and
extraction technique, (c) method of collecting blood from cardboard, paper, and gauze (swabbing versus cuttings), and (d)
numbers of replicates (26 versus 58) and thus variance. Nonetheless, STR analysis may be possible for any of the extracts represented in Fig. 5a if concentrated (not performed here).
Figure 5b reveals that mtDNA was recovered from most gelexposed samples. Indeed, 11 of 14 replicates met the target concentration of ≥ 10 mtDNA copies/µL to facilitate mtDNA WCR
Sanger sequencing analysis. Only 1 of 4 cardboard-, 1 of 2
metal pipe-, and 1 of 2 PVC pipe-exposed replicates did not
meet the target. Thus, some forensic DNA value may be realized
for DNA extracts of swabs from items exposed to gel.
Fingerprint Quality Following AFC-380 Foam Exposure
All samples with deposited latent prints were processed appropriate to their substrate after all items that also contained deposited blood samples had been processed for DNA analysis. Pieces
of duct tape that had been part of the inner enclosure, and were
recovered incidentally at the scene, were also processed for
latent fingerprints (“undocumented tape”). The quality of fingerprints developed on various substrates following exposure to
foam is shown in Fig. 6. For all substrates, at least one unexposed control reached the threshold quality score of 2 (adequate
for comparison). In contrast, although some ridge detail was visible on both sides of all tape samples, only a single adhesive-side
electrical tape reached quality score 2. Metal flats exposed to the
foam showed some nonusable ridge detail, but the other substrates showed none.
Fingerprint Quality Following Aqueous Gel Exposure
Results from samples exposed to the aqueous gel are graphed in
Fig. 7. Quality scores were averaged within substrate type, as were
the controls. With the exception of the nonadhesive side of electrical tape and metal pipe, the unexposed controls attained quality
score 2 for all substrates in at least one case. Among samples
exposed to the gel, all tapes showed ridge detail, but not always of
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FIG. 4––DNA recovered from blood deposited on items exposed to foam. (a) Shown are the geometric means (Avg) and maximal (Max) concentrations of
nuclear DNA (nDNA) in DNA extracts of blood deposited on replicate items following exposure to foam, in comparison with the Avg and Max nDNA concentrations of extracts from blood deposited on unexposed, control replicate items. Many extracts, except those of blood recovered from pipe, met the target nDNA
concentration of 100 ng/µL for downstream STR analysis (black values on the ordinate). (b) Shown are the Avg and Max concentrations of mitochondrial DNA
(mtDNA) from replicate extracts. Most extracts met the target mtDNA concentration of 10 copies/µL for downstream Sanger sequencing of the whole control
region (black values on the ordinate). Notes—Results from substrates exposed to render-safe (backpack and suitcase) and soak conditions were pooled. Metal
pipe exposed included cleaned and “dirty” pipe and unblasted and blasted pipe, whereas metal pipe controls included both cleaned and “dirty” pipe. Replicates ranged from 1 for cardboard exposed, wherein the Avg equals the Max, to 16 for metal pipe exposed. Some replicates did not quantify DNA, for example,
1 of 5 cardboard controls (nDNA and mtDNA), 3 of 16 (nDNA) and 1 of 16 (mtDNA) metal exposed, and 1 of 7 PVC pipe exposed (mtDNA). [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

value. The adhesive side yielded fingerprints of value (quality
score 2) for at least one sample for all tape types. Usable ridge
detail was obtained on the nonadhesive side of all packing tape
and regular duct tape samples, but not for electrical or for extra
strength duct tape. The other substrates showed ridge detail, but
usable ridge detail was developed only on galvanized metal flats.

Hairs and Fibers Following Exposure to AFC-380 Foam and
Aqueous Gel
Few of the fibers, no carpet fibers, and no hairs were recovered following the render-safe exercise using foam (Table 1).
Those fibers that were recovered, and all hairs and fibers in the
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FIG. 5––DNA recovered from blood deposited on items exposed to gel. (a) Shown are the geometric means (Avg) and maximal (Max) concentrations of
nuclear DNA (nDNA) in DNA extracts of blood deposited on replicate items following exposure to gel, in comparison with the Avg and Max nDNA concentrations of extracts from blood deposited on unexposed, control replicate items. No extract met the target nDNA concentration of 100 ng/µL for downstream STR
analysis (black values on the ordinate); however, this observation was unrelated to gel exposure since none of the controls met the nDNA target either. (b)
Shown are the Avg and Max concentrations of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) from the same replicate extracts. In contrast to the nDNA results, several extracts
met the target mtDNA concentration of 10 copies/µL for downstream Sanger sequencing of the mtDNA whole control region (black values on the ordinate).
Notes—For both exposed and control items, two (2) replicates were tested for PVC pipe and gauze, while the remaining items had four (4). DNA was not
extracted from blood on unexposed control gauze. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

foam soak condition, were positively associated with their
respective controls via microscopy and spectroscopy. The same
is true for all hairs and fibers exposed to the aqueous gel.
Documents Following Exposure to AFC-380 Foam and Aqueous
Gel
All handwriting and machine printing by ink jet and laser was
legible. No indented writing was recoverable from any document
exposed to either foam or gel.

Discussion
DNA
Exposure to AFC-380 foam and gel resulted in a dilution effect
on both mtDNA and nDNA for most items, and in general,

mtDNA could be recovered from the experimental items even if
nDNA was not recovered. The quality of nDNA and mtDNA
recovered from items exposed to these agents was comparable to
the untreated controls, that is, no inhibitors present and no or
insignificant degradation. These results suggest that both nDNA
and mtDNA can be recovered from bloodstains that have been
exposed to AFC-380 foam and gel and from hair exposed to the
former. It should be noted, however, that locating bloodstains,
hairs, or other DNA evidence on items exposed to AFC-380 foam
and gel may be difficult in a real-world scenario due to the aqueous nature of the foam. Many of the blood samples on the nonporous objects appeared to have been completely removed as a
result of exposure to the foam and gel and were only located during processing in some instances because the location of the blood
on each item had been marked during sample deposition. In addition, none of the hairs placed in the render-safe condition could be
located in the persistent foam layer during sample recovery.
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FIG. 6––Average and maximum quality scores obtained after development of latent fingerprints on items exposed to AFC-380 foam. To be useful for comparison, quality must reach a threshold value of 2 (black values on the ordinate). (a) Shown are scores for adhesive and nonadhesive sides of various tapes. Only
the adhesive side of foam-exposed electrical tape reached the quality threshold. Undocumented tapes were adventitious, therefore without controls. (b) Shown
are additional nonporous and porous items. No foam-exposed items reached the quality threshold. Notes—Results from substrates exposed to render-safe (backpack and suitcase) and soak conditions were pooled. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Despite the excellent results obtained from known marked samples, locating unknown DNA samples after exposure to AFC-380
foam or gel may be a limiting factor in forensic casework.
Fingerprints From AFC-380 Foam-Exposed Samples
In contrast to the results obtained from DNA samples, latent fingerprints on most porous and nonporous surfaces appear to be
highly affected by exposure to AFC-380 blast suppression foam.
Although ridge detail was recovered on both the adhesive and nonadhesive sides of several of the tape samples, ridge detail was only
developed on one other experimental item, a metal flat in the soak
condition. Originally, it was thought that the poor fingerprint
recovery results for the nonporous items were due to a thick,

mottled residue left behind by the foam that became particularly
obscuring after cyanoacrylate fuming of the items. When the items
were further processed using RAM and viewed under various light
sources, the residue fluoresced and made it difficult to see any
ridge detail that may have been present. This prompted further
testing of several different residue removal methods and fingerprint processing methods for both porous and nonporous items.
Experiments using alternative methods described in Appendix S1
also yielded very poor recovery results from supplemental items.
Ridge detail was not developed on any of the exposed supplemental glass slides, regardless of rinse/soak time or processing method
used. No ridge detail was observed on any of the porous supplemental items after processing with IND, physical developer, or
WetPrintTM (Lynn Peavy Co., Lenexa, KS).
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FIG. 7––Average and maximum quality scores obtained after development of latent fingerprints on items exposed to aqueous gel. To be useful for comparison, quality must reach a threshold value of 2 (black values on the ordinate). (a) Shown are scores for adhesive and nonadhesive sides of various tapes.
Except for the nonadhesive side of electrical and extra strength duct tape, at least one of all the other gel-exposed specimens reached the quality threshold. (b)
Shown are additional nonporous and porous items. Only the metal flats reached the quality threshold. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

These results suggest that the foam itself may affect the
preservation of fingerprints on most porous and nonporous
surfaces, and attempts to process items exposed to AFC-380
foam for latent fingerprints will likely be unsuccessful. Of all
substrates tested, tape specimens seem most likely to yield
usable prints, particularly on the adhesive side.
Fingerprints From Aqueous Gel-Exposed Samples
Fingerprint development from various tapes and galvanized
metal flats exposed to aqueous gel was usually successful, but
not so for metal pipe, PVC, glass, cardboard, or paper substrates.

For the metal items, these observations are contrary to those of
Kuznetsov et al. (41), who reported greater postblast damage to
fingerprints on light plates than on heavy plates. Successful
development on tapes is plausible, due to their entrapment on
the adhesive side or by residual adhesive on the other side,
remaining when removed from the roll. Although the gel components are presumptively nonreactive in anhydrous state (37,90),
solution behavior may at least partially explain the observed
adverse effect on latent fingerprints on other substrates. One can
visualize several potential interactions between sebaceous residues, which contain various polar lipid molecules (91), via solvation and ionic complexing by hydrated sodium polyacrylate
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(92). When hydrated, sodium polyacrylate is an anionic polyelectrolyte. Sodium polyacrylate is used in detergents not only
as a structurant (to give shape to fabric), but also as a substitute
for phosphates, functioning as a builder and sequestrant (to capture and hold metal cations Ca2+ and Mg2+ found in hard water)
(93). The outward-facing negative charges of the polyelectrolyte
draw not only metallic cations, but also polar water molecules.
This interaction with water explains polyabsorbency, but may
cause attracted water molecules to orient themselves with respect
to the polyacrylic acid chains with their oxygen atoms facing
outward, creating an overall negatively charged surface.
Solvation could occur, as water-soluble polyelectrolyte gels
will complex lipid surfactants stoichiometrically and in well-organized structures through ionic, hydrophobic, electrostatic, or
hydrogen-bonding mechanisms (94-97). This interaction is
roughly analogous to the way that fatty acid salts in soaps form
micelles to surround nonpolar grease and oil molecules. Alternatively, the spatially oriented water molecules might function as a
weak Brønsted–Lowry acid. The fractional charge of the polyacrylic acid molecule (i.e., degree of acid dissociation) is approximately 10-60% at pH 6 and pH 8, respectively, (98), that being
our experimentally measured range of pH (precise pH measurement of a gel is difficult). By one or more of the proposed
mechanisms, the aqueous gel may function as a pH-dependent,
unprotonated polyacid (99) that could act to compromise the
successful development of latent fingerprints. Further research
would be required to elucidate the mechanisms involved.
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material, thereby reducing DNA yields, and this effect was more
pronounced for hard impervious surfaces such as pipe. Nonetheless, nDNA and/or mtDNA analysis may be possible from foamor gel-exposed items, but would be dependent on the amount of
biological material, which was originally deposited and subsequently recovered in a forensic laboratory. In contrast, AFC-380
foam and aqueous gel blocks significantly affected latent fingerprints on nearly all porous and nonporous items tested, with marginally improved results from the adhesive and nonadhesive sides
of several common types of tape. Exposed hairs and fibers were
positively associated with controls via microscopy and spectroscopy. Indented writing was undetectable after exposure to
either foam or gel, but inks and toners were unaffected. In any
incident involving explosives and the use of AFC-380 foam and
aqueous gel blocks, locating usable evidentiary samples will
always present its own challenge.
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Toner Particles as Forensic Evidence:
Microanalytical Characterization of Known
Toner and Recognition of Toner in
Environmental Samples*,†,‡

ABSTRACT: Modern printing toners represent a prime example of subvisible particles that can be easily transferred to hands, clothing,

and other surfaces. To explore the potential evidentiary value of toner particles, toner samples were collected from known printer cartridges
and characterized by various microanalytical techniques to establish the properties most useful for recognition, identification, and comparison. Environmental samples (i.e., dust) were then collected from various locations at varying distances from toner-based printers, using both
tape lifts and carbon adhesive stubs, to assess the possibility of detecting toner. By light microscopy, toner can be recognized on the basis
of particle size and shape, as well as color. Further examination of the micromorphology in the field emission scanning electron microscope
reveals characteristic morphologies and differences in surface texture and shape among toner sources. Raman spectroscopy provides chemical
identification of the pigment (or pigment class) and, in some cases, also permits identification of the polymer component. While black and
blue pigment chemistry remained constant among toner varieties that were studied (copper phthalocyanine and carbon black), variation in
yellow and magenta pigments was observed. Analysis of dust samples collected from various environments demonstrated that while toner is
consistently detectable in close proximity to printers (within 2 feet), it also can be detected in dust collected in nearby rooms. This research
demonstrates that toner particles can be located, characterized, and discriminated, using a suite of microanalytical methods that are applicable
to forensic casework.

KEYWORDS: laser printers and photocopiers, toner, trace evidence, nanoparticles, dust analysis, Raman spectroscopy
Although abundant and nearly ubiquitous, the wide varieties
of subvisible particles and nanoparticles (100 lm–10 nm) that
may be encountered in ordinary dust are rarely utilized as forensic evidence. The majority of forensic trace evidence laboratories
generally limit their focus to larger particles, often ignoring these
smaller particles and features (with the notable exception of
GSR evidence). While not typically exploited as forensic evidence, subvisible particles are readily found in nature, generated
as dusts in various anthropogenic processes, and engineered for
a growing variety of applications in consumer and industrial
products. Exploitation of such particles represents a natural
extension of current trace evidence examinations.
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Toner-based laser printers and photocopiers are found in
homes and offices around the world. Toner is a free-flowing
powder used in these printers to form printed text and images on
media. Modern printing typically uses a black (K) toner, either
alone or in combination with cyan (C), magenta (M), and yellow
(Y) toners. Through strategic overlapping of these four colors, in
a process referred to as CMYK printing, a significant region of
color space can be reproduced. The fine toner particles used in
printing processes are not transferred to paper with perfect efficiency, and as such, a trace, but certainly nontrivial, quantity of
these particles are deposited loose onto printed materials or dispersed into the surrounding environment. In turn, these particles
can be picked up and transferred by secondary and higher-order
processes (1).
Traditionally, toner powder was made by dry mixing resin
particles with pigments and other additives, which were heated
and kneaded to fuse the components into a slab (2,3). This mass
was then pulverized and air jet milled into a superfine powder,
producing toner particles with irregular shapes and size ranges.
The majority of toner manufacturers now prepare toners using
more advanced chemical synthesis methods, which result in
toner particles with more uniform shapes, a narrower size range,
and carefully engineered nanostratigraphies and nanotexture. For
example, Fig. 1 shows an ion milled cross section of a toner particle in which a sheath-core nanostructure is apparent. This level
of control over the manufacturing process provides improved
print resolution and color reproduction as well as particles with
© 2020 American Academy of Forensic Sciences
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FIG. 1––Ion milled cross section of a T010 toner particle.

well-defined characteristics that might be exploited as trace evidence.
Toner powders are composed of two main ingredients: a
colorant, dispersed in the toner to impart color (typically 4%–
20% of the formulation), and a polymeric resin to transport
the pigment during printing and fuse it to the paper (typically
between 40–95% of the formulation) (4). Some of the more
common polymers used in toners are styrene copolymers (e.g.,
acrylic and butadiene modified) and polyesters. Pigments (as
opposed to dyes) are primarily utilized to impart color to toners, with most manufacturers using azo or polycyclic pigments
(5). The balance of a toner formulation consists of surface
additives and binding agents, which are added at lower concentrations to achieve other performance-related properties.
Such additives may include fumed silica, fumed titanium dioxide, metal stearates, fluoropolymer powders, magnetite, and
cerium oxide (4).
Over the past 30 years, there have been many studies on the
analysis of toner, including an in-depth three-part series examining the forensic discrimination of different toner samples (6–8).
Researchers have focused on the use of scanning electron
microscopy with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEMEDS) (8–10); pyrolysis gas chromatography (py-GC) (8,11–15);
infrared spectroscopy, both diffuse reflectance and infrared-reflection absorption (6,7,13–22); and thin layer chromatography
(TLC) (19,23,24) for the analysis and comparison of toners,
among others (9,15,25–27). In more recent years, Raman has
additionally been suggested as a technique for the analysis of
toner (27–30). However, the existing literature on toner analysis
is geared toward document examination and focuses on the
analysis of toner that has been printed on paper. Those that do
study toner powder directly have performed analysis on bulk
samples rather than individual particles that may be encountered
as trace evidence. While the environmental sciences have examined potential hazards of airborne toner particles as respiratory
hazards (31–33), we are not aware of any applications of toner
dust as a forensic indicator or tracer of particular environments
or printers.
The goal of this research is to explore the value of finding
and characterizing subvisible particles (such as toner) by
demonstrating the micro- and nano-morphological and chemical information that can be obtained from single particles
that approach the resolution limits of light microscopy and
whose engineered features can exceed this resolving power.
It is also intended to assist the forensic practitioner who

may encounter potential toner particles through a microanalytical study of toner particle morphology and the chemical
properties of 53 known toner reference samples with the goal
of establishing a basis by which toner particles can be (i)
identified, (ii) discriminated, and (iii) used as an investigative
probe for comparing or sourcing dust evidence in forensic
investigation (34).

Materials and Methods
Known Sample Collection
Fifty-three (53) known toner samples were collected from
the toner cartridges of laser printers and photocopiers in both
home and office environments, as well as in a commercial
printing facility (Table 1 and Fig. 2). Using a dry cotton swab,
the opening of the cartridge was gently wiped to collect loose
particles. For analysis, these reference particles were released
from a swab by teasing it with a tungsten needle over a sample substrate.
Polarized Light Microscopy
Toner particles were mounted on a microscope slide in refractive index oil (n = 1.540) for examination with a Zeiss Axio
Imager A2m polarized light microscope (PLM) using transmitted
light. The microscopical features of each toner, including the
particle shape, size and density of pigment granules (within the
polymer matrix), and the presence of any anisotropic components, were observed and recorded. Photomicrographs were collected from each sample, at a lower (2009) and higher (10009)
magnification, using a Leica DFC540 camera. Particle size
ranges for each toner were calculated from these photos using
ImageJ (35).
Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy
Using a tungsten needle, loose toner particles from each reference sample were transferred to a conductive carbon adhesive
tab mounted on an aluminum SEM stub. Samples were examined without any conductive coating in a JEOL 7100FT field
emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM), typically at an
accelerating voltage of 1.0 kV and a probe current of 3. Secondary electron images were collected at relatively low magnification (~10009) to document the intra-sample variation in particle
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TABLE 1––Summary of the measured characteristics of reference toner samples.

Sample
#
T001
T002
T003
T004
T005
T006
T007
T008
T009
T010
T011
T012
T013
T014
T015
T016
T017
T018
T019
T020
T021
T022
T023
T024
T025
T026
T027
T028
T029
T030
T031
T032
T033
T034
T035
T036
T037
T038
T039
T040
T041
T042
T043
T044
T045
T046
T047
T048
T049
T050
T051
T052
T053

PLM observations

Size (lm)

FESEM observations

Raman identifications

Make

Color

Pigment

Shape

Min

Max

Avg.

Morphology

Texture

Polymer

Pigment

Dell
Dell
Dell
Dell
HP
HP
HP
HP
HP
HP
HP
HP
Brother
Brother
Brother
Brother
Brother
Brother
HP
HP
HP
HP
HP
Xerox
Xerox
Xerox
Xerox
RICOH
RICOH
RICOH
RICOH
Konica
Minolta
Konica
Minolta
Konica
Minolta
Konica
Minolta
Toshiba
Toshiba
Toshiba
Toshiba
HP
HP
HP
HP
HP
HP
HP
HP
Xerox
HP
Canon
Canon
Canon
Canon

Cyan
Magenta
Yellow
Black
Cyan
Magenta
Yellow
Black
Cyan
Magenta
Yellow
Black
Black
Cyan
Magenta
Yellow
Black
Black
Cyan
Magenta
Yellow
Black
Black
Cyan
Magenta
Yellow
Black
Cyan
Magenta
Yellow
Black
Cyan

Dense, even
Dense, even
Dense, even
Dense, even
Dense, even
Sparse, even
Sparse, even
Sparse, even
Dense, even
Dense, even
Sparse, even
Dense, even
Sparse, even
Sparse, clumped
Sparse, clumped
Sparse, even
Sparse, even
Sparse, even
Dense, even
Dense, even
Dense, even
Dense, even
Dense, even
Dense, even
Dense, even
Dense, even
Dense, even
Dense, even
Dense, even
Dense, even
Dense, even
Dense, even

Rounded
Rounded
Rounded
Rounded
Spherical
Spherical
Spherical
Spherical
Spherical
Spherical
Spherical
Spherical
Spherical
Rounded
Rounded
Spherical
Rounded
Spherical
Spherical
Spherical
Spherical
Spherical
Irregular
Rounded/irregular
Rounded/irregular
Rounded
Rounded
Rounded
Rounded
Rounded
Rounded
Rounded/irregular

3.9
4.0
4.2
3.5
4.2
4.7
4.3
3.7
5.5
4.6
4.1
4.1
6.7
4.7
6.8
7.4
5.1
8.4
3.4
3.6
3.5
3.9
5.8
4.5
4.4
4.4
3.2
4.3
4.1
5.3
3.2
5.5

8.7
12.5
9.3
10.3
9.7
9.9
13.2
10.0
10.0
9.6
12.6
7.0
17.8
15.7
16.3
16.8
12.0
37.1
7.6
7.7
7.2
7.2
22.5
12.9
12.7
11.0
10.5
11.2
11.7
10.7
11.4
14.5

6.1
7.6
6.0
6.4
6.2
6.4
7.8
5.8
7.1
7.3
8.4
5.4
11.1
10.0
10.9
13.1
8.3
23.8
5.0
5.9
5.3
5.7
11.6
7.9
7.5
7.2
5.6
6.9
7.1
7.8
6.1
9.6

Rounded
Rounded
Rounded
Rounded
Spherical
Spherical
Spherical
Spherical
Spherical
Spherical
Spherical
Spherical
Spherical
Spherical
Irregular
Irregular
Irregular
Spherical
Spherical
Spherical
Spherical
Spherical
Irregular
Rounded
Rounded
Rounded
Rounded
Rounded
Spherical
Spherical
Spherical
Rounded

Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Smooth
Smooth
Smooth
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Rough
Rough
Rough
Moderate
Smooth
Smooth
Moderate
Moderate
Smooth
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

NONE
Polystyrene
Polystyrene
Polystyrene
NONE
Polystyrene
Polystyrene
Polystyrene
NONE
Polystyrene
Polystyrene
Polystyrene
NONE
NONE
Polystyrene
Polystyrene
Polystyrene
NONE
NONE
Polystyrene
Polystyrene
NONE
Polystyrene
NONE
FLUORESCENCE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
Polystyrene
Polystyrene
NONE

PB15
Naphthol AS
PY74
Carbon black
PB15
Naphthol AS
Diarylide
Carbon black
PB15
Naphthol AS
Diarlyide
Carbon black
Carbon black
PB15
Quinacridone (PR122)
Disazo Condens. Grp. 1
Carbon black
Carbon black
PB15
Naphthol AS
Diarylide
Carbon black
Carbon black
PB15
FLUORESCENCE
PY74
Carbon black
PB15
Naphthol AS
Diarylide
Carbon black
PB15

Magenta

Dense, even

Rounded/irregular

5.4

17.8

11.2

Rounded

Rough

Polystyrene

BONA (PR48.2/48.3)

Yellow

Dense, even

Rounded/irregular

6.4

14.0

9.2

Rounded

Moderate

Polystyrene

PY74

Black

Dense, even

Irregular

5.9

15.2

9.8

Rounded

Moderate

Polystyrene

Carbon black

Cyan
Magenta
Yellow
Black
Cyan
Magenta
Yellow
Black
Cyan
Magenta
Yellow
Black
Black
Black
Cyan
Magenta
Yellow
Black

Dense, even
Dense, even
Dense, even
Dense, even
Dense, clumped
Dense, clumped
Dense, even
Dense, even
Dense, even
Sparse, even
Sparse, even
Sparse, even
Dense, even
Dense, even
Dense, even
Dense, even
Dense, even
Dense, even

Rounded/irregular
Rounded/irregular
Irregular
Rounded/irregular
Rounded/irregular
Rounded
Irregular
Irregular
Rounded
Rounded
Rounded
Rounded
Rounded
Irregular
Rounded/irregular
Rounded/irregular
Rounded/irregular
Rounded/irregular

9.0
8.0
6.0
6.0
4.5
3.8
3.9
5.9
3.3
4.2
6.6
6.9
8.3
6.4
4.3
4.6
3.0
4.0

22.9
18.1
24.6
13.1
8.8
11.0
16.7
38.9
9.3
9.3
20.1
18.0
24.9
21.6
11.7
10.0
11.0
10.5

14.0
12.6
13.4
8.8
6.1
7.1
7.7
14.1
6.0
6.9
12.7
11.6
14.1
14.1
7.1
6.7
6.7
6.6

Irregular
Rounded
Irregular
Irregular
Spherical
Spherical
Spherical
Rounded
Spherical
Rounded
Rounded
Rounded
Spherical
Rounded
Rounded
Rounded
Rounded
Rounded

Smooth
Moderate
Moderate
Rough
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Smooth
Smooth
Smooth
Moderate
Smooth
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough

NONE
NONE
PET
NONE
NONE
Polystyrene
Polystyrene
Polystyrene
NONE
Polystyrene
Polystyrene
Polystyrene
NONE
NONE
NONE
Polystyrene
Polystyrene
Polystyrene

PB15
Naphthol AS
Benzimidazole (PY180)
Carbon black
PB15
Naphthol AS
Diarylide
Carbon black
PB15
Naphthol AS
PY74
Carbon black
Carbon black
Carbon black
PB15
BONA (PR57.1)
Benzimidazole (PY180)
Carbon black

size and morphology, and at higher magnification (~80009), to
capture the surface detail of individual toner particles, though
samples were studied over a greater range of magnification.
The toner particle cross section image shown in Fig. 1 was
prepared using a JEOL IB-9010CB cross section polisher, which
utilized a 5 kV argon ion beam. Imaging of the sample without
any conductive coating was carried out using the Through-TheLens (TTL) detection system at an accelerating voltage of
1.0 kV.

laser. Confocal spectra (using a pinhole) were collected from
individual toner particles, using the 1009 dry objective and a
laser power that was varied between 0.1 and 100 percent (measured laser energy at sample of 0.83–142 mV). Sample bleaching was not necessary. Spectral processing (baseline correction
and smoothing) was completed in Renishaw’s WIRE 3.3 software. Data interpretation was conducted using a library of
known pigment and polymer spectra, both collected by Microtrace, and the pigment identification scheme described by Palenik, et al. (5).

Raman Microspectroscopy
For Raman microspectroscopy, loose toner powder was teased
from each sample swab and transferred to an aluminum slide
using a tungsten needle. Analysis was conducted using a Renishaw inVia Raman Microscope system with a 785 nm (red)

Environmental Sample Collection
Dust samples were collected from various environments,
which were then searched for the presence of toner particles.
Locations were selected both where one would anticipate traces
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of toner to be present (e.g., within 1 ft of a printer, on the hands
of persons who recently changed toner cartridges, areas where
printed papers are handled) and where the secondary transfer of
toner particles might be deposited (i.e., rooms near but without a
printer). Both clear tape lifts (3M Magic Tape) and adhesive carbon tabs on SEM stubs were evaluated as potential sample collection substrates, as these are both commonly used by forensic
investigators for the collection of trace evidence (e.g., fibers,
hair, gunshot residue). For each sample, a total of ten combined
lifts were taken (Table 2).
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of more practical benefit in classifying toner particles in casework samples. To illustrate the potential discriminating power of
these classifications, the results are graphically presented in
Fig. 7. While the reference pigments studied in this work do not
necessarily represent the full range of toner particles available to
the market, they do show that these morphological variables
alone can be used to provide some degree of discrimination, and
they provide a framework by which additional toner samples
could be classified.
FESEM Examination

Environmental Sample Analysis
Using an approach similar to the one utilized for analysis of
the reference samples, tape lifts were initially screened for the
presence of toner using PLM at a range of lower magnifications
(~2009). Lifts were placed face up on a slide in acetone (to dissolve the cellulose acetate backing of the tape) and mounted in
Cargille refractive index liquid (n = 1.47). [It should be noted
that while some polymers exhibit a degree of solubility in acetone, the toner particles observed in these preparations appeared
to remain intact. Though known polystyrene toner particles
mounted in acetone did exhibit evidence of softening (i.e., some
smeared when the coverslip was removed), it seems that individual toner particles already trapped in the tape lift adhesive were
not noticeably affected.] Potential toner particles, identified in
the tape lifts on the basis of size, color, and morphology, were
photographed and then analyzed in situ by Raman spectroscopy.
Similarly, the samples collected on SEM stubs were screened by
reflected light microscopy and particles of interest were analyzed
by confocal Raman microspectroscopy. The stubs were also
manually screened for particles with recognizable features.

Results
Known Toner Samples
PLM Examination
Each of the 53 toner samples was examined by PLM
(Table 1). Individual toner particles typically range from 3 to
25 lm, with the range of minimum to maximum size for a given
toner sample typically within 15 lm (87% are within 15 lm).
Figure 3 shows photomicrographs of toner particles that illustrate
the range of particles sizes observed, with each sample population representing 50 measurements. It should be noted that particle sizes can be altered in environmental samples (for example,
by crushing).
Besides particle size, the most defining morphological features
observed by light microscopy are the particle shape and pigment
density. Most particles exhibited a spherical morphology; however, some particles showed an oblong morphology or irregular
morphology. Examples of various toner particle shapes are presented in Fig. 4. At higher magnifications (1009 oil immersion
objective), the pigment distribution within an individual particle
could be observed (Fig. 5), and the samples showed some differences, which have been described as dense or even, and fine or
clumped. Examples of each pigment density classification are
shown in Fig. 6.
It is important to note that these assignments are based upon a
visual categorization rather than quantitative metrics. While a
more objective approach could certainly be developed, a visual
classification is anticipated to be both sufficiently accurate and

The appearance of the toner particles was observed in the
FESEM, which provides the benefit of visualizing not only a
higher magnification view of particle shape, but also the surface
characteristics of the toner particle. Particle shape has been
assigned to one of three categories, which are shown in Fig. 8:
(A) spherical, (B) round, and (C) irregular. Although the data
have been classified into a discrete group of shapes, the actual
particle shapes observed (both intra- and inter-sample) can span
a continuum. In the classification conducted in this research, the
categorization was manually assigned; however, should this
prove to be a commonly referenced characteristic, it could be
possible to objectively assign these values based upon a quantitative calculation of particle circularity.
The surface texture of individual particles was generally consistent within a given toner sample and could therefore be a useful classification feature. The surface textures could be broadly
grouped into one of three categories based on a qualitative evaluation of surface roughness. As shown in Fig. 9, the toner particle surfaces were classified as (A) rough (70–200 nm surface
particles); (B), moderate (15–70 nm surface particles); or (C)
smooth (<15 nm surface particles).
Shape and texture characteristics for each of the samples
have been summarized in Table 1, while a plot of the distribution of various features has been summarized in Fig. 10.
Spherical and rounded toner particles represent nearly equal
populations in the sample set, with irregular particles being
less common. The moderate texture was seen most often in
conjunction with the spherical particle morphology, and a
rough surface texture was typically associated with the
rounded particles. While different colored toners from the

FIG. 2––Known toner samples collected by brand. [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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TABLE 2––Summary of environmental sample results.

#

Lift type

M001
M002
M003
M004
M005

Tape
Tape
Tape
Tape
Tape

M006
S001
S002
S003
S004
S005

Tape
Carbon
Carbon
Carbon
Carbon
Carbon

Location of lift
Copy room, printer tray
Copy room, counter
Copy room, near mailboxes
Office K, desk
Office C, light switch

tab
tab
tab
tab
tab

Break room
Right hand, after toners replaced
Copy room, printer tray
Copy room, counter
Office S, printer tray
Lab M, counter

Closest toner sources
T001–T004
T001–T004
T001–T004
T005–T008
T001–T004
T018
T005–T008
T001–T004
T001–T004
T001–T004
T001–T004
T005–T008

same source (i.e., the same printer) often exhibited similar
morphologies and textures, this was not always the case. An
example is illustrated in a comparison of the four colors of
Toshiba toner (T036 – T039; Fig. 11).
Raman Microspectroscopy
Raman analysis was effective for the identification (or classification) of pigments in toner particles. In all but one sample, the
colorant could be constrained to a specific pigment or pigment
class on the basis of the collected Raman spectrum. The exception was a magenta Xerox toner (T025), which exhibited fluorescence that could not be avoided under the available instrumental
conditions.
The results, detailed by sample, are shown in Table 1 and
summarized by color in Fig. 12. As expected, carbon black
was the black pigment identified in all of the black toners
and Pigment Blue 15 (PB15) was the blue pigment identified

Approx. dist. to source
0 ft
1–2 ft
~10 ft
80 ft
20 ft
10 ft
>100 ft
–
0 ft
1–2 ft
0 ft
1–2 ft

Methods

Toner observed?

Approx. quantity

PLM
PLM, Raman
PLM
PLM
PLM

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

>200
>200
~50
~30
~10

PLM
FESEM, Raman
FESEM
FESEM
FESEM
FESEM

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

0
>200
~70
~50
~50
~50

in all of the cyan toners. Variety was observed among the
pigments detected in the known magenta toners. Of the eleven
magenta toners in which pigment was identified, eight were
classified as Naphthol AS group pigments, while three others
(a Brother, a Konica Minolta, and a Canon) were each determined to be from different classes of pigment. These other
pigments were identified as two Beta OxyNaphthoic Acid
(BONA) lake pigments (C.I. Pigment Red 48:2/48:3 and C.I.
Pigment Red 57:1) and a quinacridone pigment (C.I. Pigment
Red 122).
The most variety was observed in the yellow toner pigments.
Of the twelve yellow toners evaluated, four were identified as
Pigment Yellow 74 (a Monoazo class pigment) (C.I. 11741),
five were classified as Diarylides, two classed as Benzimidazoles, and one was classified as a Disazo Condensation Group 1
pigment. These identifications were made and assigned using the
pigment classification scheme developed in Palenik, et al. (5).
The HP toners were of particular interest: of the five yellow HP

FIG. 3––Light micrographs which illustrate the range of particle sizes observed in the known toner set: (A) average size of ~ 24 lm (T018); (B) average size
of ~ 11 lm (T015); and (C) average size of ~ 6 lm (T022). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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FIG. 4––Light micrographs which illustrate the range of particle morphologies observed in the known toner set: (A) spherical (T019); (B) rounded (T030);
and (C) irregular (T039). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 5––Light micrographs showing individual pigment particles present in known toner particles viewed using oil immersion microscopy at high magnification: (A) cyan (T032); (B) magenta (T020); (C) yellow (T046); (D) black (T027). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

toners, all but one contained a Diarylide class pigment (the
exception used PY74, a Monoazo General class pigment (Palenik, et al., 2011)).

In addition to the pigment signal in the Raman spectra, additional peaks often provided an identification of the polymer binder (Table 1). While the literature suggests that many polymers
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FIG. 6––Light micrographs showing extreme differences in pigment density, from sparse (A, T018) to dense (B, T043), and in pigment distribution, from even
(C, T044) to clumped (D, T015). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

(e.g., polystyrene, styrene copolymers, polyethylene terephthalate, polyvinyl chloride, acrylic resin) are used as toner resins, it
is unclear how commonly these polymers are used in regularly
occurring commercial products (36). One example, shown in
Fig. 13 depicts a spectrum collected from a known magenta
toner compared to known reference spectra of polystyrene and
Pigment Red 57.1 (PR57.1). Though the stronger scatter of the

pigments could overpower the signal from the polymer component, an indication of the polymer resin was present in the spectra of more than half the known samples (30 of the 53). This
identification was based largely on the presence of the strongest
polystyrene peak at 1000 cm-1. It is notable that no peaks attributable to a polymer were detected in the cyan toner reference
samples. This is almost certainly due to the relatively strong resonance signal from the PB15 pigment, which appears to have
obscured any signal that may have been produced by the polymer component.
In cases where a resin was identified, it was almost always
identified as polystyrene. In only one instance was another resin
polymer detected. Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) was identified as the polymer resin in a yellow Toshiba toner (T038).
From these results, it appears that the resin composition will
rarely be a discriminating factor; however, identification of the
resin does serve as additional corroboration for the identification
of a suspected toner particle. This feature becomes more significant when other identifying characteristics, such as color in a
black particle or morphology in a crushed or distorted particle,
are less obvious.
Environmental Dust Samples

FIG. 7––A plot of morphological features (particle shape versus pigment
density and distribution) observed in the reference toner samples that were
studied. The size of each circle represents the relative number of toner samples represented in a given category.

When screening the dust samples listed in Table 2 for the
presence of toner particles, color was established as the most
reliable feature for initial recognition. Because of this, scanning
tape lifts for toner by transmitted PLM were faster and more
efficient than manually searching for toner morphology by electron microscopy.
In a study of PLM preparations of environmental samples,
black toner particles were more commonly encountered than
colored toner particles. This is not surprising, given that black
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FIG. 8––Secondary electron images which illustrate the range of particle morphologies observed in the known toner set: (A) spherical (T042); (B) rounded
(T051); and (C) irregular (T015).

FIG. 9––Secondary electron images showing the different surface textures observed in the known toner set: (A) rough (T024); (B) moderate (T035); and (C)
smooth (T011).

toner is more commonly utilized than colored toners in our
sampled environment. However, not only are black toner particles more difficult to recognize (as other colors are more

notable against the general background of an environmental
dust sample), but carbon black pigment is more commonly
encountered in other particles such as char, rubber, soot, and
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FIG. 10––A plot of particle shape and surface texture observed in the reference toner samples by FESEM. The size of each circle represents the relative number of toner samples represented in a given category.

paint (to name a few). As a result, the identification of carbon
black pigment alone is not a sufficient basis upon which to
identify a particle as toner.
Fortunately, many of the possible toner particles encountered
in the environmental samples retained some aspect of their
rounded morphology (Fig. 14A). In other cases, a distorted (i.e.,
flattened) morphology was noted (Fig. 14B) (possibly deformed
by fuser heat, shed from printed paper, or imparted by sample

collection). It was also demonstrated that the same chemical
information that could be obtained from known toner particles
could be collected from suspected toner particles observed in
these environmental samples. Figure 15 shows a Raman spectrum obtained from a magenta particle on a tape lift, in which
the pigment was successfully identified as belonging to the
Naphthol AS group.
Toner was present and readily observed in environmental
samples collected in the near vicinity of printers (same room),
from tape lifts (Fig. 16) and carbon adhesive stubs (Fig. 17).
In samples collected near the printer, particles of toner were
often found in a cluster (rather than as lone particles) and
sometimes more than one color of particle was present in the
group. Moving further away from the printing source, the relative amounts of toner were seen to decrease; however, individual particles of toner were still observed in samples taken
several feet away from a printer (same room), on the hands
of someone who handled toner cartridges, in a room without
a printer (where paper from the printer is regularly handled),
and on a light switch in a room with a printer. Toner was
not observed in lifts collected from environments (without a
printer) where handling of printed paper is infrequent, such as
a break room. The observations of toner quantity in an environmental sample are based on visual estimates (a commonly
accepted practice in the environmental examination of samples
by light microscopy [37]). While more quantitative approaches
could certainly be applied, the results presented in Table 2
illustrate the general trends in the relative toner particle concentration of the various samples studied. In these environmental samples, the particles are generally present at trace
levels, with respect to the other background dust particles in
the preparations.

FIG. 11––Secondary electron images showing differences in shape and texture among the four different colored toners from the same Toshiba printer: (A)
cyan (T036); (B) magenta (T037); (C) yellow (T038); and (D) black (T039).
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room traffic represent a few of the primary variables anticipated
to impact transfer and persistence. This research does not attempt
to study the effects of these variables, as the complexity of such
processes suggests that a study would be of little general applicability to any given case. Instead, the research presented here is
intended to demonstrate that toner particles can be found and
identified in environmental samples where they are anticipated
to be present. The environmental samples studied here also indicate that toner particles are not ubiquitous in all areas of an
office environment.

Discussion

FIG. 12––Summary of pigments and pigment classes identified in known
toners by Raman. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

In addition to the distance from the printing source, many
other factors could influence the amount and prevalence of toner
in a given environment. For example, the type and frequency of
printing, the time since the surface/hands were cleaned, and

The techniques of PLM and FESEM provide complementary
information about toner particle morphology. While transmitted
light permits the observation of color, which is arguably the
most recognizable feature of toner (and thus most useful for
detection in unknown dust samples), it also provides information
about pigment distribution. Engineered features of toner that
exceed the resolution of light microscopy can be studied with
the higher resolution afforded by a low voltage electron microscope, which permits the study of features and textures well
under 50 nm in size.
As with the data obtained from optical microscopy, observation of microscopical features in the scanning electron microscope provides additional support for the positive identification
of an unknown particle as toner. For example, a review of particles in the Particle Atlas (34) shows that pigment particles with
the characteristics observed by light and electron microscopy
can be confidently distinguished from all other listed particle
types. The inter-sample differences noted by these methods
could also be used to provide some comparative and sourcing
information.

FIG. 13––Raman spectrum of a known toner particle (T051, top), showing the pigment (PR57.1, middle) and polymer (polystyrene, bottom) identified. [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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FIG. 14––PLM images of environmental tape lift samples collected near a laser printer, showing the (A) rounded (M002) and (B) deformed particles encountered (M003). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 15––In situ Raman spectrum of a toner particle from an environmental tape lift (top), showing the Naphthol AS pigment identified (bottom). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 16––PLM images of environmental tape lift samples collected near a laser printer (M002). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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FIG. 17––Secondary electron images showing toner present in environmental lifts (carbon adhesive tab) collected from: (A) the hands of someone who changed a toner cartridge (S001); and (B) the tray of a printer (S003).

While some toners of the same color could be discriminated
from one another using Raman spectroscopy to identify their
pigments (specifically yellow and magenta toners), there was no
strong correlation between the manufacturer or printer make/
model. However, if different, the pigment identification could
exclude a particular known toner as a source. Although the literature cites various polymeric resins are used in the production of
toner (4,9) when the polymer was detected in the known set,
most toners could not be differentiated based on the polymer
peaks observed in their spectra. Though there was one exception
(a toner containing PET instead of polystyrene), routinely relying
on this property for discrimination would require that different
resins are commonly used, which seems unlikely given this population of data.
In the end, morphology is a large part of recognition for toner.
Looking for the distinctive color, size, and shape of the particles
made them easy to spot by light microscopy. But the characteristics that were most useful for discrimination were determined by
chemical analysis and electron microscopy. Working in confocal
mode with the Raman microscope and examining the particle
morphology with the high resolution of the FESEM permitted
the analysis of individual toner particles and the nanoscale features present on their surfaces. Unlike methods such as infrared
spectroscopy and TLC, which are suited for bulk analysis of
printed toner, these nondestructive approaches are appropriate
for examination of suspected toner traces, but may also be useful
for other potential subvisible and nanoparticle evidence present
in unknown dusts, depending on their scattering properties and
morphologies. Analyzing particles directly on tape lifts and SEM
stubs is another advantage to these techniques, as they require
little to no sample preparation and also do not require familiarity
with particle manipulation.
Environmental dust samples studied here have demonstrated
that (i) traces of toner are present in environments that contain a
printer and can also be transferred to new environments where
direct sources of toner are absent; (ii) toner particles can be
recovered from these environments using collection methods
already in use; and (iii) existing analytical techniques can be
employed to characterize and identify individual toner particles.
Depending on the features observed, comparative analysis may
allow potential known toners to be excluded or included as
sources for the recovered toner evidence. Even without known
sources for comparison, detection of toner could provide a valuable investigative lead, depending on the characteristics of those
particles.

Conclusions
First, this research illustrates various morphological and chemical features upon which single toner particles can be positively
identified. These features include color, size, shape, pigment distribution, surface texture, internal structure, pigment composition, and resin composition. Based upon a comparison of these
features to the range of particle types characterized in the Particle Atlas (38), these properties (or even a subset of these properties) permit toner particles to be positively identified as such.
Secondly, the research shows that the same factors used for
toner particle identification can provide some level of discrimination between toner particles of different make. While it is not
possible to individualize all toners to a single manufacturer,
there are certainly discriminating characteristics that permit some
toners to be discriminated and classified. While this study provides some indications of significance, a larger sample set would
need to be characterized to determine which variables are most
distinctive and whether a certain combination of features is sufficient to ascribe a toner particle to a particular manufacturer.
Finally, this research demonstrates that toner particles can be
recognized and identified in environmental dust samples. In particular, toner particles can be recognized in samples collected on
substrates (tape, GSR-type stubs) already used for the collection
of forensic evidence. A study of samples from within an office
environment suggests that toner particles generally decrease in
concentration as a function of distance from a printer and that
toner particles are not ubiquitous in office dust.
In sum, these results suggest that toner particles hold potential
as a form of sub-visible trace evidence with nanoscale features
that can provide more than what is typically utilized in a trace
evidence examination. The applications of this form of evidence
range from investigative to comparative.
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The Use of a Sequential Extraction Technique
to Characterize Soil Trace Evidence
Recovered from a Spade in a Murder Case
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ABSTRACT: Soil trace evidence can be useful in criminal investigations. A homicide which had occurred in South Brazil been concluded

through the courts with a guilty conviction. A spade with soil traces adhering to it was seized from the confessed killer's house, it having been
established that it had been used to bury parts of the victim's body. In the context of this confession, it provided an opportunity to test a protocol of analysis and verify the potential of discriminate soil sample analysis in such case works. This allowed us to test the practice of sequential
analysis which had been developed for forensic case works in Brazil, with three sequential extractions: (i) 0.2 mol/L pH 3.0 ammonium oxalate; (ii) dithionite–citrate–bicarbonate; and (iii) 0.5 mol/L NaOH. It was possible to predict the sequence of events related to the homicide by
using the sequential extraction technique and to conclude that: (i) the A horizon soil from the burial location of the torso was found to be very
similar to the soil samples which had been recovered from the spade, which was able to be established despite there only being a small amount
of soil adhering to the spade; (ii) the location where the legs were buried contributed a low amount of soil adhering to the spade. Therefore, it
is suggested that, where possible, sequential extractions should be prioritized from a questioned sample to best provide information about the
likely sequence of contact places and this test likely scenarios and criminal events.

KEYWORDS: forensic geology, soil evidence, closed case, spade, transfer, trace evidence, granitic rocks, iron oxides, kaolinite

A range of physical evidence types have been used to help test
and establish what had happened at crime scenes, such as DNA,
hair, paint, glass, fibers, and plant and soil traces. Although it has
recently been more thoroughly investigated (1–3), the use of soil
to assist criminal investigations dates back around 150 years ago
(4) and even before that to the Roman time when they were
reported to examine the hooves of enemies horses to work out
where they had travelled. The use of soils in forensic investigations can be a valuable source of information due to its variable
nature and the ability to ascertain the likely origin of soil traces
adherent to a wide range of objects and people, including shoes,
tires, clothes, and hair (5–9). Soil variability derives from pedological processes such as the underlying geological parent material,
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position in the landscape, predominant local climate, human
action, vegetation, living organisms in the soil, and time (10,11).
Each of these factors in turn defines the intensity of weathering,
which will result in the formation of specific soil types. When soil
is transferred to different types of surface and persists to enable
detection and recovery, the questioned sample can be examined
and analyzed to ascertain likely origin.
Chemical extractions have been frequently used in forensic
studies: for example, total extraction and analysis by ICP-OES/
AES-MS (1,3,12); organic extractions (2,13,14). All of these
chemical methods were applied to an isolated matrix of the soil.
The advantage of a chemical sequential analysis is to dissolve
mineral phases in a preestablished sequence, where the separation and the characterization of each mineral phase improve the
quality of the soil analysis (15) and provide data on a range of
complementary analyses on a limited size of sample.
Some work in Brazil has concentrated on sequential chemical
extraction of short-range order materials (SOR) and crystalline
minerals from the clay fraction in forensic cases (16–22). The
sequence of analyses adopted mixed methodologies for extraction of short-range order phase (SOR) and crystalline Fe oxides
in nonforensic studies (23–25) (with modifications): (i) 0.2 mol/
L pH 3.0 ammonium oxalate (AO); (ii) dithionite–citrate–bicarbonate (DCB); and (iii) 0.5 mol/L NaOH. The main modification used first for (16) in a simulated forensic case in relation to
the method proposed by (24) was the inclusion of the extraction
step with DCB. Sodium dithionite, as a strong reducing agent,
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solubilizes hematite and goethite from the clay fraction of the
soil (26).
The acid ammonium oxalate (AAO) method extracts the
poorly crystalline forms of inorganic and organic Fe and Al from
soils. It attacks most silicate minerals and goethite and hematite
slightly, and it dissolves magnetite and finely divided easily
weathered silicates such as olivine to a considerable extent.
Through complexation and reduction of the pH, which promote
the protonation to extract poorly ordered Fe and Al oxides, using
the acid ammonium oxalate (pH 3), such as in the following
reaction:
Fe2 O3ðsÞ þ 2H3 OþðaqÞ $ 2FeðOHÞ2 þðaqÞ þ H2 OðlÞ
In the DCB extraction, sodium dithionite, as a strong reducing
agent, solubilizes hematite and goethite from the soil clay fraction. The extraction of SOR by AO and NaOH allows access to
the elements with intermediate mobility and solubility in relation
to soluble, exchangeable, and crystalline forms. The inclusion of
DCB (crystalline minerals) in sequential extraction was due to
the importance of pedogenetic Fe oxides (hematite and goethite)
in the differentiation of pedogenetic and geochemical environments such as in Brazil (27,28). It is important to emphasize that
the potential of soil sample discrimination with these extractions
is greatly increased with the use of the sequential protocol to
improve the separation of the soil mineral phases, relevant for
such an environment with highly weathered soils such as in this
study.
Elements differ in form and in the phase they are in
(26,29,30). Elements in the soluble fraction and adsorbed to the
negative and positive charges of mineral and organic colloids
should not be used in forensic science (16), as they are the most
available and mobile forms of the elements, being easily affected
by temporal changes such as fertilization and rainfall. If, for
example, one of these management interferences on the soil surface occurs after the suspect’s presence at the crime scene, the
trace sample may lose its comparability and traceability to that
location thus invalidating any comparisons made.
To avoid these transitory variations, several authors (16,18–
21) used more aggressive extraction methods to analyze different
and less transient mineral phases. The extraction of SOR by AO
and NaOH allows access to the elements with intermediate
mobility and solubility in relation to soluble and exchangeable
and crystalline forms (20,25,26,29–32). This perspective is
essential in the discrimination of soils which are highly similar
pedologically (i.e., the same soil class and parent material) but
separated by short distances (i.e., 10 to hundreds of meters).
Under such a situation of similarity, the most appropriate chemical form to ascertain local chemical changes is the assessment of
the low crystallinity materials (33).
One of the first forensic soil surveys reported in Brazil proposed significant changes in traditional analytical methods are to
reduce the amount of soil traces necessary for analysis (16).
These authors worked with less than 1.0 g of soil and used only
the silt + clay fraction in the sequential analyses. The sand fraction compromises the homogenization of a small amount of sample (1.0 g) and has mainly primary minerals (quartz), which
usually present low geochemical response to environmental variations (16). From this initial work of methodological definitions,
other authors have successfully used sequential chemical extractions in simulated forensic cases (17–22). Another common procedure in all these simulated forensic cases was the treatment of

the data by PCA and Bray–Curtis analysis, which were successfully applied and helped in the interpretation of forensic data
including soil traces (14,16,17,19–22).
An opportunity arose to apply and test the sequential analysis
protocol in a known murder case (femicide) in the State of
Parana, Brazil (19). Sequential mineralogical and chemical analyses as itemized above were used to chemically assess a limited
amount of soil traces (less than 0.5 g in total was available on
the questioned item) recovered forensically from a suspect’s
vehicle (adhering to the outside rear view mirror and to the left
front fender of the suspect vehicle). All results were analyzed by
PCA and Bray–Curtis and show moderate comparability between
the questioned samples and some of the scene samples, and suggest that the soil recovered from the suspect’s vehicle could have
originated from the edge of the Graciosa Road (State of Parana,
South Brazil), close to the place where the victim’s body was
located. It could not be excluded as having originated from that
location. However, in this case the suspect did not confess to
having been to or near to this location, and in this homicide
case, the soil data were used as one of a set of analyses in a
combination of evidence types (19).
Another homicide occurred in the State of Parana, South
Brazil. In this case, the murderer confessed to the crime to the
police. A spade with soil traces was subsequently seized from
the murderer’s house. Under this context, the hypothesis of
this investigation was that the application of the protocol of
sequential analysis to soil samples collected from the spade
will test the hypothesis that the murderer used this tool at the
crime scene. In order to maintain the alignment with all
research that had used the sequential analysis, the data of the
present work were analyzed by chemometric techniques, PCA
and Bray–Curtis.

Material and Methods
Case Background and Soil Sampling
In 2016, a man was murdered, and his body was cut up into
four parts, with two parts buried in a rural area at Colombo
municipality, Curitiba Metropolitan Region (CMR), State of
Parana, South Brazil (Fig. 1a). The victim’s ex-wife confessed
to the crime and indicated where the parts of the body had been
buried. The torso was found buried at 0–0.40 m depth in an
agricultural area (Inceptisol, under agricultural cropping), and the
legs were found 10.6 km away from the place where the torso
was found, also buried at 0–0.40 m, in an area under native vegetation (Inceptisol, under forest).
The CMR is composed of four main cities (Fig. 1a): Curitiba
(capital of the state of Parana), Araucaria (location where the
parts of the body were buried), Colombo, and S~ao Jose dos Pinhais. The predominant soil class in these four cities is Inceptisol,
with variation of the underlying parent material: Curitiba municipality—claystone;
Araucaria
municipality—granite/gneiss,
Colombo municipality—limestone, and S~ao Jose dos Pinhais
municipality—granite/gneiss. Therefore, soil sampling in the
municipalities of Curitiba and Colombo aimed to validate the
discriminatory power of the sequential analyses of soil samples
collected from different parent materials. Soils from S~ao Jose
dos Pinhais municipality would allow a test of discrimination of
soils from the same pedological unit (Inceptisol) and parent
material (granite/gneiss) in relation to the crime scene. The
design of sampling locations is shown in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 1––(a) Map of Brazil showing the State of Parana and sites where the samples were collected (Araucaria municipality, Colombo municipality, Curitiba
municipality, and S~
ao Jose dos Pinhais municipality); (b) sampling locations and their relative distances: 1) Location 1 (samples from burial site of torso—
Arauc
aria municipality); 2) Location 2 (reference samples from site with torso—Araucaria municipality); 3) Location 3 (samples from burial site of legs—Arauc
aria municipality); 4) Location 4 (reference samples from site with legs—Araucaria municipality); 5) Location 5 (claystone samples—Curitiba municipality);
6) Location 6 (limestone samples—Colombo municipality); 7) Location 7 (granite samples—S~ao Jose dos Pinhais municipality); (c) position of location 1 in
relation to the location 2; and d) position of the location 3 in relation to the location 4. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Location 1—(Arauc
aria municipality) where the victim’s
torso was buried (coordinates 25°330 36″S, 49°280 31″W);
Location 2—(Araucaria municipality) reference samples,
1.8 km from location 1 (coordinates 25°330 43″S,
49°280 12″W). Soils at both locations 1 and 2 are Inceptisols, formed by granite/gneiss and are under the same land
use (agricultural cropping). Even with the similarity and
proximity among soils, use of the sequential analysis for discrimination between locations 1 and 2 was tested;
Location 3—(Araucaria municipality) where the victim’s legs
were buried, 8.8 km from location 2 (coordinates 25°310 28″
S, 49°250 39″W);
Location 4—(Araucaria municipality) reference samples,
0.95 km from location 3 (coordinates 25°310 46″S,
49°250 42″W). Locations 3 and 4—Inceptisols from granite/
gneiss under native vegetation (pine forest).
Location 5—(Curitiba municipality) reference samples formed
from claystone, 43.5 km from location 4 (coordinates 25°220 20.55″S, - 49°110 23.97″W) and under old pasture;
Location 6—(Colombo municipality) reference samples,
formed from limestone, 25.5 km from location 5 (coordinates
- 25°330 37.56″S, - 49°120 30.54″W) and under old pasture;
Location 7—(S~ao Jose dos Pinhais municipality) reference
samples formed from granite/gneiss, 15.5 km from location
6, 20.8 km from location 1 (coordinates 25°320 45.02″S,
49°190 52.15″W) and under old pasture.

Samples collected at locations 5, 6, and 7 are representative
reference soils from the Metropolitan Region of Curitiba (MRC),
which covers the municipality where the body parts were buried
in Araucaria (Fig. 1). In the MRC, there are three parent materials: claystone (location 5), limestone (location 6), and granite
(location 7). Although location 7 has the same parent material as
the locations where the torso and legs were recovered from,
sampling at this point cannot be used as a reference for locations
1 and 3 due to its considerable distance from the crime scene.
As the crime was confessed to, the actual locations of the burial
sites of the torso and legs were found, and it was therefore possible to choose reference locations 2 and 4 which were under
the same parent material, land use and also close to locations 1
and 3. The collection of reference soil samples at locations 5, 6,
and 7 aimed to test the sequential analysis in a wider

geographical area, with soils under different parent materials.
Locations 5, 6, and 7 form a group in the principal component
analysis (PCA). If the sequential analysis is efficient in forensic
studies, replicate samples collected from location 7 (granite/
gneiss) should form an isolated group in the PCA from the other
groups from location 1 to 4 (also granite/gneiss) due to the distance from location 7 in relation to the crime scene. This discrimination based on the distance of soils from the same parent
material is fundamental in forensic studies (19–21)
The sampling procedure was carried out using a standard operating procedure (SOP) for forensic soils developed in Brazil (20).
At each location, 4 replicate soil samples were collected from the
corners of a quadrant (1.5 m apart from each other), in both the
A and B horizons (0–0.1 m (surface) and 0.1–0.4 m (middle
depth), respectively; Fig. 2). The sampling of two horizons aimed
to simulate the crime conditions, where the spade used to bury
the parts of the body had potential contact with both the A and B
horizons (0–0.4 m) at some time during the digging process. The
sampling separation allowed the assessment as to which horizons
had most soil adherent to the spade when recovered. Sampling
equipment was carefully cleaned between uses to avoid any
potential cross contamination between sampling positions.
The Scientific Police of Parana State sized a spade which was
suspected of being used to bury parts of the victim’s body. Samples adhering to the spade were collected both from the front
and from the rear of the tool, at several positions (Fig. 3). Visually, samples from both front and rear of the spade showed great
homogeneity in color and texture. Six samples (replicates) were
collected from the spade with no color or texture differentiation.
Due to color homogeneity, the front of the spade with the most
soil adhering to it was divided into 4 equal-area parts and the
back of the spade with the least soil adhering to it was divided
into 2 equal-area parts. The smallest subsample of the spade
(area of the subsample 5) determined the amount of soil sample
for all collections (3 g).
Sample Preparation and Soil Chemical Analyses
Prior to sample preparation and soil chemical analyses, a
visual comparison of the soils was carried out in order to characterize the samples (Fig. 4). However, it was not possible to
clearly differentiate the samples as they had a similar color.

FIG. 2––Sampling procedure was carried out in accordance with a standard operating procedure (SOP) for forensic soils in Brazil (20): (a) At each location, 4 replicate soil samples were sampled from the corners of a quadrant (at a distance of 1.5 m from each other), in A and B horizons (0–0.1 m and 0.1–
0.4 m, respectively); and (b) example of soil sampling in an agricultural area (locations 1 and 2). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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FIG. 3––General image of the spade used to bury the body parts: before (a and b) and after (c and d) of the soil sampling. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Soil samples were oven-dried (40°C, for 24 h) and sieved
through a 2 mm sieve. A sequence of soil analytical procedures
was carried out on the sampled soils, following the procedures
previously developed for forensic investigations (16) (Fig. 5).
The amount of dried soil for all samples used in this study was
defined by the available amount in the subsample collected on
the spade (Fig. 3). Three grams of soil was subjected to the
organic matter removal with hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) 30% (v/
v) in water bath under 70°C. The soil was dispersed via grinding
with a rubber stick in the presence of pH 10 deionized water
(1 g of Na2CO3 in 10 L of H2O). The sand fraction was retained
in a 0.053 mm mesh. Fractions smaller than 0.053 mm
(silt + clay) were ground (with a pestle in an agate mortar) and
sieved through a 0.2 mm mesh. Afterward, the silt and clay fractions were placed in an oven to remove the water. When dried,
the silt + clay forms a thin crust, which in turn is lightly ground
and then sieved through a 0.2 mm sieve, in order to homogenize
the silt + clay fraction. This uniformity is intended to assist in
the chemical extraction processes.
The most reactive fraction to the partial chemical extractions is
the clay fraction. However, due to the reduced amount of soil
traces available (0.8 g; Fig. 5), the silt fraction was too small for

subsequent quantitative analysis. The finer particles (silt and clay)
are preferentially retained on shoes, tyres, clothes, etc. (34). One
gram of soil has been used previously in several simulated crime
scenes (16,18–20). Similarly, in the application in an actual criminal case (19) 0.5 g of trace sample was used, and the full procedure was applied as described in Fig. 5. Therefore, this work
followed the same procedures of previous work which applied the
sequential analyses in the silt + clay fraction (16,18–20).
The amount of 0.8 g of silt + clay fraction was placed in centrifuge tubes covered with aluminum foil. After addition of
20 mL (weight ratio of 25:1) of 0.2 mol/L ammonium oxalate
pH 3 solution (AO) (34), the tubes were agitated for 2 h. The
suspension was centrifuged at 5000 rpm, and the supernatant
collected to determine element contents.
The AO residue was treated with dithionite–citrate–bicarbonate (DCB) method (26). Samples of 0.65 g were placed in
100 mL tubes and subjected to the extraction three times with
10.4 mL (weight ratio of 16:1) of solution of sodium citrate
0.3 mol/L + 1.3 mL (weight ratio of 2:1) of a solution of
sodium bicarbonate 1.0 mol/L + 0.26 g (weight ratio of 0.8:1)
of sodium dithionite. Samples in solution were manually agitated
while heated at 70°C in a water bath for a period of 30 min.
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FIG. 4––(a) Set of samples, and (b) visual comparison of samples collected from Araucaria (Locations 1, 2, and 3), formed by granite/gneiss before they
were dissolved by the sequential and chemical extractions. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 5––Scheme of physical and chemical procedures applied to the soil samples in this study. Note: AO, ammonium oxalate; DCB, dithionite–citrate–bicarbonate.

The last step in the extraction process is the NaOH extraction.
Around 0.40 g of DCB residue was placed in tubes with 2 mL
of NaOH 0.5 mol/L without heating and homogenized. Teflon
beakers containing 15 mL of the NaOH 0.5 mol/L solution were
placed in a sand bath at 200°C until boiling. The total volume

of solution was 17 mL (weight ratio of 42.5:1) which was then
added to the tube with the samples. The boiling solution
remained in contact with the sample for three minutes under
constant manual agitation. Immediately after, samples were
cooled in a recipient with cool water and then centrifuged.
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For all sequential extractions, a series of common steps were
established: (i) The extracting solutions and volumetric flasks
were filled with ultrapure water (18.2 MΩ.cm at 25°C – Millipore Direct–Q System), and high purity acids were used in the
analyses (Merck PA); (ii) before each extraction, the samples
were dried for 24 hours in an oven at 40°C, ground with a pestle
in an agate mortar, and sieved at 0.2 mm in order to improve
the efficiency of the extractions; (iii) after each extraction, salt
excess was removed by washing with 0.5 mol/L (NH4)2CO3 and
ultrapure water; (iv) after washing, the samples were oven-dried
at 40°C for 24 h; (v) extracts were obtained by centrifugation
(3000 rpm for 10 min), and all extracts were filtered in a slow
filter paper (Macherey Nagelâ); (vi) after dissolution, element
concentrations were determined by optical emission spectrometry
inductively coupled with plasma (Varian-720S) (ICP-OES). For
the extracts obtained by AO and NaOH 0.5 mol/L, 0.6 and
1 mL of HNO3 were respectively added before the analysis in
the ICP-OES, to avoid the formation of precipitates in NaOH
extracts and to better preserve the organic extractant AO.
The operational conditions of the ICP-OES with an axial configuration were the following: radiofrequency power—1200 W;
replicate—3; plasma gas flow rate—15 L/min; auxiliary gas flow
rate—1.5 L/min; sample uptake rate—1.0 mL/min; nebulizer gas
flow rate—0.5 L/min; nebulizer type—spray chamber; spray
chamber—double spray; injector tube diameter—1.2 mm; signal
integration time—15 sec; and wavelength—203 nm. All procedures were performed including the blank analytical solutions.
Mineralogical Data
Mineralogical data from work previously carried out with
samples from the same location (Araucaria) (21) were included
in this investigation to widen the discussion about the elementary data obtained by sequential chemical extractions. In this
work, the following conditions to XRD data were used: diffraction patterns (random powder samples) were obtained in the
equipment Panalytical X’Pert3, under 0.42 °2h sec1 speed, and
analyzed in the range from 3 to 35 °2h. The diffractometer was
equipped with nickel filter, graphite monochromator, and CuKa
radiation, and it was operated at 40 kV and 40 mA.
Multivariate Statistics
The application of multivariate statistics to soil data is a useful
approach and sometimes crucial to help elucidate and evaluate
patterns of data in criminal cases. This type of statistical
approach offers a clear ability to test for grouping of samples as
well as separation between samples, that is, inter- and intragroup
comparisons. In addition, it is possible to verify the similarities
and the dissimilarities and discrimination in a set of soil samples
based on the analytical data obtained.
Data obtained from the silt + clay fraction were exported from
a single matrix, square root transformed and statistically analyzed by principal component analysis (PCA) using the software
Statistica (35) and Paleontological Statistics (PAST), through the
application of clustering using Bray–Curtis similarities (36).
From the matrix data, two PCAs were generated: PCA 1) elemental contents extracted from AO, DCB, and NaOH extractions
for the A horizon; PCA 2) elemental contents extracted from
AO, DCB, and NaOH extractions for the B horizon. The elements which presented values higher than the limit of detection
(LD) in the ICP-OES for all samples and extraction methods
were selected: Al (LD—0.01 mg/L), Fe (LD—0.009 mg/L), Mg
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(LD—0.006 mg/L), Zn (LD—0.003 mg/L), Cu (LD—0.01 mg/
L), Mn (LD—0.006 mg/L), and Pb (LD—0.003 mg/L; values
are available on Tables S1–S3).
The Bray–Curtis clustering approach has been successfully
used in other forensic investigations (19,20) and presents the
groups (clusters) and the index of maximum similarity among
the groups of samples, particularly those which share common
characteristics. Pearson correlations among the elemental concentrations of the AO, DCB, and NaOH extractions were carried
out using the software Statistica (35).
Results and Discussion
Soils from the same sampling areas have been used in previous work carried out in South Brazil (19–21), with a very similar mineralogical profile among the samples, particularly among
samples from Araucaria (21). X-ray diffraction consistently
revealed a predominance of kaolinite, quartz (explained by the
presence of the silt in the samples analyzed), gibbsite, and hematite (Fig. 6).
Considering the high degree of similarity in the mineralogical
assemblage, soils from the same parent material and located
close by may be distinguished. Data obtained by sequential
chemical extraction with AO (ammonium oxalate), DCB
(dithionite–citrate–bicarbonate), and 0.5 mol L-1 NaOH were
compiled in a matrix separated by horizons (Figs 7 and 8). The
elemental profiles (contents of Al2O3, Fe2O3, Mg, Zn, Cu, Mn,
and Pb) of the samples from the A horizon showed a lower variation among sites compared to the samples from the B horizon
(please see Tables S1–S3): the larger variation among the sites
was verified in the Mg content extracted by NaOH 0.5 mol/L (A
horizon—1.0 mg/kg, B horizon—0.1 mg/kg, Claystone location); Mn extracted by AO (A horizon—321.8 mg/kg, B horizon
—79.9 mg/kg, Reference torso location), and extracted by DCB
(A horizon—172.8 mg/kg, B horizon—57.6 mg/kg, Reference
torso location).
The highest Fe2O3 contents were obtained by DCB extraction
(Figs 7 and 8). One of the advantages of sequential extraction is
the possibility of isolating the SRO and crystalline mineral
phases of the soil. This behavior follows the nature of sequential
and selective extractions: AO—dissolution of allophanes and
imogolites (short-range order material—SRO with Si/Al molar
ratio greater than 2:1; and amorphous Fe minerals (ferrihydrite,
fougerite, and schwertmannite), Mn and Al oxides (37,38); DCB
—crystalline Fe oxides (hematite and goethite) (25); and NaOH
—Al-hydroxide, Al–O–Si layers resistant to previous AO extraction and Si–O (opaline silica) (24). The greater extraction of
Fe2O3 by DCB in relation to AO is due to the predominance of
crystalline forms of Fe (hematite and goethite) over Fe-SRO
(e.g., ferryhidrite) (39,40).
The highest Fe2O3-DCB contents were found in the soils of
the external municipalities (used as reference locations—Curitiba, Colombo, and S~ao Jose dos Pinhais) to the burial locations of the victim’s body parts (Araucaria municipality). The
granite/gneiss from S~ao Jose dos Pinhais municipality presents
higher levels of primary iron–magnesian minerals in the sand
fraction (16,18). The weathering of these minerals released
more Fe for hematite and mainly goethite formation in the clay
fraction.
DCB does not extract Al2O3 in an isolated phase. The incorporation of Al into the hematite and goethite structure is verified
by isomorphic substitution (IS) of Fe3+ by Al3+, both in octahedral coordination. The highest correlation coefficient (p < 0.01)
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FIG. 6––Mineralogical profile of ramdom samples from S~ao Jose dos Pinhais and Araucaria municipalities (granite/gneiss), State of Parana, Brazil. (Adapted
from [21]). Note: Ka, kaolinite; Gb, gibbsite; Qz, quartz; Hm, hematite. The interlayer distances in nanometers (nm) are presented in parenthesis. [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

between the elements extracted by the DCB was observed
between Fe and Al, indicating a similar source for both elements
(Table 1). Hematite and goethite in the A horizon from the location where the torso was buried presented lower IS levels (smaller Al2O3-DCB contents; Fig. 7), a factor that also contributed to
discrimination of this location from the other locations in the statistical analysis PCA and clustering by Bray–Curtis (Figs 9–12).
AO extracted more amorphous Al oxides than amorphous Fe
oxides (Figs 7 and 8). This behavior has also been shown by
other authors (24,25). However, samples that had more amorphous Al oxides also had higher contents of amorphous Fe oxides (r = 0.77, p < 0.01; Table 1). The conditions that favor the
formation and stabilization of amorphous Fe and Al oxides are
higher organic matter contents and lower redox potential conditions (excess of water) (41).
The content of Al2O3-NaOH was important to separate soil
samples collected at the Curitiba (claystone) and S~ao Jose dos
Pinhais municipalities (granite/gneiss), and the reference locations in the set of A horizon samples (Fig. 7). The behavior for
the B horizon samples was much more variable (Fig. 8), with
greater variation of Al2O3-NaOH and, consequently, providing
only a low power of forensic sample discrimination.
In general, for both the A and B soil horizons, the main
source of Mn was the amorphous oxides extracted by AO
(Figs 7 and 8). Another possibility is the association between Fe
and Mn in the crystals of amorphous oxides. The correlation
coefficient between Fe-AO and Mn-AO contents was high, positive, and significant (r = 0.77, p < 0.01; Table 1). The difference of the ionic radii between Fe3+ (0.067 nm) and Mn4+
(0.052 nm) is only 22%. Under room temperature and pressure
conditions, the theoretical limit of ionic radius difference to
enable isomorphic substitution (IS) is 35% (42). Mn-AO contents were high for the A horizon samples of the location where
the legs had been buried and the reference samples from the

location where the torso had been buried (800 and 300 mg/kg,
respectively), being lower than where the legs had been buried
for the B horizon (900 mg/kg). Mn-AO contents isolated these
samples from the others.
The other elements (Mg, Cu, Zn, and Pb) are normally associated with the colloidal fraction of the soil by IS or by innersphere adsorption to the surface reactive groups of minerals.
The highest Mg-DCB contents in the A and B horizons from
the Colombo municipality soils are consistent with originating
from the carbonate material (Figs 7 and 8). These sedimentary
rocks are formed of carbonates of Ca (calcite), Mg (magnesite),
and Ca-Mg (dolomite) (43). The Zn-DCB contents separated the
reference samples group from the A and B horizons from the
Curitiba municipality, Colombo municipality, and S~ao Jose dos
Pinhais municipality from the other samples belonging to the
crime scene region (Araucaria municipality). Higher Mg-AO
contents of A horizon also separated the locations where the
victim’s torso and legs were buried (Fig. 7). The higher contents of Pb in the A horizon of the agricultural area (torso and
reference torso; Fig. 7) are compatible with a long period of the
addition of fertilizers to the soil, mainly phosphate-based ones
(44,45).
The sequential chemical extractions carried out with ammonium oxalate (AO), dithionite–citrate–bicarbonate (DCB), and
NaOH 0.5 mol/L (Fig. 4) were clearly efficient in separating
samples by their sampling locations using PCA (Figs 9 and 10).
A tendency for greater clustering was observed for the set of soil
samples collected from the superficial soil layers (i.e., the A
horizon). Even with the removal of organic matter prior to the
sequential extractions, the effect of this colloidal fraction was
seen in the chemical characteristics of the secondary minerals
from the different sampling locations. The organic matter favors
the formation and stabilization of SRO minerals in the clay fraction (46,47).
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FIG. 7––Average content (means of four samples at each quadrant) and standard deviations of oxides and elements obtained by chemical extractions with
AO (ammonium oxalate), DCB (dithionite–citrate–bicarbonate), and NaOH 0.5 mol/L in the A horizon for the sampled locations. Ref—reference; Torso, Ref
torso; Legs and Ref legs samples belong to Araucaria city; claystone samples belong to Curitiba; limestone samples belong to Colombo; granite samples
belong to S~
ao Jose dos Pinhais; and cities from Metropolitan Region of Curitiba (MRC), State of Parana, South Brazil. nd—below the detection limit of ICPOES. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

The cluster analysis allows a comparison of the samples collected at the same location (i.e., the replicates; Figs 11 and 12).
In the A horizon, the following sequence of similarity among
the sample groups was the following: (Fig. 11) (i) with 98% of
similarity was a grouping of all six soil replicates collected from
the spade. This shows the great similarity of the soil mass adhering to the spade likely during the burial of the victim’s body

parts. The four replicates collected at the torso burial location
had a 97% similarity. There was also a clustering of all reference
samples of the location where the legs were recovered from and
two samples from the burial location where the legs were recovered from (97% similarity), and which also compared with the
limestone and granite reference locations. It was expected that
there would be a grouping of all replicates collected at the same
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FIG. 8––Average content (four samples at each quadrant) and standard deviations of oxides and elements obtained by chemical extractions with AO (ammonium oxalate), DCB (dithionite–citrate–bicarbonate), and NaOH 0.5 mol/L in the B horizon for the sampled locations. Ref—reference; Torso, Ref torso; Legs
and Ref legs samples belong to Araucaria city; claystone samples belong to Curitiba; limestone samples belong to Colombo; granite samples belong to S~ao
Jose dos Pinhais; and cities from Metropolitan Region of Curitiba (MRC), State of Parana, South Brazil. nd—below the detection limit of ICP-OES. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

place with a high index of similarity. However, even if replicates
are collected at a close distance to each other (i.e., 1.5 m from
each other), horizontal differences in the chemical characteristics
of the soil samples can occur; (ii) the best grouping was for the
samples collected from the spade with the samples collected at
the burial location of the torso (95% of similarity). As the

murderer had confessed to having used the same spade to bury
all the victim’s parts, the clustering data show that there was a
preferential adherence of the soil from the A horizon during the
burial of the torso. This was the most important association
found from this work. The initial contact of the clean spade with
the first surface layer promoted considerable adherence of the A
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TABLE 1––Pearson correlations among the elements obtained by AO
(ammonium oxalate), DCB (dithionite–citrate–bicarbonate), and NaOH
0.5 mol/L extractions for all samples of this study.
Cu
AO extraction
Al 0.43*,**
Cu
Fe
Mg
Mn
Pb
DCB extraction
Al ns
Cu
Fe
Mg
Mn
Pb
NaOH extraction
Al 0.47*,**
Cu
Fe
Mg
Mn
Pb

Fe

Mn

Pb

0.77*,** 0.46*,**
ns
ns
0.63*,**

0.45*,**
ns
0.77*,**
0.43*,**

0.40*,**
0.29*,**
0.27*,**
0.63*,**
ns

0.49*,**
ns
0.36*,**
0.39*,**
0.33*,**
0.43*,**

0.80*,** ns
ns
ns
ns

0.54*,**
ns
ns
ns

ns
ns
ns
ns
ns

0.76*,**
0.53*,**
ns
0.42*,**
ns
ns

ns
ns
ns
ns
ns

0.31*,**
0.60*,**
ns
0.28*,**
ns
ns

ns
ns

Mg

0.37*,** ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns

Zn

ns, not significant.
*,**Significant at 5 and 1 % probability, respectively.

horizon soil. When the spade reached the subsurface, the transfer
of horizon B soil was less, possibly due the already adhering soil
from the A horizon. More soil adherence on a metal surface
(horizon A on the spade) is expected than soil–soil adherence
(horizon B on top of horizon A soil). A similarity index of 95%
was observed for the group of all reference samples from the
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location where the legs were recovered from and the grouping of
three replicates of the samples collected at the location where
the legs had been buried (iii) the large group of spade plus torso
burial location + torso reference samples showed a 85% similarity. Even though these two sampling sites were positioned at a
close horizontal distance from each other and were in a similar
environment (agricultural soils under the same management and
with the same underlying parent material; Fig. 1), data produced
by chemical extractions were able to identify greater similarity
between replicates (intragroup similarity—similarity of the isolated groups of the torso and reference torso equal to 97 and
95%, respectively). These data confirm the preferential adherence of soil on the spade at the torso burial location.
For the B horizon soils, the formation of the groups was more
dispersed and presenting with lower similarity indexes (Fig. 12):
(i) the group of all the samples of the location where the torso
had been buried presented lower similarity (92%) compared to
the A horizon (97%); (ii) the first similarity value between two
groups occurred at the 83% similarity index (torso + reference
torso). The second important group (torso + legs) showed a similarity value of 80%; (iii) at 77% of similarity index, the spade
was placed at the burial location (large group legs + torso + reference torso + spade); and (iv) the sample groups of the different parent materials (S~ao Jose dos Pinhais municipality—granite/
gneiss, Curitiba municipality—claystone, and Colombo municipality—limestone) showed 87% of intragroup similarity.
Conclusions
The chemical sequential extractions were performed according
to the previous studies (19,20). The soil from the A horizon at
the burial torso site location had adhered to the spade. However,

FIG. 9––Different perspective of the same grouping by principal component analysis (PCA). Data matrix corresponds to the sequential extractions with AO
(ammonium oxalate), DCB (dithionite–citrate–bicarbonate), and NaOH 0.5 mol/L obtained in the A horizon for all samples of this study (including spade samples). Ref, reference. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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FIG. 10––Different perspective of the same grouping by principal component analysis (PCA). Data matrix corresponds to the sequential extractions with AO
(ammonium oxalate), DCB (dithionite–citrate–bicarbonate), and NaOH 0.5 mol/L obtained in the B horizon for all samples of this study (including spade samples). Ref, reference. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 11––Clustering by Bray–Curtis. Data matrix corresponds to the sequential extractions with AO (ammonium oxalate), DCB (dithionite–citrate–bicarbonate), and NaOH 0.5 mol/L obtained in the A horizon for all samples of this study (including spade samples). Ref, references. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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FIG. 12––Clustering by Bray–Curtis. Data matrix corresponds to the sequential extractions with AO (ammonium oxalate), DCB (dithionite–citrate–bicarbonate), and NaOH 0.5 mol/L obtained in the B horizon for all samples of this study (including spade samples). Ref, references. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

the site where the legs were subsequently buried contributed
much less trace soil material to the spade. Therefore, the analytical procedures proposed in previous studies (16) presented a
promising approach for the analysis of soils collected at crime
scenes in Brazil, provided enough soil is available from the
questioned item. The sequential chemical analysis should be
considered and prioritized instead of isolated extractions to
improve discrimination and comparability between trace soil
samples from a questioned item and a crime scene. It also
demonstrates the importance in considering aspects of activity
level information, such as which location the tool had been used
at first, in this case the site where the torso had been buried, and
thus likely provides the stronger evidence of that contact.
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Evaluation of the Simultaneous Analysis of
Organic and Inorganic Gunshot Residues
Within a Large Population Data Set Using
Electrochemical Sensors*,†

ABSTRACT: The increasing demand for rapid methods to identify both inorganic and organic gunshot residues (IGSR and OGSR) makes

electrochemical methods, an attractive screening tool to modernize current practice. Our research group has previously demonstrated that electrochemical screening of GSR samples delivers a simple, inexpensive, and sensitive analytical solution that is capable of detecting IGSR and
OGSR in less than 10 min per sample. In this study, we expand our previous work by increasing the number of GSR markers and applying
machine learning classifiers to the interpretation of a larger population data set. Utilizing bare screen-printed carbon electrodes, the detection
and resolution of seven markers (IGSR; lead, antimony, and copper, and OGSR; nitroglycerin, 2,4-dinitrotoluene, diphenylamine, and ethyl centralite) was achieved with limits of detection (LODs) below 1 µg/mL. A large population data set was obtained from 395 authentic shooter samples and 350 background samples. Various statistical methods and machine learning algorithms, including critical thresholds (CT), naı̈ve Bayes
(NB), logistic regression (LR), and neural networks (NN), were utilized to calculate the performance and error rates. Neural networks proved to
be the best predictor when assessing the dichotomous question of detection of GSR on the hands of shooter versus nonshooter groups. Accuracies for the studied population were 81.8 % (CT), 88.1% (NB), 94.7% (LR), and 95.4% (NN), respectively. The ability to detect both IGSR
and OGSR simultaneously provides a selective testing platform for gunshot residues that can provide a powerful field-testing technique and
assist with decisions in case management.

KEYWORDS: gunshot residues, GSR, electrochemistry, machine learning algorithms, simultaneous detection, screen-printed carbon electrodes, SPCE, square-wave anodic stripping voltammetry, inorganic, organic

Gun violence in America continues to devastate communities
across the United States, resulting in approximately 100 firearmrelated deaths each day, totaling approximately 39,000 deaths in
2019 (1,2). The forensic science and law enforcement communities require rapid and efficient methods when dealing with firearm-related incidents. The analysis of gunshot residues (GSRs)
can provide investigative leads, identify potential shooters, and
refute or corroborate statements (3–5).
The discharge of a firearm results in the ejection of a cloud of
compounds out the barrel, chamber, and other openings of the
firearm. This gaseous cloud contains various inorganic and
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organic compounds typical of GSR (3–5). Inorganic gunshot
residues (IGSR) include elements such as lead (Pb), antimony
(Sb), barium (Ba), copper (Cu), and aluminum (Al) within the
primer, projectile, and cartridge casings (5–7).
The current standard practice for the identification of IGSR
uses scanning electron microscopy energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDS) (7–9). The ASTM E1588-17 method
assesses morphology followed by elemental analysis (7). This
method is the gold standard, providing confirmatory analysis of
distinctive morphological features of GSR particles ranging from
0.5 µm to 10 µm and elemental composition on a single particle.
Nonetheless, SEM-EDS is bulky and time-consuming, limiting
its use to the forensic laboratory setting. The management of
cases from crime scene to the courtroom could benefit from the
implementation of reliable screening tests that are capable of
quick on-site detection for better selection of samples prior to
their submission to the laboratory and use as evidence for preliminary hearings to speed up the legal process.
Screening methods capable of dual detection of inorganic and
organic markers benefit from improved selectivity despite the
absence of morphology identification. Common organic gunshot
residues (OGSR) include nitroglycerin (NG), diphenylamine
(DPA), 2,4-dinitrotoluene (DNT), and ethyl centralite (EC).
OGSR compounds are found in the gunpowder as stabilizers and
explosive compounds (5–7). Current methods of testing are
1935
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limited to either inorganic markers or organic markers and generally use instrumental techniques such as mass spectrometry
and gas chromatography, which are expensive, time-consuming,
and difficult to make portable (10). Therefore, the development
and assessment of rapid, portable, and sensitive techniques providing simultaneous analysis of IGSR and OGSR are of analytical importance to the forensic science community.
Electrochemistry is a mature analytical technique offering sensitive and versatile testing platforms for a variety of materials
and compounds in fields such as biochemistry, thermodynamics,
and environmental chemistry (11). The analysis of inorganic
metals has been demonstrated previously, allowing for the detection of IGSR (5,12–17). In addition, many organic components
are electroactive species. It has been previously demonstrated by
several research groups that the simultaneous detection of IGSR
and OGSR via electrochemical methods is a viable solution for
screening GSR samples (5,16–18) as Goudsmits et. al stated that
simultaneous detection via other methods has been a challenge
for the field (19). Its speed of analysis and portability makes
electrochemistry ideal for field testing and strategic triage
approaches at the laboratory. Moreover, the nondestructive nature of electrochemical methods makes it feasible for further confirmation by other techniques when needed.
This work aims to demonstrate the importance of a simultaneous screening of GSR samples for both IGSR and OGSR through
the analysis of a large population study to provide statistical interpretations of the strength of the electrochemical method to answer
the dichotomous question of presence or absence of GSR and its
implications with recent firing activities. Comparison of several
populations including samples collected from the hands of shooters
and nonshooters is presented herein along with statistical analysis.

Materials and Methods
Reagents and Standards
Sodium acetate anhydrous, glacial acetic acid (HPLC grade), and
acetonitrile (Optima®) were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Fair
Lawn, NJ). 1,3-Diethyl-1,3-diphenylurea 99% (ethyl centralite) and
Antimony (III) Oxide (Reagent Plus®) powder 5-micron 99% were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Diphenylamine
standard was acquired from SPEX Certiprep® (Metuchen, NJ).
Lead, copper, and antimony standards were obtained from Ultra
Scientific® (Kingstown, RI). Nitroglycerin and 2,4-dinitrotoluene
standards were purchased from AccuStandard® (New Haven, CT).
Ultrapure, 18.2 MΩ water was obtained using a Millipore DirectQ® UV water purification system (Billerica, MA). Nitrogen was
obtained from Matheson Tri-Gas, Inc. (Irving, TX).

general public. Background hand samples were collected from
volunteers who stated that they had not been in contact with firearms or fireworks in the past 24 h. Collection was performed on
the WVU campus and at the World Scout Jamboree at a station
located several miles away from the shooting ranges. A total of
350 background samples were collected.
Authentic shooter samples consisted of samples collected from
the hands of individuals who had recently fired a gun at one of
two locations: the West Virginia University (WVU) Ballistics
Laboratory or the World Scout Jamboree at the Summit Bechtel
Reserve, WV. The shooter’s hands were sampled either immediately after shooting (indoor range) or less than one hour after the
discharge of the firearm (outdoor ranges). In both locations, the
sampling was conducted using aluminum SEM-EDS stubs
coated with adhesive carbon tape purchased from Ted Pella, Inc.
(Redding, CA). The back and palms of both hands were sampled
as described previously (5) following the standard practice sampling procedure for GSR collection in the United States. This
involves the use of four collection stubs, where one stub was
used for collection from each of the following: right palm, right
back, left palm, and left back of the hand. Several firearms and
ammunitions were utilized in the study. Table 1 provides a summary of the firearms and ammunitions used in this study. A total
of 395 authentic shooter samples were collected.
Sample Preparation
All measurements were conducted in 0.1 M acetate buffer pH
4.5 on the surface of the bare screen-printed carbon electrodes.
The left palm shooter samples were utilized for analysis. Figure 1 demonstrates the sample preparation procedure. The adhesive stub surface was first washed by placing a 50 µL drop of
acetate buffer on a portion of the stub surface and agitated by
pipetting the drop several times onto the surface of the carbon
stub to improve extraction. This drop was then removed and
placed in a centrifuge tube. A 50 µL drop of acetonitrile was
then used to wash the stub surface in the same spot as the buffer
wash following the same procedure. The drop of acetonitrile was
removed and placed in a separate microfuge tube. The organic
fraction was then evaporated under a constant stream of nitrogen
in a ductless hood. The buffer fraction was then used to reconstitute the dried organic fraction and vortexed prior to analysis
through placing the 50 µL portion on the electrode, covering the
working, auxiliary, and reference electrode, and measured via
square-wave anodic stripping voltammetry. The extraction procedure from a portion of the stub allows for the collection stub to
undergo future analysis via SEM-EDS and ensures a representative sample as a result of the collection procedure and the random distribution of GSR particles.

Electrodes and Instrumentation
Screen-printed carbon electrodes (SPCEs) model type DRP110 were purchased from Metrohm DropSens, USA. Electrochemical measurements were carried out using an Autolab
PGSTAT128N potentiostat along with the NOVA software, version 2.1.4, from Metrohm USA, Inc. A Metler Toledo FiveEasy
(Columbus, OH) pH meter was used for determining pH values.
Sample Collection
Collection of shooter samples along with background samples
was performed following Institutional Review Board (IRB) procedure # 1506706336 for the collection of samples from the

Square-Wave Anodic Stripping Voltammetric (SWASV) Method
Analysis of samples was achieved first through the application
of −0.95 V potential, used as a preconcentration step to deposit
the analytes in their reduced form at the surface of the working
electrode. Following this preconcentration step, a square-wave
procedure was used to sweep the potential between −1.0 and
+1.2 V in order to strip analytes from the surface and obtain the
oxidation peaks of the analytes of interest. The parameters used
for the SWASV analysis can be found in Table 2. This procedure was utilized for the construction of calibration curves for
each analyte of interest in similar fashion using drop analysis.
Several quality control (QC) samples were analyzed at the start
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TABLE 1––Summary of firearms and ammunitions utilized in collection of authentic GSR samples.
Firearm

Type

Springfield XD9, 9 mm pistol

Leaded

Sig Sauer P320, 9 mm pistol
Ruger Mark IV, 22 LR pistol
Taurus Model 905, 9-mm revolver
Taurus Model 608, .357 Magnum Revolver

Lead-free primer
Leaded
Leaded
Leaded

Ammunition
Blazer factory standard 115 grain copper full metal jacket
Winchester 231 (4 grains) 115 or 124 grain total metal jacket, Remington primer
Winchester 231 (4 grains) 115 or 124 grain total metal jacket, Winchester primer
Manufacturer loaded Remington Luger 115 grain full metal jacket
Alliant Unique powder
Alliant Bullseye powder
Accurate No. 2 powder
Hodgdon HS-6 powder
Hodgdon HP-38 powder
IMR 700-X powder
IMR PB powder
Vectan Ba-9 powder
Winchester WSF powder
Alliant Blue Dot powder (gray and blue)
Federal Syntech training 9 mm match 124 and 127 grain total synthetic jacket
Federal .22 caliber long rifle 40 grain solid
Winchester 231 (4 grains) 115 or 124 grain total metal jacket, Remington primer
American Eagle Federal, 38 special 130 grain full metal jacket

and end of each analysis period, including blank buffer, negative
stub control (a carbon stub not used or exposed during sampling), IGSR standard mix, and OGSR standard mix.
Data Analysis
Sample response was assessed as the current area of each peak
at potentials corresponding to the analytes of interest. Critical
thresholds were calculated for each analyte based on the average
current response for the analysis of the background (nonshooter)
samples. Critical thresholds (CT) were calculated as the average
current response plus three times the standard deviation of the
current response as seen in Equation 1.
CT ¼ Ibackground skin avg: þ ð3∗sdÞ

(1)

Outliers based on the generation of box plots from the background data set were removed prior to calculation, and all samples demonstrating a zero response were replaced by the lowest
quartile value for each analyte. An analyte was considered present if the measured response was above the critical threshold,
and absent if at or below that experimental limit. Threshold values were used for the assessment of shooter samples to

determine performance measures including true positives (sensitivity), true negatives (specificity), false positives, and false negatives as outlined previously (5). Further, machine learning
algorithms including naı̈ve Bayes, logistic regression, and neural
networks were used to assess the performance of the method as
detailed by our group (20) for classification of shooter from nonshooter samples. To this end, known shooter and known nonshooter samples were identified as such and a random splitting
of the data was performed to use 60% of the data for training,
20% for validation, and 20% for testing. JMP Pro statistical software version 14.0.0 was used for statistical analysis of the data
using the above-mentioned machine learning algorithms. The
neural network consisted of a single hidden layer with a TanH
activation sigmoid identity radial of 3 with a learning rate of 0.1
and a squared penalty method.
Results and Discussion
While forensic science fields such as the analysis of seized
drugs, explosives detection, and trace evidence boast powerful
field-testing tools, the discipline of gunshot residue analysis currently lacks screening techniques for use in the field. However,
incorporation of reliable screening methods can result in

FIG. 1––GSR extraction procedure from the sampling stub. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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TABLE 2––SWASV parameters for analysis of GSR with SPCEs.
Bare Carbon
Parameter
Technique
Deposition potential
Deposition time
Start potential
End potential
Step
Modulation amplitude
Frequency
Interval time

Value
SWASV
−0.95 V
120 s
−1.0 V
1.2 V
0.004 V
0.025 V
8 Hz
0.125 s

opportunities for more efficient case management. For instance,
law enforcement agencies from over ninety cities within the United States utilize acoustic detection methods to allow officers to
arrive at the scene of a firearm-related incident in a matter of
minutes. Despite this technology, current detection methods cannot match this response speed causing the investigators to wait
weeks to months for laboratory results. In some cases, this also
implies that suspects may be spending unnecessary time in jail.
As a result, the main purpose of this study was to evaluate the
feasibility of modern disposable electrochemical sensors as fast
and reliable screening tools for field detection of gunshot residues. The utility of the method was assessed in two stages. First,
the optimization and evaluation of analytical performance for the
simultaneous identification of IGSR and OGSR was accomplished and is discussed in the Analytical measures section. Second, the assessment of the occurrence of the monitored GSR
markers within the background populations relative to the shooter populations was conducted. This second stage involved the
validation of the method by estimation of error rates and accuracy of the electrochemical method and is discussed in the Critical threshold and Machine learning sections.
The adoption of this method for use in the field was evaluated
through three main aspects: (i) practicality of the method and speed
of analysis in less than 10 min, (ii) demonstrable sensitivity and
selectivity in large sets of casework-like authentic samples to
demonstrate fit-for-purpose, and (iii) overall selectivity and accuracy greater than 80% to provide reliable screening testing.
Analytical Measures of the Method
The electroanalytical method proposed for the assessment of
GSR markers required an initial evaluation of critical variables
that play a role in the identification of the individual elements
and compounds. For instance, peak potential is probably the
main variable that provides qualitative information, the current
obtained under specific buffer conditions, and pH is representative of the analytical response of the materials in solution. Therefore, individual assessment of each analyte was conducted to
determine the electrochemical potential of interest, linear range,
limits of detection, and limits of quantitation. Independent calibration solutions were prepared via serial dilution from a stock
and measured as individual 50 µL drops deposited onto the electrode surface. These solutions were used to build calibration
curves of the target analytes. The limits of detection were calculated as three times the standard deviation of the lowest calibrator response divided by the average slope. Table 3 demonstrates
the calculated analytical measures for each analyte of interest
measured on the carbon electrode.

Calibration curves demonstrated acceptable linearity and limits
of detection below 1 µg/mL. In general, the limits of detection
achieved by this electrochemical method are comparable to other
methods used for detection of IGSR and OGSR. For instance,
mass spectrometric methods typically report OGSR compounds in
the low nanogram to microgram range or low part-per-billion to
part-per-million range depending on instrumentation (21). IGSR
detection limits for methods such as SEM-EDS are typically low
micrograms, while mass spectrometry methods range from low
nanogram/part-per-billion to microgram/low part-per-million, and
in the sub-to-low nanogram level for laser-induced breakdown
spectroscopy (LIBS) (21). Of these, only SEM-EDS and TOFSIMS are capable of single particle analysis and morphology,
which is a desirable feature. Although electrochemistry cannot
offer morphological information, the simultaneous detection of
IGSR and OGSR adds significant confidence to the results. Further, despite inferior OGSR detection limits by electrochemistry
than LC/MS, this method has been shown to be effective in the
detection of GSR at levels typically encountered in casework-like
samples, as supported by the true positive rates in this study and
previous work. Table 3 shows copper as the most sensitive element under the current measuring conditions, but overall the
square-wave method demonstrated good performance for metal
detection and for the organic compounds. The initial deposition
step was beneficial for the reduction of all metals to improve the
sensitivity of the method. However, due to possible differences in
the electrochemical mechanisms of some of the organic species,
the sensitivities varied. This can be seen in the case of ethyl centralite (EC) and diphenylamine (DPA) that showed LODs in the
range of 0.4 µg/mL in contrast to NG and 2,4-DNT that presented
lower values. However, in general, the low detection capability
obtained for all OGSRs is considered an advantage and a feature
that is highly desirable due to the low concentration of these compounds that may be present in the authentic samples. Furthermore,
this work demonstrates an expanded panel of analytes for GSR
analysis with improved limits of detection compared to our previous work (5), which will allow for increased reliability in the analysis when multiple GSR markers are present.
Figure 2 demonstrates standard mixtures of the target GSR
markers along with the signal from the buffer blank. Peak potential separation was observed for the majority of analytes; however, resolution problems were observed for NG and DPA, as
well as Cu and Sb, depending on their relative concentration in
the sample. When present together in a mixture, the NG and
DPA oxidation peaks presented a slight overlap. Despite this,
the assignment of the peak shape and their position differ
enough offering an opportunity for their detectability. More
importantly, peak potential is a key indicator of the presence of
nitroglycerin as the peak will be greater than 0.50 V.
The copper and antimony potentials were also of interest. As
mentioned before, the method was extremely sensitive for the
analysis of copper. As such, the copper peak can obscure the
oxidation peak of antimony when the concentration of antimony
is small, but the peak of copper was still easily observed when
the concentration of antimony was 40 times that of copper.
However, the analysis of antimony proved difficult as the standard was made from a stock solution containing trace nitric acid
and trace tartaric acid. Tartaric acid is commonly used in stock
commercial solutions to add stability to antimony. It was shown
that the addition of tartaric acid hinders the electro-oxidation of
antimony (Fig. 3). This can also be considered when observing
the lower values for linearity and LOD compared to the other
metals.
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TABLE 3––Analytical performance for the detection of IGSR and OGSR analytes.
Potential (V)
IGSR
Lead
Antimony
Copper
OGSR
2,4-Dinitrotoluene
Diphenylamine
Nitroglycerin
Ethyl centralite

Linear Range (µg/mL)

R2

Repeatability (%RSD, n = 3)

LOD (µg/mL)

−0.784  0.035
−0.401  0.027
−0.292  0.053

0.10– 2.0
0.75–7.5
0.05–1.0

0.999
0.986
0.990

4.4
10
2.3

0.055  0.01
0.183  0.07
0.012  0.001

−0.132  0.032
0.406  0.018
0.509  0.010
1.03  0.045

1.0–20
1.0–8.0
0.50–8.0
0.50–8.0

0.982
0.987
0.998
0.998

5.6
6.2
10
8.0

0.200
0.462
0.147
0.450






0.03
0.06
0.08
0.09

FIG. 2––Standard mixtures of GSR markers analyzed using SWASV on bare carbon SPCEs. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

It was also found that the presence of chloride ion in the solution resulted in shifting of the potential peaks due to influence
with the pseudo-silver reference electrode (Fig. 4), causing issues
when attempting to utilize powdered forms of antimony due to
solubility issues except when using hydrochloric acid.
The presence of the chloride ion demonstrated potential shifts
not only on the antimony oxidation peak but also on the peaks for
the other GSR markers. When preparing standard mixtures of
GSR using antimony dissolved in hydrochloric acid, the presence
of the chloride ion shifted the peak potentials more anodic by
approximately 100 mV despite a large dilution of the stock antimony that was originally at 10,000 µg/mL. These potential shifts
can be seen in Fig. 5. For this reason, the antimony standard containing trace nitric and tartaric acid was used for reporting the analytical measures, despite higher LOD. It is worth noting that the
presence of chloride ion (in high concentrations like those tested)
and tartaric acid are not anticipated on skin samples, and therefore,
it can cause false-negative identifications if the examiner is not
aware of the possible matrix effects caused by the medium of some
of the standards. It is important for the analyst to carefully select
reagents and standards that do not cause interference problems
during electrochemical measurements.
Critical Thresholds in Authentic Samples
Authentic samples were split into three sample sets for analysis and comparison: samples collected at WVU (150 background
and 175 shooter), samples collected at the World Scout Jamboree (200 background and 220 shooter), and combined samples
from both locations for a total of 350 background and 395 shooter samples. Critical threshold values were calculated using the
backgrounds from each sample set individually. Performance
measures were then calculated for each sample set. The WVU

FIG. 3––Effect of tartaric acid on the current response of 10 µg/mL antimony in acetate buffer using SWASV on bare SPCEs. [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

and WSJ sample sets were then reassessed using the critical
thresholds calculated for the combined sample set to determine
any difference from the critical thresholds of each individual set.
Separation of the sample sets was performed due to collection
environment, where larger amounts of dust and dirt were suspected within the WSJ population. Also, the ammunition used at
the WVU location was standard leaded, while the Jamboree set
consisted of a mixture of leaded and lead-free. Therefore, this
provided an opportunity to assess any differences that could be
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FIG. 4––Effect of chloride ion on the oxidation potential of 10 µg/mL antimony using SWASV on bare SPCEs. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyon
linelibrary.com]

present. Analysis of authentic samples revealed that the most
prevalent residues detected in this data set using bare carbon
were lead, copper, and nitroglycerin. Some samples demonstrated the presence of antimony, ethyl centralite, diphenylamine, and 2,4-dinitrotoluene; however, these were not used
for statistical analysis of the authentic samples due to their
limited presence in this data set (less than approximately 5%
of samples). The importance of this method for the detection
of a large panel of GSR markers cannot be underestimated as
the combination of both inorganic and organic GSR markers
adds increased reliability to the analysis. The sole presence of
inorganic markers such as lead, barium, antimony, and copper
can result in false-positive cases due to their prevalence in
materials in certain industries including automotive, construction, electrical, paint, and plumbing (6,17,19). However,
organic markers generally represent lower levels of false positives as their prevalence within communities is limited. Nitroglycerin is especially useful as there have been no reports of
widely finding nitroglycerin naturally within the environment,
except particular circumstances where exposure to explosives
and certain pharmaceutical products is expected (6). The same
is true of ethyl centralite and both are considered to be highly
correlated with GSR (19). Moreover, the combined incidence

of IGSR and OGSR markers was not observed on the background samples, stressing the increased confidence when both
inorganic and organic constituents are considered in evidence
interpretation.
Therefore, the unique capability of electrochemical analysis
for simultaneous detection of both inorganic and organic GSR
markers is especially desirable. Moreover, although three of the
more prevalent markers in this population were chosen to study
the performance rates of the method, this does not prevent the
use of the other markers detected using this methodology for
other population sets, as the addition of any of the OGSR
markers in this study provides increased reliability and lower
false-positive results. This is particularly important when
assessed along with the infrequency of observing combined
IGSR/OGSR markers in the background population. Several
authentic shooter samples along with an example background
population sample are displayed in Fig. 6 with the buffer blank
and negative control.
Critical threshold values for lead, copper, and nitroglycerin
differed between the sample sets. A clear difference was noticeable between the WVU sample set and WSJ sample set as seen
in Table 4 for the calculated threshold values. As predicted, critical threshold values for the WSJ set were higher than WVU,
representing higher levels of some compounds in the background
samples. This could have resulted from several factors including
increased debris on the hands of participants and their participation in many different activities at the camp ranging from
robotics to archery to swimming. The background population for
WSJ may have also been higher for nitroglycerin due to potential use of fireworks at the camp or high level of interaction
between camp participants resulting in unintentional transfer
between shooters and nonshooters. However, it is important to
note that the variation could also be due to the WSJ sample set
being larger than the WVU sample set.
Critical thresholds were also displayed graphically to demonstrate the difference between the background samples and the
authentic shooter samples. Each compound demonstrated large
differences in the peak current for shooter samples compared to
that of the background samples as evidenced by the large distance between the critical threshold line and the peak current of
each shooter sample. An example of this exploratory data analysis can be seen in Fig. 7 for a subset of the data obtained
from the WVU data set. A subset was displayed for visual purposes, and the full graphical thresholds can be found in the
Figures S1-S9.

FIG. 5––Potential shift of GSR marker oxidation peaks in the presence of chloride ion from the diluted hydrochloric acid. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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FIG. 6––Voltammograms demonstrating (a) authentic shooter sample current response and (b) authentic population background current response along with
controls. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Table 5 demonstrates the performance measures for the sample sets that were calculated as previously described by our
group for false positives, false negatives, true positives, true negatives, and overall accuracy (5). For this analysis, samples were
considered to be positive for gunshot residue when at least two
of the markers had currents above their respective critical threshold. If shooter samples demonstrated only a single marker or no
markers above the threshold, this sample was considered to be a
false negative. Performance was improved for the WSJ sample
set (83.8% accuracy) compared to the WVU sample set (79.7%).
Using the combined set critical thresholds, the performance was
intermediate to the other two sample sets as expected. In all
cases, the false-negative rate was lower than 38%. Also, of great
interest to forensic science is the false-positive rate, as this rate
could result in the incarceration of an innocent person. All sample sets demonstrated false-positive rates lower than 2% when
using the critical thresholds. Furthermore, using the critical
threshold method, Pb, Cu, and NG were seen in the background
population in 4.9%, 6.3%, and 4.3% of the samples, respectively. Of particular interest, although false positives were low,
NG was never seen in conjunction with another GSR marker,
and therefore did not lead to a false-positive result (the false positives were a result of IGSR only). This is in contrast to the
shooter samples where Pb, Cu, and NG were seen in 93.7%,
57.0%, and 43.5% of the samples, respectively. In other words,
the chance of detecting NG or the other markers was more than
10 times higher for authentic shooter samples compared to the
background samples. It is also important to note that in authentic
samples, NG and Cu were rarely found without lead (3.0%). The
performance of the critical threshold method was shown to provide excellent results for a screening method. However, machine
learning algorithms have better capabilities to identify new patterns in data than the exploratory method of critical threshold
and, therefore, were utilized to improve data classification.

TABLE 4––Critical threshold values for each sample set for the GSR
compounds of interest.
Critical Threshold Value/A × V
Lead
WVU
WSJ
All Samples

Copper
−8

1.80 × 10
1.35 × × 10−8
1.59 × 10−8

Nitroglycerin
−8

3.84 × 10
2.87 × 10−8
3.33 × 10−8

2.71 × 10−9
4.83 × 10−9
4.28 × 10−9

Machine Learning Outcomes
Several machine learning algorithms were used including
naı̈ve Bayes, logistic regression, and neural networks as previously detailed and described by our group (20). The naı̈ve Bayes
approach assumes that the variables used for comparison are
independent, which is rarely true. This algorithm compares the
binary classification of shooter sample versus background sample to the current response for each GSR marker to determine
the probability of an unknown sample falling into one of the
two classification categories (20,22,23). The logistic regression
approach seeks to classify data into two distinct outcomes.
Again, those outcomes are simply shooter versus nonshooter.
Logistic regression determines how likely it is to observe a particular current response given that the sample is a shooter or a
nonshooter class. From this point, a decision boundary is created
for analysis of unknown samples (20,24). Lastly, neural networks provide a powerful method for classification due to the
ability of the algorithm to adapt to the data set and provide
improved discrimination between groups without making general
statistical assumptions common in other methods. Neural networks seek to emulate biological networks and are generally said
to “learn,” meaning that the process must train on known data to
determine the optimal values for the algorithm (20). The neural
network utilized for this work was a single hidden layer with 3
nodes and 3 input variables (the peak areas for Pb, Cu, and
NG), which can be seen in Figure S10.
Method performance rates generally improved from naı̈ve
Bayes, to logistic regression, to neural networks, which offered
the best accuracy of the tested methods. Comparison of the performance measures for the various machine learning algorithms
across all three sample sets can be seen in Table 6. Performance
for the WSJ sample set appeared to be more successful than for
the WVU sample set. This trend was true throughout the different machine learning algorithms and for the critical threshold
method described above. This was expected due to the environment in which the WSJ samples were collected. Since the participants were present in an outdoor shooting range with many
different stations, it was suspected that the signals from the
hands of shooters in the sample set would present higher
amounts than those collected in a more controlled environment.
This is clearly evident upon analysis of the performance rates
across all methods. Nevertheless, the WSJ samples were also
expected to have more possible contamination from the background environment, which did not appear to interfere with
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FIG. 7––Demonstration of the calculated critical threshold showing the current response for shooter samples compared to the mean background and critical
threshold for nitroglycerin for a subset of the background samples and the shooter samples. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE 5––Performance rates for method assessment utilizing calculated
critical threshold values for the various sample sets.
Performance
Measure
False Positive
False Negative
True Negative
True Positive
Accuracy

WVU Sample
Set/%

WSJ Sample
Set/%

Combined Sample
Sets/%

0
37.7
100
62.3
79.7

1.5
29.6
98.5
70.5
83.8

0.6
33.7
99.4
66.3
81.8

current classification. However, it is interesting to note that the
use of critical thresholds provided slightly better classification
than naı̈ve Bayes and logistic regression for the WVU sample
set, 79.7% accuracy compared with 75.8% and 77.4%, respectively. Logistic regression was demonstrated to be a strong classification method when assessed in comparison with neural
networks, as the performance rates were similar for the WSJ and
combined sample sets, approximately 95% for each, but logistic
regression was superior for the WSJ set since it produced no
false positives. Despite these differences, it was clear that neural
networks present an improvement in the ability to differentiate
between shooters and nonshooters. The accuracy of the method
was greater than 90% with very low false-positive and false-negative rates, making this a desirable outcome for screening of
samples from an individual of interest in an investigation. Further, the large size of this population data set provides statistical
strength to the results offered. The reliability and power of the
test was estimated through use of 10-fold cross-validation. The
10-fold cross-validation was repeated 10 times on the combined
data set, and the performance measures were compared. No statistical difference was seen between the training and validation
sets, demonstrating accuracy of the fit model and that a sufficiently large population for statistical analysis was present.
Conclusion
The use of electrochemical methods for the analysis of gunshot residues proved to be a simple, rapid, and sensitive
approach for detecting both inorganic and organic GSR markers.
One advantage of this analysis method is that it is not exhaustive
and nondestructive, allowing further confirmation by SEM-EDS,
as reported by our group (5). Simultaneous analysis of both
OGSR and IGSR was achieved using a simple extraction

TABLE 6––Performance rates using machine learning algorithms for the
sample sets.
WVU Sample
Set/%
Naı̈ve Bayes
Performance Measure
False Positive
False Negative
True Negative
True Positive
Accuracy
Logistic Regression
Performance Measure
False Positive
False Negative
True Negative
True Positive
Accuracy
Neural Network
Performance Measure
False Positive
False Negative
True Negative
True Positive
Accuracy

WSJ Sample
Set/%

Combined Sample
Sets/%

6.45
41.9
93.6
58.1
75.8

0
13.6
100
86.4
93.3

2.67
21.1
97.3
79.0
88.1

3.23
41.9
96.8
58.1
77.4

0
6.82
100
93.2
96.6

2.67
7.89
97.3
92.1
94.7

6.67
2.27
93.3
97.7
95.5

2.67
6.58
97.3
93.4
95.4

0
16.1
100
83.9
91.9

protocol with electrochemical analysis in less than 10 minutes.
An expanded testing panel consisting of lead, antimony, copper,
nitroglycerin, ethyl centralite, 2,4-dinitrotoluene, and diphenylamine was presented. This provides the ability to increase the
reliability of the analysis due to the presence of both inorganic
and organic markers. While GSR-like inorganic components can
be common in some occupational environments, the prevalence
of organic markers is more unusual. Furthermore, the lower
prevalence of combined IGSR and OGSR in the background
populations improves confidence in the results.
This work represents the largest GSR population study conducted to the authors’ knowledge on authentic shooter and background samples using electrochemistry. The confidence and
usefulness of trace materials rely on relevant population studies
to provide information about the rarity of evidence within the
relevant population. As such, large population studies and databases are typically required for interpretation of the probative
value of finding, or not finding, GSR on an individual of interest. This study provides experimental foundations to formulate
conclusions based on identification of IGSR and OGSR markers
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and their relative occurrence versus the background population,
rather than solely analyte identification. Further, machine learning algorithms serve as useful tools for the evaluation of evidence with limited input from the analyst. The outputs of the
predictive models can be used to provide probabilistic interpretation of the evidence and improved discrimination and accuracy
when compared to traditional analyst-based methods.
As demonstrated by the large sample sets consisting of 395
authentic shooter samples and 350 background samples, the electrochemical method is capable of providing high accuracy
screening results using a simple critical threshold method (>80%
accuracy), as well as machine learning algorithms including neural networks (>95% accuracy). Assessment of this promising
screening application against a large population set provides a
basis for the future application of this method in the field of
forensic firearm-related investigations. Faster and more sensitive
approaches will improve investigative response and justify the
use of more costly and time-consuming methods on positive
samples. Also, electrochemistry can be used as a triage tool at
crime scenes and in the laboratory to help reduce backlogs and
to open opportunities for processing alternative matrices, other
than hands, that otherwise are not typically tested because of
time constraints. Further, better informed decisions can be made
on-site and potential use of evidence for preliminary hearings
can reduce unnecessary jail time. Finally, the detection of OGSR
will provide another layer of reliability to the test that will aid in
preventing false-positive results.
This simple electrochemical approach provides a GSR screening
method with high accuracy for use in the laboratory or in the field
for on-site response. Future work will focus on the incorporation of
more GSR markers in the testing and analysis of samples, as well as
high-risk background samples and nonstandard ammunitions that
lack some of the characteristic GSR markers. Expansion of the population study to include these sample groups will allow for the
assessment of electrochemistry to its full potential.
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Supporting Information
Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online
version of this article:
Figure S1. Critical threshold plot for lead within the background population set (350 samples).
Figure S2. Critical threshold plot for lead within the shooter
population set (395 samples) showing the maximum current on
the y-axis
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Figure S3. Critical threshold plot for lead within the shooter
population set (395 samples) with expanded y-axis to demonstrate the critical threshold and mean value
Figure S4. Critical threshold plot for copper within the background population set (350 samples).
Figure S5. Critical threshold plot for copper within the shooter population set (395 samples) showing the maximum current
on the y-axis
Figure S6. Critical threshold plot for copper within the shooter population set (395 samples) with expanded y-axis to demonstrate the critical threshold and mean value.
Figure S7. Critical threshold plot for nitroglycerin within the
background population set (350 samples).

Figure S8. Critical threshold plot for nitroglycerin within the
shooter population set (395 samples) showing the maximum current on the y-axis.
Figure S9. Critical threshold plot for nitroglycerin within the
shooter population set (395 samples) with expanded y-axis to
demonstrate the critical threshold and mean value.
Figure S10. GSR Neural Network arrangement for the three
input nodes for the peak area currents of lead, copper, and nitroglycerin with a 3-node, single hidden layer, and classification
output.
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CRIMINALISTICS
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Three-Dimensional Analysis of Cartridge Case
Double-Casts

ABSTRACT: Due to the shot-to-shot variability in tool mark reproduction on fired cartridge cases, a method of replication is needed for the
creation of training and testing sets. Double-casting is one method that has been used for this application, but the accuracy and variability of
this method needs to be characterized. Three firearms were used to fire 25 cartridges each to create the master cartridge cases. The double-casting method consists of creating a silicone mold of the master cartridge case. A plastic resin mix is then poured into the mold to create the double-cast reproduction. Fifteen double-casts of each of the 75 fired cartridge cases were created across different silicone molds to analyze withinand between-mold variability. The master cartridge cases and double-casts were scanned with a confocal microscope (Sensofarâ S neox) to create three-dimensional representations of the surfaces. Two similarity metrics were used for the objective comparison of the double-casts to their
master cartridge cases: the areal correlation coefficient (ACCFMAX) and the number of congruent matching cells (CMC). The ACCFMAX and
CMC data, along with visual examinations, showed that the double-casting method produces accurate reproductions. Within-mold variability
was found to be minimal, and between-mold variability was low. These results illustrate that double-casting can be applied for training and testing purposes.

KEYWORDS: firearm tool mark, firearm identification, double-casting, breech face, congruent matching cells, cartridge case variability

Breech face and firing pin impressions on fired cartridge cases
appear differently from shot to shot due to variability in reproduction through the firing process. Due to this variability, a
method of replication is necessary to create training and testing
sets. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
maintains a standard cartridge case, standard reference material
(SRM) 2461, that is a reproduction of a master cartridge case
created through electroforming (1). NIST has used confocal
microscopy to acquire 3D scans of their reproduced standard cartridge case to compare with the master cartridge case (2).
Plastic replicas have been used, and the methods published
on, as far back as 1956 with high detail resolution (3). More
recently, this method has been called double-casting, where silicone mold negatives are made from master cartridge cases, and
plastic replicas are created using the molds (4). The European
Network of Forensic Science Institutes (ENFSI) has been using
double-cast samples in proficiency tests for the purpose of having all participants examine the same samples (5). Visual comparisons between casts and their master cartridge cases have
verified that the method produces high-quality reproductions (5).
Recently, NIST created the SRM 2460a Standard Bullet that is a
polyurethane cast coated in a fine layer of metal to increase surface reflectivity and better represent an actual fired bullet (6).
However, there is expected variability in the reproduction of
the fine detail from the master cartridge case when creating
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multiple double-casts from a single mold, or multiple doublecasts of the same cartridge case from different molds. This variability needs to be characterized to ensure each double-cast is
representative of the master cartridge case. An IBISâ HeritageTM System has been used for this purpose in a previous
study (7). Those results were based on 2D grayscale images, and
therefore, lighting differences between the master cartridge cases
(metal) and double-casts (black plastic), due to differences in
surface reflectivity, may have affected similarity scores.
To further evaluate the accuracy of double-cast tool mark
reproduction compared with their master cartridge cases, confocal microscopy was used to measure the surfaces. This allowed
for the depths of the impressions and striations to be directly
considered. Confocal microscopy is also less dependent on lighting than conventional 2D imaging, and therefore, effects of surface reflectivity differences will be reduced. The goal of this
study was to analyze the variability in the level of detail reproduced through the double-casting process using the areal correlation coefficient (ACCFMAX) and the congruent matching cell
(CMC) algorithm developed by NIST. The breech face impression area will be the focus of this study because CMC is currently optimized for the breech face area. The overall similarity
between surfaces using the ACCFMAX and the number of congruent cells were used to provide an objective measure of similarity between double-casts and their master cartridge cases.
Materials and Methods
Twenty-five cartridge cases were fired from each of the three
firearms to produce master cartridge cases for double-casting:
SCCYâ CPX-2, Hi-Pointâ C9, and Smith & Wessonâ SD9VE.
These firearms were selected based on the types of tool marks
1945
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they produce on the breech faces of fired cartridge cases. The
CPX-2 produces prominent aperture shear, the C9 leaves parallel
impressions, and the SD9VE imparts distinct granular impressions. One cartridge case from each of these firearms is shown
in Fig. 1.
Fifteen double-casts were created from each of the 25 cartridge cases fired by each of the three firearms. This resulted in
1125 double-casts. To make the silicone molds for each firearm,
the 25 master cartridge cases were arranged on a custom 3D
printed holder (Fig. 2). The cartridge cases were then covered
with a two-part liquid silicone mix, Smooth-Onâ Mold StarTM
30. The mix was placed into a pressure pot for curing at 45 psi
to remove air bubbles from the mixture at room temperature for
approximately 6 h. The result was a single cylindrical piece of
silicone that was approximately 11.5 cm in diameter and 4.0 cm
in thickness (Fig. 2). This was repeated three times for the master cartridge cases from each firearm for a total of three molds.
After the mold had cured and the master cartridge cases were
removed, a two-part plastic resin mix, Smooth-Onâ Smooth
Castâ 327, was dyed black with Smooth-Onâ SO-Strongâ
black colorant and poured into the mold. This plastic resin mix
was also cured in the pressure pot at 35 psi at room temperature
for approximately 6 h. The molds and casts were cured at different pressure levels. The thought was that if the casts were cured
at higher pressure than the mold, then the structural integrity of
the mold may change under the higher pressure. To be safe, the
mold was cured at higher pressure to ensure that it could withstand the lower pressure at which the casts were cured. After the
plastic resin finished curing, each double-cast was removed from
the mold. This process was repeated to create five double-casts
of each master cartridge case from each of the three molds per
firearm, for a total of 15 double-casts per master cartridge case.
Figure 2 displays five reproductions of master cartridge case #1
created from Mold 1 for one firearm. This allowed for the analysis of within- and between-mold variability. This method has
also been described in a previous study where an IBISâ HeritageTM System was used to evaluate the reproducibility of the
same firearms, molds, and double-casts as those used in this
study (7).
A Sensofarâ S neox optical profiler was used to acquire
three-dimensional scans of the fired master cartridge cases and
all the reproductions using the “Confocal Fusion” scan mode.
This is a proprietary method developed by Sensofarâ that primarily measures a surface using confocal microscopy; however,
if a confocal data point is not measured at a given location, then
focus variation is used instead (e.g., areas with steep slopes).

Generally, this method works well. It is difficult to measure the
edges of the firing pin impression even with this method,
although this area is not typically of interest in cartridge case
comparisons. The scans were all converted to the *.x3p file format for software interoperability and ease of use (9). All files
were named in a way that allowed for the specific mold number,
cast set number, and master cartridge case number to be known.
An example filename is “DAN-FA-UNK-0203-0001,” where
each part is defined as:

•
•
•
•
•

DAN: unique letter combination that identifies these as double-casts of the CPX-2 master cartridge cases.
FA: Federal American Eagle manufactured ammunition was
used.
UNK: not applicable here because manufactured ammunition
was used but can be used to refer to the primer and powder
of a reloaded cartridge.
0203: identifies this double-cast was created from the second
mold and was made in the third set of double-casts created
from that mold.
0001: refers to the first cartridge case of the 25 masters fired
from this firearm.

Two similarity metrics were used for the objective comparison
of the double-casts to their master cartridge cases: the areal correlation coefficient (ACCFMAX) and the number of CMCs. The
comparison software was developed by NIST and was provided
to the authors for research purposes as part of an ongoing collaboration. The CMC method has been described in detail elsewhere (10–12) but will be explained in brief here. To prepare
the *.x3p files for CMC analysis, the scans were cropped so that
only the breech face area remains. Care was taken to select the
same breech face areas on the casts as selected on their respective master cartridge cases to reduce comparison effects due to
differences in sample domain. To attenuate noise, form, and
waviness, a Gaussian regression filter was applied to each measured surface with kS = 25 lm and kC = 400 lm cutoff wavelengths. Furthermore, the images were downsampled from their
original resolution of 1.38 lm/pixel by a factor of two to
2.76 lm/pixel. This resulted in faster comparisons while not sacrificing accuracy. One cartridge case scan was then set as the
reference surface, and another was set as the comparison surface.
A grid of 64 (500 9 500 lm) cells was defined on the reference
surface. For each of the cells, a search was performed over all
positions of the comparison surface to find the cell registration
location that yielded the highest value for the respective cell pair
similarity value (ACCFMAX). Each cell was also allowed 360˚

FIG. 1––Examples of cartridge cases from each of the three firearms. Left is from the SCCYâ CPX-2, middle is from the Hi-Pointâ C9, and right is from
the Smith & Wessonâ SD9VE. Images saved from the Cadre X3P viewer (8) with the enhanced contrast option enabled.
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FIG. 2––Illustration of the double-casting method. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

rotation during this search. The comparison metric of the CMC
method is the number of congruent matching cell pairs, that is,
the number of cell pairs that have both a sufficient similarity
and a congruent registration location. In this study, to be considered a congruent matching cell, the cell similarity value had to
be at least 20% and the errors in registration position and orientation cannot exceed 125 µm and 3˚, respectively. These criteria
are based on research done by NIST (10–12), as well as inhouse testing of the algorithms. The output included the number
of congruent matching cells, as well as an ACCFMAX value corresponding to the overall similarity of the two surfaces.
Figure 3 illustrates the comparison of two cartridge cases fired
by the same CPX-2 pistol. The grid of cells, color-coded to
show congruency, was overlaid onto the reference surface
(Fig. 3, left). The black cells represent a CMC with the comparison surface (Fig. 3, right), while the red cells represent nonCMCs. In the corresponding comparison surface, the cells are
displayed based on their best-fit locations, as well as color-coded
the same as in the reference surface. In this example, the noncongruent cells fall in the aperture shear area of the breech face.
Aperture shear is typically present in cartridge cases fired by this
particular CPX-2; however, it is not reproducible. The results of
this comparison illustrate the effectiveness of utilizing the congruent cell approach. In this comparison, an ACCFMAX of
33.0% and 27 congruent cells resulted. This ACCFMAX may not
be any larger than nonmatching comparisons, but 27 congruent
cells would lead an examiner to believe these cartridge cases
were fired by the same firearm. The highest known nonmatching
CMC score has never exceeded five in NIST’s research (10–12).
Figure 4 illustrates a CMC comparison with a double-cast of
the reference surface used in Fig. 3 (left). As with all doublecast comparisons performed in this study, the master cartridge
case was set as the reference surface (Fig. 4, left) and the double-cast was set as the comparison surface (Fig. 4, right). In this
instance, all 39 cells from the reference surface were found to be
congruent in the comparison surface.
The tolerances for congruent cells may appear to be low considering the goal here is to analyze the accuracy of reproductions. It may be expected that individual cells would have
greater than 20% similarity, and less than the allowable
125 µm in x and y spatial positioning and 3˚ in rotation if the
double-casts are accurately reproducing the fine detail from the
master. However, these criteria were selected to be consistent
with comparisons that have previously been run. Using these
same criteria allowed for the similarity of the casts to their
master cartridge cases versus the comparison of multiple cartridge cases fired by the same firearm to be analyzed, such as

in Figs 3 and 4. Had more strict tolerances been selected for
the double-casts, the difference in comparing the reproductions
and multiple cartridge cases fired by the same firearm may not
have been clear.
Once all the comparisons of the reproductions to their master
cartridge cases had been run, the CMC and ACCFMAX data were
organized into Microsoft Excelâ spreadsheets. The naming convention was columns corresponding to Cast Set 1.1, Cast Set
1.2, Cast Set 1.3, up to Cast Set 3.5, where the first number was
the mold number (1, 2, or 3) and the second number was the
cast set number from that mold (1, 2, 3, 4, or 5). There were 25
values (rows in the data files) within each cast set that represented the similarity of the double-cast compared with its master
cartridge case. The Friedman test was then used to compare the
cast set groups (the columns in the data files) for each of the
firearms to determine whether any of the CMC or ACCFMAX
values were significantly different for each of the three firearms.
All plots and statistical analyses were performed using R and
RStudio (13,14).

Results and Discussion
Overall Results
Comparisons were set up with the master cartridge cases as
the reference surfaces and the double-cast scans as the comparison surfaces. The algorithm outputs the overall similarity of the
surfaces represented by the ACCFMAX and the number of congruent cells. Using the raw number of congruent cells with double-casts to investigate the accuracy of the reproductions was
slightly misleading. For example, master cartridge case #1 may
have had a larger breech face area than master cartridge case #2,
potentially due to a smaller firing pin impression or a different
degree of primer surface contact with the breech face of the firearm. The grid of cells overlaid on master cartridge case #1 will
have more cells than the grid on master cartridge case #2. During comparison, there are more potential cells to be found congruent in the double-casts of master cartridge case #1 than with
master cartridge case #2. For this reason, the CMC results displayed are represented as percent values where the number of
congruent cells was divided by the total number of cells possible. Descriptive statistics for the number of potential cells for
each of the three firearms are shown in Table 1. On average, the
CPX-2 had the most potential cells, followed by the SD9VE and
C9.
Scatterplots of the results for each firearm are displayed in
Fig. 5. The x-axis shows the percent of congruent cells, and the
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FIG. 3––CMC example for a CPX-2 known match comparison. The overall ACCFMAX was 33.0%, and there were 27 of 39 congruent cells. [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 4––CMC example for a CPX-2 master cartridge case compared with one of its double-casts. The overall ACCFMAX was 93.0%, and there were 39 of
39 congruent cells. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE 1––Descriptive statistics for the number of potential cells.

y-axis shows the overall similarity (ACCFMAX). The red squares
are the comparison results of the intercomparisons of the master
cartridge cases for the respective firearms. Each blue circle represents a single comparison of a double-cast to its master cartridge case. Each comparison is made up of n cells, each of
which has their own similarity, position, and rotation values.
The master cartridge case intercomparisons exhibited larger variability in CMC and ACCFMAX percentages, with the C9 clearly
performing the best of the three firearms. Furthermore, the double-casts all displayed higher similarity than the master cartridge
case intercomparisons, which was expected. The double-casts
generally had ACCFMAX values larger than 80% and a CMC
percent above 95% with all three firearms. Lateral scale differences influence the similarity metrics, more so the ACCFMAX
due to the position tolerance with the CMC metric. Lateral scale
differences may be introduced because of shrinkage of the casts

Firearm
SCCY CPX-2
Hi-Point C9
Smith & Wesson SD9VE

Mean

Standard Deviation

40
33
39

2
1
2

during curing; however, linear shrinkage with the casting material used is 0.0075 in/in, limiting this effect (15). Even so, the
values are indicative of the high level of detail reproduced
through the double-casting process.
To further investigate the reproduction accuracy, the differences in the number of potential cells on the reference surface
(the master cartridge case) and the number of congruent cells in
the comparison surface (the double-cast) were plotted and are
shown in Fig. 6. It would be expected that all data points should
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FIG. 5––CMC and ACCFMAX results for the master cartridge cases compared with their reproductions. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.c
om]

FIG. 6––Scatterplot displaying the number of congruent cells less than the number of potential cells. Any difference in the number of congruent cells means
that there were cells that fell outside of the similarity, position, and rotation thresholds.

be in the “0” category because the double-casts should be identical to the master cartridge cases. However, due to variation in
the casting process there are areas in some of the casts that did
not reproduce as well as others and therefore fall outside of the
congruency criteria (20% similarity, 125 µm in position, 3˚ rotation). The CPX-2 had the most cases where the number of
CMCs was less than the number of potential cells. The SD9VE
had the least, and the C9 results were in between the other two
firearms.
The Friedman test was used to compare across the mold and
set numbers (the columns in the Excelâ data files) to

determine whether there was evidence of significant differences
at the 0.05 level of significance (16). The Friedman test is a
global test meaning it does not provide information on which
groups are different, only if any of the groups are different
from any of the others. The p-values from this test are shown
in Table 2 for both the CMC and ACCFMAX data. Significant
differences, where the p-value was less than 0.05, were found
in all cases except for the C9 CMC results. For all three firearms, there were smaller p-values for the ACCFMAX data, indicating more evidence for group differences than with the
congruent cell data.
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were significantly different. Tables 3, 4, and 5 display the p-values for the individual comparisons of the groups that are displayed
in the boxplots with significant differences (p-values less than
0.05) highlighted in gray. Based on the ACCFMAX data, out of the
105 total comparisons per firearm, for the CPX-2, there were 17
groups that were significantly different, for the C9, there were
nine groups that were significantly different, and for the SD9VE,
there were four groups that were significantly different. Out of
these significant differences, only two were within-mold differences (Cast Sets 1.1–1.5 and 2.1–2.5 with the C9). All other differences were between-mold comparisons. This indicates that
within-mold variability is minimal, and between-mold variability
is low. It is also important to note that no decreasing trend was
observed from the first cast set from each mold to the fifth. This
shows that there were no significant changes in the mold causing
a decrease in the cast similarity scores over the five sets.
Figures 8, 9, and 10 each display a master cartridge case and
reproduction that resulted in one of the lowest overall similarity
values from one of the three firearms. Due to the allowable
thresholds for CMC, the low ACCFMAX comparisons were still
able to produce a large number of congruent cells: 37 of 39 for

TABLE 2––Friedman test p-values for the three firearms based on both
CMC and ACCFMAX data.
Firearm

CMC

ACCFMAX

SCCY CPX-2
Hi-Point C9
Smith & Wesson SD9VE

0.0239
0.7613
0.035

<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001

Significant differences are highlighted in gray.

ACCFMAX Data
Figure 7 shows the distributions of ACCFMAX values for the
different mold and set numbers (x-axis) for each of the three
firearms. For example, Cast Set 2.3 refers to Mold 2 and the
third set of casts made from that mold. Within each firearm, the
boxplots all overlap with each other, so based on visual examination, it does not appear that any of the molds produce better
or worse reproductions than any others.
Because the Friedman test was significant for the ACCFMAX
data for all three firearms (Table 2), multiple comparison procedures (17) were performed to determine which individual groups

FIG. 7––Boxplot of the ACCFMAX scores of all casts compared with their master cartridge cases separated by the different mold and set numbers.

TABLE 3––Friedman test multiple comparison procedure for the CPX-2 ACCFMAX values.

1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

0.9675
0.3199
1.0000
0.3408
0.917
0.0158
0.003
0.0086
0.0002
0.2899
0.0008
0.0002
<0.0001
<0.0001

–
0.9987
0.9999
0.9991
1.0000
0.6846
0.3734
0.564
0.0992
0.998
0.1949
0.0992
0.033
0.0098

–
–
0.7826
1.0000
0.9999
0.9994
0.9797
0.9969
0.7724
1.0000
0.9051
0.7724
0.5148
0.2803

–
–
–
0.8021
0.9989
0.124
0.0349
0.0786
0.0043
0.7516
0.0117
0.0043
0.0009
0.0002

–
–
–
–
0.9999
0.9991
0.9754
0.996
0.7516
1.0000
0.8922
0.7516
0.4904
0.2616

–
–
–
–
–
0.8116
0.5148
0.7076
0.1663
0.9997
0.2997
0.1663
0.0616
0.0200

–
–
–
–
–
–
1.0000
1.0000
0.9997
0.9996
1.0000
0.9997
0.9914
0.9376

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
1.0000
1.0000
0.9851
1.0000
1.0000
0.9999
0.9954

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
1.0000
0.998
1.0000
1.0000
0.9977
0.9729

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.8021
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.9225
0.8021
0.5517
0.3097

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
1.0000
1.0000
0.9998

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
1.0000
1.0000

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
1.0000

Significant differences at the 0.05 level are highlighted in gray.
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TABLE 4––Friedman test multiple comparison procedure for the C9 ACCFMAX values.

1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

0.9616
0.8832
0.1286
0.0227
0.9998
0.0038
0.0026
0.3184
0.0003
1.0000
0.0053
0.3910
0.0109
0.0834

–
1.0000
0.9793
0.7746
1.0000
0.4354
0.3695
0.9991
0.1286
1.0000
0.493
0.9997
0.6341
0.9512

–
–
0.9965
0.9025
0.9999
0.6225
0.5519
1.0000
0.2368
0.9992
0.6797
1.0000
0.8031
0.9887

–
–
–
1.0000
0.734
0.9995
0.9987
1.0000
0.9616
0.5873
0.9998
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

–
–
–
–
0.3283
1.0000
1.0000
0.9998
0.9995
0.2129
1.0000
0.9993
1.0000
1.0000

–
–
–
–
–
0.1086
0.0834
0.9298
0.0182
1.0000
0.134
0.9583
0.2129
0.6225

–
–
–
–
–
–
1.0000
0.986
1.0000
0.0602
1.0000
0.9727
1.0000
0.9999

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.975
1.0000
0.0449
1.0000
0.9549
1.0000
0.9998

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.8121
0.8461
0.9919
1.0000
0.9983
1.0000

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.0086
1.0000
0.7444
1.0000
0.9845

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.0761
0.8963
0.1286
0.4697

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.9829
1.0000
1.0000

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.9955
1.0000

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
1.0000

Significant differences at the 0.05 level are highlighted in gray.

TABLE 5––Friedman test multiple comparison procedure for the SD9VE ACCFMAX values.

1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

0.9191
0.7537
0.8533
0.0791
0.8533
0.5387
0.0345
0.0011
0.0009
0.9942
0.6559
0.9918
0.0071
0.0721

–
1.0000
1.0000
0.9771
1.0000
1.0000
0.9136
0.3371
0.3074
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
0.6673
0.9725

–
–
1.0000
0.998
1.0000
1.0000
0.9844
0.5742
0.5387
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
0.8684
0.9973

–
–
–
0.9918
1.0000
1.0000
0.9581
0.4454
0.4117
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
0.7737
0.9898

–
–
–
–
0.9918
0.9999
1.0000
0.9983
0.9973
0.8288
0.9995
0.8533
1.0000
1.0000

–
–
–
–
–
1.0000
0.9581
0.4454
0.4117
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
0.7737
0.9898

–
–
–
–
–
–
0.9985
0.7834
0.7537
0.9992
1.0000
0.9995
0.9644
0.9999

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.9999
0.9998
0.6559
0.9942
0.6897
1.0000
1.0000

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
1.0000
0.1176
0.6785
0.1332
1.0000
0.9987

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.1034
0.6444
0.1176
1.0000
0.998

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.9999
1.0000
0.3371
0.8113

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.9999
0.9244
0.9993

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.3682
0.8372

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
1.0000

Significant differences at the 0.05 level are highlighted in gray.

FIG. 8––One of the lowest ACCFMAX comparisons for the CPX-2, resulting in an ACCFMAX of 76.6% and 37 of 39 congruent cells. The master cartridge
case is on the left and the reproduction from Mold 1, Set 5 is on the right. Artifact examples from casting are circled in red on the double-cast. Images saved
using the Cadre X3P viewer (8). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

the CPX-2, 34 of 36 for the C9, and 39 of 39 for the SD9VE.
Although some differences may be found, the reproductions are
still visually accurate representations of the features from the
master cartridge cases.

While examining Figs 8, 9, and 10, there are features on the
double-casts that do not appear on the master cartridge cases.
Some examples of these are circled in red on the images, and
additional marks can also be found. These marks do not carry
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FIG. 9––One of the lowest ACCFMAX comparisons for the C9, resulting in an ACCFMAX of 78.8% and 34 of 35 congruent cells. The master cartridge case is
on the left and the reproduction from Mold 1, Set 3 is on the right. Artifact examples from casting are circled in red on the double-cast. Images saved using
the Cadre X3P viewer (8). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 10––One of the lowest ACCFMAX comparisons for the SD9VE, resulting in an ACCFMAX of 75.5% and 39 of 39 congruent cells. The master cartridge
case is on the left and the reproduction from Mold 1, Set 1 is on the right. Artifact examples from casting are circled in red on the double-cast. Images saved
using the Cadre X3P viewer (8). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 11––Boxplot of the CMC percent values of all casts compared with their master cartridge cases separated by the different mold and set numbers.

LAW AND MORRIS

across all casts from the same mold indicating these features are
not from the molding process. Debris that either fell into the
cured mold or contaminated the casting material during mixing
may have been the cause of these additional marks leading to
lower ACCFMAX values. While the additional marks may not
appear to be major differences between the two surfaces, the
ACCFMAX is sensitive to these differences as they would be
highlighted as features when applying the Gaussian regression
filter. It is important to note that there was no quality control
process used. Double-casts created for training or testing purposes that included additional marks such as those shown in
Figs 8, 9, and 10 would not be used, and new double-casts
would be created.
CMC Data
The ACCFMAX may be the more appropriate metric to use for
comparing the accuracy of double-casting because the overall
similarity is of interest rather than individual areas covered by
cells. However, the congruent cell data are also important
because many comparisons not involving reproductions to their
master cartridge cases will not result in 100% of potential cells
being congruent due to shot-to-shot variability. Refer to Fig. 3
for a typical known match example.
As discussed earlier, the CMC data were presented as a percent value by dividing the number of congruent cells by the
total number of potential cells for each comparison. Recall, the
number of potential cells was overlaid onto the reference surface (the master cartridge case) and searched over the comparison surface (the double-cast). Any cells that were within the
similarity, positioning, and angular thresholds were considered
congruent. The distributions of the percentages of congruent
cells are displayed in Fig. 11. For the CPX-2, 62% of comparisons resulted in 100% congruent cells, 83% were 100% congruent for the C9, and 82% were 100% congruent for the
SD9VE.
The Friedman test results for the congruent cell data were significant for the CPX-2 and SD9VE, so multiple comparison procedures were used for those two firearms to determine which
comparisons were significant. The minimum p-values for the
CPX-2 and SD9VE were 0.0850 and 0.1500, respectively, indicating no individual significant differences, and therefore, the pvalues are not all being included here as with the ACCFMAX
data. There may have been no individual significant differences
found with the multiple comparison test for a couple of reasons.
The Friedman test p-values were not much below the significance level of 0.05. Because of this, the multiple comparison
procedure may not have had enough statistical power to detect
any individual group differences at those Friedman test p-value
magnitudes.
Double-casts of cartridge cases from the CPX-2 seemed to
produce lower overall ACCFMAX values, a lower number of congruent matching cells, and more significant differences (p-values
less than 0.05). Further research is required to determine why
the CPX-2 showed this difference compared with the other two
firearms.
Conclusions
Three-dimensional analysis utilizing the ACCFMAX and CMC
data shows that the double-casting process creates reproductions
that are representative of the fine detail present in the surfaces of
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the master cartridge cases. The double-casts from this study with
the lowest overall similarity percentages still visually produced
the detail from the master cartridge cases. Furthermore, implementation of a quality control process would lead to removal of
any reproductions that are below the desired quality, whether
measured through objective or visual comparisons. Double-casting has importance in the forensic science community for easily
creating exemplars for database imaging, proficiency testing, and
error rate analysis. Based on the results presented, double-cast
sets could be created for these purposes with little concern for
being inaccurate cartridge case representations.
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CRIMINALISTICS
Emily E. Fairbanks,1 M.S.; Jennifer Turner,2 M.S.; Junkun Ma
Jorn Yu ,1 Ph.D.

,3 Ph.D.; and

Development of a Novel Finger-Trigger
Interface for Trigger Pull Measurement

ABSTRACT: Trigger pull is the force that needs to be exerted on the trigger to discharge a firearm. The measurement of trigger pull can

assist in the evaluation of the safety, function, and manufacturing characteristics associated with a firearm during the forensic firearm examination process. Nonetheless, the accuracy and uncertainty of trigger pull measurements may be affected by the measuring device, test procedure,
and environmental conditions. In this work, an innovative finger-trigger interface device was developed to facilitate accurate trigger pull measurements. The idea was to reduce the variation related to the position of the measurement device on the trigger in existing measuring methods
and devices. Three force sensors based on different technologies were initially evaluated. While two of the three sensors failed to produce data,
the miniature capacitive plate sensor exhibited high precision and a linear response over the range of typical trigger pulls. To examine the
effects of the finger-trigger interface on trigger pull measurement, different sensor housing prototypes were designed in silico and 3D printed
for the construction of three finger-trigger interface devices. The performance of each finger-trigger interface device was evaluated by measuring the trigger pulls of several selected firearms and comparing the data to a previously published study. Our preliminary results demonstrated
the novel finger-trigger interface device offered a new way to measure trigger pull in situ with acceptable accuracy and precision.

KEYWORDS: firearms examination, trigger pull, finger-trigger interface, force sensor, 3D printed device, unintentional discharge
Trigger pull is the amount of force that must be applied to the
trigger to release the sear causing a firearm to discharge. Trigger
pull varies based on the type of trigger action. Single action firearms typically have trigger pulls in the range of 3.5–5.0 lbf
(pounds of force), whereas the trigger pull of double action firearms can be in the range of 5.0–12.0 lbf (1). Note that single
action and double action trigger pull measurements are not necessarily confined to these ranges and can fall outside these
ranges; that is, some single action trigger pull measurements are
greater than double action trigger pull measurements for the
same firearm, and trigger pull measurements for some cylinder
positions of double action revolvers may be 12.0 lbf. Firearms
examiners measure trigger pull to help determine the operating
condition of a firearm, expose possible alterations in the firing
mechanism, characterize the design of specific makes and models of firearms, and serve as an aid in criminal cases involving
unintentional or accidental discharge (2). The first three uses of
trigger pull deal with recognizing abnormalities that can aid in
examining the function of a firearm, but the fourth use is applied
in court to provide weight to existing evidence in cases involving unintentional discharge. The common argument is that
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firearms with heavier trigger pulls require greater intent to pull
the trigger than those with lighter trigger pulls (3).
Although trigger pull is used in court cases involving unintentional discharge, research of the statistical analysis of trigger pull
and its relation to unintentional discharge has not been completed. Most research concerning unintentional discharge focuses
on the situational characteristics of past incidents (4,5) and
examines how involuntary muscle contractions from sympathetic
movements, loss of balance, and startle reactions can result in
pulling the trigger unintentionally (5–8).
Currently, four methods of testing are available to the firearms
examiner for the measurement of trigger pull: the use of dead
weights, spring gauges, force gauges, and automated trigger pull
devices (9,10). Dead weights and spring gauges were the first two
methods considered for the determination of trigger pull and have
been adopted for a long time. The use of dead weights involves
placing a hook over the trigger, while the firearm is held vertically
and adding calibrated weights to the other end of the hook until
the trigger releases the sear. For the spring gauge method, a spring
is attached to the trigger via a hook, while the firearm is immobilized and in the horizontal position. The spring is pulled rearward,
and the gauge attached to the spring is observed until the trigger
releases the sear. Comparison of these two methods has revealed
that the dead weight method is more accurate but is also susceptible to variations from outside factors (11). Note that the study was
preliminary and had a limited scope of four firearms with ten measurements using each device. The greatest variation in both methods has been observed when varying the position of the hook or
spring on the trigger (11–13). Since the dead weight method is
more accurate, it became the default method used by laboratories
to collect trigger pull data for reference databases (14–16).
© 2020 American Academy of Forensic Sciences
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The rise of technology introduced digital force gauges as
another option for measuring trigger pull. These force gauges
are operated by placing the end of a rod extending from the
measuring device against the trigger of a firearm that is mounted
horizontally in a vice. The measuring device is pulled rearward,
exerting pressure on the trigger. The peak force is displayed on
the digital display once the sear is released. Accuracy of the digital force gauge method can be established by using certified
weights (12). A recent study examining the uncertainty associated with a digital force gauge showed significant differences in
trigger pull means obtained between participants when measuring the same firearm (17).
At the present time, the only computer-operated automated trigger pull device available to firearms examiners is the TriggerScanTM System by Dvorak Instruments (Tulsa, OK). The system
consists of a pair of moveable and fixed arms that sit between the
trigger and trigger guard. A firearm is mounted on the system’s
adjustable mounting rail. The fixed arm rests against the forward
portion of the trigger guard, while the moveable arm is compressed against the trigger by a stepper motor. As the trigger is
depressed, a force sensor measures the force applied to the trigger
every five ten-thousandths of an inch it travels and a microcontroller collects and sends the data to a computer. A graphical representation of force versus trigger travel distance is displayed by the
instrument’s software. An evaluation of the TriggerScanTM system
described the instrument as capable of measuring trigger pull with
a tolerance of +/ of 0.1 pounds and a resolution capability of
0.0007 pounds (2). This is only true for measurements made on
the same firearm that has not been repositioned between tests;
accuracy testing has revealed that TriggerScanTM remains susceptible to the same issue as the traditional testing methods regarding
the position of force on the trigger (10,13,18). A standardized
device that offers more accurate and precise trigger pull measurements should be developed first so the statistical analysis of trigger
pull and its relation to unintentional discharge can be investigated.
In this project, three types of miniature force sensors were
assessed for precision, accuracy, and functional design. The sensors examined were a capacitive plate sensor, strain gauge load
cell, and a piezoelectric ceramic disk. The goal was to create a finger-trigger interface device incorporated with a miniature force
sensor that is compact, computer-based and can maintain the
desired precision and accuracy regardless of its position on the
trigger of any given firearm. We hypothesized that the precision
and accuracy of trigger pull measurements could be improved by
reducing the issue of force placement on the trigger.

Materials and Methods
Force Sensors
Three different types of force sensors were examined, where
each force sensor’s mode of input was based on a different electrical property. The first type of sensor was a capacitive plate force
sensor (S8-100N; SingleTact by Pressure Profile Systems, Glasgow, U.K.). Capacitive plate force sensors contain two conductive
plates that are separated by a dielectric material. Force applied to
the sensor causes the distance between the plates to decrease
resulting in an increased capacitance. The SingleTact sensor used
in this study was 0.35 mm thick with a diameter of 8.0 mm and a
reported force measurement capacity of 22 pounds with an error
of <1%. The second type of sensor examined was a thin beam
load cell (LCL-020; OMEGA, Norwalk, CT) capable of measuring up to 40 pounds with a reported error of 0.25%. The load cell
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has deformable metal beams with a series of electrical resistors
called strain gauges attached to their surfaces. As a force is applied
to the load cell, the metal beams deform putting tension or compression on the attached strain gauges. The deformation of the
strain gauges cause an increase or decrease in electrical resistance
depending on the type and magnitude of the force applied. The
third type of sensor was a piezoelectric ceramic disk
(SMD05T04R111WL; STEMiNC, Davenport, FL). Piezoelectric
materials generate an electrical voltage when an external force is
applied due to electron displacement in the material. Ceramics
such as barium titanate and lead zirconate Titanate are considered
strong piezoelectric materials because they have an asymmetric
polycrystalline structure that exhibits polarization at normal operating temperatures (19,20). The piezoelectric disk used in this project has a piezoelectric coefficient of 320 picocoulombs per
Newton. Table 1 lists the advantages and disadvantages for each
of the sensor types.
Sensor Evaluation
Each sensor was evaluated using different weight plate combinations between 2.8 and 19.8 pounds. The voltage difference for
each weight combination was measured using a digital multimeter (HT118A; Kaiweets, Shenzhen, China). The voltage differences were recorded in Excel (Office 360; Microsoft, Redmond,
WA), and the correlation between the electrical voltage and the
applied load was determined by means of linear regression. The
voltage produced by each weight was measured six times, and
the precision and bias of the sensor were calculated.
Finger-Trigger Interface Design
Three finger-trigger sensor housings were designed to interface with the miniature force sensors selected for this project.
The design of the finger-trigger sensor housings focused on
compatibility with different trigger shapes and sizes, user interaction, sensor function, and repeatability of placement on the trigger. The purpose of the sensor housing is to facilitate the sensorfinger and sensor-trigger interactions. Computer-aided 3D design
software (Inventor 2018; Autodesk, San Rafael, CA) was used
to create 3D models of components and their assemblies. The
prototype of these components was printed using a Form 2 3D
printer (PKG-F2; Formlabs, Somerville, MA). The printing material was Tough 2000 (RS-F2-TO20; Formlabs). This material
was chosen for its comparable strength and stiffness of ABS
plastic material.
Device Evaluation
Once the sensor interfaces were prototyped, the assembled
devices were used to measure the trigger pull of various firearms. Measurements were recorded by connecting the chosen
force sensor to an Arduino Uno (Uno R3; LAFVIN, Shenzhen,
China) microcontroller that was connected to a computer as
shown in Fig. 1. A simple program was developed to read the
analog value of the voltage produced by the force sensor every
100 ms, and the data were subsequently transferred to an Excel
worksheet using a Data Acquisition Macro for Excel (PLXDAQ; Parallax Inc, Rocklin, CA). The calibration curve in
Fig. 2 was used to calculate the force in pounds using the maximum voltage at the time the trigger was pulled.
The firearms used in the study are outlined in Table 2 and
were borrowed from the Harris County Institute of Forensic
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TABLE 1––Summary of sensor evaluation.

Sensor
Capacitive Plate Sensor

(SingleTact, S8-100N)
Thin Beam Load Cell

Advantages

•
•
•
•
•
•

(OMEGA, LCL-020)
Piezoelectric Ceramic Disk

•
•

Low profile
Inexpensive
Welldeveloped
and
supported
Used in
weight
balances
High
precision
Easy to use

First order
relationship
Ceramic is
inexpensive

Disadvantages

•
•

•

•

Results

•

Area dependent
Plates must
remain parallel
across whole
surface area

•

Size limits
interface design

Ceramic is brittle

•

Linear relationship between applied
force and output voltage was
observed

The sensor that was received had a
zero-mass reading of 2.5 V which
was the maximum output voltage

Sensors cracked when exceeding 10
pounds

Conclusions

•

•

•

Met the desired
specifications for
precision and reliability

Sensor was faulty, opted
against a replacement
due to size limitations

Ceramic is too brittle,
quartz or an enclosed
unit sensor may work
better

(STEMiNC, SMD05T04R111WL)

Sciences. This was done so that the trigger pull measurements
collected in this study could be compared to the results of the
Alvarez Bacha study (17) to determine accuracy. In the Alvarez
Bacha study, a total of 15 firearms (5 pistols, 3 revolvers, and 7
long guns) were used. For this preliminary study, 9 firearms (4
pistols, 2 revolvers, and 3 long guns) were available and selected
based on the types of firearms seen regularly in firearms identification laboratories. However, during testing, the trigger pulls of
4 firearms could not be measured due to the limited space
between the trigger guard and trigger.
For each firearm, five measurements were collected by each
device for each firearm by one user. This differed from the
Alvarez Bacha study which collected ten measurements for each
firearm by multiple users. Five measurements were chosen since
this is a preliminary study, and unpaired t-tests were used for
comparison of the average trigger pulls from the two methods
since the number of measurements was not kept the same. Additionally, because the Alvarez Bacha study had multiple individuals conducting trigger pull measurements, higher variations of

FIG. 1––Setup for device evaluation. SingleTact sensor was connected to
the microprocessor via an I2C board as detailed in the sensor’s user manual
(21). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

the standard deviation and %RSD were expected and these
parameters could not be directly compared to the results of this
study. For the purpose of device evaluation, the Alvarez Bacha
data were used primarily to assist with the evaluation of the
accuracy of the finger-trigger interface devices.

Results and Discussion
Sensor Evaluation
Of the three sensors tested, the capacitive plate sensor performed the best for its accuracy and precision. The thin beam
load cell and piezoelectric ceramic disk sensors failed during

FIG. 2––Linear regression model for capacitive plate sensor (n = 6).

FAIRBANKS ET AL.
TABLE 2––Firearms of different calibers, makes, models, and actions
selected for testing*.
Caliber
223 Rem
20 Gauge
9mm Luger
9mm Luger
45 Auto

Make

Model

Type

Colt
Winchester
Glock
Ruger
Sig Sauer

AR15-SPI
1300 XTR
17
P89
P220

Rifle
Shotgun
Pistol
Pistol
Pistol

Serial Number

Action

SP176984
GS5584
ATE442US
309-77865
G241628

SA
SA
DA
SA/DA
SA/DA

*Firearms were selected from the reference collection at Harris County
Institute of Forensic Sciences.
TABLE 3––Precision and bias for capacitive plate sensor (n = 6).
Weight, lbs
0.00
2.76
5.5
11
15.4
19.8

Precision
2%
2%
1%
2%
2%
4%

Bias
Run 1
0%
16%
4%
2%
-4%

Run 2
5%
6%
10%
4%
-6%

Run 3
3%
6%
9%
1%
-4%

Run 4
5%
12%
8%
3%
-5%
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standard weight was remeasured six times for the evaluation of
precision and bias. The precision was calculated using the relative standard deviation (RSD), which is the percentage of the
value of standard deviation divided by the mean. The bias was
calculated by subtracting the expected value of the standard
weight by the measured value. A positive bias means the measured weight was higher than the expected weight (true
weight). Likewise, a negative bias means the measured weight
was lower than the expected weight. The precision and bias for
several measurements are shown in Table 3. The precision for
each weight used over a period of 6 measurements was <10%,
and the bias for each weight used over a period of 6 measurements was <20%.
Finger-Trigger Interface Design

Run 5
2%
10%
8%
4%
-5%

Run 6
4%
7%
5%
-1%
-1%

the evaluation. Specifically, the thin beam load cell had a zeromass reading of 2.5 V, which was the maximum output voltage, making the dynamic range of this sensor incompatible
with the range for the trigger pull measurements. Further, the
thin beam load cell had a size larger than three centimeters,
which was too large for the construction of a reasonably sized
finger-trigger interface device. As for the piezoelectric ceramic
disk sensor, it was too brittle and cracked when exceeding ten
pounds. Table 1 provides a summary of the observations made
for each sensor. Evaluation of the capacitive plate sensor
revealed that the correlation between the applied weight and
resulting voltage was linear with a regression coefficient of
0.9917. The calibration curve and calibration range are shown
in Fig. 2. After the calibration curve was constructed, each

Sensor interface design focused on three goals. The first goal
was to ensure the repeatability of placement on the trigger for a
wide range of firearms. The second goal was to take into consideration limitations of the sensor. For example, in the case of the
SingleTact capacitive plate sensor, the sensor needed to be
seated between two parallel flat surfaces that have the same
diameter as the sensor. The final goal was to keep the device
compact so that it could be used while pulling the trigger. The
devices were modeled after trigger shoes that were traditionally
attached to triggers to distribute the force and minimize the
weight of the trigger pull experienced by shooters.
As shown in Fig. 3a, Device 1 provided a consistent trigger
sensor interaction. This was achieved by using spring-supported
rods to push against the trigger so that the full trigger would be
in contact with the device. The intention of this design was also
to have the force evenly distributed across the whole trigger to
eliminate the issue of device placement affecting the trigger pull.
The bottom image of Fig. 3a shows the device while being used
to measure trigger pull. As shown in Fig. 3b, Device 2 provided
more consistent finger-sensor interaction. A curved finger guide
was designed for the finger to rest on, while the trigger was

FIG. 3––Final device designs fully assembled (top) and in use (bottom). Device 1 (a), Device 2 (b), Device 3 (c). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonline
library.com]
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FIG. 4––Comparison of trigger pulls measured by each device to trigger pulls measured from the Alvarez Bacha study for several pistols (n = 5). Each vertical box is the maximum and minimum with the mean represented by the line dividing the box. The bars extending from the boxes are the standard deviations.
Data for the Ruger DA using Device 1 and Device 3 are not included. Device 1 broke during measurement, and Device 3 was not used for the trigger pull
measurement of the Ruger DA to prevent damage to the device since it shared a similar design to Device 1.

TABLE 4––Trigger pull data for each device compared to data from the
Alvarez Bacha study*.

Sig Sauer
SA
Sig Sauer
DA
Ruger SA
Ruger DA
Glock 17
AR15-SPI
20 Gauge
Winchester

Average
STDEV
%RSD
Average
STDEV
%RSD
Average
STDEV
%RSD
Average
STDEV
%RSD
Average
STDEV
%RSD
Average
STDEV
%RSD
Average
STDEV
%RSD

Alvarez Bacha
Study

Device
1

Device
2

Device
3

5.29
0.72
14%
11.1
0.38
3%
6.83
0.28
4%
13.12
1.08
8%
7.54
1.13
15%
6.55
0.44
7%
7.26
0.61
8%

7.25
0.53
7%
10.94
0.84
8%
10.23
0.32
3%
N/A
N/A
N/A
8.80
1.57
18%
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

4.72
0.64
14%
6.53
0.26
4%
10.58
0.81
8%
9.86
0.33
3%
7.29
0.43
6%
12.07
0.39
3%
8.78
0.44
5%

0.57
0.46
80%
7.26
0.33
5%
6.65
0.29
4%
N/A
N/A
N/A
3.57
0.32
9%
11.23
0.22
2%
7.73
0.29
4%

*Averages and standard deviations have the units of force pounds, lbf.

depressed. The trigger shoe portion of the device acted as a button that the trigger would depress, transferring the force to the
sensor. As shown in Fig. 3c, Device 3 combined the features of
Device 1 and Device 2, so that both the trigger sensor and finger-sensor interactions would be consistent.
Device Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of each finger-trigger interface
device, a box plot was constructed for the data obtained from
the Alvarez Bacha study and all trigger pull measurements

obtained using the three prototype devices in this project. As
shown in Fig. 4, the measurements obtained by Device 1 were
consistent with the measurements from the Alvarez Bacha study
for three of the four pistols tested. The average readings from
Device 1 were slightly higher than the readings from the
Alvarez Bacha study (per Table 4—except for the double
action of the Sig Sauer pistol), suggesting that the design of
Device 1 could distribute the applied force across the trigger.
Note that in the Alvarez Bacha study, the applied force was
centralized to one location on the trigger where the shooter’s
index finger would typically rest. The %RSD (Percent Relative
Standard Deviation) for Device 1, shown in Table 4, is below
10% for all measurements except for the Glock 17. For the single action mode of the Sig Sauer pistol, the %RSD is the lowest out of all the modes of measurement, making it the most
precise for that pistol (per Table 4, the single action Sig Sauer
%RSD for Device 1 is 7% versus 14% and 80% for Devices 2
and 3, respectively). During testing, Device 1 broke while measuring the double action trigger pull of the Ruger P89. This
could have been an issue in the design of the spring retainers.
Since Device 3 and Device 1 shared a similar design, Device 3
was not used for the double action trigger pull measurement of
the Ruger P89 to prevent damage. The trigger pull measurement for long guns was not able to be completed by using
Device 1 since it broke before the trigger pulls for the long
guns were measured. Design improvements for Device 1 would
include better reinforced spring retainers and decreasing the size
of the sensor housing.
As shown in Figs 4 and 5, the trigger pull measurements
obtained by Device 2 are consistent with the data obtained from
the Alvarez Bacha study for four of the seven firearms tested.
The average readings for Device 2 did not show systematic error
when compared to the trigger pull averages obtained from the
Alvarez Bacha study. The %RSD for Device 2, shown in
Table 4, is below 10% for all measurements except for the single action mode of the Sig Sauer pistol.
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FIG. 5––Comparison of trigger pulls measured by each device to trigger pulls measured from the Alvarez Bacha study for a rifle and shotgun (n = 5). Each
vertical box is the maximum and minimum with the mean represented by the line dividing the box. The bars extending from the boxes are the standard deviations.

As for Device 3, the trigger pull measurements are consistent
with the data obtained from the Alvarez Bacha study for only
two out of the six firearms tested. The average trigger pull measurements obtained for Device 3 were lower than those obtained
from the Alvarez Bacha study (per Table 4, except for the two
long guns). The results suggested that there might be a systematic error associated with the accuracy of Device 3, which was
outperformed by the other two devices in terms of the precision
of the trigger pull measurement.
For Device 1, the sensor was affixed to the portion of the
housing that interacted with the trigger, while the button compressing the sensor was on the side of the finger interaction. For
Devices 2 and 3, the sensor was affixed to the portion of the
sensor that the finger rested on and the button compressing the
sensor was on the side of the trigger. To determine whether this
influences measurement, another device could be designed that
is the same as Device 1 or 2 but changes the way the button
interacts with the sensor. Additionally, Device 1 could be simplified by removing the spring-supported rods and this could be
compared to Devices 1 and 2 as well. By continuing to test additional designs, the best combination of design features can be
used to create a device that has the ideal accuracy and precision.
It is important to note that all testing in this study was done
by one person, and a future step would be to compare the measurements between different users. Measuring devices that allow
the trigger pull to be measured while actively pulling the trigger
could show that the force required to pull the trigger may differ
between individuals. The novel finger-trigger interface may be
beneficial to investigators to measure the trigger pull, while a
suspect pulls the trigger of a given firearm. This could provide
an improved interpretation of trigger pull in court.
Conclusion
In this project, several miniature force sensors were evaluated
for the construction of a finger-trigger interface device to measure trigger pull. Of the force sensors evaluated, the capacitive
plate force sensor maintained a linear relationship between

applied force and output voltage for the range of zero to twenty
pounds. A housing for the sensor allowing for the measurement
of trigger pull in situ was designed, and prototypes were constructed. The three prototype devices were used to measure the
trigger pull of several firearms, and the results were compared to
a previous trigger pull study (17). Results showed that the precision for all three devices was improved when compared to that
of the digital force gauge used in the Alvarez Bacha study. The
results have also demonstrated that it is possible to design a
device that allows for the measurement of trigger pull while
actively pulling the trigger with the user’s finger. Future work
would increase the number of firearms tested and address some
of design issues encountered during testing.
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The Use of Liquid Latex to Recover Latent
Fingerprints that are Covered in Debris from
Exterior Glass Surfaces of Vehicles

ABSTRACT: The purpose of this research is to determine if latent fingerprints deposited on the exterior glass surfaces of vehicles, then cov-

ered in debris, can be recovered. Past research used liquid latex to lift soot to recover trace evidence. Recently, liquid latex has been used to
recover latent fingerprints along the bottom of vehicles. In this study, a total of 216 latent fingerprints were deposited on the exterior windows
of three vehicles. Three control and three experimental latent fingerprints were placed on each side window. The vehicles collected debris for
either 2, 3, or 4 weeks. After debris collection, liquid latex was applied to the experimental sections. The underlying fingerprints were developed with white granular powder. Control fingerprints were developed directly with white granular powder. A chi-square test revealed a significant difference in fingerprint recovery between the control and liquid latex method (X2 = 9.026, d.f. = 1, p = 0.003). An odds ratio determined
that the control method increases the probability of latent fingerprint recovery by 2.68. Fisher’s exact test indicated that there is no statistically
significant difference between the detail of the recovered control and experimental fingerprints (p = 0.065). This study demonstrates that recovery of fingerprints is possible using the liquid latex method; however, the control method recovers more fingerprints on the glass exterior of
vehicles. If latent fingerprints are thought to be present on the exterior glass surfaces of vehicles, the control method should be used to improve
vehicle processing by investigators.

KEYWORDS: forensic identification, Bandey scale, debris, latent fingerprints, liquid latex, vehicles
The purpose of this research is to determine if latent fingerprints deposited on exterior glass surfaces of vehicles, then subsequently covered in debris, can be recovered. This research was
accomplished using liquid latex to lift the debris, and white
granular powder (a fine fingerprint powder) to develop the fingerprint(s) underneath. The quality of the recovered fingerprints
was then analyzed based on ridge detail. This research is significant because if successful, this technique will aid in identifying
the possible person(s) of interest at a crime scene involving a
vehicle. The exterior glass surfaces of vehicles are of specific
interest because they are a common area of the vehicle that a
suspect can be in contact with as it is near the doors of the vehicles. This research contributes to an expanding literature of the
application of liquid latex in a forensic context.
To test the feasibility of using liquid latex to remove debris
that is covering fingerprints deposited on exterior vehicle glass,
latent fingerprints were deposited on the exterior windows of a
vehicle that was naturally covered in debris through exposure to
various environmental conditions (e.g., rain and snow) (1). In
this case, debris is considered “loose natural material” (2). Some
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researchers have stated that the debris that collects on the vehicle’s surface covers and protects the fingerprints underneath (1).
At arson scenes, soot was an issue that impacted evidence
recovery as the soot concealed trace evidence (3). Many methods
were developed to try to solve this problem, such as cleaning
the soot with water; however, they tended to disrupt or destroy
the underlying evidence (3). Larkin et al. (4) were the first to
successfully use liquid latex to lift soot to recover the fingerprint
evidence from a room that had been set on fire in a homicide
investigation. Since this first publication, other researchers have
also tested liquid latex to lift soot to recover fingerprints and
other evidence on surfaces exposed in a fire. Clutter et al. (5),
for example, found that liquid latex was not successful in recovering the sample fingerprints that were covered in soot, but was
successful in recovering blood spatter patterns covered in soot.
The success of liquid latex to remove overlying material suggests that it may also prove useful in removing other types of
debris.
Recently, Ho and George (1) conducted a study involving the
use of liquid latex on vehicle exteriors to lift debris and recover
the underlying latent fingerprints. They determined liquid latex
to be successful in lifting the debris to recover the fingerprints
(1). That study, however, tested the use of liquid latex on the
painted metal exterior of the vehicle instead of the glass surfaces
(1). In contrast, Grossi et al. (6) conducted a study regarding a
comparison of the liquid latex method and tape method to
remove debris and recover fingerprints on glass windowpanes,
not vehicles. The tape method is used to lift powdered fingerprint impressions by placing transparent tape onto the
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impression, rubbing the tape to remove air bubbles, then lifting
the tape and placing it on a backing card (7). That study had no
success in recovering fingerprints with the liquid latex method
(6). In this research, latent fingerprints were deposited on the
exterior glass surfaces of vehicles to test latent fingerprint recovery using liquid latex in order to clarify the above discrepancies
in the literature regarding liquid latex.
Materials and Methods
The total sample for this research was 216 latent fingerprints
divided into the following (Table 1):
TABLE 1––Fingerprint sample breakdown.
Trial

Variable (Weeks)

Experimental

Control

1
2
3
4
5
6

3
4
2
3
4
2

18
18
18
18
18
18

18
18
18
18
18
18

Three 2015 white Dodge Grand Caravans in similar wear
conditions, with no damage to the windows, were provided by
the Hamilton Police Service for the duration of the study. The
vehicles are driven daily by officers in the execution of their
duties. Prior use did not affect the fingerprint deposition or
collection because the glass was cleaned before fingerprint
deposition.
Each vehicle was given a trial number and each trial number
was assigned a different length of time for debris collection, 2,
3, and 4 weeks, as these time frames allowed for appropriate
debris collection during the research timeframe. The different
lengths of time for debris collection exposed the fingerprints to
various environmental situations and tested the liquid latex’s
ability to lift various amounts and types of debris. During the
study period, the three vehicles were intentionally not washed
(e.g., car wash or manual washing) but were exposed to rain or
other precipitation that could potentially wash away the latent
fingerprints. The vehicles were not protected from the elements
in order to mimic real-life conditions.
The windshield and back window were not examined as part
of this study because the window wipers may distort and/or
wash away the fingerprints and fingerprints are not typically
found on these windows. Only the three windows on each side
of the vehicle were tested. Both the control and experimental
fingerprints were placed on the left side (driver’s side) and the
right side (passenger’s side) glass surfaces of each vehicle to
control for the possible exposure differences of each side of the
vehicle. Six fingerprints were deposited onto each window: three
control and three experimental. Of the six fingerprints, three
were on the top half of the window and three were on the bottom half. The placement of the three control and experimental
fingerprints on either the top or the bottom of the window alternated and the placement of the fingerprints on each side of the
vehicle is opposites (Fig. 1). Overall, 18 fingerprints were
deposited on each side of the vehicle (nine control and nine
experimental per vehicle) for a total of 36 fingerprints per vehicle. Six latent fingerprints per window were utilized because it is
expected that there would be little variation between the debris
collected on these windows. Even though there are six

fingerprints placed on each window, all 18 fingerprints are
essentially the same as they are all sebaceous fingerprints, placed
by the same person and are on the same side of the vehicle.
Each time period (2, 3, and 4 weeks) was tested twice to
increase the likelihood of exposing the vehicles to various
weather conditions and debris. It was expected that the weather
conditions would vary between November 2019 and February
2020. Since there were three variables and each variable was
completed twice (six trials in total), there were a total of 216 fingerprints deposited on to the exterior glass surfaces.
The experimental fingerprints were the fingerprints that were
uncovered using white liquid latex (Amscan, Elmsford, NY) and
then developed using white granular powder (Lynn Peavey
Company, Lenexa, KS). The control fingerprints were the fingerprints that were not treated with liquid latex and were exclusively developed with white granular powder over the debris.
The control fingerprints mimic the recovery method that is currently used by the Hamilton Police Service and other police services when collecting fingerprint evidence on the exterior glass
surfaces of vehicles. White granular powder was used in this
analysis instead of black and gray powder because it provided
the best contrast on the glass. Cobalt Elite nitrile gloves (Maxill,
St. Thomas, ON, Canada) were worn when developing and lifting all fingerprints.
The experimental procedure followed the protocol by Ho and
George (1). Before placing the fingerprints, the vehicles were
washed using water, Armor Allâ All Purpose Car Wash
(Armored AutoGroup, Danbury, CT), and a brush to mimic
everyday washing. The glass was cleaned before fingerprint
deposition because this research focused on the debris collecting
on top of the latent fingerprints, not latent fingerprints being
deposited on debris. Likewise, the International Fingerprint
Research Group (8) recommends using 1–3 clean substrates in
Phase 1 pilot studies. The exterior surface glass was then examined with oblique lighting from a flashlight to ensure that no fingerprints were present on the surface after cleaning. Sebaceous
fingerprints, also known as groomed fingerprints, were deposited
onto the glass by one donor after they rubbed their finger(s) on
oily areas of their face (e.g., nose and forehead) (1). The use of
one donor and groomed fingerprints opposes the guidelines outlined by the International Fingerprint Research Group (8) in
which it is recommended that Phase 1 Pilot Studies use 3–5
donors and natural instead of groomed fingerprints. One donor
was selected to deposit fingerprints to control for the variation
between individuals as this research focuses on the baseline
effectiveness of the liquid latex method and not the effectiveness
with a variety of donors (1). Sebaceous/groomed fingerprints
were used to ensure that an adequate fingerprint was deposited
on the glass surface. As a pilot study, sebaceous fingerprints
were used because it is an initial starting point for this research
as it is likely to produce a positive result when compared to natural fingerprints which would consist of a limited transfer of
secretions. (8). Oblique lighting from a flashlight was used again
to ensure the deposited fingerprints were adequate (1). In this
study, an adequate fingerprint is defined as a fingerprint with
visible ridge detail. The fingerprints were not marked once they
were placed on the vehicle to replicate a real situation in which
the location of the latent fingerprints is unknown. Each vehicle
was parked outside and driven around the streets of Southern
Ontario to be exposed to debris. The conditions the vehicles
were exposed to—sun, rain, snow, wind, etc.—caused debris to
collect on the surface of the vehicles. All vehicle drivers were
notified of the research project to ensure they did not disrupt the
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FIG. 1––Location of fingerprints on the exterior glass windows. Each red circle represents one experimental latent fingerprint. Each yellow circle represents
one control latent fingerprint. Experimental and control fingerprints alternate from the top of the window to the bottom of the window. Fingerprint placement
on the top and bottom is the opposite on the other side of the vehicle. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

fingerprints while debris was being deposited. The distance the
vehicles traveled and the specific conditions that vehicles were
exposed to could not be controlled because vehicles are driven
based on calls for service. To mitigate this difference between
the vehicles, the drivers/officers alternated the vehicles they used
when called to a crime scene, to expose all vehicles to debris
collected on the road. The route and distance each vehicle traveled were variable as it depended on where the intended destination was located (Table 1).
Once each vehicle collected debris according to its designated
time period, the control and experimental fingerprints were
recovered. The vehicles were parked in the Hamilton Police garage during fingerprint recovery. Since this study took place in
the winter months, each vehicle was left to acclimatize and dry
in the parking garage for 1 h before fingerprint recovery began.
The experimental fingerprints were treated with liquid latex.
Three layers of liquid latex were applied to the surface with a 4″
10 mm foam roller (Bennett Canada, Concord, ON, Canada) (1).
The drying time for liquid latex is approximately 30 min per
layer, thus the total drying time was approximately 1 h and

30 min (1). Once the liquid latex was dry, it was peeled off the
glass surface. The experimental fingerprints were developed with
white granular powder and a fiberglass brush (Lynn Peavey
Company, Lenexa, KS). The control fingerprints were not treated
with liquid latex. The white granular powder was applied
directly to the control fingerprints covered in debris (1). All of
the recovered fingerprints were photographed using a Nikon
D7000 camera with a sigma lens and then lifted using 1.5″ fingerprint tape (Sirchie, Youngsville, NC). The lifted fingerprints
were then placed on acetate sheets (Atlas Graphic Supply Inc.,
Markham, ON, Canada). The photographed fingerprints were
given to a trained Forensic Identification Officer from the Hamilton Police Service to be scored. The lifted fingerprints were
made available for reference in case the details in the photographs were unclear.
The Forensic Officer scored the fingerprints based on the Bandey scale and their own professional opinion. The Bandey scale
is the most commonly used scale for assessing fingerprint quality (9). The Bandey scale scores fingerprints from 0–4 based on
ridge detail (Table 2). Fingerprints with a Bandey scale score of
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TABLE 2––Bandey scale fingerprint scoring scheme.

Score
0
1
2
3
4

Fingerprint Detail
No development
No continuous ridges; all discontinuous or dotty
One third of the mark comprised of continuous ridges; remainder
either show no development or dotty
Two thirds of the mark comprised of continuous ridges; remainder
either show no development or dotty
Full development; whole mark comprised of continuous ridges (9,10)

three or four are considered ideal for individual identification
(10).
The authors classified “not recovered” fingerprints as fingerprints given a score of zero or the fingerprints that were not
detected with the white granular powder. “Recovered” fingerprints were those given a score of 1–4 on the Bandey scale. A
score of zero and an undetected fingerprint are classified as “not
recovered” because in both cases, no ridge detail is present to
confirm if it is, in fact, a fingerprint. However, fingerprints given
a score of zero were able to be photographed and collected
because there were outlines present in the area the initial fingerprint was deposited that indicated a fingerprint. Since the officers
recovering the fingerprints were not responsible for scoring the
fingerprints, the recovery of all noticeable and detectable traces
of a fingerprint prevented bias from choosing specific fingerprints to recover based on visible detail.
Statistics and Results
Once data collection was complete and recovered fingerprints
were scored, it was determined that 53 (25%) of the 216 latent
fingerprints deposited were recovered. Of the 53 latent fingerprints recovered, 36 (68%) were recovered with the control
method, while 17 (32%) were recovered with the liquid latex
method. Figure 2 illustrates the difference between the quality of

the fingerprints recovered by the control method and the experimental method using liquid latex. Overall, the control method
had more fingerprints per score than the experimental method.
A chi-square test was performed on the recovered versus not
recovered data for each method. Chi-square is used to compare
the control and experimental method when categorical data are
being used (11). The chi-square test revealed a significant difference in fingerprint recovery between the control and liquid latex
method (X2 = 9.026, d.f. = 1, p = 0.003). An odds ratio was
used to compare the performance of the control and experimental
method by comparing the recovered and not recovered fingerprints for each method (12). The odds of recovering latent fingerprints are 2.68 more likely using the control method
compared to using liquid latex. To compare the scoring/quality
of the recovered fingerprints for each method, a Fisher’s exact
test was performed because the assumptions for a chi-square test
were not met (cell frequency <5) (13). There is no statistically
significant difference between the detail of the recovered control
and experimental fingerprints (p = 0.065).
The window location and the trial number (number of weeks
to collect debris) were compared with the number of fingerprints
recovered by each method, respectively (Figs 3 and 4).
Discussion and Conclusion
This study demonstrated the advantage of processing fingerprints with white granular powder over the debris that accumulates on the exterior windows of vehicles. The control method
(processing with powder over debris) recovered more fingerprints than the experimental method of using liquid latex to
remove debris. The quality of the recovered fingerprints, however, is not significantly different between methods when fingerprints can be recovered (Fig. 5).
The results from this study are similar to the conclusion made
by Grossi et al. (6), as they also determined that the liquid latex
method was not as effective on glass compared to other

FIG. 2––Bar graphs illustrating the comparison between the quality of fingerprints recovered by the control method and experimental/liquid latex method.
The scores correspond with the Bandey scale criteria in Table 2. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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traditional methods. However, Grossi et al. (6) also found the
liquid latex method to be 100% unsuccessful, which contradicts
findings in this study and other studies. Although applying the
granular powder directly over debris recovered more fingerprints
than the liquid latex method, the liquid latex method was capable of recovering fingerprints of varying quality. The
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differences in liquid latex results between this study and Grossi’s
study are likely due to the differences in procedure and experimental setup. Firstly, Grossi et al. (6) deposited fingerprints on
top of existing debris, unlike this study in which latent fingerprints were deposited on a clean surface. This difference would
likely impact recovery because, in theory, the debris is supposed

FIG. 3––Bar graphs illustrating the comparison between the window location and the number of fingerprints recovered by the control method and experimental method using liquid latex. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 4––Bar graphs illustrating the comparison between the number of weeks to collect debris and the number of fingerprints recovered by the control
method and experimental method using liquid latex. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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to protect the fingerprints so that liquid latex will solely lift the
debris and leave the underlying fingerprint. Depositing the fingerprint on top of the debris and then applying liquid latex does
not allow for debris protection. Secondly, in the study by Grossi
et al. (6), the glass was in the form of stationary windowpanes
that were put outdoors as well as indoors. An immobile windowpane in areas where individuals walk will result in a difference
in the amount and types of debris collected on the surface when
compared to a mobile vehicle, exposed to various environmental
conditions.
The results of this study contradict the conclusion made by Ho
and George (1), as they found the liquid latex pretreatment to perform better than the control method. They acknowledged that there
needs to be a sufficient amount of debris on the surface for the liquid latex method to work (1). The Ho and George study (1) tested
the ability to recover liquid latex on the bottom of the vehicles
where large amounts of debris accumulate. In the present study,
the height increase of the deposited latent fingerprints on the vehicle could account for the difference in the performance of liquid
latex. Generally, the lower portion of vehicles collect more debris
as this area is closer to the ground and the tires. Thus, in this study,
with the latent fingerprints placed on the exterior windows, it was

expected that less debris would accumulate on the surface. As seen
in Fig. 3, both methods recovered more latent fingerprints on the
back window as this is likely where most debris accumulated.
Debris deposition levels are likely higher near the back of the vehicle because the debris from the vehicle’s front tires travels to the
back of the vehicle as it is being driven. Likewise, the middle and
back windows are larger and can collect more debris than the front
window. The front window is also partially blocked by the side
view mirror which could have an impact on debris accumulation
on the front window. Even though a difference was observed when
comparing the three windows, the debris they collected (even the
back window) was likely much less than the debris collected on
the bottom of vehicles with Ho and George (1), which made the
control method more successful than the liquid latex method.
It was hypothesized that the longer trials would have a greater
number of fingerprints recovered because more debris would collect on top of the fingerprints due to longer exposure time. However, this was not the case. The results comparing the fingerprints
recovered for each method in terms of the number of weeks for
debris collection indicate that the 3-week trials recovered the most
fingerprints for both methods (Fig. 4). The 4-week trial had the
fewest number of fingerprints overall. An explanation for this

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 5––Varying quality of fingerprints after being processed with either the control method or liquid latex and then treated with white granular powder.
The fingerprints above are fingerprints assigned a score of (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, and (d) 4.
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observation is the environmental conditions experienced over the
different trials. It is recommended that additional research is completed, specifically accounting for the weather conditions the vehicles are exposed to during the trials, to understand the relationship
between debris accumulation and successful fingerprint recovery.
Ho and George (1) suggested processing the area containing
possible fingerprints with granular powder before using liquid
latex to determine if there is a sufficient amount of debris. If the
fingerprints are successfully developed with granular powder, it
is indicative that debris accumulation over the fingerprints is
insufficient. If the fingerprints do not develop with the granular
powder, it is possible that fingerprints are not present or that a
significant amount of debris has covered the area. It is recommended by Ho and George (1), that if results are negative with
granular powder, that liquid latex should be applied to the surface to remove existing debris and processed again with granular
powder. This study tested the success of liquid latex on external
windows regardless of the amount of debris.
Since the use of liquid latex on vehicles is a relatively new
area of study, there are many future study recommendations. It
is recommended that future studies following a similar protocol
focus on following 2 specific aspects of the International Fingerprint Research Group guidelines for Phase 1 studies: the use of
3–5 donors (to test the variation between individuals) and natural
instead of groomed fingerprints (to test the sensitivity of the
method) (8). Similar to the recommendations made by Ho and
George (1), future studies should focus on conducting trials at
different times of the year. Both this study and the study by Ho
and George (1) conducted the trials between November 2019
and February 2020. The amount and types of debris collected
during this time of the year are likely different than the debris
that would be collected during the spring, summer, or fall
months. Ho and George (1) also recommended conducting
longer trials in future studies. This change in methodology can
be used to determine if the length of time for debris collection
affects which method for fingerprint recovery should be used.
Moreover, future studies should focus on other areas of the vehicle where latent fingerprints are likely deposited, specifically
around the door handles, sides where the door opens, and the
frame surrounding the door. These areas will be lower on the
vehicle compared to the windows and could potentially collect
more debris. The International Fingerprint Research Group (8)
indicates that the liquid latex method requires optimization and
validation before it can be applied to casework.
In this study, it was determined that fingerprint development
over the debris will recover more fingerprints than the liquid
latex method. However, the quality of the control fingerprints
recovered according to the Bandey scale is similar to the fingerprints recovered using liquid latex. The results of this study indicate that it is advantageous to process the exterior glass surface
of vehicles with white granular powder as opposed to the liquid
latex method. Not only does the control method recover more
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fingerprints, but it is also much more cost-effective and time-efficient when compared to the liquid latex method. More research
regarding the use of liquid latex to remove debris should be conducted to help investigators decide on methods to use when processing vehicles.
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ABSTRACT: Although forensic examiners operate in a stressful environment, there is a lack of understanding about workplace stress and

feedback. These organizational and human factors can potentially impact forensic science judgments. In this study, 150 practicing forensic
examiners from one laboratory were surveyed about their experiences of workplace stress, and the explicit and implicit feedback they receive.
Forensic examiners reported that their high stress levels originated more from workplace-related factors (management and/or supervision, backlogs, and the pressure to do many cases) than from personal related factors (family, medical, and/or financial). The findings showed that a few
(8%) of the forensic examiners sometimes felt strong implicit feedback about what conclusions were expected from them and that some (14%)
also strongly felt that they were more appreciated when they helped to solve a case (e.g., by reaching a “match” as opposed to an “inconclusive” conclusion). Differences were found when comparing workplace stress and feedback levels across three core forensic science fields
(forensic biology, chemistry, and latent prints) and across career stages (early, mid, and late). Gaining insights into the stress factors within a
workplace and explicit and implicit feedback has implications for developing policies to improve the well-being, motivation, and performance
of forensic examiners.

KEYWORDS: forensic science, workplace stress, feedback, implicit feedback, forensic decision-making, well-being, human factors
Workplace stress has been shown to have an impact on the
quality of decisions made by professionals in a variety of
domains, such as medicine (e.g., [1]), policing (e.g., [2]), the
military (e.g., [3]), management (e.g., [4]), and psychology (e.g.,
[5-7]). In the medical domain, for instance, a review of 22
empirical studies indicated that high levels of stress factors (such
as bleeding, time pressure, and procedural complexity) can affect
the performance of surgeons (1). However, research is still lacking with regard to the impact workplace stress may have on the
well-being of forensic examiners (8) as well as the quality of
their decisions (9).
Forensic examiners operate in a stressful environment
(8,10,11). Some organizational stress factors are common in
many workplace environments, such as workload volume and
number of working hours (11). There are also stress factors that
are specific and unique to the forensic science discipline (9),
which further contributes to the “high stress occupation” of
forensic examiners ([8], p. 34). One of these unique stress factors is the intensified scrutiny of forensic techniques and criticisms of their validity, as well as working within an adversarial
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legal system (e.g., [12]). Moreover, there are often unreasonable
expectations placed on the forensic examiners not to ever make
any mistakes (13,14). In addition, forensic examiners can be
directly exposed to emotionally distressing elements from crime
scenes or disturbing case details (9,11).
Stress can have positive or negative impacts on human performance and decision-making (15-17). The Yerkes–Dodson law
empirically shows an inverted U-shape relationship between
stress and performance (17). Performance is lower at low stress;
then with increased stress, performance is higher, but this elevation in performance continues only until the level of stress is
moderate. As stress becomes high, performance and quality of
decisions start to drop (17). In forensic science, quality of judgments includes accuracy, but also other issues, such as confidence levels, documentation of the decision-making process,
reporting of the conclusions, ability to justify the decisions, and
their presentation in court (18; see also [19] for Hierarchy of
Expert Performance).
High levels of stress, or repeated exposure to stress, have been
shown to impair the cognitive ability of individuals (20) and the
well-being of forensic examiners (21). Workplace stress can
result in negative workplace experiences. These occupational
experiences can cause physical (e.g., stomach distress and heart
disease), psychological (e.g., anger and job dissatisfaction), and
behavioral reactions (e.g., substance use and absenteeism)
(22,23). For example, Holt and Blevins (21) surveyed 56 digital
forensic examiners and found that around 68% were working
under a lot of pressure at work. Participates in this study
reported a number coping mechanisms, such as drinking alcohol
and smoking (21). It was also reported that in some law
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enforcement agencies the attrition rates were about 50% within
3 years for staff members responding to critical crime scenes
(about 20% of them reported long-term psychological problems)
(11).
Feedback is a critical factor in its own right that can impact
well-being and performance (24), as it can have implications for
the motivation, expectations, and the decision-making of forensic
examiners (e.g., questions 8 and 9 in [25]). Therefore, understanding the ways feedback given to forensic examiners and
how it may affect the decision-making of forensic examiners is
important for understanding the context in which decisions are
made (18,26). This has the potential to impact the entire crime
reconstruction process (27).
During casework, forensic examiners communicate and
receive feedback from a variety of sources, which can be categorized into five domains: forensic services, investigative, legal,
public (26), and regulatory (18) domains (see Fig. 1). For example, forensic examiners communicate with top management and/
or immediate supervisors (14,28), with police investigators (2931), and they can be in contact with legal advocates during the
preparation of evidence for presentation in court (32,33).
Human factors are not independent and often affect one
another. For example, stress and emotions are closely related, as
stress can generate negative emotions (34). Similarly, stress and
feedback are related (e.g., pressures from feedback can cause
stress). Importantly, such pressures can impact conclusions (35):
“Errors and disagreements among examiners may be due to
in part . . . [to] systemic pressures encouraging some decisions more than others. These pressures will vary by
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agency or among cases, and examiners’ responses to these
pressures will vary.” (p. 66)
The study reported here deals with these organizational and
human factors of stress and feedback that can affect decisionmaking. A questionnaire was designed to contain questions
about stress and feedback (see Appendix 1). For clarity in presenting the findings, this paper was divided into two parts. The
first part focuses on stress experienced at the workplace, examining the existence of and sources of stress in forensic science laboratories. The second part addresses the feedback provided,
examining how it is perceived by practicing forensic examiners.
Part One: Workplace Stress
Research addressing the decision-making in forensic science
has mainly focused on some key human factors, such as contextual information (e.g., [36]) and emotional factors (e.g., [13,37]).
However, other human and organizational factors, such as workplace stress have generally been neglected in the published literature. Only a few studies have paid attention to forensic
examiners’ stress at the workplace, such as the stress experienced by forensic digital examiners exposed to internet crimes
against children (e.g., [21,38]); crime scene examiners exposed
to horrific crimes (e.g., [11]); and forensic odontologists exposed
to mass casualties (e.g., [39]).
There is a lack of research addressing workplace stress of
examiners working in forensic science in general, and specifically across core forensic science fields (such latent prints and
forensic chemistry) and across different stages of their career. It

FIG. 1––Interactions and communications of forensic examiners with five stakeholders (taken from Dror and Pierce [18]). [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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FIG. 2––Scores of stress levels (*p < .05 for v2 of low vs. high scores). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

is argued that research on the psychological consequences of
stress experienced by forensic science professionals is lacking because of the general belief that professionals involved in
emergency situations are expected to deal with stress and
demands as part of their job (39).
Research on stress experienced by forensic examiners can help
in understanding the factors that moderate stress, and how different
factors play a role in creating, reducing, and managing stress
(3,10). This may have implications for developing relevant evidence-based approaches to improve the well-being of experts as
well as their decision-making performance. Therefore, this study
explores the factors that may cause forensic science examiners to
feel stress. It was of interest to examine the contribution of stresses
attributed to the workplace as opposed to personal factors; whether
there were differences in the stresses felt by examiners working in
different forensic science fields; and whether the years of experience moderated the level of stress experienced.

Method
Questionnaire
Following established approaches in decision-making studies
within the forensic science discipline (25,40,41), and studies
addressing perceptions of workplace stress factors (e.g., [10,38]),
a questionnaire was designed to examine workplace stress (Part
One) and feedback (Part Two).
Part One contained questions to ascertain whether forensic
examiners had felt stressed at work, and how much of the stress
they attributed to personal reasons (e.g., family, medical, and/or
financial matters) as opposed to relating the stress to the workplace (see Fig. 2). The participants were required to rank their
responses on a seven-point Likert-type scale. The participants
were also asked to provide demographic information on their
primary forensic field and years of experience.
Participants
A total of 150 forensic examiners from a major forensic laboratory in the United States took part in the study (71% response
rate; N = 212). All the participants were practicing forensic

examiners, and they were from the same forensic laboratory, so
that it was possible to examine and compare variables (e.g.,
fields of expertise and years of experience) without introducing
interlaboratory variations.
Forensic examiners identified their primary fields as: biology/
DNA (n = 42), latent prints (n = 40), controlled substances
(n = 24), forensic alcohol (n = 7), toxicology (n = 4), firearms
(n = 9), and trace evidence (n = 5). Nineteen (13%) did not
report their primary field, and three latent print examiners stated
that they also work as crime scene examiners as a secondary
field. The fields were grouped together on the basis of the type
of expertise deployed, giving three field categories: forensic biology (n = 42; DNA and biology), latent prints (n = 40), and
forensic chemistry (n = 35; controlled substances, toxicology,
and forensic alcohol). The remaining fields (trace evidence, firearms, and crime scene investigation as a secondary field) were
excluded from the analysis by field of expertise, because they
contained low participant numbers and did not fit within any of
the three main field categories.
The mean years of experience was 12 (SD = 9.7 years, with a
range from 1 to 47 years; did not respond: n = 12). Four examiners provided a qualitative written response to the question
about their years of experience (e.g., “many” or “lots”) or the
number written was illegible and thus not included in the years
of experience analysis (i.e., 16 participants (11%) were excluded
from the analysis by experience, leaving 134 participants). Following the accepted approach in the published literature to categorize data, such as the years of experience (e.g., [10,42]), we
grouped the years of experience into categories of comparable
sample sizes: early career (0–5, n = 36); mid-career (6–10,
n = 28) and (11–20, n = 40); and late career (>20, with n = 30).
Statistical Analysis
Both descriptive and inferential statistics were applied, using
SPSS (version 25), to measure the reported stress levels in general and to examine stress by field and years of experience. Following previous research (10), the seven-point Likert-type scale
responses were converted to an ordinal, categorical scale of low,
moderate, and high scores: scores 1–2 as low (i.e., low feelings
of stress), scores 3–5 as medium, and scores 6–7 as high (i.e.,
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strong feelings of stress). Equal categories of low and high
scores were made as per previously published research (10).
However, it should be emphasized that some of the neighboring
scores (e.g., scores 2 and 3) are grouped in different categories
(i.e., low and medium) and this is reflected in the interpretation.
Likert scales can be categorized (e.g., [25]) and can be statistically treated at an ordinal level (43). This categorization helps to
examine the variability of stress experienced by the examiners.
A chi-square test (goodness of fit) was used to determine
whether the categorical responses for each question differed significantly (i.e., low vs. high stress scores; see Figure 2). An
alpha significance level of 0.05 was used for all the statistical
tests. In addition to the significance testing, the means and standard deviations are reported.
One-way ANOVA and post hoc (Bonferroni) were used to
compare the mean workplace stress levels across the categories
of forensic fields and years of experience. In case that the homogeneity of variance assumption was not met, as assessed by
Levene’s test, then a one-way Welch ANOVA and post hoc
(Games–Howell) were used instead. In addition to comparing
the means, a chi-square test was used to test whether the
responses of the high scores for the three categories of forensic
fields differed significantly from one another. The stress scores
were particularly important at the high levels where the influence
of stress on the well-being and performance of forensic examiners can be most critical (17,20,23).

Results
Workplace Stress
One in three forensic examiners (36%, n = 53) strongly felt that
they often experience stress while at the workplace (low vs. high
stress scores, v2 (1, N = 79) = 9.23, p = 0.002; M = 4.61,
SD = 1.90; see Fig. 2). For the high stress levels felt by the examiners, stress was attributed more from the workplace (i.e., 25%,
n = 37, from management and/or supervisors (v2 (1,
N = 96) = 5.04, p = 0.025; M = 3.62, SD = 2.16), and 20%,
n = 29, from backlog pressure (v2 (1, N = 95) = 14.41, p < 0.001;
M = 3.30, SD = 2.05)) than from the personal life (11%, n = 16;
v2 (1, N = 84) = 32.19, p < 0.001; M = 3.14, SD = 1.85).
Stress by Field and Experience
On average, moderate workplace stress (question 1) was felt
by all forensic field categories: biologists (M = 5.02,
SD = 1.94), latent print examiners (M = 4.75, SD = 1.77), and
forensic chemists (M = 4.09, SD = 1.92). While the mean stress
levels did not vary across the three field categories (questions 1–
4, p > 0.05), the level of high stress differed from backlog pressure only, v2 (2, N = 24) = 7.75, p = 0.021. The percentage of
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forensic biologists (34%, n = 14) who strongly felt that their
stress originated from backlog pressure was higher than the other
fields, that is, latent print examiners (18%, n = 7) and forensic
chemists (9%, n = 3).
The mean stress levels varied across experience groups, but
only due to stress from management and/or supervisors (question
3, Welch’s F (3, 67.7) = 6.01, p = 0.001) and backlog stress
(question 4, Welch’s F (3, 67.7) = 8.15, p < 0.001; see Table 1).
There were no interactions between the forensic field and years
of experience on the reported stress levels (univariate ANOVA
for questions 1–4, p > 0.05).
Discussion
Workplace Stress
On average, forensic examiners in this study reported a moderate frequency in feeling stressed at the workplace (question 1,
M = 4.61, SD = 1.90). However, there was variability in the
data as reflected by the standard deviations and by the low and
high stress scores (see Fig. 2). Variability is expected given individual differences in responding to stress factors (44,45). Also
worth noting is that although question 1 asked examiners on the
frequency of their stress at work (i.e., “often”), the responses to
this question can also reflect their level of stress. It is generally
reasonable to assume that people who feel stressed more frequently also feel higher levels of stress (e.g., see transdisciplinary model of stress that describes “stress” as a set of
integrated processes, including the history of stressors in the life
of an individual [44]).
In this study, 36% of the forensic examiners strongly felt that
they are often stressed at work. Published research from other
domains has shown that repeated exposure to stress or when
stress levels are high, the well-being (23), and decision-making
performance drops (17,20). For example, LeBlanc et al. (46)
asked 30 paramedics to calculate drug dosage after working in a
highly stressful scenario and found that intense stress increased
medical errors.
The data from the study reported here concerns the feelings
experienced by forensic examiners. It does not include objective
measures of the performance and quality of decisions of the participants. Hence, the data reported do not show the nature of the
causational relationship, if any, between high stress and performance. Higher levels of stress can impact performance in a number of ways. These data cannot ascertain the impact, but clearly
show that stress is felt by forensic examiners, and hence warrant
further research.
Future research needs to experimentally examine the impact
of stress on the decision-making performance in the forensic
science context, as has been studied in other specialized domains
(see, for example, Arora et al. (1) for a review of studies that

TABLE 1––Mean responses (and standard deviations in brackets) for questions 3, 4, and 7 where significant findings were found among the experience
groups.
Experience Group (Years)
Question
3. Management/ supervision stress
4. Backlog stress
7. Feedback on expected conclusions
p < 0.05, post hoc (Games–Howell)
p < 0.05, post hoc (Bonferroni).

a,b,c,d,e,f
g

0–5

6–10
a,b,c,d,e,f

2.53 (1.63)
2.06 (1.51)a,b,c,d,e,f
2.18 (1.62)g

a,b,c,d,e,f

4.21 (2.83)
3.37 (1.98)a,b,c,d,e,f
2.89 (1.85)

11–20
a,b,c,d,e,f

3.70 (2.12)
3.98 (2.19)a,b,c,d,e,f
2.76 (1.48)

>20
4.20 (2.28)a,b,c,d,e,f
3.50 (1.94)a,b,c,d,e,f
3.33 (1.94)g
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investigated the impact of stress in the medical domain). Such
experimental research is important given the critical nature of
forensic science decisions within the criminal justice system
(27,29).
In the current study, 17% of forensic examiners reported feelings stressed at work relatively infrequently (if they felt stressed
at all). It has been observed in some contexts that low levels of
stress can lead to underload, boredom, and lower performance
(47). Conversely, moderate stress can improve performance (17),
as it can, among other things, push individuals to meet deadlines
(9). Hence, the published literature addressing stress suggests
that there could be benefits in maintaining moderate stress levels
at the workplace of forensic examiners (by, for example, providing new, interesting tasks to motivate underloaded, low stressed
individuals [47]).
The findings of this study suggest that the forensic laboratory management and/or supervision contribute to the stress levels
felt by the forensic examiners (the way the question was framed
in the survey does not allow us to determine if it was the laboratory management or the supervisor that created the stress, or both
—it is only possible to identify that there was stress felt and it
was attributed to either or both of these factors). Published
research addressing stress suggests that relationships in the workplace are a common organizational-level stress factor, and that
they can be one of the primary causes of stress among criminal
justice employees in general (10,48). Hence, it would appear that
forensic management and/or supervisors may play a key role in
optimizing the stress levels and well-being of forensic examiners.
Similarly, the findings of the current study reveal that backlogs and pressure to complete many cases can contribute to the
stress felt by the forensic examiners (see Fig. 2). It has been
suggested in the published literature that pressure from case
backlog is intensified by the increase of requests from prosecutors and law enforcement agencies for rapid forensic analysis
and reports, in addition to increasing forensic service requests
for nonviolent crimes in an under-resourced and overtaxed forensic science environment (9,12). However, it is acknowledged
that backlog pressure is a complex measure and can vary from
one forensic organization to another (8).
The findings show that more examiners strongly felt that their
stress originated from the workplace than arising due to personal
reasons. It is, however, important to note that the questions
posed in this study did not directly relate personal and workplace causes of stress in one question so as to offer the opportunity for examiners to rate one type of stress factor directly
against the other. Further research on personal life stress is
needed, as it has been suggested in the published literature that
stress from the personal life can affect the work–life balance,
increase work–life conflict, reduce job satisfaction, and
lower performance in the workplace (49,50).
Stress by Field and Experience
On average, forensic biologists, forensic chemists, and latent
print examiners reported moderate frequencies or levels of stress
at the workplace (again, it is important to note that there were
individual differences even within the same forensic science
field). Previous research targeting specific forensic fields yielded
inconsistent findings. For instance, forensic odontologists
reported low stress levels when attending mass casualty incidents, for reasons such as having sense of achievement and
obtaining invaluable professional experience (39), whereas digital forensic examiners reported moderate levels of stress in

undertaking their roles (e.g., examining child pornography [21]).
These previous studies were conducted across laboratories;
hence, it is not possible to attribute the different findings to the
forensic fields, because these differences may arise from other
confounding factors, such as the general workplace culture and
environment in the laboratory.
The results from this study, within a single laboratory, allow
for a better comparison across forensic fields. These data indicate that high levels of stress from backlog pressure vary among
the three fields; specifically, more forensic biologists strongly
felt stress from backlog pressure in comparison with forensic
chemists and latent print examiners. However, as previously
mentioned, backlog is a complex measure and has been shown
to vary across forensic organizations—even within the same
field of expertise—and can change with time (8). The dynamic
and complex nature of backlog pressure suggests that each
forensic organization may be well advised to evaluate the way
they communicate their own backlogs among the different forensic fields, and how it can influence the well-being and performance of their forensic examiners.
The findings also reveal that mid- and late career examiners—
that is, over 5 years of experience—felt more stress originating
from management and/or supervision and from backlogs in comparison with early career examiners— that is, under 5 years of
experience (there were no interactions between field of expertise
and years-of-experience categories in all the stress questions). A
previous study suggested that examiners with more experience
have more workload responsibilities, such as having a supervisory role (21), which may go some way toward offering insight
to this trend that was observed in this study.
There are differences in the levels of workplace stress across
occupations (51). There are insufficient understanding and data
about stress in forensic science to enable a meaningful comparison to other occupations. This study is one of the first to
address workplace stress from various forensic science fields
(with statistical comparisons of examiners working in core fields,
such as forensic biology and chemistry). In addition, since data
were collected from one laboratory, the data do not necessarily
generalize to other forensic laboratories. However, there are
good reasons to believe that forensic science is a high stress
occupation in comparison with typical working environments
(8,9). Working environment and organizational culture are
human factors that impact forensic decision-making (see fifth
source of bias in [52]).

Part Two: Workplace Feedback
Feedback is a key component of the conceptual model of
communication in forensic science presented by Howes (53).
Additionally, feedback received by forensic examiners who perform casework analysis and interpretation is an important component of monitoring and improving performance, and
motivating and rewarding examiners for hard work (e.g., [24]).
Feedback can be explicit (messages that can be directly codified
and articulated) (30,54), such as an immediate supervisor saying
“well-done” to the examiner. Feedback can also be implicit,
meaning that messages are not direct and less codified (30,54).
An example of implicit feedback would be the supervisor “smiling” to the examiner, which can cause subjective interpretation
and experiences of emotions (55).
Stress and pressure resulting from explicit and/or implicit
feedback can influence forensic science judgments. In an earlier
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study, some fingerprint examiners reported that they were not
allowed or were discouraged from making inconclusive decisions when the latent mark and known prints were of value and
included a large area for comparison (56). Moreover, Kassin
et al. (57) discussed that a contributing factor of the misidentification in the 2004 Madrid train bombings was the increased
“need for closure” (i.e., the desire to provide clear-cut judgments [58]), which resulted in a subsequently established erroneous identification of Mayfield. It is salient that an
independent investigation report on this case stated that the criteria for reaching an inconclusive result could lead to implicit
pressures on an examiner to reach an identification when making a difficult comparison of marks, particularly when the case
was very serious (59).
Previously published research has started to look into the possible relationships between perceived feedback and forensic expert
decision-making (e.g., questions 8 and 9 in [25]). Yet its impact
and scope are still largely unexplored. This current study assessed
the explicit and implicit feedback, as felt by the forensic examiners with the following key actors (see Fig. 1): forensic management and/or supervisors (the forensic services domain), police
investigators (the investigative domain), and legal advocates (the
legal domain). These have been identified as actors that can
impact decisions made during crime scene work, laboratory analysis, and/or judicial procedures (12,33,60,61).
Therefore, the second part of this current study sought to identify the level of explicit and implicit feedback as felt by the
forensic examiners, and whether the feedback varied by forensic
science field of expertise or years of experience.
Method
The same methodology was followed as outlined in Part One,
with the only difference being the inclusion of three questions on
feedback. Specifically, the feedback questions addressed whether
forensic examiners received feedback about their work from stakeholders, such as from management, supervisors, police investigators, and/or legal advocates (i.e., explicit feedback; see question 5
in Fig. 3). In addition, questions 6 and 7 asked whether the forensic examiners felt that the stakeholders appreciated them more
when they help to solve a case (such as when finding a “match”
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rather than “inconclusive”) and whether the examiners sometimes
felt they know what the stakeholders expect or want their conclusions to be (i.e., implicit feedback; Fig. 3).

Results
Workplace Feedback
About half (49%, n = 71; M = 3.06, SD = 1.93) of forensic
examiners reported low scores for feeling that management,
supervisors, police investigators, and/or legal advocates appreciated it more when they were helping to solve cases, and that
sometimes they felt they knew what these stakeholders wanted
or expected their conclusions to be (53%, n = 77; M = 2.75,
SD = 1.77). Nevertheless, some examiners, albeit a small minority, reported high scores for feeling such feedback and expectations, 14%, n = 20, v2(1, N = 91) = 28.58, p < 0.001 and 8%,
n = 11, v2(1, N = 88) = 49.50, p < 0.001, respectively. Examiners were equally divided (27%, n = 40, high scores vs. 28%,
n = 42, low scores; p > 0.05) on whether they receive explicit
feedback (M = 3.95, SD = 2.00; see Fig. 3).
Feedback by Field and Experience
On average, most forensic biologists (M = 4.49, SD = 2.06),
forensic chemists (M = 3.77, SD = 2.00), and latent print examiners (M = 3.62, SD = 1.96) felt they received moderate explicit
feedback from their management, supervisors, police investigators, and/or legal advocates. Both the explicit and implicit mean
feedback levels did not significantly differ by field of expertise
(questions 5–7, p > 0.05). However, for the high scores of the
explicit feedback question, more forensic biologists (41%,
n = 17) reported receiving feedback than latent print examiners
(21%, n = 8) and forensic chemists (20%, n = 7; approaching
statistical significance, v2(2, N = 32) = 5.69, p = 0.058).
Question 7 on expected conclusions was the only feedback
question that varied by experience (approaching significance, F
(3, 126) = 2.54, p = 0.060; see Table 1). There were no interactions between the forensic science field and years of experience
on the reported feedback levels (univariate ANOVA for questions 5–7, p > 0.05).

FIG. 3––Scores of explicit and implicit feedback (*p < 0.05 for v2 of low vs. high scores). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Discussion
Explicit Feedback
Forensic examiners were divided on whether they receive low
or high amounts of explicit feedback about their work from the
stakeholders they interact with. Additionally, on average, forensic
examiners reported receiving similar levels of explicit feedback
across the investigated forensic science fields and experience
groups. However, more forensic biologists reported receiving high
levels of explicit feedback than the latent print examiners and
forensic chemists did, while at the same time, more forensic biologists reported experiencing high levels of stress from backlog pressure than the other two fields of expertise (see Part One). The data,
however, do not include measures to inform an understanding of
how such feedback impacts the well-being and the performance of
the forensic examiners. Therefore, in order to consider the explicit
feedback within the crime reconstruction process further, it will be
important for future research to identify what type and level of
feedback is warranted (18,26,62).
Implicit Feedback
A few forensic examiners strongly felt that sometimes they
knew what stakeholders wanted their conclusions to be (question
7, 8%; see Fig. 3). Despite being a low proportion, this finding on
implicit feedback is concerning because each forensic examiner is
involved in casework analysis and interpretation (32). The findings
also show that a higher level of implicit feedback was felt by late
career (>20 groups) in comparison with early career examiners (0–
5 group), in terms of what stakeholders wanted or expected their
conclusions to be (see Table 1). This finding is consistent with
previous research, which found that 63.6% of forensic examiners
agreed (i.e., slightly agreed, agreed, and strongly agreed) that on
occasions they know what conclusions they are expected to find
(25) and that forensic examiners can be pressured to extend opinions beyond their scientific findings (63).
To be clear, the aforementioned findings do not demonstrate
that the examiners are in fact being pressured by the stakeholders
to reach expected conclusions. Rather, the data illustrate what the
examiners perceive and feel as implicit pressure. It is the perception and feeling of stress that makes a situation stressful rather
than there being an actual stress factor (44,45). It is important to
consider the context within which decisions are being made to
ensure there is transparency in this process to mitigate conditions
that exert pressure on examiners to make “expected” decisions.
The findings from this study demonstrate that some (question 6,
14%) forensic examiners strongly felt that stakeholders in the forensic services, investigative, and legal domains appreciated it more
when they reported conclusions of high certainty (e.g., a clear-cut,
match conclusion as opposed to inconclusive). While this is a low
percentage of the sample, this high implicit feedback score is also
concerning. It shows that some active casework scientists may feel
an implicit pressure to reach certain conclusions. As stated earlier, it
is the “cognitive appraisal” of the individual to the situation that
makes it pressurizing (44,45), even in the absence of such pressures.
It is of course important to note that these data cannot indicate
whether conclusions are being influenced by such implicit pressures.
General Discussion
Taking the stress and feedback findings together, many of the
forensic examiners in this study perceived that they operate

under pressure, and that the level of pressure varies by field and
experience, during casework and reporting conclusions. The
findings emphasize that one must consider the operating environment that forensic examiners work in, and the importance of
managing the levels of workplace stress and feedback.
The insights from the data provide a valuable but limited
insight into the possible relationships between feedback, stress,
and forensic decision-making. This study clearly cannot identify
and characterize the relationships but indicates that this could be
a fruitful avenue for future studies. Additionally, as detailed earlier, organizational and human factors (such as stress and feedback) are interrelated and affect one another (34). Hence, it is
possible that the questions addressing the feelings of examiners
regarding implicit feedback (i.e., questions 6 and 7) can be
related to stress and/or other factors.
The current study further contributes to the forensic science
literature by synthesizing relevant stress and feedback literature
from other domains. It offers a focused theoretical discussion,
along with empirical data, on how workplace stress and feedback
can affect forensic science judgments (whereas most of the previous research mainly focused on the relationship between stress
and well-being of forensic examiners (e.g., [10,38])). In addition,
the current paper unpacks the notion of feedback, an under-researched but important organizational factor in forensic science.
It is hoped that this study will drive further research directed
toward workplace feedback and its potential effects on expert
decision-making.
The published literature suggests that there can be individual
differences in perceiving and coping with stress (44,45). This
means that forensic examiners can perceive and cope with stress
and feedback differently, even among those examiners who work
in the same laboratory and forensic field, and have the same
years of experience. The current data account for interlaboratory
variations, as it has been collected from a single laboratory.
However, differences in individual stress perceptions and coping
styles were not investigated, and so should to be considered in
future research and also in practice.
It is important to note that self-reporting from a participant of
how they feel about stress or feedback can offer valuable and
informative insights. However, individuals cannot accurately
describe the rationale of their decision-making and judgments, as
this often involves unpacking complex cognitive processes
(40,64). It is possible, for example, that the workplace stress felt
by the forensic examiners is originating from personal reasons
(50) and it could have been difficult for participants to separate
the workplace from personal causes of stress. In addition, the
responses of forensic examiners may have been affected by
social desirability bias (65), in particular for the implicit feedback questions. Although the current study included a large sample size of 150 practicing forensic examiners from the same
laboratory, it may not be representative to forensic laboratories
worldwide. The reported levels of stress and feedback may vary
in other jurisdictions that have different working environments
and cultures.
Conclusion
This study surveyed active forensic examiners with different
fields of expertise and years of experience working within one
laboratory. The examiners reported feeling varying levels of
workplace stress and levels of explicit and implicit feedback.
More high levels of stress were reported to originate from the
workplace (specifically, stress from backlogs and pressure to do
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many cases, and management and/or supervisors) than from
stress derived from personal reasons outside the workplace.
More forensic biologists perceived high levels of backlog pressure than latent print examiners and forensic chemists. Mid- and
late career examiners (i.e., over 5 years of experience) reported
higher stress levels originating from management and/ or supervision, as well as backlog pressure in comparison with early
career examiners (i.e., less than 5 years of experience).
It was concerning that a few forensic examiners sometimes
felt strongly that they knew what the stakeholders in the forensic
services, investigative, and/or legal domains expected or wanted
their conclusions to be and that some forensic examiners also
strongly felt that the same stakeholders appreciated it more when
they helped to solve a case (e.g., by finding a match as opposed
to inconclusive).
In a broader context, the creation of working environments
that can address the negative impacts of the types of stress
examiners are exposed to will be valuable. It is also important to
be aware of the impact of both explicit and implicit feedback
and to develop practices that ensure the positive assistance and
timely explicit feedback. This may include preventive risk management measures (18), such as the evaluation of the how backlogs are measured and communicated to forensic examiners
across different fields of expertise. It is also important to consider the context within which decisions are being made to
ensure there is transparency in this process to mitigate conditions
that exert pressure on examiners to make “expected” decisions.
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Appendix 1 Anonymous Questionnaire
Please rate the following statements. It is totally anonymous, so please be honest.
1 (Low)
1. In the past year, I often felt stressed while at work.
2. The stress I felt originated from personal reasons (e.g., family, medical and/ or financial).
3. The stress I felt originated from management and/or supervisors.
4. The stress I felt originated from backlogs and pressure to do many cases.
5. I get feedback about my work (e.g., from management, supervisors, police investigators and/or legal
advocates).
6. I feel management, supervisors, police investigators and/ or legal advocates appreciated it more when I help to
solve a case (e.g., when I find a “match” rather than “inconclusive”).
7. Sometimes I feel I know what management, supervisors, police investigators and/ or legal advocates want or
expect my conclusion to be.
Which section do you work at (e.g., DNA, firearms, latent prints, etc)?___________Years of experience:__________

2

3

4

5

6

7 (High)
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bative value (i.e., forensic confirmation bias). The current studies tested whether laypeople discount the opinion of a forensic examiner who
had a priori knowledge of biasing information (i.e., a defendant’s confession) that could have influenced his opinion. In three experiments,
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Misleading forensic science has contributed to over 600
known wrongful convictions (1). In recent years, forensic confirmation bias—that is, the phenomenon whereby task-irrelevant
information influences judgments of forensic science evidence—
has been identified as one source of these costly errors (2). In an
early demonstration of this phenomenon, Dror and Charlton (3)
found that fingerprint examiners unknowingly changed 17% of
their own prior judgments of the same pair of fingerprints after
being told that the suspect had either confessed (implying that
the prints should match) or provided a verified alibi (implying
that the prints should not match). This effect has since been
replicated (4,5), and other studies have found similar effects in
myriad forensic science disciplines (for reviews, see (6,7))—such
as handwriting identification (8,9), arson investigation (10),
forensic anthropology (11), bloodstain pattern analysis (12), bitemark analysis (13), crime scene investigation (14), and complex
DNA analysis (15).
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In 2015, the National Commission on Forensic Science
explained that task-irrelevant information includes any “contextual information [that] supports inferences about a proposition
only through a chain of logic that does not involve assessment of
the physical evidence”—such as a suspect’s criminal history, confession, or alibi (16). Stated otherwise, forensic examiners “should
draw conclusions solely from the physical evidence that they are
asked to evaluate. . . and not from any other evidence in the case”
(16). Reliance on task-irrelevant information undermines the probative value of a forensic examiner’s opinion because it creates a
problematic double-counting of evidence (e.g., [17–20]). For
example, if an examiner judges physical evidence as inculpatory
only because they had a priori knowledge of a suspect’s confession, their opinion appears to independently corroborate the confession, but is actually a product of it (20). (For a discussion of
this problem from a Bayesian perspective, see (21).)
As such, forensic laboratories have been urged to adopt procedures that blind examiners to task-irrelevant information and
thereby minimize the risk of cognitive bias (e.g., [18,22–23]).
However, many forensic examiners remain uninformed or unconcerned about how bias can affect their work. In a recent survey of
403 forensic examiners from 21 countries, Kukucka et al (24)
found that only 49% felt that they should be shielded from task-irrelevant information, and 71% believed that they can mitigate bias
simply by ignoring their expectations. Moreover, the examiners
exhibited a “bias blind spot” (25): Most (71%) saw bias as a problem in the forensic sciences as a whole, but fewer (52%) saw bias
as a problem in their own domain, and still fewer (26%) believed
that bias affects them personally. In other words, many examiners
felt that cognitive bias can affect their peers but not themselves.
© 2020 American Academy of Forensic Sciences
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If examiners do not take steps to combat bias in the laboratory, the onus of identifying and discounting biased forensic
opinions will fall on judges and jurors. Two independent lines
of research suggest pessimism over their ability to do this. First,
basic social-cognitive psychology indicates that lay observers
tend to accept other people’s self-reports at face value, resulting
in a truth bias that contributes to poor performance at detecting
deception (26). In the related domain of attribution, it is wellestablished that observers routinely commit the fundamental
attribution error (or correspondence bias), making dispositional
attributions for other people’s words and deeds, while underestimating the impact of situational factors (27–30). This literature
would thus suggest that even observers who are aware of an
examiner’s prior exposure to potentially biasing information will
underappreciate the impact of that situational information on
their conclusions.
Second, research has indicated that judges (31,32) and jurors
(33,34) are generally not adept at identifying flaws in scientific
evidence. Of particular relevance to forensic confirmation bias
are two studies in which jurors failed to recognize experimenter
bias (i.e., a form of self-fulfilling prophecy in which a researcher’s expectations unconsciously impact the outcome of their
study; (35)) as a threat to the validity of research findings
(36,37). Compounding this problem, laypeople tend to believe
that forensic science errors are exceptionally rare (38). Hence,
jurors tend to trust forensic evidence (39,40), even if it was analyzed using an unvalidated technique (41) and even after being
explicitly informed of its limitations (42).
Although jurors left to their own devices may fail to recognize
unreliable scientific evidence, some studies suggest that cross-examination that attacks scientific validity rather than credibility
can sensitize jurors to the quality of scientific evidence presented
by an expert (43,44). Others, however, have found little or no
effect of cross-examination (33,45). With respect to the forensic
sciences, findings have also been mixed: Lieberman et al (39)
found that an “evidence-focused” cross-examination (i.e., noting
the potential for contamination and subjectivity involved in the
analysis) weakened the credibility of a DNA expert more so than
an “expert-focused” cross-examination (i.e., attacking the
expert’s experience and academic record), whereas Koehler (46)
found that a cross-examination highlighting the potential for
error had little effect on jurors’ appraisals of testimony from a
shoeprint expert.
To date, two studies have specifically examined whether
cross-examination can sensitize jurors to cognitive bias as a factor that undermines evidence quality. Chorn and Kovera (47)
had mock jurors read expert testimony from a clinical psychologist who administered an intelligence test to the plaintiff in a
civil case. In some conditions, the clinician was blind to the
plaintiff’s supposed IQ score when administering the test; in
others, the clinician knew a priori that the plaintiff was thought
to have a low IQ. This variation had no significant effect. Jurors
rated the clinician as similarly competent and the test result as
similarly compelling regardless of whether its administration was
blind or nonblind. This held true even among jurors who heard
a cross-examination that explained the importance of blind testing for scientific validity.
Of particular relevance to the current studies, Thompson and
Scurich (48) had venirepersons read a summary of an assault
case that included testimony from a forensic odontologist who
compared a bitemark on the victim against a model of the suspect’s teeth. In some conditions, the odontologist admitted that
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he was exposed to task-irrelevant information (i.e., the suspect’s
criminal history and gang affiliation) before performing this
comparison and either admitted or denied that this information
influenced his judgment. In another condition, the odontologist
explained that his laboratory’s standard protocol kept him blind
to this information until after he completed his analysis.
Venirepersons rated his testimony as more credible when he was
purposefully blinded to task-irrelevant information than when he
was exposed to it, regardless of whether he claimed to have
ignored or used that information. However, they did not rate the
nonblind examiner as less credible than a control examiner who
was not exposed to task-irrelevant information. This pattern suggests that laypeople understand that blinding procedures increase
the probative value of forensic science evidence, but they fail to
understand that nonblind procedures correspondingly decrease its
value.
Participants in Thompson and Scurich (48) evaluated testimony on bitemark comparison, which is among the most criticized of forensic science disciplines. In its 2016 report, the
President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (23)
concluded that “bitemark analysis does not meet the scientific
standards for foundational validity [and] the prospects of developing bitemark analysis into a scientifically valid method [are]
low” (p. 87). Indeed, such comparisons may be highly subjective, as research has shown that the same teeth can leave bitemarks that appear quite different (e.g., [49,50]), while different
people can leave bitemarks that are indistinguishable from each
other (e.g., [51,52]). As such, it is perhaps unsurprising that
laypeople considered a blinded bitemark examiner to be more
credible than a nonblind bitemark examiner.
But do jurors understand that bias can affect other forensic disciplines—even those with relatively strong scientific foundations?
For example, fingerprint examiners typically follow a standardized
procedure (i.e., the ACE-V method; [23]), use sophisticated technologies to identify potential matches to a latent print (53), and
exhibit low error rates (e.g., [54,55]). Yet, they are likewise vulnerable to cognitive bias (e.g., [3,56,57]). Moreover, laypeople
seem to view bitemark and fingerprint evidence as equally compelling: Koehler (38) found that laypeople believed both fingerprint and bitemark identification errors to be exceptionally rare (1
in 5.5 million and 1 in 1 million, respectively), and Ribeiro et al
(58) found that laypeople perceived fingerprint and bitemark identification as equally accurate (88% vs. 89%, respectively) and as
entailing a comparable degree of subjective judgment.
The Present Studies
The present studies investigated whether mock jurors would
devalue the testimony of a forensic examiner who had a priori
knowledge of task-irrelevant information that could have influenced his opinion. To be exact, we tested whether jurors would
discount the opinion of an examiner who had a priori knowledge of the defendant’s confession—a form of evidence that creates a uniquely strong expectation of guilt (20) and has
repeatedly been shown to impact people’s perceptions, memories, and judgments (e.g., [59–61]), including judgments of
forensic science evidence (e.g., [8]). Outside of the laboratory,
forensic science errors have been found in 67% of DNA exonerations that involved false confessions—and in these cases, the
false confession almost always preceded the forensic science
error, such that the former may have spawned the latter in some
cases (62).
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the prosecution and defense, which provided background information on the case, including the fact that the defendant had
confessed but recanted his confession prior to trial. Then, the
summary recounted the testimony and cross-examination of the
defendant’s coworker, the defendant’s neighbor, and by random
assignment, either a bitemark examiner (Bitemark condition), a
fingerprint examiner (Fingerprint condition), or neither (No
Examiner condition). In the Bitemark and Fingerprint conditions,
the defense attorney asked the examiner under cross-examination
if he had been aware of the defendant’s confession prior to analyzing the forensic evidence and, if so, whether it could have
influenced his judgment. By random assignment, the examiner
replied that he was either unaware of the confession (Unexposed
condition), aware of it but denied that it influenced his judgment
(Deny condition), or aware of it and admitted that it could have
influenced his judgment (Admit condition). Finally, the summary
recounted closing statements by the prosecution and defense.
After reading the summary, participants rendered a verdict, rated
their confidence in that verdict, and provided judgments of the
prosecutor, the defense attorney, and each witness.

In three studies, we varied whether the examiner was exposed to
the defendant’s confession prior to his analysis, and if so, whether
he admitted or denied that it could have influenced his opinion.
Study 1 also tested whether the effect of exposure depended on the
scientific validity of the examiner’s discipline (i.e., bitemarks vs.
fingerprints). Study 2 then aimed to partially replicate the findings
of Study 1. Finally, Study 3 tested whether the effect of exposure
depended on the credentials of the individual examiner, as opposed
to the general validity of their discipline.
Study 1
Study 1 aimed to partially replicate and extend the findings of
Thompson and Scurich (48) by comparing across forensic
science disciplines with a more powerful form of task-irrelevant
information (i.e., confession evidence) and novel stimulus materials (e.g., a different crime). Participants read a trial summary in
which either a bitemark or fingerprint examiner testified that the
defendant’s bitemark or fingerprint matched evidence from the
crime scene. For some participants, the examiner testified that he
was aware of the defendant’s confession before he analyzed the
forensic evidence, and under cross-examination, he either admitted or denied that it could have influenced his analysis; for other
participants, the examiner testified that he was unaware of the
defendant’s confession. We also included a control condition
with no forensic evidence, allowing us to test whether the confession-unaware examiner strengthened the prosecution’s case
and/or the confession-aware examiner weakened their case.

Trial Summary
Each participant read one of seven versions of a trial summary
(943–1286 words) that were newly created for the current studies. The summary recounted the first-degree murder trial of
Michael Thompson. In all seven versions, the prosecutor’s opening statement argued that Thompson sexually assaulted and murdered his former boss, Jane Anderson, out of anger over having
recently been fired. The prosecutor noted that Thompson had
previously been accused of sexual assault while in college and
that he could not provide an alibi for his whereabouts on the
night of the murder. Finally, the prosecutor argued that Thompson had confessed and that his confession contained details that
would only be known to the true perpetrator. The defense attorney’s opening statement argued that Thompson’s confession was
the only evidence against him, that it was false, and that it was
coerced by detectives who threatened him and fed him details of
the crime during a lengthy interrogation.
All participants then read a summary of testimony given by
Thompson’s coworker, who testified for the prosecution. The
coworker testified that he heard Thompson throw a lamp and
threaten Mrs. Anderson upon learning that he had been fired. On
cross-examination, the coworker testified that Thompson had a
bad temper but never acted on it, explaining that Thompson
always calmed down quickly, seemed embarrassed by his behavior, and apologized for it.
Next, participants read the testimony of either a bitemark
examiner, a fingerprint examiner, or neither (Discipline manipulation). Participants in the Bitemark condition read the testimony

Method
Participants and Design
Participants (N = 377) were recruited online via Amazon
Mechanical Turk (mTurk) and completed the study on an external survey website. Overall, 52.3% of participants were female,
74.5% were White, and 53.0% were college-educated. The sample included at least one individual from 43 of the 50 U.S.
states.
Each participant was randomly assigned to one of seven cells
in a 2 (Discipline: Bitemark vs. Fingerprint) 9 3 (Exposure to
Confession: Unexposed, Deny, or Admit) + 1 (Control: No
Examiner) between-subjects design, with cell sizes ranging from
n = 49 to 59. See Table 1 for an explanation of the components
of each Exposure condition.
Procedure
After providing consent, participants read a summary of a
murder trial. The summary first recounted opening statements by

TABLE 1––Components of exposure conditions in studies 1–3.

Condition
No confession or
examiner
No examiner
Unexposed
Exposed
Deny
Admit

Studies

Defendant
confessed

Examiner
testified

Examiner exposed to
confession

Examiner denied influence of
confession

Examiner admitted influence of
confession

2, 3

–

–

–

–

–

1, 2, 3
1, 2, 3
2, 3
1, 2, 3
1, 2, 3

X
X
X
X
X

–
X
X
X
X

–
–
X
X
X

–
–
–
X
–

–
–
–
–
X

An X indicates that this component was present in the corresponding condition.
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of a bitemark examiner who testified for the prosecution. The
bitemark examiner held a doctoral degree in dental surgery and
was a member of the American Society of Forensic Odontology.
He explained the methodology he had used to compare photographs of a bitemark on the victim’s neck against a model of
Thompson’s teeth, and he concluded that the bitemark matched
the model. Participants in the Fingerprint condition read the
analogous testimony of a fingerprint examiner who testified for
the prosecution. The fingerprint examiner held a Bachelor’s
degree in forensic science, was trained at an FBI laboratory, and
was certified by the International Association for Identification.
He too explained the methodology he had used to compare photographs of fingerprints found in the blood surrounding the victim’s body against Thompson’s fingerprints, and he concluded
that the two sets of prints matched. Participants in the No Examiner condition did not read either examiner’s testimony.
Participants in the Bitemark and Fingerprint conditions also
read a summary of the examiner’s cross-examination, in which
the defense attorney asked the examiner if he was aware of
Thompson’s confession prior to his analysis (Exposure manipulation). In the Unexposed condition, the examiner testified that
he had not been aware of the confession. In the Deny and Admit
conditions, the examiner testified that he was aware of the confession, and the defense attorney asked the examiner if that
knowledge could have influenced his conclusion. In the Deny
condition, the examiner stated that the confession had no bearing
on his conclusion and then reiterated this point. In the Admit
condition, the examiner conceded that the confession could have
influenced his conclusion, and the defense attorney then
prompted him to reiterate this point.
In all conditions, the final witness was Thompson’s neighbor,
who testified for the defense. The neighbor testified that she saw
Thompson in their apartment building on the night of the murder
and that he said he was going to watch a movie at home that
night. On cross-examination, the neighbor clarified that she had
seen Thompson around 6 p.m. and could not confirm that he
was in his apartment for the entire evening. Finally, the prosecution and defense made their closing arguments, which reiterated
the main points of their opening statements.
Dependent Measures
See Table 2 for a summary of our dependent measures. After
reading the trial summary, participants first rendered a verdict
(guilty or not guilty) and rated their confidence in this verdict on
a scale from 1 (very unsure) to 10 (very confident). Then, on a
new screen, participants separately rated the convincingness of
the prosecutor and defense attorney’s arguments, each on a scale
from 1 (very unconvincing) to 9 (very convincing).
Next, for each witness whose testimony they read (coworker,
neighbor, and/or examiner), participants rated the convincingness
of their testimony, the importance of their testimony in rendering
a verdict, and the degree to which they were biased toward the
side for which they testified—each on a 9-point scale. We did
not analyze ratings of the two nonexaminer witnesses; these
items were included only to conceal the purpose of the study,
and we had no reason to believe that our manipulations would
affect ratings of these witnesses.
Manipulation Check
Lastly, participants in the six experimental conditions
answered two questions to verify that they had noticed and
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TABLE 2––Dependent measures in studies 1–3.
Measure

Study 1

Study 2

Study 3

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Verdict (guilty/not guilty)
Likelihood of commission (0–100)
Prosecutor convincingness (1–9)
Defense convincingness (1–9)
Examiner convincingness (1–9)
Examiner importance (1–9)
Examiner pro-prosecution bias (1–9)
Examiner influence on verdict (1–10)
Examiner influenced by confession (1–10)

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

An X indicates that this measure was collected in the corresponding study.
The five Examiner ratings were not collected in the two control conditions.
Ratings of ‘Examiner Influenced by Confession’ were not collected in the
Unexposed condition.

remembered the details of our manipulations (i.e., which type of
evidence the examiner had analyzed, and whether the examiner
had known about Thompson’s confession prior to his analysis).
Unfortunately, these data were lost due to a malfunction of the
survey website; hence, we did not exclude data from any participants prior to analysis. We return to this point later.

Results
Verdicts
Across all conditions, 68.7% of participants returned a guilty
verdict. A full factorial logistic regression revealed that neither
Discipline, Wald v2(1) = 0.17, p = 0.679, OR = 1.19 [95% CI:
0.53, 2.67], nor Exposure, Wald v2(2) = 1.67, p = 0.435, nor
their interaction, Wald v2(2) = 2.01, p = 0.366, predicted verdict. As shown in Table 3, pairwise comparisons indicated that
participants in the Fingerprint/Unexposed (80.4%), v2(1) = 6.87,
p = 0.009, OR = 3.11 [95% CI: 1.31, 7.38], and Fingerprint/
Deny (76.3%), v2(1) = 4.94, p = 0.026, OR = 2.44 [95% CI:
1.10, 5.39], conditions voted guilty more often than those in the
No Examiner control condition (56.9%)—but none of the other
experimental conditions differed from the No Examiner condition, ps > 0.07.
Prosecutor and Defense Convincingness
Ratings of the prosecutor and defense attorney were negatively correlated, r = 0.62, p < 0.001; overall, participants
rated the prosecutor’s argument as more convincing (M = 6.80,
SD = 2.03) than the defense attorney’s argument (M = 4.11,
SD = 2.29), t(376) = 13.41, p < 0.001, d = 0.69 [95% CI: 0.58,
0.81].
A 2 (Discipline) X 3 (Exposure) MANOVA on ratings of the
prosecution and defense revealed a multivariate effect of Exposure, F(4,624) = 2.68, p = 0.031, g2p = 0.02, with univariate
effects on both prosecutor convincingness, F(2,313) = 3.38,
p = 0.035, f = 0.15, and defense convincingness, F
(2,313) = 5.03, p = 0.007, f = 0.18. As shown in Table 4,
Tukey HSD comparisons showed that participants in the Admit
condition rated the prosecutor’s argument as less convincing
than those in the Deny condition—neither of which differed
from the Unexposed condition. Conversely, participants in the
Admit condition rated the defense’s argument as more convincing than those in the Deny or Unexposed conditions, which did
not differ from each other.
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TABLE 3––Effects of exposure, discipline (bitemark vs. fingerprint), and credentials (weak vs. strong) on guilty verdicts (%) in studies 1–3.
No confession or examiner

Study 1
Bitemark
Fingerprint
Study 2
Study 3
Weak
Strong

28.1a
10.3

No examiner

Unexposed

56.9

70.8
61.8
80.4
77.8c
74.5a
62.5
87.0

44.8b
53.1

Exposed

Deny

Admit

52.2abc
62.8a
60.0
65.2

75.0
73.5
76.3
62.5bc
65.7a
61.1
70.6

66.7
64.7
68.5
55.6bc
40.8b
34.8
46.2

The suspect had confessed in all conditions unless otherwise noted (see Table 1). Marginal values in the same row that do not share a common subscript differ at p < 0.05. Cell values that are shown in italics differ from the corresponding No Examiner control group at p < 0.05.

Neither the multivariate effect of Discipline, F(2,312) = 1.57,
p = 0.210, g2p = 0.01, nor the multivariate interaction, F
(4,624) = 0.83, p = 0.508, g2p = 0.01, was significant.
As shown in Table 4, a one-way ANOVA with planned contrasts indicated that participants in the Fingerprint/Unexposed,
p = 0.015, and Fingerprint/Deny, p = 0.015, conditions rated the
prosecutor’s argument as more convincing than those in the No
Examiner control condition—but no other conditions differed
from the No Examiner condition, ps > 0.35. Ratings of the
defense attorney’s argument did not differ between the No
Examiner control condition and any of the six experimental conditions, ps > 0.12.
Judgments of the Examiner
A 2 X 3 MANOVA on three judgments of the forensic examiner’s testimony (i.e., convincingness, importance, and pro-prosecution bias) revealed a multivariate effect of Exposure, F
(6,624) = 5.39, p < 0.001, g2p = 0.05, with univariate effects on
convincingness, F(2,313) = 13.68, p < 0.001, f = 0.30, and proprosecution bias, F(2,313) = 3.22, p = 0.041, f = 0.14, but not
importance, F(2,313) = 1.42, p = 0.245, f = 0.10. As shown in
Table 5, Tukey HSD comparisons indicated that participants in
the Unexposed condition rated the examiner’s testimony as more
convincing than those in the Deny condition, who in turn rated
it as more convincing than those in the Admit condition.

Participants in the Admit condition rated the examiner’s testimony as less biased toward the prosecution than those in the
Unexposed condition—neither of which differed from the Deny
condition.
Neither the multivariate effect of Discipline, F(3,311) = 1.03,
p = 0.378, g2p = .01, nor the multivariate interaction, F
(6,624) = 0.80, p = 0.571, g2p = 0.01, was significant.
Discussion
Study 1 participants rated a forensic examiner’s testimony as less
convincing if he had a priori knowledge of the defendant’s confession than if he did not. This finding implies that laypeople possess
at least some understanding that cognitive bias can undermine the
value of forensic science evidence, which is consistent with
Thompson and Scurich’s (48) finding that venirepersons rated a
blinded forensic expert as more credible than one who was exposed
to potentially biasing information. However, in contrast to Thompson and Scurich, Study 1 participants were no less likely to convict
the defendant—the only legally relevant outcome measure—if the
examiner had been aware of the defendant’s confession.
A closer look at our data reveals an even more concerning
departure from Thompson and Scurich’s findings. In their study,
participants rated the nonblind examiner as less credible regardless of whether he claimed to have used or ignored task-irrelevant information. In Study 1, however, several findings suggest

TABLE 4––Effects of exposure, discipline (bitemark vs. fingerprint), and credentials (weak vs. strong) on verdict-confidence ratings (study 1), likelihood of
commission estimates (studies 2 and 3), and convincingness of the prosecution and defense (studies 1 and 3).
No confession or examiner
Likelihood of commission (0-100)
Study 2
51.56 (3.97)a
Study 3
46.21 (4.95)
Weak
Strong
Prosecutor convincingness (1–9)
Study 1
Bitemark
Fingerprint
Study 3
4.17 (0.41)
Weak
Strong
Defense convincingness (1–9)
Study 1
Bitemark
Fingerprint
Study 3
6.62 (0.43)
Weak
Strong

No examiner

Unexposed

Exposed

Deny

Admit

61.03 (4.28)ab
60.63 (4.21)

78.33 (4.30)b
75.32 (2.96)a
69.58 (4.72)
81.30 (3.16)

67.39 (4.92)ab
71.63 (3.79)ab
69.00 (5.47)
73.91 (5.33)

62.92 (6.00)ab
75.14 (3.49)a
72.78 (4.03)
77.65 (5.85)

68.89 (5.02)ab
61.02 (3.77)b
53.04 (5.95)
68.08 (4.44)

6.41 (0.25)

7.05 (0.17)ab
6.76 (0.26)
7.35 (0.21)
7.19 (0.23)a
6.96 (0.37)
7.43 (0.25)

6.81 (0.29)ab
6.75 (0.41)
6.87 (0.42)

7.10 (0.20)a
6.84 (0.31)
7.32 (0.25)
7.20 (0.24)a
6.89 (0.38)
7.53 (0.27)

6.44 (0.22)b
6.57 (0.32)
6.31 (0.30)
5.90 (0.31)b
5.70 (0.46)
6.08 (0.43)

4.19 (0.40)a
4.70 (0.56)
3.74 (0.56)

3.76 (0.23)a
3.73 (0.32)
3.78 (0.32)
4.60 (0.41)ab
4.78 (0.56)
4.41 (0.61)

4.66 (0.23)b
4.37 (0.36)
4.93 (0.28)
5.84 (0.33)b
5.87 (0.48)
5.81 (0.46)

5.48 (0.42)

4.26 (0.31)
5.23 (0.36)

3.85 (0.20)a
4.02 (0.31)
3.67 (0.25)
3.96 (0.29)a
4.04 (0.43)
3.87 (0.39)

All values are presented as M (SE). Marginal means in the same row that do not share a common subscript differ at p < 0.05. Cell means that are shown in
italics differ from the corresponding No Examiner control group at p < 0.05.
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TABLE 5––Effects of exposure, discipline (bitemark vs. fingerprint), and credentials (weak vs. strong) on judgments of the examiner (M [SE]) in studies
1–3.
Unexposed
Convincingness
Study 1
7.42 (0.14)a
Bitemark
7.27 (0.20)
Fingerprint 7.59 (0.18)
Study 3
7.20 (0.31)a
Weak
6.54 (0.50)
Strong
7.91 (0.31)
Importance
Study 1
7.33 (0.16)
Bitemark
7.15 (0.25)
Fingerprint 7.53 (0.21)
Study 3
7.59 (0.27)
Weak
7.29 (0.45)
Strong
7.91 (0.29)
Pro-prosecution bias
Study 1
4.67 (0.10)a
Bitemark
4.76 (0.16)
Fingerprint 4.57 (0.13)
Study 3
4.48 (0.23)
Weak
4.29 (0.30)
Strong
4.68 (0.34)
Influence on verdict
Study 2
8.17 (0.69)
Influenced by confession
Study 2
Study 3
Weak
Strong

Exposed

Deny

Admit

6.70 (0.33)a
6.20 (0.48)
7.13 (0.44)

6.75
6.55
6.92
6.69
6.72
6.65

(0.21)b
(0.30)
(0.28)
(0.44)a
(0.53)
(0.74)

6.02
6.20
5.85
4.88
4.26
5.42

(0.22)c
(0.31)
(0.30)
(0.37)b
(0.51)
(0.52)

7.26 (0.27)
7.00 (0.38)
7.48 (0.38)

7.07
6.86
7.25
7.40
7.67
7.12

(0.19)
(0.30)
(0.25)
(0.39)
(0.44)
(0.65)

6.91
6.78
7.04
7.57
7.65
7.50

(0.19)
(0.31)
(0.22)
(0.22)
(0.35)
(0.29)

4.07 (0.23)
3.70 (0.36)
4.39 (0.29)

4.32
4.33
4.32
4.03
4.39
3.65

(0.15)ab
(0.23)
(0.20)
(0.29)
(0.40)
(0.41)

4.14
4.00
4.28
3.61
3.48
3.73

(0.18)b
(0.26)
(0.25)
(0.30)
(0.43)
(0.42)

7.70 (0.48)

7.83 (0.49)

6.78 (0.52)

5.26
4.58
5.70
3.61

4.33
4.46
4.11
4.82

5.44
5.98
6.61
5.42
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A glaring limitation of Study 1 was the unfortunate loss of
manipulation check data, which prevented us from verifying that
all participants had noticed critical aspects of the examiner’s testimony. In theory, including inattentive participants in our final
sample would increase statistical noise and make it more difficult to detect significant effects. Still, this problem may have
caused us to underestimate the magnitude of the observed effects
and/or fail to detect other important effects. For that reason, we
sought to replicate the findings of Study 1.
Study 2

(0.70)
(0.40)a
(0.51)
(0.53)

(0.59)
(0.50)a
(0.68)
(0.75)

(0.46)
(0.35)b
(0.49)
(0.47)

Marginal means in the same row that do not share a common subscript
differ at p < 0.05.

that our participants believed the examiner when he claimed that
the confession did not influence him. Overall, participants rated
the examiner’s testimony as more convincing when he denied
influence than when he admitted to the possibility. Moreover,
when the fingerprint examiner denied influence, participants
voted to convict more often and rated the prosecutor’s argument
as more convincing compared to the no examiner control condition. For both measures, an examiner who knew of the confession but denied its influence was perceived no differently than
an examiner who was unaware of the confession.
This pattern is problematic insofar as many forensic examiners
resist claims of cognitive bias. As noted above, survey data from
Kukucka et al. (24) revealed a “bias blind spot” among forensic
examiners, such that examiners generally recognized that bias
can impact their peers but simultaneously denied that bias can
impact their own judgments (see also [63]). Hence, even if an
examiner were to be cross-examined on this issue, they will presumably deny that task-irrelevant information could have
impacted their judgment—and the results of Study 1 suggest that
jurors will tend to believe them.
Though latent fingerprint examination is widely considered to
have a stronger scientific foundation than bitemark identification
(23), participants’ ratings generally did not reflect this, as bitemark and fingerprint examiners were rated as equally convincing
and equally influential, and their testimony was equally likely to
elicit a guilty verdict. However, the unexposed fingerprint examiner—but not the unexposed bitemark examiner—increased the
conviction rate and perceived strength of the prosecutor’s argument relative to the no examiner condition, thus providing some
indication that participants considered fingerprint evidence more
probative than bitemark evidence.

The primary aim of Study 2 was to replicate the effects
observed in the Fingerprint condition of Study 1. Each participant read one of six versions of a trial summary, four of which
were the Unexposed, Deny, Admit, and No Examiner summaries
used in Study 1. A fifth version included a fingerprint examiner
who admitted to knowing about the defendant’s confession but
neither admitted nor denied that it could have influenced his
judgment (i.e., Exposed condition). A sixth version provided a
second control group in which the defendant did not confess and
no forensic examiner testified.

Method
Participants and Design
Participants (N = 186) were recruited via mTurk and completed the study on an external survey website. We later
excluded data from 33 participants (17.7%) who failed a manipulation check, leaving a final sample of N = 153. No demographic information was collected.
Each participant was randomly assigned to one of six groups
in a one-way design (i.e., Unexposed, Exposed, Deny, Admit,
No Examiner, or No Confession or Examiner; see Table 1 for
an explanation of the components of each condition).
Procedure
Each participant read one of six versions of a trial summary,
which were adapted from the summaries used in Study 1. After
reading the summary, participants rendered a verdict, rated their
confidence in that verdict, estimated the likelihood that the
defendant had committed the murder, and rated the degree to
which each witness’ testimony (i.e., the coworker, neighbor,
and/or fingerprint examiner) had influenced their verdict. Finally,
participants completed a manipulation check.
Trial Summary
Each participant read one of six versions of a trial summary
(550–1044 words) in which the defendant was charged with
first-degree murder. The summaries were identical to those used
in Study 1, apart from the exceptions described below. As in
Study 1, each summary included opening statements by the prosecution and defense, testimony and cross-examination of the
defendant’s coworker and neighbor, and closing statements.
Four of the six summaries also included the testimony and
cross-examination of a fingerprint examiner who testified that
the defendant’s fingerprints matched fingerprints found in the
blood around the victim’s body (i.e., experimental conditions;
see Table 1). In each, the defense attorney asked the examiner if
he had been aware of the defendant’s confession prior to analyzing
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the fingerprints; the four summaries differed in how the examiner
responded to this question. In the Unexposed condition, the examiner testified that he was unaware of the confession when he analyzed the fingerprints. In the Exposed condition, the examiner
testified that he was aware of the confession; however, the examiner was not asked if it could have influenced his judgment. In the
Deny condition, the examiner testified that he was aware of the
confession but insisted that it did not influence his judgment,
which he described as “purely objective.” In the Admit condition,
the examiner testified that he was aware of the confession and
admitted that it could have influenced his judgment, which he
described as “partly subjective.”
Two of the six summaries did not include testimony from a
fingerprint examiner (i.e., control conditions; see Table 1). In the
No Examiner condition, participants read only opening statements (which mentioned the defendant’s recanted confession),
testimony from the defendant’s coworker and neighbor, and
closing statements. In the No Confession or Examiner condition,
they read this same summary, but with all references to the
defendant’s confession and fingerprint examiner removed.
Dependent Measures
See Table 2 for a summary of our dependent measures. As in
Study 1, participants first rendered a verdict (guilty or not guilty)
and rated their confidence in that verdict on a 10-point scale. To
obtain a more sensitive measure of belief in the defendant’s
guilt, we also asked Study 2 participants to estimate the likelihood that the defendant had committed the murder, using an 11point scale with options ranging from 0% to 100%.
Whereas Study 1 participants rated the convincingness, importance, and biasedness of each witness’ testimony, Study 2 participants provided only one rating for each witness—namely, the
extent to which that witness’ testimony influenced their verdict, on
a scale from 1 (not at all) to 10 (very). As in Study 1, we did not
analyze participants’ ratings of the nonexaminer witnesses.
Lastly, we asked participants in the Exposed, Deny, and
Admit conditions to rate the extent to which they believed that
the fingerprint examiner’s analysis was influenced by his knowledge of the defendant’s confession, on a scale from 1 (not at all)
to 10 (very). This item was presented after the manipulation
check so as not to prime participants’ responses to those items.
Manipulation Check
Participants in the four experimental conditions answered one
or two items to verify that they noticed and remembered key
aspects of the fingerprint examiner’s testimony. The first item
(included in all four experimental conditions) asked if the examiner knew about the defendant’s confession prior to analyzing
the fingerprints. The second item (Deny and Admit conditions
only) asked if the examiner said it was or was not possible that
the confession influenced his analysis. We later excluded data
from participants who responded incorrectly to either or both of
these items (n = 33; 17.7%), leaving a final sample of N = 153.
Results
Verdicts
Overall, 52.2% of participants returned a guilty verdict—including 28.1% in the No Confession or Examiner control condition and a combined 57.0% in the five conditions where the

defendant confessed, v2(1) = 8.46, p = 0.004, OR = 3.39 [95%
CI: 1.45, 7.94]. A chi-square test revealed an overall effect of
our manipulation on verdicts, v2(5) = 13.81, p = 0.017,
V = 0.30 (see Table 3). Compared to the No Confession or
Examiner control condition, the conviction rate significantly
increased in the Unexposed (77.8%), Deny (62.5%), and Admit
(55.6%) conditions. In contrast, only the Unexposed condition
increased the conviction rate above the No Examiner control
condition (44.8%). However, the conviction rate also did not significantly differ between the four experimental conditions (i.e.,
Unexposed, Exposed, Deny, and Admit).
Likelihood of Commission
On average, participants estimated a 63.73% likelihood that
the defendant had committed the murder (SD = 25.10%). A oneway ANOVA revealed a significant effect of our manipulation
on these estimates, F(5,147) = 3.36, p = 0.007, f = 0.34. As
shown in Table 4, Tukey HSD comparisons revealed that participants in the Unexposed condition thought it more likely that the
defendant had committed the crime compared to those in the No
Confession or Examiner condition, and no other conditions differed from each other.
Judgments of the Examiner
Participants in the four experimental conditions reported that
the examiner’s testimony strongly influenced their verdict (overall M = 7.55, SD = 2.59). A one-way ANOVA indicated that
these ratings did not differ between conditions, F(3,88) = 1.27,
p = 0.289, f = 0.21 (see Table 5).
Participants in the Exposed, Deny, and Admit conditions
believed that the examiner’s analysis was somewhat influenced
by his knowledge of the defendant’s confession (overall
M = 5.03, SD = 2.89). A one-way ANOVA indicated that these
ratings did not differ between conditions, F(2,71) = 1.05,
p = 0.356, f = 0.17 (see Table 5).
Discussion
Study 2 participants recognized that a fingerprint examiner’s
knowledge of a defendant’s confession can influence his judgment, and they believed that the confession would have the same
impact regardless of whether the examiner admitted or denied
that such influence was possible. This recognition, however, was
not reflected in their judgments and verdicts: Participants who
read testimony from an unexposed or exposed fingerprint examiner felt equally influenced by his testimony, believed it equally
likely that the defendant had committed the crime, and were
equally likely to return a guilty verdict. As such, we replicated
the finding from Study 1 that the fingerprint examiner’s testimony vis-a-vis bias did not affect judgments of guilt.
As in Study 1, the unexposed examiner increased the conviction rate above the no examiner control condition—but unlike in
Study 1, the examiner who denied being influenced by the confession did not increase the conviction rate in Study 2. That is to
say, the examiner’s testimony increased guilty verdicts relative
to the control condition in Study 2 only when the examiner was
unexposed. This pattern may suggest optimism regarding jurors’
ability to detect and discount forensic opinions that have been
compromised by cognitive bias. However, the rate of guilty verdicts also increased—albeit nonsignificantly—in each of the
three exposed examiner conditions relative to the control
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condition, and participants in those conditions still reported that
the exposed examiner’s testimony strongly influenced their verdicts. Thus, this pattern may instead indicate that Study 2 was
underpowered to detect differences in conviction rate that are
relatively small in magnitude but perhaps still practically important.
In contrast, likelihood of commission ratings was equivalent
across the four experimental conditions and the no examiner
control condition, which may suggest that participants universally gave little weight to the fingerprint examiner’s testimony.
As discussed earlier, prior work suggests that laypeople’s trust
in fingerprint evidence is highly variable (e.g., [38,58]). Accordingly, the weak differences between conditions could be partly
attributable to a subset of participants who are generally skeptical of fingerprint evidence and felt that it should carry little
weight regardless of the conditions under which it was analyzed.
Perhaps jurors’ judgments are influenced more by characteristics of the individual examiner than by that examiner’s discipline
as a whole. Consistent with dual-process models of persuasion
(64), jurors who are unable or unmotivated to fully process a
message may be more heavily influenced by peripheral cues—
such as the examiner’s credentials or confidence—and less influenced by the degree to which the examiner’s conclusions are scientifically valid. Supporting this idea, Koehler et al. (41) found
that an examiner’s level of experience—but not the degree to
which their method had been scientifically validated—reliably
affected laypeople’s judgments of the strength of the evidence.
Relatedly, although many forensic examiners agree that experience does not immunize examiners from cognitive bias (24), jurors might believe that a forensic examiner who has more
training and experience is necessarily less susceptible to bias.
Study 3 tested this possibility.
Study 3
Study 3 tested whether the effect of an examiner admitting
exposure to incriminating but task-irrelevant information depends
on the examiner’s credentials. Similar to Study 2, most participants read a trial summary in which a fingerprint examiner—
with either strong or weak credentials—testified that he either
was or was not aware of the defendant’s confession prior to his
analysis, and if he was aware, either admitted or denied that the
confession could have influenced his judgment (or neither). As
in Study 2, we also included two control conditions that did not
include testimony from a fingerprint examiner and/or a confession.

Method
Participants and Design
Participants (N = 315) were recruited via mTurk and completed the study on an external survey website. We later
excluded data from 80 participants (25.4%) who failed a manipulation check, leaving a final sample of N = 235. Our final sample included at least one participant from 35 of the 50 U.S.
states, and a slight minority of participants (48.1%) held a Bachelor’s degree or higher. No other demographic information was
collected.
Each participant was randomly assigned to one of ten cells in
a 2 (Credentials: Weak vs. Strong) 9 4 (Exposure: Unexposed,
Exposed, Deny, or Admit) + 2 (Controls: No Examiner; No
Confession or Examiner) between-subjects design.
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Procedure
As in Studies 1 and 2, participants read one of ten versions of
a trial summary (550–1065 words), which recounted opening
and closing statements from the prosecution and defense and testimony from the defendant’s coworker and neighbor. Eight of
the ten summaries also recounted the testimony of a fingerprint
examiner, which varied in terms of the examiner’s credentials
and his explanation of whether he was aware of and/or influenced by the defendant’s confession. Participants then completed
an amalgamation of the dependent measures from Studies 1 and
2 (see Table 2) as well as a manipulation check.
Trial Summary
Each participant read one of ten trial summaries, which
were identical to those used in Study 2, apart from the Credentials manipulation. In the Strong Credentials condition, the
examiner held a Bachelor’s degree in biophysical chemistry
from a prestigious college, held a Master’s degree in forensic
science, and had been working at the crime laboratory for
10 years. In the Weak Credentials condition, the examiner
held a Bachelor’s degree in communications from a relatively
unknown college, had completed an online certificate in fingerprint analysis, and had been working at the crime laboratory for 18 months.
Dependent Measures
See Table 2 for a summary of our dependent measures. Study
3 included all of the dependent measures from Study 1, plus two
items that were added in Study 2 (i.e., likelihood of commission
and—for the Exposed, Deny, and Admit conditions only—a rating of the degree to which the examiner’s knowledge of the confession influences his analysis).
Manipulation Check
Participants in the eight experimental conditions answered
three or four items to verify that they noticed and remembered
key aspects of the fingerprint examiner’s testimony. The first
two items asked participants to recall how long the fingerprint
examiner had been working at the crime lab (i.e., 6 months,
18 months, 4 years, 10 years, or 15 years) and rate the strength
of the examiner’s credentials on a scale from 1 (not strong) to
10 (very strong). The third and fourth items were identical to the
manipulation check items from Study 2.
We later excluded data from participants who responded
incorrectly to any of the three nonscalar items (n = 80; 25.4%),
leaving a final sample of N = 235. Confirming the effectiveness
of our manipulation, participants in the Strong Credentials condition rated the examiner’s credentials (M = 7.55, SD = 1.43) as
much stronger than those in the Weak Credentials condition
(M = 4.49, SD = 2.10), t(170) = 11.21, p < 0.001, d = 1.76
[95% CI: 1.41, 2.11].

Results
Verdicts
Overall, 53.2% of participants returned a guilty verdict—including 10.3% in the No Confession or Examiner control group
and a combined 59.2% in the other conditions, v2(1) = 24.39,
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p < 0.001, OR = 12.59 [95% CI: 3.69, 42.93]. Compared to the
No Confession or Examiner condition, the conviction rate significantly increased in the No Examiner condition (53.1%),
p < 0.001, and in all eight experimental conditions, ps < 0.04.
Additional pairwise comparisons indicated that only the Strong/
Unexposed condition (87.0%) produced a higher conviction rate
than the No Examiner control condition, p = 0.008; none of the
other experimental conditions differed from the No Examiner
condition, ps > 0.23 (see Table 3).
A full factorial logistic regression revealed that Exposure significantly predicted verdicts, Wald v2(3) = 8.33, p = 0.040, such
that the conviction rate was lower in the Admit condition
(40.8%) compared to the Unexposed (74.5%), Deny (65.7%), or
Exposed (62.8%) conditions, which did not differ (see Table 3).
Neither Credentials, Wald v2(1) = 0.35, p = 0.556, OR = 0.66
[95% CI: 0.16, 2.68], nor the interaction, Wald v2(3) = 1.56,
p = 0.669, predicted verdicts.

Neither the multivariate effect of Credentials, F(2,165) = 1.12,
p = 0.327, g2p = .01, nor the multivariate interaction, F
(6,330) = 0.41, p = 0.875, g2p = 0.01, was significant.
A one-way ANOVA with planned contrasts indicated that six
of the eight experimental conditions—that is, Strong/Unexposed,
p < 0.001, Strong/Deny, p < 0.001, Strong/Exposed, p = 0.009,
Weak/Unexposed, p = 0.005, Weak/Deny, p = 0.014, and
Weak/Exposed, p = 0.022—rated the prosecutor’s argument as
more convincing than the No Examiner control condition, all
other ps > 0.24 (see Table 4). Conversely, only two conditions
—Strong/Unexposed, p = 0.033, and Strong/Exposed, p = 0.020
—rated the defense attorney’s argument as less convincing than
the No Examiner condition, all other ps > 0.059.
Judgments of the Examiner

A 2 X 4 ANOVA on likelihood of commission estimates
revealed a main effect of Exposure, F(3,166) = 4.26, p = 0.006,
f = 0.28. As shown in Table 4, Tukey HSD comparisons indicated that participants in the Unexposed and Deny conditions
thought it more likely that the defendant had committed the
crime compared to the Admit condition—none of which differed
from the Exposed condition.
A main effect of Credentials also emerged, F(1,166) = 6.71,
p = 0.010, d = 0.39 [95% CI: 0.09, 0.69], such that participants
who read testimony from a Strong examiner thought it more
likely that the defendant committed the crime (M = 74.83,
SD = 22.32) compared to those who read the same testimony
from a Weak examiner (M = 65.65, SD = 24.81). No Credentials X Exposure interaction was found, F(3,166) = 0.53,
p = 0.662, f = 0.10.
A one-way ANOVA with planned contrasts indicated that the
Strong/Unexposed, p = 0.001, Strong/Deny, p = 0.015, and
Strong/Exposed, p = 0.037, conditions produced higher likelihood of commission estimates than the No Examiner control
condition (see Table 4). None of the other experimental conditions differed from the No Examiner condition, all ps > 0.075.

A 2 X 4 MANOVA on three judgments of the examiner’s testimony (i.e., convincingness, importance, and pro-prosecution
bias) revealed a multivariate effect of Exposure, F
(9,495) = 3.94, p < 0.001, g2p = 0.07, with a univariate effect
on convincingness, F(3,165) = 9.35, p < 0.001, f = 0.41, but no
effect on importance, F(3,165) = 0.37, p = 0.777, f = 0.08, or
bias, F(3,165) = 2.02, p = 0.113, f = 0.19. As shown in
Table 5, Tukey HSD comparisons indicated that participants in
the Admit condition rated the examiner’s testimony as less convincing than those in the Unexposed, Exposed, and Deny conditions, which did not differ from each other. Neither the
multivariate effect of Credentials, F(3,163) = 2.08, p = 0.105,
g2p = 0.04, nor the multivariate interaction, F(9,495) = 0.72,
p = 0.692, g2p = 0.01, was significant.
Overall, participants in the Exposed, Deny, and Admit conditions believed that the examiner’s analysis was somewhat influenced by his knowledge of the defendant’s confession
(M = 5.09, SD = 2.72). A 2 X 3 ANOVA on these ratings
revealed a main effect of Exposure, F(2,121) = 4.78, p = .010,
f = 0.28 (see Table 5), such that participants in the Admit condition felt that the examiner was more influenced by the confession than those in the Deny or Exposed conditions, which did
not differ from each other. Neither a main effect of Credentials,
F(1,121) = 3.43, p = .067, f = 0.17, nor an interaction, F
(2,121) = 2.93, p = .057, f = 0.22, was found.

Prosecution and Defense Arguments

Discussion

As in Study 1, ratings of the prosecution and defense were
negatively correlated, r = 0.57, p < 0.001, and participants
rated the prosecutor’s argument as more convincing (M = 6.25,
SD = 2.17) than the defense attorney’s argument (M = 4.99,
SD = 2.45), t(233) = 4.72, p < 0.001, d = 0.31 [95% CI: 0.16,
0.45].
A 2 X 4 MANOVA on ratings of the prosecution and defense
revealed a multivariate effect of Exposure, F(6,330) = 3.94,
p = 0.001, g2p = 0.07, with univariate effects on both prosecutor convincingness, F(3,166) = 5.31, p = 0.002, f = 0.31, and
defense convincingness, F(3,166) = 6.04, p = 0.001, f = 0.33.
As shown in Table 4, Tukey HSD comparisons indicated that
participants in the Unexposed and Deny conditions rated the
prosecutor’s argument as more convincing than those in the
Admit condition—none of which differed from the Exposed condition. Conversely, participants in the Admit condition rated the
defense attorney’s argument as more convincing than those in
the Unexposed or Exposed conditions—none of which differed
from the Deny condition.

As in Studies 1 and 2, participants in Study 3 showed only a
limited understanding that exposure to a confession could impact
a fingerprint examiner’s judgment. As such, exposed and unexposed examiners generally had the same impact on their decision-making. Moreover, Study 3 yielded additional evidence that
people tend to believe fingerprint examiners who claim to be
impervious to bias. We return to these points in the General Discussion.
The examiner’s credentials had little effect on perceptions or
judgments. Testimony from the stronger-credentialed examiner
increased likelihood of commission ratings relative to the
weaker-credentialed examiner, but it did not affect verdicts or
the examiner’s perceived credibility, nor did it moderate the
effect of exposure to the defendant’s confession. This pattern
was surprising given that jurors consider experience and education to be the most important qualifications of a forensic science
expert (65) and that prior studies found that jurors were more
heavily influenced by forensic examiners with greater experience
(41). Additionally, though many examiners believe that their
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vulnerability to bias declines with experience (24), this pattern
suggests that jurors view examiners as equally affected (or unaffected, as the case may be) by cognitive bias regardless of their
credentials. To date, only one study has compared the biasability
of forensic experts and novices: van den Eeden, de Poot, and
van Koppen (66) found that biasing information had the same
impact on forensic science students’ and experienced crime
scene investigators’ judgments of a mock crime scene. Future
work should continue to explore how experience impacts professional forensic examiners’ credibility and biasability.
General Discussion
Forensic science evidence can be an extremely powerful tool in
solving crimes. However, misleading forensic science has also
contributed to an alarming number of wrongful convictions (1). In
recent years, research has overwhelmingly indicated that when
forensic examiners are exposed to information that is not germane
to their analysis, that knowledge can color their opinions of forensic evidence, thereby undermining the independent probative value
of those opinions (2,17,21). The current studies tested whether
laypeople discount the testimony of a forensic examiner who was
exposed to incriminating but task-irrelevant information (i.e., a
confession) that could have influenced his opinion.
Across three studies, we found little evidence that laypeople
gave more weight to the forensic examiner who was not exposed
to task-irrelevant information. Although they rated the unexposed examiner’s testimony as most convincing (Study 1) and as
least influenced by the defendant’s confession (Study 2), they
also reported that the examiner’s testimony had the same impact
on their verdict whether he was exposed to the confession or not
(Studies 1, 2, and 3). Accordingly, exposed and unexposed
examiners elicited equivalent conviction rates (Studies 1, 2, and
3) and likelihood of commission estimates (Studies 2 and 3).
These findings suggest that jurors should not be trusted to recognize and discount forensic science opinions that have been
impacted by cognitive bias. This conclusion echoes previous
research showing that jurors are poor at recognizing flaws in scientific evidence—including experimenter expectancy effects
(36,37) and confirmation bias (47).
Although participants were largely unable to recognize bias on
their own, they generally recognized bias when it was made
explicit. When the forensic examiner openly admitted that his
knowledge of the defendant’s confession could have influenced
his opinion, participants rated the prosecution’s argument as
weakest, the defense’s argument as strongest, and the examiner’s
testimony as least convincing (Studies 1 and 3), and produced
the fewest guilty verdicts and lowest likelihood of commission
estimates (Study 3). It is unlikely, however, that real world jurors would hear an examiner make such a concession. A recent
study found that defense attorneys failed to recognize when confirmation bias had tainted evidence against their client, such that
only 46% of attorneys who read a patently biased autopsy report
asked the medical examiner about potential bias during cross-examination (67). Moreover, while many examiners recognize that
cognitive bias can affect their peers, few believe that they are
personally vulnerable to bias (i.e., a “bias blind spot;” [24–25]).
To the contrary, many examiners continue to insist that task-irrelevant information does not affect, and may even benefit, the
accuracy of their judgments (e.g., [68–72]).
Thus, even if asked, many forensic examiners would deny
being susceptible to bias—and our results suggest that jurors
believe these denials. When our examiner denied that the
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defendant’s confession impacted his judgment, participants
believed that he was in fact less influenced by it (Study 3) and
rated his testimony as more convincing (Study 1) compared to
when the examiner admitted to possible influence. Moreover,
participants weighted the testimony of the exposed examiner
who denied influence just as heavily as that of the unexposed
examiner, as evidenced by equivalent conviction rates (Studies
1, 2, and 3), likelihood of commission estimates (Studies 2 and
3), and ratings of the convincingness of the prosecutor’s argument (Studies 1 and 3) and the examiner’s testimony (Study 3).
Jurors can be discerning in their reliance on expert testimony
(e.g., (73,74]), but our participants clearly trusted the examiner
who claimed to be impervious to bias—even though the extant
literature indicates that this trust is misplaced (2,6).
It is important to note that while further studies should seek to
replicate our findings, the basic pattern of results is highly consistent with research in nonforensic domains. Specifically,
research has shown that observers tend to focus on persons and
underestimate the role of situational factors. This pattern was
first reported by Jones and Harris (75) who presented participants with an essay purportedly written by a fellow student. As
one would expect, participants inferred the student’s true opinion
from his essay when he freely chose the position he espoused.
But they also inferred that student’s opinion in a no-choice condition in which he was assigned to the position he took. Across
topics and modalities, this finding that observers lack sensitivity
to the situational determinants of behavior is robust (28). In one
experiment, participants were themselves assigned to take a position, whereupon they swapped essays and rated each other.
Remarkably, they still jumped to conclusions about each other’s
attitudes (76). In another experiment, participants inferred attitudes from a speech even when they were the ones who had
assigned the writer to the position to be taken (77).
The tendency of social perceivers to focus on persons and overlook the impact of situations is so pervasive that it has been called
the fundamental attribution error ([29]; for a retrospective overview, see [30]). In The Psychology of Interpersonal Relations,
Fritz Heider (78), the architect of attribution theory, noted that
behavior “has such salient properties that it tends to engulf the
field rather than be confined to its proper position as a local stimulus whose interpretation requires the additional data of a surrounding field—the situation in social perception” (p. 54). Gilbert and
Malone (27) offered additional explanations, the most compelling
being that people draw quick, reflex-like dispositional inferences
from behavior and then fail to adjust or correct for the presence of
situational constraints, an effortful process.
The fundamental attribution error can also be seen in studies of
how mock juries evaluate confession evidence. Kassin and Sukel
(79) presented mock jurors with one of three versions of a murder
trial transcript—a low-pressure version in which the defendant had
confessed to police immediately upon questioning; a high-pressure
version in which the defendant was interrogated aggressively and
at length; and a control version that contained no confession. In
the high-pressure condition, participants perceived the statement
to be coerced. Yet this confession significantly increased their conviction rate—regardless of coercion. This same pattern was also
obtained in a study of judges (80). Similarly, jurors tend to trust
secondary confession evidence, even when provided by an informant with an obvious incentive to lie (81). In short, just as factfinders do not sufficiently account for the pressures that elicit a
confession, our participants evaluated forensic science examiners
in a manner that was largely oblivious to their exposure to biasing
information.
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In Thompson and Scurich (48), venirepersons likewise rated the
testimony of a nonblind examiner who denied bias as no less credible than that of an examiner who was not exposed to task-irrelevant information. The current studies therefore replicated this
finding with novel stimulus materials that described a different discipline (fingerprints vs. bitemarks), crime (murder vs. assault), and
form of task-irrelevant information (confession vs. criminal history). Notably, however, Thompson and Scurich’s participants did
devalue the nonblind examiner relative to an examiner who was
deliberately kept unaware of task-irrelevant information as per his
laboratory’s standard procedures, whereas the current studies did
not include an analogous condition. Perhaps jurors are not affected
by the examiner’s unawareness per se, but rather by his description of his laboratory’s purposeful blinding procedures. Future
research should explore this possibility.
Along these same lines, the fingerprint examiner in Studies 2
and 3 described his analysis as “partly subjective” when he
admitted that bias was possible but described it as “purely objective” when he denied bias, such that his self-described biasability
was confounded with his characterization of the analysis. It is
therefore possible that our participants did not actually believe
that the examiner was impervious to bias but rather that bias
was a nonissue because the analysis was objective. In Thompson
and Scurich, venirepersons devalued the bias-denying examiner’s
testimony only if he was also cross-examined about the subjectivity of his analysis, which suggests that the perceived risk of
bias may depend on the perceived objectivity of the analysis.
Future research should more carefully examine how jurors’ general understanding of the analytic procedure interacts with casespecific details to shape decision-making.
Future research should also directly investigate why jurors fail
to detect and/or discount biased forensic expert testimony. One
possibility is that jurors are unable to identify biased testimony
as such because they are uninformed about the phenomenon of
cognitive bias and/or unaware of the subjectivity inherent to
many forensic science judgments. If that is the case, perhaps
opposing expert testimony on cognitive bias would better equip
jurors to detect bias testimony. Alternatively, and consistent with
a cognitive coherence framework (82), jurors may be unwilling
to discount biased testimony if that testimony accords with their
belief in the defendant’s guilt. In our study, for example, if participants did not believe the defendant’s recantation of his confession, they may have been less motivated to scrutinize the
forensic examiner’s testimony due to a prevailing belief in the
defendant’s guilt. Future studies on this topic should incorporate
additional measures (e.g., open-ended items) with an eye toward
clarifying why exactly jurors find exposed and unexposed examiners equally persuasive.
In any case, our findings provide further indication that jurors
cannot be trusted to differentiate between valid and biased forensic science testimony. In turn, jurors may weight forensic and
other evidence inappropriately. As Thompson (18) explained,
task-irrelevant information that shapes a forensic examiner’s
opinion is “double-counted” in a way that undermines the independent probative value of the examiner’s opinion. Similarly,
Kassin (20) explained that, once obtained, confession evidence
can corrupt the interpretation of other evidence, thereby creating
an illusion of independent corroboration. For example, if a
forensic examiner’s knowledge of a confession leads that examiner to judge the forensic evidence as also incriminating, then
the confession is effectively being counted twice. At trial, however, jurors will view the confession and fingerprints as two
independent but congruent pieces of evidence and give them

more weight than they deserve. Notably, Gardner et al. (70)
recently found that 34% of forensic examiners said they would
review a suspect’s confession if it was available, so this example
is hardly farfetched.
Policy Implications
Rather than relying on jurors to serve as the safety net in
cases involving dubious forensic science evidence, this problem
would be better addressed further upstream—by reforming laboratory procedures and keeping dubious forensic opinions out of
the courtroom in the first place. For example, Thompson (18)
proposed a case manager model to protect examiners against the
biasing effects of task-irrelevant information. Under this model,
a qualified case manager acts as an intermediary between police
investigators and the forensic examiner working on the case; the
case manager would receive both task-relevant and task-irrelevant information from investigators, however, convey only the
task-relevant information to the examiner. Examiners thus base
their analysis solely on task-relevant information and provide the
results of their analysis to the case manager, who relays this
information back to investigators.
A second approach, called linear sequential unmasking (LSU;
22), may be less onerous than the case manager model insofar
as it does not require a second examiner to act as case manager.
Under the LSU approach, the examiner first analyzes the crime
scene evidence in isolation and carefully documents their analysis, including their confidence in their initial judgment. Only
after this is done may the examiner compare the crime scene
evidence against the suspect’s sample and consider other taskrelevant information. The examiner is then permitted to revisit
and revise their initial judgment, but all revisions must be documented. LSU therefore does not eliminate the possibility of bias,
but it does make it more transparent. Moreover, by requiring
examiners to first analyze trace evidence in isolation of any reference material, LSU also mitigates attentional biases associated
with comparing two forensic samples (22,83).
Several forensic laboratories have described positive experiences of implementing either or both of these context management procedures. Found and Ganas (84) reported on a forensic
handwriting laboratory whose examiners implemented a case
manager approach and revised their evidence submission forms
to eliminate information that was unnecessary and potentially
biasing (see also [85]). Several months later, these examiners
reported “no negative outcomes,” adding that these procedures
have boosted confidence in their opinions and were not “complex, overly time-consuming or expensive” to implement (p.
158; see also [86]). Mattijssen, Kerkhoff, Berger, Dror, and Stoel
(87) recounted the implementation of a similar context management procedure in a firearms examination laboratory and noted
that its examiners have been “very supportive and receptive” of
the changes (p. 121). Finally, Archer and Wallman (88)
described the adoption of case manager and sequential unmasking procedures in a forensic entomology laboratory; they concluded that these changes have served to “increase the value of
the [examiners’] opinion to the court by endeavoring to remove
contextual influences” (p. 1276). In short, examiners who use
context management procedures have almost unanimously
reported that their implementation was not difficult or disruptive,
and furthermore, that these procedures have increased the value
of their opinions (for an alternate perspective, see [89]).
Like all humans, forensic science examiners are vulnerable to
unconscious cognitive biases, and research has overwhelmingly
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indicated that these biases can influence the opinions they present in court. The current findings suggest that jurors cannot be
relied on to distinguish between the reliable testimony of a context-blind forensic examiner and the dubious testimony of one
who was exposed to task-irrelevant information. Rather than
seeking to instruct or educate jurors about these effects, perhaps
a more expedient solution would be to minimize the bias before
it gets to court—by encouraging forensic laboratories to adopt
context management procedures that will ensure the independent
probative value of that evidence.
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The Impact of Fatigue on Decision-Making in
the Footwear Examination: Evidence from
Questionnaires and Eye-Tracking Test

ABSTRACT: To assess the influence of fatigue on decision-making and performance in footwear examination, questionnaires and eye-track-

ing techniques are employed. We ask 23 volunteers to wear shoes of four different outsole patterns and obtained 50 image pairs of questioned
and known impressions under controlled conditions. Among which, 10 image sets were “repeated” as benchmarks by being horizontally
flipped. To evaluate the accuracy of comparison, 12 qualified footwear examiners’ response and eye metrics in both morning and afternoon session were recorded and analyzed by descriptive statistics, correlation analysis and gaze plots. The results revealed that as a group there is no
significant statistic differences in either subjects’ behavioral performance or their eye gaze data after fatigue. When examined via the Earth
Mover Metric method, the consistency of examiners as a group did not change after fatigue either. Statistically, the pupil size got smaller during the observation in the afternoon. Study also demonstrated that the visualization process of forensic footwear evidence through eye-tracking
method could be a promising technique for training and education.
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Footwear marks and impressions are considered to be one of
the most frequently encountered evidence at crime scenes (1).
Practitioners may make a basic judgment about the suspect for
investigation process, including gender, height or shoes characteristics, etc. The footwear evidence can be used by the police to
determine the nature of the case, delimit and narrow the scope
of investigation, and it is also important for court trials. However, the comparison conclusions drawn by forensic footwear
examiners (FFEs) do not always remain the same (2). This refers
to the consistency in judgment across examiners, whereby different examiners reach different conclusions on the same footmarks.
Forensic decision-making is influenced by human factors,
such as workload volume, tight deadlines, and exposure to case
details and fatigue (3). Thereinto, fatigue not only impairs physical performance, but also interferes with cognitive activity (4),
such as attention (5), cognitive processing strategy (6), etc. FFEs
might be on duty for extended periods, be on call for crime
scene investigation and work extended hours doing multiple
comparisons. They are constantly working under the environment of time pressure, difficult tasks, and irregular life that could
affect their performance. However, there are few articles about
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the influence of fatigue factors on the performance in footwear
examination such as visual searching pattern.
Footwear examination relies heavily on traditional side-by-side
comparison methods. OSAC Footwear & Tire Subcommittee’s
suggest eye tracker should be used to document footwear comparisons (7). Eye movement can directly reflect the process of
cognitive processing, and eye-tracking systems can better document the process of footwear examination compared with previous traditional technologies. Eye-tracking technology has been
applied in many fields, such as medicine and health, linguistics
and reading, education and training, and forensic science (8–10).
Through within-subject comparison, the variability and consistency of FFE’s decisions can be examined before and after fatigue. In our approach, we ask FFEs to compare the same pair of
shoeprints before and after fatigue.
Van den Linden et al. (11) investigated the impact of fatigue
on exploration behavior through a complex computer task. The
subjects were asked to participate in two tasks: involving the
spreadsheet program (Excel) and the graphical program (ClarisDraw), respectively. Given the results of subjects’ exploration
behavior and the number of subtasks being solved in certain
time, the authors suggested that not only did the fatigued participants use significantly less systematic exploration cognitive
function, but they also made more errors than nonfatigued participants. However, there was no difference in the number of subtasks being solved.
Fatigue can also interfere with an individual’s cognitive process and consume cognitive resources. Wang et al. (12) hold that
when fatigue individuals are faced with decision-making tasks,
they may be more inclined to choose conservative options that
require less cognitive processing rather than consume more
cognitive resources to choose risky options.
1991
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The impact of fatigue on the evaluation of fingerprint examination process was measured by Busey et al. (13) with both eyetracking and behavioral methods to study the performance of fingerprint examiners. The researchers found that participants’
searching accuracy and working memory capacity declined.
From the research results above, fatigue appear to affect the
comparison conclusions, attention, and cognitive strategies.
However, up to now, there is no relevant research in footwear
examinations. This study aims to explore the feasibility of using
eye tracker to assess the performance of footwear examination.
As a preliminary study, we try to gain a greater understanding
whether FFEs make different conclusions when they are tired.
To evaluate the effects of fatigue in actual work, fatigue was
induced through the analysis and discussion of complex footmarks. Moreover, we documented both comparison conclusions
and eye-tracking results of all subjects in two experiments (before and after fatigue).
More specifically, eye-tracking technology is employed to
evaluate how FFEs make their decisions and to record what are
the features of footwear images they focus on during the examination. After a preliminary understanding of the relationship
between fatigue factors and footwear examination, this can provide a basic reference for further relevant research and expanding the number of participants and samples.
Materials and Methods
In this study, subjects were told to make decisions about
known and questioned footprints that appeared side by side on
the screen of an Appleâ computer. The process of the experiments was a within-subjects design, where all subjects were
required to participate in two sessions in the morning and in the
afternoon, during which eye movements and questionnaire accuracy of the subjects were recorded quantitatively.
Subjects
The experimental group consisted of 12 subjects from four
forensic science laboratories in the police department and forensic research institutions. The age of subjects ranged from 31 to
51 with 5 to 25 years of footwear examination experience. All
the 12 subjects were qualified examiners who could issue expert
reports regarding shoeprints. Subjects were informed about the
nature of study and signed informed consents prior to participation.
Shoeprints
To ensure the scientific validity of experiment, all samples
used in this study were under controlled conditions. The knowns
were formed by normal walking, i.e., an individual with inked
footwear walked across the floor covered with paper. All questioned impressions and knowns were photographed with Nikonâ
D850 or Nikonâ D700 camera mounted on either a tripod or a
copy stand.
We asked 23 volunteers to wear shoes of four different outsole patterns. The known shoeprints were collected up to
10 days after the collection of the questioned shoeprints. To prepare challenging nonmatch shoeprints, we asked volunteers to
wear shoes of same shoe size and sole pattern. Such design is
due to the actual cases where criminal gang suspects wear the
same shoes.

We selected 50 pairs of shoeprints from the image sets to represent typical shoeprints that a FFEs may encounter in casework. The resolution of each image pair (composed of a
questioned shoeprint and a known shoeprint) is 300 ppi. When
the shoeprints are presented to an FFE, the image on the left
was questioned shoeprint, and the known shoeprint was shown
on the right side of the screen. Two sets of images are shown in
Fig. 1. In each set, the physical size and sole pattern of the
shoeprint pairs are the same so that the image sets can be
directly compared by FFEs without concern for the difference
between size and shape. In the image sets, FFEs might encounter a shoeprint of the same source with complex background,
blur or incomplete display, or a challenging close nonmatch
shoeprint.
The study was divided into two separate sessions, one in the
morning and the other in the afternoon. So, the 50 shoeprints
pairs were divided evenly into two parts in the morning and
afternoon. In the 25 pairs of images in the morning, 13 images
were known matches (from the same source) and 12 images
were known nonmatches (from various sources). In the 25 pairs
of images in the afternoon, 15 images were known matches, and
10 images were known nonmatches.
It should be noted that 10 image sets were “repeated” in both
sessions as benchmarks, where these pictures were flipped horizontally. The flip was to eliminate the influence of memory as
much as possible while maintaining the same difficulty of stimuli. In the afternoon, we would also remind the subjects not to
be influenced by the residual memory of work in the morning,
however, the decision-making of the subjects would to some
extent be affected in the afternoon.
Experimental Procedure
Chronologically, the experiment was divided into two separate
phases. Two separate experimental phases were completed
according to the workflow illustrated in Fig. 2.
Phase 1 in the morning: FFEs were informed of the significance of experiment, signed the consent form, and completed a
simple background survey. Then, the subjects were assigned to
complete 25 image comparisons (A1–A25). They can complete
the comparison tasks at their own pace without any time limit.
Before starting image comparison, information including deposition objects, substrate conditions, and methods of recovery was
provided so that the FFEs could be as informed as they are in
real cases. After each image set was accomplished, the subjects
were asked to answer two behavioral questionnaires (Fig. 3)
regarding their conclusion and the assessment of difficulty.
Phase 2 in the afternoon: To cause the fatigue of subjects,
FFEs are engaged into a discussion on the detection, recovery,
and examination of footwear impression evidence in complex
cases for an hour right after a big lunch. Before the session in
the afternoon, the subjects were asked to fill out a fatigue scale
and record their subjective feelings. The self-designed fatigue
scale included six fatigue ratings ranging from 0 (none) to 5 (the
strongest). In addition, the subjects all claimed to have varying
degrees of fatigue. Then FFEs were asked to complete another
25 image comparisons (B1–B25).
Data Recording
Eye gaze data and human behavior were recorded via Tobiiâ
X3-120 eye tracker. The eye tracker has a sample rate of
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FIG. 1––Two sets of images used in the experiment. The questioned shoeprint may be with complex background, blur, incomplete display, or a challenging
close nonmatch shoeprint. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 2––Workflow of the experiment. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 3––Two behavioral questionnaires FFEs needed to fill in after each comparison.

approximately 120 Hz, and it takes about 8.333 ms to collect an
eye movement sample with measurement precision of gaze point
is 0.24°. To record data, the subject only needs to sit comfortably in front of the 16″ MacBook Pro laptop.

Before each data collection, calibration was performed, and
the distance between the subject’s eyes and the eye tracker was
kept at 65  5 cm so that eye movements within 31 visual
degrees could all be recorded. Behavioral data, eye-tracking
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FIG. 4––Area of Interest of questioned and known shoeprints. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

metrics, and division of areas of interest (AOIs) were processed
through Tobiiâ Studio 3.4.8 software. The data preprocessing of
eye metrics was carried out with two-tailed t-test, Wilcoxon test,
Cohen’s d, and Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) via SPSS statistics 24 software, R software, MATLAB software, and Microsoftâ Excel 2016 software.
As can be seen in Fig. 4, areas of interest (AOIs) of image set
were defined and divided into two sub-areas based on analysis
needs. The primary eye-tracking metrics recorded contained total
fixation duration, fixation count, average saccadic amplitude, and
average pupil diameter. Total fixation duration is the entire duration of all fixations within the AOI. Fixation count is the number
of times that the subjects fixates on the AOI. Fixation duration
is the duration of each individual fixation within the AOI. Average saccadic amplitude is the distance in visual degrees between
the earlier fixation location and the current fixation location, and
average pupil diameter is size of the left/right eye pupil.
Data Analysis
Before comparing the eye-tracking metrics data in two experiments, if normality assumptions were satisfied, the data will be
applied with the parametric tests (two-tailed t-test); otherwise, it
will be processed with equivalent nonparametric test (Wilcoxon
test).
Results
We focused on the results of 10 image pairs that were
repeated in reverse patterns in the morning and afternoon. That

is, a total of 120 data sets were recorded and completed by 12
FFEs.
Questionnaire Results
The response frequencies for the two sessions are shown in
Table 1. Note that 12 subjects need to make 120 decisions from
48 mated pairs and 72 nonmated pairs in each session. The
response rate was computed based on the mated total or nonmated total. In the morning session, 46% of the known match
images were correctly identified and 19% of them were decided
as “probably the source of the impressions”. In addition, there
were eight mistaken exclusions (17%), eight erroneous decisions
(17%) of “likely not the source of the impressions” and one
inconclusive decision (2%) being drawn. With regard to the
known nonmatch samples, there were 36 exclusions (50%) and
nine decisions of “likely not the source of the impressions”
(13%) and no inconclusive decision being made. They made 17
mistaken identifications (24%), 10 mistaken decisions of “probably the source of the impressions” (14%).
In the afternoon session, the subjects provided more inconclusive conclusions. For mated pairs, the subjects showed 4
(8%) inconclusive conclusions, while only 1 (2%) in the morning session. For nonmated pairs, the subjects draw 3 (4%)
inconclusive conclusions, while zero in the morning session.
Compared with the morning data, number of erroneous exclusion (errors) increased by two and that of “no conclusion”
increased by three. Furthermore, number of erroneous identification (errors) increased by three and that of no conclusion
increased by three.
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TABLE 1––Response frequencies for two sessions.
Mated
ID
am
pm

Nonmated

Prob ID

EX

Prob EX

INC

Mated total

ID

Prob ID

EX

Prob EX

INC

Nonmated total

0.19
0.23

0.17
0.21

0.17
0.02

0.02
0.08

1
1

0.24
0.28

0.14
0.10

0.50
0.44

0.13
0.14

0.00
0.04

1
1

0.46
0.46

ID: Identification; EX: Exclusion; INC: Inconclusive; Prob ID: Probably the source of the impression; Prob EX: Likely not the source of the impression.

TABLE 2––Area under the curve (AUC) value of 12 subjects for morning and afternoon sessions.

AUC (am)
AUC (pm)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

0.750
0.708

0.542
0.500

0.750
0.583

0.792
0.750

0.625
0.500

0.542
0.667

0.917
0.633

0.542
0.792

0.667
0.625

0.542
0.667

0.542
0.917

0.583
0.792

Null hypothesis: true area = 0.5.
TABLE 3––Response frequencies to shoeprints of various difficulties in two
sessions.
Very Easy
am
pm

3
1

Easy

Moderate

25
19

58
54

Difficult
28
33

Very Difficult
6
13

TABLE 4––Difficult and very difficult rates of 12 subjects in morning and
afternoon sessions.

Total
120
120

In Table 2, The area under the ROC curve was used to evaluate each subject performance of Questionnaire 1 tests against the
ground truth in the morning and afternoon sessions (14). Note
that both “ID” and “probably ID” were consider as the correct
answer. We compared of the AUC levels of two sessions,
through Delong’s test (15). There was no significant difference
(p = 0.584), suggesting subjects’ efficiency of telling mated
pairs from nonmated one was not affected by fatigue.
As shown in Table 3, the number of “difficult” and “very difficult” shoeprints being reported was on the rise in the afternoon.
Correspondingly, we listed both “difficult” and “very difficult”
rates of each subject in Table 4. However, there was no significant increase in either the “difficult” rate (t(11) = 0.64,
p = 0.54) or “very difficult” rate (t(11) = 1.63, p = 0.13) due
to fatigue, which suggested that footwear examiners as a group
would not alter their judgment on the difficulty ratings under
fatigue. The detailed response of the two questionnaires was
shown in the Appendix S1.

Subject
Number
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
Mean

Morning
Difficult
Rate

Afternoon
Difficult
Rate

Morning Very
Difficult Rate

Afternoon Very
Difficult Rate

0.7
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.2
0.1
0.3
0.2
0
0.2
0.2
0
0.23

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.4
0.3
0.3
0
0.2
0
0.7
0.2
0.3
0.28

0.2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.4
0
0.05

0.6
0.2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.4
0.1
0.12

TABLE 5––Paired t-test result of the AOIs and saccadic amplitude,
systematic analysis between morning and afternoon testing.
Eye-Tracking Metrics

t

df

p-Value

Cohen’s d

Total fixation duration
Fixation count
Saccadic amplitude

1.084
0.712
0.738

11
11
11

0.301
0.491
0.476

0.443
0.291
0.301

Eye-Tracking Results

Pupil Metrics

In the two sessions, the eye-tracking data changed with behavioral frequencies. The summary statistics indicating the effects of
fatigue are as follows.

Table 6 and Fig. 5 illustrate descriptive statistics of subjects’
pupil diameter prior and post fatigue. We collected the fatigue
feedback of the subjects, quantifying from level 0 (none) to level
5 (the strongest). After fatigue, the pupil diameter of most subjects decreased to a varying extent. In the afternoon, FFEs
tended to have a smaller left pupil size between the two shoeprints (2.942 vs. 2.711; t(11) = 2.81, p = 0.017). However, there
was no significant changes in the size of right pupil (2.964 vs.
2.803; t(11) = 1.826, p = 0.095). This finding is consistent with
the result previously reported (16), indicating that as fatigue
deepens, pupil diameter decreases, and fluctuations increase.

AOI and Saccadic Metrics
All subjects were regarded as a whole in the systematic analysis between testing results of am and pm. We compared two sessions and set alpha = 0.05 in two-tailed test. However, for total
fixation duration, no statistic difference was found between
morning with afternoon (t(11) = 1.08, p = 0.30). In addition,
there was no significant difference in the fixation count of two
sessions (t(11) = 0.71, p = 0.49). Furthermore, the saccadic
amplitude did not change significantly before and after fatigue (t
(11) = 0.74, p = 0.47). In a word, the statistics of the three eyetracking metrics above were not affected by fatigue (Table 5).

Pearson Correlation Coefficient
We found that total fixation duration was positively correlated
with age, while saccade amplitude was negatively correlated
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TABLE 6––Descriptive statistics of subjects’ pupil diameter between morning and afternoon, fatigue scale, mean (SD).
Pupil diameter (L)

Subject number
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
Mean

Fatigue scale (0–5)
2
0
2
1
3
3
4
5
2
2
2
2
2.333

Morning
3.557
3.163
3.357
2.921
2.399
2.482
2.911
3.163
2.608
3.748
2.124
2.869
2.942

(0.730)
(0.712)
(0.872)
(0.673)
(0.648)
(0.641)
(0.740)
(0.799)
(0.913)
(1.046)
(0.507)
(1.136)

Pupil diameter (R)

Afternoon
2.941
3.084
3.484
2.933
2.124
2.102
2.719
2.712
2.137
3.135
2.029
3.127
2.711

(0.840)
(0.743)
(0.712)
(0.737)
(0.573)
(0.394)
(0.689)
(0.816)
(0.701)
(1.195)
(0.445)
(0.989)

Morning
3.976
3.643
3.291
2.811
2.377
2.145
3.073
3.132
2.617
3.725
1.944
2.832
2.964

Afternoon

(0.912)
(0.822)
(0.877)
(0.854)
(0.594)
(0.587)
(0.797)
(0.918)
(0.944)
(1.099)
(0.612)
(1.099)

3.363
3.398
3.444
2.875
2.041
2.318
2.795
2.958
2.375
3.141
1.695
3.232
2.803

(0.862)
(0.884)
(0.736)
(0.838)
(0.377)
(0.616)
(0.714)
(0.718)
(0.846)
(1.199)
(0.379)
(0.987)

TABLE 7––Correlations between the stability of eye-tracking metrics and
age/experience/fatigue level.
Standard Deviation

Age

Fixation count
Total fixation duration
Saccadic amplitude

0.56
0.65*
0.36

Experience
0.51
0.49
0.20

Fatigue
0.19
0.44
0.71†

*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level.
†
Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level.

FIG. 5––Subjects’ pupil diameter and its standard deviation in morning
and afternoon. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

with fatigue level (Table 7). However, there is no significant
correlation between eye-tracking metrics and experience.
Gaze Plot
In order to visualize the processing of subjects, four gaze
examples from two subjects were presented. Figure 6 illustrates
40 eye movements by an FFE (subject A) in the morning
recorded. The gaze plot visually displays which feature did the
examiner observe during examination, and the sequence of each
eye movement. It can be seen that the examiner employed a
side-by-side search pattern and was consistent with his logical
and systematic processing strategies repeatedly from unknown
shoeprints (on the left side) to the known samples (on the right
side). Correspondingly, no obvious change in the examiner’s

FIG. 6––Gaze plot of subject A in the morning session. The yellow line
represents the gaze trace. The yellow dots are the fixation points, and the
size of dot stands for the fixation duration, where larger dot suggest longer
fixation duration. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

processing strategy was observed when examiners were presented with the horizontally flipped shoeprint of the same image
pair in the afternoon. Besides, the examiner’s searching pattern
in the afternoon was generally consistent with that in the morning (Fig. 7).
Similarly, when the footwear impression was interfered with
complex background, based on the gaze plot in the morning

YU ET AL.

FIG. 7––Gaze plot of subject A in the afternoon session. When examining
the horizontally reversed image of footwear impression in Fig. 6, where the
searching pattern did not change. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyon
linelibrary.com]

FIG. 8––Searching pattern of subject B in the morning session. The gaze
points were mainly distributed in the ball area. [Color figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

(Fig. 8) and afternoon (Fig. 9) similar searching strategy and
searching range of examiner (subject B) was observed. In other
words, the searching strategies of subjects did not change significantly when they are working under fatigue.
However, when the fatigued subjects are regarded as a group,
will the inter-examiner consistency be reduced, and will they

.
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FIG. 9––Searching pattern of subject B in the afternoon session when
examining the horizontally reversed image of footwear impression in Fig. 8,
where the searching area and distribution are essentially the same. [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

observe different regions? Earth Mover’s Distance (EDM) is a
distance metric for evaluating the similarity of histograms proposed by Rubner et al. (17). EMD is actually the optimal solution
to the transportation problem in Linear Programming, that is, the
minimum cost of changing from one distribution to another.
EMD is a statistical method used to solve the problem of how
similar two gaze sets (18). In the process of footwear comparison, the examiner’s fixation can be used as a feature point in
EMD, and the fixation duration is the weight of this feature
point. The combination of all fixation positions (X, Y) and fixation duration in a footprint image is defined as a distribution. By
calculating the EMD between the two examiners, we can judge
the similarity between examiners in the comparison process.
We compute the distance between each subject and the
remaining subjects in the morning and afternoon. In the morning, we compare subject 1 to the combined data of all of the
other subjects so that we could know how different is subject 1
from everyone else. By calculating the subject 1 versus subjects
2–12, we obtain one number that tells us the distance between
subject 1 and everybody else. Then we repeat that by calculating
the distance between subject 2 and the combined data of subject1 and subjects 3–12. In this way, we obtained 12 data for each
session (Table 8). Therefore, a paired-samples t-test could be
employed to compare the EMD difference between the morning
session and the afternoon session. The result suggested no EMD
difference between two sessions (t(11) = 1.47, p = 0.17),
which proved the consistency of examiners with each other
when they are fatigued.
Discussion
This paper proposes the eye-tracking method and questionnaires to investigate the impact of fatigue on footwear examination. All 12 subjects were reported to have varying levels of
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TABLE 8––Earth Mover Metric (EMD) value of 12 subjects for morning
and afternoon sessions.
Subject Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Morning EMD

Afternoon EMD

122.83
125.23
81.67
234.16
115.26
125.39
76.12
134.92
71.38
73.67
66.06
124.96

104.19
174.4
122.65
201.85
195.63
96.87
62.13
129.7
142.44
68.63
85.08
167.2

fatigue before the second session. The manipulation of fatigue
was not strong; however, it should have reached the high level
of fatigue that might be encountered in daily work.
The results of this study not only validate the applicability of
eye tracker technology to the assessment of footwear comparisons skill, but also provide the results of conclusion, difficulty
level evaluation and searching strategy produced by tired subjects. On the one hand, there was no significant change in the
eye-tracking metrics, indicating that fatigue did not decrease the
examiners’ processing ability of stimulus materials. On the other
hand, the accuracy did not drop significantly, suggesting that the
decision-making of the subjects as a group was not affected by
fatigue.
During the two sessions, left pupil diameter was found to be
wider in the morning, which suggested that the subjects were
more concentrated with a higher cognitive demand at that time.
With fatigue, left pupil diameter decreased significantly, and the
fluctuation of pupil diameter increased.
Overall, the statistic results showed that the subjects as a
group were not significantly affected by fatigue. Nonetheless,
several subjects might be affected by fatigue according to the
preliminary analysis of individual eye gaze data. We think this
is an interesting and important phenomenon that might call for
further investigation in the future. Accordingly, even if the
examiners’ performance as a group were not significantly
affected by fatigue, we still advocate not carrying out difficult
tasks when FFEs are tired.
Limitations
Nevertheless, our study still has its limitations. First, the subjects were required to operate in front of a computer without
access to physical photos, which was slightly different from their
usual working habits. Second, owning to the restraints of eyetracking devices, the shoeprint pairs had to be presented side by
side on the laptop screen. Accordingly, instead of multiple
images of known samples being presented to the experts, there
is only one image of known sample, which might increase the
difficulty in comparison, especially the close nonmatch shoeprint
pairs. Third, even though we tried to simulate questioned shoeprints samples in the real case as much as possible, there could
only be one questioned sample being presented. In other words,
not every detail of the footwear impression could be reflected.
Fourthly, for individual differences, the subject’s biological
clock was not taken into account. Besides, subjects were not
asked to fill out the fatigue survey in the morning. Therefore, to

a certain extent, some of the limitations above might affect the
objectivity of decision-making and may also explain why there
is a higher error rate in the sessions.
Conclusion
The results of this study demonstrate that fatigue did not produce significant differences in questionnaires and eye-tracking
tests. In the two sessions, the FFEs’ decision-making in footwear
examination was not affected significantly either.
Eye-tracking proves to be useful for revealing the searching
strategies and technical skills of an examiner objectively and,
thus, could be a promising means for relevant training and education. In this study, we discussed the differences in pupil diameter resulted by the fatigue. That is to say, it is possible to
monitor fatigue through pupil diameter in the future.
Moreover, prospect research could focus on the differences in
the searching patterns between experts and novices through eye
metrics. Furthermore, in view of the complex and interactive
decision-making process, in addition to external factors such as
fatigue, more in-depth research should also be conducted on the
internal factors affecting the examiner.
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The Heritability of Palatal Rugae Morphology
Among Siblings*,†

ABSTRACT: Although there is clinical applicability of the palatal rugae as an identification tool in forensic odontology, controversy exists

whether the palatal rugae patterns are stable or variable. The greater the genetic component, the higher the probability that palatal rugae patterns
are stable. The aim of this study was to compare the palatal rugae morphology between full siblings and the proportion of variability due to
genetic component. This cross-sectional study was conducted on digital models of 162 siblings aged 15–30 years old. The palatal rugae patterns
were assessed with Thomas and Kotze (1983) classification using Geomagic Studio software (3D Systems, Rock Hill, SC). The palatal rugae
morphology between siblings showed significantly similar characteristics for total number of left rugae (p = 0.001), left primary rugae
(p = 0.017), secondary rugae for right (p = 0.024) and left sides (p = 0.001), right straight rugae (p = 0.010), and right convergent rugae
(p = 0.005) accounting for at least 6.25%-12.8% of the variability due to heredity. Despite the similarities found, the palatal rugae patterns
showed significant differences between siblings of at least 46.9% (p = 0.001). Zero heritability was found in 9 of the 14 rugae patterns. Meanwhile, total number of rugae, primary, backward, and convergent rugae showed moderate heritability (h2 > 0.3) and total number of secondary
rugae showed high heritability (h2 > 0.6). In conclusion, despite the individuality characteristics, an appreciable hereditary component is observed
with significant similarities found between sibling pairs and the palatal rugae patterns were both environmentally and genetically influenced.

KEYWORDS: identification tool, forensic odontology, heredity, siblings, palate, stable, rugae
Palatal rugae are asymmetric ridges of connective tissue
located behind the incisive papilla at the anterior part of the hard
palate (1). There are three to five rugae in each palatal half
which can vary at both sides with no bilateral symmetry in rugae
patterns. The palatal rugae patterns have been described by various researchers according to its number, position, length, shape,
direction, and unification. A more detailed system is said to have
a greater discrimination power, and various attempts have been
made toward that approach throughout the nineteenth century.
However, a complex system to transform the subjective observations and interpretations of the palatal rugae patterns into objective data could make it harder to apply and a faster classification
may provide better results. Additionally, the lack of uniformity
among the range of criteria used across the different classifications has hindered meaningful comparisons among studies (2).
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Comparisons of the latest studies of the palatal rugae patterns
worldwide have shown that the Thomas and Kotze (1983) classification is the most widely used (3).
Previous studies suggest a hereditary link with palatal rugae
patterns. Patel et al. (2015) found significant resemblance of palatal rugae patterns between parents and offspring. Besides that,
rugae patterns of monozygote twins were shown to be related to
near identical measurements of rugae lengths (4). Meanwhile,
Mala and colleagues studied the palatal rugae of 30 individuals
from three consecutive generations of ten different families. They
discovered self-repetition of the palatal rugae patterns among the
generations with 10% showing repetition in all the three generations, another 10% showed repetition in alternate generations, and
20% showed repetition in two consecutive generations. However,
60% showed no repetition in any generation (5).
Controversy remains whether palatal rugae patterns are stable
or variable because studies have shown that the position of the
rugae can change by stretching to accommodate the dentoalveolar growth with the most affected rugae being the first rugae
which is closest to the maxillary incisor (6). Additionally, the
lengths, numbers, and positions of the rugae are affected by
orthodontic treatment depending on the magnitude and type of
tooth movement. Thus, a better understanding of the relative
effects of the environment and genes to the palatal rugae is
essential as to whether we can adopt this anatomical structure as
a stable landmark. The greater the genetic component, the higher
the probability that palatal rugae patterns are stable.
Heritability estimate (h2) expresses the proportion of phenotypic variance that is due to variation in breeding value of the
© 2020 American Academy of Forensic Sciences
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sampled population at that point in time, indicating the relative
importance of nature versus nurture on a given trait (7). It is a
ratio ranging from 0 for no heritability to 1 for completely inherited trait. Thus, there will be higher resemblances between siblings when the h2 value is closer toward 1.00 and vice versa (8).
Intraclass correlation coefficient (ri) is commonly used to quantify the degree to which individuals with a fixed degree of relatedness (e.g., full siblings) resemble each other in terms of a
quantitative trait. Therefore, calculation of h2 will be considered
as twice the intraclass correlation coefficient (h2 = 2ri) in a full
sibling model. The application of heritability estimate in family
studies is a preliminary step to analyze the factors that affect the
phenotype with the goal of identifying causative agents (7).
Thus, if the palatal rugae patterns have trivial heritability,
research should be directed toward factors that can influence the
rugae patterns. The aim of this study is to investigate the variation and similarities in palatal rugae morphology between siblings and the relative contributions of heredity to the palatal
rugae patterns.
Methods
This was a cross-sectional study conducted on digital casts of
81 pairs of Malaysian siblings aged 15–30 years old. Ethical
approval was obtained from the Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia
Research Ethics Committee prior to its commencement (UKM
PPI/111/8/JEP-2018-507).
The subjects were recruited from patients who sought dental
treatment at the Faculty of Dentistry, Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM), through convenience sampling. All subjects were
healthy, aged 15–30 years with complete permanent dentition (excluding third molars) that were sound or with minor restorations
and no obvious attritions. The sibling pairs were first-degree siblings as avowed by the parents. No serological test was used to confirm consanguinity. In addition, the subjects had no history of or
were currently undergoing orthodontic treatment, craniofacial surgery, and mucogingival surgery. Twins and those with presence of
any active periodontal and dental diseases were excluded.
The sample size was estimated with a power of 80%, at a
margin error of 5%, confidence interval of 95%, mean difference
of 1.6 (9), and standard deviation as 2.79. Hence, 24 pairs of
siblings were required per group. However, there was an
expected attrition rate of 10%. Therefore, total subjects per
group were 27 pairs of siblings or 54 subjects per group. The
three sibling groups were female–female (F-F), male–male (MM), and female–male (F-M).
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The palatal rugae was assessed based on the Thomas and
Kotze (10) classification which includes the position, number,
length, shape, direction, and unification of the rugae.
Position and Number of Rugae
The position of the rugae is designated based on the side that
they are located and to which zone they belonged. The mid-palatine raphe divides the palatal region to the right and left side.
The dental cast was further divided into the following five zones
based on six horizontal lines (Fig. 1):

•
•
•
•
•
•

Line I: Transverse line passing through the incisal third at the
palatal of the central incisors.
Line II: Transverse line from the mesial side of right lateral
incisor to mesial side of left lateral incisor.
Line III: Transverse line through the mesial side of the right
canine to the mesial side of left canine.
Line IV: Transverse line through the mesial side of the right
first premolar to the mesial side of the left first premolar.
Line V: Transverse line through the mesial side of the right
second premolar to the mesial side of the left second premolar.
Line VI: Transverse line through the distal side of the second
premolar to the right side of the distal of left second premolar.

Therefore, zone 1 is between line 1 and 2 (central incisor
region), zone 2 is between line 2 and 3 (lateral incisor region),
zone 3 is between line 3 and 4 (canine region), zone 4 is
between line 4 and 5 (first premolar region), and zone 5 is
between line 5 and 6 (second premolar region).
Length of the Rugae
The length of each rugae was measured from the most lateral
point to the most medial point with the digital caliper in Geomagic
Studio 2014 software (3D Systems). The software allows rotation of
the digital model and magnification of the images for better identification of the anatomic landmarks. The origin of the axis of rotation
was placed at the medial or lateral point of the rugae accordingly

Dental Casts Preparation
The subjects had dental impression of their maxillary arch
taken with alginate of which the dental casts were constructed
upon. Then, all dental casts were digitized using a 3-dimensional
laser scanner, Rexcan CS + scanner (Solutionix Corp., Seoul,
Korea), which has a built-in image software (EZ-scan). The
scanner was calibrated following the manufacturer’s instructions
prior to the digital scans. The data obtained were exported in a
stereolithographic (STL) file format into the Geomagic Studio
2014 software (3D Systems, Rock Hill, SC).
Prior to the palatal rugae assessment, the digital casts were
randomized, and the examiner (JAC) blinded to the subjects of
the digital casts. The palatal rugae were digitally drawn using
the Geomagic Studio 2014 software (3D Systems).

FIG. 1––Position of the rugae. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonline
library.com]
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with the axes of rotation set parallel to the mid-palatine raphe for
the Y-axis, lateral movement from the mid-palatine raphe for the Xaxis, and vertically to the occlusal plane for the Z-axis. The rugae
were classified based on their length as follows:

•
•
•
•

If the length of the rugae was 5 mm or more, it was classified as a primary rugae.
If the length of the rugae was 3–5 mm, it was classified as a
secondary rugae.
If the length of the rugae was 2–3 mm, it was classified as a
fragmentary rugae.
Rugae measuring <2 mm was discarded.

Shape of the Rugae
The rugae shape was classified into four major types:

•
•
•
•

Straight type: runs in a straight line directly from their origin
to termination.
Curved type: simple crescent shape with a slightest bend in
the middle.
Wavy type: basic serpentine shape or presence of slight
curves at the origin or termination.
Circular type: definite continuous ring formation.

Direction of the Rugae

•
•

Forward directed rugae: positive angle formed with MPR perpendicular.
Backward directed rugae: negative angle formed with MPR
perpendicular.
Perpendicular rugae: angle of zero degrees.

The unification pattern was categorized into two types:

•

Data obtained from this study were analyzed using IBM Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 25.0 Software (SPSS,
Chicago, IL). Pearson’s chi-square test of contingencies was
used to compare the palatal rugae patterns between the sibling
groups. Meanwhile, Pearson’s correlation coefficient and Spearman’s rho analysis were used to investigate the similarities
between the sibling pairs. Discriminant function analysis was
applied to produce a discriminant function score, and the percentage of correct prediction for sibling groups was calculated.
Heritability estimates for each of the palatal rugae patterns were
also obtained.

Baseline Characteristics of the Subjects
The mean age of the sibling groups was 18  3.2 years for
F-F, 21  4.4 years for M-M, and 18  4.0 years for F-M as
shown in Table 1. Most of the subjects were Malays with 78%
for F-F and 52% for both the M-M and F-M siblings while Chinese accounted for 18% of F-F, 44% of M-M, and 41% of F-M
sibling groups. The remainder of the subjects was Indian.
Number of Palatal Rugae According to Location

Type of Rugae Unification

•

Statistical Analysis

Results

The rugae direction was determined by measuring the angle
between the line joining its origin and termination and a line
perpendicular to the mid-palatine raphe (MPR) and divided into
three types:

•

assessment of the palatal rugae morphology of these dental casts
was conducted twice with a two-week interval by the same
examiner. The intra-examiner reliability was deemed good to
excellent as the Cohen’s Kappa (j) scores and intraclass correlation coefficient for categorical and continuous variables, respectively, ranged from 0.838 to 1.000. Another independent
examiner (AMFSM) measured the same 17 study models for the
inter-examiner reliability. The inter-examiner agreement was also
deemed good to excellent as it was above 0.80 for each variable.

Diverging: immediate branching of the rugae from a common
origin at the midline.
Converging: rugae with different origins from midline but are
joined on their lateral portions.

Reliability Testing
Ten percent of the sample size (17 dental casts) were randomly selected for the intra-examiner reliability testing. The

The rugae were predominantly located at the fourth and fifth
zone which is at the premolar region. F-F (n = 223) had significantly more rugae at the fourth zone, followed by F-M
(n = 197) and M-M (n = 167) (p = 0.004) as shown in Table 2.
Number of Palatal Rugae Based on Length
M-M had significantly longer first right rugae
(9.65  1.57 mm) than the F-F (8.62  1.52 mm) and F-M sibling groups (8.67  1.56 mm). Similarly, the average rugae
lengths bilaterally present the same pattern of longer rugae in
M-M as compared to F-F and F-M sibling groups.

TABLE 1––Baseline characteristics of the subjects.
Female–Female
(n = 54)

Male–Male
(n = 54)

Female–Male
(n = 54)

Baseline Characteristics

Mean (SD)

Range

Mean (SD)

Range

Mean (SD)

Range

Age

18.30 (3.15)

15-27

21.04 (4.37)

15–30

18.13 (3.96)

15–30

Race

n

%

n

%

n

%

Malay
Chinese
Indian

42
10
2

78
18
4

28
24
2

52
44
4

28
22
4

52
41
7

n, number; SD, standard deviation; %, percentage.
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TABLE 2––Number of palatal rugae according to location among sibling
groups.

Zone
2
3
4
5
6

.
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TABLE 4––Total number of rugae based on shape among sibling groups.
Female–
Female
(n = 54)

Female–
Female
(n = 54)

Male–
Male
(n = 54)

Female–
Male
(n = 54)

n

%

n

%

n

%

Comparison Between Groups
p Value

4
128
223
191
0

1
23
41
35
0

4
134
167
201
3

1
26
33
39
1

7
133
197
169
3

1
26
39
33
1

0.698
0.726
0.004**
0.227
0.232

Male–
Male
(n = 54)

Female–
Male
(n = 54)

n

%

n

%

n

%

Comparison Between
Groups
p Value

52
55
107
3
9
12
53
38
91
160
175
335

20
20
20
2
3
2
18
14
17
60
63
61

47
57
104
6
5
11
31
35
66
164
160
324

19
22
21
2
2
2
13
14
13
66
62
64

49
55
104
8
3
11
38
29
67
159
169
328

19
22
21
3
1
2
15
11
13
63
66
64

0.791
0.739
0.798
0.287
0.159
0.642
0.206
0.466
0.302
0.340
0.246
0.490

Shape
Curve
Circle
Straight

n, number; p value by chi-square.
**Significance level p < 0.01.

Wavy

Meanwhile, F-F had the most number of rugae (n = 545)
compared to the M-M (n = 505) and F-M (n = 509) sibling
groups but it was not significantly different between the sibling
groups (p = 0.391). The rugae predominantly consist of primary
rugae followed by secondary rugae and lastly, fragmentary
rugae. Only the number of secondary rugae showed significant
difference among the sibling groups of which the F-F had the
most right secondary rugae (n = 61, p = 0.002) and total secondary rugae (n = 107, p = 0.020) as compared to the F-M and
M-M sibling groups as shown in Table 3.
Number of Palatal Rugae According to Shape
Table 4 illustrates the total number of rugae based on shape
of which the rugae was predominantly wavy, followed by
straight, then curve, and lastly circle. There were no significant
differences between the shape of the palatal rugae among the
sibling groups.
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Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total

n, number; p value by chi-square.

TABLE 5–– among sibling groups.
Female–
Female
(n = 54)
Direction
Backward
Forward
Perpendicular

Male–
Male
(n = 54)

FemaleMale
(n = 54)

n

%

n

%

n

%

Comparison Between
Groups
p Value

211
110
225

39
20
41

204
140
160

40
28
32

244
134
130

48
26
26

0.121
0.383
0.001**

n, number; p value by chi-square.
**Significance level p < 0.01.

the highest amount (n = 225) followed by M-F (n = 160) and
the least in the M-M sibling group (n = 130).

Number of Palatal Rugae According to Direction
Backward directed rugae was the most common in this study
group, while forward directed rugae was the least common as
shown in Table 5. Perpendicular rugae showed significant difference among the sibling groups (p = 0.001) with F-F showing

Number of Palatal Rugae According to Unification
This study group had more divergent type of rugae than convergent rugae. However, the unification pattern was not statistically
different between the sibling groups as presented in Table 6.
Similaraties of Rugae Morphology among Sibling Pairs

TABLE 3––Number of rugae based on length among sibling groups.
Female–
Female
(n = 54)

Male–
Male
(n = 54)

Female–
Male
(n = 54)

n

%

n

%

n

%

Comparison
Between Groups
p Value

201
224
425
61
46
107
6
6
12
268
277
545

75
81
78
23
17
20
2
2
2
49
51
100

214
225
439
28
31
59
6
1
7
248
257
505

86
87
87
11
12
12
3
1
1
49
51
100

221
220
441
30
31
61
3
4
7
254
255
509

87
86
87
12
12
12
1
2
1
50
50
100

0.750
0.512
0.222
0.002**
0.126
0.020*
0.516
0.191
0.608
0.145
0.413
0.391

Number of Rugae

Primary
Secondary
Fragmentary
Total

Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total

n, number; p value by chi-square.
*Significance level p < 0.05.
**Significance level p < 0.01.

There were only statistically significant association between
the sibling pairs for total number of left rugae (p = 0.001), left
primary rugae (p = 0.017), secondary rugae for right (p = 0.024)
and left sides (p = 0.001), right straight rugae (p = 0.010), and
right convergent rugae (p = 0.005) accounting for at least
6.25%-12.8% of the variability due to heredity.
TABLE 6––Number of rugae based on unification among sibling groups.
Female–
Female
(n = 54)

Male–
Male
(n = 54)

Female–
Male
(n = 54)

n

%

n

%

n

%

Comparison
Between Groups
p Value

54
54
108
22
24
46

50
50
100
48
52
100

72
66
138
22
22
44

52
48
100
50
50
100

50
46
96
12
20
32

52
48
100
38
62
100

0.081
0.370
0.297
0.342
0.906
0.801

Unification
Divergent
Convergent

Right
Left
Total
Right
Left
Total

n, number; p value by chi-square.
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Differences of Rugae Morphology Among Sibling Pairs
The palatal rugae patterns showed significant differences
between siblings of at least 46.9% (p = 0.001). The direction of
the left rugae showed the most significant difference between
siblings (91.4%). Meanwhile, the length of the third rugae had
the highest mean difference of 4.25 mm while the average
length of the right rugae showed the least difference of
1.53 mm. All the rugae were significantly different in length
between siblings (p = 0.001).
Figure 2 shows the palatal rugae pattern of a pair of siblings
from the F-F sibling group. The number of rugae between the
siblings differs at both sides with four right rugae and seven left
rugae in sibling 1, whereas there were seven right rugae and five
left rugae in sibling 2. Although there were some similarities
among the siblings such as the first right rugae was straight in
shape in both siblings, generally, the palatal rugae patterns were
uniquely different between siblings.
Sibling Group Identification with Discriminant Analysis
Discriminant analysis was used to determine the ability of
palatal rugae patterns in distinguishing sibling pairs into their
respective groupings. The results are presented in Table 7 which
shows the relative contribution of each of the rugae pattern to
the discriminant function. Predictor variables were differences of
average rugae length, total number of primary rugae, secondary
rugae, shape, direction, and unification between siblings. All of
the predictors did not show significant mean differences. However, the predictor with the greatest discriminating ability was
the difference in average rugae length as it had the highest coefficient value of 0.74 whereas difference in total number of primary rugae was a poor predictor with a low coefficient value of
0.141. Meanwhile, differences of average length, shape, direction, and unification had positive correlation with the discriminant function. The mean discriminant score for the F-F was
0.315, M-M was 0.532, and F-M sibling group was 0.217.
The first function has a low discriminatory ability due to the
low eigenvalue of 0.149, low canonical correlation of 0.360,
high wilk’s lambda score of 0.792, and p value showing nonsignificance (p = 0.127). Furthermore, the function explained
only 59.8% of the total variance. The following discriminant
function was obtained as a predictive equation to classify sibling
pairs into their respective groups based on the differences of
each palatal rugae patterns:
Function 1:
3.27 + 2.18 (direction) +2.72 (unification)
0.91 (shape) 0.23 (total number of primary rugae) 0.55 (total number of secondary rugae) +0.69 (average length).

TABLE 7––Discriminant function coefficients for differences in rugae characteristics between siblings.
Group Centroids

Variables
Average
length
TN primary
rugae
TN
secondary
rugae
Shape
Direction
Unification

Structure
Matrix

Unstandardized
Coefficients

0.681

0.694

0.121

0.234

0.258

0.553

0.055
0.431
0.462

0.909
2.18
2.72

Female–
Female

Male–
Male

0.315

Female–
Male

0.532

0.217

TN, total number.

TABLE 8––Accuracy of the discriminant function for sibling group
identification.
Predicted Group Membership
Male–
Male

Original

Crossvalidated

Male–Male
Female–
Female
Female–Male
Male–Male
Female–
Female
Female–Male

Female–
Female

Female–
Male

Total

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

18
6

66.7
22.2

4
15

14.8
55.6

5
6

18.5
22.2

27
27

100.0
100.0

6
15
8

22.2
55.6
29.6

4
6
12

14.8
22.2
44.4

17
6
7

63.0
22.2
25.9

27
27
27

100.0
100.0
100.0

7

25.9

6

22.2

14

51.9

27

100.0

n, number of subjects.

The original model correctly classified 66.7% in the M-M,
55.6% in the F-F, and 63% in the F-M sibling group as shown
in Table 8. Meanwhile, the precision of the cross validation
function in discriminating the sibling groups was lower (51%) as
compared to the original results (62%).
Heritability Estimates of the Palatal Rugae Patterns
Table 9 shows the h2 of the palatal rugae patterns among sibling groups. Total number of primary rugae (M-M), total number
of secondary rugae (M-M and F-F), total number of wavy rugae
(F-M), and total number of convergent rugae (F-M) had

FIG. 2––Palatal rugae patterns of a pair of siblings (Sibling 1: Right, Sibling 2: Left). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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TABLE 9––Heritability estimates of the palatal rugae among sibling groups.
Heritability Estimates (h2)
Palatal Rugae Patterns
TN
Average length
TN primary
TN secondary
TN fragmentary
TN curve
TN wavy
TN straight
TN circle
TN forward
TN perpendicular
TN backward
TN divergent
TN convergent

Male–Male

Female–Female

Female–Male

0.854
0
1.042
1.102
0
0.286
0.478
0.886
0
0.198
0
0.328
0
0.414

0.54
0.508
0.904
1.014
0.488
0
0
0
0.444
0
0
0.506
0.506
0.912

0.31
0.29
0.39
0.61
0.548
0.74
1.152
0.574
0.568
0
0.518
0.316
0
1.314

TN, total number.

invariably inflated h2 values (h2 > 1). On the contrary, zero heritability was found in 9 of the 14 variables. Overall, total number
of rugae, total number of primary rugae, total number of backward rugae, and total number of convergent rugae showed moderate heritability (h2 > 0.3) and total number of secondary rugae
showed high heritability (h2 > 0.6).
Discussion
This study is pertaining to the palatal rugae patterns of 81
pairs of young Malaysian siblings. The findings demonstrated
that every individual had unique rugae patterns with significant
differences between siblings of at least 47%. However, the variability due to heredity did exist. The h2 showed that the palatal
rugae patterns were both environmentally and genetically influenced. Nonetheless, the findings of this study may lack generalizability because convenience sampling methodology was used.
Constraining the sampling frame to reduce sociodemographic
heterogeneity was done to limit the amount of bias (11) such as
limiting the age group to 15–30 years old. Additionally, the age
group was chosen because maxillary length increases from ages
6–12 years but stabilizes after 14 years (12).
The rugae in this study were predominantly located at the
fourth and fifth zone which is at the premolar region. These
findings were similar with a study by Hermosilla and co-workers
who examined the rugae location of 120 subjects aged 15–
50 years old in Chile, South America. They observed that 40%
of the rugae were commonly observed at the second premolar
region and 30% at the first premolar region (13). Additionally,
the palatal rugae of 100 subjects aged 17–25 years at Davangere,
South of India, were commonly found at the first premolar area
(45% in males and 42% in females) followed by the second premolar area (29% in males and 32% in females). However, the
distribution of the rugae did not show any sexual dimorphism in
their study (p = 0.440) (14). This is in contrast with our study
of which the palatal rugae at the first premolar region showed
significant difference (p = 0.004) with the F-F having more
rugae at the first premolar region (41%) as compared to the MM (33%) and M-F sibling group (39%).
In our study, the M-M had significantly longer first right
rugae as compared to the F-F and F-M sibling groups. Studies
have reported that males had longer rugae lengths than females
due to larger dimensions of the head in males in comparison

.
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with females (15–17). Similarly, it has been postulated that
males had more primary rugae and lesser number of secondary
rugae as compared to females because males have wider palates.
Hence, the rugae length could be a predictor to differentiate
between gender in identification. F-F siblings had the least number of primary rugae (n = 425) but the greatest number of secondary rugae (n = 107). This concurs with the observation that
there is an indirect relationship between the proportion of primary and secondary rugae of which the development of one type
is at the expense of the other (18). Only the secondary rugae
showed significant difference among the sibling groups. Correspondingly, the secondary rugae has been shown to have stronger discriminatory ability between different populations than
primary rugae (19).
The rugae were predominantly wavy which is commonly documented in most populations such as in Serbians, Turkish, Australians, Iraqi, Bosnians, Indians and Africans (20–26) and
Chileans with sinuous patterns (13). In contrast, Egyptians and
Indonesians had predominantly line rugae (3,27) alike Iranians
and Koreans who have straight rugae patterns (16,19). Although
the terminology is different due to the various classifications,
wavy and sinuous patterns are similar in shape whereas line and
straight patterns are analogous.
The shape of the rugae was not significantly different among
the sibling groups. In contrast, Sudanese Nubians (50 males and
50 females) showed positive sexual dimorphism using shape
with prediction accuracy of 62–68% (27). Besides, shape has
been shown to discriminate between population with prediction
accuracy of 70% as reported by Nayak and colleagues. They
reported that southern Indians had higher number of straight
rugae than Western Indians and those with curved rugae were
more likely to be Western Indians (26). Usage of rugae shape is
preferred over rugae length to facilitate population identification
because it is a discrete variable and the rugae shape is stable
throughout life (10). It is believed that the rugae shape is mostly
genetically controlled because the genes determine the orientation of collagen fibers within the connective tissue of the rugae,
thereby governing the rugae pattern of the diverse racial groups
(19).
This study group showed more backward directed rugae compared to forward and perpendicular rugae which is similar to the
Bengali population (28). In contrast, forward directed rugae was
predominant in Sudanese, Egyptians, Turkish, Gujarati, and Indians (22,27,29–33). Generally, the population worldwide would
show more forward directed rugae because there is a decrease in
backward directed rugae with age. This is because there is forward movement of the lateral terminal points of the rugae with
forward growth of the dental arch (25).
Besides, this study group had more divergent type of rugae
than convergent rugae. This finding was similar to the unification pattern observed in Egyptians and Indians but in contrast
with Sudanese, Libyans, Serbians, and Bengalis which were predominantly convergent (23,27–29,32,34). The unification pattern
was not statistically different between the sibling groups in this
study. In contrast, Sudanese and Serbian females showed significantly more convergent rugae than males (23,27). Meanwhile,
Iranian and southeast, North, and West Indian males showed significantly more divergent rugae than their counterparts (35–37).
Besides, the variation between findings of differrent studies is
due to different classification used such as some studies classify
unification as additional patterns (29).
In this study, there were statistically significant similarities
between sibling pairs accounting for at least 6.25–12.8% of the
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variability due to heredity. Despite the similarities found, the
palatal rugae patterns showed significant differences between
siblings of at least 46.9%. These findings are consistent with the
findings of a study on 30 subjects that consisted of five families
(father, mother, and two siblings) and five pairs of dizygotic
twins which showed individualistic rugae patterns among the
subjects. However, some similar forms within a family were
observed (38). This finding was confirmed by another study of
30 families consisting of parents and their offspring which
showed nonidentical rugae configuration but with significant
resemblance of the rugae patterns between child and parents
indicating the role of heredity (39).
The predictor with the greatest discriminating ability in this
study was the difference in average rugae length. However, there
was still low accuracy in predicting sibling groups which may be
due to individual variations and the complex interplay of genetic
and environmental factors in the palatal rugae morphology. Additionally, different population groups may show similar patterns
rendering population identification challenging (40). In contrast,
discriminatory ability between gender of 130 Iranians using rugae
length, shape, and unification yielded prediction accuracy of 70%
with discriminant function analysis (35). Therefore, the palatal
rugae patterns can still be a useful identification tool due to its
diverse configuration with distinguishing features (41).
Heritability is an essential parameter that determines the role
of environmental and genetic influence in the palatal rugae patterns. However, it is population-specific with large between-population differences. A strong correlation between phenotype and
genotype is considered with a high heritability estimate whereas
lower heritability would have a predominant environmental
exposure (42). Correlations between full siblings are a possible
source of bias with inflated heritability estimates as shown by
our results. This is because there would be acquired similarities
from “co-habitational effect” such as dietary habits besides having half of the same genes (43). Nonetheless, full siblings of larger difference in age may be raised in different social
environments reducing the shared environment effect.
There is an increase in palatal rugae lengths with overall craniofacial growth (16). Additionally, studies have shown that the
rugae patterns such as the unification, number of fragmentary
rugae, shape, and direction are influenced by orthodontic treatment which is in concordance with zero heritability values in
our study (1). However, the changes did not affect the individuality characteristic of the palatal rugae patterns indicating the
influence of genetic factors. There are genes within the connective tissue of the rugae that govern the orientation of the collagen fibers into its unique rugae pattern. The total number of
secondary rugae showed high heritability (h2 > 0.6) which parallel findings of the discriminatory ability of secondary rugae
(19).
This study found that the rugae patterns were environmentally
and genetically influenced. This provides the justification for further genetic studies regarding the palatal rugae patterns. Moreover, future studies should focus on the total number of
secondary rugae as a predictor for population differentiation
because it had high heritability estimates (h2 > 0.6). Additionally, future studies should increase the sample size to account
for racial differences and there should be more constraints in the
sampling frame such as excluding certain malocclusions (posterior crossbites and anterior open bite) to limit confounding factors. Although measurements on digitized study models have
been found to be a reliable and valid method, future studies
should obtain digital impressions with intraoral scanners to

reduce the cost and time required to digitize the conventional
casts (44).
Conclusion
No two individuals exhibited identical rugae patterns which
demonstrated the uniqueness of the rugae patterns. Despite the
individuality characteristics, an appreciable hereditary component
is observed with the significant similarities found between sibling pairs. The heritability estimates also showed a combination
of rugae patterns that were environmentally and genetically
influenced.
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Positional Asphyxia in Opioid-Related Deaths:
Is It Being Overlooked?

ABSTRACT: The contribution of positional asphyxia in opioid-related deaths is currently unknown. Diagnostic criteria for positional

asphyxia include finding the decedent in a position that does not allow for adequate respiration and an inability to extricate themselves from
the position due to various conditions. Our primary objective was to assess whether positional asphyxia and the resulting airway compromise
were a contributing factor to death due to the toxic effects of opioids. We evaluated 225 deaths where the death scene investigation contained
adequate information to evaluate for positional asphyxia and performed a Pearson chi-square test to determine if the proportion of deaths found
in an airway compromising position was higher when opioid(s) caused the death. The proportion of decedents found in a potential airway compromising position was greater when the death was related to opioid use (p < 0.0001). Further, narrowing the dataset to decedents who were
definitely in an airway compromising position [Yes (24.49%) vs. No (11.02%)] showed a statistically significant association between positional
asphyxia and deaths related to opioid use (p = 0.0021). Carefully documenting the position in which the decedent was initially found may be a
significant factor in accurate reporting and in harm reduction efforts to decrease the opioid mortality rate.

KEYWORDS: forensic pathology, opioids, positional asphyxia, death scene investigation, drug-related fatalities, harm reduction, autopsy
Opioid use is a leading cause of death in the United States,
resulting in more than 47,000 deaths per year (1). For medical
examiners, investigation of deaths possibly related to opioids
and the determination of whether opioid(s) contributed to a death
require careful consideration of many factors as guided by a
recent position paper by the American College of Medical Toxicology and the National Association of Medical Examiners. The
investigation of a possible death related to opioids or other drugs
requires a scene investigation, full medical history, complete
autopsy, comprehensive toxicology testing, and interpretation of
all information gathered from these various sources by a boardcertified forensic pathologist (2). The scene investigation of any
unexpected death routinely includes noting the presence of illicit
drugs and drug paraphernalia at the scene, counting prescription
drugs and comparing the remaining number to what should
remain based on the prescription instructions and fill dates,
obtaining the medical and social history, and searching for any
other scene conditions which may have caused or contributed to
the death, unrelated to drug use.
General observations regarding the location and position of
the body are routine in any death investigation. Some types of
death investigations, such as sudden and unexpected deaths of
infants, have a much higher focus on describing the placed position and the found position of the deceased infant, with careful
attention to any potential obstruction of the airways. When the
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death is of an adult, unless the decedent appears wedged or is in
an especially awkward position with potential concerns about
whether asphyxia caused or contributed to the death, thorough
descriptions of whether the airways were covered or compressed
are not routinely documented in the narrative report from medicolegal death investigators at the death scene.
In this project, we reviewed death scene information of adults
to understand if the position in which the decedent was found
could cause or contribute to death through asphyxia. Criteria for
the diagnosis of fatal positional asphyxia include finding the
decedent in a position that compromises breathing; the investigation indicates the position was inadvertent; there was a reason
the individual would not be able to extricate from the fatal position; and various other conditions that may have caused death
are ruled out (3). Conditions such as acute alcohol intoxication
and dementia may predispose individuals to assume a position
that inadvertently results in partial or complete airway obstruction and prevents the individual from self-extrication from a fatal
position (4). Positional asphyxia may also result from any entity
which impairs consciousness (head injury or substances),
restraints (whether by clothing or other items), or decreased
mobility (immaturity or disease).
The mechanism of death for individuals whose death was opioid-related is largely respiratory depression (5). The impact of
opioids is not limited to respiratory depression, however, as
there is also a generalized decrease in mental responsiveness and
a clear potential that individuals may not be able to extricate
themselves from a position that results in obstructed airways.
While much research has been conducted to investigate the
mechanism of death for opioid-related deaths, currently it is
unclear if positional asphyxia is a significant contributing factor
to many opioid-related fatalities.
© 2020 American Academy of Forensic Sciences
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Materials and Methods
Our medical examiner’s office serves multiple counties with a
total population of slightly more than 1.2 million based on 2017
census estimates. All deaths reported to the office are examined
by board-certified forensic pathologists who determine the cause
and manner of death. For this study, our medical examiner database was searched for deaths occurring at the decedent’s residence, another’s residence, or at a hotel/motel from April 2016
to December 2019. The focus was to identify individuals who
were found dead, and the manner of death was classified as natural, accident, or undetermined; suicides and homicides were
excluded. The identified death records were reviewed to determine whether the narrative provided by the medicolegal death
investigator in combination with scene photographs contained
adequate information to determine whether the position in which
the decedent was initially found may have resulted in airway
obstruction. Of the 361 deaths reviewed, 136 were excluded as
they did not have adequate scene photographs or information to
determine the position in which the body was originally found.
A board-certified forensic pathologist evaluated the narrative
description and scene photographs of the deaths with adequate
information to make a determination as to whether the position
in which the decedent was found would cause airway compromise, categorized as “Yes,” “Maybe,” or “No.” Figures 1 and 2
provide examples of deaths in which the position likely contributed to the death and were classified as “Yes.” Figure 3 provides an example in which the position may have contributed to
the death and was classified as “Maybe.”
Evaluators also determined whether the facial features around
the mouth and nose appeared to be compressed or flattened,
using an evaluation of livor mortis and soft-tissue compression
with the option to answer either “Yes” or “No.”
Pearson chi-square tests were used to assess each individual
objective. Statistical Analysis Software (SAS) 9.4 was used to
perform all analyses. Significance was determined at an
a = 0.05 level.

FIG. 2––A 28-year-old woman was found seated on her bed in a frog-leg
position and slumped forward with her face directly on the mattress and
bedding. Her oral and nasal airways were obstructed, and the forensic
pathologist reviewing this case for this study believed the position would
have contributed to her death. Her accidental death was due to the toxic
effects of fentanyl and acetyl fentanyl. [Color figure can be viewed at wile
yonlinelibrary.com]

Results
Of 361 records reviewed, we identified 225 deaths with adequate information contained within the investigative report, along
with scene photographs, to determine whether the position may

FIG. 1––A 54-year-old man was found seated on his couch and slumped
over to his left with his face directly on the seat cushion and blanket. His
oral and nasal airways were obstructed and the forensic pathologist reviewing this case for this study believed the position would have contributed to
his death. His accidental death was due to the toxic effects of fentanyl and
morphine. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 3––A 29-year-old woman was found seated in a stairwell, slumped
forward with her neck hyperflexed. Her oral and nasal airways were not
directly obstructed, and the forensic pathologist reviewing this case for this
study believed the position may have contributed to her death. Her accidental death was due to the toxic effects of fentanyl, morphine, and acetyl fentanyl. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

have contributed to the death: 115 of the deaths were classified
as natural and 110 of the deaths were classified as accident or
undetermined manners.
Of the 110 deaths classified as accident or undetermined,
seven were not related to drugs. Of the seven accidental and
undetermined deaths not related to drugs, one death was caused
by positional asphyxia associated with dementia, and all others
were classified as accident due to nondrug-related conditions,
such as injuries secondary to a fall or hypothermia. Complete
autopsies and comprehensive toxicology were performed in all
of the deaths believed to be drug-related. In 98 of the 103 deaths
considered to be drug-related, one or more opioids were a contributing factor. Two of the five deaths which were nonopioid
drug-related were caused by cocaine, one by methamphetamine,
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one by duloxetine, and one by the combined toxic effects of
amlodipine, lurasidone, ethanol, and fluoxetine (Table 1).
Of the opioid-related deaths, 24 (24.49%) were determined to
be found in an airway compromising position, and 12 (12.24%)
were found in a position that was potentially airway compromising (Table 2). Of the deaths not related to opioid use, there were
14 (11.02%) determined to be in an airway compromising position, and three (2.36%) were found in a position that was potentially airway compromising (Table 3).
Of decedents found in an airway compromising position or a
potential airway compromising position, 36 (36.73%) in opioidrelated deaths versus 17 (13.39%) for nonopioid-related deaths,
there was sufficient evidence to conclude that the proportion of
bodies found in either an airway compromising position or a
potentially airway compromising position was higher when the
death was due to opioid-related drug use (p-value of <0.0001;
Fig. 4). Further analysis of the decedents found in a definite airway compromising position showed similar results: 24 (24.49%)
for the opioid-related deaths and 14 (11.02%) for the nonopioidrelated deaths (Table 4; Fig. 4). The p-value of 0.0021 is evidence that chance alone is unlikely to account for the disproportionately high number of decedents that were positive for
opioids who were found in an airway compromising position.
As expected, a significantly higher proportion of decedents
were found in a position in which the facial features appeared to
be compressed or flattened, for the opioid-related deaths
(n = 27, 28.13%) than the for the nonopioid-related deaths
(n = 16, 12.60%), (p-value of 0.0057).
Discussion
Overall, our data suggest that positional asphyxia may have
been a contributing factor to as many as 37% of the 98 deaths
in which opioids caused or contributed to death compared to
13% of the 127 nonopioid-related deaths. This suggests that the
respiratory depression and decreased mental responsiveness
caused by opioid use frequently result in decedents succumbing
to positional asphyxia which in turn likely contributes to their
ultimate death.
For many opioid-related deaths, the role of positional
asphyxia was not initially considered based upon the original
evidence and investigation; however, in our retrospective analysis of data it is likely that positional asphyxia contributed to
some of these deaths. An example of a death where positional
asphyxia may have been a contributing factor includes decedents found prone in bed with their face pressed into a pillow. In these cases, the investigation, autopsy, and toxicology
findings provided information typical of opioid-related deaths
and there was not a search for other reasons why the individual may have died. Similarly, in individuals with lethal natural
disease who were found in an airway compromising position,
positional asphyxia was not typically included as a cause or

TABLE 1––Total deaths by manner of death.
Manner of death
Natural
Accident or undetermined
Opioid drug-related
Nonopioid drug-related
Nondrug-related
Total

n
115
110
98
5
7
225

TABLE 2––Drugs causing death in opioid-related deaths in which the forensic pathologist answered “yes” or “maybe” to whether the position could
cause airway compromise.

Age
24
25
26
26
26
27
28
28
28
29
29
30
30
32
34
35
35
35
36
36
36
37
39
39
40
40
43
45
46
48
54
55
57
62
63
69

Drugs Causing Death in Opioid-Related
Fatalities With Possible Positional
Asphyxia
Heroin, fentanyl, methadone, alprazolam
Heroin, fentanyl, acetyl fentanyl
Fentanyl, acetyl fentanyl, heroin
Fentanyl, acetyl fentanyl, heroin
Morphine, clonazepam, fentanyl
Fentanyl
Fentanyl, acetyl fentanyl
Clonazepam, fentanyl, methadone,
morphine, olanzapine
Morphine, methoxyacetyl fentanyl,
fentanyl
Fentanyl, acetyl fentanyl, heroin, cocaine,
alcohol
Diazepam, demoxepam, fentanyl, heroin
Alprazolam, methadone
Loperamide
Fentanyl, acetyl fentanyl, loperamide
Fentanyl, methoxyacetyl fentanyl, U47700
Fentanyl, acetyl fentanyl, heroin,
alprazolam, hydrocodone,
diphenhydramine
Methamphetamine, fentanyl, acetyl
fentanyl, heroin, hydromorphone
Cocaine, diphenhydramine, fentanyl, acetyl
fentanyl
Heroin, clonazepam, methamphetamine
Methamphetamine, fentanyl
Methamphetamine, fentanyl
Heroin, cocaine
Methadone
Fentanyl, alprazolam, buprenorphine,
amphetamine
Methoxyacetyl fentanyl
Methamphetamine, fentanyl
Morphine, diphenhydramine, fentanyl,
acetyl fentanyl
Alprazolam, fentanyl
Fentanyl, acetyl fentanyl
Fentanyl, oxycodone
Fentanyl, cyclopropyl fentanyl,
methamphetamine, amphetamine
Fentanyl, acetyl fentanyl,
methamphetamine
Fentanyl, acetyl fentanyl, cocaine
Diazepam, methadone, diphenhydramine
Morphine, fentanyl, acetyl fentanyl
Morphine, cyclobenzaprine, fentanyl,
zolpidem

Could Position Cause
Airway Compromise?
Maybe
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Maybe
Maybe
Yes
Maybe
Maybe
Maybe
Maybe
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Maybe
Yes
Maybe
Yes
Maybe
Maybe
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Maybe

contributing factor to the death. In positional asphyxia deaths
related to acute alcohol intoxication, the position in which the
decedent is found is typically quite noteworthy. Furthermore,
the alcohol level alone may be inadequate to explain the
death but would explain why the individual did not extricate
from the airway compromising position. Thus for opioid-related deaths, positional asphyxia is a contributing factor that
is often overlooked.
In evaluating death records, a very high number of cases
needed to be excluded because the medicolegal death investigator did not provide adequate information regarding the original
position in which the decedent was found unresponsive or dead.
Investigators seldom asked this information of the individual
who found the decedent. In some cases, it was unclear whether
the position in which the body was found reflected the position
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TABLE 3––Cause and manner of death in nonopioid-related deaths in which the forensic pathologist answered “yes” or “maybe” to whether the position
could cause airway compromise.
Manner of
Death
Natural
Natural
Natural
Natural
Natural
Natural
Natural
Natural
Natural
Natural
Natural
Accident
Accident
Accident
Natural
Natural
Natural

Immediate Cause of Death
Severe aortic valve stenosis
Atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
Bilateral pulmonary thromboemboli
Lung adenocarcinoma
Hypertensive and atherosclerotic
cardiovascular disease
Cerebral infarct
Hypertensive and atherosclerotic
cardiovascular disease
Massive aneurysm of the left main
coronary artery with thrombosis
Alcohol use disorder
Diabetes mellitus, Type 2
Blunt force injuries of the torso due to
fall
Positional asphyxia
Toxic effects of methamphetamine
Hypertensive cardiovascular disease
Coronary artery disease
Hypertensive and atherosclerotic
cardiovascular disease

Other Conditions Contributing to Death
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
Obesity
Chronic small vessel ischemic disease of the brain
Hypertension
Probable metastatic lung cancer

Could Position Cause
Airway Compromise?
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Hypertension, mixed hyperlipidemia
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, chronic ethanol use,
hypertensive and atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease
Dementia
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, atherosclerotic cardiovascular
disease, diabetes mellitus
Pulmonary emphysema

the body was initially found or if the position being described
was the position of the decedent upon arrival of the investigator.
Sometimes, photographs aided in clarifying these questions. Not
having this information documented in the investigator’s narrative report is not unexpected as this has not been a routine process followed by investigators.
To adequately assess whether positional asphyxia contributed
to a death, photographs with documentation of the position of

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Maybe
Maybe
Maybe

the airways should be obtained before the body is moved, when
possible. Individuals and first responders who find someone
unresponsive or dead often move the body to perform an assessment and initiate resuscitation, if appropriate. This occurs before
arrival of the medicolegal death investigator and obtaining photographs in those situations is not possible. In all cases, the
medicolegal death investigator should identify the individual
who found the decedent and obtain detailed information of the

FIG. 4––This bar graph demonstrates the percentage of cases in which the position would have likely contributed to the death, could have contributed, or
did not contribute for 115 natural deaths and 98 opioid-related deaths. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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position of the body when found with special attention to the
position found, including whether the nasal and oral airways
were obstructed or whether the neck may have been in a position to compromise breathing. For these reasons, we propose that
documentation of the decedent’s position is an important component of the death scene investigation and has recommended
some key information that should be gathered in Table 5.
The potential that positional asphyxia is a significant contributing factor to many opioid-related deaths may have public
health implications. Various harm reduction strategies for people
who use drugs have been proposed, and there is evidence to support the implementation of harm reduction behaviors (6). Examples of harm reduction behaviors include instructions to use test
doses of opioids to evaluate the strength of the drug and not to
use alone so that another person is available to administer naloxone or provide other lifesaving interventions if needed. People
still do use alone, and similar to the recognition of sleep position
TABLE 4––Numbers and percentages of all deaths evaluated with regard to
whether the position could have contributed to the death and numbers and
percentages of facial compression.
Opioid
Cause of
Death
n
Decedent found in airway
compromising position
Yes*
Maybe
Total†
Decedent had compressed
or flattened facial features
Yes*
No

%

Acknowledgments

Nonopioid
Cause of
Death
n

%

98

100

127

100

24
12
36
98

24.49
12.24
36.73
100

14
3
17
127

11.02
2.36
13.38
100

27
71

27.55
72.45

16
111

12.60
87.40

being a significant contributing factor for infant deaths, a change
in the position during opioid use as a harm reduction behavior
for people who use drugs may result in a decrease in mortality
(7). Additional research is needed on this topic as well as an
evaluation of implementation procedures for any proposed harm
reduction behavior.
In summary, our findings are strongly suggestive that positional asphyxia contributes to greater than one-third of all opioid-related deaths. However, due to the limited research
available, outside of this study, further confirmational research is
required before recommending that positional asphyxia be
reported as a contributing factor in these deaths. However, this
study aims to raise awareness of the potential role of positional
asphyxia in opioid-related deaths to improve the accuracy of the
mechanisms and causes of death, but more importantly to reduce
the number of deaths by helping to inform behavioral interventions. Medicolegal death investigators are encouraged to include
additional information about the decedent’s original position and
condition to better clarify the role of positional asphyxia in opioid-related deaths.

The authors thank Laura Bauler, Ph.D., for editing the manuscript for improved language and readability.
p-Value
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*Significant at the a = 0.010 level.
†
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TABLE 5––Recommendations of information and images to obtain in all
death investigations.
Recommendations for Investigations
Photograph decedent from multiple angles with attention to airways and
position before the decedent is moved
Identify the individual who found the decedent unresponsive or dead and
gather detailed information regarding the position of the head and neck
when found
Interview medical first responders when applicable to gather additional
detailed information about potential airway compromise
Document livor mortis and compression of the nose and mouth with
photographs and in the narrative report
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Hypothermia-related Deaths: A 10-year
Retrospective Study of Two Major Metropolitan
Cities in the United States*

ABSTRACT: Hypothermia-related deaths affect vulnerable populations and are preventable. They account for the vast majority of weather-

related deaths in the United States. The postmortem diagnosis of hypothermia can be challenging, as there are no pathognomonic signs. The
electronic databases of the New York City Office of Chief Medical Examiner and Harris County Institute of Forensic Sciences were searched
for all fatalities where the primary cause of death included hypothermia, between January 2009 and July 2019. There were 139 hypothermia
deaths in New York City (NYC) with an average annualized rate of 1.7 per million. During this same time, there were 50 hypothermia deaths
in Houston with an average annualized rate of 2.4 per million. Males were more likely to die of hypothermia compared to females in both
cities. The rate ratio (RR) in NYC was 3.55 (95% CI 2.40, 5.25), while the RR in Houston was 2.83 (95% CI 1.50, 5.32). Age- and sex-specific standardized hypothermia mortality rates were 18.2 (95% CI 15.1, 21.2) per million in NYC and 30.1 (95% CI 21.7, 38.6) per million in
Houston. The comparative hypothermia death ratio was 1.66 (95% CI 1.19, 2.30), indicating hypothermia mortality in Houston was 66% higher
than in NYC. There was no correlation between zip code poverty rates and hypothermia-related deaths. The most consistent autopsy finding
was Wischnewski spots (56.6%), and ethanol was the most common toxicological finding (36.5%). Local agencies can use this data to target
these higher-risk populations and offer appropriate interventions to try to prevent these deaths.

KEYWORDS: hypothermia, weather-related fatalities, environmental cold exposure, mortality, autopsy, forensic pathology

There are approximately 1300 deaths due to hypothermia in
the United States every year. Most of these deaths affect vulnerable populations, including the homeless, elderly, infants, and
people with substance abuse and mental illness. The majority of
hypothermia-related deaths occur in the Midwest or West; however, Southern states may exhibit rapid temperature drops at
night, in stark contrast to the daytime heat, leaving people
unprepared (1–3). These deaths are the principal cause of
weather-related mortality, representing twice the number of heatrelated deaths. The manner of death in the majority of hypothermia deaths is accident (1).
Autonomic thermoregulatory mechanisms exist to maintain a
controlled core body temperature, allowing optimal enzyme
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function, and survival in a wide range of environmental temperatures. Intrinsic heat production is generated at a cellular level by
metabolism, which can be adjusted to meet demands. The body
can also raise its internal temperature by involuntary motor
responses in skeletal muscle (shivering). Hypothermia, defined
as a core body temperature of less than 95°F (35°C) (4,5),
occurs when the body is unable to generate enough heat to overcome heat loss. There are four mechanisms of heat loss: evaporation, convection, conduction, and radiation. Radiation accounts
for up to 60% of heat loss from the body. Heat loss can be
accelerated by water, where the conductive transfer of heat is
100 times that of the air.
The environmental temperature at which hypothermia can
occur may be as high as 75°F (23.9°C) in susceptible populations, such as the elderly whose autonomic regulatory response
is less effective, or in substance or alcohol abuse where physiologic responses are depressed (5). Morbidity and mortality
related to cold exposure can be prevented with targeted interventions and public health campaigns, including insulation of buildings, access to homeless shelters, wearing appropriate clothing,
and anticipation of cold weather.
The postmortem diagnosis of hypothermia can be challenging,
as there are no pathognomonic signs, and the diagnosis may rely
on circumstantial evidence (6). Wischnewski spots, nonulcerative
hemorrhagic lesions of the gastric mucosa, were first described
in 1895, and despite much research, they remain the most consistent autopsy finding (7). Other findings at autopsy include
hemorrhagic pancreatitis, intramuscular hemorrhage involving
2013
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large muscles (such as iliopsoas), pulmonary edema, and pink
lividity, particularly over the extensor surfaces.
This study examined the medical examiner case files on all
deaths due to hypothermia over a 10-year period in two large
populous cities in distinct geographic regions of the United
States (New York City, New York and Houston, Texas) and
describes the similarities and differences in scene investigation,
autopsy findings, toxicological results, and the epidemiological
patterns of these fatalities. The information can be used to help
forensic pathologists evaluate hypothermic deaths, and most
importantly, for public health campaigns to prevent these deaths.
Materials and Methods
The electronic databases of the New York City Office of Chief
Medical Examiner and Harris County Institute of Forensic
Sciences were screened for all fatalities where the cause of death
included hypothermia between January 1, 2009, and July 31,
2019. Cases in which hypothermia was listed on the death certificate and identified as a primary cause of death or a contributing
factor to death were included in the study. All cases were anonymized and de-identified prior to analysis. All documents in the
medical examiner case files for all 189 fatalities were reviewed,
and the following information was manually extracted: age, gender, ethnicity, admission date (if hospitalized), place of injury,
place of death, cause of death, manner of death, toxicology results,
autopsy findings, body temperature, and pertinent scene investigation findings. Hypothermia deaths in New York City (NYC) and
Houston were stratified by age, gender, ethnicity, and borough
(for NYC only). Incidence rate ratios and crude hypothermia mortality rates were calculated using 2010 U.S. Census data for NYC
and Houston populations. The standard error of the logarithm of

rate ratio was estimated according to Altman (8); confidence intervals were calculated using a normal distribution. Differences in
characteristics between NYC and Houston residents were compared using chi-square or Fisher’s exact tests. Age- and sex-specific standardized mortality rates for NYC and Houston were
calculated by using the direct standardization method with the
U.S. national population from 2010 Census as the reference population. The standard error of the logarithm of directly standardized
mortality rate was estimated by using the method of statistical differentials (9). Confidence intervals for standardized mortality rates
were calculated based on normal distributions. All statistical analyses were performed using SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc,
Cary, NC). Population demographic and poverty data were
gathered from the U.S. Census Bureau (https://factfinder.
census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/pages/community_facts.xhtml). This included
demographic data for both cities from the 2010 U.S. Census and
poverty data from 2013 to 2017 American Community Survey
5-year Estimates. We obtained weather data from the National
Climatic Data Center and chose the NY City Central Park weather
station for New York City data and the Houston William P Hobby
Airport weather station for Houston data. Both sites were chosen
for their complete data sets and central locations.
Results
Between January 1, 2009, and July 31, 2019, there were 189
hypothermia deaths in NYC and Houston combined. There were
143 males and 46 females, and the average age was 60.1 years
in NYC and 64 years in Houston; ranging from a neonate to
97 years old.
There were 139 hypothermia deaths in New York City (NYC)
with an average annualized rate of 1.7 per million (Table 1).

TABLE 1––Demographic characteristics of hypothermia-related deaths in NYC, January 1, 2009–July 31, 2019.
Hypothermia-related Deaths
Decedent Characteristics
Total
Gender
Male
Female
Female age-group (years)
0–19
20–39
40–64
65–84
85+
Male age-group (years)
0–19
20–39
40–64
65–84
85+
Unknown
Ethnicity stratification*
Black or African American
White
Hispanic
Asian
Borough stratification
Bronx
Queens
Manhattan
Brooklyn
Staten Island
*As recorded by death certificate

n

2010 Census Population

Rate Per Million

Rate Ratio

95% CI

139

8,175,133

17.0

–

–

106
33

3,882,544
4,292,589

27.3
7.7

3.55
reference

2.40, 5.25
–

1
2
13
10
7

978,610
1,355,217
1,360,444
500,121
98,197

1.0
1.5
9.6
20.0
71.3

0.11
0.15
reference
2.09
7.46

0.01,
0.03,
–
0.92,
2.98,

2
11
59
30
3
1

1,016,260
1,267,220
1,204,224
351,631
43,209
–

2.0
8.7
49.0
85.3
69.4
–

0.04
0.18
reference
1.74
1.42
–

0.01,
0.09,
–
1.12,
0.44,
–

59
43
26
11

1,861,295
2,722,904
2,336,076
1,028,119

31.7
15.8
11.1
10.7

2.01
reference
0.71
0.68

1.36, 2.97
0.43, 1.15
0.35, 1.31

19
49
32
35
4

1,385,108
2,230,722
1,585,873
2,504,700
468,730

13.7
22.0
20.2
14.0
8.5

0.68
1.09
reference
0.69
0.42

0.39,
0.70,
0.43,
0.15,

0.82
0.68
4.77
18.70
0.16
0.34
2.70
4.52

1.20
1.70
1.12
1.20
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FIG. 1––Geographic distribution of hypothermia-related mortality rates and poverty rates by zip code for New York City, January 1, 2009–July 31, 2019.
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
TABLE 2––Demographic characteristics of hypothermia-related deaths in the city of Houston, January 1, 2009–July 31, 2019.
Hypothermia-related Deaths
Decedent Characteristics

n

2010 Census Population

Rate per Million

Total
Gender
Male
Female
Female age-group (years)
0–19
20–39
40–64
65–84
85+
Male age-group (years)
0–19
20–39
40–64
65–84
85+
Ethnicity stratification*
Black or African American
White
Hispanic
Asian

50

2,099,451

23.8

Rate Ratio
–

–

95% CI

37
13

1,053,517
1,045,934

35.1
12.4

2.83
reference

1.50, 5.32
–

0
0
6
2
4

294,270
336,647
305,472
93,819
15,726

–
–
19.6
21.3
254.4

–
–
reference
1.09
12.95

–
–
–
0.22, 5.38
3.65, 45.89

0
2
22
11
3

307,648
362,086
303,386
72,748
7,649

–
5.5
72.5
151.2
392.2

–
0.08
reference
2.09
5.41

–
0.02, 0.32
–
1.01, 4.30
1.62, 18.07

18
18
13
1

498,466
537,901
919,668
126,378

36.1
33.5
14.1
8.0

1.08
reference
0.42
0.24

0.56, 2.07
–
0.21, 0.86
0.03, 1.79

*As recorded by death certificate

Males were more likely to die of hypothermia compared to
females (rate ratio (RR) = 3.55, 95% CI 2.40, 5.25). Hypothermia mortality rates increased with age with the highest rates
among men aged 65–84 (85.3 per million) and women aged 85
or older (71.3 per million). Of 139 decedents, 59 (42.4%) were
Black or African American, 43 (30.9%) were White, 26 (18.7%)
were Hispanic, and 11 (7.9%) were Asian. Black or African
Americans were more likely to die of hypothermia compared to
Whites (RR = 2.01, 95% CI 1.36, 2.97). Forty-nine (35.3%)
hypothermia deaths took place in the borough of Queens, 35

(25.2%) in Brooklyn, 32 (23.0%) in Manhattan, 19 (13.7%) in
the Bronx, and 4 (2.9%) in Staten Island. Zip code 11225 (Prospect-Leffert), in Brooklyn, had the most deaths (n = 7), and zip
code 11436 (South Jamaica), in Queens, had the highest mortality rate at 223 per million (Fig. 1). During this same time, there
were 50 hypothermia deaths in Houston with an average annualized rate of 2.4 per million. Males were more likely to die of
hypothermia compared to females (RR = 2.83, 95% CI 1.50,
5.32; Table 2). Hypothermia mortality rates increased with age
with the highest rates among men aged 85 or older (392.2 per
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FIG. 2––Geographic distribution of hypothermia-related mortality rates and poverty rates by zip code for central Houston, January 1, 2009–July 31, 2019.
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

million) and women aged 85 or older (254.4 per million).
Among 50 hypothermia deaths, 18 (36%) were Black or African
American, 18 (36%) were White, 13 (26%) were Hispanic, and
1 (2%) was Asian. Hispanics were less likely to die of hypothermia compared to Whites (RR = 0.42, 95% CI 0.21, 0.86). In
Houston, zip code 77002 (Downtown Houston) had the most
deaths (n = 3) and zip code 77030 (University Place) had the
highest mortality rate at 195 per million (Fig. 2). There was no
correlation between zip code poverty rate and hypothermia-related mortality rate in either city (Figs 1 and 2).
Both Houston and NYC experienced peak hypothermic deaths
in 2018 (Fig. 3) with a total of 23 deaths (2.8 per million) in
NYC and 11 (5.2 per million) in Houston in that year alone.
The majority of hypothermic deaths in NYC occurred in January
(n = 54, 38.8%), February (n = 30, 21.6%), and December
(n = 20, 14.3%), while the majority of deaths in Houston
occurred during the months of January (n = 18, 36%), December
(n = 16, 32%), and November (n = 9, 18%; Fig. 4). Age- and
sex-specific standardized hypothermia death rates were 18.2
(95% CI 15.1, 21.2) per million in NYC and 30.1 (95% CI 21.7,
38.6) per million in Houston for the time period between

January 1, 2009, and July 31 2019. The comparative hypothermia death ratio was 1.66 (95% CI 1.19, 2.30), indicating
hypothermia mortality in Houston was 66% higher than in NYC
(Tables S1 and S2).
Of the 189 combined cases, 127 (67.2%) were found outside,
exposed to the environment, while there was evidence that about
half (n = 93, 49.2%) had evidence of living in or having access
to a fixed residence. The manner of death was reported as an
accident in 181 cases (95.8%), followed by undetermined
(n = 5, 2.6%), and suicide (n = 3, 1.6%). A survival interval
occurred in 91 cases, ranging from the time required to complete
the rewarming protocol (hours) up to 33 days; of whom, the
coldest recorded body temperature was 68.3°F (20.2°C), and the
highest was 92°F (33.3°C). On the date of injury, the average
daytime high temperature in NYC was 42°F (5.5°C) and in
Houston was 54°F (12.2°C); and the average nighttime low in
NYC was 27°F ( 2.7°C) and in Houston was 36°F (2.2°C). In
both cities, precipitation (rain and snow) was noted in the
weather reports for 56 (30%) cases (Table 3).
Wischnewski spots were found in 107 (56.6%) cases, while
pancreatitis was found in 29 (15.3%) cases and pink lividity was

FIG. 3––The absolute number of hypothermia-related deaths stratified by
year in Houston and NYC for January 1, 2009–July 31, 2019*. *2019 data
limited to July 31, 2019. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.c
om]

FIG. 4––The absolute number of hypothermia-related deaths stratified by
month for NYC and Houston for January 1, 2009–July 31, 2019. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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TABLE 3––Characteristics of hypothermia-related deaths in New York City (NYC) and Houston, January 1, 2009–July 31, 2019.
NYC
Decedent Characteristics

n

Total
Residence*
Homeless
Nonhomeless†
Unknown
Place of injury*
Indoors
Outdoors‡
Unknown
Manner of death
Accident
Undetermined
Suicide
Findings at autopsy
Wischnewski spots
Pancreatitis
Pink lividity
Ethanol testing, blood
Positive
Negative
Not tested or objected
Average (of highest blood site)
Cocaine testing, all fluids
Positive for cocaine
Past medical history§
Cardiovascular disease
Pulmonary disease
Dementia
Schizophrenia
Bipolar disorder

139

Houston
%

n

100%

50

%

P value¶

100%

60
67
12

43.2
48.2
8.6

14
26
10

28.0
52.0
20.0

0.042

37
90
2

26.6%
64.7%
1.4%

13
37
0

26.0%
74.0%
–

0.852

131
5
3

94%
4%
2%

50
0
0

100%
–
–

0.350

74
19
14

53%
14%
10%

33
10
0

66%
20%

0.021

24
68
–

0.061

57
77
5
0.20 gm%

41
50
4

12
34
0
0.27 gm %

8

–

1

–

0.449

44
5
6
7
3

32
4
4
5
2

37
9
2
0
0

74
18
4
–
–

0.016

*Residence and place of injury determined by evaluating case files.
†
All those with a fixed address/clear living circumstances.
‡
Outdoors to include subway station, on the street, encampments, and other situations with minimal coverage.
§
Past medical history determined by findings at autopsy or scene investigation.
¶
P values were obtained from chi-square or Fisher’s exact tests.

found in 14 (7.4%) cases. Toxicological analysis detected ethanol in 69 cases (36.5%) with an average blood concentration of
0.20 gm% in NYC and 0.27 gm% in Houston. Other intoxicants
included cocaine (n = 9, 4.8%), opioids, benzodiazepines, stimulants, and antipsychotics. Underlying medical conditions/risk factors include cardiovascular disease (n = 81, 42.9%) and
pulmonary disease (n = 14, 7.4%). Pre-existing diagnoses of
dementia (n = 8, 4.2%) or a mental illness such as schizophrenia
or bipolar disorder (n = 10, 5.3%) were also noted (Table 3).
Discussion
This study combines forensic data from two of the largest
cities in the United States, New York City and Houston, Texas.
As of the 2010 Census, New York City, NY (NYC) is the largest city in the country with a population of 8,175,133 and covers approximately 302.6 sq mi (783 km2). The city is located in
the Northeast, along the Atlantic Ocean at an approximate latitude of 41° N. Houston is the fourth largest city in the country
with a population of 2,099,451 and has twice as much land at
637.4 sq mi (1623 km2). It is located in the South, along the
Gulf of Mexico at an approximate latitude of 30° N. These two
cities are drastically different in geography, climate, and population. Houston is a considerably warmer city with winter temperatures on average 10–20°C higher than NYC and has a much
smaller population that is distributed over a much larger area.
Between January 1, 2009, and July 31, 2019, there were 139

hypothermia-related deaths in NYC with an annualized mortality
rate of 1.7 per million. This is consistent with recently published
studies (10) and considerably lower than the 2003–2013 national
average with unadjusted annual rates ranging from 0.3 to 0.5 per
100,000 persons (or 3–5 per million) (11). Houston experienced
fewer deaths (n = 50) but had a higher annualized mortality rate
at 2.4 per million, again lower than the national average. After
directly standardizing the data to age and sex, the mortality rate
from hypothermia was 66% higher in Houston compared to
NYC. Our data demonstrate the risk of hypothermia in all areas
of the country, especially in the temperate and warmer regions.
Similar results are seen in other published studies (12,13).
Hypothermia-related death is associated with advanced age,
the male sex, comorbidities such as cardiovascular disease and
pulmonary disease, homelessness, and intoxication (5,10–15).
The most common comorbidities among decedents in our review
were cardiovascular disease, pulmonary disease, and mental illness. Cardiovascular disease was appreciably higher in Houston
where it was seen in 74% of the cases, compared with NYC,
where only 32% of cases demonstrated disease. Both pulmonary
disease and mental illness were less frequently seen in both
Houston and NYC. Approximately one-third of all cases that
underwent toxicological analysis were positive for ethanol (69 of
189). Detectable ethanol levels were slightly more common in
NYC. The blood alcohol levels in both cities were similar and
ranged from 0.13 gm% to 0.50 gm%. A wide variety of other
medication and recreational substances such as opioids,
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benzodiazepines, antipsychotics, and other stimulants and their
metabolites were also detected.
Determining the cause of death, without a perimortem core
body temperature, is difficult and requires a careful and thorough
evaluation of the case file including scene investigation, autopsy
results, and other reports such as toxicology and neuropathology.
The manner of death in the vast majority of our 189 cases was
listed as accident; however, there were five undetermined cases
and three cases were certified as suicides. The cases that were
listed as undetermined involved complicated histories which
likely provided insufficient certainty to make a clear distinction
between other manners of death (16). In all three cases of suicide, the remains were found in a body of water. Suicide by
hypothermia is rare and may be more frequently associated with
complex suicides, involving more than one modality (17).
Autopsy findings associated with hypothermia are subtle and
often nonspecific (6). A literature review by Tsokos et al
revealed that Wischnewski spots were identified in 40–91% of
all autopsies associated with hypothermia (7). Our results were
consistent with this finding. There is some controversy in the literature regarding the association between hypothermia and pancreatitis. Only 14–20% of our cases had gross signs of acute
pancreatitis, ranging from focal hemorrhage to diffuse involvement. Pink lividity was only identified in 10% of the NYC cases
but not identified in Houston cases. Paradoxical undressing was
infrequently identified in the case files.
There is a growing body of evidence that environmental temperature plays only a limited role in winter excess mortality rate
(18–20) and speculation that other factors, such as respiratory
infection, may play a larger role. The relationship between
comorbidities and hypothermia-related death should be further
investigated.
There are several limitations to our study. It is a retrospective
analysis, and the data were limited to case reports. Also, determining the cause of death, without a core body temperature, is difficult
and requires a careful and thorough evaluation of the case file,
autopsy results, and other reports such as toxicology and neuropathology. It is difficult to assess a decedent’s homeless status
even with a thorough review of the case file, medical examiner
record, and death certificate. Using these sources alone likely
underestimates the number of homeless individuals in our study.
Local agencies can use these data to target higher-risk populations and offer appropriate intervention to try to prevent these
deaths. The lack of pathognomonic autopsy findings emphasizes
the importance of a thorough scene investigation; otherwise,
these deaths may be underreported. The role of the medical
examiner is crucial in the accurate classification of these deaths,
to assist in improving public education, targeted interventions,
and emergency response planning.
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Identifying Fatal Head Injuries on Postmortem
Computed Tomography Using Convolutional
Neural Network/Deep Learning: A Feasibility
Study

ABSTRACT: Postmortem computed tomography (PMCT) is a relatively recent advancement in forensic pathology practice that has been

increasingly used as an ancillary investigation and screening tool. One area of clinical CT imaging that has garnered a lot of research interest
recently is the area of “artificial intelligence” (AI), such as in screening and computer-assisted diagnostics. This feasibility study investigated
the application of convolutional neural network, a form of deep learning AI, to PMCT head imaging in differentiating fatal head injury from
controls. PMCT images of a transverse section of the head at the level of the frontal sinus from 25 cases of fatal head injury were combined
with 25 nonhead-injury controls and divided into training and testing datasets. A convolutional neural network was constructed using Keras
and was trained against the training data before being assessed against the testing dataset. The results of this study demonstrated an accuracy of
between 70% and 92.5%, with difficulties in recognizing subarachnoid hemorrhage and in distinguishing congested vessels and prominent falx
from head injury. These results are promising for potential applications as a screening tool or in computer-assisted diagnostics in the future.

KEYWORDS: head, injuries, traumatic brain injury, postmortem computed tomography, convoluted neural network, deep learning, subarachnoid hemorrhage, SAH, autopsy, forensic radiology

Postmortem computed tomography (PMCT) is one of the most
recent advancements and ancillary investigations in the field of
forensic pathology. Differing from clinical applications, PMCT
commonly scans the head and torso, acts as a permanent record
for court purposes, and is used as a screening tool and for identification purposes (1–4). In New Zealand, all PMCT scans are
interpreted by a forensic pathologist in the first instance and subsequently by a forensically trained radiologist. Although the
applications of PMCT can differ from clinical computed tomography (CT) imaging, advances in clinical CT imaging are often
the “intellectual father” of PMCT and help further the development of postmortem imaging (5).
One area of clinical CT imaging and clinical radiology in general that has garnered a lot of research interest recently is the
area of “artificial intelligence” (AI) such as screening and computer-assisted diagnostics (6,7). Not intended to replace radiologists, there are several proposed reasons for why AI should be
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able to be used in this field, in particular, that computers are
able to quickly process large amounts of information and detect
patterns that traditional statistical analysis cannot (7,8).
The applications of AI in clinical radiology, while emerging,
are sufficiently established and not entirely theoretical. Recent
research has demonstrated the utility and accuracy of AI radiological image analysis as a triage screening tool in head trauma,
as well as an adjunct test in the form of computer-assisted diagnostics (6,8–10). While AI analysis of simple data such as variables of age, sex, or given quantities is comparatively
straightforward, analysis of complex data such as applies to radiological images is more difficult because the information is not
a discrete data-set. Various forms of AI image analysis have
been proposed and the computational power required to investigate them has only become available in recent years (6,11).
One of the most promising approaches to AI image analysis is
deep learning, a category of machine learning that uses artificial
neural networks, loosely based on human cognition (6,11). Convolutional neural network (CNN), the most common subset of
deep learning used in image classification and thus in radiology,
works by layered analysis of input images by AI programs
against a training data-set of prediagnosed images, which can be
later tested against a testing dataset of new images (6,11). The
layered analysis allows specific features to be recognized and
aggregated with respect to the diagnosis of interest.
The use of and research into AI in postmortem imaging is currently very limited in the scientific literature, with only one publication on recognizing hemopericardium (12). The published
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literature on AI in postmortem imaging is largely composed of
proposed uses of this technology, as well as concepts to one day
integrate it with other AI research areas such as histology, with
scant research on actual cases of AI postmortem image analysis
(13–15). One particular area of postmortem imaging outside of
AI that has shown use as both a screening tool and even an
alternative to autopsy is in cases of head injury (16,17). This
feasibility study was performed to determine whether CNN, as
used in deep learning, is able to differentiate fatal head injuries
on PMCT scans from normal (“uninjured”) cases.

Materials and Methods
Case and Control Selection
This study was conducted at the Department of Forensic
Pathology, LabPLUS, Auckland City Hospital, Auckland, New
Zealand. Ethical approval was waived as all cases selected for
this work underwent coronial postmortem examination authorized by the Coroner and PMCT was a routinely performed part
of the postmortem examination in all cases selected. All the
PMCT scans performed in the department are initially reviewed
by forensic pathologists with radiology experience and subsequently by radiologists with postmortem experience in weekly
multidisciplinary meetings. The pathologist review was done
before autopsy and therefore blinded to the autopsy findings,
and the radiologist reviews were later performed blinded to the
autopsy findings.
Twenty-five consecutive cases in which PMCT showed nonsurvivable head injuries with the final autopsy diagnosis “fatal
traumatic brain injury” were selected between 2018 and 2020.
Further, 25 consecutive suicide hanging deaths were selected
during the same time period and used as controls (all showing
no head injuries on PMCT). All cases underwent full three-cavity autopsies. The age and sex for each group were recorded. A
transverse image of a section of the head at the level of the frontal sinus in the soft tissue view was used for each case. The
PMCT scan of the head was performed in a supine position
using a helix 32-slice CT (Siemens Somatom Scope CT scanner)
before postmortem examination. The images were reconstructed
in the soft tissue window and exported out in Jpeg format with
RGB color space. The gold standard for the cranial pathology
diagnosis in this study was the finding at autopsy. In all
included cases, there was no difference in diagnosis between the
prospective review of the PMCT by the forensic pathologist (or
the later blinded radiologist review) and the autopsy findings.
Exclusion Criteria
1. All suspicious, homicidal, and pediatric deaths (age < 10)
due to potential legal issues.
2. All cases with signs of decomposition.
3. All cases with neurosurgical procedures.
Model Construction
The analysis was performed in R (version 3.4.1, The R Foundation for Statistical Computing). The CNN was constructed
using Keras with default TensorFlow backend (18). The
exported images were divided into two sets, being the training
and the testing sets. The training set had 40 images (20 images

with fatal head injury and 20 controls). The testing set had 10
images (5 images with fatal head injury and 5 without). A commercially available 64-bit laptop capable of running R and Keras
applications was used, with training time taking approximately
15 min and each test diagnosis taking seconds.
The computer speed was capable of being enhanced via an
external graphics processor unit (eGPU) but was not needed in
this study due to the small sample size.
The original images had a size of 512 9 512 pixels and were
resized to 150 9 150 pixels for ease of computing. The CNN
was constructed with four convolutional layers followed by two
dense/closed-loop output layers. The convolutional layers had
sequential filters of 32, 64, 128, and 128 and a kernel size of
3 9 3. Activation function was set as rectified linear unit
(“relu”). Corresponding max-pooling and drop out layers were
inserted in each convolutional layer. For the two output layers,
the units were set as 256 and 2, with the initial activation function set as relu and the final activation as softmax.
For compilation, the loss function was set as binary cross-entropy, optimizer as stochastic gradient descent, and metrics as
accuracy. Loss function in machine learning is a measure of
how well a model fits the data (similar to the R-squared value in
linear regression models), with the goal of the learning process
being to generate the minimal loss function so as to have the
best model fit. In this study, the specific loss function used was
binary cross-entropy, which uses the formula “loss function = –
tlog(s) – (1 – t)log(1
s)”, where t is the target and s is the
prediction by the CNN as a probability. For model fitting, the
batch size was 50, epoch was 50 and validation set was 20%.
This type of CNN construction is commonly used in image classification.
Results
In the cases with fatal head injuries, all were transport related
and accidental (drivers, passengers or pedestrians). The mean
age was 37.8 years (range: 17–88), with a male-to-female ratio
of 19:6. The head injuries identified on PMCT scan included
skull fractures, epidural hemorrhage, subdural hemorrhage, subarachnoid hemorrhage, brain contusion, and/or parenchymal
hemorrhage. In the cases without head injuries (all hanging
deaths), the mean age was 48.84 years (range: 18–81), with a
male-to-female ratio of 22:3. There were no statistical differences between age (t test) and sex (Fisher exact test) between
the two groups (p > 0.05). Examples of the PMCT images are
shown in Fig. 1.
For the training set, the loss function (the measurement
between model prediction and the target in deep learning) and
accuracy were 0.33 and 92.5%, respectively. The model was
able to classify all the cases with head injuries correctly (20
cases) and misclassified three out of 20 cases without head injuries as having one. The misclassified cases all showed features
of prominent congestion and cerebral edema (Fig. 2).
For the testing set, the loss function and accuracy were 0.61
and 70%, respectively. The model misclassified one out of five
cases with head injuries as having no injuries and two out of
five cases without head injuries as having one. The misclassified
case with fatal head trauma had only subarachnoid hemorrhage
resulting from torn vertebral arteries (Fig. 3), and the misclassified cases without head trauma had congested vessels or prominent falx on PMCT, similar to Fig. 2.
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FIG 1––Examples of postmortem computed tomography (PMCT) transverse section images of the head, including brain contusion (A, marked with arrow),
subdural hemorrhage (B, marked with arrow), skull fracture with pneumocranium (C, marked with arrow), and normal (D). All images in Fig. 1 are from the
training dataset.

FIG 2––Postmortem computed tomography (PMCT) image showing congested blood vessels (star) and brain swelling but no head injury, misclassified as having one in the training set (Anterior marked “A”).

Discussion
This study investigated the novel use of CNN in the postmortem
diagnosis of fatal head injury via PMCT. The results of this study
were promising and were useful as a proof of concept for AI work in
PMCT head injury screening, with training dataset accuracy of
92.5% and testing dataset accuracy of 70%. These results are not dissimilar to previous studies on deep learning AI in clinical/ ante-mortem CT head diagnostics. A 2017 study by Prevedello et al. used
CNN to analyze a variety of head and brain pathologies on CT and
demonstrated an area under the curve (AUC) of 0.91 in hemorrhage,
mass effect, and hydrocephalus (19). A 2018 study by Chilamkurthy
et al. used deep learning algorithms to detect intracranial hemorrhage,
fractures and mass-effect in CT head images and showed an AUC of
between 0.86 and 0.97 depending on the pathology (9). Accuracy in
binary problems (such as in the present study) is essentially calculated as true positive + true negative/ total number of tests. AUC is
another assessment of test accuracy in binary classification problems
when receiver operating characteristic curves are plotted.

FIG 3––Postmortem computed tomography (PMCT) image with subarachnoid hemorrhage (circled) misclassified as being normal in the testing set.

For the present study, the single head injury case misclassified
as having no head injury showed a subarachnoid hemorrhage,
which may be less apparent than other injuries included in this
study such as skull fractures, subdural hemorrhage, and
parenchymal hemorrhage. Subarachnoid hemorrhage can be challenging to differentiate from postmortem vascular congestion
along the cisterns, even by expert radiologists (20). Of the two
nonhead injury cases that were misclassified as head injury, the
images used showed congested vessels or a prominent falx (a
common PMCT artifact), suggesting that with a wider dataset
including more variations in normal head CTs, these findings
may not have been misinterpreted as pathological/ traumatic.

Limitations
Study Design
This study, being a feasibility/proof of concept study, had relatively low numbers and simplified the complexity of head injuries. Although (i) having only 50 cases, (ii) using only one
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transverse image from the head PMCT scan as the input, and
(iii) grouping all different head injury diagnoses as one single
group, a promising result was able to be demonstrated. A refinement of this study would be to use the entire DICOM dataset
image stack reconstructed from different planes (sagittal, transverse, and coronial), including different windows, and stratifying
the different types of head injuries. This would greatly increase
the potential accuracy of the CNN over the jpeg image approach
used in this feasibility study, however it would require more
complex CNN analysis and greater computational power.
Applications
This study by no means had a view to replace radiologists
and/or pathologists in interpreting PMCT, as the minimal error
in all deep learning methods is the human error. This study
shows that there is a potential role in interpreting PMCT scans
using more advanced computational methods, which may aid the
radiologist/pathologist as a screening tool or even assisted-diagnostics tool, by drawing attention to traumatic pathologies.
Recommendation and Conclusion
The findings of this study show particular potential in screening and assisted diagnostics for the forensic pathology context,
where unlike clinical CT imaging, clinical history and symptoms
may be absent or described wrong by relatives, large numbers of
normal cases are scanned for screening purposes, and the images
are often interpreted by forensic pathologists without radiologist
input or expertise. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is
one of the very few studied applications of AI to PMCT, and
the very first application of PMCT to head injury assessment.
In future studies, it would be ideal to use the entire DICOM
dataset, possibly with additional alterations such as putting
increased diagnostic “weight” on particular slices. Additionally,
as many deep learning applications use thousands of samples in
their data sets, it is likely that the accuracy of the CNN used in
this study could be substantially improved by use of larger data
clusters.
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Abusive Pediatric Thoracolumbar Fracture Due
to Forced Hyperextension: Case Report,
Biomechanical Considerations, and Review of
the Literature

ABSTRACT: Pediatric thoracolumbar fractures are rare due to the physiological differences which afford greater resilience to the immature

spine. Most pediatric thoracolumbar fractures occur as the result of high energy trauma, such as motor vehicle accidents, and modes of reasonable accidental injuries are limited by age and developmental capabilities of the child. These fractures can occur as the result of inflicted blunt
force trauma and child abuse, and in most cases, the mechanism of injury to the spine is not known. We report the death of a 29-month-old
man due to blunt force trauma to the back and forced hyperextension of the thoracolumbar spine causing fracture of the fourth lumbar (L4) vertebral body. A complete forensic examination revealed a previous healing fracture of the anterior aspect of the L4 vertebral body, with acute
disruption of the anterior longitudinal ligament overlying the fracture site, complete fracture of the vertebral body, and fatal retroperitoneal
hemorrhage. We present a review of the biomechanical considerations of the pediatric spine, a survey of pediatric spinal fractures, and a review
of the literature on pediatric abusive thoracolumbar fractures. In this case, there was never a provided explanation for how the injury occurred;
however, understanding the biomechanics of the pediatric spine allowed for the determination of the mechanism, force required to produce this
specific pattern of abusive spinal injury, and the manner of death.

KEYWORDS: lumbar fracture, biomechanics, child abuse, hyperextension, autopsy, forensic pathology
Thoracolumbar fractures are rare in children and represent less
than 3% of the traumatic pediatric injuries reported in the literature (1–3). The low incidence of these fractures is explained by
the increased flexibility of the pediatric spine. The spine in
young children has increased elasticity of the ligaments,
increased water content in the intervertebral disks, and greater
capacity for growth and remodeling than the spine of an older
child, adolescent, or adult. The spines in young children can thus
withstand and dissipate greater forces (4–6).
The most common causes of fractures of the thoracolumbar spine
in children involve various forms of high energy trauma. They are
most commonly due to motor vehicle collisions at all ages, and
falls and sports-related injuries in school-aged children and adolescents (1,5). In toddler-aged children, accidental traumas typically
lack the force necessary to result in thoracolumbar fractures.
Due to the rarity of these injuries and lack of supporting literature, abusive spinal trauma is difficult to establish in the medicolegal setting. Defense counsels often allude to rare pediatric
medical conditions (e.g., rickets), infections (e.g., Kingella), and
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congenital abnormalities (e.g., osteogenesis imperfecta) to obfuscate inflicted trauma (5,7,8). Although radiology and clinical
medicine may experience significant challenges in differentiating
certain pathological fractures from inflicted injury (7,9), postmortem examination and the direct visualization of these injuries
with histologic confirmation provides significant insight to confirm abusive injuries (10).
Child abuse is an uncommon cause of thoracolumbar fractures, and in cases of abusive spinal fractures, the mechanism of
injury is often unknown (11). Reports of such cases are of significant medicolegal value to establish a known mechanism and
pattern of injury and to elucidate the prevalence of inflicted
pediatric spinal trauma. We report a case of fatal child abuse
due to a lumbar fracture from forced hyperextension of the
spine, with discussion of the biomechanics of the pediatric lumbar spine and a review of the current literature.
Case Report
The decedent was a 29-month-old man who was found unresponsive at home. The caregiver reported to emergency medical
personnel and police that the child had choked, evidenced by
baby wipes in the child’s proximity and in his mouth. The caregiver and other family members reported no known significant
medical history for the child, and the family stated that the child
had been acting normally and in his usual state of health in the
weeks preceding. The child arrived at the hospital unresponsive,
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with severe pallor, and a mildly distended abdomen. There were
no foreign materials identified in the mouth or airways. After
extensive resuscitation efforts, he was pronounced dead approximately two hours after arrival. No ante-mortem or postmortem
radiographs were taken at the hospital.
The child was taken into the custody of the medical examiner
for postmortem examination. Postmortem radiographs were taken
prior to autopsy. The body was that of a normally developed
male toddler who was below the lowest percentile for weight for
age (<1%) and 49th percentile for length for the stated age.
External examination revealed no significant injuries; however,
there was obvious loss of lumbar lordosis with flattening of the
buttocks (Fig. 1). Reflection of the skin revealed two purple subcutaneous hemorrhages that each measured 1/2 inch in diameter
in the left lower back.
Internal examination revealed significant injury to the lumbar
spine (Fig. 2). There was a complete fracture of the 4th lumbar
(L4) vertebral body and rupture of the anterior longitudinal ligament. The anterior longitudinal ligament was disrupted in the
proximity of the fracture site and replaced by a 4 9 2-1/2 9 1/
8 inch layer of granulation tissue and soft callus formation. The
presence of granulation tissue and soft callus indicated remote
injury with superimposed acute re-injury. The initial, healing
fracture was presumed to be incomplete; however, the extent of
this previous injury was unknown due to the re-injury at the
same location. The acute fracture extended completely through
the L4 vertebral body and caused a 1 9 ½ inch defect in the
granulation tissue overlying the spine.
The caudal region of the spinal cord in the proximity of the
fracture site was intact but contused, and the sacral spinal canal
was distended with both acute and resolving hemorrhage. There
was extensive acute bilateral retroperitoneal hemorrhage and
acute hemorrhage into the paraspinal, back, and pelvic soft tissues. There were acute contusions on the posterior upper lobe of
the left lung, posterior bases of the lungs, bilaterally, and posterior diaphragm, bilaterally (Fig. 3). There were acute serosal
hemorrhages on the transverse colon and loops of small bowel,
acute hemorrhage into the mesentery, and multifocal acute
adventitial hemorrhages on the aorta.
The spinal column and spinal cord were removed en bloc from
the level of T12 through the sacrum and fixed in formalin prior to

microscopic sampling. Microscopic examination of the L4 fracture
showed a fracture and acute hemorrhage with inflammation and
induction (hallmarked by osteolytic activity and deposition of
granulation tissue, fibroblastic proliferation, and new osteoid
deposition), as well as soft callus formation (hallmarked by
osteoblastic/chrondoblastic activity, woven bone deposition, and
cartilaginous nodules; Fig. 4). Indications of hard callus formation
were not identified (i.e., periosteal and endosteal lamellar bone
formation). New bone deposition is a key indicator of soft callus
formation signifying approximately 14 days of healing postinitial
injury. There was no evidence of lamellar bone formation and calcification which would indicate hard callus formation (3–4 weeks
of healing) (12,13). Examination of the granulation tissue and soft
callus overlaying the fracture site showed proliferation of fibroblasts, angiogenesis, mixed mononuclear, and neutrophilic inflammatory infiltration in a loose fibrotic extracellular matrix and
superimposed acute hemorrhage. Examination of the spinal cord
at the level and below the level of fracture showed acute hemorrhage as well as clot resorption with hemosiderin deposition and
histiocytic activity.
Distal to the fracture, the marrow compartment showed normal, trilineage hematopoiesis, and normal trabecular and cortical
bone. There was no evidence of bony dysplasia, infection, or
metabolic derangement.

FIG. 2––Complete fracture of the 4th lumbar (L4) vertebral body. Fracture
of the L4 vertebral body with rupture of the anterior longitudinal ligament
(arrowhead), granulation tissue and soft callus formation (*), and exposed
spinal cord (arrow). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 1––Loss of lumbar lordosis. Flattening of the pelvis and buttocks
indicating structural compromise of the thoracolumbar spine. The buttocks
had congenital dermal melanocytosis. There was a contusion on the right
low-back (arrow). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 3––Abdominal and retroperitoneal hemorrhage associated with lumbar fracture. (A) Anterior view of the organ block. (B) Posterior view.
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Based on histologic observations, it was estimated that
remote (initial) injury to the lumbar spine most likely
occurred approximately 14 days prior to the acute re-injury
and subsequent death of the child. Acute hemorrhage at the
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site of the fracture indicated acute re-injury being only hours
old.
The brain with attached cervical spinal cord and the eyes were
retained and fixed in formalin prior to dissection with no additional injuries present. The child exhibited a failure to thrive due
to exceptionally low body weight. Failure to thrive in an infant
or toddler is defined as the lack of expected normal physical
growth or failure to gain weight. Although it can be a result of
malabsorptive and existing congenital or chronic medical conditions, it is also a well-documented stigmata of child abuse and
neglect (14). The autopsy did not reveal any natural/medical diseases that caused or contributed to death and postmortem toxicology was noncontributory. The cause of death was certified as
blunt force trauma to the back and the manner of death was
ruled homicide. Additional police investigation did not reveal
any information from the primary caregiver or other family
members regarding any changes in the child’s behavior or any
explanation as to how the child sustained the injuries.

Discussion
Biomechanics of the Lumbar Spine
The human spine is comprised of 24 articulating vertebrae and
nine fused vertebrae (five in the sacrum and four in the coccyx).
The articulating vertebrae are interconnected by fibrous and cartilaginous intervertebral disks, articular facets, ligamentous
fibrous tissues, and musculature. The vertebrae consist of the
vertebral body (located anteriorly), vertebral arch, laminae, facet
joints, spinous process, and transverse process. In this analysis,
biomechanics of the spine are best discussed within the framework of the three-column system (Fig. 5) where the anterior

FIG. 4––Lumbar fracture showing soft callus formation with acute re-injury. (A) Fracture site with multiple fragments of trabecular bone (*) in a
loose fibrotic matrix (409 magnification). (B) Inflammation and induction of
fracture healing showing mixed inflammation and osteoclasts (arrowhead)
removing necrotic bone and soft tissue (1009 magnification). There was soft
callus formation (**). (C) New bone deposition (arrow, 1009 magnification). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 5––Three-column spine concept depicting compression fracture of the
thoracolumbar spine. Colors depict the columns of the spine (green, anterior; red, middle; and blue, posterior). Although the uninvolved middle column is pathognomonic, severe wedge fractures can cause middle column
injury. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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TABLE 1––Fracture types and resultant column injuries.

Type of Fracture
Compression (Wedge)
Burst
Flexion-distraction (Seat-belt-type)
Fracture–dislocation (Shear)
Hyperextension

Anterior
Compression
Compression
None or minor compression
Compression, rotation, shear
Distraction

column is comprised of the anterior longitudinal ligament, the
anterior annulus fibrosus, and the anterior portion of the vertebral body. The middle column is formed by the posterior longitudinal ligament, the posterior annulus fibrosus, and the posterior
wall of the vertebral body; the posterior column is formed by
the bony posterior arch and the ligamentous complex (supraspinous ligament, interspinous ligament, capsule, and ligamentum
flavum). This model was initially developed for the classification
of thoracolumbar spinal fractures by Denis (15). It is widely
used in routine clinical practice and medicolegal settings with
the expectation that those involved will be familiar with the concept of anterior, middle, and posterior columns. Spinal instability
occurs when two contiguous columns are injured. Using this
model, fractures of the spine are described by the mechanism of
failure of each column (Table 1).
Pediatric spines are significantly different when compared to
their adult counterparts (4,16). Children have significant resilience to trauma due to the amount of cartilaginous tissue present
within the spinal column, increased water content of the intervertebral disks, and increased laxity and elasticity (2,3,17–22). In
addition, the joint facets are smaller and more horizontally oriented resulting in less overall stability (1,23). For these reasons,
traumatic spine injuries are rare in children (3), and even among
large regional spinal trauma centers, pediatric spinal injuries
account for <5% of admission (5,6,20,23,24). Because of the
biomechanical differences, pediatric spines have fewer fractures
and more incidence of spinal cord injury without radiographic
abnormality (SCIWORA) (5,25,26). Of those with pediatric
spinal injuries, children under the age of 5 have a higher incidence (5) and up to 75% of injuries are of the thoracolumbar
spine. The mechanism of injury is predominantly due to motor
vehicle collisions, but also has associations with falls from
height, sports, and abuse (1,3,23,27,28). The falls are not simple
short distance falls onto a flat surface; they involve either a component of height (>4 m), such as out of a tree, acceleration from
playground equipment, or onto an uneven surface such
as stairs (27).
The fundamental biomechanical functions of the spine are
true for both pediatrics and adults and include flexibility and
bending mobility; load bearing and transfer during mobility;
and protection of the spinal cord (29,30). The five lumbar
vertebrae are the largest and provide the greatest axial stability
(31). There are three natural curvatures of the spine, as
viewed from the sagittal plane, that give the spinal column
increased flexibility and absorption of loading while maintaining adequate stiffness and stability (30). The spine is aligned
with a convex curvature anteriorly in the cervical and lumbar
regions, clinically known as lordosis. The posterior curvature
of the thoracic region is clinically known as kyphosis. Flexibility and bending mobility of the spine result from the articulation of the adjacent vertebrae where soft tissue facet joints
guide and limit motion in flexion, extension, axial rotation,
and lateral bending (29).

Middle

Posterior

None
Compression
Distraction

None or distraction (severe)
None
Distraction

Distraction/Compression

None or compression (severe)

Stability of the spine is maintained by three mechanisms: the
musculoskeletal system, the spinal column, and the actions of
the nervous system (32). When axial, bending, and/or shear
force is applied, a functional unit of the spine (which is composed of a vertebra, intervertebral disk, and its associated musculature and ligaments) will displace from a neutral position to a
position where resistance and strain become appreciable (32). In
general, the spine has a nonlinear, elastic behavior (32,33). At
smaller forces, there is a relatively large displacement where the
spine easily deforms with little resistance. At larger forces, there
is less displacement with increased resistance (30,32). Additionally, the spine is viscoelastic, meaning the mechanical behavior
of the spine varies with loading speed (30). Once the elastic
limit of the tissue is met (the physiological limit), any additional
strain will cause them to fail and result in permanent deformation (i.e., injury) (31).
Injuries to the lumbar spine are the result of acceleration or
applied loads, directly to the region of injury or indirectly, causing the spine to flex (lateral or anterior), rotate, extend, shear,
and/or axial displacement (1,29,30,33). There are three primary
mechanisms of spinal injury in children—flexion with or without
compression, distraction, and shear. These mechanisms cause
four distinct types of fractures: compression, burst, flexion-distractions, and fracture–dislocations (5,6,15,29). Although the
pediatric injury biomechanics literature related to lumbar spine
and the mechanism of pediatric lumbar spine injuries is limited,
a review of spinal biomechanics literature was conducted to
characterize the mechanism by which spinal fractures occur.
Compression fractures, resulting from axial loading, are the
most common fractures of the lumbar spine and occur frequently
as a result of falling from height or motor vehicle collision
(1,22). Compression fractures are characterized by failure of the
anterior column and preservation of the middle column, which
acts as a hinge, leaving the radiologic profile of a wedge
(Fig. 5). The uninvolved middle column is pathognomonic of this
fracture. The posterior column is typically spared, but may suffer
partial distraction in severe injuries. There are multiple subtypes
of compression fractures dependent on the directionality of flexion
(anterior vs lateral). The elastic nature of the pediatric posterior
column is vulnerable to compression trauma as well.
When compression force is applied through the center of rotation, it results in a burst fracture of the vertebral body. The key
difference between compression fractures and burst fractures is
that burst fractures do not result in flexion of the spine, but
instead the force is transferred directly onto the vertebral body.
Burst fractures are due to uniform compression and cause loss of
vertebral height of the anterior and middle columns of the vertebra (Fig. 6). This can cause neurological deficits from bony fragments entering the spinal canal. There are multiple subtypes of
burst fractures dependent on the degree of offset of the axial
load from the center of rotation (causing anterior or lateral flexion) (15). Burst fractures occur commonly in adults; however,
they are relatively rare injuries in children due to the greater
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FIG. 6––Burst fracture of the thoracolumbar spine. Anterior and middle
column fractures due to axial force through the center of rotation. [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

flexibility, thicker periosteum, and the dense annular fibers of
the disk structures allowing greater distribution of forces without
disruption of the bony structures (34,35).
Flexion-distraction fractures of the spine have been classically
referred to as “seat-belt-type injury” because partially or improperly restrained occupants (including children) are prone to flexion-distraction motion of the spine, especially at the lumbar
spine level (Fig. 7) (36). Distraction of the spine is defined by
failure of the posterior and middle columns under tension force
generated by violent anterior flexion (5,36). The chance fracture
describes one subtype of this injury where the fracture is propagated through the bony components of the posterior column and
the most anterior portion of the anterior column functions as a
hinge and may also suffer anterior column compression injury as
a result of hyperflexion (37).
Fracture–dislocation injuries can occur under compression,
tension, rotation, or shear force (Fig. 8) (6,15,29). The fundamental difference between fracture–dislocation and essential
compression fracture is the rupture of the interspinous ligaments
allowing dislocation of the vertebra. Fracture–dislocation refers
to failure of all three columns (29). There are multiple subtypes
dependent on the directionality of shear and position of locking
facets. This injury tends to be associated with high probability
of severe neurological complications due to translation of force
to the spinal cord.
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FIG. 7––Flexion-distraction fracture of the thoracolumbar spine. (A) Distraction of the spine is defined as failure of the posterior and middle columns due to violent anterior flexion. (B) The Chance fracture is one subtype
of this injury. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 8––Fracture–dislocation of the thoracolumbar spine. Occurs though
a myriad of mechanisms, including compression, tension, rotation, or shear
(shown). Characterized by failure of all three columns. [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Lumbar Fractures and Child Abuse
Child abuse is an uncommon cause of thoracolumbar fractures
and represents a minority of all pediatric thoracolumbar fractures
(3,19,38–40). Our review of the literature revealed only 41 cases

of lumbar or thoracolumbar fractures in infants and toddlers
from child abuse, as reported in 16 papers (11,18,19,21,38,40–
48). These fractures are commonly located from T11 to L3.
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FIG. 9––Hyperextension fracture of the thoracolumbar spine. Overstretching of the spine causing rupture of the anterior longitudinal ligament and
anterior-to-posterior fracture of the vertebral body. [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

They are more common in children under two years of age, and
the actual number of cases is widely acknowledged to be higher
due to underreporting and difficulty in diagnosing such injuries
in the very young.
Vertebral body fractures are generally considered to have
moderate specificity for child abuse. These fractures are felt to
be highly specific for child abuse if the injury is unexplained or
inconsistent with the history, or if the injury is not consistent
with the child’s developmental age and abilities (3,18,20,38,
40,49). It is also considered highly specific for child abuse when
the child is under two years of age (50).
In most of the reported cases of abusive thoracolumbar fractures, the mechanism of fracture is unknown primarily due to the
lack of causal information and self-preservation of involved parties. When thoracolumbar fractures are caused by child abuse,
there is a greater incidence of concomitant skeletal and visceral
injuries and death (17,23,27,51). One of the common life-threatening injuries associated with thoracolumbar vertebral body fractures
is laceration or transection of the abdominal aorta, as it directly
overlies the spine until its distal bifurcation into the common iliac
arteries. The aorta can be injured through direct blunt force trauma
applied anteriorly from the abdomen or indirect blunt force trauma
applied posteriorly from the back (18,44,52).
Hyperextension injuries of the thoracolumbar spine are rare;
acute hyperextension fracture–dislocation injuries are exceedingly rare, reported in only a few case reports. It can occur when
there is a forceful blow to the face/forehead, forceful blow to the
lower back with the abdomen against a fixed object like a wall,
or when there is substantial force to the lower back applied over
a fulcrum, such as a knee or arm of a sofa (18–20,45). This
exaggerated overstretching of the lower spine is characterized by
rupture of the anterior longitudinal ligament and fracture of the
posterior column (Fig. 9). This injury was previously known as

“lumberjack paraplegia” due to its occurrence among timber
workers being hit by falling trees (37,53). Because the anterior
spinal column is, in part, supported by significant musculature
(e.g., muscles of the abdominal wall), these injuries require substantial force typically not seen in low energy trauma. Spinal
cord injuries are common with hyperextension fractures, as the
increased flexibility of the pediatric vertebral column leads to
relative fixation and functional shortening of the spinal cord that
renders it more vulnerable to injury (19).
Review of current literature only yielded two cases of abusive lumbar fracture due to hyperextension of the spine in a
child, and both were fatal. Lieberman (2010) reported the death
of a 3-1/2 year old with complete fracture–dislocation at level
of the L2/L3. Histologic evaluation of the fracture site showed
acute and chronic changes indicating repetitive injury. Dudley
(2014) reported the death of a 30-month old with fracture of
the vertebral body at L1/L2. Both cases were associated with
disruption of the anterior longitudinal ligament, transection of
the abdominal aorta, and massive retroperitoneal hemorrhage.
Two additional cases of lumbar fractures in young children
who survived their injuries were reported. In these reports, the
authors speculated that hyperextension of the spine may have
been the mechanism of injury, but there is no mention of rupture
of the anterior longitudinal ligament or other substantive evidence in the reports to confirm their hypotheses. These reports
were of a 16 month old with fracture of the L3 vertebral body
and transection of the abdominal aorta (44), and a 15 month old
with fracture–dislocation of the L1/L2 vertebral body, soft tissue
hemorrhage, and spinal cord compression (33).
Conclusion
We report the death of a 29-month-old man due to blunt force
trauma to the back-causing hyperextension fracture of the L4 vertebral body. The most likely mechanism was forced hyperextension
of the lumbar spine over a fulcrum causing anterior to posterior
propagation of the fracture through the L4 vertebral body. Modes of
reasonable accidental injuries must be limited not only by the age of
the individual but also by their specific set of developmental capabilities. Injuries which appear out of proportion to the described
mechanism should be meticulously scrutinized.
Understanding of the biomechanics of the pediatric spine is
vital to reconstruction of the necessary mechanism and force
required to produce the specific pattern of spinal injury.
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A Preliminary Forensic Entomological Study of
Beetles (Coleoptera) in Interior Alaska, USA*

ABSTRACT: Forensic entomology uses knowledge of arthropod ecology to help solve crimes. There has been no published forensic ento-

mological research in Alaska. We used one piglet carcass split in half to create two carcass plots in Fairbanks (~64.8°N, subarctic) that were
sampled over a period of 59 days in 2019. Four pitfall traps were placed around each carcass, and four similarly arranged pitfall traps were
placed 40 m distant as controls. Traps were emptied approximately weekly covering the first four stages of decomposition. We focused on
adults of the larger-bodied (>9 mm) families and subfamilies of Coleoptera: Staphylinidae (subfamily Staphylininae), Carabidae, and Silphidae.
A total of 621 specimens were collected and processed: 29 staphylinines, 210 carabids, and 382 silphids. A one-way ANOVA showed no significant difference between the mean numbers of staphylinines or carabids caught in carcass versus control traps. Silphids showed significantly
greater mean number of beetles caught in carcass traps relative to control traps. Four species of Silphidae were documented, but contrary to
similar studies, the vast majority of specimens belonged to two species of Nicrophorus (N. vespilloides Herbst and N. investigator Zetterstedt).
Each of the three target taxa showed a peak in the number of specimens collected during the bloat stage of decomposition despite the carabid
peak being driven by a phytophagous species.

KEYWORDS: decomposition, subarctic, high latitude, forensic entomology, Coleoptera, Silphidae
Forensic entomology applies knowledge of arthropods to help
investigators solve criminal cases (1). Insect evidence can help
in identifying key suspects and narrow down estimates of the
postmortem Interval. Alaska, the largest and northernmost US
state, has a uniquely cold climate, acted in part as a glacial refugium, and has had historical biogeographic connections to Asia.
These factors may have resulted in unique aspects of the insects
associated with corpse decomposition. Studies on the decomposition of salmon carcasses (2–4), vertebrate scavenging on moose
carcasses (5), and basic faunistics of carrion-associated insects
such as blow flies and carrion beetles (6,7) have been conducted
in Alaska. However, to the best of our knowledge there are no
published forensic entomology studies that have been conducted
in Alaska. There is therefore a lack of information on the insect
species’ diversity and timing of events associated with decomposing terrestrial carrion in Alaska. The northernmost forensic
entomology study in North America was conducted in Whitehorse (60.7°N), Yukon Territory, Canada (8), approximately
820 km southeast of Fairbanks, Alaska. Weather conditions in
interior Alaska can be extreme, winters are long, with temperatures dropping at times lower than 40°C, with summers,
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although short, consisting of long days with sunlight in midsummer lasting up to 21+ hours. These high-latitude subarctic conditions could potentially cause changes in the duration of
decomposition stages and the succession of insects on a corpse.
Typically, five decomposition stages are associated with large
corpses although different names for these stages are in use
(8,9): fresh, bloat, active decay, advanced decay, and dry
remains. Arthropods play a huge role in the rate of corpse
decomposition and arrive sometimes only a few hours after the
time of death and continue to arrive as the corpse decays until
the final stage of decomposition ends (9). Carrion is known to
attract many Diptera, primarily Calliphoridae (blow flies) and
Sarcophagidae (flesh flies), and many studies are focused on
these taxa but various families of Coleoptera are also key participants in corpse decomposition (1,10).
We focused on the larger-bodied families of Coleoptera
(>9 mm) that would be most obvious to those investigating a
corpse at a crime scene. We wanted to determine the strength of
association of each taxon with carrion and during which decomposition stage each taxon was most abundant.

Methods
Study Site Conditions
This study was carried out in Fairbanks, Alaska (approximately 64.8°N latitude, Table 1), in the subarctic, within the boreal forest consisting primarily of a mix of white spruce (Picea
glauca (Moench) Voss), Alaskan paper birch (Betula neoalaskana Sarg.), quaking aspen (Populus tremuloides Michx.), and
balsam poplar (Populus balsamifera L.). Fairbanks is located at
131 m above sea level, and average daily temperatures during
© 2020 American Academy of Forensic Sciences
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TABLE 1––Latitude and longitude coordinates (WGS84 datum) of pig carcass and control plots where specimens were collected in Fairbanks, Alaska.
CODE
P1
C1
P2
C2

Latitude

Longitude

64.871305°N
64.871244°N
64.870865°N
64.870833°N

147.863849°W
147.864722°W
147.865126°W
147.866389°W

our study ranged between 11.1°C (52°F) and 23.3°C (74°F) with
an average of the daily temperature over the study period of
18.08°C (64.56°F) (11). Day length at the start of the study was
21 h and 49 min and by the end of the study had dropped to
16 h and 22 min.
Field Sampling
One previously deceased and frozen Sus scrofa domesticus
of 8.2 kg donated to the University of Alaska Fairbanks
Department of Veterinary Medicine by a local meat market
was used to model human decomposition. No IACUC review
process was needed since the pig was already dead before the
start of the study. This relatively small-bodied pig would
model an infant human. Pig carrion was used in this study to
model human remains due to its similarities such as lack of
heavy fur and similar body composition (12). The pig was
thawed and cut in half. Each half was weighed and coded.
The front half of the pig was coded P1, which included the
head, front legs and upper abdomen, and weighed 4.2 kg. The
rear half of the pig was coded P2, which included the lower
half of the abdomen, hind legs, and rear, weighing 4.0 kg
(Table 1).
The pig halves were transferred to a young experimentally
managed Populus balsamnifera orchard on the University of
Alaska Fairbanks campus “T-Field” surrounded by a >2 m metal
fence to exclude large vertebrates. The pig halves were placed
40 m apart in metal, unlined dog cages (19″ 9 12″ 9 14″)
which were secured to the ground with ground stakes to eliminate possible disturbance from smaller vertebrates such as ravens
but allowed full access by insects. Ground vegetation was primarily grasses and forbs: Chamaenerion angustifolium (L.)
Scop. and Vicia cracca L.
Collections of trap contents were made for a period of
59 days. The first trap sample was made after 3 days to correspond with the fresh stage of decomposition with weekly
samples during the bloat and active decay stages and bi- or
tri-weekly samples during the advanced decay stage (Table 2).
Four pitfall traps, each a yellow plastic cup 10 cm diameter,
containing nontoxic propylene glycol-based Sierra © brand
antifreeze, were set into the ground around each side of the

FIG. 1––Four pitfall traps arranged around a cage holding half a piglet
carcass. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

cages, within ~16 cm of the cages, in a North, South, East,
West arrangement (Fig. 1). Each pitfall trap was covered with
a metal pie pan held about 8 cm above the ground using
ground stakes to eliminate rain. Control traps lacking pig carcasses were set into the ground in the same pattern about
40 m from each of the pig cages, in identical habitat, and
were coded C1 and C2 (Table 1).
Pitfall trap contents were poured through a ~10 9 10 cm
mosquito net filter cloth which drained excess propylene glycol
into a new pitfall trap cup and held the specimens on the filter
cloth. Samples were each labeled with the corresponding date
and location code, and placed into Whirl-Pak © bags and frozen
until sorting and preparation of the specimens. Trap periods are
listed in Table 2. The four traps at each of the four plots were
pooled for each sample period yielding 24 samples.
Unhealthy air conditions from thick smoke as a result of
numerous forest fires in the area resulted in some skipped
sample weeks during the advanced decay stage, reducing the
total sample periods from 9 planned to 6 actual (Table 2). To
handle these missed sample weeks for phenology graphing,
we corrected the data by dividing the resulting catch by the
number of weeks. For example, if 1 week was skipped, the
resulting catch would include 2 weeks of accumulated specimens (eg. 28 specimens) which were then divided in half
(e.g., 14 specimens for each of the 2 weeks). This procedure
allowed a more accurate representation of abundance over
time and a more accurate estimate of sample means for statistical analysis.

TABLE 2––Trap periods in which 24 samples were collected at approximately weekly intervals with corresponding approximate decay stage and day length
(hours:minutes) indicated.
DATES (2019)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

June 19–21
June 21–29
June 29–July 5
July 5–19
July 19–August 9
August 9–16
†

Decay Stage

Day Length†

P1

C1

P2

C2

Fresh
Bloat
Active decay
Advanced decay
Advanced decay
Advanced decay

21:49
21:41
21:19
20:20
18:23
16:46

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

Daylength data from https://www.timeanddate.com/sun/usa/fairbanks
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Laboratory Methods
During the sorting process, specimens were emptied into a
U.S.A. standard test Sieve (0.0041 inch equivalent), rinsed with
water, placed in 70% ethanol in a sorting tray and then examined under a Leica dissecting microscope, pinned or pointed and
placed in unit trays to be identified and counted. Because of
considerable debris in the trap samples sorting, a sample would
often require multiple pours into a sorting tray to reduce the density of specimens and debris and increase the likelihood of finding all target taxa. Target taxa included adults of the following
coleopteran families: Carabidae, Silphidae, and large-bodied
(>9 mm) Staphylinidae. Silphidae were identified to species
using the key in (7), Staphylinidae to genus using the keys in
(13), and Carabidae to species using the keys in (14) and (15).
A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with the factor
being the four plot types (C1, C2, P1, P2) and the response variable being the mean number of beetles trapped was performed
using R version 4.0.0 (16) in RStudio version 1.2.5042 (17). A
Tukey multiple comparisons of means test was performed in R
to determine if the replicates were significantly different (P1 vs.
P2, and C1 versus C2) using the full Coleoptera data and they
were not (p < 0.92), thus indicating each set of traps was sampling the same community in the same way. To determine if
temperatures influenced our beetle counts, weekly mean temperature (°C) was used as a predictor variable in a regression in R
with Coleoptera counts as the response variable. We used Pearson’s chi-squared test with a Bonferroni correction at
alpha = 0.05 to test the null hypothesis that each species would
be equally abundant in each trap type, limiting our tests to species that had total counts greater than or equal to six.
Google Sheets and Microsoft Excel were used to prepare
graphs of changing abundance over time. Voucher specimens of
all target taxa have been archived in the University of Alaska
Museum Insect Collection. Specimen data can be retrieved from
the following URL http://arctos.database.museum/saved/forensic.
Data used and R code for statistical analyses are available at
https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.12330551.

investigator, and N. vespilloides) represented 78% of the catch
(Table 4). Nine species of beetles had total catches larger than
or equal to six specimens allowing us to perform a chi-square
test of the null hypothesis that they would be equally abundant
in both carcass and control traps. Of those nine, six had significant values rejecting the null hypothesis (Table 4).
Discussion
Four of the five decomposition stages were observed, and the
majority of specimens were caught during the first three stages
(fresh, bloat, and active decay) with a peak in numbers during
the bloat stage. Temperature did not covary with counts of captured Coleoptera (Fig. 2). This is despite the well-known relationship between temperature and insect activity. Temperature
varied relatively little over the course of the study. Decomposition stage was a stronger predictor of beetle activity than temperature.
Carabid abundance peaked in both carcass and control traps
suggesting carabid activity was likely not driven primarily by
the presence of the carcasses. The majority of carabids (77%)
belonged to the genera Amara and Harpalus, which are phytophagous as adults—feeding on seeds and pollen—unlike most
carabids which are predators (14). Thus, their presence at carcass
traps was likely due more to random chance than an attraction to
the carrion. Only the most abundant carabid, H. somnulentus,
was significantly more common in carcass traps than control
traps (Table 4)—an observation that is hard to explain given this
species is phytophagous. Calathus ingratus was the only species

Results
Over the 59-day collection period, four of the five decomposition stages were observed: fresh, bloat, active decay, and
advanced decay, in which the study ended. Weekly average temperatures recorded in the Fairbanks area ranged from a low of
14.72°C (58.5°F) to a high of 21.46°C (70.64°F) and showed no
relationship with beetle abundance (Fig. 2, R2 = 0.1524,
F = 1.259, p = 0.2989). A total of 621 Coleoptera in our focal
taxa were collected and processed. The majority of specimens
(382, 62%) were silphids. A minority of specimens (29, 4.7%)
were large-bodied staphylinines, and 210 specimens (34%) were
carabids. A one-way ANOVA showed no statistically significant
difference between the mean number of staphylinines or carabids
in carcass versus control traps (p > 0.05) (Table 3). The mean
number of silphids and all Coleoptera combined was significantly greater (p < 0.016) in carcass versus control traps
(Table 3). Each of the three target taxa showed a peak in the
number of specimens collected during the second trap period
beginning on 21 June 2019 and ending on 29 June 2019 which
corresponds with the bloat stage of decomposition (Fig. 3). Nine
species of carabids, four species of silphids, and four species of
staphylinines were documented (Table 4). Of the 621 specimens
collected, just three species (Harpalus somnulentus, Nicrophorus

FIG. 2––Nonsignificant relationship (p = 0.2989) between Coleoptera
counts and weekly mean temperatures in degrees C during the 59-day period
from June 19, 2019, through August 16, 2019. Temperature data from The
Alaska Climate Research Center (5).

TABLE 3––ANOVA results comparing mean number of beetles caught in
carcass vs control traps by beetle taxon.
taxon
Staphylinidae
Carabidae
Silphidae
Coleoptera
* indicates significant p values.

F Value

p Value

1.283
0.326
6.049
4.017

0.297
0.806
0.0022*
0.0156*
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FIG. 3––The number of large-bodied (A) Staphylininae, (B) Carabidae, (C) Silphidae, and (D) all Coleoptera specimens collected per trap period at two pig
carcasses (P1-diamonds, P2-triangles) and two control sites (C1-squares, C2-x) during the 59-day period from June 19, 2019, through August 16, 2019. Beetle
specimen count on y-axis, date on x-axis.

in the entire study with significantly more specimens caught in
control than carcass traps—as if these beetles were actively
avoiding the carcasses (Table 4). This species also showed a

significant negative association with carcass traps in Yellowstone
National Park (18), so perhaps this species does actively avoid
carcasses. Bornemissza’s work in Australia (19) showed many

TABLE 4––List of target taxon species trapped with number of specimens caught listed by trap sample and decay stage. See Table 2 for dates of sample periods. Sample period decay stages 1 = fresh, 2 = bloat, 3 = active decay, 4–6 = advanced decay. Specimen counts are presented as # of specimens at carcass
traps/# of specimens at control traps; zeroes are indicated by dashes. Chi-square value for species with 6 or more total specimens, with df = 1 and associated
p value with Bonferroni adjustment with significance at p value < 0.005.
Sample Period + Specimen Counts
Family
Carabidae
Carabidae
Carabidae
Carabidae
Carabidae
Carabidae
Carabidae
Carabidae
Carabidae
Silphidae
Silphidae
Silphidae
Silphidae
Staphylinidae
Staphylinidae
Staphylinidae
Staphylinidae

Species
Amara sinuosa (Casey 1918)
Amara torrida (Panzer, 1796)
Calathus ingratus Dejean 1828
Carabus chamissonis Fischer 1820
Harpalus laticeps LeConte 1850
Harpalus nigritarsis Sahlberg 1827
Harpalus somnulentus Dejean 1829
Pterostichus adstrictus Esch. 1823
Pterostichus (Cryobius) sp.
Nicrophorus investigator Zett. 1824
Nicrophorus vespilloides Herbst 1783
Thanatophilus lapponicus (Herbst)
Thanatophilus sagax (Mann. 1853)
Creophilus maxillosus (Linn. 1758)
Dinothenarus capitatus (Bland 1864)
Philonthus sp.
Quedius labradorensis Smetana 1965

* indicates significant values.

1
–/1
–/1
–/1
–/–
–/–
1/–
6/1
–/–
–/–
17/–
24/–
8/–
2/–
–/–
–/–
–/–
–/1

2

3

4

5

6

–/–
–/2
2/6
–/–
–/–
–/–
29/13
1/–
1/1
65/–
57/–
19/–
–/–
2/–
–/–
3/–
3/5

–/–
–/2
2/3
–/–
–/–
1/–
27/12
2/–
–/–
22/–
21/2
9/–
–/–
–/–
–/–
4/–
1/2

–/1
–/1
1/6
–/3
1/–
1/1
25/18
–/–
–/1
43/–
14/2
6/–
–/–
–/–
1/–
–/–
–/2

–/2
–/–
–/3
1/4
–/–
–/–
4/5
2/–
–/–
34/–
18/–
1/–
–/–
–/–
–/–
–/–
–/–

–/–
–/–
–/–
5/1
–/–
–/–
4/3
1/1
–/–
7/–
10/1
–/–
–/–
–/–
–/–
5/–
–/–

Chi-square

p Value

6
8.167
0.286

0.0143
0.0043*
0.5930

12.578
3.571

0.0004*
0.0588

188
129.67
43

0.0000*
0.0000*
0.0000*

12
2.571

0.0005*
0.1088
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soil and litter dwelling taxa in the study region disappeared once
decomposition of pig carcasses began and returned only long
after the carcasses had entered the final stage of decomposition.
This deterrent effect of carrion has received far less study than
the attractive effect of carrion decay (20).
Carabid numbers peaked during sample periods 2-4 simultaneously with silphid and staphylinid numbers, corresponding to the
bloat and active decay stages. Given there was no significant difference in the mean number of carabids in carcass versus control
traps and no relation to weekly mean temperatures, perhaps the
peak in numbers during the early sample periods resulted from
normal seasonal population increases. The only other study to
document seasonal activity of carabids in Alaska found no
increase in numbers until September and October, near the end
of the season (21). However, the dominant species of carabids
sampled by Pantoja et al. (21) included no Harpalus species and
H. somnulentus was by far the dominant carabid species driving
the early season peak in numbers in our study. Unfortunately,
there is no compelling explanation for the peak in carabid numbers coincident with silphid and staphylinid numbers. It is likely
the decay of these pig carcasses would provide nutrient boosts
to the plants adjacent to them. Numerous studies have shown
carrion decomposition provides a flush of nutrients to the soil,
creating islands across a landscape in which plant growth is
increased (20,22–25). However, this effect on plants would not
be immediate so it remains hard to explain the significantly
greater catch of the phytophagous H. somnulentus in carcass
traps so early in the decay process. If fertilization of nearby
plants is part of explanation, important questions remain—do
these beetles detect the carcass and are drawn toward it to feed
on more nutrient-rich vegetation? This is an example with relevance to forensic investigations of how a taxon with no clear
association with carcasses can appear to have an association.
Only by use of control, noncarcass, sampling can the strength of
association be tested. This also stresses the importance of identifying specimens at least to genus because by doing so one can
access information on diet preference.
Staphylininae are species-rich predators and have been the
focus of prior forensic entomological research (10) which documented habitat specificity and seasonality that could help indicate season of death and relocation of a corpse. Contrary to
expectation, we found no significant difference in the mean
numbers of Staphylininae captured in carcasses versus control
traps. However, our sample size may have been too small with
only 29 specimens. Three of the four staphylinine taxa we documented are well-known carrion and dung associates (Creophilus,
Dinothenarus, and some species of Philonthus [13), and indeed,
none of the specimens of these genera were caught in control
traps. Philonthus sp. was the only staphylinine caught in large
enough numbers to show a significant association with carcass
traps (Table 4). The lack of a significant association with carcasses for the mean values of the family was caused by the species Quedius labradorensis, which was caught in relatively high
numbers in control traps.
It is possible that the dense smoke that prevented us from collecting trap samples also reduced insect activity and accentuated
the magnitude of the peak in numbers prior to the smoke, during
the early sample periods. All focal taxa showed their lowest
counts in late July and early August when the smoke was most
intense and subsequently increased in numbers, albeit slightly,
thereafter. However, the spike in beetle numbers at the start of
the study with a subsequent decline is typical of carrion decomposition studies (e.g., 1,19).

Unsurprisingly, Silphidae were the dominant large-bodied
Coleoptera at each of the two pig carcasses. However, surprisingly, nicrophorines far outnumbered silphines. The study in
Yukon, Canada (8), found the silphine Thanatophilus lapponicus as their dominant silphid but did not provide specimen
counts within species making it difficult to compare our
results to theirs. They reported the silphid Nicrophorus hybridus Hatch & Angell as well, although presumably in lower
numbers since they did not describe it to be a dominant species. We expect that they likely misidentified the Nicrophorus
they collected because N. hybridus does not occur as far north
as the Yukon (there are no verified records north of 54°N latitude)—it is more likely they had captured one of the species
we documented, N. investigator, a close relative of N. hybridus, and well known to occur at high latitudes throughout
the holarctic (7,26).
This dominance by silphines differs from our findings in which
two Nicrophorus species were dominant with a total of 337
(88.2%) specimens compared with only 45 (11.8%) specimens of
silphines. Our results are unusual because Nicrophorus are wellknown specialists on small carcasses (<300 g, typically <100 g
[27) that they can bury for reproduction and our pig carcasses were
well above this size (>4 kg). Although Nicrophorus use small carcasses for breeding, they will come to larger carcasses for feeding
and mating. This may explain their presence at the pig carcasses in
our study. It is also possible the pig carcasses, perhaps due to having been split in half, gave off a reduced odor signal similar to that
emitted by small carcasses. Silphines like T. lapponicus are well
known to be reproductively active at large carcasses (7). Working
with bison and elk carcasses in Yellowstone National Park in
1993, Sikes (18) reported over 7,000 specimens of T. lapponicus
trapped around large carcasses with a mere four specimens of this
species collected in control traps. A similar study in Yellowstone
National Park (28), based on (18), also reported massive numbers
of silphids at large carcass traps relative to control traps (14,861
specimens vs. 1114 specimens), with T. lapponicus representing
60.6% of their total catch of 24,209 beetle specimens at all sites.
Our finding of dominance by nicrophorines is unusual and
requires further study to explain. This and other questions raised
by our results might be answered by a larger, multi-year replication of this study.
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An Analysis of Forensically Important Insects
Associated with Human Remains in Indiana,
U.S.A.*

ABSTRACT: Research documenting insect colonization of human remains is limited in North America, and currently nonexistent for the
American Midwest. Such research is essential for forensic entomologists to identify species of research interest in a region. In this study, we
collected insects from human remains in 24 cases across Indiana from June 2016 through September 2018. We analyzed species composition
across scene type and season. Eight species of blow flies were collected as larvae from human remains, with Phormia regina and Lucilia sericata as the two predominant colonizers. Phormia regina was the most numerous species collected from outdoor scenes (73.6% of total collections) while L. sericata was the most numerous from the indoor scenes (60.4% of total collections). With scene types pooled, Calliphora
vicina and Cochliomya macellaria were the predominant species in the fall (55.6% and 42.2%, respectively); P. regina was the dominant colonizer in the spring (68.6%); and P. regina and L. sericata were the predominant colonizers (46.5% and 44.4%, respectively) in the summer. In
addition to these findings, we confirmed the first record of Lucilia cuprina colonizing human remains in Indiana having collected this species
from three cases. A single adult Chrysomya megacephala was collected from an indoor scene in southern Indiana, which represents its second
collection in the state. Beetles belonging to the families Staphylinidae, Silphidae, Histeridae, Cleridae, Trogidae, Dermestdae, and Nitidulidae
were also collected from two outdoor scenes. This study provides important baseline data for forensic entomologists in Indiana, as well as surrounding states with similar environments.

KEYWORDS: forensic entomology, Calliphoridae, blow flies, human remains, Phormia regina, Lucilia sericata, Lucilia cuprina, Calliphora
vicina, Cochliomyia macellaria

In legal investigations, insect evidence is often overlooked
and underrated. In medicolegal death investigations, forensic
entomologists utilize such evidence to provide supplementary
information to a case, such as if the body has been relocated, if
drugs are present in the decedent, and approximate time of death
(1,2). Insect and other arthropod evidence can be used to determine the time of (insect) colonization (TOC), which in turn can
be used to estimate the minimum postmortem interval (mPMI),
or time between death and discovery of the decedent (3).
In these investigations, one of the primary tasks of forensic
entomologists is the identification of the insects and other arthropods that have colonized human remains. Although there are
several surveys of forensically relevant insects collected in different geographic regions, many of these surveys are limited in
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scope, and many regions in North America have not been surveyed at all. For North America, there is currently published
information pertaining to the insects collected from human
remains for Hawaii (4), British Columbia (5), and Texas (3,6).
Sanford (3,6) are the most comprehensive of these surveys, providing an analysis of over 200 forensic entomology cases in
Texas, and an examination of multiple factors associated with
medicolegal death investigations. Sanford (3) describes the types
of scenes, stages of decomposition, temperature, humidity, and
manners of death, and provides a comprehensive list of all species collected in each case. Sanford (6) also discusses the differences in the trapping methods of adult insects collected at
scenes, giving suggestions for proper methods to collect and rear
insects in medicolegal death investigations. No such comprehensive study exists in the American Midwest, however. The goal
of this present study is to identify insects associated with human
remains in Indiana.

Materials and Methods
Collection and Morphological Identification
Insects were obtained from human remains in 24 investigations handled by the Indiana State Police (ISP), Tippecanoe
County Coroner’s Office (TCC), or a private Forensic Pathologist office—Central Indiana Forensic Associates, LLC (CIFA)—
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19 PCR buffer, 4 mM MgCl2, 200 lM dNTP’s, 25 pm of each
primer, C1-J-1751 (50 - GGATCACCTGATATAGCATTCCC 30 ) and TL2-N-3014 (50 - CGAGGTATTCCAGCAAGTCC - 30 )
and 0.5 U Taq polymerase. PCR reactions were run on a SimpliAmp thermocycler (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA,
USA). Cycling conditions consisted of 35 cycles at 95°C for
1 min, followed by 45°C for 1 min, followed by 72°C for
2 min. There was a final extension period at 72°C for 5 min.
Products were visualized on a 1.5% agarose gel using UV transillumination.
Forward and reverse sequencing reactions with internal primers (C1-J-2183 50 - CAACATTTATTTTGATTTTTTGG - 30 )
and C1-N-2329 (50 - ACTGTAAATATATGATGAGCTCA - 30 )
were performed by the Arizona State University Core Research
Facility. Sequences were visualized in 4 Peaks for assessment of
quality and transferred into MEGAX for sequence trimming.
Sequences (accession numbers MT681197–MT691199) were
compared against both NCBI BLAST and Barcode of Life Database (BOLD) for species identity.

between June 2016 and September 2018. Crime scene investigators, deputy coroners, a forensic pathologist technician, or a
forensic entomologist made the collections either at the scene or
during autopsy. All larvae were collected using forceps and/or a
plastic spoon and were placed into a 250 mL plastic deli container with a breathable lid (air holes) and a food source, either
tuna fish or beef liver, for rearing. In the laboratory, the specimens were transferred to a 946 mL plastic deli container with a
breathable lid (mesh top) and placed on pine shavings. The larval specimens were reared out under a fume hood at ~23°C. The
number of specimens collected in each case varied depending on
the number of life stages present and the collector. In some
cases, adult flies and beetles were also collected.
Larvae were reared to adulthood and were identified morphologically (7–9). One case resulted in unsuccessful eclosion of
any adults but contained five unhatched pupae. Molecular analyses were used to determine the identification of these specimens.
Beetles were identified down to the lowest taxonomic level possible (10,11). For each scene, environmental conditions (temperature, humidity, and precipitation), time of year (season), and
scene location (indoor or outdoor) were recorded (Table 1). Relative abundance of larval collections was analyzed by season
and scene type.

Results
Insects Collected
The 24 cases analyzed represented 14 counties in Indiana
(Fig. 1), including northern, central, and southern Indiana. Of
the larval specimens collected, five genera and eight species of
blow fly were represented (Table 2), which included the blue
bottle, Calliphora vicina (Robineau-Desvoidy), hairy maggot
blow fly, Chrysomya rufifacies (Macquart), secondary screwworm, Cochliomyia macellaria (Townsend), bronze bottle fly,

DNA Extraction and Cytochrome Oxidase I (COI) Sequencing
DNA was extracted from five individual unhatched pupae
using the Qiagen DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit as per the manufacturer’s protocols. DNA was re-suspended in 100 lL TE buffer. An approximate 1100 bp region of the cytochome oxidase I
(COI) gene was amplified. The PCR reaction mix consisted of

TABLE 1––Environmental variables collected at each of the 24 scenes.

Scene
Type

Relative
Humidity
(%) Day Range

Total
Precipitation
(cm)

Precipitation
(Y/N)

(3.33–12.78)
(12.78–27.22)
(13.89–23.89)
(7.22–12.78)
(1.67–11.67)
(12.22–26.11)
(18.33–28.89)
(12.22–26.11)
(20.56–34.44)
(19.44–32.33)
(16.67–30.00)
(15.56–28.33)
(18.33–28.33)
(12.22–26.11_
(18.15–26.57)
(17.22–28.89)
(16.67–29.44)
(19.44–26.67)
(21.67–23.33)
(16.67–23.33)
(19.81–24.63)
(20.56–31.11)
(21.11–31.67)

74–100
49–100
51–100
77–97
59–100
17–65
42–100
40–97
29–93
59–97
30–93
46–100
58–100
47–100
65–100
61–100
56–100
54–91
72–97
76–100
47–91
40–87
40–84

1.75
0
0
0.61
0
0
1.09
0
0
0.66
0
0
0
0
0
0.13
0
0.03
1.42
0
0.03
1.68
0

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y

23.89 (20.56–24.44)

76–100

0

Y

Case
Number

Avg. Temp (°C)
(Day Temp Range)

Season

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Fa
Fa
Fa
Sp
Sp
Sp
Sp
Sp
Sp
Su
Su
Su
Su
Su
Su
Su
Su
Su
Su
Su
Su
Su
Su

Indoor
Indoor
Outdoor
Indoor
Indoor
Indoor
Indoor
Indoor
Outdoor
Indoor
Indoor
Outdoor
Indoor
Indoor
Outdoor
Outdoor
Outdoor
Outdoor
Outdoor
Outdoor
Outdoor
Indoor
Indoor

6.11
20.00
18.33
13.89
6.42
18.61
21.94
19.72
26.11
23.58
21.39
20.56
22.50
18.92
19.83
20.00
23.33
27.50
22.44
17.50
21.78
24.33
24.00

24

Su

Outdoor

Larval Species Collected
C. vicina
Sarcophagidae
C. macellaria, P. regina
C. vicina, P. regina
C. vicina, L. sericata, P. regina
L. sericata, P. regina
L. cuprina, L. sericata, P. regina
L. sericata, P. regina
C. macellaria, P. regina
L. sericata, P. regina
C. macellaria, L. illustris, P. regina
C. macellaria, P. regina
L. coeruleiviridis, L. sericata
L. sericata
C. macellaria, P. regina
P. regina
P. regina
L. sericata, P. regina
L. coeruleiviridis
P. regina
C. macellaria, L. sericata, P. regina
C. macellaria, L. cuprina, L. sericata, P. regina
C. rufifacies, C. macellaria, L. cuprina,
L. sericata, P. regina
C. macellaria, L. cuprina, L. sericata, P. regina

For season, Su = summer, Sp = spring, and Fa = fall. Temperature (outside average and range), relative humidity range, and total precipitation are provided
for the day the remains were discovered. The last column (Precipitation Y/N) is referencing if precipitation occurred within the week prior to the discovery
date.
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C. macellaria and the oriental latrine fly Chrysomya megacephala (Fabricius). Other specimens collected included Phoridae
pupae, and adult Sarcophagidae from two indoor scenes. In addition to the larval and adult flies captured, 87 beetles were collected from two outdoor scenes. These beetle collections
comprised seven families, but were predominantly composed of
Silphidae (54%), followed by Staphylinidae (24%), Histeridae
(14%), and Cleridae (4.5%) (Table 4). All silphids and clerids
were identified down to species, with five silphid and two clerid
species represented (Table 4). Due to limited keys and difficulty
with identifications in the family Staphylinidae, only one common forensically important staphylinid, Creophilus maxillosus
L., was identified to species; the seven remaining staphylinid
specimens were only identified to family (Table 4).
Indoor Versus Outdoor Scenes

FIG. 1––Map of Indiana, highlighting the 14 counties in which larval
specimens were collected from human remains. Counties are numbered as
follows: 1 = Porter, 2 = Jasper, 3 = Pulaski, 4 = Marshall, 5 = White,
6 = Wabash, 7 = Tippecanoe, 8 = Jay, 9 = Fountain, 10 = Hamilton,
11 = Marion, 12 = Morgan, 13 = Scott, and 14 = Clark. Symbols within
each county indicate species collected as larvae from human remains. [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Lucilia cuprina (Wiedemann), green bottle flies, Lucilia coeruleiviridis (Macquart), Lucilia illustris (Meigen), and Lucilia sericata (Meigen), and the black blow fly, Phormia regina
(Meigen). Phormia regina larvae were the most commonly
encountered, representing 47.9% of all specimens collected,
while L. illustris was the least encountered species, with only
one individual collected (Table 2). Just under half of the cases
(N = 10) featured two different blow fly species colonizing the
remains, while some cases (N = 7) were colonized by three to
five different species. The remaining cases with larvae present
(N = 6) were colonized by a single species, which was most
often P. regina. One case resulted in five unhatched pupae.
DNA was successfully extracted, and approximately 650 bp of
the COI was sequenced from each pupa. All sequences assigned
species identity to L. coeruleiviridis in both NCBI and BOLD
with 100% support.
Furthermore, adult blow flies were also collected from scenes,
although in smaller quantities. A total of 32 adult blow flies
were collected, all from indoor scenes (Table 3). More than 53%
of these individuals were P. regina, with another 37% consisting
of L. sericata and one individual each of L. coeruleiviridis,

Thirteen cases (54%) represented indoor scenes, and eleven
cases (46%) represented outdoor scenes. Indoor scenes were
classified as those located within a building. In addition to being
the most common species overall, P. regina was also the most
abundant blow fly collected from outdoor scenes (73.6% of total
outdoor collections), whereas L. sericata was the most abundant
colonizer from indoor scenes (60.4% of total indoor collections;
Table 2). Three blow fly species were collected exclusively from
indoor scenes, C. vicina, C. rufifacies, and L. illustris (Table 1).
Cochliomyia
macellaria,
L. cuprina,
L. sericata,
L. coeruleivirdis, and P. regina were collected at both indoor
and outdoor scenes. Although L. cuprina represented only 3.7%
of the specimens collected from indoor scenes, for one scene,
they were the dominant colonizer (58.3% of total scene collections). One indoor scene had no colonization by blow flies
(based on adult emergence and pupal characteristics). Three flesh
fly (Sarcophagidae) adults emerged, and 24 sarcophagid pupae
were parasitized. Two other indoor scenes, in addition to blow
flies, resulted in the collection of three sarcophagids and 19
phorids.
Seasonality
The cool weather blue bottle fly, C. vicina, represented the
most abundant colonizer (55.9%) of the specimens collected during the fall. In addition to C. vicina, two other species, C. macellaria (42.2%) and P. regina (2.0%), colonized remains in the
fall (Fig. 2). In the spring, five species colonized remains,
C. vicina, C. macellaria, L. cuprina, L. sericata, and P. regina,
with P. regina representing more than 68% of specimens collected in the spring (Fig. 2). The highest blow fly diversity was
observed in the summer with seven different species collected,
including four Lucilia species, C. macellaria, C. rufifacies, and
P. regina. Of these seven species, P. regina was the most abundant (46.5%), followed by L. sericata (44.4%), and C. macellaria (6.0%).
Discussion
This study is the first to analyze blow fly species colonizing
human remains in Indiana. Nine species of blow flies were identified in this study, eight having been collected as larvae directly
from remains. Two of these species, C. megacephala and
L. cuprina, were first reported in the state within the last
10 years. Indiana’s first record of C. megacephala originates
from a study in which one female of this species was collected
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TABLE 2––Total number and proportions of larval individuals collected from indoor (N = 13) and outdoor (N = 11) scenes.

Species
Phormia regina
Lucilia sericata
Cochliomyia macellaria
Lucilia cuprina
Calliphora vicina
Chrysomya rufifacies
Lucilia coeruleiviridis
Lucilia illustris

Total No.
Collected

% of
Total
Collected (%)

No. of
Indoor
Cases
Found In

No. of
Outdoor
Cases
Found In

% of Total
Collected
Indoors (%)

% of
Total Collected
Outdoors (%)

1827
1576
240
92
63
6
6
1

47.9
41.4
6.0
2.4
1.7
0.2
0.2
<0.1

8
8
3
2
3
1
1
1

10
3
6
1
0
0
1
0

30.9
60.4
1.9
3.7
2.7
0.3
<0.1
<0.1

73.6
12.6
13.0
0.5
–
–
0.3
–

The second column refers to the percent of the total number of larvae in all of the collections. The last two columns (Total % indoor and Total % outdoor)
refer to the percentage of total number of individuals found at that scene type.

TABLE 3––Total number of adult blow flies collected from decedents at
indoor scenes.
Species

Total No.

Phormia regina
Lucilia sericata
Lucilia coeruleiviridis
Cochliomyia macellaria
Chrysomya megacephala

17
12
1
1
1

TABLE 4––Total number of adult beetles collected from outdoor scenes.
Family

No. Collected

Silphidae
Silphinae
Oiceoptoma noveboracense Forster (21)
Necrophila americana (L.) (1)
Nicrophorinae
Nicrophorus tomentosus Weber (14)
Necrodes surinamensis (F.) (10)
Nicrophorus pustulatus Herschel (1)
Staphylinidae
Creophilus maxillosus (14)
Species undetermined (7)
Histeridae
Cleridae
Necrobia ruficollis F. (3)
Necrobia rufipes DeGeer (1)
Trogidae
Dermestidae
Carabidae
Nitidulidae

47

21
12
4
1
1
1
1

Number in parentheses represent the total number of that species.

using traps baited with decomposing chicken liver attractant
(12). This 2013 specimen was collected in Marion county, in
central Indiana, whereas the specimen from this study collected
as an adult from an indoor scene was found in Clark county, in
the southern portion of the state (Fig. 1). Also collected was
L. cuprina, a blow fly species that, in addition to its forensic
importance, is economically and agriculturally relevant due to its
role as a facultative ectoparasite associated with myiasis of sheep
in Australia (13), New Zealand (14), and Africa (15). Although
L. cuprina has been recorded in various southern states from
Virginia to southern California, it was only recently documented

FIG. 2––Relative Abundance of larval blow flies collected from human
remains during each season (N = 102, 458, and 3251, for fall, spring, and
summer, respectively). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.c
om]

in Indiana in 2018 (16). In total, 28 L. cuprina specimens were
collected using a sweep net over traps baited with decomposing
chicken liver from four counties across central Indiana (16). In
the current study, over 92 larvae were collected from both
indoor and outdoor scenes, in three different counties, Jasper,
Morgan, and Clark, located in northern, central, and southern
Indiana, respectively (Fig. 1). The presence of L. cuprina at
multiple scenes across the state highlights northern population
expansion and illustrates the need of additional blow fly survey
work.
This study supports seasonal differences in blow fly species
composition which has been shown in other portions of the United States including California (17), South Carolina (18), and
New Jersey (19). Calliphora vicina are commonly associated
with cooler environments (18–20). In this study, they were collected in fall and spring and absent during the summer. They
were collected only from indoor scenes when the outside temperature averaged between 6.11°C and 13.89°C. According to
Hall (21), C. vicina can be found in abundance in March and
April, especially in the Midwest. Although this species was collected during the spring, higher numbers were collected in the
fall. This may be in part due to collecting techniques, but temperature ranges should also be considered when looking at presence/absence of species within a region.
Phormia regina and C. macellaria were collected across all
seasons and both at indoor and outdoor scenes. As seen here,
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P. regina is commonly collected across a variety of temperatures
and seasons (17,19) making it a valuable species to be studied.
Cochliomyia macellaria is a common colonizer of remains in
the southern portion of the United States; however, their southern populations have been negatively impacted by the introduction of the invasive and predatory blow fly C. rufifacies (21,22).
This new competition and changes in temperatures may have
influenced a shift in C. macellaria populations northward, making them another ideal species of study in Indiana. Lucilia spp.
are commonly associated with warmer weather (17,19), and in
this study, two species, L. sericata and L. cuprina, were collected during the spring, with all four Lucilia species being collected during the summer. These seasonal changes could have a
strong correlation to temperature or other environmental parameters, and survey work across the state and throughout the year
would strengthen the use of these insects in casework in this
region of the United States.
Lucilia coeruleiviridis is a commonly observed forensically
important fly arriving to and colonizing remains across the United States (19,23,24). However, this species is difficult to keep
in colony and only one paper has discussed its development
(25), and due to small sample size, it provides limited information. Slone and Gruner (24) did not analyze species composition
of larval aggregations on decomposing pig remains in Indiana,
but noted that they were dominated by L. coeruleiviridis. Given
this species commonly colonizes remains and is present in Indiana, the lack of information concerning its successful development in the laboratory is a severe hinderance to the field of
forensic entomology. Unsuccessful development of collected
specimens can lead to a loss of important information missed
during analyses. We experienced such a setback when all of the
entomological evidence from one of our cases resulted in
unhatched pupae, all of which were molecularly determined to
be L. coeruleiviridis. This stressed not only the need for additional, focused development data, but also the importance of
checking for uneclosed pupae when rearing entomological evidence, which can still provide valuable information.
The training levels of collectors may account for some of the
variation in collections between scenes, including the quantity of
blow flies and whether or not other noncalliphorid species were
collected. Due to the large geographic range over which the 24
cases took place, it was not always possible for a forensic entomologist to attend and collect insect evidence. Collectors were
composed of crime scene investigators, deputy coroners, and
forensic pathology technicians in addition to forensic entomologists. In the event that a forensic entomologist cannot be present
at the scene or autopsy, proper training of individuals responsible for collecting this evidence is imperative. Collection of adult
insects, eggs, larvae, pupae, and the importance of having proper
food resources, containers, and transportation of insect evidence
are all key issues to highlight during such training.
Although few studies have been published pertaining to forensically relevant insects collected from human remains, such
information is integral in determining which species should be
studied in a given area. With two new species records of blow
flies in Indiana in the last 7 years, more surveys should be conducted not only in this region, but also in many other areas
across the United States where baseline information is lacking.
The usefulness of the data presented here highlights the need for
further baseline information and biological surveys in the field
of forensic entomology for this and many other geographic
regions. This information interpreted within a background of
ecology and species distribution underscores the importance of

updating and expanding forensic entomological surveys to
strengthen insect evidence important in criminal and other investigations.
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Psychiatric and Forensic Differences Between
Men Charged with Sex Offences and Men
Charged with Other Offences

ABSTRACT: Studies on differences between individuals convicted of sexual offences and nonsexual offences are sparse and there is an on-

going debate as to whether sexual offenders differ from other offenders. The primary aim of this study was to determine demographic characteristics, prevalence of mental disorders, alcohol and drug use at the time of the crime and the criminal responsibility of individuals charged
with sexual offences, compared to nonsexual crimes, with the aim of bringing awareness to the similarities and differences between men
charged with sex offences and those charged with other crimes. This is a single-institution retrospective study of subjects charged with sexual
offences and sent for institutional psychiatric evaluation to a Forensic Psychiatric Centre in an urban, academic, tertiary-care center. The control
group consisted of individuals charged with nonsexual offences referred to the same center. Results showed significant differences between
individuals charged with sexual offences and nonsexual offences. Men charged with sex offences more frequently committed their crimes alone
and victimized children equally as often as adults. They also less frequently pleaded guilty in court. They were more likely to be abused in
childhood and more often had antisocial personality disorder and paraphilias and less often substance-related disorders. The majority were considered criminally responsible. Our results show that sex offenders are different from nonsex offenders in many characteristics of their personal
history, offence characteristics and forensic evaluations and these particular differences warrant different approaches to the prevention of future
re-offending, compared to nonsex offenders.

KEYWORDS: offenders, sex offence, forensic psychiatry, antisocial personality disorder, paraphilias, criminal insanity

Sexual violence is not only a widespread phenomenon, but also
an affect laden criminal act that raises high public and sometimes
professional emotional reactions. Especially in cases of the plea
being not guilty by reason of insanity, the reactions can be even
more pronounced as some research show that both public and legal
institutions tend to ask for conviction and not for treatment (1,2).
Sexual crime is a wide concept that can generally be defined
as any type of sexual act being forced upon an individual without his or her consent (3). Besides nonconsensual sexual intercourse, it also includes any other type of unwanted sexual
attention, such as kisses or caresses. In Croatia, where this study
was conducted, two chapters of the Criminal Code are dedicated
to sexual crimes: chapter XVII Offences against sexual freedom
and chapter XVIII Offences against sexual maltreatment and sexual exploitation of children (4). Sexual crimes cannot be attributed to any particular category of psychopathological disorders
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except paraphilias, but the majority of people who are convicted
of sexual offences do not have a paraphilic disorder (5).
The consequences of sexual violence are as follows: physical
(e.g., gynecological complications, chronic pelvic pain, and
migraines), psychological (e.g., depression, PTSD, and harmful
behavior), and social (strained relationships) (6).
The vast majority of people convicted of sexual offences are
men (more than 97%). Men charged with sex offences make
12% of all inmates, and among those that are nonguilty by reason of insanity, the percentage of individuals who committed
sexual offences is similar, between 6% and 21% (5,7).
Research has shown that people convicted of sexual offences
have high rates of mental disorders, but the population studied
may differ significantly. Some have chosen to focus on only the
not guilty by reason of insanity (NGRI) (7), those sent for a
forensic treatment (1), those in psychiatric facilities (8) and only
a few researched individuals suspected of sexual offences sent
for a psychiatric evaluation (9). The choice of a sample will
influence the prevalence of mental disorders, as individuals who
committed sexual offences found NGRI would be more likely to
have more severe psychopathology than those found guilty and
incarcerated or those from the general population (10). Of the
studies of individuals suspected of sexual offences sent for a
psychiatric evaluation, Valenca AM et al. found the lowest
prevalence of mental disorders (57% of 44 individuals suspected
of sexual offences had some kind of mental disorder or an intellectual disability) (9). In all the other research, the percentage
was much higher (7,9,11). Also, people convicted of sexual
© 2020 American Academy of Forensic Sciences
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murders had more and a greater variety of psychiatric disorders
(the most prevalent were personality disorders, alcohol use disorders, sexual dysfunctions, and sexual sadism) than people convicted of nonhomicidal sex offences (12).
The most prevalent mental disorders among this group of
offenders are personality disorders (with the highest rate of antisocial personality disorder), substance use disorders, mood disorders,
and paraphilic disorders (5,8,9,11). As expected, in forensic NGRI
populations, the prevalence is much higher than in individuals
convicted of sexual offences sent for a forensic assessment. Also,
a significant proportion of individuals convicted of sexual offences
are of borderline or lower intelligence; however, some claim that
people with intellectual disabilities are not overrepresented among
people suspected of sexual offences (13).
The use of alcohol and other drugs at the time of the offence
is present in up to one third of individuals charged with sexual
offences. In addition, the individuals offending against male children have higher rates of alcohol consumption at the time of the
offence compared to individuals offending against female children and against adults, while in cases of sexual murder alcohol
use occurred more often in those with adult victims compared to
those with child victims (14,15).
Different countries have different legal concepts regarding criminal responsibility, both in terms of philosophical and legal
approaches (15). In Croatia, there is a biopsychological concept
implying that full criminal responsibility can only be excluded if
the individual suspected of some offence was suffering from a
mental disorder (i.e., a biological cause) which made them incapable of either fully understanding his or her acts or of controlling
his or her behavior (i.e., cognitive and volitional psychological
consequence). The person can be assessed as fully responsible,
completely nonresponsible (NGRI) or of reduced responsibility
(there are two levels of reduced responsibility—reduced responsibility to a significant degree, or not to a significant degree). Complete absence of criminal responsibility is usually due to a
psychotic disorder (e.g., schizophrenia and delusional disorder) in
which case psychotic symptoms (hallucinations or delusions)
make reality testing impossible and due to these symptoms a person is not able to understand what is really happening, and instead
act according to his/her delusional ideas and interpretations. In the
case of intoxication with psychoactive drugs, the ability to comprehend reality can be reduced but is not completely absent.
Therefore, in cases of intoxication or withdrawal symptoms, examinees are usually assessed as of reduced criminal responsibility,
but not NGRI. People with paraphilic disorders would be considered criminally responsible, unless paraphilia is coupled with some
other pathology (e.g., psychosis, severe personality disorder,
intoxication, and mood disorders).
People found NGRI are committed to involuntary treatment in
a forensic mental institution. Those with reduced responsibility
can be sent to psychiatric treatment in prison facilities or in civil
institutions (if the person is not sentenced to a prison sentence),
and their sentence can be reduced (16).
There is an ongoing debate on whether individuals convicted of
sexual offences differ from individuals convicted of other
offences, or whether antisocial characteristics themselves lead to
different offences (one of the criteria for antisocial personality disorder is failure to conform to social norms with respect to lawful
behaviors, as indicated by repeatedly performing acts that are
ground for arrest), and people just differ in the kind of the offence
they are inclined to commit (17). The fact that many individuals
convicted of sexual offences have antisocial personality disorder
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(17–52%) supports this stance (18). Conversely, others claim that
individuals convicted of sexual offences differ from other offenders and are more similar to nonoffending people with paraphilias.
Some found that men convicted of sex offences showed more
internalizing problems, compared to those convicted of nonsex
offences, while others showed that men convicted with sex
offences had less behavioral problems, but more problems in peer
relationships and were more socially isolated (19–22).
Aims
The primary aim of this study was to determine demographic
characteristics, prevalence of mental disorders, alcohol and drug
use at the time of the crime and criminal responsibility of individuals accused of sexual offences, compared with individuals
accused of nonsexual crimes. Thus, this study aims to bring
awareness of the similarities and differences between individuals
accused of sexual offences and of other crimes that can have
implications on their treatment and legal procedures.
Materials and Methods
This is a single-institution retrospective study of subjects identified as sex offenders and sent for institutional psychiatric evaluation to a Forensic Psychiatric Centre in an urban, academic,
tertiary-care center. In Croatia, if the judge, the defense or the
prosecution suspect that the individual accused of any offence
suffers from any kind of mental disorder (including paraphilic
disorders) that can reduce criminal responsibility, they inform
the judge, who in turn sends the individual for the evaluation
(16). The judge can choose among individual (private) experts
or can send the accused for an institutional evaluation. The latter
is usually the case in very complicated or emotion-laden cases
(such as sex offences).
A person sent for an institutional evaluation at the Forensic
Psychiatric Centre is assessed by a psychiatrist, a psychologist,
and all the necessary investigations can be done if indicated
(e.g., EEG, laboratory tests, psychoactive drugs in urine or
blood, and neurological investigations). If necessary, the person
can be hospitalized for further observation. Finally, all the examinees are presented at the forensic meeting (usually ten to twenty
psychiatrists and psychiatric trainees attend these meetings), with
the person being evaluated present at the meeting. All the staff
members can ask the examinee additional questions. In the end,
all of the staff members participate in the decision-making of the
case. The diagnoses are reached according to ICD and DSM criteria by the leading psychiatrist in each of the cases. Finally, a
written report in narrative form is produced for the court.
For the purpose of this study, we used all written evaluations
of people sent for institutional evaluation from 2010 to 2016.
These were the people who were charged by the state attorney’s
office, but not yet convicted. As a result, some of them could be
found not guilty during the legal process (and after the evaluation), so it is possible that some subjects were falsely accused.
Nevertheless, we decided to include these as there are a very
low number of falsely accused people, except during child custody processes during divorce (23,24). On the other hand, many
cases not found guilty after the charge were for procedural reasons (25). This problem of sampling was dealt with similarly in
other research (9). Altogether, there were 501 cases, 444 male,
and 57 female. Of them, there were 57 cases of individuals
charged with sexual offences, with 56 male and one female. The
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only female subject was excluded from the study as no statistical
analysis could have been done with a single subject, leaving 56
cases. For the control sample of individuals charged with nonsexual offences, in order to approximate a random sampling process, the next male sent for the evaluation, after the person
charged with sex offence, was chosen, so the nonsex offenders
comprise of 56 male subjects. Nonsex offenders were charged
with the following charges: homicide (27%), trading with illegal
substances (17%), burglary (6%), physical assault (6%), and
others. None of the individuals charged with sexual offences
were charged with additional nonsex-related offences. Men
charged with sex offences were charged with: rape (78%), lewd
acts (7%), attempted rape (4%), use of children in creating
pornography (4%), and accessory to rape (4%).
All of the subjects were referred for the evaluation of the
criminal responsibility and in 18 cases (9 charged with sexual
offences and 9 withn on sexual offences) the court asked for the
assessment of capacity to stand trial, in addition to criminal
responsibility.
In Croatia, all the individuals charged with criminal offences
have to be legally represented by a lawyer, and in cases, when
the person cannot afford to have a legal representative, the representative will be paid by the court.
Demographic, clinical, psychiatric, and legal data were collected from the evaluations, including the marital status and
place of residence, mental disorders diagnosed and prior history
of treatment, previous convictions, assessment of criminal
responsibility. These written evaluations were stored in the facility and the authors read all the evaluations and collected the data
for the study.
The institutional ethics committee gave the consent for the
study.

Data Regarding the Offence
In both groups, about one quarter (30.4% and 26.5%) decided
to use their legal right to remain silent during legal procedures
in the court.
More NSO committed the crime together with another person
(22.4%), compared to SO (7.1%), v2 = 5.857, p = 0.015. The victims differ significantly, as the majority of victims of SO are
women (92.7%, half of them adult and half minor), while the
majority of victims of NSO are adults (92.6%, two-third women).
Only one child was the victim of NSO (Table 2), v2 = 52.980,
p < 0.0001. Among individuals charged with sexual offences, the
youngest victim was two and the oldest 87. Sex offenders’ victims
were significantly younger (age 19.8  18.3) compared to NSO’s
(44.3  25.8) (t = 2.923; p = 0.005). In both groups, the victim
was more likely to be known to the perpetrator (69.6% of SO and
81.8% of NSO). Victims were family members in 26.8% of SO
and 21.4% of NSO.
In more than half of overall cases (58.2% of SO and 48.7%
of NSO), the crime took place at the victim’s or perpetrator’s
home, and in 30.8% of cases of NSO, the crime happened in the
street (as compared to only in 5.5% of SO). In 9.1% of cases of
sex offences, the crime took place in a car.
Close to only a third (30.2%) of SO pleaded guilty and 62.2%
of NSO; v2 = 13.23, p = 0.001. On the other hand, in the
majority of cases other witnesses had been already questioned in
the court (89.1% of SO and 79.2% of NSO).
Almost one third of SO (29.8%) and NSO (31.3%) used alcohol at the time of the offence, while drug use was extremely rare
(in only one case among SO/cannabis/ and two cases among
NSO/cannabis and heroin/).
Personal History

Main Study Measures
Primarily, information from written assessments of people sent
by the court for the evaluation of their criminal responsibility
and the capacity to stand trial was utilized. Data were collected
from the Centre for Forensic Psychiatry of the University Psychiatric Hospital Vrapce, Zagreb, Croatia, where the registry of
all the people sent for institutional forensic assessment is stored.

Results
Demographics
Individuals charged with sexual offences (SO), compared to
those charged with other (nonsexual) crimes (NSO) were of the
same age (average age 37.5  12.1 for SO and 39.0  14.0 for
NSO) and the majority were unemployed (64.3% and 55.3%),
equally often single or married (Table 1.). On average, they had
one child (1.04 SO; 1.18 NSO). Both SO and NSO lived most
often in the capital (38.0% and 28.6%; v2 = 1.849, p = 0.604).

The vast majority of offenders lived with their family during
their childhood, but 21.8% of SO and 10.9% of NSO were at
some time during their childhood institutionalized due to juvenile offending, conduct disorder or due to parents’ lack of parenting capacities.
In both groups, the majority finished high school (50.9% of
SO and 60.0% of NSO), and only a minority had a university
degree (9.1% of SO, none of the NSO; v2 = 8.427; p = 0.038).
More than one third of SO (35.2%) and only 17.0% of NSO
repeated a year at school (v2 = 4.233, p = 0.032).
There is no difference regarding alcohol use in personal history (78.4% of SO and 87.2% of NSO), but the NSO more often
used other psychoactive drugs (most frequently cannabis)—
32.1% of SO and 50.0% of NSO (v2 = 5.896, p = 0.053).
Almost half of both groups were previously sentenced (42.9%
and 36.2%), but SO served prison sentences in 41.1% of cases
and NSO in 21.7% of cases (v2 = 4.313, p = 0.030). In the
TABLE 2––Victims of individuals charged with sexual offences and
nonsexual offences.

TABLE 1––Marital status of individuals charged with sexual offences and
nonsexual offences..

Single
Married
Divorced

Men Charged with
Sex Offences

Men Charged with
Nonsexual Offences

44.6%
41.1%
14.3%

42.0%
32.0%
26.0%

v2 = 1.953
p = 0.377

Male child
Female child
Male adult
Female adult
No victim

Men Charged
with Sex
Offences

Men Charged with
Nonsexual Offences

3.6%
48.2%
3.6%
42.9%
1.8%

0
2.0%
15.7%
33.3%
49.0%

v2 = 53.650
p < 0.001
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NSO group, none had been sentenced for a sex offence earlier.
Earlier offences in SO were as follows: 58% nonsex offences
(burglary, domestic violence, threats, attempted homicide etc.),
29% sex offences (rape and lewd and lascivious offence), while
in 13% there were no data on earlier offences.
SO were more often abused in childhood than NSO (35.7%
and 8.9%; v2 = 10.30, p = 0.016), but if we consider only sexual abuse, there were no differences (7.1% of SO and 2.2% of
NSO, v2 = 1.609, p = 0.205).
In both groups, half had been psychiatrically treated previously (45.1% of SO and 61.9% of NSO, v2 = 2.140, p = 0.143)
and some of them were also hospitalized (30.4% of SO and
47.9% of NSO; v2 = 3.367, p = 0.051). SO were most often
diagnosed with substance use disorders (12.5%), anxiety disorders (10.7%), and mood disorders (7.1%). Only 3.6% were diagnosed with paraphilic disorders (pedophilic disorder) prior to the
crime. NSO were most often diagnosed with substance use disorders (22.0%), neurocognitive disorder (12%), psychotic disorders
(10.0%), and mood disorders (8.0%). NSO were significantly
more often diagnosed with psychotic disorders (v2 = 4.757,
p = 0.030). The NSO group used replacement therapy for substance dependence (i.e., buprenorphine/naloxone) significantly
more often (v2 = 6.665, p = 0.010).
The SO group were prescribed antipsychotic drugs more often.
Antipsychotic drugs were prescribed for psychotic disorders, but
also in lower doses for other disorders (e.g., mood disorders,
sleep disorders, conduct disorders, and personality disorders).
The Forensic Evaluation
SO were more often asked about their sexuality (or their sexuality was mentioned in the report) (78.6% compared to 15.9%),
TABLE 3––Sexual history taking in men charged with sex offences (SO) and
those charged with nonsexual offences (NSO).

Sexual history
Masturbation
Sexual fantasy
Spontaneously

SO

NSO

78.6%
16.4%
11.1%
37.5%

15.9%
0
2.2%
8.0%

v2
v2
v2
v2

=
=
=
=

38.716, p < 0.001
8.092, p = 0.003
3.240, p = 0.08
15.821, p < 0.001

TABLE 4––Intelligence status of offenders..

Intellectual disability
Borderline (below average) intelligence
Normal range
Above normal intelligence

SO

NSO

3.6%
21.4%
48.2%
26.8%

0
10.9%
63.0%
26.1%

v2 = 3.357
p = 0.340
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about masturbation practices (16.4% compared to zero), but not
about sexual fantasies (11.1% compared to 2.2%). Interestingly,
SO more often spontaneously talked about their sexuality compared with NSO (37.5% compared to 8.0%). See Table 3.
The intelligence of subjects was measured by Wechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Scale (WBII) and is shown in Table 4. There
were no differences between the groups (v2 = 4.346, p = 0.226).
The most prevalent mental disorders among individuals
charged with sexual offences were as follows: personality disorders (55.4%), substance-related disorders (16.1%), and paraphilic
disorders (10.7%). Only 7.1% of SO were assessed as having no
mental disorder. The most prevalent disorders among NSO were
as follows: substance-related disorders (41.2%), personality disorders (26.8%), and psychotic disorders (9.8%). Only 5.9% of
NSO were assessed as having no mental disorder. SO were more
often diagnosed with paraphilic disorders (as a general category
of all paraphilic disorders including pedophilic disorder, but also
were more often diagnosed with pedophilic disorder in particular) and personality disorders, while NSO were more often diagnosed with substance-related disorders and psychotic disorders.
See Table 5.
Among personality disorders, the prevalence among SO was
the following: antisocial 37.5%, narcissistic 32.1%, dependent
10.7%, borderline 8.9%, and paranoid 3.6%. Among NSO the
prevalence was as follows: antisocial 27.5%, narcissistic 23.5%,
borderline 7.8%, paranoid 3.5%, and dependent 2.0%.
The majority of individuals accused of sexual offences were
assessed as criminally fully responsible, while the majority of
NSO were of reduced responsibility. Only 1.8% (one person) of
SO were assessed as criminally not responsible (not guilty by
reason of insanity), in comparison with 8.5% of NSO (Table 6).
Accordingly, the majority of SO were not obliged to any of the
treatment measures, and a significant minority (12.5%) were sent
for a psychiatric treatment. Among NSO half were not sent for
any treatment, one third were sent for the treatment of a substance dependence and 14% for involuntary inpatient treatment.
See Table 6.

Discussion
Demographics
Individuals charged with sexual offences and other criminal
offences did not differ in any aspect of their demographic data.
The same was found in the research on sex and violent offenders
found NGRI (26). Subjects in both groups were in their late thirties. In the majority of research, the conclusion is that offenders
are male and young. Our sample was male, but not young, similar to a sample of offenders with intellectual disabilities and
other men charged with sex offences referred for psychiatric

TABLE 5––Mental disorders diagnosed during forensic evaluation: diagnoses are coded using ICD-10.
Mental disorders
Organic psychosyndrome (F0)
Substance-related disorders (F1)
Psychotic disorders (F2)
Mood disorders (F3)
Anxiety disorders (F4)
Paraphilias (F65)
Paedophilia only (F65.4)
Mental retardation (F7)
Personality disorders (F60)

SO

NSO

2 (4.3%)
9 (19.6%)
0
0
1 (2.2%)
6 (13.0%)
5 (10.9%)
3 (6.5%)
31 (67.4%)

4 (8.7%)
21 (45.7%)
5 (10.9%)
1 (2.2%)
2 (4.3%)
0
0
0
15 (32.6%)

v2
v2
v2
v2
v2
v2
v2
v2
v2

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0.704, p = 0.401
6.556, p = 0.011
5.78, p = 0.022
0.343, p = 0.558
0.325, p = 0.569
5.785, p = 0.018
4.77, p = 0.036
3.083, p = 0.079
9.444, p = 0.002
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TABLE 6––Forensic evaluations of criminal responsibility and recommendations for psychiatric treatment.

Criminal responsibility
Fully criminally responsible
Reduced responsibility
Reduced responsibility to a significant
degree
Criminally not responsible
Recommendations for psychiatric treatment
No treatment recommended
Treatment of substance dependence
Psychiatric treatment
Involuntary inpatient treatment

SO

NSO

66.1%
30.4%
1.8%

19.1%
55.3%
17.0%

1.8%

8.5%

82.1%
5.4%
12.5%
0

44.9%
32.7%
8.2%
14.3%

v2 = 25.581
p < 0.001

v2 = 24.83
p < 0.001

evaluation (8,9,15,26). As more than 40% of participants had a
positive criminal history, this is not their first offence, so this
can, at least partly, explain why our sample is older than in other
research.
The percentage of unemployed individuals was higher than in
other research: More than half of our sample was unemployed;
and unemployment is a known risk factor for criminal activities,
but unemployment is generally high in Croatia (9,27,28). On the
other hand, more subjects in our study were married (with the
exception of one, in all the other research more offenders were
never married; this one exception showed that 25% of men convicted of sex offences in prison were single, compared to 70%
of men charged with sex offences in forensic institutions)
(5,7,8).
The Offence
One fifth of the individuals who committed nonsexual crimes
committed it together with other perpetrators in comparison with
only 7% of individuals charged with sexual offences. This is
expected, as sexual crimes are usually a very intimate type of
crimes and do not include any kind of material gain (like e.g.,
robbery would) that warrant joint ventures.
Victims differ significantly, as the majority of victims of sex
offences are women of different ages (2–87 in our study), but on
average younger than the victims of nonsex offences. Almost
half of the NSO committed a crime with no victims, and when
victims were present, more often they were adults (one-third
men and two-third women). This gender and age distribution is
expected, as research conducted around the world confirms that
victims of sex offenders are predominantly women, equally often
underage and adult (7,9). The only exceptions are people
charged with sex offences found NGRI (26). In our sample, only
one was assessed as NGRI. As all the perpetrators are male (the
only female perpetrator was excluded from data analysis), it is
no surprise that victims are young (even underage) and female,
as it is known that men are usually sexually attracted to younger
women (this could be the explanation for those with victims
after puberty) (26,29,30). On the other hand, in cases of victims
with prepubertal children, a diagnosis of antisocial personality
disorder was established in more than a third of individuals. In
this subgroup of subjects (with child victims), we can assume
that in some of them (with pedophilic disorder) the motive was
sexual, but in a significant number of the individuals the motivation for the offence was probably not sexual (in those with antisocial personality disorder). As in other research, our study
confirmed that in both sex offences and other offences the perpetrator usually knows the victim.

Home is the most dangerous place for both victims of sexual
and nonsexual crimes, as half of the offences took place at
home. Sex offences took place in the street in only 5.5% of
cases. Therefore, it seems that in Croatia, the majority of individuals charged with sexual offences are people close to victims
and the crime is not committed in dark alleys. The fact that close
family members are the most prevalent offenders is confirmed
by the majority of research of people convicted of sex offences,
but some of the studies showed that in some countries (e.g., Brazil) half of the sex offences took place in the street (9).
Compared to individuals charged with nonsex offences, those
charged with sexual offences less often pleaded guilty in court.
We can explain this difference by two streams of thought. On
the one hand, sex offences are looked at as dirty and stigmatizing for both the victim and the offender, so a person admitting
this kind of crime would be exposed to much more stigma and
embarrassment than the offenders of other types of crimes (31).
On the other hand, in cases of sex offences there are usually no
witnesses and there is less material evidence, so sometimes it is
the word of the victim against the word of the person accused.
This is less often the case in nonsexual offences. It is also possible that more individuals charged with sexual offences will be
found not guilty during the court procedure, but this is contrary
to the fact that sex offences are often underreported and not
many people (outside divorce procedures) make false accusations
(25). It is important to note that in Croatia, contrary to some
other countries, the person charged with a crime needs to plead
guilty or not guilty even before the psychiatric evaluation, at the
beginning of the legal process (4). Similarly, witnesses can be
questioned in court before the forensic evaluation.
Use of alcohol was prevalent among both groups of subjects,
at the time of the offence, which is unsurprising, as we know
that alcohol acts disinhibitory to human behavior and increases
the risk of physical violence (32,33). But, the use of other psychoactive substances in our sample was surprisingly rare.
Although other research shows that the prevalence of drug abuse
in men charged with sex offences is lower than in nonsex
offences, some of the research shows high percentages of substance intoxication at the time of the offence (as high as 40%)
(34).
Personal History
This study confirms earlier research showing that there are
some childhood factors that are related to future offending, like
living outside the primary family, lower educational level, and
childhood abuse (35). One fifth of our sample of individuals
charged with sexual offences and 11% of those charged with
nonsexual offences were institutionalized (outside of their family) during their childhood. Only 9% of SO and none of the
NSO had a university degree. One third of SO (35.2%) repeated
a year at school. As only a minority of SO had intellectual disability (3.6%) and 21% were of below-average intelligence (but
above the threshold for intellectual disability), repeating a year
was in the majority of cases not for reasons of low intellectual
status, but probably due to conduct problems. This is also confirmed by the fact that 37.5% of individuals charged with sexual
offences had antisocial personality disorder, and the requirement
for the diagnosis of this disorder is a conduct disorder in childhood (17).
In our sample, reoffending was equally prevalent in both
groups, but SO more often served prison sentences (therefore,
we can conclude they had committed more serious crimes). This
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is contrary to an earlier study, showing that 51% of NSO and
19% of SO had reoffended. But the aforementioned study had
only studied offenders with intellectual disabilities, while our
sample is predominantly of people within a normal range of
intelligence (36). Similarly, the study of men charged with sex
offences and nonsex offences found NGRI showed fewer previous convictions in those charged with sex offences. While in the
sample of people charged with sex offences found NGRI the
majority of the people were diagnosed with psychotic disorders,
these disorders were rarely diagnosed in our sample (26).
As mentioned earlier, almost one third of subjects used alcohol at the time of the offence and more than 75% of SO and
85% of NSO had a personal history of alcohol use. Again, less
SO used other psychoactive drugs compared with NSO (32%
and 50%, respectively). In those who used other drugs, cannabis
was the most frequently used drug.
Individuals charged with sexual offences were more frequently
physically abused in childhood (36% compared to 9%). Some
other research also showed almost the same prevalence of physical
abuse across the world (11,34). Sexual abuse was less frequent
(7% and 2%, not statistically significant), once again in accordance with other research. We are not sure about the reasons for
the high prevalence of physical abuse and the absence of sexual
abuse in men charged with sex offences. What are the mechanisms
that lead from physical abuse in childhood to becoming a sexual
abuser in adulthood? As offenders were usually physically abused
in childhood by their parents (up to 85% of those abused), and in
the majority of cases the victims of these same men when grown
up are close family members (partners, children, step-children,
and other close people), we can speculate that the person learns
about the abusive type of a relationship during childhood and then
transfers it into adulthood (37,38). The low number of sexual
abuses could be partly explained by a general tendency to underreport sexual violence in an attempt to forget the assault and to
escape shame and embarrassment (39). It is important to note that
although men convicted of sexual offences are more likely to have
been abused, most people who were abused do not go on to commit sexual offences (40).
Almost half of SO and more than 60% of NSO in our sample
were psychiatrically treated before the offence. This is higher
compared with other research that showed that 13–46% of SO
were treated before the offence (9,34). This high prevalence of a
personal history of contact with mental health services can be
partly explained by our sample. Our sample consisted of people
who were accused of sex crimes and who were sent for forensic
psychiatric evaluation. The practice of the Croatian judicial system is that if somebody was psychiatrically treated for any reason, they would be sent for an evaluation of criminal
responsibility for the offence.
The most prevalent mental disorder diagnosed prior to the
offence was substance dependence (12.5% of the sample), followed by anxiety disorders (10.7%). In the earlier Croatian
study, the most prevalent mental disorder prior to the offence
was a personality disorder (11). Among NSO the most prevalent
disorder was substance abuse, unlike SO where personality disorders were significantly more prevalent.
The Forensic Evaluation
Important differences between the SO and NSO were found in
the process of forensic evaluation itself. It seems that forensic
psychiatrists did not feel there was a need to assess NSO sexual
histories since only 15.9% of NSO were asked about their
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sexuality during the evaluation, none were asked about masturbation and only 2.2% about their sexual fantasies. An even more
concerning finding was the fact that not many SO were asked
about masturbation or their sexual fantasies either (only 16.4%
and 11.1%) which raises the question about the quality of assessment of SO, especially regarding paraphilias. This should be an
important factor when evaluating and treating SO and the nature
of their crime. This also raises the question how paraphilic disorders were diagnosed (or excluded) without asking about sexual
fantasies and masturbation-related activities. These findings definitely raise awareness of the need for improvement among Croatian physicians, especially forensic psychiatrists evaluating SO,
by including sexual medicine education to help them improve
the quality of forensic evaluations. This might be the result of
the lack of sexual medicine education on all levels of medical
education in Croatia (41).
There are many differences in terms of mental disorders diagnosed between SO and NSO. Expectedly, SO were more often
diagnosed with paraphilic disorders and pedophilic disorder, but
also with personality disorders. On the other hand, NSO were
more often diagnosed with substance-related disorders and psychotic disorders. This is in concordance with other studies of
similar samples (5,26,36).
Still, looking into each of the diagnosed personality disorders,
the most prevalent one in both SO and NSO was antisocial personality disorder. This is in accordance with the fact that most
criminal offenders have either antisocial personality disorder or
at least antisocial personality traits, and these traits make them
prone to criminal activity without feeling any remorse (42). This
finding is present in all the published research and it refutes the
public/lay/ opinion about patients with severe psychotic mental
disorders being prone to committing crime and being generally
extremely dangerous (43). In our research, none of the SO and
only 9.8% of the NSO were diagnosed with a psychotic disorder,
once again proving that psychosis is not the main cause of criminal activity, neither in sexual, nor nonsexual crimes.
Significant difference between SO and NSO was found in the
assessment of criminal responsibility, where of SO only one person was found not guilty by reason of insanity. This can once
again refute the belief that most SO are mentally ill men waiting
for their victims in dark alleys, but instead, they are mentally
healthy men completely aware of their actions who can be held
responsible for their actions by the court. The finding that more
than 80% of NSO were found of reduced responsibility is probably due to the fact that courts would usually send people for psychiatric evaluations in cases when a mental disorder is suspected
to play a role in committing the crime. With sex offences the lay
people more often than professionals believe that a person is mentally disturbed, so more people with no mental disorders who
commit a sexual crime would be sent for the evaluation compared
to people committing a nonsexual crime (1,44).
The main strength of this study is the inclusion of the control
group of individuals charged with nonsexual crimes, which gives
us the insight into the differences between sex offenders and
offenders of other types of crimes. Also, the strength is the possibility to use data from the very extensive evaluations (on average the evaluation is longer than 20 pages of text with data from
court files, medical records, and personal history, as well as
detailed description of diagnosis and criminal responsibility evaluations).
The major limitation of the study is the sample, as it consists
of only those individuals charged with sexual offences that were
sent for the court evaluations. Therefore, these results cannot be
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generalized to a broader population of sex offenders. The sample
was limited due to the fact that the authors did not have access
to psychiatric and forensic aspects of offenders who were not
sent for evaluation. In addition, the authors were not blinded to
the legal status of the individuals.
Conclusions
Our results show that individuals charged with sexual offences
referred for assessment of criminal responsibility were different
from individuals charged with nonsexual offences referred, in
many characteristics of their personal history, offence characteristics, and forensic evaluations. Referred men charged with sex
offences, compared to those charged with nonsex offences, more
often committed their crimes alone, victimized children as
equally often as adults and committed their crimes at home.
They less often pleaded guilty. Individuals charged with sexual
offences were more often abused in childhood, more often had
antisocial personality disorder and paraphilias and less often substance-related disorders. The majority of referred men charged
with sex offences were considered criminally responsible. These
differences warrant different approaches to prevention of future
re-offending, compared to nonsex offenders.
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The Personality Assessment Inventory (PAI):
Treatment Scales and Interpersonal
Characteristics in a Sample of Men Charged
with or Convicted of a Sexual Offense*

ABSTRACT: An individual’s interpersonal features are pertinent to treatment within clinical populations. The Personality Assessment Inventory (PAI) contains two scales that assess the interpersonal features of warmth (WRM) and dominance (DOM), as well as two additional measures to assess to treatment prediction, process, and rejection (RXR; TPI). The current study examined associations between these PAI scales in
a sample of 92 men who underwent comprehensive evaluations of sexual behavior after being charged with or convicted of a sexual offense.
Analyses indicated that RXR was positively associated with WRM and DOM, TPI was negatively associated with WRM, and the two interpersonal scales of WRM and DOM were positively correlated with each other. A significant inverse relationship was found between the two treatment scales RXR and TPI indicating that motivation for treatment may have a limited relationship with the treatment process. WRM
significantly predicted scores on the TPI, and both WRM and DOM predicted individual scores on RXR. Higher scores on positive impression
management (PIM) were predictive of lower TPI and higher RXR, as individuals with higher stakes cases may score higher on PIM and underreport obstacles within treatment or be unwilling to accept the need for treatment. Overall, findings suggest that interpersonal characteristics
identified by the PAI scales may be advantageous in approaching treatment within this population.
KEYWORDS: sexual offending, Personality Assessment Inventory, personality pathology, interpersonal characteristics, treatment prediction,
treatment motivation

There have been many personality assessment tools developed that have been utilized within evaluations of criminal
defendants, such as the Personality Assessment Inventory (PAI;
[1,2]). The PAI is a multi-scale, self-report questionnaire that
assesses psychological and personality constructs that are applicable to anticipating treatment motivation and behavior. The
PAI’s clinical utilization in justice-involved persons can help
identify individual characteristics to aid in institutional classification and treatment (3–5). Further, the accurate assessment of
personality pathology of individuals convicted of sexual
offenses is critical in order to provide proper treatment plans
and eventually evaluate treatment progress for rehabilitation
purposes (6–11).
The PAI additionally addresses some of the limitations of
other personality assessment scales, such as the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-2-Restructured Form (MMPI-2RF; [12,13]) and the Millon Clinical Multiaxial Inventory-III
(MCMI-III; [14]). For example, in comparison to the higher
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reading levels of the MCMI-III and the MMPI-2-RF, the
responses of the PAI’s self-report format are brief items that
require fourth-grade reading skills (2). Further, in contrast to
other personality measures, the PAI contains two ways of assessment developed to consider treatment process issues: The Treatment Rejection (RXR) scale and the Treatment Process Index
(TPI). The RXR scale assesses treatment motivation levels, with
low scores indicating high motivation for treatment and high
scores indicating low motivation for treatment. However, since
motivation for treatment does not always equal a good outcome,
the TPI assesses difficulty of the treatment process and is composed of 12 features or obstacles that may be present during
treatment, such as hostility, low motivation, defensiveness, and
low perceived social support (2). These features have also been
shown to be highly correlated with withdrawal, hostility, and
alienation (2). The TPI is highly correlated with Borderline Features (BRD), Antisocial Features (ANT), and Paranoia (PAR)
scales of the PAI (1,2). Lower scores on the TPI indicate correlates that are likely to aid in the treatment process while higher
scores are indicative of items that may suggest a challenging
treatment process.
Prior research has examined the RXR and TPI within a variety
of samples, and these scales have been shown to be positively
correlated with treatment noncompliance, treatment withdrawal,
and poor treatment utilization (8,15,16). RXR has been shown to
significantly differentiate individuals actively engaged in treatment and those not currently receiving treatment, in samples of
clinical verses nonclinical subjects (3,17,18). Previous literature
© 2020 American Academy of Forensic Sciences
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has also reported that the TPI scale predicted treatment completion rates from noncompletion rates in specialized treatment settings, such as an outpatient training clinic, an outpatient
treatment center for chronic pain, and court-mandated outpatient
centers for sexual behavior and substance abuse treatment (19–
22). However, a 2012 study (23) reported that neither RXR nor
TPI predicted treatment progress in a court-mandated residential
substance abuse treatment program. Similarly, Charnas et al.
(15) reported no significant findings for the TPI in a universitybased outpatient psychotherapy facility. The PAI has been utilized for diagnoses and assessment in correctional settings, and
the RXR scale and TPI index have been shown to be related to
treatment outcome and completion. However, they have not yet
been thoroughly examined within samples of individuals charged
with or convicted of sexual offenses, a population that is both
justice-involved as well as frequently seeking or mandated for
treatment. The exploration of the RXR scale and the TPI index
within assessment may be advantageous in aiding understanding
of potential concerns within treatment and rehabilitation in this
population.
The PAI contains additional scales that assess psychological
and personality constructs that may aid in the treatment process
for offenders, such as the Aggression (AGG) and Nonsupport
(NON; i.e., a subject’s perceived social support) scales. In prior
literature, the AGG scale was significantly correlated with institutional misconduct and treatment noncompliance within men in
a general correctional setting (4,24). Further, higher social support has been shown to be a positive predictor of remaining in
substance abuse treatment and positive outcome of treatment for
adults and adolescents (25,26). Within adult populations of individuals convicted of sexual offenses, higher levels of violence
were found to be correlated with lower levels of perceived social
support (27), and within a sample of juvenile sexual offenders,
low levels of social support predicted higher number of offenses
and antisocial behaviors (28). The AGG and ANT scales have
been the focus of the majority of PAI studies conducted with
offenders in recent years (e.g., Refs. [3,4]), and although those
scales are important in predicting treatment process and behavior, the interpersonal functioning of offenders remains a topic
that has received less attention in the literature (24,29). However, interpersonal functioning in personality pathology remains
an important topic in psychological assessment (24,30–34). Hopwood et al. (35) argues that at its core, personality pathology is
“fundamentally interpersonal,” and that in order to significantly
enhance the clinical utility of personality assessment measures, a
patient’s interpersonal structure and perspective must be understood (p. 13). Therefore, as the ANT and AGG scales have been
specifically examined within offender populations and interpersonal functioning has not been broadly discussed in offender literature, it is important to examine these features within offender
populations as the accurate assessment of interpersonal functioning is often important to the clinical utility of a measure
(24,30,33,34).
Research has further shown that self-reported interpersonal
features predicted later ratings of treatment collaboration, as well
as therapist ratings of personality characteristics in short-term
outpatient therapy (36–38). Specifically, hostile dominance was
negatively associated with therapist alliance and treatment compliance, while friendly submissiveness (i.e., extreme agreeableness) was positively related to therapist alliance, openness, and
treatment compliance (36,38). Additionally, an individual’s
observed interpersonal style has been reported to impact therapist
treatment approach and lead to positive outcomes in short-term
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therapy for depression (37). Specific to individuals convicted of
a sexual offense, Hudson and Ward (39) argued that interpersonal characteristics, such as empathy and intimacy, are critical
to treatment, rehabilitation, and classification.
There are two interpersonal scales within the PAI, Warmth
(WRM; degree to which an individual acts kind, empathic, and
engaging in social situations) and Dominance (DOM; degree to
which an individual acts dominant, assertive, and controlling in
social situations), that provide information that is critical to the
evolving research surrounding the treatment process within
offender populations (24,29,40,41). For example, previous studies have shown that individuals convicted of child pornography
offenses often score low on measures of expressed hostility,
warmth, and dominance (29,40). These findings support treatment programs developed for individuals who commit internet
sexual offenses to address specific needs like achieving healthy
intimate relationships and building social networks (42). Additionally, studies have shown that in male criminal offender populations, low warmth and high dominance have been associated
with antisocial traits, aggression, misconduct, and noncompliance
(24,41). In a sample of male prison inmates, it was reported that
a more dominant and cold interpersonal style statistically interacted to predict aggressive behavior and recorded misconduct
while dominance was a unique predictor of treatment failure and
noncompliance ratings (24). Therefore, in order to accurately
assess and predict treatment compliance and outcome in justiceinvolved individuals, it is essential that the interpersonal scales
of WRM and DOM be examined.
The application of these interpersonal characteristics in order
to accurately assess, predict, and promote successful treatment
processes is critical for rehabilitation of individuals convicted of
or charged with a sexual offense. The present study sought to
expand the developing PAI research to explore the relationship
between treatment predictors and interpersonal characteristics
among men who have been convicted of or charged with a sexual offense. It was hypothesized that RXR and TPI would be
negatively associated with WRM and positively associated with
DOM. In other words, it was expected that individuals with
lower levels of warmth and higher levels of dominance would
be less motivated for the treatment process and were predicted
to experience a greater amount of challenges within treatment.
Additionally, the present study seeks to explore relationships
between the PAI scales of interest and the examinee’s age at
assessment, treatment history, rating of self-esteem, history of
disciplinary infractions within the correctional institution, history
of parental mental illness and criminal offending, and victim age
and gender.

Methods
Participants
Data were collected from the forensic reports of the evaluations of 101 men located in the Southeastern United States who
underwent comprehensive evaluations of sexual behavior after
being charged with or convicted of a sexual offense or professional sexual boundary violation. After invalid PAIs were
removed, the final sample was composed of 92 men who ranged
in age from 19 to 80 years old (M = 44.84; SD = 14.79). Independent samples t-tests were conducted to determine if there
were significant differences in the PAI scores of interest between
those who had been convicted of the sexual offense(s) from
those that had allegations. As there were no significant
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differences between these two groups, the analyses were conducted on the entire sample. See Table 1 for demographic information of the sample.
Measures
Personality Assessment Inventory (PAI). The PAI (1,2) is a
344-item self-report questionnaire that objectively assesses
domains of adult personality and psychopathology. The PAI
consists of 22 individual scales that are rated using a fourpoint scale from false to very true, including four validity
scales, 11 clinical scales, five treatment-related scales, and two
interpersonal scales. All 22 scales are nonoverlapping, and
internal consistency for scores on all scales has been good to
strong (e.g., a > 0.80) in PAI normative samples (1,2). The
current study utilized the four validity scales of Positive
Impression Management (PIM), Negative Impression Management (NIM), Inconsistency (ICN), and Infrequency (INF) to
eliminate invalid profiles. This study focused on the Treatment
Rejection (RXR), Warmth (WRM), Dominance (DOM),
Aggression (AGG), and Nonsupport (NON) scales, as well as
the Treatment Process Index (TPI). According to the PAI manual (2), the WRM, DOM, and RXR scales and the TPI index
have been demonstrated to be internally valid (0.66–0.89).
Additionally, the PAI manual reports convergent and discriminant validity with over 50 measures of psychopathology;
specifically, the RXR was negatively associated with the Beck
Depression Inventory ([43]; r = 0.30 to 0.40), negatively
TABLE 1––Participants.

Procedure

Demographic Characteristics
Characteristic

n

Range

M (SD)

Age (years)
Age of first self-reported arrest (years)
Self-esteem rating (1–10)

92
77
86

19–80
9–70
1–10

44.84 (14.79)
27.92 (13.29)
7.54 (1.96)

Conviction/Allegation
Allegation
Conviction
Victim gender
Male
Female
Combination
Victim age
Child ≤ 12
Teen 13–17
Adult 18+
Combination
Parental mental illness history
No
Yes
Unknown
Parental criminal history
No
Yes
Unknown
Prior treatment (MH/SA)
No
Yes
Prior treatment (SB)
No
Yes

associated with the “Poor Morale” MMPI content scale by
Wiggins ([44,45]; r = 0.78), and positively related to measures of perceived social support in college students (r = 0.26–
0.49). TPI has been found to be a significant predictor of
treatment outcome status as well as disruptive behavior in clinical settings (19,23). However, the PAI manual does not report
reliability values for TPI scores as it is an index based on
scale combinations. This sample did not include individual data
for scales at the item level, so analyses to determine internal
reliability in this study were not conducted.
Clinical interviews. Examinees underwent a clinical interview
with a forensic psychiatrist or psychologist with expertise in sexual behavior in which their developmental, educational, occupational, social, general medical, psychiatric, substance use,
medication, sexual behavior, legal, and treatment histories were
assessed. From the report based on these interviews, the first
author coded the following variables from the forensic reports
authored for each case: self-reported history of arrests prior to
age 18 (0 = no, 1 = yes); parental history of mental illness and
criminal offending (0 = no, 1 = yes); prior mental health, substance, or sexual behavior treatment history (0 = no, 1 = yes);
and self-esteem rating (on a scale from 1 to 10 with 10 representing the highest level of self-esteem).
Official documentation. The Record of Arrest and Prosecutions (RAP) sheets of each subject was examined to determine
the number of convictions and age at first arrest. Police reports
and arrest warrants were utilized to determine ages and sex of
the victim(s). If applicable, documents from the department of
corrections were examined to determine the number of recorded
disciplinary infractions for each examinee.

N

Percentage

39
52

42.4
56.5

5
54
33

5.4
58.7
35.9

36
12
11
33

39.1
13.0
12.0
35.9

73
6
12

79.3
6.5
13.0

67
15
10

72.8
16.3
10.9

47
43

51.1
46.7

55
35

59.8
38.0

Male examinees who were at least 18 years of age and underwent sexual behavior evaluations from 2013 to 2018 and completed a PAI were included as subjects. Prior to their evaluation,
each examinee signed a consent form agreeing to have their deidentified data used in future research projects. All procedures
were approved by the university’s Institutional Review Board
(IRB). The following exclusionary criteria were utilized from the
PAI manual (2) regarding validity: T ≥ 73 on the Inconsistency
(INC) scale (four subjects were excluded); T ≥ 75 on the Infrequency (INF) scale (three additional subjects were excluded);
T ≥ 92 on the Negative Impression Management (NIM) scale
(two additional subjects were excluded); and T > 70 on the Positive Impression Management (PIM) scale (no additional subjects
were excluded).

Results
Descriptive Statistics
T-scores for predictor and outcome variables within the PAI
are presented in Table 2.
Correlations

M, mean; MH/SA, mental health/substance abuse; N, total number; SB,
sexual behavior; SD, standard deviation.

The bivariate and biserial correlations between the PAI scales
and other measures are presented in Table 3. As predicted,
DOM was significantly positively associated with RXR; however, the relationship between TPI and DOM was nonsignificant.
WRM was also significantly positively associated with RXR
and, as expected, was significantly negatively associated with

.
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0.1
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.1
0.06
0.01
0.29*
0.17
0.22
0.01
0.11
0.03
0.12
0.16
0.05
0.13
0.02
0.07
0.23*
0.05
0.04
0.01
0.04
0.01
0.32**
0.14
0.2
0.30**
0.60**
0.27**
0.32**
0.16
0.21*
0.24*
00.13
0.11
0.24*
0.32**
0.05
0.07

0.30**
0.32**
0.52**
0.06
0.03
0.35**
0.17
0.23
0.04
0.21
0.23*
0.17

0.11
0.41**
0.31*
0.28**
0.26*
0.07
0.23
0.19
0.27*
0.19
0.12

0.28*
0.14
0.01
0.22*
0.13
0.02
0.02
0.11
0.25*
0.08

.

0.35*
0.13
0.31
0.18
0.12
0.22
0.24

10
9
8
7

0.33**
0.24*
0.1

WRM
AGG
NON
RXR
TPI
DOM
PIM
Disciplinary infractions
Age
Self-esteem rating
Victim gender
Victim age
Parental mental illness
Parental criminal behavior
Prior treatment (MH/SA)
Prior treatment (SB)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

A multiple regression was conducted to determine if the interpersonal characteristics of dominance and warmth could significantly predict examinees’ scores on the TPI over and above
scores on PIM. The results of the regression indicated that the
model was significant, F(3, 88) = 11.72, p < 0.001, and
explained 28.50% of the variance. WRM (B = 0.15;
p < 0.001) and PIM (B = 0.17; p = 0.001) significantly predicted scores on the TPI, but DOM did not significantly predict
scores on the TPI (B = 0.06; p = 0.17).
Additionally, a multiple regression was conducted to determine if dominance and/or warmth significantly predicted examinees’ scores on the RXR. The results of the regression indicated
that the model was significant, F(3, 8) = 14.97; p < 0.001 and

1

Regression Analyses

0.32**
0.62**
0.36**
0.44**
0.38**
0.34**
0.11
0.04
0.32**
0.38**
0.12
0.13
0.21
0.08
0.09

.

TABLE 3––Correlations.

the TPI. Correlations between parental history of mental illness
and criminal history were additionally nonsignificant with WRM
and DOM.
Additional analyses revealed a significant inverse relationship
between RXR and the TPI scales, as well as a significant positive relationship between WRM and DOM scales. Age of the
examinee at the time of the evaluation was unrelated to RXR.
However, age was significantly negatively related to the TPI.
The RXR, WRM, and DOM scales showed significant positive
correlations with the self-esteem rating, while the TPI displayed
a significant negative correlation with self-esteem.
Prior treatment for sexual behavior was not significantly correlated with any variables of interest; however, prior treatment for
mental health or substance abuse problems was negatively associated with RXR. Additionally, prior treatment for mental health
and substance abuse problems was significantly positively
related to DOM, but it was not significantly related to WRM.
Number of recorded institutional disciplinary infractions was significantly positively associated with AGG, yet significantly negatively correlated with the TPI.
The AGG scale exhibited significant positive correlations with
the TPI and NON scales. AGG also displayed significant negative correlations with RXR and WRM, yet it was unrelated to
DOM. The NON scale was significantly positively related to the
TPI and significantly negatively related to WRM, DOM, and
RXR. Victim gender (female) presented a significant positive
relationship with WRM and was unrelated to the other PAI
scales of interest.
The PIM scale revealed a significant positive relationship with
the WRM, RXR, and DOM scales. PIM was additionally significantly negatively correlated to the AGG and NON scales, as
well as the TPI.

11

N = 92.
AGG, Aggression Scale; DOM, Dominance Scale; M, mean; NON, Nonsupport Scale; RXR, Treatment Rejection Scale; SD, standard deviation; TPI,
Treatment Process Index; WRM, Warmth Scale (1,2).

0.27**
0.35**
0.44**
0.03
0.6**
0.31*
0.2
0.19
00.08
0.01

11.65
9.83
13.73
10.48
9.57
10.62
10.58

14

49.71
46.15
53.24
45.37
52.49
50.86
51.60

13

97.00
85.00
102.00
68.00
76.00
72.00
70.00

12

36.00
32.00
.00
20.00
22.00
19.00
22.00

6

SD

5

M

4

Maximum

3

Minimum

2

NON
AGG
TPI
RXR
DOM
WRM
PIM

15

TABLE 2––Results.
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N = 92.
AGG, Aggression scale; DOM, Dominance scale (8); MH/SA, mental health/substance abuse; NON, Nonsupport scale; PIM, Positive Impression Management; RXR, Treatment Rejection scale; SB, sexual
behavior; TPI, Treatment Process Index; WRM, Warmth scale.
*p < 0.05.
**p < 0.01
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explained 33.8% of the variance. Neither WRM (B = 0.14;
p = 0.08) or DOM (B = 0.13; p = 0.15) significantly predicted
scores on RXR; PIM (B = 0.45; p < 0.001) significantly predicted scores on RXR.
Discussion
This study investigated the relationship between the PAI indicators relevant to treatment outcomes and interpersonal characteristics of men charged with or convicted of a sexual offense.
There are few prior studies that examined the RXR and TPI and
the WRM and DOM scales specific to sexual offenses, yet studies have shown the importance of interpersonal characteristics
within treatment compliance and completion among justice-involved individuals (24,29,39–41). The present study builds off
of this literature by examining the relationships between the
treatment rejection, treatment process, warmth, and dominance
scales within a sample of men charged or convicted with a sexual offense.
First, the hypothesis that there would be a negative association
between the RXR scale and the WRM scale was not supported.
Specifically, the present study found that those who scored
higher in warmth also were shown to have less motivation for
treatment, as measured by the PAI. This finding contradicts prior
literature examining the PAI scales; however, there has been
some concern from forensic professionals about the validity of
self-report in offender populations, especially in reporting interpersonal characteristics, which could account for this finding
(10,46). Second, the hypothesis that there would be a positive
association between the RXR scale and the DOM scale was supported. This finding supports the notion that those less motivated
for the treatment process present with higher levels of dominance. It also corresponds with the previous literature, as dominance has been shown to be negatively related to treatment
compliance in clinical inpatient and outpatient populations
(36,38,47). Additionally, previous studies reported that within
male general offender populations, high levels of dominance
were positively associated with institutional noncompliance
(24,41).
Third, the hypothesis that there would be a negative association between the TPI and the WRM scale was supported, as
individuals who scored higher on the TPI additionally scored
lower on warmth. This finding supports the notion that individuals with higher levels of predicted obstacles in treatment may
also present with lower levels of warmth. This result aligns with
the prior literature within male offender populations that reported
colder interpersonal styles were related to treatment failure, noncompliance, and institutional misconduct (41,47). Finally, the
hypothesis that there would be a positive association between
the TPI and DOM was not supported, as no significant relationship between dominance and predicted obstacles in treatment
was found. Prior studies have seen dominance as a unique predictor of obstacles in treatment in male offender populations;
however, our finding could offer an alternative hypothesis in that
dominance is not as unique a predictor for the treatment process
as previously thought (6,24).
Further analyses demonstrated there was a significant positive
relationship between WRM and DOM. However, these results
also contradict prior studies of male offender populations where
warmth and dominance styles were not positively related (23).
This finding is additionally interesting because, in interpersonal
literature, dominance and warmth have been conceptualized as
opposing poles on the interpersonal complex (48,49). The

current study could present an alternative view on the circumplex, as individuals within this population could potentially
relate differently within the poles and warmth and dominance.
An inverse relationship was found between RXR and TPI,
which is not congruent with the majority of the previous literature, suggesting that the RXR and TPI may not be as similar in
predicting the treatment process as previously thought. However,
this inverse relationship was noted in McCredie et al.’s (16)
study. From a theoretical perspective, an individual might be
highly motivated to attend treatment (i.e., low scores on the
RXR), but experience significant difficulties in the treatment process (i.e., high scores on the TPI). Practically speaking, an individual with symptoms or traits associated with borderline
personality disorder might experience distress related to their
symptoms, as well as be motivated to change their maladaptive
behaviors and emotional expressions, but other aspects of the
disorder (e.g., impulsive engagement in risky behaviors) might
interfere with their ability to fully participate in the treatment
process. In other words, motivation and treatment process difficulties are not mutually exclusive. The utility of the RXR and
the TPI has been examined in other prior studies, primarily in
relation to clinical populations and the validity of a self-report
measure to predict treatment process and outcome (8,23,24), and
some have questioned the clinical utility of the TPI (e.g., [23]).
As such, some studies have begun to explore the value of staff
report or other external ratings of interpersonal characteristics for
validity in predicting compliance levels and treatment outcomes
(e.g., [47]).
Prior sexual behavior treatment did not yield any significant
relationships with the variables of interest; however, prior mental
health or substance use treatment showed a negative correlation
with RXR, conveying those who reported receiving prior treatment for mental health or substance use additionally presented
with lower motivation for treatment. This is contrary to previous
literature within samples of adults and adolescents who had
received treatment for substance use and mental health, as previous studies have shown either no relation between prior treatment and motivation (50,51), or a positive correlation between
prior treatment and motivation (52). This finding could be due
to differences in justice-involved populations, duration, and
effectiveness of prior treatment, as well as the reliance of self-report of prior treatment in our study. Prior treatment for mental
health or substance use additionally was positively related to
DOM, conveying those who reported receiving prior treatment
for mental health or substance use also presented with higher
levels of dominance. These results could potentially be impacted
by experience, duration, and effectiveness of previous treatment,
as prior studies within clinical and sexual offender populations
have shown a correlation between poor treatment experience and
hostile dominance (53). Additionally, in our sample, there was a
significant negative relationship between age and TPI, suggesting that younger participants presented with higher levels of predictors of obstacles within the treatment process. This finding is
similar to other research in offender populations of which age
has been shown to correlate with treatment completion and
aggression (4,9).
Further exploratory analyses showed that individuals scoring
higher on AGG obtained lower scores on RXR, which contradicts previous literature where aggression was positively correlated with treatment noncompliance and institutional misconduct
(8,23,54). This result potentially highlights the importance of the
additional interpersonal measures in evaluating treatment prediction scales. Similarly, in regard to the NON scale, individuals
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reporting lower levels of perceived social support showed higher
levels of TPI. Individuals reporting higher levels of perceived
social support scored lower in WRM, DOM, and RXR. These
findings are partially congruent with prior studies in that individuals with lower perceived social support have been shown to
show obstacles within treatment and portray higher levels of
hostility and dominance (27,28). However, our results also seemingly contradict prior literature as perceived social support has
been found to increase levels of interpersonal characteristics akin
to warmth as well as positive treatment outcomes in clinical settings (25,26).
Finally, an exploratory regression analysis indicated that
higher degrees of WRM were predictive of lower TPI scores,
which assess correlates that are likely to aid in the treatment process. This finding is consistent with research suggesting that
interpersonal warmth is an important aspect of treatment outcome (e.g., Ref. [55]). Further, higher scores on PIM were predictive of lower scores on TPI, indicating those who endorsed
higher levels of positive impression management endorsed fewer
obstacles to treatment. This finding makes conceptual sense, as
it would be expected that individuals who are involved in highstakes evaluations might engage in positive impression management and thereby underreport any issues related to obtaining
treatment. An additional exploratory regression analysis revealed
DOM and WRM did not significantly predict scores on RXR.
However, PIM significantly predicted scores on RXR, such that
higher levels of positive impression management were associated
with higher levels of treatment rejection. This finding suggests
that individuals who are prone to engage in positive impression
management may also be unwilling to endorse common shortfalls most are willing to acknowledge and, subsequently, may
not perceive the need to engagement in treatment. Previous
research suggests individuals who were convicted of sexual
offenses have been shown to score significantly lower on WRM
and DOM; for example, in a study by Laulik et al., (29), the
authors found that, on average, individuals convicted of internetbased sexual offenses against children demonstrated T-scores
around 40 on the DOM and WRM scales. The current study
sample demonstrated T-scores that are consistent with the normative sample, which is not suggestive of interpersonal dysfunction. It is possible, therefore, that the RXR should not be used
as the sole measure of treatment motivation, given its lack of
observed relationship with DOM and WRM.
Our study could potentially be limited by our small sample
size, and future studies should be conducted to test these relationships in a larger number of participants. Additionally, our
study consisted only of male participants, and in order to obtain
a more representative sample, the inclusivity of other genders
should be met in future research. Moreover, individuals who
were charged and found not guilty may not have presented
results similar to those convicted of a sexual offense. However,
since the data were de-identified to protect individual privacy,
the sample consisted of all individuals who underwent evaluations regardless of future legal outcome. Further, the majority of
PAI scales of interest obtained average mean T-scores, with the
exception of the AGG and RXR scales, of which the mean was
relatively low. Average mean scores were also shown on the
PIM scale which is surprising due to the nature of the sample.
That is, subject data came from forensic sexual behavior evaluations and examinees could have been motivated to portray themselves positively. There was also no measure for interpersonal
characteristics or treatment prediction that was obtained from an
external report, as our study relied on the participant-reported
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scores of the PAI. Our study utilized many external sources such
as official documentation for victim gender/age; however,
because of lack of access to documentation for variables, such
as prior treatment or parental behavior, our study largely relied
on self-report from participants. The reliability of self-report
within populations of justice-involved individuals has been questioned in prior studies, and although the PAI does include scales
for impression management, future research can potentially
involve external sources or staff ratings of participants (10,46).
Findings suggest that the consideration of interpersonal characteristics can be advantageous to the assessment and prediction of
treatment in men charged with or convicted of a sexual offense.
Individuals conducting treatment can utilize results from assessment tools such as the PAI to evaluate interpersonal characteristics and treatment prediction scales in order to promote initiatives
to encourage motivation, completion, and treatment alliance. Like
previously mentioned, future studies should include a more representative sample in size, gender, and location, as well as focus on
the expansion of the assessment of interpersonal characteristics
and treatment prediction beyond self-directed measures. Further,
exploring the relationships between self-reported measures and
external report measures within interpersonal characteristics and
treatment prediction and outcome should be conducted in future
studies. Finally, because interpersonal features do show such
importance within treatment and rehabilitation within justice-involved individuals, future studies should elaborate on the development of these characteristics, as well as the cultivation of
features that aid the treatment and rehabilitation process.
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Responsive Aggression Regulation Therapy
(Re-ART) Improves Executive Functioning in
Adolescents and Young Adults with Severe
Aggression Problems: A Pilot Study

ABSTRACT: This pilot study (N = 25) compared the effects of a short, four-month version of Responsive Aggression Regulation Therapy

Outpatient (Re-ART Compact) and the entire, ten-month intervention (Re-ART Complete) on specific executive functioning (EF) and the risk
of violent recidivism in adolescents and young adults (13–23 years). Re-ART is a cognitive behavioral-based intervention for adolescents and
young adults with severe aggression problems. The Re-ART Compact and Re-ART Complete groups were comparable on the EF measures
inhibition, flexibility, emotion regulation, self-evaluation, and self-control, but the Re-ART Complete group showed more improved risk of violent recidivism. We conclude that Re-ART Compact can be used as a compact, short intervention for EF, which is a valuable addition to the
field of forensic mental health care where many problem behaviors relate to poor EF.

KEYWORDS: adolescent, young adult, forensic mental health, aggression, executive functioning, treatment
Violent offenses are, after property crime, the most common
type of offenses among adolescents and young adults (1–3).
Untreated violent adolescents have a higher risk of violent
recidivism and persistent aggression in adulthood than adolescents who received any type of treatment (medium effect) (4).
Current interventions might be improved by paying extra attention to executive functioning (EF) (5,6), because deficits in EF
are associated with both the development and maintenance of
aggressive behavior (7,8).
Executive functioning concerns cognitive processes that enable
goal-oriented complex behaviors through the control of thoughts,
emotions, and behavior (9,10). Three subfunctions are generally
acknowledged as most important in successful self-regulation of
aggression: working memory, cognitive flexibility, and inhibition
(11,12). Working memory enables the production and evaluation
of alternative responses, such as assertive behavior (13,14). Cognitive flexibility includes flexible creation of alternative
thoughts; the absence thereof can lead to rigid thinking and cognitive distortions (13,14). Inhibition refers to the control of
impulsivity and suppression of dominant responses and enables
alternative behavior that is more appropriate in certain situations
(11,13). Furthermore, inhibition concerns appropriate emotion
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regulation, self-evaluation, and self-control. Stress can hamper
EF in people with aggression, which, among other things, has
been shown to increase impulsivity and decrease adaptive emotion regulation (15,16). It is thus relevant to address EF and
stress regulation in the treatment of aggression problems.
There is empirical evidence showing that deficits in EF are
associated with the development and maintenance of aggressive behavior. For instance, impulsivity and impaired inhibition in childhood were found to predict aggression later in life
(medium effect) (17,18). Impaired inhibition was found to
relate to both reactive and proactive aggression in delinquent
adolescents (19). Also, poor emotion regulation predicted
aggression in an adult forensic psychiatric sample (20). Additionally, poor inhibition and impulse control have been related
to disorders that have a relatively high prevalence in aggressive youth, such as ADHD, autism spectrum disorder, and conduct disorder (21–23), and predicted juvenile criminal
recidivism (23). Overall, impulsive decision making and poor
inhibitory control are important factors related to aggression in
forensic patients (7).
Responsive Aggression Regulation Therapy (Re-ART) is a
promising cognitive behavioral intervention that aims to decrease
criminal recidivism in delinquent adolescents and young adults
with aggressive behavior (24,25). Re-ART has a strong focus on
improving EF using modules that target stress reduction, impulse
control, anger control, and emotion regulation. In aiming for
behavioral change, Re-ART adheres to the risk–need–responsivity principles, which have been shown to increase treatment
effectiveness (26,27). These principles require that the intensity
of treatment matches the recidivism risk; that treatment focuses
on the individual dynamic criminogenic risk factors (needs); and
that treatment is adjusted to the characteristics of the specific
© 2020 American Academy of Forensic Sciences
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target group (general responsivity) as well as the characteristics
of the individual adolescent (specific responsivity).
Re-ART applies techniques known to be effective in the treatment of aggressive adolescents and young adults: It uses an individual approach combined with cognitive behavioral techniques
and attention to the adolescent’s social system. This includes
recognition of irrational thoughts and the use of helping thoughts
(28,29) and problem-solving skills (26,28). The intervention uses
drama-therapeutic techniques such as role-play (30) and exercises
such as mindfulness and experimental techniques, which improve
relaxation and attention and reduce feelings of anger (31).
Given that outpatient treatment is often bound by time
restraints imposed by judicial conviction or client motivation,
compact interventions are very much desired. The current pilot
study investigates the effects of Re-ART Compact (a short, fourmonth version of Re-ART) on EF and risk of violent recidivism
compared to Re-ART Complete (the entire, ten-month intervention). Re-ART Compact is specifically aimed at improving EF
and consists of the start module (with attention to motivation
and psychoeducation) and the modules controlling anger, stress
reduction, and impulse control. Studies show that Re-ART is
effective in reducing aggressive behavior and attention deficits,
improving self-control (32), and decreasing criminal recidivism
(24). However, it is not clear to what extent improvements in EF
can be seen after only the first modules of the intervention. Previous research shows that it is possible to improve EF to some
degree in adolescents using different treatment modalities
(33,34). Improved EF seems to be a prerequisite for behavioral
change in other target areas, such as social skills or problemsolving skills. We expect that youths show improved inhibition,
flexibility, emotion regulation, self-evaluation, and self-control
after both Re-ART Compact and Re-ART Complete. Additionally, we expect that these improvements will be larger after ReART Complete than after Re-ART Compact, because its longer
duration might stimulate continued behavioral change.
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Methods
Sample
The sample (N = 25, 68% male) consisted of adolescents and
young adults aged 13–23 (M = 17.44, SD = 2.80). All subjects
received Re-ART at an outpatient treatment center for forensic
psychiatry. This center provides mental health treatment for clients with delinquent behavior, including violent, sexual, and
property crimes, in order to reduce the risk of future delinquent
behavior. All subjects had an average moderate-to-high pretreatment risk of violent recidivism, as assessed by the RAF MH
(see Table 1 for more detailed information). Subjects were randomly assigned to the shorter Re-ART Compact (n = 14) or to
the longer Re-ART Complete (n = 11). Chi-square tests and ttests compared Re-ART Compact and Re-ART Complete on various background variables, such as age, gender, intelligence, ethnic background, and diagnosis (see Table 1). The groups only
differed significantly in risk of violent recidivism (p = 0.02,
d = 0.97), with the Re-ART Complete group showing a higher
pretreatment risk of violent recidivism (M = 4.18, SD = 0.75)
than the Re-ART Compact group (M = 3.50, SD = 0.65). The
average treatment duration of Re-ART Complete was
43.7 weeks (SD = 14.3), while the average duration of Re-ART
Compact was 18.3 weeks (SD = 6.4).
Procedure
Data were collected in 2015 at three departments of an outpatient treatment facility for forensic psychiatry in the Netherlands.
All adolescents and young adults, and for those younger than
16 years their legal guardian as well, signed the informed consent form for participation in scientific research. All subjects
complied with Re-ART’s indication criteria. In short, all adolescents and young adults showed medium-to-high risk of violent

TABLE 1––Descriptive information (M[SD] or %[n]) of Re-ART Compact (n = 15) and Complete (n = 11).
Re-ART Compact
Gender (male)
Age (start treatment)
IQ (clinical estimation)
Ethnic Background (Dutch)
DSM-5 Diagnosis
Conduct Disorder NOS
APD/CD
ADHD
PTSD
ODD
Other
Problematic Substance Use
Problem Behavior
Violent Behavior
Property Crime Behavior
Sex Offense Behavior
Risk Violent Recidivism
Intensity of Treatment
<1 session per week
1 session per week
1.5 sessions per week
Optional Modules
Stress Reduction
Impulse Control

64% (9)
17.71 (2.20)
90.23 (6.80)
79% (11)
43%
36%
21%
14%
14%
29%
50%
100%
43%
7%
3.50

(6)
(5)
(3)
(2)
(2)
(4)
(7)
(14)
(6)
(1)
(.65)

Re-ART Complete
73%
17.09
88.45
55%
46%
46%
27%
18%
27%
36%
36%
100%
46%
9%
4.18

p

d

(8)
(3.51)
(6.86)
(6)

0.65
0.59
0.53
0.43

0.18
0.25
0.37
0.40

(5)
(5)
(3)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(4)

0.90
0.62
0.73
0.79
0.42
0.68
0.50

0.06
0.20
0.14
0.11
0.33
0.17
0.28

(11)
(5)
(1)
(.75)

0.90
0.86
0.02

0.06
0.07
0.97

0.40

0.39

7% (1)
71% (10)
21% (3)

9% (1)
46% (5)
46% (5)

71% (10)
57% (8)

82% (9)
64% (7)

0.55
0.74

0.25
0.13

APD, antisocial personality disorder for subjects aged 18+; CD, conduct disorder for subjects aged 18 . Risk of violent recidivism was assessed with the
RAF MH, where 1 = low and 5 = high.
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recidivism; had a diagnosis of oppositional defiant disorder, conduct disorder, conduct disorder not otherwise specified, or antisocial personality disorder; and showed severe aggressive
behavior that caused disruptions in two or more areas of life
(such as school, home, work) and moderate or high risk of violent recidivism. In both groups, the clients and therapists filled
out the instruments RAF MH, BRIEF-A, and Re-ART List
before starting treatment (T0) and after completing the intervention (T1).

unsatisfying” to 5 = “very satisfying.” In conclusion, the therapist classified a general risk level for each offense in the adolescent’s offense history as either “low,” “low-moderate,”
“moderate,” “moderate-high,” or “high.” The RAF MH has
shown good inter-rater reliability (ICC = 0.73–0.88) and predicted general and violent recidivism within one year after outpatient treatment (AUC = 0.77) (39).
BRIEF-A

Re-ART Complete consists of a set of standard and optional
modules, which can be used to create a custom-made intervention that matches individual risk levels and problem behaviors
(24). Standard modules include start module (regarding motivation for treatment and analysis of the aggression chain), controlling anger, Influence of Thinking, and Assertive Behavior. The
optional modules include stress reduction (contraindicated if
there is no high stress), impulse control (if the degree of impulsivity is very high and the module controlling anger does not
suffice), Emotion Regulation, Observation and Interpretation,
Conflict Management, and a Family module. Duration and intensity of the intervention depend on the individual’s risk level:
Adolescents receive a minimum of one and a maximum of three
individual sessions a week. Re-ART Compact consists of the
start module and the controlling anger module. When indicated,
the optional modules stress reduction and impulse control were
also offered.

The Dutch self-report Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive
Function-Adult version (BRIEF-A) was used to assess EF on a
behavioral level (40,41). Since the adolescent and adult version
of the BRIEF are very similar, for sake of homogeneity we used
the adult version (BRIEF-A) for the entire sample. The current
pilot study uses the scales Inhibition, Flexibility, Emotion Regulation, and Self-Evaluation. Sample items are as follows: “I can’t
sit still” (Inhibition), and “I get emotionally upset easily” (Emotion Regulation). Subjects rate the occurrence of these behaviors
in the past month using the options: “never” (1 point), “sometimes” (2), and “often” (3). A higher total score on each scale
indicates more problematic EF. The BRIEF-A has shown good
construct validity and convergent validity with other measures of
EF (42,43). In the current study, all scales of the BRIEF-A
showed satisfactory reliability (Cronbach’s a ≥ 0.60 reflects
good reliability [44]), with Cronbach’s alpha (a) for Inhibition
T0 = 0.68, T1 = 0.70, Flexibility T0 = 0.68, T1 = 0.78, Emotion Regulation T0 = 0.89, T1 = 0.79, and Self-Evaluation
T0 = 0.69, T1 = 0.87.

Treatment Integrity

Re-ART List

A sufficient degree of program integrity, or adherence to the
intervention’s standardized treatment protocol, is a necessary
precondition to draw valid conclusions about the effectiveness of
a treatment (35,36). Treatment integrity across the entire treatment (both groups) was assessed using evaluation forms,
reported by both the therapists and the adolescents. These forms
assessed whether the treatment sessions incorporated the intervention’s effective elements, for instance, whether the risk–
need–responsivity principles and specific Re-ART techniques
had been applied. This study only included cases with sufficient
program integrity (i.e., the protocol elements were followed for
more than 70%), which means that the intervention was provided as intended (37).

Self-control was assessed with both the therapist-report and
the adolescent and young adult self-report (hereafter: adolescentreport) version of the Re-ART List (45). The Re-ART List
assesses self-control and assertiveness skills related to aggression. For the current purposes, only the self-control scale was
used. Sample items are as follows: “The adolescent has influence
on his behavior” (therapist version), and “I have insight in the
consequences of my behavior” (adolescent version). Each item is
rated on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (“not true at all”)
to 5 (“completely true”). Higher sum scores indicate more selfcontrol. The construct validity of both therapist and adolescent
versions of the list was found to be satisfactory (45). In the current study, the self-control scale showed good reliability, with
Cronbach’s a for therapist version T0 = 0.90, and T1 = 0.79,
and adolescent version T0 = 0.90, and T1 = 0.88.

Description of Re-ART

Instruments
RAF MH

Statistical Analyses

The risk of violent recidivism was assessed by means of the
Risk Assessment for outpatient Forensic Mental Health (RAF
MH) youth version, a structured professional judgment for risk
of recidivism in adolescents (38,39). The instrument consists of
94 static and dynamic items in 12 domains: 1. Previous and current offenses, (8 items), 2. School/work (9 items), 3. Finances (3
items), 4. Living environment (3 items), 5. Family (12 items), 6.
Social network (5 items), 7. Leisure (3 items), 8. Substance use
(7 items), 9. Emotional/Personal (16 items), 10. Attitude (5
items), 11. Risk management (8 items), and 12. Sexual problems
(15 items). All therapists were trained in the use of the RAF
MH and made structured judgments about the risk level at each
domain on a 6-point Likert scale ranging from 0 = “very

The assumptions for analyses of variance were met (46). First,
paired-samples t-tests were used to evaluate any within-subject
change between T0 and T1 on inhibition, flexibility, emotion
regulation, self-evaluation (assessed with the BRIEF-A), therapist-reported self-control, adolescent-reported self-control
(assessed with the Re-ART List), and risk of violent recidivism
(assessed with the RAF MH). Second, t-tests and chi-square tests
were used to check for any a priori differences between the
groups on any of the background variables (reported in Table 1).
We conducted analyses of covariance (ANCOVA) to test for differences between Re-ART Compact and Re-ART Complete at
T1, controlling for T0 scores and for any a priori differing background variables by including them as covariates (47). Effect
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sizes were computed according to Cohen where 0.02> d < 0.49
means a small effect, 0.50> d < 0.79 a moderate effect, and
d > 0.80 a large effect (48). Adjusted d’s were calculated by
subtracting the pretreatment effect sizes from the post-treatment
effect sizes for all experimental variables.
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improved EF skills regarding inhibition, emotion regulation, selfregulation, and therapist-reported self-control. Flexibility and
adolescent-reported self-control did not significantly improve
after completing Re-ART Compact. After completing Re-ART
Complete, all skills were improved. We conclude that Re-ART
Compact is adequate to improve certain EF, and if time is limited, these modules may be a good option for the treatment of
aggressive adolescents. However, whenever possible, it is still
recommended to complete the entire intervention in order to
secure sustainable behavioral change and a larger reduction in
recidivism. Re-ART Complete targets other risk areas than EF,
such as cognitive distortions, social skills, or coping skills,
which might add to the larger reduction in risk of violent recidivism.
Re-ART Compact did not improve flexibility. It is possible
that more time is needed to achieve changes in this domain,
given that inflexible behavior can be shaped by years of negative
life experiences and childhood trauma (49,50). Re-ART Complete addresses rigid thinking and cognitive distortions in later
modules, using both cognitive behavioral techniques and mindfulness-based exercises to support flexible thinking and broaden
response options (49,51).
We found that adolescents and young adults reported much
higher self-control before and after treatment than the therapists.
An explanation could be that adolescents and young adults with
impulse control problems overestimate their EF ability (52) and
that adolescents with lower EF scores show less self-awareness
(53). Also, they may show more social desirable responding
before treatment. Additionally, therapists might underestimate
their client’s self-control when they base their pretreatment scoring on less information than their four-month evaluation.
Another possible explanation is that therapists show more posttreatment social desirable responding as a reflection of their own
treatment efficacy (54).
Our findings have some important implications. First, the
results show that change might already occur in an early stage
of the Re-ART intervention. Seeing early results might add to
the sense of self-efficacy, or belief in self-control over one’s
actions (55), which may prove fruitful for maintaining motivation and completing the intervention program in a population
that is generally reluctant to engage in treatment (25). Second,
based on the difference between therapist-report and adolescentreport, it is recommended that therapists use multiple sources of
information, such as clients and parents, to obtain a better picture of the adolescent’s behavior. Third, improved EF might be

Results
Within-Subjects Change
Paired-samples t-tests showed that in the Re-ART Complete
group, all seven experimental variables (inhibition, flexibility,
emotion regulation, self-evaluation, therapist-reported self-control, adolescent-reported self-control, and risk of violent recidivism) improved significantly from T0 to T1. See Table 2 for
means and effect sizes. In the Re-ART Compact group, five
experimental variables improved significantly, whereas flexibility
and adolescent-reported self-control did not. The Re-ART Complete group showed larger effect sizes than the experimental
group on all experimental variables with exception of emotion
regulation and self-evaluation.
Difference Between Groups
With regard to a priori differences between the group, the ReART Complete group showed a higher pretreatment risk of violent recidivism than the Re-ART Compact group, t(23) = 2.43,
p = 0.02, d = 0.97 (see Table 1). Risk of recidivism was therefore included as a covariate in the following analyses. ANCOVAs could not detect any significant differences between the
Re-ART Compact group and the Re-ART Complete group at T1
with regard to EF variables (see Table 2). Small effect sizes
were found, with the exception of a large effect size in adolescent-reported self-control in favor of Re-ART Complete. The
Re-ART Complete group showed a significantly lower risk of
violent recidivism than the Re-ART Compact group, F
(1,22) = 34.649, p = 0.000, dadjusted = 2.13, a large effect size.
Discussion
This pilot study investigated whether the short, four-month
intervention Re-ART Compact yielded similar results regarding
executive functioning (EF) as the entire intervention Re-ART
Complete in aggressive adolescents and young adults. After
completing Re-ART Compact, subjects showed significantly

TABLE 2––Means, SDs, and ANCOVA results for Re-ART Compact and Re-ART Complete.
Re-ART Compact (n = 14)
T0

Inhibition
Flexibility
Emotion Regulation
Self-Evaluation
Self-Control Adolescent
Self-Control Therapist
Risk Violent Recidivism

Re-ART Complete (n = 11)

T1

T0

T1

M

SD

M

SD

d

M

SD

M

SD

d

F(1,21)

14.57
10.14
17.57
11.07
54.75
28.69
3.50

2.92
2.68
3.83
2.16
8.01
8.27
.65

12.21*
8.78
13.35*
9.00*
58.58
36.69*
3.21*

2.42
2.22
3.12
2.63
12.33
6.07
.69

0.88L
0.55M
1.21L
0.86L
0.37S
1.10L
0.43S

15.91
12.27
22.00
12.09
44.18
26.09
4.18

2.51
2.37
5.73
2.55
8.55
7.62
.75

12.64*
9.64**
16.82*
10.45*
60.73**
38.09**
2.36**

2.62
2.06
2.56
2.54
3.88
2.95
.81

1.27L
1.19L
1.17L
0.64M
2.49L
2.08L
2.35L

.096
.018
2.503
.252
1.801
2.534
34.649**

d
0.17S
0.40S
1.19L
0.56M
0.22S
0.29S
1.15L

dadjusted
0.31S
0.43S
0.23S
0.12S
1.50L
0.03S
2.13L

Note. Annotations S, M, L indicate small, medium, or large effect size. Risk violent recidivism df = (1,22). dadjusted = Cohen’s d controlled for pretreatment
scores.
*p < .05
**p < .001
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beneficial in more life areas than the clinical context (56). This
may boost the clients’ positive life goals, which improves general well-being and receptivity for treatment (57). Fourth, ReART Compact can be used autonomously to improve EF in adolescents with aggression problems or in addition to various other
treatment programs. Improving EF is beneficial for many problem behaviors, since not only aggression, but many psychiatric
problems relate to poor EF (21,22). Finally, modules focusing
on stress reduction, impulse control, and inhibition skills seem
to improve EF, which emphasizes the role of stress and the lack
of impulse control in aggressive behavior.
Since adolescent aggression is an equally severe problem in
other countries and Re-ART has shown to be equally effective
for adolescents with Dutch and other ethnic backgrounds (24),
we assume that results may be generalized to non-Dutch samples
of aggressive adolescents and young adults. By adhering to the
risk, need, responsivity principles for effective forensic treatment
(26), the intervention adapts to the target population’s needs as
well as the individual’s needs. Interventions that are sensitive to
the individual’s criminogenic needs have shown to be as effective in reducing youth delinquency as interventions that are culturally specific (58,59). Also, Re-ART’s responsive approach
means that individual learning style, motivational factors, and
therapeutic relation factors are acknowledged. It is not a onesize-fits-all, but a tailor-made intervention which accounts for
individual differences, which is important when treating cultural
minority youths (60,61). Moreover, cognitive behavioral interventions for disruptive behavior in youth can be implemented
without loss of effectiveness in most Western countries (62). We
assume that Re-ART might be a successful intervention for
aggressive youths in different cultures and countries as well;
however, follow-up research to the effectiveness of EF interventions should compare the effects between various ethnic backgrounds.
This pilot study has several limitations, such as its small sample size. Yet, we assume that if we discover substantial changes
within only four months, it is worthwhile to further examine ReART Compact. Further research might demonstrate whether
changes are sustainable in larger groups and whether the intervention is effective if compared to a control group receiving
treatment as usual or waitlist controls. Furthermore, the Re-ART
Complete group did show a higher pretreatment risk of recidivism than the Re-ART Compact group. Even though we controlled for these confounding effects in our analyses, it might
have affected the results, since high-risk individuals may show
greater change in treatment.
Conclusion
In conclusion, Re-ART Compact, a brief cognitive behavioral
intervention for EF, may be a valuable addition to the field of
forensic mental health care, where many problem behaviors
relate to poor EF. Modules focusing on stress reduction, impulse
control, and inhibition skills improved EF in aggressive adolescents and young adults. Improvement of EF seems to be an
important part of a cognitive behavioral intervention that has
shown to be effective in reducing aggression problems.
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ABSTRACT: Forensic Technicians provide crime scene investigation services and are exposed to stressful violent crimes, motor vehicle

accidents, biological or chemical hazards, and other appalling imagery. Forensic Technicians would likely experience physical and psychological stress after exposure to trauma, and security vulnerabilities similar to Sworn Police Officers. The perceived availability of mental health
resources, job-related physical, psychological stress, and traumatic experiences of both Forensic Technicians and Sworn Police Officers from
California law enforcement agencies were investigated using a self-reported survey. Responses were evaluated for any significant differences in
the perceived stress, job-related physical stress, and resulting psychological impact affecting the participants. The survey contained a mix of
True/False, Circle/Check the Appropriate Box, or Likert Scale (1–5) responses. The results were evaluated statistically and discussed. Results
indicated Sworn Police Officers and Forensic Technicians have different on-duty stress levels, but similar off-duty stress levels. Nearly twothirds of 54 job-related stressors were not significantly different between the two occupations. However, Forensic Technicians reported more
adverse effects in 17 physical and psychological job-related activities compared with Sworn Police Officers. Forensic Technicians reported
lower awareness levels and availability of agency mental health support services than were reported by Sworn Police Officers. This study
reports for the first time an unexpected outcome that perceived and job-related psychological stress is greater for Forensic Technicians than
Sworn Police Officers. Possible reasons for this disparity will be discussed as well as stress management tools that should be implemented to
reduce health risk factors for both career professionals as well as increase public safety.
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management

Sworn Police Officers are citizens whose job duties help
maintain order by enforcing the laws of the land, detecting
crime, and arresting violators. Sworn Police Officers can operate
under various titles including Police Officer, Deputy Sheriff,
Marshall, Special Agent, State Trooper and Correctional Deputy.
Job-related stress in Sworn Police Officers has been studied for
several decades and has revealed that law enforcement-related
stress has profound and damaging influence on a Sworn Police
Officer’s psychological, physical, and familial well-being (1,2).
The trauma and chronic stress experienced by law enforcement
officers can be additive in certain individuals. This subconscious
accumulation of stressful and/or traumatic experiences can affect
one’s ability to make necessary split-second decisions that would
otherwise protect themselves or fellow officers from injury or
death (3).
A recent survey (4) of Police Officers’ cognitive performance
and stress levels showed that even over a two-week duty cycle
performance on the working memory test was significantly
1
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decreased by stress. Unfortunately, this would not always allow
the Sworn Police Officer to correlate job stress experienced with
specific activities executed during the course of their duty cycle
and impacted their ability to accurately recall the event.
Forensic Technicians and other similar positions, such as
Crime Scene Investigators, have primary duties that include
identifying, collecting, preserving, and documenting physical and
other evidence in criminal investigations (5). Their efforts can
directly affect the direction and depth of an investigation. Forensic Technicians are civilian responders reporting after the scene
has been secured; but often while the aftermath of the traumatic
event is being managed. Despite media and television portrayals,
most Forensic Technicians do not carry firearms, interview, or
apprehend suspects. Nor do they generally run into uncontrolled
or violent situations as a Sworn Police Officer is expected to do
(5). They are distinct from many other civilian law enforcement
professionals such as dispatchers or criminalists because their
crime scene duties are performed in view of the public, and
often at scenes that involved violent activities and possibly surrounded by dangerous individuals.
Few studies have evaluated the conditions and impact of occupational stress on civilian forensic personnel. Most studies have
focused on job satisfaction and burnout. It has been reported that
moderate levels of stress in Forensic Scientists were similar to
other traditional criminal justice professionals (6,7). Physiological measurements (heart rates) over a one-week work shift for
United Kingdom civilian crime scene investigators were evaluated for the cardiovascular effects relating to stress from job2065
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related duties. Despite the routine nature of the calls (burglary
and vehicle examinations), the increase in heart rates was attributed to the physical activity and psychological stressors (8).
The stress reaction can be viewed as a subjective perception
and evaluation by the individual of the task at hand and whether
it exceeds the individual’s ability to achieve the demands of the
task (9). The determination of what is stressful along with the
physical and emotional impact is highly dependent on personality, perception of the danger, coping strategies, social support
networks, intervention tools, and temperament (10–13). The
effect of training, postevent debriefings, and counseling is also
not to be overlooked.
The purpose of this study was to compare the various types of
job-related stressors, dangers, physical and psychological stress
experienced by Forensic Technicians and Sworn Police Officers.
Participant ratings of a core group of identified stressors were
used to evaluate significant similarities or differences between
Forensic Technicians and Sworn Police Officers.
Stress factors that can accumulate over one’s professional
career were compared with identify the positive or negative emotional and physical impact on Forensic Technicians and Sworn
Police Officers. The research also investigated the participants’
awareness of stress management resources and the frequency that
participants utilized resources provided by their respective agencies.

Materials and Methods

11) which provided key information for qualifying the respondents.
Demographic Comparisons
Sworn Police Officers and Forensic Technicians provided
demographic and professional background information (Q1, 3,
5). These data were analyzed with the chi-square test, significance determined at p value < 0.05.
Perception of Stress
Survey participants rated their perception of on and off-duty
stress levels using a scale from one (minimal) to five (maximum) stress (Q13, 14). The descriptive statistics: mean, standard
deviation (SD) were determined and results were analyzed using
the Student t-test for mean scores. Significance was determined
at p value < 0.05.
Stressors Common to Sworn Police Officers2
Participants (Sworn Police Officers and Forensic Technicians)
rated 54 stressors common to law enforcement personnel (Q12).
The mean scores were analyzed by Student t-test (p
value < 0.05). These respondents also reported their perception
of their “well-being” in 17 physical and psychological areas
since beginning their professional careers (Q15). These results
were analyzed using chi-square test (p value < 0.05).

Survey
A self-reporting survey was developed consisting of 25 questions related to the stress and trauma experienced by members of
the professions responding to the survey from California Law
Enforcement Agencies (Appendix S1). The listed stressors were
developed from personal experience and the Spielberger Stress
Survey (14). The survey questions comprised scaled scores (1–
5), Yes/No, and fill-in-the-blank type questions. Preliminary
questions provided demographic information from the Sworn
Police Officers and Forensic Technicians. Sworn Police Officers
responding to the survey were comprised of titles that including
Police Officer, Deputy Sheriff, and District Attorney Investigator. Technicians that process crime scenes go by a wide range of
titles including Forensic Technician, Evidence Technician, Police
Lab Technician, Crime Scene Investigator, Crime Scene Specialist, and Forensic Specialist.
This demographic information was later used for data analysis
comparisons between the Forensic Technician and the Sworn
Police Officer study groups. In this report not all survey questions were utilized, only those relevant to the study objectives.
Remaining questions will be addressed in a follow-up publication. Respondents were recruited by personal contact and e-mails
from California law enforcement agencies. The participants were
required to have at least one year of experience in their position,
and in processing at least two major types of crime scenes as a
primary job duty on a weekly basis. The study and survey
(Appendix S1) received Institutional Review Board approval.

Stress Management
The survey addressed whether agencies provided mental
health stress management resources (Q20) and how frequently
they were made available (Q21) for both occupations. These data
were analyzed using chi-square test and Student t-test, respectively (p value < 0.05).
Results
Participant Survey Submissions
A total of 86 participant surveys were received. Thirteen
Sworn Police Officers who participated in the survey were disqualified because of either insufficient crime scene experience
(Q11), submission of an incomplete survey, or an incorrectly
filled out survey.
Demographic Comparisons
The results from the demographic data indicated that there
was no significant difference in ethnicity of the Sworn Police
Officers and Forensic Technicians, who were predominantly
Caucasian. There were more female Forensic Technicians than
males (p < 0.05), and more male than female Sworn Police Officers (p < 0.05). There was a significant difference in agency
type with more respondents from Police than Sheriff Departments. The experience and age range of the participants were
not statistically different (Table 1).

Data Analysis
Participant Qualification

Perception of Stress

Sworn Police Officers and Forensic Technicians provided their
current crime scene investigation experience and duties (Q10,

Survey respondents provided their perceived stress levels
experienced in 54 stressors common to law enforcement (Q12).

MCKAY-DAVIS ET AL.
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TABLE 1––Survey participant demographics (Survey Questions 1, 3, 5).*

Demographics
Ethnicity (ns)
Caucasian
African
Amer.
Hispanic
Asian
Other/
Unknown
Gender (p < 0.05)
Male
Female
Agency (p < 0.05)
Police Dept.
Sheriff Dept.
Experience (ns)
1–5 years
6–10 years
11–15 years
16–20 years
21+ years
Age range (ns)
18–20 years
21–25 years
26–30 years
31–35 years
36–40 years
41–45 years
46–50 years
51–55 years
56+ years
N

N
Forensic
Technicians

%

N
Sworn Police
Officers

%

26
1

70.3
2.7

20
2

55.6
5.6

8
1
1

21.6
2.7
2.7

6
4
4

16.7
11.1
11.1

14
23

40.5
59.5

29
7

80.6
19.4

34
3

91.9
8.1

34
2

94.4
5.6

8
8
6
6
9

21.6
21.6
16.2
16.2
24.3

4
8
7
9
8

11.1
22.2
19.4
25.0
22.2

0
1
4
5
7
5
5
6
4
37

0.0
2.7
8.1
13.5
21.6
13.5
13.5
16.2
10.8

0
2
3
7
5
7
6
3
3
36

0.0
8.3
8.3
19.4
13.9
19.4
13.9
8.3
8.3

*Chi-square data analysis. p value > 0.05 = (ns).

The mean ratings were organized from highest to lowest stress
level ratings by profession, and the shared responses indicated
(bold). The top 20 out of these 54 self-reported stressors are
listed for Forensic Technicians and Sworn Police Officers
(Table 2). Approximately 33 (61%) of participant ratings out of
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the 54 stressors were similar (no statistical difference noted)
between Forensic Technicians and Sworn Police Officers. The
stressors are organized from highest to lowest of their rating
scores (Table 3).
The perceived stress levels on and off duty (Q13, 14) were
reported on a scale, one (minimal) to five (maximum), and were
analyzed for significance. The results indicated that Forensic
Technician on-duty stress level (Mean = 3.50, SD = 0.99) was
significantly different (p < 0.05) and higher than Sworn Police
Officers (Mean = 2.99, SD = 0.97). Forensic Technician mean
self- reported off-duty stress level (Mean = 2.11, SD = 0.91)
was higher than the self-reported off-duty stress level of Sworn
Police Officers (Mean = 1.96, SD = 0.85); but was not significantly different.
Regarding gender-related differences, results also indicated
that there was a significant difference (p value < 0.05) in the
mean rating of on-duty stress levels between female Forensic
Technicians and female Sworn Police Officers, with female
Forensic Technicians reporting higher stress ratings. No significant difference was found in the mean stress levels of female
and male Forensic Technicians, nor female and male Sworn
Police Officers (Q13). There was also no significant difference
in the on-duty stress levels related to age of the respondents
(data not shown).
Survey participants detailed the perception of their behavioral,
physical, psychological, and lifestyle changes experienced since
the beginning of their employment (Q15). The majority of
Forensic Technicians indicated an overall positive impact in only
three of the 17 survey categories (f, g, j; 17.6%). In contrast,
most Sworn Police Officers expressed a positive impact in nine
of the 17 categories (b, c, d, f, g, i, n, p, q; 53%). This implies
that Forensic Technicians reported negative perceptions in the
survey (Q15) at a frequency approximately three times that of
Sworn Police Officers. Forensic Technicians and Sworn Police
Officers shared positive responses on only two of the questions:
Do you feel supervision realistically gives you enough time to
complete your assigned tasks (f), and Do you feel your job has
a positive impact on society (g).

TABLE 2––Top 20 self-reported stressors for scaled response ratings (Q12): Forensic Technicians versus Sworn Police Officers.

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Stressor
Active Scenes (OCC)
Promotability (ORG)
No Defense Weapon (ORG)
Staffing (ORG)
Biohazard Exposure (OCC)
Line of Duty Death (OCC)
Child Abuse (OCC)
Subpoena (OCC)
Court Testimony (OCC)
Mistaken ID (OCC)
Negative Perception (OCC)
Insufficient Support (ORG)
Inadequate Pay (ORG)
Personal Field Security (OCC)
Expect Zero Errors (OCC)
On-Call (ORG)
Off Duty Security (OCC)
Department Politics (ORG)
Partner Conflicts (ORG)
Never Feel Off Duty (OCC)

Forensic Technicians
Mean  SD

Stressor






















Staffing (ORG)
Negative Perception (OCC)
Physical Attack (OCC)
Line of Duty Death (OCC)
Killing Someone (OCC)
Insufficient Support (ORG)
Department Politics (ORG)
Family Security (OCC)
Physical Injury (OCC)
Excessive Calls (ORG)
Use of Force (OCC)
Personal Field Security (OCC)
Angry Civilians (OCC)
Balance Work/Home (ORG)
Supervision (ORG)
Lenient Court System (OCC)
Court Testimony (OCC)
Off Duty Security (OCC)
Expect Zero Errors (OCC)
Subpoena (OCC)

3.54
3.46
3.36
3.32
3.32
3.29
3.19
3.19
3.16
3.16
3.08
3.08
3.03
3.00
3.00
2.97
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.94

1.26*
1.32*
1.36*
1.31
1.36*
1.66
1.41*
1.29*
1.24*
1.52*
1.40
1.40
1.44*
1.37
1.35
1.42
1.47
1.37
1.20*
1.45

Highlighted (bold) stressors were common to both occupations.
OCC, Occupational stressors; ORG, Organizational stressors.
*Significant difference: Student t-test, p < 0.05 for the common stressors.

Sworn Police Officers
Mean  SD
3.56
3.33
3.25
3.25
3.14
2.97
2.97
2.86
2.78
2.78
2.75
2.69
2.69
2.64
2.64
2.64
2.58
2.50
2.47
2.47






















1.25
1.20
1.48*
1.78
1.69*
1.46
1.34
1.29
1.27
1.38
1.20*
1.19
1.06
1.38
1.36
1.42
1.05*
1.34
1.40
1.03*
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TABLE 3––Top 20 stressors ranked by similarity: Forensic Technicians
versus Sworn Police Officers (Q12).
Rank
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Stressors

p-Value

Physical Injury on the Job (OCC)
Collision in Assigned Unit (OCC)
Department Politics (ORG)
Friends Killed in Line of Duty (OCC)
Excessive Calls for Service (ORG)
Lenient Court System (OCC)
Family Security (OCC)
Insufficient Department Support (ORG)
Pressure to Solve Cases Quickly (ORG)
Crimes Reported to You (OCC)
Supervision Expectations/Discipline (ORG)
Shift Work (ORG)
Disagreeable Duties/Laws (OCC)
Service Request Deadlines (ORG)
Angry Civilians (OCC)
Insufficient Staffing (ORG)
Negative Public/Press Perception (OCC)
Balance Work/Home (ORG)
Overtime (OCC)
Personal Security in Field (OCC)

0.94
0.94
0.93
0.93
0.92
0.88
0.86
0.75
0.71
0.70
0.65
0.60
0.58
0.50
0.49
0.44
0.41
0.35
0.34
0.32

Student t-test, no significant difference, p-value > 0.05.
OCC, Occupational stressors, ORG, Organization stressor.

Chi-square analysis was completed to determine if there were
any significant differences (p < 0.05) between the responses of
Forensic Technicians and Sworn Police Officers in their perceptions of the 17 categories. The analysis indicated that there was
a significant difference for seven categories (b, c, d, k, n, p, q).
The analysis also identified responses in 10 of the 17 categories
(a, e, f, g, h, i, j, l, m, o) that were not significantly different.
Stressors Common to Sworn Police Officers
Ten of the top 20 highest mean scores for shared law enforcement stressors (Q12) were shared (Table 2, “bold”) by Forensic
Technicians and Sworn Police Officers. These included: insufficient staffing, friends killed in line of duty, subpoenaed during
time off, court testimony, negative public/press perception, insufficient department support, personal field security, expectation of
zero errors, off-duty personal security, and department politics.
Eight of the ten shared mean stressor ratings were not significantly different. The two significantly different ratings between
the professions were related to the stress of “subpoenas” and
“court testimony.” Forensic Technicians ranked occupational
type stressors (OCC) as twelve of the top 20 stressors. Whereas
Sworn Police Officers ranked these occupational type stressors
(OCC) as 14 of the top 20 stressors, which resulted in similar
ranking for the 2 professions for OCC.
When asked if they felt less depressed (Q15-n), depression
was reported in 68% of the Forensic Technicians as opposed to
41% of the Sworn Police Officers. This was a statistically significant difference (p value < 0.03).
Stress Management
Forensic Technicians (N = 36) and Sworn Police Officers
(N = 36) reported on knowledge about the availability (Q20) of
mental health support services at their agency and the frequency
to which they were made available (Q21). Fewer Forensic Technicians reported availability of such resources than the Sworn
Police Officers. Approximately one-third of the Forensic

Technicians reported that they did not know if mental health
resources were available at their agency, whereas all the Sworn
Police Officers were aware of the availability of mental health
resources (p value < 0.01). Forensic Technicians reported (Q21)
a mean score of 2.81 for the availability of mental health
resources; whereas Sworn Police Officers reported a mean of
3.5, which was not statistically significant (p value > 0.05).
Discussion
The current research compared the perception of stress and
stress factors affecting job responsibilities, behavior, and general well-being, between Forensic Technicians and Sworn
Police Officers. It is commonly accepted that law enforcement
officers have an elevated rate of “burn-out” and suicide, and
this may correlate with their stressful occupation (15,16).
Whether similar issues exist for Forensic Technicians and other
law enforcement civilians that process crime scenes has only
been hypothesized; but not supported by any earlier research.
The following parameters were investigated through a self-reporting survey: perceptions of stress levels, physical, behavioral, and psychological job stress factors common to both
occupations, and availability and utilization stress management
resources. Correlations between these parameters and various
demographic factors (ethnicity, gender, age, and experience)
were also determined.
The paucity of resources and lack of availability of these for
Forensic Technicians is apparent. Law Enforcement professionals
are the primary authority for investigating and preventing all
types of crimes, improving public safety, and protecting victims.
This engenders the development of a strong bond of camaraderie
and support, unlike that afforded to Forensic Technician, who
generally work alone and often outside established law enforcement agencies. The nature of activities that Sworn Police Officers engage in requires the purchase of special equipment (bullet
proof vests, firearms, tasers, and body cameras). The use of
these requires training each year and appropriate funding to a
much greater extent than provided to Forensic Technicians. Law
Enforcement agencies have strong political support groups and
powerful union bargaining organizations. This guarantees better
vacations and welfare and retirement benefits than afforded to
Forensic Technicians. There is also the perception that Forensic
Technicians do not earn the same level of recognition as do
Sworn Police Officers, and in the author’s view, create added
stress and the impression that mental health resources are limited. All these differences create a separate culture for these two
groups that are both tasked with seeing that crime does not pay;
but Sworn Police Officers appear to operate in a higher tier and
landscape than Forensic Technicians.
Demographic Comparisons
The Sworn Police Officer and Forensic Technician participants
were predominantly Caucasian. The major demographic findings
indicated that more females were surveyed in Forensic Technician careers than males and the reverse true for Sworn Police
Officers. The ages ranged between 21 and 56 or more years old
with no difference between the Sworn Police Offices and Forensic Technicians. Examining years of experience on the job indicated no significance difference. A predominant difference was
observed in that most participants were employed in police
departments as opposed to sheriff departments; but not in the
distribution between the two groups of professionals.
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Perception of Stress
It was reported that there was an overall higher mean on-duty
stress score for Forensic Technicians compared with Sworn
Police Offices. This was not an expected outcome for the onduty stress experience. Off-duty stress between the two occupations was not significantly different.
The survey data indicated a serious perceived job-related stress
on Forensic Technicians. A negative score was reported in 14 of 17
questions (Q15). Sworn Police Officers reported negative results in
only eight of the 17 questions, almost half that as the Forensic
Technicians. This finding could be a result of the consequences of
working violent crime scenes, long hours, shift work, and frequent
operation in unsafe environments. Another unexplored potential
cause could be the initial expectations and the actual experienced
reality of the job and its impact on the Forensic Technician.
The areas where there were significant differences between
Forensic Technicians and Sworn Police Officers were for the following categories in descending order: feel less depressed, in
better physical shape, less trouble sleeping, equal part of the
team, exercise more frequently, feel more sympathetic, feel more
trusting. In the 17 physical and psychological impact areas,
Forensic Technicians did not feel as if they were treated as an
equal part of the team with Sworn Police Officers. It is somewhat surprising that compared to when they first entered their
profession the Forensic Technicians considered themselves: more
easily aggravated, less sympathetic toward victims and suspects,
less trusting of people, did not feel civilians and officers were
equally part of the team, were more anxious about their safety in
their personal life, used more time off, consumed more alcohol,
had more trouble sleeping, felt more exhausted, had a harder
time communicating job issues with family/friends, felt more
depressed, felt the job had more control over their personal life,
were in worse physical shape, and exercised less.
The self-reported negative effects are consistent with prior
research that identified Sworn Police Officers are prone to psychological ailments like anxiety, loss of self-esteem, loss of confidence,
a loss of the feeling of control over one’s own life, depression, suicide, and post-traumatic stress disorder (13,17). In comparing the
self-reported physical and psychological responses of Forensic
Technicians to prior research, the Forensic Technicians exhibited
indications of four major effects of job-related stress and trauma.
The first major effect was stress exhaustion, which can lead to
poor work performance, post-traumatic stress disorder, early
retirement or attrition, absenteeism, job burn-out, marital discord,
depression, substance abuse, suicide, and premature death
(1,11,12,15,18). The second major effect was burnout potential
which was based upon their reported perceptions of unfairness
in the work environment and work-life conflict, each of which is
considered a reliable predictor of burnout (16).
The third major effect of cynicism and hypervigilance are consistent with the generally negative Forensic Technician responses
in that they became aggravated easier, were less sympathetic to
victims and suspects, displayed less trust of people, suffered
increased exhaustion, and experienced increased anxiousness
about their personnel safety. These characteristics can be caused
by, or result from, cynicism and hypervigilance (19,20,21). The
fourth major effect of increased depression was reported by 68%
of Forensic Technicians respondents, as opposed to 41% of
Sworn Peace Officer participants.
Forensic Technicians and Sworn Police Officers shared positive responses in two of the same questions: Do you feel supervision realistically gives you enough time to complete your
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assigned tasks (f), and Do you consider your job has positive
influence on society (g).
Stressors Common to Sworn Police Officers
The fact that ten of the top 20 mean stressor ratings were
shared by Forensic Technicians and Sworn Police Officers, and
that eight of these were not significantly different between the
two professions, was a good indication of similar occupational
effect. This finding was augmented by the fact that nearly twothirds of the total 54 stressors evaluated were not significantly
different between Forensic Technicians and Sworn Police Officers. Forensic Technicians reported that their top three stressors
were processing active scenes, limited promotability, and lacking
a defensive weapon. For Sworn Police Officers, staffing was the
topmost stressor.
The two stressors common to both professions, yet found to
be significantly different, were being subpoenaed during time off
and providing court testimony. These two experiences were significantly more stressful for Forensic Technicians than for Sworn
Police Officers. This may suggest a lack of training, or higher
expectations, for delivering courtroom testimony. Of the significantly similar job-related stressor categories, between these two
professions, departmental politics was ranked third highest; and
excessive calls for service were reported as fifth highest.
A common concern about physical danger and safety dominated the top five similar stressors, including: physical injury on
the job, involvement in traffic accidents, and colleagues killed in
the line of duty. Similar to Sworn Police Officers, Forensic
Technician stressors include regular physical stress sustained
during the task of processing a crime scene, moving equipment
or objects and other strenuous physical activities (11). Safety
concerns were also indicated by Forensic Technicians rating the
lack of a defensive weapon as the third highest stressor and biohazard exposure the fifth highest stressor. Biohazard exposure
concern was unique to Forensic Technicians, as it was ranked
thirtieth overall by Sworn Police Officers.
Stress Management
Forensic Technicians and Sworn Police Officers are under occupational stress that may negatively affect their job decision-making, physical health, family life, risk of suicide and may especially
influence Sworn Police Officers, creating a toxic work environment. The result of which will likely compromise public safety.
Obviously, stress management is important for the well-being of
these professionals and their anticipated job performance. The elevated stress levels reported in this research and impact scores for
the Forensic Technicians may have been influenced by the low
reported availability of mental health resources. In the author’s
experience, many Forensic Technicians are also unaware that mental health support exists, like peer support, or training outside of
the general employee assistance programs. Increased awareness
and availability of these resources, in addition to practicing coping
strategies, may reduce job-related stress in Forensic Technicians.
Implementation of stress management tools and peer support
programs within Forensics Units, along with the incorporation of
stress management awareness modules into the training manuals
or educational programs are two methods that would improve the
mental health of Forensic Technicians (22). A recent trend toward
the introduction of Mindfulness-Based Resilience Training
(MBRT) for those involved with community policing activities
(Sworn Police Officers) has similar beneficial potential to help
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Forensic Technicians cope with job-related stress (23). Law
Enforcement Officers (Sworn Police Officers) have the highest
suicide risk than any other profession (24). There is the potentially
elevated suicide risk for Forensic Technicians and Sworn Police
Officers in light of the negative job impact for these two occupations. This is another serious effect of job-related stress that could
be mitigated through the implementation of MBRT programs.
Limitations
In an effort to identify commonalities between the Sworn
Police Officer and Forensic Technician crime scene-related experiences, the self-reporting survey omitted stressors that would
not generally be experienced by Forensic Technicians. Examples
of omitted situations included: response to a felony in progress,
death notifications, and high-speed chases. Although each of
these situations is stressful and traumatic for police officers, they
do not apply to Forensic Technicians and therefore they could
not rate or evaluate their impact.
Self-reporting surveys carry the inherent potential risk that
respondents may consciously lie about their opinions or experiences (25). Respondents in this study may have lowered the
stress ratings to cast a more formidable persona. Law enforcement personnel is expected to project confidence and authority
in the execution of their duties, which many officers may perceive as threatened by admitting job-related stress. Respondents
in this study may have lowered their ratings due to concerns for
any negative consequences if their agencies or a defense attorney
become aware of the elevated stress ratings.
Conclusions
Forensic Technicians and Sworn Police Officers are often
required to make sacrifices in order to fulfill their professional
duties. This does not absolve their respective agencies from providing the needed guidance and support tools necessary to ameliorate the potential physical, mental, and personal stress that these
professionals experience due to frequent violence and suffering.
Forensic Technicians should receive stress management training,
traumatic incident recovery, communication skills, fitness training,
and social support networks as they are available for Sworn Police
Officers. It is also recommended that they attend incident debriefings and stress management training programs. These are realistic
ways to mitigate the stress and trauma related to their professional
occupation and related health concern.
It would be a significant contribution to well-being and health of
Forensic Technicians and Sworn Police Officers if research is done
about job expectations and how they fit with reality. Poor correlation with the real-life situations and job duties would make for
additional stress that can impact job performance and family life.
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QUESTIONED DOCUMENTS
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Initial Study for the Determination of the
Sequence of Intersecting Lines between Gel
Pens and Seals by Optical Coherence
Tomography*

ABSTRACT: Determining the sequence of intersecting lines is a significant issue in the forensic document examination that can reveal the

fraud or distinguish between different allegations. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a high-resolution cross-sectional imaging technique
that has been introduced into forensic science field recently. The potential of OCT as a novel method to determine the sequence of intersecting
lines was examined for the first time. In this study, a spectral-domain OCT system with a center wavelength of 900 nm was employed to perform nondestructive examination on determining the sequence of 18 heterogeneous intersecting line samples produced using three types of gel
pens and three brands of stamp pad ink seals. Two-dimensional (2D) cross-sectional, and three-dimensional (3D) volumetric images of the
intersecting lines were obtained by the OCT system. Several features were noted and analyzed to successfully determine the sequence of all the
18 samples. Blind tests were also conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of OCT technique. The results illustrate that OCT technology can
provide an effective and accurate method for sequencing intersecting lines of gel pen ink and seal ink, which may complement the conventional
methods used in the examination of questioned documents.

KEYWORDS: questioned document examination, optical coherence tomography, optical coherence tomography, sequence of intersecting
lines, cross-sectional imaging, 3D imaging

In recent years, as the criminal behaviors become increasingly
intelligent and concealed, an examination of the sequence of intersecting lines has attracted more and more attention since it is a
significant method of assessing the authenticity and validity of
documents (1). For example, in Far East Asia, the perpetrators
often add additional text content onto important documents such
as contracts and office paperwork with genuine signatures or
preaffixed genuine seals in order to make an altered document for
illegal purposes (2,3). If the additional text overlaps or intersects
with the signature or seal, the relative chronological sequence
may be an important clue or evidence to reveal the fraud or distinguish between different allegations. However, the determination
of the sequence of intersecting lines still remains a challenge for
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forensic document examiners, and it has become one of the most
difficult technical problems in the forensic science field (4,5).
A number of techniques have been developed to examine the
intersecting line samples. In general, these techniques may be
divided into destructive and nondestructive methods. The
destructive techniques mainly include powder adsorption, scraping and reducing layers, section examination, taping, and decolorization (6), which would consume the specimens and cause
irreversible damage to the samples, making it difficult to re-examine. Nondestructive techniques are preferred over the destructive ones as they are conducive to retaining the originality and
integrity of the evidence. Optical examination techniques are the
most widely used nondestructive methods to examine line crossings, which include stereomicroscopy (6), laser confocal microscopy (7), fluorescence microscopy (8,9), Raman spectroscopy
(10), microspectrophotometry (11) and Fourier transform infrared
(FTIR) spectral imaging (12). Some ultra-high-resolution imaging techniques such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
(4,13) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) (14) have been also
adopted for this application. Each of these techniques has its
advantages and disadvantages. For example, the resolution of
stereomicroscopy is insufficient to obtain the fine features of the
intersection lines and mainly depends on the experience of the
examiners. The fluorescence microscope requires a careful selection of excitation light source, magnification, excitation, and cutoff filter under different scenarios and might need to be
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FIG. 1––The typical optical setup of OCT system. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

combined with confocal microscopy and image processing techniques to obtain high quality images. The SEM and AFM methods are very complicated, time-consuming and expensive. In
addition, most of the mentioned nondestructive techniques only
obtain surface information, instead of depth information. Due to
the superimposition of the lines, the cross-sectional images and
the spatial structure of the intersecting parts may contain useful
information for the determination of sequence, but the conventional methods still need to slice the sample before carrying out
the examination to extract the information from the cross section, which would damage the evidence.
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is an emerging optical
imaging technology that performs in situ, noncontact, nondestructive, high-resolution, cross-sectional, and three-dimensional
volumetric imaging (15). The principle of OCT is low coherence
interferometry. The optical setup typically consists of a Michelson interferometer as shown in Fig. 1. OCT is very similar to
ultrasound imaging technology, but it uses light instead of sound
to detect the intensity and delay of backscattered light based on
the low coherence interferometry method (16). OCT technology
has been widely used in medical imaging as a diagnosis technique and has been applied to many branches such as
TABLE 1––Type of gel pens and seals used to make the intersecting line
samples.
Type
Gel pen 1
Gel pen 2
Gel pen 3
Seal 1
Seal 2
Seal 3

Brand

Color

Model

Chenguang
Deli
Baile
Deli
Qixin
Deli

Black
Black
Black
Red
Red
Red

Large capacity APG13604
S34
BL-G2-10
Water-based stamp pad ink NO.9875
Water-based stamp pad ink B3748
Oil-based stamp pad ink NO. 9864

ophthalmology, cardiovascular systems, dermatology, and cancer
(17–20). OCT can be seen as a type of optical biopsy, with the
advantages of causing no damage to the sample and acquiring
micro-meter level tomographic images. Therefore, this technique
is a powerful tool for forensic purposes. Recently, OCT has been
used in a few forensic applications such as counterfeit banknote
detection (21), Calliphora vicina pupae age estimation (22),
bloodstain volume determination (23), automotive paint characterization (24,25), and hidden fingerprint detection (26).
However, to the best of our knowledge, there has been no
related study on determining the sequence of intersecting lines
by OCT. In this study, OCT technology is proposed to determine the sequence of intersecting lines for the first time, which
provides a novel and reliable technique for document examination. This study focuses on the examination of the sequence of
intersecting lines between stamp pad seal ink and gel pen ink
that remains a difficult problem because of the characteristics of
water-based ink. In our experiments, three types of seals made
of water-based and oil-based stamp pad inks, and three types of
gel pens (water-based ink) were chosen. A total of 18 intersecting line samples in both sequences were prepared for obtaining
the OCT images. A spectral-domain OCT (SD-OCT) system
with the center wavelength of 900 nm was employed, achieving
~3 lm axial resolution. The selection of center wavelength
needs to be carefully considered because there is a trade-off
between axial resolution and penetration depth. OCT instruments
working at longer wavelengths (e.g., 1.3 lm) can achieve deeper
penetration, but the axial resolution would be degraded according to the principle of OCT imaging. Choosing the center wavelength of 900 nm can balance this trade-off in this study. Twodimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) OCT images were
implemented, and the subsurface images of each sample at a
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TABLE 2––Type of intersecting line samples.
Sample Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Order
Gel pen 1 over Seal
Gel pen 1 over Seal
Gel pen 1 over Seal
Gel pen 2 over Seal
Gel pen 2 over Seal
Gel pen 2 over Seal
Gel pen 3 over Seal
Gel pen 3 over Seal
Gel pen 3 over Seal
Seal 1 over Gel pen
Seal 2 over Gel pen
Seal 3 over Gel pen
Seal 1 over Gel pen
Seal 2 over Gel pen
Seal 3 over Gel pen
Seal 1 over Gel pen
Seal 2 over Gel pen
Seal 3 over Gel pen

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3

certain depth were presented. The results demonstrated that OCT
can rapidly distinguish intersecting lines created by gel pens and
seals with different sequences while maintaining the original
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physical and chemical state of the sample. OCT may be a powerful supplement to the conventional techniques and further
improve the accuracy of the examination when combined with
the conventional techniques.

Materials and Methods
Samples
This study focused on the examination of intersecting lines
produced by signatures and seals. Three common types of red
seals and black gel pens were prepared to produce heterogeneous
intersecting line samples, as shown in Table 1. Two types of the
seals were made with water-based stamp pad ink, and one was
made with oil-based stamp pad ink. The main components of
oil-based stamp pad ink are nonpolar solvents, mineral oils, vegetable oils, surfactants, pigments, resin oils, and oil-soluble dyes.
The water-based stamp pad ink is composed of polar solvents,
water, water-soluble resin, and water-soluble dyes. All intersecting line samples (including blind testing) were formed on A4
size white papers with a basis weight of 70 g/m2 (Asia Symbol
Paper Co., Ltd., Guangdong, China).

FIG. 2––The images of the intersecting line samples when the gel pen 1 were present over three different types of stamp pad ink seals. The Photograph of
the ROI of (a) Sample 1, (b) Sample 2, and (c) Sample 3; The 2D cross-sectional OCT images of the intersecting parts of (d) Sample 1, (e) Sample 2, and (f)
Sample 3; the 3D volumetric OCT images of the intersecting parts of (g) Sample 1, (h) Sample 2, and (i) Sample 3. The 1D lateral scanning paths for 2D
OCT images and the 2D lateral scanning ranges for 3D OCT images were indicated by the red arrows and the blue rectangular shown in (a), (b), and (c).
The surfaces of the 3D images show the sub-layer images extracted at the depth of ~120 lm. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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FIG. 3––The images of the intersecting line samples when the gel pen 2 were present over three different types of stamp pad ink seals. The Photograph of
the ROI of (a) Sample 4, (b) Sample 5 and (c) Sample 6; The 2D cross-sectional OCT images of the intersecting parts of (d) Sample 4, (e) Sample 5, and (f)
Sample 6; the 3D volumetric OCT images of the intersecting parts of (g) Sample 4, (h) Sample 5, and (i) Sample 6. The 1D lateral scanning paths for 2D
OCT images and the 2D lateral scanning ranges for 3D OCT images were indicated by the red arrows and the blue rectangular shown in (a), (b), and (c).
The surfaces of the 3D images show the sub-layer images extracted at the depth of ~120 lm. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Samples were prepared in the following manner. In the first
set of samples, three different bands of seals were stamped first
on each of the three sheets of white copy paper, respectively. In
other words, each of these three sheets contained three seals
made of different stamp pad inks. After the seals dried, some
writings were made on top of these seals with one type of gel
pen on each of the sheets respectively, and thus the gel pen inks
overlapped on top of the stamp pad inks. In the second set of
samples, three different bands of gel pens were used to first
write on three sheets of white copy paper, respectively, then
each type of the seals was placed on top of the writings, and
thus the stamp pad inks were superimposed on top of the gel
pen inks. All samples were written and stamped by the same
person with similar and normal pressure as their usual habits. In
this way, a total of 18 specimens were prepared and numbered
for this study, as shown in Table 2.
Apparatus and Operations
As the gel pen ink and stamp pad ink are only an ultrathin layer of material, the OCT system is required to have a

high axial resolution (the minimum distinguishable distance in
the depth direction). A high-resolution spectral-domain OCT
(SD-OCT) system (GAN220, Thorlabs Inc., Newton, NJ) was
employed to perform the examinations. SD-OCT modality
enables an in situ, noninvasive, high-resolution, high-speed,
high-sensitivity, and stable cross-sectional imaging. In a SDOCT system, the IR light emitted from the broadband light
source was divided into two parts by the optical coupler. One
part was focused on the sample after passing through the mirror galvanometers (motorized mirror mounts and systems used
for light beam steering or scanning) and objective lens and
then returned after being backscattered and backreflected from
the sample (sample light). The other part entered the reference
arm and returned after being reflected back from a plane mirror (reference light). The interference between the sample light
and the reference light was detected and recorded by a spectrometer consisted of a CCD as the detector. The A-line (Ascan) signal along the depth direction of the sample (Z-axis)
was obtained after Fourier transform and a series of image
processing to the original spectral interferogram. For a twoaxis galvanometer, there are two orthogonal scanning
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FIG. 4––The images of the intersecting line samples when the gel pen 3 were present over three different types of stamp pad ink seals. The Photograph of
the ROI of (a) Sample 7, (b) Sample 8, and (c) Sample 9; The 2D cross-sectional OCT images of the intersecting parts of (d) Sample 7, (e) Sample 8, and (f)
Sample 9; the 3D volumetric OCT images of the intersecting parts of (g) Sample 7, (h) Sample 8, and (i) Sample 9. The 1D lateral scanning paths for 2D
OCT images and the 2D lateral scanning ranges for 3D OCT images were indicated by the red arrows and the blue rectangular shown in (a), (b), and (c).
The surfaces of the 3D images show the sub-layer images extracted at the depth of ~180 lm. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

directions to produce a raster scanning, which is achieved by
inputting sawtooth signals and step signals into the fast axis
and slow axis of the galvanometer, respectively. The 2D
cross-sectional OCT image (B-scan) was generated by combining those A-scans acquired with the lateral scanning with a
fast axis along one direction (X-axis). 3D volumetric OCT
images were composed of those B-scans with the lateral scanning of a slow axis along the other direction (Y-axis).
The SD-OCT system adopted a broadband light source SLD
(Super-Luminescent Diode) with the center wavelength of
900 nm and bandwidth of 150 nm. The optical power on the
sample was 1–2 mW. The axial resolution of the system was
tested to be 3 lm (in the air) and the lateral resolution was
4 lm. The maximum imaging depth in the air was 1.9 mm. The
imaging frequency (A-line rate) of this system was 36 kHz,
which could achieve a real-time 2D cross-sectional imaging and
high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 93 dB. The working distance
of the system from objective lens (LSM02-BB, Thorlabs Inc.)
was 18 mm. The size of the 2D OCT image captured in this
experiment was 2.0 mm (lateral) 9 1.2 mm (depth). The operation of this system was extremely convenient, the examiners

only need to place the sample on the sample stage and adjust
the focus and reference light intensity, and then the OCT images
of the region-of-interest could be collected and analyzed in a
fast manner.
Gel pen ink contains dyes or pigments, solvents, resins, viscosity adjustors, and lubricants, which is a water-based ink and
the composition may vary by manufacturers (8). Two types of
seals in our experiment are made of water-based stamp pad
inks, and one is made of an oil-based stamp pad ink. The
OCT system utilized near-infrared light as the light source that
could penetrate into the intersecting line samples and obtain
the inner structures of the samples. When different gel pen
inks and stamp pad inks formed the intersecting line samples,
the depth of light penetration into the intersecting parts could
be varied due to the different optical attenuation properties of
these parts. In OCT images, the bright areas indicate that there
is light backscattering and backreflecting from the sample, and
there is no light returning when dark areas are shown. When
gel pen ink blends with the stamp pad ink as well as the
fibers of paper, it may result in distinguishing optical features
in OCT images.
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FIG. 5––The images of the intersecting line samples when three different types of stamp pad ink seals were present over the gel pen 1. The Photograph of
the ROI of (a) Sample 10, (b) Sample 11, and (c) Sample 12; The 2D cross-sectional OCT images of the intersecting parts of (d) Sample 10, (e) Sample 11,
and (f) Sample 12; the 3D volumetric OCT images of the intersecting parts of (g) Sample 10, (h) Sample 11, and (i) Sample 12. The 1D lateral scanning paths
for 2D OCT images and the 2D lateral scanning ranges for 3D OCT images were indicated by the red arrows and the blue rectangular shown in (a), (b), and
(c). The surfaces of the 3D images show the sub-layer images extracted at the depth of ~120 lm. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Results and Discussion
The OCT Images of Intersecting Line Samples: The Gel Pen Ink
Over Stamp Pad Ink
The first set of experiments performed OCT imaging of the
intersecting line samples when the gel pen ink strokes were present over the stamp pad ink seals, as shown in Fig. 2 (ink of gel
pen 1 over three different seals, Sample 1–Sample 3), Fig. 3 (ink
of gel pen 2 over three different seals, Sample 4–Sample 6), and
Fig. 4 (ink of gel pen 3 over three different seals, Sample 7–Sample 9). In each figure, (a) (d) (g) represented the photograph of the
region-of-interest (ROI), the 2D cross-sectional OCT image, and
the 3D volumetric OCT image of the sample, respectively. The
image size of each 2D cross-sectional OCT image was 2 mm (lateral) 9 1.2 mm (depth). The lateral scanning path was indicated
by the red arrows shown in (a), (b), and (c). From the cross-sectional images as shown in (d), (e), and (f), it can be seen that the
light penetration depth at the intersecting position (the central part
of the image) was relatively low as compared to the other parts
due to a strong light absorption of the ink of black gel pen. 3D
volumetric OCT images were presented as 3D rendering views in

(g), (h), and (i), with a corresponding lateral scanning range of
2 mm 9 2 mm as indicated by the blue rectangular in (a), (b),
and (c). The surface of these 3D rendering images actually displayed the sub-layer images extracted inside the sample at a certain depth, which demonstrated the capability of 3D OCT to
precisely obtain a tomographic image at a specific depth.

The OCT Images of Intersecting Line Samples: The Stamp Pad
Ink Over Gel Pen Ink
The second set of experiments performed OCT imaging of the
intersecting line samples when the stamp pad ink seals were present over the gel pen ink strokes, as shown in Fig. 5 (ink of gel
pen 1 under three different seals, Sample 10–Sample 12), Fig. 6
(ink of gel pen 2 under three different seals, Sample 13–Sample
15), and Fig. 7 (ink of gel pen 3 under three different seals,
Sample 16–Sample 18). The photographs of the ROI, the 2D
cross-sectional OCT images, and the 3D volumetric OCT images
were also obtained and shown as the same in the first set of
experiments. The surface of the 3D volumetric OCT images displayed the sub-layer images extracted at a certain depth.
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FIG. 6––The images of the intersecting line samples when three different types of stamp pad ink seals were present over the gel pen 2. The Photograph of
the ROI of (a) Sample 13, (b) Sample 14, and (c) Sample 15; The 2D cross-sectional OCT images of the intersecting parts of (d) Sample 13, (e) Sample 14,
and (f) Sample 15; the 3D volumetric OCT images of the intersecting parts of (g) Sample 13, (h) Sample 14, and (i) Sample 15. The 1D lateral scanning paths
for 2D OCT images and the 2D lateral scanning ranges for 3D OCT images were indicated by the red arrows and the blue rectangular shown in (a), (b), and
(c). The surfaces of the 3D images show the sub-layer images extracted at the depth of ~120 lm. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Discussion
When comparing the 2D cross-sectional OCT images with the
opposite sequences, several distinguishing features could be
clearly observed. In the middle of the intersecting part where the
gel pen ink was present over the stamp pad ink, there was a region
that had relatively large penetration depth and curved surface, as
shown in Figs 2–4. However, it was difficult to observe these features in the other sequence, as shown in Figs 5–7. These features
could be also observed through the 3D volumetric OCT images
that the backscattering or backreflecting intensity from the central
portion of the intersecting strokes when the gel pen ink was placed
over stamp pad ink was higher than that from the both sides of the
center. In contrast, such phenomenon could not be observed when
the gel pen ink was present below the stamp pad ink.
These distinguishing features observed in the above two sets of
experiments were likely caused by the lower light absorption of
particles in the central part of the intersecting strokes when the
gel pen ink was present over the stamp pad ink. When writing
with a gel pen over the stamp pad ink seal, the central part of the
gel pen-tip was applied with more pressure than both sides from
the center. Therefore, the gel pen ink was integrated with the

stamp pad ink in the central part of the stroke but it only covered
on top of the stamp pad ink at the edges of the pen trough, leading to a lower absorption and larger penetration depth in the central part but the opposite at the edges of pen tract. In contrast,
when affixing a seal to the gel pen ink stroke, the intersecting
strokes were evenly stressed and the gel pen ink was overlaid
with the stamp pad ink instead of an integration, resulting in a
lower penetration depth in the whole intersecting part.
The cross-sectional OCT images in Figs 4 and 7 show that
the light penetration depth in the intersecting parts of these samples was significantly larger than that of the other samples. The
ink of gel pen 3 presented a weak light absorption as compared
to gel pen 1 and 2, which resulted in a larger penetration depth
in the intersecting parts. Meanwhile, from those 3D volumetric
OCT images, we could observe a higher image contrast between
the central and peripheral portion of the intersecting strokes
when the gel pen ink was present over the stamp pad ink than
the counterpart in the opposite sequential order. Although the
observed features in those samples related to gel pen 3 were not
as obvious as that related to the other gel pens due to the relatively weak light absorption in gel pen ink, they might be still
helpful to determine the sequence of intersecting lines.
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FIG. 7––The images of the intersecting line samples when three different types of stamp pad ink seals were present over the gel pen 3. The Photograph of
the ROI of (a) Sample 16, (b) Sample 17, and (c) Sample 18; The 2D cross-sectional OCT images of the intersecting parts of (d) Sample 16, (e) Sample 17,
and (f) Sample 18; the 3D volumetric OCT images of the intersecting parts of (g) Sample 16, (h) Sample 17, and (i) Sample 18. The 1D lateral scanning paths
for 2D OCT images and the 2D lateral scanning ranges for 3D OCT images were indicated by the red arrows and the blue rectangular shown in (a), (b), and
(c). The surfaces of the 3D images show the sub-layer images extracted at the depth of ~180 lm. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
TABLE 3––Blind testing results.
Sample Number
BTS1*
BTS2*
BTS3*
BTS4*
BTS5*
BTS6*
BTS7*
BTS8*
BTS9*
BTS10*
BTS11*
BTS12*

Order
Gel pen 1 over Seal
Seal 1 over Gel pen
Gel pen 2 over Seal
Seal 1 over Gel pen
Seal 3 over Gel pen
Gel pen 1 over Seal
Gel pen 2 over Seal
Seal 3 over Gel pen
Gel pen 3 over Seal
Seal 1 over Gel pen
Gel pen 3 over Seal
Seal 2 over Gel pen

DE1*
1
1
1
2
1
3
2
2
1
3
2
3

U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U

DE2*

DE3*

DE4*

U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
Inconclusive
U
U

U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
Inconclusive
U

U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
Inconclusive
U
Inconclusive

DE5*
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U

*BTS represents blind testing sample; DE represents document examiners performing blind testing with OCT.

Compared with the existing optical methods, the advantage of
OCT technology is that it can obtain high-resolution structural
information inside the sample, especially the internal layering
information, which is critical for determining the sequence of
intersecting lines. However, most of the traditional optical methods can only obtain surface information. In addition, the OCT

system is easy to operate. The operator only needs to adjust the
focus and the sample position on the sample stage for a real-time
imaging due to the high imaging speed. Finally, fiber-based
OCT system can become portable and miniaturized, which is
promising to carry out a flexible on-site imaging. Due to the
nondestructive,
high-speed,
high-resolution
imaging
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characteristics, OCT technology can be applicable as a pre-examination method before any destructive or complicated methods
in the workflow of a standard forensic science laboratory.
Blind Testing
Five questioned document examiners took part in the blind testing. A total of 12 blind tests were conducted where the sequence
of the intersecting strokes was unknown to these examiners. The
OCT methods were explained to these participants, including the
basic principles of OCT technology, the distinguishing features
and the judging criteria. The five questioned document examiners
operated the OCT system independently to obtain the OCT
images. Then, they were asked to determine the order of all the
blind test samples individually and carefully. As listed in Table 3,
the results indicated that five examiners correctly determine the
sequence of blind testing samples when using the gel pen 1 or gel
pen 2 over different stamp pad seals, achieving 100% accuracy.
However, some inconclusive results were given when the gel pen
3 was one of the materials forming the samples due to the similar
image contrast between the central and peripheral portion of the
intersecting strokes. In these cases, the accuracy could still reach
80%. In other words, it may be more difficult (but not impossible)
to distinguish the intersecting lines when using the gel pen ink
with a low absorption of infrared light.
Conclusion
In this study, OCT technology was proposed for the first time
to determine the sequence of intersecting lines. A total of 18 intersecting line samples produced with 3 different types of seals and 3
different kinds of gel pens were imaged by a high-resolution SDOCT system. 2D cross-sectional and 3D volumetric OCT images
were obtained to perform the feature comparison and analysis. A
total of 12 blind tests were conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of OCT technique and the light absorption of the ink would
affect the accuracy of examination. The results from this preliminary study demonstrated that OCT can be very useful in determining the sequence of intersecting lines between gel pens and stamp
pad ink seals, which provided a novel method for questioned document examination. Although OCT method still had some limitations such as relatively low penetration depth when the sample
had a strong absorption of infrared light, this use of OCT technology was a preliminary study which offers a promising means to
determine the sequence of intersecting lines between gel pens and
stamp pad ink seals. It is promising to combine OCT technology
with traditional methods to improve the accuracy of the examination. In the future, further tests will be conducted to test the effectiveness of the OCT method to determine the sequence of
intersecting lines formed by other writing and printing materials.
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Use of an Automated System to Evaluate
Feature Dissimilarities in Handwriting Under a
Two-Stage Evaluative Process*,†

ABSTRACT: The two-stage evaluative process is an established framework utilized by forensic document examiners (FDEs) for reaching a
conclusion about the source(s) of handwritten evidence. In the second, or discrimination, stage, the examiner attempts to estimate the rarity of
observations in a relevant background population. Unfortunately, control samples from a relevant background population are often unavailable,
leaving the FDE to reach this determination based on subjective experience. Automated handwriting feature recognition systems are capable of
performing both feature comparison and discrimination, yet these systems have not been subjected to empirical validation studies. In the present
study, we repurposed a commercially available automated system to generate empirical distributions for ranking feature dissimilarity scores
among pairs of handwritten phrases. The blinded results of this automated process were used to survey an international cohort of 36 FDEs
regarding their strength of support for same- and different-writer propositions. The survey served to cross-validate FDE decision-making under
the two-stage approach. Results from the survey demonstrated a clear pattern of response consistent with ground truth. Predictive regression
analyses indicated that the automated feature dissimilarity scores and the log of their cumulative distribution functions accounted for 72% of
the variability in FDE opinions. This study demonstrated that feature dissimilarity scores acquired using automated processes and their distributions are closely aligned with FDE decision-making processes supporting the heuristic value of the two-stage evaluative framework.
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A common approach to evidence interpretation in handwriting
examination involves two stages (1–5). The first stage in this
process is described as the match or comparison stage and relies
upon the examiners’ observational skills to determine whether
characteristics or features of the two sets of suspect evidence are
indistinguishable. A set of suspect samples are deemed distinguishable if they share few features in common and have a number of discriminating elements. A discriminating element is “a
relatively discrete characteristic or feature of writing that varies
observably or measurably across writers and may contribute reliably to distinguishing between samples from different individuals, or conversely, support the contention of sameness within a
common writer” (6). If the suspect samples are deemed
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distinguishable, the evidence suggests that they share two different sources. Alternatively, if the suspect samples are deemed
indistinguishable, they share many features and characteristics
between them, and few (or no) discriminating elements are
observed. The term indistinguishable does not indicate that the
two samples do share a common source, but only describes the
characteristics of the two samples with respect to the proposition
that they share a common but unknown source. If the suspect
samples are deemed indistinguishable, the examination proceeds
to the second stage, described as the discrimination or significance stage; if two sets of evidence are considered indistinguishable from one another, the examiner attempts to estimate the
rarity of the observed characteristics in a relevant background
population. In a slightly more formal sense, the second stage
describes the likelihood of a chance match (as described in
Found and Bird [7]), or random match probability. Thus, under
the two-stage approach, the probative value of finding that the
suspect samples are indistinguishable is strengthened by the findings that shared combinations of features and characteristics
between two individuals are extremely uncommon among members of a relevant population.
Prior research offers broad support for document examiners’
proficiency for reaching accurate writership decisions based on
handwriting feature analyses in closed-set laboratory experiments
(8–13). However, research on the impact of population-level
information to the FDE evaluative process under a two-stage
framework is lacking for several reasons. With few exceptions
(14,15), the population distribution of specific combinations of
© 2020 American Academy of Forensic Sciences
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handwriting features and characteristics is currently insufficient
to assist the examiner in meeting the goals of the discrimination
stage. Because population-level frequency distributions for handwriting characteristics relevant to a particular case are usually
unavailable to assist the examiner in this discrimination stage, in
cases where samples are distinguishable, writership conclusions
under the two-stage approach are largely inferential. This introduces a critical challenge to admissibility of evidence involving
handwriting often prompting Daubert hearings (16–18). As in
many forensic pattern-matching disciplines, handwriting is highdimensional and complex. Handwriting is comprised of a
sequence of individual movements each with multiple temporal
(e.g., movement duration and speed), spatial (e.g., horizontal and
vertical size), and geometric (e.g., slant or loop area) attributes
that distinguish one writing segment from another to convey
meaning. The complexity of handwriting is borne out by the
interactions among these attributes driven by context variability,
physical constraints, and individual’s natural variation. Taken
together, estimating the prevalence of specific feature differences
within a population of writers can be a herculean undertaking.
Even if such data were publicly available to examiners, statistical
procedures are needed to quantify the atypicality of these feature
differences in the population distribution.
Automated feature extraction programs such as FLASH IDâ
(Sciometrics LLC, Chantilly, VA, USA) have advantages over
their human counterparts particularly with respect to estimating
the likelihood that a questioned handwriting sample came from a
candidate residing within a population reference set. Moreover,
with careful reprogramming and armed with a large database of
features and feature differences, automated systems can be repurposed to generate population distribution functions for a numeric
estimation of the rarity of feature dissimilarity scores from
within a large reference set. In this way, the automated system
would inform the discrimination stage of the two-stage process.
Two experiments were conducted for the present study. The purpose of the first experiment was to deploy an automated feature
extraction program to generate feature dissimilarity scores and population distribution functions for ranking these feature dissimilarity
scores among pairs of handwritten phrases across different phrases
and styles of handwriting. We designed a specialized algorithm that
customizes the output of an automated feature extraction program
designed for closed-set identification (19) to first calculate feature
dissimilarities between 81,180 sample pairs of print and cursive
handwriting from known between- and within-writer sources. The
terms between-writer and within-writer also refer to different and
common source, respectively. The latter terms are more general in
application and can refer to source specimens other than handwriting. Population-level distribution functions were then created from
the dissimilarity scores for each unique phrase. In this way, feature
dissimilarity scores are ranked according to their placement within
the dissimilarity score population. Sample pairs with dissimilarity
scores in the tails of the distribution would be considered “rare” for
a relevant population of samples.
The aim of the second experiment was to utilize these dissimilarity scores and distribution functions to design a series of difficult-case scenarios for FDEs to evaluate. Sample pairs falling
along the tails of their respective population distributions were
submitted to an international cohort of FDEs to demonstrate the
utility of an automated feature-based process within the twostage evaluative framework. The second experiment served as a
cross-validation of FDE decision-making under the two-stage
approach.
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Methods and Procedures
Writers and Handwriting Samples
The study recruited 33 individuals from the San Diego Sheriff’s Crime Laboratory who were asked to write six phrases from
the London Letter and to repeat each phrase five times using
both print and cursive writing styles. This provided 60 phrases
per individual writer. The six phrases from the London Letter
were as follows: (i) Our London business is good; (ii) but
Vienna and Berlin are quiet; (iii) Mr. Lloyd has gone to Switzerland; (iv) and I hope for good news; (v) He will be there for a
week; and (vi) and then goes to Turin. Subjects wrote each of
the phrases five times with an inking pen on lined paper placed
on a Wacom (Intuos Pro, model PTH-660) digitizing tablet. The
stimulus phrase was shown on the top of each page, and repetitions were written vertically, five per page. Seven subjects
returned to the laboratory two weeks later and repeated the writing experiment. Figure 1 shows a page layout and writing sample from a single subject for a single phrase.
While the digitized samples were subjected to analyses of
kinematic features to be used in the predictive modeling component of this research (not included here), the ink copies were
used in the present study. Each page of the hard copy ink samples was scanned at 600 dpi, cropped into individual repetitions,
and saved as separate 16-bit TIFF files for automated analyses.
With 33 writers, each writing six phrases five times each in both
cursive and print, there was a total of 13,530 sample pairs available per phrase and writing style that were used to calculate
phrase-dependent population-level dissimilarity scores and their
respective dissimilarity functions.
FLASH IDâ Feature Dissimilarity Scores and Population
Density Curves
Due to the practical constraints of examining thousands of
pairs of writing samples to identify cases of interest for inclusion

FIG. 1––An example of the writing sample from a single subject for a single phrase.
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in an FDE survey, it is desirable to use the help of an automated
system to identify these pairs. All paper samples obtained during
the collection process were scanned into FLASH IDâ for the
purpose of obtaining a univariate score for each pair of samples
representing the level of dissimilarity between the writing contained in the samples (the higher the score is, the more dissimilar
the two samples are).
FLASH IDâ, an automated feature extraction program, generally serves the purpose of closed-set biometric identification
(19). FLASH IDâ provides a ranking (with respect to a reference set of writing samples from 50 known writers) of candidate
writers based on similarities between combinations of features
from a single questioned sample and the reference set of known
writing samples. For the present study, we leveraged this capability to develop a univariate omnibus dissimilarity score for
comparing features from two questioned handwriting samples.
Our procedure involved obtaining the Euclidean distance
between the two vectors of scores (from the FLASH IDâ output) to provide a univariate score reflecting the feature distance
between two samples. This univariate score thus represents the
dissimilarity in features between all possible pairs of samples
with larger scores reflecting greater feature dissimilarity. The
output of this customized algorithm consisted of dissimilarity
scores for all possible pairs across the six phrases, five repeats,
and two writing styles for 33 writers, leading to a total of
81,180 possible pairs for each writing style. We then derived the
distributions for each phrase and writing style from the available
sample pool. The cumulative density score or function served as
an index of the rarity of the dissimilarity score within the relevant population of dissimilarity scores and is referred to as the
empirical cumulative distribution function or ECDF.
The statistical programming language R (20) was used to
compute all pairwise comparison scores for all possible betweenand within-writer sample pairs and population distributions.
Twenty-four separate population distributions (six phrases 9 two
styles 9 two writership sources) were calculated. Forty difficultcase scenarios were then identified using the scores, ordered
from largest to smallest, from the 24 distributions and included
in the FDE survey.

Two types of difficult cases were included in the survey: (1)
pairs that were written by the same writer, but were associated
with high dissimilarity scores, and (2) pairs that were written by
different writers but were associated with low dissimilarity
scores. The first set of difficult cases are characterized by an
unusually large dissimilarity score compared to other dissimilarity scores from within-writer pairs. The second set of difficult
cases are characterized by an unusually small dissimilarity score
compared to other dissimilarity scores from between-writer pairs.
Thirty between-writer pairs and ten within-writer pairs were
selected from this larger pool for inclusion in the survey to
increase the difficulty of the survey and challenge the examiners.
Figure 2 shows examples of population density curves for
between-writer and within-writer pairs, respectively, for cursive
handwriting along with their corresponding FLASH IDâ dissimilarity and ECDF scores (shaded area). In the examples shown
in Fig. 2, the dissimilarity and ECDF scores for the betweenwriter sample (A) were 1.83 and 0.00008, respectively. The dissimilarity and ECDF scores for the within-writer sample (B)
were 5.91 and 0.96, respectively. Sample pairs for the survey
were selected to represent uncommon feature dissimilarities for
their respective sources. That is, low dissimilarity scores are
unusual for between-writer samples, whereas higher dissimilarity
scores are unusual for within-writer samples. Forty such pairs
having FLASH IDâ dissimilarity scores residing near the tails
of their respective distributions were used in the FDE survey.
Writership Survey and Forensic Document Examiners
We designed a writership survey consisting of difficult-case
scenarios to obtain FDE strength of support for same-writer and
different-writer propositions. For the purpose of this study, we
considered two difficult-case scenarios: (1) when the probability
of observing a small dissimilarity score between two samples of
handwriting from unknown sources drawn from a relevant population is low for samples from different writers and (2) probability of observing a large dissimilarity score between two samples
of handwriting from unknown sources drawn from a relevant
population is low for samples from the same writer.

FIG. 2––Population density distribution plots from between-writer pairs (A) and within-writer pairs (B) for the phrase “Mr. Lloyd has gone to Switzerland.”
Vertical lines identify the dissimilarity scores on the X-axis, while the shaded areas represent the cumulative density scores for the sample pairs displayed
above each plot.
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The survey consisted of 40 sample pairs: 20 print pairs (15
between-writer and five within-writer) and 20 cursive pairs (15
between-writer and five within-writer). Pairs were presented in
the survey in random order, and examiners were blinded to the
writer source(s) for each pair. Five of the 40 pairs were repeated
in the survey with sample order reversed for the purpose of testing examiner repeatability. Each survey item required examiners
to score their strength of support for two propositions. Proposition 1 (H1) pertained to the samples being written by the same
writer. Proposition 2 (H2) pertained to the samples being written
by different writers. Examiners indicated their strength of support using a 7-point scale rating from extremely strong support
“7” to extremely low support “1.” An example of a survey pair
with the scoresheet is shown in Fig. 3. For each respondent to
the survey, there were 90 strength-of-support scores available for
analysis (two from each of 40 sample pairs and two from each
of the five repeated pairs).
Email requests were sent to 60 FDEs from North America,
Europe, and Australia or New Zealand to participate in a writership survey. Of the 60, 41 FDEs submitted responses to the survey (68.3% response rate). Six were from North America, nine
from Australia/New Zealand, and 26 from European countries.
In addition to writership judgments, the FDEs provided de-identified information about their experience and work environment
to the study. Of the 41 examiners participating in the survey, 37
(90.2%) worked in government laboratories; 33 (80.5%) reported
that at least 75% of their casework involved handwriting; and 31
(75.6%) reported having been in practice for at least 10 years.
This component of the research was reviewed and approved by
the University of California San Diego Institutional Review
Board. The average time to complete the 90-item survey was
66 min.
Five randomly selected survey items were duplicated to test
FDE repeatability. Absolute difference scores between FDE
strength of support for duplicated sample pairs were calculated
for each of the 41 FDEs. The distribution of the average absolute
differences from all 41 FDEs revealed a bimodal distribution with
a cut-point located at 1.5. Based on this profile, we considered
scores of 1.5 or larger to reflect inconsistent performance across
repeated items of the survey. Five FDEs had scores of 1.5 or larger and were therefore excluded from further analyses. There
were no differences in demographic characteristics between the
five excluded examiners and the remaining 36 examiners.
Statistical Analyses
In order to explore patterns in FDE response, the survey
included both cursive and print sample pairs written by the same
writer and sample pairs written by different writers. For 36
FDEs, we collected two strength-of-support scores from each
survey item: one registering support for the same-writer proposition and one registering support for the different-writer proposition. The scores were averaged to create a summary statistic for
each examiner. We then calculated a sample mean and sample
standard deviation of the summary statistics across the examiners. These steps were followed for the 20 cursive and 20 print
pairings, each consisting of five within-writer and 15 betweenwriter pairs. Paired t-tests were conducted to test significance of
a difference in examiner average strength-of-support scores arising from known same-writer versus different-writer survey items
(for both print and cursive items) for each proposition. We found
the distributions to be non-normal; however, due to the boundedness of the sample space of the observations, and for the sample
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sizes we have for this experiment, the paired t-test is robust to
departures from normality.
To examine whether FDE responses were linked in any way
to the dissimilarity and probability scores derived from the automated system, we used multiple linear regression models. The
regression models were tested for estimating FDE strength-ofsupport scores for the same-writer (H1) and different-writer (H2)
proposition separately for each style of handwriting. Due to the
small number of within-writer samples in the survey, models
were run using only the between-writer sample pairs (n = 15 for
each style). Two explanatory variables were tested in each of the
four models: the FLASH IDâ dissimilarity score and the log of
the between-writer ECDF.
We hypothesized that examiners would register stronger support for the common source proposition when the sample pairs
came from the same writer compared to different writers and
register stronger support for the different source proposition
when the sample pairs came from different writers compared to
the same writer. We also hypothesized that stronger FDE support
for a given proposition would be associated with more extreme
dissimilarity scores and lower ECDFs within the distribution corresponding to the considered proposition. Support for these
hypotheses would demonstrate that a feature-based automated
system could be deployed to perform a two-stage evaluation of
handwriting evidence.
Results
Table 1 shows the means of examiner averages (with standard
deviations) for FDE strength of support for the same-writer and
different-writer propositions when presented with samples written
by the same writer or different writers. When asked to express
strength of support for the same-writer proposition, examiners
expressed significantly stronger support when the sample pair
came from the same writer than from different writers. When
asked to express strength of support for the different-writer proposition, examiners expressed significantly stronger support when
the sample pair came from the different writers than from the
same writer. These patterns held for both print and cursive handwriting. Analogous results were observed from using a nonparametric Wilcoxon signed rank-sum test on the medians.
Results from the multiple linear regression models were statistically significant only for FDE responses to the proposition that
the samples came from different writers (H2) when presented
with samples from different writers (i.e., FDE strength of support
for ground truth) and only for printed samples (F2,12 = 15.58;
p < 0.001; R2 = 0.72). Table 2 shows the results of the regression
analysis for known different-writer samples. This two-factor model
yielded estimated coefficients (SE) of 4.69 (0.86) and 1.16
(0.24) for the dissimilarity score and log ECDF for the betweenwriter distribution, respectively. The predictive model indicates that
larger dissimilarity scores and lower log ECDF scores predict
stronger support for the proposition that two samples with
unknown writer sources likely came from different writers.
Because selection of pairings included in the survey was
based on dissimilarity and ECDF scores and not writer, the possibility existed that samples from one writer (albeit a different
trial for a given phrase) might be used more than once when
paired with samples from another writer. To reduce the effect of
this sampling bias on the statistical results, we considered incorporating the two writers of each pair as random effects. To the
best of our knowledge, there is no natural way to incorporate
these effects within a standard random-effects model. Therefore,
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FIG. 3––A sample scoresheet from the survey.

TABLE 1––Mean of examiner average responses (sd of examiner average
responses) scores for 36 FDEs representing strength of support for
writership determinations under the same-writer and different-writer
propositions for handwriting pairs written in print and cursive style.

Same-writer Proposition
Source

Cursive

Same writer
Different writers
Difference
Paired T-statistic
p-value

4.25 (0.86)
3.17 (0.68)
1.08
9.34
<0.0001

Different-writer
Proposition

Print

Cursive

Print

3.89 (0.73)
3.16 (0.64)
0.73
7.73
<0.0001

2.91 (0.68)
3.90 (0.64)
1.00
10.85
<0.0001

3.14 (0.66)
3.78 (0.64)
0.64
8.06
<0.0001

TABLE 2––ANOVA results from the regression analysis estimating FDE
strength of support for the proposition that samples within a pair were
written by different writers for sample pairs written by different writers.

Dissimilarity score
Log ECDF*
Residuals

df

SS

MS

F

p

1
1
12

0.32
0.85
0.45

0.32
0.85
0.04

8.51
22.66

0.01
< 0.001

*Empirical cumulative distribution function: the cumulative value from the
probability density curve that reflects the rarity of a dissimilarity score for a
given phrase and writing style.

Discussion
we fit two different random-effects models: one that treats each
writer as a block effect and a second that treats each pair of
writers as a distinct random effect. Both models effectively gave
the same results for tests concerning the fixed effects with the
magnitude of the T-statistics ranging from 5.1 to 6.7.
The between-writer model for cursive sample pairs written by
different writers was not statistically significant (F2,12 = 0.36;
p> 0.10; R2 = 0.06). Models estimating FDE support for the
same- or different-writer propositions when presented with samples from within-writer had only five pairs per writing style were
not considered due to insufficient statistical power.

The present study had two main objectives. The first objective
was to repurpose an automated handwriting feature extraction
program to yield output scores that parallel the two-stage evaluative process consisting of a dissimilarity stage and discrimination
stage. To accomplish this, we leveraged the powerful capabilities
of FLASH IDâ to develop a univariate omnibus feature dissimilarity score for comparing two questioned handwriting samples.
Feature dissimilarity scores were calculated for all possible
within- and between-writer pairings, producing 81,180 possible
pairs each for print and cursive handwriting. This large pool of
dissimilarity scores was used to generate densities and cumulative distribution functions for each phrase and style of
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handwriting. This enabled the reliable assignment of how rare a
dissimilarity score from any handwriting pair was when compared against a population of dissimilarity scores. To our knowledge, this is the first study capable of quantifying the rarity of
an observed difference in handwriting features between two samples within a population of writers for the explicit purpose of
validating the significance stage within the two-stage framework.
The second objective of the study was to utilize these distribution functions to design a series of difficult-case scenarios for
FDEs to evaluate. Sample pairs falling along the tails of their
respective population distributions were submitted to an international cohort of 36 FDEs to demonstrate the utility of an automated feature-based process within the two-stage evaluative
framework. The results from the survey supported our hypotheses that average examiner strength of support for a given proposition between pairs of samples of different writership (between
or within) are consistent with ground truth for difficult-case scenarios. Further results from multiple regression analyses indicated that the feature dissimilarity score and the log ECDF for
the between-writer distribution combine to account for 72% of
the variability in FDE strength of support for the proposition that
two questioned handwriting samples came from different writers.
Specifically, these results indicate that larger dissimilarity scores
and lower log ECDF scores for the between-writer distribution
predict stronger support for the proposition that two samples
with unknown writer sources likely came from different writers.
The findings of the present study inform the ongoing controversy over evidence interpretation within the forensic science
community. One of the attributes of the two-stage approach is
that it allows examiners to reject the proposition that two suspect
samples arose from the same source without necessarily supporting the proposition that the two suspect samples share the same
source. This allows an examiner to make statements along the
line of “given the observed degree of similarities and dissimilarities, I am comfortable concluding that these two suspect samples
do not share a common but unknown source.” Depending on a
number of factors, this attribute can be considered either a
strength or a weakness of this approach. To address this perceived limitation of the two-stage approach, the most commonly
used alternative is a likelihood ratio-based approach. A likelihood ratio-based approach evaluates the subjective likelihood of
the two suspect samples given the first proposition relative to
the likelihood of the two suspect samples given the second
proposition (21). The likelihood ratio-based approaches require a
well-specified background population and evidence concerning
how samples arise from that population. Conversely, if the
results of the examination are determined solely within the first
stage, then a strength of the two-stage approach is that there is
no need for a specified background population. This means
fewer evidential resources are needed to provide useful information to the decision-makers in this scenario. When failing to conclude that the two suspect samples do not share a common
source, the two-stage approach requires the use of evidence from
a specified background population to assess the evidential support for the proposition that the suspect samples do share a common source. For an overview on the comparison of likelihoodbased and two-stage approaches, see (22); for a discussion as it
applies to handwriting examination, see (21); and for a rigorous
statistical discussion on two-stage approaches for Bayesian model
selection as it pertains to specific-source propositions, see (23).
The present study contributes to the body of research on
handwriting evidence interpretation in two ways. First, we successfully repurposed FLASH IDâ from a feature extraction
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program designed to estimate the likelihood that a questioned
handwriting sample was written by each writer in a list of candidate writers residing in a reference database to population distributions for a precise numeric estimation of the rarity of
feature dissimilarities. In this way, the output of the automated
system characterized handwriting feature dissimilarities and
their distributions rather than writer identification. This is an
important step toward automating the two-stage process, particularly with respect to the discrimination stage. Conventionally,
an FDE might observe similarities among questioned documents and conclude that they were written by a single individual. Such an opinion would be strengthened based on the
classical premise and estimating the rarity combinations of features and characteristics or their variability, leading to the conclusion that the chance of observing this combination of
features and characteristics from samples in the background
population is extremely low. Unfortunately, examiners reach
conclusions about the relevant population based on experience
alone with little or no support from actual prevalence data.
With few exceptions (8,9), estimates of population variance in
handwriting features or estimates of the dissimilarity in features
between two writers are unavailable.
Moreover, there is growing support cautioning against reaching a conclusion based on handwriting evidence that identifies
an individual writer (7). In its current form, FLASH IDâ outputs a ranking of the reference set of candidate writers based on
feature extraction. Our approach generates a score of the rarity
of feature dissimilarities without any identification inference.
The second contribution of this study to the body of research
on handwriting evidence interpretation stems from the results of
the FDE survey. While it was not possible to know whether
FDEs applied a two-stage or likelihood approach when reaching
decisions in support for or against a particular proposition, their
scores and decision patterns were consistent with what would be
expected in a difficult-case scenario. For example, in the discrimination stage of the two-stage evaluative process, if there are
many similarities in the writing pairs, then that pair may be considered typical of the within-writer population and one would
expect the FDE to respond with strong to extremely strong support for the same-writer proposition. On the other hand, if the
opposite were true, with many differences in the writing pairs,
then that pair may be considered typical of the between-writer
population and one would expect the FDE to respond in strong
to extremely strong support for the different-writer proposition.
Neither of these outcomes was evident from the survey results.
However, if there are both similarities and differences in the writing pair, then that pair is somewhere in the overlap of the two
populations and you would expect the FDE to respond with only
moderate support of the propositions. Indeed, this was the most
frequent response pattern observed from the survey results. The
average strength of support for the same-writer proposition when
presented with cursive sample pairs from the same writer was
4.25 (3.89 for print), while the average strength of support for the
different-writer proposition when presented with cursive sample
pairs from the different writers was 3.90 (3.78 for print). This is
not surprising considering the survey was designed to include
item pairs drawn from the tails of their respective population distributions where the magnitude of the feature dissimilarity would
be uncommon considering the ground truth of that pair.
The value of an automated feature-based program is underscored further by the results from our predictive regression analyses. Two feature-based scores derived from the repurposed
FLASH IDâ program representing each stage of the two-stage
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process combined to account for 57% of the variability in FDE
strength of support for the proposition that a pair of handprinted
samples were produced by different writers are a blinded test of
ground truth. While these findings are limited to handprinting,
they support our overall hypothesis that a feature-based automated system could be deployed to perform a two-stage evaluation of handwriting evidence.
It is important to recognize that the results from the FDE survey cannot be used to evaluate proficiency. The questions posed
to the examiners focused on strength of support or confidence
that a specific writership proposition is correct. These scores cannot be converted to proficiency with respect to ground truth. A
further limitation of this study is that it is unclear which interpretation paradigm the examiner used (e.g., likelihood-based or twostage). We observed a number of examiners whose measures of
support for the prosecution hypothesis were near perfectly negatively correlated with their measures of support for the defense
hypothesis, as well as a number of examiners whose measures of
support were minimally or positively correlated. This indicates
that different examiners are using different methods of evidence
interpretation. A natural extension of this research is to focus on
alternative survey designs to shed light on this issue.
In conclusion, the present study demonstrated that with careful
reprogramming and armed with a large database of features and
feature differences, automated systems can be repurposed to generate population density curves for a numeric estimation of the
rarity of feature dissimilarity scores from within a large reference
set. In this way, the automated system would inform the discrimination stage of the two-stage framework and support FDE
examination process.
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Postmortem Liver and Kidney Tissue
Concentrations of Heroin Biomarkers and
Their Metabolites in Heroin-Related
Fatalities*,†

ABSTRACT: A method was developed and validated for analyzing 6-monoacetylmorphine, morphine, 6-acetylcodeine, and codeine in rou-

tine postmortem liver and kidney specimens using liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry. Samples were prepared with a Stomacher
instrument followed by solid-phase extraction. All calibration curves [0.5–1000 ng/g] were linear with coefficients of determination greater than
0.99 and limits of quantification of 1.0 ng/g. Within-run precision ranged between 2.0% and 8.0%, between-run precision ranged between
1.0% and 9.0%, and accuracy ranged between 5.0% and +3.0%. Matrix effects ranged from 18% to +9%. After matrix effects were
excluded, analytical recoveries ranged from 76% to 94%. The distributions of 6-monoacetylmorphine, morphine, 6-acetylcodeine, and codeine
were investigated in 31 postmortem cases in which heroin was the primary cause of death. In the current study, the median free morphine ratios
were calculated for liver to blood and kidney to blood, which were 2.2 and 4.0, respectively. The current report highlights the importance of
testing multiple specimens, including liver and kidney, in heroin-related deaths, especially if no blood samples are available. Furthermore, this
work presents new information regarding the distribution of heroin metabolites in liver and kidney.

KEYWORDS: forensic toxicology, opiates, opioids, 6-monoacetylmorphine, morphine, heroin, LC-MS-MS, postmortem, kidney, liver
Although heroin-related deaths have been well studied,
opportunities remain to better understand heroin metabolites
for interpreting heroin-related deaths. In forensic toxicology, it
is very important to understand the distribution of heroin
metabolites in bodily fluids and tissues to design a suitable
method for extraction and analysis (1). In postmortem opioid
(s) analysis, it is important to detect the metabolite’s precursor
compound or one of its biomarkers, which can clarify the
source of the administered opioids. In many cases, tedious
interpretation and calculation of free and total morphine and
codeine are required to identify the particular opioid(s) present
in the body at the time of death (2,3). In particular, clarifying
the source of morphine is a challenging process because morphine can result from illegal heroin, clinically used and controlled morphine, or (in some countries, such as Saudi Arabia)
over-the-counter codeine-containing medication (4,5). In heroin-related fatalities, heroin is unstable in biological specimens
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with a half-life of only 2–6 min; instead, the identification of
heroin biomarkers is adequate for proving that heroin was the
opioid administered and clarify the timing of death relative to
administration. Within minutes of intake, heroin is converted
to 6-monoacetylmorphine (6-MAM), which has a short half-life
of only 6–25 min. 6-MAM is converted to morphine, and
morphine’s half-life is only 2–3 h (6,7). 6-acetylcodeine (6AC) is not a heroin metabolite; it is formed due to manufacturing impurities during heroin synthesis. 6-AC is considered
to be a heroin biomarker, indicating that street heroin was
administered, as pure pharmaceutical heroin and medications
that contain codeine and morphine are free from 6-AC. The
presence of 6-AC in a specimen gives clear evidence that
street heroin was used (8–10).
Blood is the most common specimen tested in forensic toxicology, especially in postmortem examination. However, biological fluids such as blood, urine, and vitreous humor may not be
available in cases with decomposition, burns, destruction to the
body, or blood transfusion occurs. In such cases, solid tissues
may be analyzed to interpret the cause of death and the source
of opioids used (11,12). However, very limited research exists
on the drug distribution in solid tissues, making toxicological
interpretation very difficult (12–18).
Most studies of postmortem heroin metabolites have used bodily fluids, especially blood, urine, and bile, with only few studies
having examined solid tissues. Felby et al. (19) developed a
method using gas chromatography coupled with a flame ionization detector (GC-FID) for analyzing morphine in liver tissue.
Using nalorphine as an internal standard, morphine recovery
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ranged from 60% to 70%. In 1987, Spiehler and Brown (20)
developed a method for analyzing morphine in liver specimens.
In that method, acid hydrolysis was performed using concentrated
hydrochloric acid followed by multiple steps of liquid–liquid
extraction, and the final extract was derivatized using trifluoroacetic anhydride before injection into the gas chromatographymass sepectrometry (GC-MS) instrument. They used deuterated
morphine and codeine as internal standards, and four quality control standards ranging in concentration from 5.0 to 100.0 ng/mL
were used to investigate extraction recoveries, which ranged from
115% to 140% indicating matrix interference. However, an
acceptable intra-assay and inter-assay precisions were obtained
with coefficients of variation (%CVs) less than 15%. In 1988,
Steentoft et al. (21) reported a liquid–liquid extraction and gas
chromatography method for analyzing morphine in liver specimens obtained from heroin-related fatalities, and this method was
a modification of that reported by Felby et al. (19), but validation
parameters were not detailed. Moriya and Hashimoto (16) studied
the distribution of heroin metabolites in different bodily fluids
and tissues, including liver and kidney specimens. They used acid
hydrolysis to analyze total morphine. In this method, levallorphan
was used as an internal standard for their liquid–liquid extraction
and GC-MS. Unfortunately, no validation parameters were
detailed; however, the authors referred to a previous method
reported by Spiehler and Brown (20). 6-MAM, free morphine,
and free codeine were measured in liver specimens in a previous
report by Wyman and Bultman (22). Liver specimens were
extracted using mixed-mode solid-phase extraction cartridges and
GC-MS; no hydrolysis procedure was used. Limits of quantification (LOQ) ranged from 1.0 to 2.0 ng/g, and assay precision %
CV was better than 7.5%. Marglho et al. (5) described a method
for analyzing free morphine in liver specimens. Their limits of
detection (LODs) were 4.0 ng/g for morphine, 5.0 ng/g for
codeine, and 4.0 ng/g for 6-MAM. In addition, their extraction
recovery was better than 70.0%. Other reported methods have
measured total morphine after converting glucuronide conjugates
of morphine to their free form with enzymatic hydrolysis (15,23)
or have used direct determination of morphine and its glucuronide conjugates without hydrolysis using LC-MS-MS (24).
In fact, few studies have reported the level of heroin metabolites
in solid tissue specimens. Most previous studies focused on
detecting morphine, with little information provided regarding
heroin metabolite distribution in solid tissues (5,15,16). Heroin
metabolites in kidney tissue have not yet been reported using
LC-MS-MS. Most of the procedures detailed above used GC.
Most of the important metabolites are found in their conjugated
form, which requires hydrolysis and derivatization procedures to
prepare samples for GC-MS, which is time consuming, tedious,
and dangerous (5,15,16,19,20,22,23,25).
A method for analyzing morphine and their glucuronides in
liver and kidney tissues has been reported using high-performance liquid chromatography coupled with a photodiode array
detector (26). In that study, the LOD ranged 0.7–4.5 ng/g, and
the LOQ ranged 2.0–4.4 ng/g. Accuracy and precision were
acceptable, with %CVs less than 15%, and the extraction
recoveries for free morphine were 85.4% for liver and 89% for
kidney. However, the method was not applied to real liver
specimens collected from postmortem cases. To the author’s
knowledge, only one method has been reported for analyzing
postmortem liver tissues with LC-MS-MS (24). In that method,
liver concentrations were determined using calibration curves
derived from plasma extraction. The LOD was 4.0 ng/mL, and

the LOQ was 10.0 ng/mL. Two quality controls consisting of
spiked animal specimens were used to determine method accuracy and bias, which were within the acceptable range (15%).
Solid-phase extraction with C18 SPE columns was used in
both studies (24,26). To retain morphine’s polar metabolites,
suppression of matrix effects and recovery were calculated in
liver samples and found to be 2% and 38%, respectively. In
one of these studies (24), non-human tissues were used for validation, and only morphine, morphine-3-glucuronide, and morphine-6-glucronide were analyzed. Neither study examined
other heroin related-metabolites, that is, 6-MAM, 6-AC, or
codeine.
The current, published literature has only limited methods for
solid tissue analysis with complete method validation, such as
selectivity, linearity, limit of detection, limit of quantification,
accuracy, precision, recovery, and matrix effects. The aim of this
work was to develop and validate extraction and LC-MS-MS
methods for analyzing heroin biomarkers and their metabolites
(morphine and codeine) in postmortem liver and kidney tissues
and apply this validated method to routine postmortem forensic
toxicology analyses to provide novel insights into the distributions of target compounds in postmortem specimens. This
method has been previously validated in biological fluids (1)
and is now being adapted to solid tissues.

Methods and Materials
Reagents and Standards
Methanol (HPLC grade), acetonitrile (HPLC grade), ammonium carbonate, formic acid, and ammonium hydroxide were
obtained from BDH (Poole, UK). Ammonium formate was
obtained from Sigma Aldrich (USA).
Morphine, morphine-D3, 6-MAM, 6-monoacetylmorphine-D3
(6-MAM-D3), codeine, codeine-D3, and 6-AC were purchased
from Lipomed (Arlesheim, Switzerland). All standards and internal standards were obtained as solutions in methanol at concentrations of 0.1 or 1.0 mg/mL, and each had a purity of more
than 99%. Clean Screenâ (CSDAU203) cartridges were purchased from United Technology Company (Bristol, USA). A
Stomacher and Stomacher 80 bags with 101 9 152 mm filters
were obtained from Seward limited (UK).
Solid-Phase Extraction and Chromatography Conditions
The previously reported extraction procedure for heroin
biomarkers and their metabolites from postmortem bodily fluids
was modified for solid tissue samples (1). One gram of each tissue sample was diluted 2:1 w:w (aqueous 1% sodium fluoride:
tissue) and then placed into a Stomacher bag for 5 min of
homogenization in the Stomacher. One-half gram of tissue homogenate was subsequently transferred to a 15 mL glass tube. Then,
50 ng/g of internal standard solution (6-MAM-D3, morphine-D3,
and codeine-D3) was added to each tube and vortexed. Two mL
of phosphate buffer (0.1 M, pH 6) was then added to each tube.
A Clean Screenâ (CSDAU203) cartridge was preconditioned
with 2 mL of methanol, 2 mL of deionized water and 2 mL of
phosphate buffer (0.1 M, pH 6), and then, the samples were
loaded onto the column. Each column was subject to two washing steps using 1 mL of deionized water following by 1 mL of
acetic acid (0.1 M), and a full vacuum was applied for 5 min to
dry the column. Each column was subjected to two washes with
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1 mL of hexane. Fraction A was eluted using 2 mL of hexane/
ethyl acetate (1:1, V/V); after that, the elution tube was removed.
Then, each column was washed with 3 mL of methanol and dried
for 2 min with a full vacuum. Fraction B was then eluted using
3 mL of dichloromethane/isopropanol/ammonium hydroxide
(78:20:2, V/V/V). Fractions A and B were combined and then
evaporated to dryness under a nitrogen stream and reconstituted
in 200 lL of the initial mobile phase. Of this, 1 lL was injected
into the LC-MS-MS instrument.
Instrumentation
Opioid analysis was carried out using a Shimadzu LCMS8050 triple quadrupole mass spectrometer (Kyoto, Japan)
equipped with a Shimadzu Nexera UHPLC system. During analysis, the auto-sampler was maintained at 4°C and the column
oven at 40°C. The LC column consisted of a Raptor Biphenyl
column (50 9 3.0 mm, 2.7 lm) coupled with a SecurityGuard
Raptor Biphenyl column (5.0 9 3.0 mm, 2.7 µm, Restek,
USA). Separation was obtained using a gradient elution based
on a mobile phase consisting of 10 mM ammonium formate
adjusted to pH 3 (A) and methanol (B) at a flow rate of 0.3 mL/
min. The elution started with 97% of solution A for 1 min,
which decreased to 95% at 2 min, then 5% at 15 min, where it
was maintained for the next 1 min before returning to 97% at
16 min. It was maintained at 97% for the next 4 min prior to
the next injection. The total run time was 20 min.
Analytes and their internal standards were identified and quantified based on their retention times and the presence of two product ions or one product ion in multiple reaction monitoring
(MRM) mode as follows: morphine m/z = 285.65–165 and
285.65–153, morphine-D3 m/z = 288.6–165, codeine m/
z = 299.75–165 and 299.75–44, codeine-D3 m/z = 302.9–165,
6-MAM m/z = 327.5–165 and 327.5–221, 6-MAM-D3 m/
z = 331–165, and 6-AC m/z = 341.9–164.9 and 341.9-225.2.
Labsolution (version 5.75) was used for data processing.
Method Validation
Scientific Working Group for Forensic Toxicology
(SWGTOX) method validation guidelines were followed (27).
Accordingly, the following method parameters were measured:
linearity, sensitivity, matrix effects, recovery, accuracy, precision, selectivity, dilution integrity, and carryover. The validation
protocols for these parameters are detailed in the publication of
this method in bodily fluids (1). The current study was similarly
validated for liver and kidney tissues.
Case Samples
To confirm the applicability of the presented method, liver and
kidney specimens from investigations into drug-related fatalities
were analyzed (ethical approval no. A00188). During the study
period of April 19th, 2014, until July 31st, 2018, more than 1000
routine postmortem whole blood samples were investigated. Of
these, 62 cases (6.2%) were determined to have involved heroin.
In many of these cases, blood, vitreous humor, urine, stomach
contents, or bile tested positive for 6-MAM and/or 6-AC, confirming that heroin had been used before death. The focus of this
report is to relate the importance of analyzing complementary
specimens in heroin-related fatalities. Among the 62 heroin-related deaths, liver and/or kidney tissues were available in 31
cases (50%), and these were included in this study. Full
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toxicology testing was conducted, which included immunoassays,
alcohol testing, carbon monoxide, general unknown screening,
and confirmation using GC-FID, GC-MS, and LC-MS-MS.

Results
Method Validation
Linearity was determined for each analyte of interest, and linear regressions were calculated for each analyte of interest in
liver and kidney specimens over the calibration range (0.5–
1000.0 ng/g). Correlations of determination were greater than
0.999 for all analytes of interest. The LODs were determined
theoretically and ranged from 0.21 to 0.38 ng/g. The LOQs were
1.0 ng/g for all analytes of interest. At the LOQ, accuracies ranged from 4.0% to 7.0% in liver specimens and 1.0%–9.0% in
kidney specimens (median: 4.5%). In liver specimens with the
LOQ concentration, within-run precision ranged 8.0%–13.0%,
and between-run precision ranged 5%–12.0%. In kidney specimens with the LOQ concentration, within-run precision ranged
6.0%–10.0%, and between-run precision ranged 4.0%–12.0%.
LOD, LOQ, and ULOQ values are detailed in Table 1.
Method precision was investigated by measuring within-run
and between-run precisions using three concentrations at low,
medium, and high concentrations (5 ng/g, 100.0 and 800.0 ng/g)
within the linear dynamic range (LDR). Acceptable precisions
were obtained for all analytes of interest with %CV values ranging in liver from 2.0% to 8.0% for within-run precision and
1.0% to 9.0% for between-run precision. In kidney, %CVs ranged from 2.0% to 6.0% for within-run precision and 2.0%–8.0%
for between-run precision. Accuracy was investigated using three
concentrations within the LDR: 5.0, 100.0, and 800.0 ng/g and
ranged in liver from 5.0 to +3.0% and in kidney from 4.0 to
+3.0%. Precision and accuracy results are detailed in Table 2
and were within the acceptable ranges provided by SWGTOX
guidelines for method validation.
Six different sources of human postmortem specimens were
used to investigate matrix effects and recovery for each specimen type. Matrix effects and recoveries were determined using
three different concentrations (5.0, 100.0, and 800.0 ng/g). Ion
suppression and ion enhancement were detected, and the matrix
effects ranged in liver specimens from less than 18 to +7.0%
and in kidney specimens from less than 17.0 to +9.0%, which
were within the acceptable range for method validation guidelines (25%) (27). After excluding matrix effects, recoveries for
analytes of interest in liver ranged from 76.0% to 94.0%, and
recoveries in kidney ranged from 78.0% to 93.0%. Matrix effects
and recoveries were assessed by %CVs. In liver, the matrix
effects’ %CV ranged 2.0–10.0%, and the recoveries’ %CV ranged 1.0%–14.0%. In kidney, the matrix effects’ %CV ranged
3.0%–15.0%, and the recoveries’ %CV ranged 4.0%–8.0%.
When analyte concentrations outside the calibration range
were obtained, analyses were repeated after sample dilution. To
evaluate dilution integrity, five replicates of two different concentrations were analyzed: 10 ng/g (QC low dilution, 1:10 dilution of 100 ng/g) and 75 ng/g (QC high dilution, 1:100 dilution
of 7500 ng/g). Dilution integrity was found to be robust and
reproducible, being within the acceptable range for method validation ( 15%). In liver, measured concentrations of the
10.0 ng/g dilution yielded a STDV of 0.2 ng/g, and the
75.0 ng/g dilution yielded a STDV of 2.6 ng/g. Accuracies for
both concentrations ranged from 4.0% to +4.0%. Within-run
and between-run precisions for dilution integrity experiments
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TABLE 1––Validation results including linear coefficient determination, limit of detection, limit of quantification, and upper limit of quantification (n = 5).
Specimens
Liver

Kidney

Analytes

R2

LDR (ng/g)

Intercept

6-Monoacetylmorphine
Morphine
6-Acetylcodine
Codeine
6-Monoacetylmorphine
Morphine
6-Acetylcodine
Codeine

0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999

0.5–1000.0
0.5–1000.0
0.5–1000.0
0.5–1000.0
0.5–1000.0
0.5–1000.0
0.5–1000.0
0.5–1000.0

0.416449
0.00623
0.04405
0.085888
0.033691
0.0062
0.047963
0.085828

STDEV (intercept)

Slope

LOD

LOQ

ULOQ

Unit

0.003206
0.000386
0.001675
0.001006
0.00352
0.000448
0.00144
0.000882

0.044316
0.005176
0.014387
0.013706
0.045319
0.00523
0.014312
0.013706

0.24
0.25
0.38
0.24
0.26
0.28
0.33
0.21

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1000.0
1000.0
1000.0
1000.0
1000.0
1000.0
1000.0
1000.0

ng/g
ng/g
ng/g
ng/g
ng/g
ng/g
ng/g
ng/g

LDR, linear dynamic range; LOD, limit of detection; LOQ, limit of quantification; R2, coefficient of determination; STDEV, standard deviation; ULOQ,
upper limit of quantification.

ranged 2.0%–10.0% and 3.0%–9.0%, respectively. In kidney,
measured concentrations of the 10.0 ng/g dilution produced a
STDV of 0.1 ng/g, and the 75.0 ng/g dilution produced a
STDV of 4.0 ng/g. Accuracies of both concentrations ranged
from 8.0% to +3.0%. Within-run and between-run precisions
for dilution integrity experiments ranged 3.0%–8.0% and 2.0%–
9.0%, respectively. The effects of dilution on bias and precision
values are detailed in Table 2. Similar to what has been reported
in previous work (1), no interference from commonly encountered compounds, blank postmortem specimens, or carryover
effects from the last injection were observed in this study.
Case Studies
The study involved 31 postmortem cases, and all but two
were male. The mean age of the deceased was 30 years (median:
33, range: 18–70 years old). In all of these cases, heroin was the
primary cause of death. History of the deceased, manner of
death, age, sex, and time interval between death and sample collection (PMI) are provided in Table S1. The concentrations of
the analytes of interest are listed in Table S2. The time interval
between death and sample collection differed between cases and
ranged from 1 to 28 days with a median of 2 days. The specimens collected at autopsy included blood with sodium fluoride
preservative (BN) in 25 cases (80.6%), blood without preservative (B) in 22 cases (71.0%), liver in 30 cases (96.8%), and kidney in 23 cases (74.2%).
The median free morphine concentration in BN was 98.0 ng/
mL (range: 4.0–1222.0 ng/mL) and in B was 151 ng/mL (range:
16.0–1927.0 ng/mL). 6-MAM was detected in 15 of the BN
samples (48.4%) and 8 of the B samples (25.8%). The median
6-MAM concentration in BN was 5.0 ng/mL (range: 1.0–
55.0 ng/mL) and in B was 9.0 ng/mL (range: 1.0–17.0 ng/mL).
6-AC was detected in BN in 5 cases (16.1%) and in B in one
case (3.2%, Case 6, 2.0 ng/mL). The median 6-AC concentration
in BN was 2.0 ng/mL (range: 2.0–12.0 ng/mL). The median
codeine concentration in BN was 13.0 ng/mL (range: 1.0–
76.0 ng/mL) and in B was 20.0 ng/mL (range: 3.0–94.0 ng/mL).
The median B to BN percentage of detected morphine concentrations was 133% (range: 66.8%–400%). The median free morphine to free codeine ratio was 10.6 in B (range: 3.3–30.6) and
9.4 in BN (range: 1.2–37.0). The ratio of free morphine to free
codeine was higher than 1 in all B and BN samples.
Liver specimens were available for 30 cases, with 6-MAM
detected in four of these (cases 4, 17, 18, and 31) at concentrations ranging from 1.2 to 71.0 ng/g. The median morphine concentration was 230.0 ng/g (range: 76.0–2095.0 ng/g). Codeine
was detected in 27 liver specimens (90.0%) with a median concentration of 13.0 ng/g (range: 1.3–50.0 ng/g). 6-AC was not

detected in any of the samples. The median free morphine to
free codeine ratio in liver specimens was 20.0 (range: 5.9–
511.5). The median free morphine in liver was compared to that
in BN and found to be 2.2-fold higher (range: 0.2–38.8-fold).
Kidney specimens were available for 23 cases (74.2%), with
only two testing positive for 6-MAM (Case 7, 2.0 ng/g and Case
18, 58.0 ng/g). The median morphine concentration was
338.0 ng/g (range: 40.0–3485.0 ng/g). Codeine was detected in
21 kidney specimens (91.3%), with a median concentration of
24.0 ng/g (range: 2.0–95.0 ng/g). 6-AC was not detected in any
of the samples. The median free morphine to free codeine ratio
in kidney specimens was 14.6 (range: 5.4–101.6). The median
free morphine in kidney was compared to that in BN and found
to be 4.0-fold higher (range: 0.3–24.7-fold).
In the current study, heroin-related fatalities were classified as
solely involving heroin (no other drugs were detected) or heroinrelated (at least another drug was detected). Using that criteria,
thirteen cases (42.0%) solely involved heroin (cases 1, 2, 10, 11,
14, 16, 17, 18, 22, 24, 27, 28, and 30). Heroin was found in
combination with another drug in 18 fatalities (cases 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 15, 19, 20, 21, 23, 25, 26, 29, and 31). These
cases also tested positive for cocaine (3 cases), amphetamine (9
cases), methamphetamine (2 cases), tramadol (3 cases), pregabalin (2 cases), alprazolam (6 cases), diazepam and its metabolites (one case), and alcohol (one case). The concentrations of
analytes of interest and other detected drugs are listed in
Table S1.
The time of death following heroin intake can be divided into
rapid or delayed. Rapid deaths can be identified by the detection
of 6-MAM in blood samples, indicating that death occurred
within 3 h of intake. In contrast, negative blood findings for 6MAM have been suggested to indicate a longer time between
death and heroin intoxication (delayed death). This conclusion
benefits from detecting 6-MAM in other specimens, for example,
blood, vitreous humor, or urine. According to classification suggested in previous reports (20,28), in the current study, sixteen
cases were rapid deaths (cases 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 13, 14, 17,
18, 21, 23, 29, 30, and 31) with death occurring between
40 min and 3 h after heroin administration, while fifteen cases
were identified to be delayed deaths (cases 3, 4, 8, 10, 12, 15,
16, 19, 20, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, and 28), with death occurring
more than 3 h after heroin administration. In this study, putrefaction was evident in 15 of the 31 cases (51.6%), which were categorized as either heavy or some putrefaction. Only four cases
were heavily putrefied (13.0%), and 10 cases were mildly putrefied (32.3%). The remaining 17 cases showed no signs of putrefaction. Differences in the concentrations of the analytes of
interest based on type of death, time until sampling, and the
degree of putrefactions are detailed in Table S3.
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TABLE 2––Accuracy, within-run precision, and between-run precision
results (n = 5).
Precision
Analytes
Specimens
Target concentration
Nominal concentration
Liver
6-Monoacetylmorphine
Mean (ng/g)
STDEV
%E
Within Run %CV
Between Run %CV
Morphine
Mean (ng/g)
STDEV
%E
Within Run %CV
Between Run %CV
6-Acetylcodine
Mean (ng/g)
STDEV
%E
Within Run %CV
Between Run %CV
Codeine
Mean (ng/g)
STDEV
%E
Within Run %CV
Between Run %CV
Kidney
6-Monoacetylmorphine
Mean (ng/g)
STDEV
%E
Within Run %CV
Between Run %CV
Morphine
Mean (ng/g)
STDEV
%E
Within Run %CV
Between Run %CV
6-Acetylcodine
Mean (ng/g)
STDEV
%E
Within Run %CV
Between Run %CV
Codeine
Mean (ng/g)
STDEV
%E
Within Run %CV
Between Run %CV

LOQ

D1w

D2w

5.0
100.0
800.0 10.0
Measured Concentration ng/g

75.0

1.05
0.14
5.0
12.0
12.0

5.1
0.4
2.0
8.0
7.0

99.4
8.5
-1.0
3.0
9.0

804.1
22.0
1.0
3.0
3.0

9.9
0.3
-1.0
4.0
3.0

76.4
5.1
2.0
5.0
3.0

1.04
0.11
4.0
11.0
8.0

5.2
0.3
3.0
5.0
6.0

102.9
6.8
3.0
5.0
7.0

805.1
28.7
1.0
2.0
4.0

10.1
0.4
1.0
2.0
4.0

72.0
3.9
-4.0
5.0
6.0

1.07
0.14
7.0
13.0
10.0

5.0
0.3
1.0
4.0
3.0

94.6
5.1
5.0
6.0
5.0

804.1
19.5
1.0
2.0
2.0

9.7
0.5
3.0
5.0
6.0

74.1
6.9
1.0
10.0
6.0

1.06
0.1
6.0
8.0
5.0

4.8
0.4
-3.0
6.0
8.0

102.3
7.6
2.0
3.0
5.0

795.7
16.9
1.0
2.0
1.0

9.8
0.4
2.0
3.0
4.0

77.9
6.8
4.0
8.0
9.0

1.03
0.05
3.0
6.0
4.0

5.0
0.2
-4.0
4.0
3.0

97.1
5.4
-3.0
4.0
2.0

792.3
11.0
1.0
2.0
3.0

9.8
0.4
2.0
3.0
5.0

77.1
6.2
3.0
6.0
7.0

1.0
0.1
1.0
7.0
11.0

5.2
0.3
3.0
5.0
5.0

98.2
5.9
2.0
3.0
2.0

808.4
18.5
1.0
2.0
2.0

9.9
0.7
1.0
6.0
7.0

77.5
6.9
3.0
8.0
9.0

1.1
0.1
6.0
10.0
12.0

5.0
0.3
1.0
4.0
7.0

102.3
8.3
2.0
4.0
4.0

809.8
28.7
1.0
4.0
3.0

9.8
0.4
2.0
4.0
4.0

69.1
4.4
8.0
5.0
2.0

4.8
0.4
3.0
6.0
8.0

101.1
6.7
1.0
4.0
2.0

793.8
15.6
1.0
2.0
2.0

9.9
0.6
1.0
4.0
3.0

73.9
5.2
1.0
7.0
3.0

1.0

1.1
0.1
9.0
9.0
6.0

Low

Medium

Dilution
High

%E, relative error; %CV, the coefficient of variation; D1w, dilution factor
1, D2 w, dilution factor 2; LOQ, limit of quantification.

Discussion
Liver and kidney tissue are the most common samples collected at autopsy and are valuable for testing heroin, especially
in cases of putrefaction or when blood samples are not available
(14,28). Some studies have shown that free morphine is stable in
liver tissue, even when putrefied for two years (20,28). Kidney
samples, on the other hand, are appropriate for analyzing free
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morphine but not morphine conjugates because the conjugates
are quickly excreted into urine. While free morphine is stable in
liver and kidney samples at temperatures from 4.0 to 37.0°C, the
morphine conjugates turn into free morphine at temperatures
from 18 to 37 in less than 10 days (16). Kidney has a higher
affinity for free morphine compared to conjugated morphine. In
contrast, the majority of the morphine found in liver is conjugated. The time span between deaths and analysis can cause
some of the conjugated morphine in the liver to be degraded to
its free form. This was supported by the current work’s finding
of free morphine in the liver being 4-fold greater than that in the
blood, which can be explained by the postmortem redistribution
and/or morphine conjugated degradation to free morphine in
liver specimens (24). Therefore, the free morphine is more logically detected in cases that have decomposed.
Little information regarding the concentration of morphine in
postmortem liver and kidney has been reported. One of the earliest studies of the concentration of morphine in solid tissues was
reported by Felby et al. in 1974 (19). In the 14 heroin deaths
included in their study, the median morphine concentration was
400.0 ng/mL in blood (range: 200.0–2800.0 ng/mL) and
1050.0 ng/g in liver (range: 400.0–18,000.0 ng/g). Since then,
multiple studies have reported morphine concentrations in liver
and blood simultaneously with a wide range of concentrations
reported, and morphine concentration liver to blood ratios ranging from 0.4 to 2.4 (16,22,29,30). Previous studies reported
median total morphine concentrations in blood of 110.0 ng/mL
(range: 10.0–570.0 ng/mL) (22), 530 ng/mL (range: 20.0–
3540.0 ng/mL) (23), and 600 ng/mL (range: 70.0–1600.0 ng/mL)
(15). Liver has higher values with medians between 320.0 and
1270.0 ng/g, minimums of 40 ng/g, and maximums of 5728 ng/g
(15,23) To provide greater insight, Spiehler and Brown (20) subdivided their cases into rapid (56 cases) or delayed deaths (145
cases). In rapid deaths, the median morphine concentrations were
higher than in delayed deaths, and in contrast, in delayed deaths,
morphine concentrations in liver were higher than in rapid deaths.
In both types of death, liver showed higher concentrations than
blood. In blood, rapid deaths had a median of 360.0 ng/mL
(range: 80.0–1650.0 ng/mL), and delayed deaths had a median of
125.0 ng/mL (range: 3.0–2200.0 ng/mL). In liver, rapid deaths
had a median of 1280.0 ng/g (range: 410.0–5500.0 ng/g), and
delayed deaths had a median of 1000.0 ng/g (range: 40.0–
6000.0 ng/g). Several groups have specifically reported free morphine concentrations, which have ranged in blood from 10.0 to
1350.0 ng/mL, and in liver from 10.0 to 2550.0 ng/g (15,16,31).
All of these studies reported free morphine concentrations within
the range measured by the current study.
In Spiehler and Brown’s study of heroin- and/ or morphine-related fatalities (20), the liver to blood ratio of morphine concentrations were 2.1 in rapid deaths and 1.6 in delayed deaths.
Subsequent studies have reported this ratio to be between 1.5 and
2.76 (19,21,22). In the current study, free morphine concentrations
were 2.2-fold higher in liver than in blood, indicating that liver is
an excellent tissue for analysis when no blood is available.
Wyman and Bultman (22) studied the distribution of 6-MAM
and codeine in blood and liver in heroin-related death. They did
not detect 6-MAM in any of the liver tissues analyzed in their
study. In all of Wyman and Bultman’s cases, the ratio of
codeine to morphine was less than one in liver specimens, with
a mean ratio of 0.06 (range: 0.03–0.14) and a median codeine
concentration of 10.0 ng/mL in blood (range: 10.0–40.4 ng/mL)
and 15.0 ng/g in liver (range: 10.0–90.0 ng/g). As such in the
current work, the median liver to blood ratio of the free codeine
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concentration was 2.0 (range: 1.0–9.0), which is consistent with
Wyman and Bultman study (22).
6-MAM is rarely detected in liver or kidney specimens. 6MAM has been detected in kidney specimen in two previous
reports at concentrations of 2.0 and 1790.0 ng/g (16,29). In the
current study, 6-MAM was detected in four liver specimens and
two kidney specimens. Published kidney to blood ratios of morphine concentrations range from 1.3 to 3.7 (16,29). In the current study, free morphine concentrations were 4.0-fold higher in
kidney than in blood, making kidney an ideal tissue for analysis
when no blood is available.
In heroin- and/or morphine-related fatalities, morphine concentrations in postmortem kidney and liver are rarely reported
together. To the author’s knowledge, only three such case
reports are available in the literature (16,29,30). Reed et al. (30)
reported two cases of heroin overdose; they found that morphine
concentrations in the kidney (Case 1: 1510.0 ng/g and Case 2:
700.0 ng/g) were almost double those in the liver (Case 1:
660.0 ng/g and Case 2: 350.0 ng/g). In Moriya et al., (16) a
high ratio between free and total morphine was obtained in liver
tissue, with only a slight little difference in kidney tissue. Total
morphine was three times greater than free morphine in the liver
(free morphine: 1440.0 ng/g, total morphine: 4200.0 ng/g), and
free morphine constituted 94% of the total morphine in kidney
tissues (free morphine: 1790.0 ng/g, total morphine: 1900.0 ng/
g). In addition, Goldberger et al. (29) presented two heroin-related fatalities that had both liver and kidney available for analysis. In that study, free morphine concentrations of 216.0 ng/g for
Subject V and 91.0 ng/g for Subject W were reported. Total
morphine concentrations were much higher, at 482.0 ng/g for
Subject V and 359.0 ng/g for Subject W. Their findings are in
agreement with the current study’s free morphine concentration
range of 40–3485 ng/g in kidney and 76.0–2095 ng/g in liver. It
has been noticed that these values appear to be dependent on the
time of death relative to when heroin was administered. In rapid
deaths, the median morphine concentration in the kidney was
almost double of that in the liver (1.9-fold). Delayed deaths, in
contrast, had similar median free morphine concentrations in kidney as in the liver. This is consistent with data from one case
study (14) in which a patient was given an overdose of morphine (150.0 mg) and died three days later at the hospital. The
free morphine concentration in their liver was 157.0 ng/g, and in
their kidney was 87 ng/g. The total morphine concentration in
their kidney was 535.0 ng/g and in their liver was 479 ng/g. As
such, the liver to kidney ratio of free morphine was 0.6, and the
liver to kidney ratio of total morphine was 0.9.
Few studies discuss the differences of the concentrations of heroin metabolites in solid tissues between solely heroin-related
deaths versus those in which another drug was present, or
between rapid versus delayed deaths. Steentoft et al. reported
blood and liver morphine concentrations in 12 heroin-related
deaths with a short interval between injection and death (21). The
median concentration of morphine in the blood was 328.0 ng/mL
(range: 114.0–2284.4 ng/mL) and in the liver was 485.0 ng/g
(range: 114.0–1169.0 ng/g); the ratio between liver and blood was
1.1 (range: 0.5–4.7). Morphine was the sole drug detected in 98
of their 245 cases (40%), with median concentrations in the blood
of 200.0 ng/mL (range: 29.0–5420.0 ng/mL) and in the liver of
342.0 ng/g (range: 86.0–4850.0 ng/g). This produced a ratio of
liver to blood concentrations of 0.7. The remaining 147 cases
involved at least one other drug: ethanol alone (32%), other drugs
with no ethanol (19%), or ethanol and other drugs (9%). When
ethanol was the only co-drug, the median concentration of

morphine in blood was 114.0 ng/mL (range: 29.0–2853.0 ng/mL)
and in liver was 314.0 ng/g (range: 57.0–3994.0 ng/g), yielding a
liver to blood ratio of 2.8. When other drugs were the only codrug, the median concentration of morphine was 200.0 ng/mL in
the blood (range: 86.0–2568.0 ng/mL) and 257.0 ng/g in the liver
(range: 29.0–2054.0 ng/g), yielding a liver to blood ratio of 0.8.
When both ethanol and other drugs were the co-drug, the median
concentration of morphine was 114.0 ng/mL in the blood (range:
57.0–913.0 ng/mL) and 314.0 ng/g in the liver (range: 114.0–
8559.0 ng/g), yielding a liver to blood ratio of 1.6. Of the 29
cases reported by Duflou et al., (15) morphine was the only drug
detected in only four cases, which had a liver to blood ratio of
2.4. In the remaining 25 cases with at least one other drug
detected, the liver to blood ratio was 3.4. The current study’s liver
to BN and kidney to BN morphine ratios were consistent with the
published ratios for cases in which heroin was the only drug
detected and cases in which multiple drugs were detected.
Blood samples with preservatives and blood samples without
preservatives are sent to toxicology laboratories in Jeddah for
forensic toxicology examination. In the first part of this research
(1), the effect of preservatives on data for heroin-related deaths
was assessed. Despite the fact that heroin and its biomarkers are
greatly reduced in blood samples without preservatives, these
compounds can be still detected. The use of blood with preservative is highly recommended but not mandatory. In some cases,
the use of blood without fluoride preservatives is recommended,
such as if organophosphorus compounds are suspected (32,33).
In a previous report (1), relative concentrations in blood samples
without preservative compared to those with sodium fluoride
preservative were 75% for 6-MAM, 129% for morphine, and
131% for codeine. Similar findings were reported in the current
study. The relative average concentrations in blood samples
without versus with sodium fluoride were 69% for 6-MAM,
162% for morphine, and 156% for codeine. This decrease in 6MAM and increase in morphine and codeine concentrations in
blood samples without preservative could be due to the stability
of 6-MAM in sodium fluoride and hydrolysis of 6-MAM and
6-AC to morphine and codeine in blood without preservative.
Similar findings were reported in blood without preservative
after one month of storage with morphine and codeine concentrations increasing by 45% and 48%, respectively (31).
Conclusion
Only limited data exist concerning the utility of complimentary
specimens in heroin-related deaths. The current report highlights
the importance of testing multiple specimens in heroin-related
fatalities, especially when no or limited blood samples are available. Additionally, the valuable information available from blood,
liver, and kidney provides insight into which opioids were administered and the survival time following intoxication. The uniqueness of this study is the full optimization and validation of target
analytes in each matrix. This method was applied to routine postmortem analysis of cases involving heroin and used as a routine
method for almost three years, yielding reducible and accurate
results. The distributions of heroin biomarker and their metabolites
were investigated in 31 postmortem cases.
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TECHNICAL NOTE
ANTHROPOLOGY

Richard L. Jantz,1 Ph.D.; Lee Meadows Jantz,1 Ph.D.; and Stephen D. Ousley,1 Ph.D.

Measuring the Tibia: Trotter’s Error Revisited

ABSTRACT: In Trotter and Gleser’s (Am J Phys Anthropol 1952;10:463) classic study of stature estimation, a definition of the tibia length
measurement is given that agrees with the standard condylar-malleolar length. That Trotter did not in fact measure according to her definition,
but rather omitted the malleolus, has been well documented by Jantz et al. (J Forensic Sci 1995;40:758). Both the Terry collection and the
World War 2 (WW2) samples were affected, although questions remain about the latter that cannot be resolved directly because it is no longer
available for examination. Trotter’s data from hundreds of servicemen are especially important because the statures were measured by technicians, rather than based on cadaver lengths or forensic statures. The questions examined in this note are as follows: Was WW2 measured uniformly in the same way as Terry; are there differences between Terry and WW2 that could influence estimation of the adjustment; and is the
10 millimeter (mm) adjustment proposed by Jantz et al. (J Forensic Sci 1995;40:758) still appropriate. Our analysis relies on a measurement
taken by Trotter that is clearly and uniquely defined, what she called “ordinary length”. This measurement was used to create expectations
about how Trotter measured what she called maximum length of the tibia. Results provide no evidence that WW2 was measured any differently
than Terry, with the exception of one small series. They also show slight morphological differences on the distal and/or proximal end of the
tibia between Terry and WW2. Despite the slight difference, the adjustment to account for the malleolus is still valid.
KEYWORDS: forensic anthropology, tibia measurements, stature estimation, methodology, postcranial, regression

For reasons unknown, Trotter (1) omitted the malleolus from
her tibia length measurement, despite providing a definition that
indicated it was included. The error was incorporated into the
popular stature estimation equations and persisted for over
40 years. It went undetected for that time because the error had
a minor effect on the stature estimate, about 25–30 millimeters
(mm) (2). The discovery of the error and its implications for stature estimation has been described (2), and those interested in
the background can consult other works (2–5).
Jantz et al. (2) proposed adding 10 millimeters (mm) to Trotter’s measurement to make it comparable to condylar-malleolar
length, which is the definition given in Trotter and Gleser (1).
Whether the 10 mm adjustment is appropriate has been called
into question by Lynch et al. (6) during the course of their
investigation of the USS Oklahoma bone lengths. They found
that the 10 mm adjustment in Jantz et al. (2) produced height
estimates systematically different when compared to other bones,
and that an adjustment of 6 mm was more appropriate. Lynch
et al. (6) concluded this difference may be attributable either to
a difference between how Trotter measured the Terry collection
or to how the World War 2 (WW2) tibiae were measured. They
suggest two possibilities. One is that some WW2 tibiae may
have been measured including the malleolus, as was shown to
be the case in the 1958 study (2,7). Another is that there are
morphological differences between the Terry collection tibiae,
from which the correction was derived, and the WW2 tibiae.
The answer to these questions, particularly the first, is critical to
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our understanding of what Trotter did and to the continued use
of the WW2 data for stature estimation and research.
These questions cannot be addressed directly because the WW2
tibiae are not available for examination. It is, however, possible to
address them using Trotter’s own data. These data have been previously used to address various questions (8,9). The purpose of
this paper is to address questions raised in Lynch et al. (6) and to
re-evaluate the adjustment proposed in Jantz et al. (2). Specifically, analyses will be designed to address questions as follows:

•
•
•

Did Trotter measure Terry and WW2 the same way, as is
clearly implied by her statement that she measured both series herself? In other words, was the malleolus included in
some WW2 tibia measurements?
Are there differences between Terry and WW2 tibiae that
might affect estimation of the adjustment?
Is the 10 mm adjustment set forth in Jantz et al. (2) still
appropriate?

Materials and Methods
Data used in these analyses are Trotter’s original data as
described in Jantz et al. (2). The analyses will be limited to White
males because it is WW2 White males and the crew of the Oklahoma that are at issue. The data therefore consist of the 255
White males from the Terry collection and the 545 complete military sample described in Trotter and Gleser (1). The Terry sample
contained only the average values of right and left bones but the
WW2 data contained right and left separately, so were averaged
to make the two data sets comparable for some comparisons.
The core sample of 545 (referred to hereafter as WW2 core)
met Trotter and Gleser’s (1) criteria of having all elements present and being 18 years old or older. An additional
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approximately 580 individuals missing one or more bones were
not included in Trotter and Gleser (1). The full WW2 sample is
described in Meadows Jantz (10). Because of the missing data,
sides were not averaged but rather analyzed separately and
referred to as WW2-L and WW2-R. These samples also appear
to have outliers that represent errors. Outliers having T2 probabilities <0.01, based on the two tibia measurements, were
excluded. This resulted in eight from WW2-L and seven from
WW2-R being omitted.
In addition, we identified a small sample numbering about
120 individuals with a large amount of missing data that has not
been included in any of the previous research using the WW2
data. Meadows Jantz assigned them numbers 7001–7124. This
sample will be referred to as the 7000 series and will also be
examined for evidence of measurement variation.
Here it may be useful to review the measurements relevant to
the present inquiry. Table 1 presents Trotter’s measurements in
the five papers dealing with bone lengths, along with earlier definitions that are similar in name or description. What one realizes is that Trotter did not rely on established authority for her
tibia measurements. The measurement she called “Ordinary
Length” in her 1952 (1) paper was used in the two 1951 papers
(11,12) but no definition reference was provided, and it was not
called Ordinary Length until the 1952 paper. In that paper, her
authority is a personal communication from Krogman. Ordinary
length, as described in (1), measured with spreading calipers
from the center of the articular surface of the lateral condyle to
the center of the distal articular surface, differs from what Krogman (13) called Physiological Length, “from the depression on
the top of the medial half of the condylar surface to the lower
articular surface near the medial malleolus, but excluding it.”
Either Trotter misunderstood Krogman, or Krogman made a distinction between ordinary length and physiological length, providing the former definition to Trotter.
The measurement Trotter called maximum length of the tibia,
Tibiam in Trotter and Gleser (1) is not actually a maximum
length. Her definition corresponds to condylar-malleolar length
as defined by Martin (14). What she actually measured, however, was from the lateral condyle to the most distal of the anterior or posterior trochlear facet, defined in Turley et al. (15),
excluding the malleolus, if she in fact placed the tibia on its dorsal surface as described in Trotter and Gleser (1), and shown in
Jantz et al. (2). Importantly, Trotter’s definition mentions placing
the end of the malleolus against the vertical board and applying
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a freely movable block at the other end. As such it is essentially
the same as technique B in Lynch et al. (16) where the sliding
end of the osteometric board is used as a block. As nearly as we
can determine what Trotter actually measured is unique, never
defined or used before or since.
Some of the definitions in Table 1 approximate what Trotter
measured, but none is an exact description of what she actually
measured. Martin’s (14) physiological length and Wilder’s (17)
physiological length differ from Trotter’s ordinary length in measuring from the medial rather than the lateral condyle. Hrdlicka
(18) defined an ordinary length, but it is quite different from
Trotter’s. It is measured using Broca’s osteometric board, from
the most proximal points on each condyle, excluding the spine,
to the distal tip of the malleolus. The closest approximation to
Trotter’s ordinary length is the more recent biomechanical
length, the average of measurements from the center of the distal
articular surface to each midpoint of the lateral and medial condyles (19).
For purposes of this paper, we will call what Trotter measured
tibia malleolar-trochlear length (MTL), abbreviated tibiamtl. We
will call Trotter’s ordinary length tibiaol. These variables are tibiam and tibia respectively in Trotter and Gleser (1). Trotter’s use
of “maximum length”, tibiam, is enough of a misnomer to be
avoided.
Three analyses were conducted to address the following questions:

•

•

Were WW2 tibiae measured in such a way that some
included the malleolus, as Trotter directed, and some omitted
it? To address this question we rely on tibiaol. The value of
this smaller measurement is there can be little doubt about
how it was taken, and the observer variation will be minimal.
The difference between tibiamtl and tibiaol was calculated for
the Terry and WW2 samples. If the WW2 bones were not
measured consistently and the malleolus was included on
some of tibiamtl measurements, it should increase the mean
length and therefore the difference between tibiamtl and tibiaol. This test was conducted separately for the WW2 core
sample and WW2-L and WW2-R. Whether the 7000 series
was measured in the same way as WW2 core was evaluated
by comparing their means and calculating t-tests.
Are there morphological differences between Terry and
WW2 apart from possible measurement methods? The analysis described above also addresses this question.

TABLE 1––Trotter’s measurements of the tibia, along with other measurement definitions. Trotter could have consulted all but the last in deciding how to
measure.
Reference
T&G
T&G
T&G
T&G

1951
1951
1952
1952

Name
(12)
(13)
(1)
(1)

T&G 1958 (7)
Martin and
Knussmann (14)
Martin and
Knussmann (14)
Wilder 1920 (17)
Hrdlicka 1920 (18)
Ruff and Hayes
1983 (19)

Length described, no reference
Length described, no reference
Max Length, no reference, Tibiam
Ordinary Length, cites Krogman,
personal comm.
Max Length. Refers to (1)
L€
ange, #1b, Condylar-malleolar
length
Condylo-astragal L€ange, #2,
Physiological length
Physiological length
Ordinary length
Biomechanical length

lat, lateral; med, medial; prox, proximal; pt, point.

Proximal

Distal

Instrument

Center lat condyle articular surface
Center lat condyle articular surface
Most prox pt lat border lat condyle
Center lat condyle articular surface

Center distal articular surface
Center distal articular surface
End of malleolus
End of malleolus

Large spreading caliper
Large spreading caliper
Osteometric board
Osteometric board

Most prox pt lat border lat condyle
Articular surface lat condyle

End of malleolus
Center distal articular surface

Osteometric board
Osteometric board

Center med condyle

Deepest pt distal articular
surface
Center of distal articular surface
End of malleolus
Center of distal articular surface

Large spreading caliper

Deepest point med condyle
Most prox pt using Broca’s opening
Center of lat and med condyles

Large spreading caliper
Broca osteometric board
Large spreading caliper
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Is the 10 mm. adjustment proposed by Jantz et al. (2) and
based on the Terry collection appropriate for WW2? This
was evaluated using Trotter’s data as follows:
○ Estimate the stature equation for tibiaol from WW2 core
sample and use this equation to estimate stature for
WW2-L and WW2-R. We are defining WW2 core as the
calibration sample, and WW2-L and WW2-R as test samples.
○ Add 10 mm to tibiamtl in the WW2 core sample and get
the stature estimation equation. Use this equation on tibiamtl in WW2-L and WW2-R with incremental adjustments and compare to the estimate obtained in (a) above.
○ All calculations were conducted using NCSS 2020 (20).

Results
Table 2 presents the summary statistics for the difference
between tibiamtl and tibiaol for WW2 core, WW2-L, WW2-R,
and Terry. Intergroup differences are based on t-test results. The
most obvious mean difference concerns Terry vs all WW2 samples. Terry tibia lengths have the largest difference from all other
groups and a standard deviation larger than all but WW2-L. This
is the opposite of what would be expected if WW2 were measured with some including the malleolus and some not. The evidence therefore does not support the hypothesis that some WW2
tibiae measurements included the malleolus.
It is unexpected to see some variation among the WW2 samples. WW2-R, possessing the lowest value, differs from WW2
core, with the highest of the WW2 values. To what this difference might be attributed is unclear. We do not think it likely that
it reflects measurement difference, because, although statistically
significant, it is minor compared to the Terry-WW2 core difference.
Table 3 presents the comparison of the WW2 7000 series to
WW2 core series. The 7000 series presents a puzzling pattern of
missing data. Sample size for stature is 120, and most bones
have sample sizes ranging from 78 to 109. The two exceptions
are maximum femur length and ordinary tibia length that have
sample sizes in the mid-thirties. In both cases, it would presumably have been possible to measure more maximum lengths of
the femur because bicondylar lengths were measured, and likewise for ordinary length of the tibia because malleolar-trochlear
length (tibiamtl) was measured. What is also clear is that all
bones in the 7000 series except the tibia have means quite similar to the WW2 core sample. Tibia measurements all differ significantly from the WW2 core sample at p ≤ 0.05.
There are two possible explanations for why the Terry data
produce a larger difference between tibiamtl and tibiaol. It could
suggest that the malleolus was included in some Terry measurements, but this is unlikely because we did not encounter it in the
178 tibiae we did measure (2). Rather, it is better viewed as a
difference between the mainly 19th century Terry sample and
early 20th century WW2 sample. Morphologically, looking at
TABLE 2––Means and standard deviations for difference between Tibiamtl
and Tibiaol.
Group/Diff

N

Mean (mm)

SD (mm)

Different from

WW2 core
WW2 L
WW2 R
Terry

545
486
482
255

9.7
9.4
9.2
10.3

1.6
2.1
1.8
2.1

Terry, WW2-R
Terry
Terry, WW2 core
WW2 core, WW2-R, WW2-L

TABLE 3––Comparison of the means of the 7000 series with WW2 core
sample. Only tibia measurements are significantly different.
WW2 7000 series

Height
Rhum
Lhum
Rrad
Lrad
Ruln
Luln
Rfem
Lfem
Rmaxfem
Lmaxfem
Rtibiamtl
Ltibiamtl
Rtibiaol
Ltibiaol
Rfib
Lfib

WW2 core (N = 545)

N

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Diff

120
106
99
98
82
88
78
109
106
35
35
103
100
36
33
80
93

1741.3
335.2
333.7
251.4
250.0
269.0
269.0
467.5
469.1
471.5
473.0
383.3
384.3
376.1
375.8
381.5
379.7

65.4
16.4
16.6
13.2
13.3
13.6
13.1
21.1
22.1
21.6
21.3
22.0
21.4
19.7
20.1
19.6
20.8

1739.0
336.4
336.0
252.3
250.6
271.3
269.4
468.5
469.6
472.3
472.9
377.8
378.4
368.3
368.6
381.2
381.5

66.3
16.9
16.7
12.9
12.7
13.0
12.9
23.2
23.2
23.6
23.6
21.3
21.6
21.0
21.4
20.8
21.1

2.3
1.2
2.3
0.9
1.5
2.4
0.4
1.1
0.5
0.8
0.1
5.4
5.9
7.8
7.1
0.3
1.8

T
0.3
0.7
1.2
0.6
0.5
1.6
0.3
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.0
2.3*
2.5*
2.2*
2.0*
0.1
0.8

*p ≤ 0.05.

tibiamtl minus tibiaol indicates that Terry distal articular surfaces
or the proximal articular surfaces, or both, are deeper, or more
concave, than is the case in WW2.
Table 4 presents the stature estimates based on tibiaol from
WW2 core and applied to the two test samples. This provides a
reliable estimate of stature because there is little question about
how ordinary length was measured. Table 4 also presents the
stature estimates using tibiamtl plus a 10 mm adjustment, again
from WW2 core. When applied to the test samples, the estimates
differ significantly from the tibiaol estimates. The adjustment
was then raised by 0.1 mm increments until the highest t-test
probability was attained. The best adjustments were 10.4 mm for
WW2-L and 10.3 mm for WW2-R.
Discussion
Trotter’s measurement of the tibia in a way that differs from
the definition provided in Trotter and Gleser (1) continues to
cause problems. The foregoing results should settle some of
these problems. Our results do not support the suggestion by
Lynch et al. (6) that some of WW2 may have been measured
inconsistently, some including the malleolus and some not.
Small morphological differences between WW2 and Terry collection in tibia morphology occur, but this difference does not
affect estimates of the adjustment required to make Trotter’s
measurement comparable to the now commonly used condylarmalleolar length. The adjustment estimated from WW2 agrees
with the adjustment obtained from the Terry collection.
The one exception to the above conclusions is found in the
7000 series. It has a peculiar pattern of missing data, suggesting
that it might have been measured by technicians who were
experimenting with different measurement definitions. That both
ordinary length and “maximum length” were longer than WW2
core suggests that the former was measured as Trotter measured
“maximum length”, and “maximum length” was actually condylar-malleolar length, perhaps guided by Trotter’s actual definition. This small series offers support for Lynch et al.’s (6)
suggestion that some WW2 were measured to include the malleolus, but it has no bearing on stature estimation because there is
no evidence it was ever used for that.
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TABLE 4––Re-evaluation of 10 mm adjustment using tibiaol criterion.
Group

Mean tibiaol

SD tibiaol

Stature from tibiaol

WW2 core Left
368.6
21.4
174.0
WW2 core Right
368.3
21.0
174.0
WW2-L
369.5
21.0
174.2
WW2-R
369.1
20.6
174.2
Stature = 0.265(Ltibiaol) + 76.3163; stature = 0.2705(Rtibiaol) + 74.3703
Stature = 0.2632(Ltibiamtl + 10) + 71.608; stature = 0.2672(Rtibiamtl + 10) + 70.3702

Stature from tibiamtl + 10

Adjusted Stature (Adjustment)

174.0
174.0
174.1*
174.1*

174.3 (10.4)
174.2 (10.3)

*Differs significantly different from tibiaol estimate by paired t-test.

During the course of this investigation, additional errors were
discovered. One in particular deserves special attention because
it occurs in Trotter and Gleser’s (1) WW2 core sample and was
incorporated into their stature estimation equations. One individual had a tibiamtl right value of 498 mm, the same value as the
individual’s femur, so clearly a data entry error. The left value is
469, probably a typographical error for 409, the value on the
handwritten card. Correcting the errors and recomputing the stature equation yields 2.67*Tibm + 73.14  3.26 (using Trotter’s
variable name). This equation corrects the one given in table 9
and table 13 in Trotter and Gleser (1) for White males. Correcting the error increases the slope (2.67 vs. 2.52), and decreases
the intercept (73.14 vs. 78.62). It also decreases the root mean
square error (3.26 vs. 3.37). However, the effect on stature estimation is minimal, being most pronounced for tibiae above the
mean. For tibiae, one standard deviation above the mean Trotter
and Gleser’s equation underestimates height by about 5 mm, for
tibiae two standard deviations above the mean it underestimates
by about 10 mm.
The question for which there is not an obvious answer is why
a 6 mm correction produced better results than 10 mm for the
Oklahoma tibiae (6). Antemortem height for the WW2 sample is
173.99 cm (68.5 inches [in]), essentially identical to 68.53 in
reported for the Oklahoma in Lynch et al. (6). The average tibiamtl for WW2 is 378.13 mm. If we take it as 378, add 10 mm
and estimate stature with Fordisc (21) using the Trotter data, the
point estimate is 68.5 in, identical to the WW2 antemortem
mean. Using a 6 mm correction returns 68.1 in, underestimating
WW2 stature by 0.4 in. Because WW2 and Oklahoma heights
are essentially the same, the 6 mm adjustment could mean that
Oklahoma tibiae average 4 mm longer than WW2.
The forensic anthropology community has accepted condylarmalleolar length as the standard method of measuring the tibia.
This acceptance is likely due to Trotter and Gleser’s (1) large sample based on antemortem heights that was best suited for purposes
of living stature estimation. Unfortunately, their definition can be
implemented in different ways that can result in average differences of almost 3 mm and maximum differences up to 6 mm (16).
In view of variation that exists even when observers are ostensibly
following the same definition, the most prudent course for forensic
practitioners is to avoid the tibia, if possible, in favor of the fibula
as an indication of lower leg length.
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Pitfalls of Computed Tomography 3D
Reconstruction Models in Cranial Nonmetric
Analysis*

ABSTRACT: Many studies in the literature have highlighted the utility of virtual 3D databanks as a substitute for real skeletal collections

and the important application of radiological records in personal identification. However, none have investigated the accuracy of virtual material
compared to skeletal remains in nonmetric variant analysis using 3D models. The present study investigates the accuracy of 20 computed
tomography (CT) 3D reconstruction models compared to the real crania, focusing on the quality of the reproduction of the real crania and the
possibility to detect 29 dental/cranial morphological variations in 3D images. An interobserver analysis was performed to evaluate trait identification, number, position, and shape. Results demonstrate a false bone loss in 3D models in some cranial regions, specifically the maxillary and
occipital bones in 85% and 20% of the samples. Additional analyses revealed several difficulties in the detection of cranial nonmetric traits in
3D models, resulting in incorrect identification in circa 70% of the traits. In particular, pitfalls included the detection of erroneous position,
error in presence/absence rates, in number, and in shape. The lowest percentages of correct evaluations were found in traits localized in the lateral side of the cranium and for the infraorbital suture, mastoid foramen, and crenulation. The present study highlights important pitfalls in CT
scan when compared with the real crania for nonmetric analysis. This may have crucial consequences in cases where 3D databanks are used as
a source of reference population data for nonmetric traits and pathologies and during bone-CT comparisons for identification purposes.

KEYWORDS: nonmetric traits, computed tomography, CT accuracy, anatomical variants, cranial traits, forensic anthropology

Radiological imaging has become increasingly important and
even essential in the forensic field. Many studies report methods
and techniques based on radiology currently used in forensic
anthropology and legal medicine to support the analyses of both
the living (1–8) and the dead (9–11).
In particular, over the last years several studies have highlighted
the potential of clinical radiological data in anthropological
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research. This is quite common in countries where the lack of contemporary skeletal collections necessarily leads to the creation of
virtual databases collecting computed tomography (CT) images
from known living patients. Generally, these records were used as
population-specific reference data to assess the reliability of methods important for building a biological profile, especially for the
estimation of sex (12–16) or age-at-death (17,18). More recently,
virtual skeletal collections have been used as a basis for population
analyses. Specifically, three-dimensional (3D) models were used
to describe the expression and variability of nonmetric traits and to
calculate population frequencies (19,20) with the aim to provide
useful data for anthropological investigations, especially for identification purposes and population studies.
However, in contrast to the increasing literature on this topic, few
studies evaluated the accuracy of the radiological material and its
suitability as a substitute for skeletal collections. These studies
focused mainly on metrics and geometrical precision (21–25),
while nonmetric traits were not considered. Nonetheless, analyses
including nonmetric traits should be performed considering the use
of clinical radiological records in the development of methods and
collection of data which are then used in anthropological analyses
of skeletal remains. This shortcoming would have even greater
effects on the personal identification process. In this context, radiological records of the missing person are used and compared with
those of the unknown remains to find a match and reach
© 2020 American Academy of Forensic Sciences
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identification. Generally, several morphological variants are considered, including normal anatomical variations (e.g., sinuses,
suture and trabecular patterns), skeletal anomalies, or nonmetric
traits (e.g., supernumerary bones, accessory foramina, and nonfusion anomalies), and pathological conditions or skeletal changes
related to repetitive activities (26). Many studies in literature clearly
describe and support the usefulness of morphological traits analysis
in personal identification (27–43). However, despite the great number of studies in the field, no research has investigated the accuracy
of radiological data compared to the real bone samples in nonmetric
analysis and how the traits, especially skeletal anomalies, appear in
the radiological record and specifically in CT images. In forensic
scenarios, knowing which traits are easily recognizable in radiological images to reach a positive match is of paramount importance.
With this purpose, 20 skulls and their corresponding CT
images were compared to determine the accuracy of the reproduction of anatomical features in radiological images. In addition, 29 dental/cranial morphological variations were analyzed
by two observers on the original bone samples and their 3D CT
models to verify the ease with which they can be identified in
radiological records.

Materials and methods
Samples
Twenty crania were selected from contemporary commingled
remains of the skeletal collection of unknown individuals of the
LABANOF (Laboratory of Forensic Anthropology and Odontology), University of Milan, Italy. The selected crania belonged to
unclaimed unidentified adults including African migrants, which
were all complete and in a good state of preservation. Only
mandibles were excluded.
CT Scans and Reconstructions
CT examinations were performed at the IRCCS Istituto Ortopedico Galeazzi (Milan, Italy) using a 64-slice CT scan (Somatom Emotion, Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany).
The crania were scanned by placing them in norma basalis (i.e.,
with the cranial vault leaning on the table and the cranial base
facing upwards). Image acquisition was carried out using the following parameters: slice thickness of 0.60 mm, 100 kV, 64 mA,
and with a field of view size of 213 mm.
CT images were analyzed with Slicer 4.10.1 software (44,45).
In particular, 3D models were built using the volume rendering
tool, selecting the rendering option “VTK GPU Ray Casting”
and adjusting window setting in order to limit the visualization
to the bone tissue. Material properties of the volume were changed with the following parameters: ambient 0.30, diffuse 0.36,
specular 0.40, and power 10. Further changes could be performed during the analysis to optimize bone visualization.
Bone Appearance
To determine the accuracy of CT scan 3D reconstructions, the
quality of the reproduction of the real crania on CT images was
evaluated. The analyses were limited to the main bones forming
the human cranium, namely the frontal, nasal, maxillary, zygomatic, temporal, parietal, occipital, sphenoid, and palatine bones.
Each bone was described based on its appearance as complete or
with slight bone loss, in both real crania and the 3D models.
Bone loss for the real crania was intended as minimal bone
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defects, that is, an area of loss of bone tissue smaller than
0.5 mm. 3D models were analyzed applying the options reported
in the previous paragraph. When bone loss was observed,
changes in the window setting were carried out shifting levels to
lower values to verify the persistence of bone loss. However, in
these cases the visualization of the sample was limited due to
the inclusion of units corresponding to air levels. Under such
conditions, observation was limited to the area of interest (where
bone loss was visible in the 3D model), but no considerations
could be performed concerning the other bone elements. 3D
models from CTs and crania were subsequently compared and
differences were recorded.
Morphological Variations Analysis
Twenty-nine commonly observed morphological variations
were included in the study. Among them, 28 corresponded to
dental/bone normal traits and skeletal anomalies. We not only
evaluated the possibility to detect bony traits (presence/absence
score), but we also considered the number, position, and shape
when applicable depending on the anatomical variations. In addition to these, cribra orbitalia was evaluated to investigate the
detection of pathological signs in the radiological record (46).
The full list of traits and the different evaluations are reported
in Table 1. Some modifications to the standard methodological
approach described in literature were performed depending on
the available bone material.
The skulls and their corresponding CT reconstructions were
analyzed by two anthropologists (both with 10 years of experience in the field) blinded one to the other. Bilateral traits were
evaluated on each side and dental traits on each molar tooth
available. 3D models were always analyzed before the “real”
sample to avoid any influence on CT evaluation.
Interobserver agreement was calculated with Cohen’s kappa
coefficient (51) using the online VassarStats calculator (52).
Evaluations assessed the reproducibility of trait detection and
classification in the real crania. Cohen’s kappa values were interpreted according to Landis and Koch (53), with values as < 0
indicating no agreement, 0–0.20 as slight, 0.21–0.40 as fair,
0.41–0.60 as moderate, 0.61–0.80 as substantial, and 0.81–1 as
almost perfect agreement.
To evaluate the accuracy of the reproduction of the traits on CT
images, the real crania were used as reference sample for comparison. For each trait, true positives were calculated as the percentage
where the traits were correctly identified in 3D models based on
the number detected in real crania by each observer. For traits with
a bilateral expression and dental traits, percentages were calculated
based on the number of sides/molar teeth showing the traits.
Results were then grouped in three categories depending on the
percentage of correct identifications, as: (i) high accuracy, when a
trait was correctly identified in 81%–100% of the 3D models; (ii)
intermediate accuracy, when a trait was correctly identified in
51%–80% of the 3D models; and (iii) low accuracy, when a trait
was correctly identified in 50% or less of the 3D models.

Results
Bone Appearance
All crania included in this study are in a good state of preservation (i.e., all bones were present and generally complete).
Signs of bone resorption or bone loss related to pathological or
taphonomical events were observed in maxillary and temporal
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TABLE 1––List of the morphological variations included in the study.

Morphological
variations

Position

Definition

P/A

Number

Nasal foramen (1)

Nasal bones

One or more foramina perforating
the nasal bones.

x

x

Supraorbital foramen
(2)
Supraorbital notch (3)
Infraorbital suture (4)

Frontal bone

One or more foramina on the
supraorbital margin.
Notch on the supraorbital margin.
Suture marking externally the course
of the infraorbital canal on the
orbital floor and on the facial
surface of the maxilla.
Foramen located on the anterior
surface of the maxillary bones
below the infraorbital margin and
above the canine fossa.
Supernumerary foramen localized
next to (superiorly or medially) the
infraorbital foramen.
Foramen localized 5-8 mm below
the orbital margin and aligned
vertically to the zygomatic
tubercle.
Supernumerary foramen localized in
the same concentric arc around the
orbital margin.
Division of the zygomatic bone by
one or more sutures (generally
horizontal) in two or more parts.
Pattern of contact between parietal
and sphenoid bones at the pterion
region (point of articulation of the
coronal suture, sagittal suture,
squamous suture and the greater
wing of the sphenoid).
Supernumerary ossicle localized at
pterion (point of articulation of the
coronal suture, sagittal suture,
squamous suture and the greater
wing of the sphenoid).

x

x

Frontal bone
Maxillary
bones

Infraorbital foramen (5)

Maxillary
bones

Secondary infraorbital
foramen (6)

Maxillary
bones

Zygomatic foramen (7)

Zygomatic
bones

Secondary zygomatic
foramen (8)

Zygomatic
bones

Os japonicum (9)

Zygomatic
bones

Pterion shape (10)

Pterion

Epipteric bone (11)

Pterion

Squamous ossicle (12)

Squamous
suture

Coronal suture ossicle
(13)
Parietal foramen (14)

Coronal suture
Parietal bones

Sagittal suture ossicle
(15)
Ossicle at lambda (16)

Sagittal suture
Lambda

Os inca (17)

Occipital bone

Lambdoid suture ossicle
(18)
Parietal notch bone (19)

Lambdoid
suture
Parietal notch

Sutura mendosa (20)

Occipital bone

Supernumerary ossicle localized
between the temporal squama and
the parietal bone.
Supernumerary ossicle localized on
the coronal suture.
One or more foramina near the
sagittal suture or in the sagittal
suture in the obelion area (3.5 cm
above the lambda).
Supernumerary ossicle localized on
the sagittal suture.
Supernumerary ossicle localized at
lambda (point of junction of the
sagittal and lambdoid sutures).
Superior part of the occipital
squama divided by a transverse
suture running at the highest
nuchal line. Several bone variations
can be observed.
Supernumerary ossicle localized on
the lambdoid suture.
Supernumerary ossicle localized on
the notch of the temporal bone.
Suture originating from asterion
(point of junction of the lambdoid,
occipito-mastoid and parietomastoid sutures), or close to it, and
usually located little above the
transverse groove of the cerebral
surface.

Position

Shape

On the bone
On the nasomaxillary
suture

(47)
(47)

x
x

(47)
(47)

x

x

Single infraorbital
foramen
Bipartite infraorbital
foramen
x

(47)

(47)

x

x

Reference

(47)

x

On the corpus
On the frontal
process

x

x

(47)
Partial division
Total division

(47)

Fronto-temporal
articulation
Presence of
epipteric bone
H-shape variant

(47)

Ossicle along the
temporal squama
Ossicle along the
frontal bone
True large single
bone

(47)

x

x

(47)

x

x

(47)

x

x

(47)

x

x

(47)

x

(47)

x

x

Complete
Bipartite, tripartite
or multipartite
Incomplete
x

(47)

(47)

x

(47)

x

(47)
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TABLE 1—Continued.
Morphological
variations

Position

Ossicle at asterion (21)

Asterion

Occipito-mastoid
ossicle (22)

Occipitomastoid
suture
Temporal/
occipital
bones

Mastoid foramen (23)

Posterior condylar canal
(24)
Secondary anterior
condylar canal (25)
Occipital condyle shape
(26)
Reduced hypocone (27)

Occipital bone

Molar teeth

Crenulation (28)

Molar teeth

Cribra Orbitalia (29)

Frontal bone

Occipital bone
Occipital bone

Definition
Supernumerary ossicle localized at
asterion (point of junction of the
lambdoid, occipito-mastoid and
parieto-mastoid sutures)
Supernumerary ossicle localized at
the occipito-mastoid suture
Foramen localized in the posterior
region of the mastoid process; it
could be visible even in the
occipital bone or at the occipitomastoid suture.
Canal localized posteriorly to the
occipital condyles.
Canal localized at the base of the
occipital condyles.
Shape of the occipital condyles.
Reduced size of the hypocone
(disto-lingual cusp) of the superior
molar teeth.
Curved fissures surrounding the
primary ridges of the main cusps
of the molar teeth.
Porous hypertrophic lesions on the
roof of the orbits

P/A

Number

Position

Shape

x

Reference
(47)

x

x

x

x

(47)
Temporal foramen
Sutural foramen
Occipital foramen

x
x

x

(47)

Complete
Blind
Single
Bipartite
As classified in the
reference
Reduced hypocone
Normal hypocone

(47)
(47)
(48)
(49)

x

(50)

x

(46)

For each one, the evaluations performed are reported (P/A: presence/absence of the trait, number, position, and shape).

bones in 80% (16/20) and 5% (1/20) of the crania, respectively.
In particular, in the maxillary bone, lesions were limited to the
region close to the dental alveoli and, specifically, involved the
entire dental socket when pathological signs were detected, or a
small portion close to the root in taphonomic cases.
The 3D cranial models generally revealed a good reproduction
of the bone preservation for the majority of the bones involved
(Fig. 1). Fifty-six percent (5/9) of the selected bones, specifically
the nasal, zygomatic, parietal, sphenoid, and palatine bones,
showed a perfect representation of the “real” skulls (100% of the
samples [20/20] showed the same appearance in both 3D models
and the real crania). This number increased to 78% (7/9 of the
selected bones), including the frontal and temporal bones, when
window settings adjustments were carried out.
Differences between CT scans and crania were particularly
important in the maxillary and occipital bones, which were only

accurate in 5% (1/20) and 10% (2/20) of cases, respectively.
These differences were related to bone loss visible in 3D models
but not in the real crania and to bone loss detected in the real
crania but not in the 3D models. In the former, bone loss was
observed especially in the infraorbital region close to the infraorbital foramen (Fig. 2a–c), in dental alveoli (Fig. 2a-c), more frequently at the anterior teeth sockets, and in the occipital
condyles (Fig. 2d–f). After window adjustment, image accuracy
increased to 15% (3/20) and 80% (16/20) of the samples in the
two regions, respectively.
Bone loss observed in the maxillary region of the real crania
was detected in 3D models in 60% (21/35) of the affected dental
sockets, showing a moderate reproduction of bone defects. Generally, difficulties arose for small bone defects which were not
recognized in 3D models.
Morphological Variations Analysis

FIG. 1––Bone appearance. Percentages of cases showing a perfect reproduction of each bone element before and after setting adjustments. [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Skeletal variations were not identified in all crania. In particular, a frequency of less than 10 was observed for the following
traits: os japonicum, squamous ossicle, coronal suture ossicles,
sagittal suture ossicles, ossicle at lambda, os inca, parietal notch
bone, sutura mendosa, occipito-mastoid ossicle, and secondary
anterior condylar canal by both observers and ossicle at asterion,
crenulation, and cribra orbitalia by one of the two observers. A
summary of the traits observed on crania is reported in Table 2.
Since differences were detected in cranial observations
between observers, interobserver agreement was assessed. High
agreement between the two observers was noted for 69% of the
traits (20/29), indicating a high reproducibility for most. In the
remaining cases (supraorbital foramina, secondary infraorbital
foramina, squamous ossicle, ossicle at asterion, mastoid foramen,
posterior condylar canal, occipital condyle shape, reduced hypocone, and crenulation), interobserver reproducibility was
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FIG. 2––Bone appearance in CT scan. Differences between CT scan images before (a, d) and after (b, e) optimization of the images and skulls (c, f) in: (a–
c) the region close to the infraorbital foramen (red arrow) and dental alveoli (blue arrow) and (d–f) the occipital condyles (green arrow). Figures (a) and (d)
show bone loss in 3D models, not visible in the real crania, in the regions indicated by arrows. Bone loss disappeared after setting changes in the occipital
condyles (e), while it persists at dental sockets and below the infraorbital foramen (b). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

moderate (7/29, 24%, k = 0.41–0.60) or lower (2/29, 7%,
k = 0–0.40). All results are reported in Table 2.
Looking at CT data of each observer separately, a similar
trend was detected. Around 30% of the traits were in fact identified correctly with high accuracy, 40% with intermediate accuracy, and 30% with low accuracy (28%, 38%, and 34% for
observer A and 34%, 42%, and 24% for observer B). Circa 70%
of the traits were therefore wrongly detected in the 3D reconstructions by both observers. Eleven traits were detected with
different percentages: supraorbital notch, secondary zygomatic
foramen, os japonicum, parietal notch bone, sutura mendosa,
ossicle at asterion, occipito-mastoid ossicle, posterior condylar
canal, secondary anterior condylar canal, occipital condyle shape,
and cribra orbitalia. These variations may be explained by different detection rates in 3D models and/or in the real crania.
However, since a disagreement was highlighted between observers, they were not included in the following considerations.
Considering the traits which were classified similarly (62%,
18/29), high accuracy was recorded in only 21% (6/29). Specifically, a perfect match (100% of the crania showing the trait correctly identified in 3D models) was detected for the sagittal
suture ossicle, ossicle at lambda, os inca, and for normal traits
(infraorbital and zygomatic foramina), while a lower percentage
(86%–94%) was detected for the parietal foramen. The highest
differences (traits with the lowest accuracy of identification in
3D models) were seen for the variations located on the lateral
side of the cranium (epipteric bone, [Fig. 3a,b], squamous ossicles, and coronal suture ossicles) and for the infraorbital suture
(Fig. 3c,d), mastoid foramen, and crenulation. The remaining
traits (nasal foramen, supraorbital foramen, secondary infraorbital
foramen, pterion shape, lambdoid suture ossicles, and reduced
hypocone) showed intermediate accuracy with values ranging
from 55% to 78%.
Analyzing the traits erroneously classified in 3D models, differences could be seen for each. Generally, an inability to detect
the trait was identified for most, particularly for supernumerary
ossicles, foramina, sutures (infraorbital suture, os japonicum, and
sutura mendosa), cribra orbitalia, and dental traits. Concerning
foramina and lambdoid suture ossicles, differences in the quantities were detected. Specifically, smaller or greater numbers of

foramina/ossicles were identified on 3D models. Among the
foramina, the mastoid foramen was the trait with the greatest
variation recorded, both in number and in position (foramen
located on the mastoid process, on the occipito-mastoid suture or
on the occipital bone). Moreover, shape differences were also
observed, in particular for traits described morphologically, such
as pterion, posterior condylar canal, secondary anterior condylar
canal, occipital condyles, and reduced hypocone. In addition,
false positives (i.e., crania where traits were identified on 3D
models but not in the real sample) were also detected. In particular, cribra orbitalia was the variant with the greatest number of
false positives by both observers, followed by the supraorbital
foramen and dental traits.
All results are reported in Table 2 and Figs 4 and 5.
Discussion
The present study provided a general insight on how the
human cranium and its variations appeared in Slicer 3D models
based on CT images and how they differentiate from the real
samples. For this, nine of the main bones forming the human
cranium and twenty-nine of the most commonly observed cranial
variations were considered in the analyses. Issues include the
following: i) inaccurate reproduction of some cranial components; ii) difficulties in the detection of skeletal variants; and iii)
erroneous identification of skeletal variants (false-positive
results).
Over the last few years, a number of studies have described
the accuracy of 3D models from CT scans and evaluated the
reliability of radiological images as a substitute for skeletal collections in anthropological research (21–25). Among these, the
main focus was metric analysis. No information was provided
concerning the accuracy of the rendering of bone samples for
morphological variations. Considering the important role of radiological techniques in forensic medicine and especially in personal identification, as well as the increasing use of 3D datasets
in anthropological research, these data should be implemented.
Indeed, if anatomical variations cannot be correctly identified on
3D models, should we continue to recommend the use of virtual
osteological collections for anthropological research?
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Interobserver agreement calculated on the data recorded on crania are shown in the first column (“Cohen’s kappa”). In the following, the number of sides/molar teeth showing the traits in crania (Crania/Sides)
and number and percentage of times in the corresponding 3D models where the traits were (CT = C) and were not (CT 6¼ C) identified are reported. Percentages were calculated based on the observations
reported in the column “Crania/Sides.” Dental traits were evaluated for each molar tooth available and the percentage was calculated on the base of the number of positive molar teeth present in each cranium.
Differences highlighted are summarized depending on the position, quantity (greater:>, lower: <, not detected: 0) and shape. False-positive 3D models are also reported. For morphological variations (pterion and
occipital condyle shape), the number of crania (i.e., 40) corresponds to the number of portions evaluable in the real samples.
*The trait has an interobserver agreement equal or lower than 0.60, classified as moderate (0.41–0.60), fair (0.21–0.40) or slight (0.00–0.20) by (53).
†
The trait in some samples was not determinable in 3D reconstructions and the number of 3D models which differed from the real crania was therefore lower than the expected).

Nasal foramina (1)
Supraorbital foramina (2)
Supraorbital notch (3)
Infraorbital suture (4)
Infraorbital foramina (5)
Secondary infraorbital foramina
(6)
Zygomatic foramina (7)
Secondary zygomatic foramina
(8)
Os japonicum (9)
Pterion shape (10)
Epipteric bone (11)
Squamous ossicles (12)
Coronal suture ossicles (13)
Parietal foramen (14)
Sagittal suture ossicles (15)
Ossicle at lambda (16)
Os inca (17)
Lambdoid suture ossicles (18)
Parietal notch bone (19)
Sutura mendosa (20)
Ossicle at asterion (21)
Occipito-mastoid ossicle (22)
Mastoid foramen (23)
Posterior condylar canal (24)
Secondary anterior
condylar canal (25)
Occipital condyle shape (26)
Reduced hypocone (27)
Crenulation (28)
Cribra orbitalia (29)

Cohen’s
kappa

Observer 1

TABLE 2––Summary of the observations and analyses performed in crania and CT scan images by the two observers.
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FIG. 3––Skeletal anomalies identification in CT scan. Differences between CT scan images and the “real” skulls in: (a-b) the epipteric bone in the right side
(blue arrow), that was difficult to detect in the corresponding 3D model; (c-d) the infraorbital suture, clearly visible in bone in both sides (red arrows) but
poorly defined in the right side and not visible in the left side of the corresponding 3D model. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

The analysis performed on bone appearance showed a generally good reproduction of the bone samples. However, incompleteness and difficulties in morphological investigation were
highlighted for specific cranial regions, causing confusion during 3D model examination. Pitfalls arose for the areas

characterized by a thin layer of compact bone, specifically the
maxillary bone and occipital condyles, where a loss of bone
substance was detected in the 3D models not present in the
real samples. These signs could be confused with taphonomical
lesions or bone resorption related to pathological conditions

FIG. 4––Success of identification of anatomical variations in CT images compared to crania in Observer 1. Numbers refer to anatomical variations listed in
Table 1. Green: 81%–100%; orange: 51%–80%; red: 0%–50%. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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FIG. 5––Success of identification of anatomical variations in CT images compared to crania in Observer 2. Numbers refer to anatomical variations listed in
Table 1. Green: 81%–100%; orange: 51%–80%; red: 0%–50%. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

(the latter especially on alveolar sockets), which could lead to
incongruous results in a forensic identification scenario. The
possibility to optimize the images by lowering the window
level cannot be considered a reliable solution to assess whether
bone loss was really present. In fact, this adjustment failed in
the majority of the 3D models for regions where loss was
detected (especially in the maxillary bones). In addition, the
difficulty to detect actual small bone defects around the dental
alveoli on CT reconstruction suggests that particular attention
should be paid to the evaluation of 3D models in the maxillary
region.
Focusing on skeletal variants, the blind test showed many difficulties in the ability to detect and correctly classify skeletal
anomalies on 3D images. Only about 30% of the traits were correctly identified, and 21% were correctly scored by both anthropologists. These corresponded to the variants with medium–large
size (i.e., parietal foramen, sagittal suture ossicle, ossicle at
lambda, and os inca) and to normal traits (infraorbital and zygomatic foramina), that appeared more marked and clearly defined
in the radiological records. A high percentage of traits was
instead classified with intermediate and low accuracy, the latter
with a percentage similar to the first category (21%). No relation
was observed between the category of the nonmetric trait and its
difficulty of identification on 3D models, since an inability to
detect the trait was seen for most of the variants: supernumerary
ossicles, foramina, sutures, cribra orbitalia, and dental traits.
This inability is more likely related to the reduced size of these
traits (in particular for small ossicles and foramina) and their
location (particularly on the lateral side). Additional problems
concerned the detection of erroneous positions and numbers in
foramina and lambdoid suture ossicles and the incorrect

identification of the shape in morphological variations. Low
accuracy was noted for the traits positioned on the lateral side.
In addition, the infraorbital suture, mastoid foramen, and crenulation collectively corresponded to the most challenging traits to
identify, as they were correctly detected in less than 50% of the
positive samples.
To exclude any difference between observers’ evaluations,
interobserver reproducibility was tested on crania. Results clearly
support CT inaccuracy for those cases where high agreement
was reached, and incorrect evaluations were similarly performed
by both observers on 3D models. However, even the traits with
low agreement but categorized similarly during crania-CT comparisons provided interesting data on CT accuracy. In fact, in
such cases, despite the need to reassess and to standardize the
technical method of scoring, both observers had similar difficulties in trait detection on 3D models. In particular, these difficulties may be more likely ascribed to the inaccuracy of the CT
images than to possible scoring issues. In fact, looking at the differences between crania and CT images, an inability to identify
the traits was highlighted, especially in two cases where a frequency three times lower (crenulation) and even null (squamous
ossicle) than with the real crania was detected. In addition, the
loss of bone substance recorded in thin cranial bones and misleading alterations of bone components may be the reasons
behind the lower number of foramina correctly detected. This
was evident especially for secondary infraorbital foramina, for
which the loss of bone substance in the infraorbital region may
have made the correct identification difficult, and for supraorbital
and mastoid foramina, for which the misleading changes in pore
size may have been confused with real foramina. All these
observations therefore supported the inaccuracy of CT images
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and their unreliability for correctly identifying nonmetric traits
(and even pathology) in radiological images even in those cases
where low interobserver agreement was detected.
The results of our study recommend caution in cases where
CT scan images and reconstructions are considered. In particular,
the absence of a trait in a radiological image may not signify its
absence in the real sample. Similarly, considerations have to be
made in cases of the presence of small traits such as foramina,
small sutures, and ossicles. We showed that some traits were
wrongly detected on 3D images of crania considered negative by
the same observer (false-positive crania). Such data demonstrated
the low reliability of 3D reconstructions from CTs, in some
cases. Therefore, caution is needed during the collection of population data from virtual skeletal collections and the comparisons
between crania and antemortem CT reconstructions for identification purposes. In such cases, erroneous analyses would cause
the creation of false reference data or could lead to incorrect
judgments during personal identification. However, future
improvement of technologies and software may provide superior
image quality, thus enhancing the identification of nonmetric
variants.
Our results were different to those summarized in the previous
studies where CTs were considered an acceptable source for
anthropological research (21–23). This difference may be related
to the main topics of the analyses since the latter focused solely
on metric investigation and no morphological evaluation was
included.
The present study has limitations. 3D images came from CT
scans of dry bones only, and no comparisons were carried out
using CTs from bones covered by soft tissue to simulate clinical
data. Since acquisitions were performed using more radiations
than clinical CTs and filters specific for bone samples, images
had a better quality and higher resolution. Therefore, this study
described the scenario in the best conditions and worse results
could be expected with clinical data. This was supported by the
conclusions outlined by Colmar et al. (25) who showed that clinical CTs are less accurate than dry CTs and optical 3D models
in ossa coxae. An additional limitation lies in the uneven numbers of positive and negative crania for each trait. Although no
comparison could be performed among traits, this study provided
a general overview on the difficulties and the accuracy of 3D
models in nonmetric traits analysis.
In conclusion, the present study evaluated the accuracy of Slicer 3D models coming from dry CT scans of human crania compared to the real bone samples, providing data on how crania
and morphological variations compare to radiological images.
The results highlight some pitfalls in CT scan evaluation, especially difficulties in correctly detecting nonmetric traits in 3D
reconstructions from CT scans. In the future, different software
for 3D reconstruction may shift whether the use of different
algorithms can influence the accuracy of 3D volume-rendered
images. In the meantime, the data obtained in this study suggest
interpretations and analyses from 3D models should be considered with care to avoid erroneous conclusions, such as in population studies of anatomical variants collected from radiological
records or in the standardization of anthropological methods for
the analysis of real cases.
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Rib Variation at Multiple Locations and
Implications for Histological Age Estimation*

ABSTRACT: Existing histological age estimation methods using the rib were developed mainly from the midshaft; however, in forensic

practice, uncertainty of sampling location often arises due to fragmented or previously sampled ribs. The potential for error increases when
sampling location is uncertain and utilizing a section beyond the midshaft (either anterior or posterior) may result in erroneous age estimates.
Additionally, there is debate within the field regarding the minimum number of sections needed for accurate age estimation. The aim of this
research is to determine the importance of the midshaft distinction for age-at-death assessment and the necessity of analyzing serial sections by
evaluating histological variables at sampling locations along the length of the rib. Three seriated histological sections at three sampling locations (anterior, midshaft, and posterior) were obtained from sixth ribs of ten postmortem human subjects. Cortical area (Ct.Ar) and osteon population density (OPD) were collected from each section (n = 90). Significant differences were determined in Ct.Ar between sampling locations,
demonstrating the variation present along the length of the rib. A comparison of OPD at sampling locations revealed significant differences,
suggesting that sampling site is critical to accurate age estimates. When sampling location is uncertain, a more anterior section should be taken.
Analysis of serial sections within locations revealed no significant differences in OPD or Ct.Ar, supporting the practice of collecting data from
one section for age estimation. While an age estimate can be achieved through the analysis of one section, best practice suggests reading two
sections to capture intraindividual variation.

KEYWORDS: age estimation, rib histomorphometry, osteon population density, OPD, cortical area, skeletal aging, forensic anthropology
Bone histology methods for estimating age-at-death generate
reliable data that contribute to the biological profile both independently, as well as integrated with more traditional gross morphological approaches. The ability of these techniques to
accurately predict age depends in large part on being able to correctly identify and section sampling locations, which can be difficult in forensic cases with fragmented or previously sectioned
skeletal material. When sampling location is uncertain, the
potential for error increases, but much of this uncertainty can be
relieved by developing greater knowledge of microstructural
variability within the skeleton.
Among the most commonly used elements in histological age
analysis are the ribs, specifically mid-thoracic ribs when present.
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Mid-thoracic ribs are similarly cyclically loaded in respiration in
all humans and are more biomechanically constrained than elements of the appendicular skeleton, providing a natural control
for load variation between people (1). Additionally, the smaller
cross-sectional area of the rib relative to other long bones (e.g.,
the femur) allows analysis of complete cross sections, reducing
the likelihood of sampling error (2). Perhaps the best known
method of rib histomorphometric aging is that developed by
Stout (3) and subsequently revised a number of times by Stout
et al. over the years (4–6). This method utilizes the midshaft
region of the sixth rib, examining a complete cross section and
quantifying osteon population density (OPD) through linear
regression to generate age estimates. Despite the utility of this
method, among its limitations is the fact that it is not always
possible to reliably determine which rib is the sixth rib or what
precisely constitutes the midshaft, particularly in the case of
damaged or otherwise fragmented remains.
Previous work has addressed these questions at least in part.
In an exploratory study, Crowder and Rosella (7) examined the
accuracy of using the middle third of nonsixth, mid-thoracic ribs
for estimating age and validated the assumption that the middle
third of ribs 3–8 could be used when the sixth rib cannot be reliably identified. In addition to rib level, spatial variation in bone
microstructure is accounted for by consistent sampling at the
midshaft. However, how precise the midshaft designation needs
to be remains uncertain. Stout’s (4) original method drew its
samples from the “middle third” of the sixth rib, which in an
average adult can easily be a region several centimeters in length
and thus prone to great microstructural variability considering
© 2020 American Academy of Forensic Sciences
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that undecalcified bone sections are typically less than 130
microns in thickness. In other words, a section taken at the anterior-midshaft may or may not produce dramatically different
results from those taken at the posterior-midshaft. Though significant variability along the length of the rib has been observed in
cross-sectional geometry (8), microstructural differences, particularly in remodeling, have been poorly documented along the rib
shaft and merit further attention.
There is one more important consideration when sampling:
How much bone must be examined to account for incoherence?
Incoherence refers to the random variation between serial sections within an individual sample, variation that is typically
greater in smaller cross sections (such as the rib) than in larger
cross sections (such as the femur) (2). Frost (9) proposed a minimum of 50 mm2 of cortex be measured to account for this variance, which in the case of some individuals, such as small,
osteoporotic females might require as many as five complete
cross sections to be analyzed. Stout and Paine’s (4) recommendation is to sample two entire cross sections, regardless of bone
size, to account for this intraskeletal variance. This latter recommendation is echoed in Crowder and Rosella (7), though they
acknowledge that while useful for examining remodeling variability, evaluating multiple sections may not improve age estimates. In practice, due to feasibility constraints, particularly the
time-consuming nature of these analyses, sometimes only a single cross section, regardless of size, may be available for estimating age-at-death and the reliability of such estimates must be
examined.
The goals of this study are twofold. First, we assess variability
in commonly applied histological variables (number of intact
and fragmentary osteons and OPD) and cortical area at three
sampling locations along the rib shaft (i.e., anterior, midshaft,
and posterior). Second, a set of serial sections from each location
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is assessed for incoherence variation. Our aim is to develop and
provide the information necessary to develop specific best practice recommendations for sampling fragmented or damaged midthoracic ribs for use in histological aging techniques.
Materials and Methods
A single left or right sixth human rib specimen was ethically
obtained from ten (5 female, 77–92 years old, mean =
85.6 years, SD = 6.01 years; 5 male, 76–90 years old, mean =
83.8 years, SD = 4.91 years) postmortem human subjects
through The Ohio State Whole Body Donation Program. All
bone samples were derived from fresh cadaveric material, and
soft tissue was removed through a low-temperature maceration
process. Two-centimeter transverse sections were taken from
each rib at three specific measured sampling locations: posterior
(25%), midshaft (50%), and anterior (75%) (Fig. 1). Each undecalcified section was embedded in methyl methacrylate and sectioned on a diamond wire saw (Delaware Diamond Knives, DE)
at a thickness of ~70 μm. Three seriated sections were obtained
from each rib at the three previously identified sampling locations, resulting in a total of nine sections from each individual
(90 sections in total; Fig. 1). All thin sections were then
mounted with Eukitt mounting medium and cover-slipped on
glass slides. Prepared cross sections were photographed at 100×
magnification on an Olympus VS120 slide scanner in brightfield
and polarized light (Fig. 1). Four histological and three crosssectional variables were quantified and analyzed for this study
(Table 1).
Cross-sectional areas, specifically total area (Tt.Ar) and endosteal area (Es.Ar), were collected via semi-automated methods
(10) by one qualified observer (VMD) using ImageJ software
(11). Serial sections were assessed independently from one

FIG. 1––Sampling locations along the length of the rib, schematic of seriated sections, and exemplar cross-sectional images for each location (posterior =
25%, midshaft = 50%, anterior = 75%). Cutaneous for all images is oriented to the top and pleural to the bottom. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonline
library.com]
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TABLE 1––Histological variables.
Abbreviation and Units

Histological Variables
Intact Osteon Number
Fragmentary Osteon Number
Surface Area
Osteon Population Density
Cross-Sectional Variable
Total Area
Endosteal Area
Cortical Area

Definition and Formula

On.N
Fg.On.N
Sa.Ar
OPD

The number of intact osteons*
The number of fragmentary osteons†
Actual area of bone evaluated per microstructures per section
Sum of intact and fragmentary osteons visible per unit area

Tt.Ar (mm2)
Es.Ar (mm2)
Ct.Ar (mm2)

Area below the periosteum, including medullary cavity
Area below the endosteum, including trabecular area and medullary cavity
All cortical bone area including pores
Tr.Ar – Es.Ar

On:NþFg:On:N
Sa:Ar

*Intact osteon: A secondary osteon with an intact Haversian canal bounded by a reversal line (17)
†
Fragmentary osteon: A secondary osteon with a partially visible Haversian canal that has been breached either by a neighboring osteon or a resorptive
bay or a secondary osteon with no remnants of a Haversian canal present (17).

another when defining cortical borders. The number of intact
osteons (On.N), number of fragmentary osteons (Fg.On.N), and
surface area (Sa.Ar) were manually counted live from an Olympus BX-63 microscope, fitted with a standard Merz counting
reticule, using brightfield and polarized light at 200× magnification, following the methods of Stout and Paine (1992). OPD was
calculated as shown in Table 1. Normal theory-based analysis of
variance (ANOVA) F tests for OPD and Kruskal–Wallis tests
for Ct.Ar (which was not normally distributed) were performed
to examine the relationships between section location (anterior,
middle, or posterior) within the entire sample, males only,
females only, and between sexes. Repeated-measures ANOVA
tests were performed to examine the relationships between serial
sections for OPD and Ct.Ar. In order to have an overall type I
error rate of 0.05, a Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons was made (0.05/35 ≈0.00143) and the adjusted significance level (0.001) was utilized.
Results and Discussion
Descriptive statistics for OPD and Ct.Ar are presented in
Table 2. For the entire sample, there was a statistically significant difference in OPD between sampling locations as determined by a one-way ANOVA (F(2,87) = 9.082, p < 0.001;
Table 3). Post hoc comparisons using the Tukey HSD test indicated statistically significant differences between the posterior
and anterior locations (p < 0.001) and the posterior and midshaft
locations (p < 0.001). OPD between the midshaft and anterior
locations (p = 0.473) showed no significant differences. A
Kruskal–Wallis test determined a statistically significant difference in Ct.Ar between sampling locations within the entire sample (χ2(2) = 15.743, p < 0.001). A Dunn’s all-pairs post hoc
test demonstrated that the significant difference was between the
posterior and anterior locations (p < 0.001). No significant

differences were determined for Ct.Ar between the midshaft and
the anterior or posterior locations (p = 0.073). These results reiterate the importance of sampling location for histological age
estimation. Furthermore, if sampling location is uncertain, a
more anterior section should be taken, as the histomorphology of
the anterior rib is more consistent with that of the midshaft.
Sampling at the midshaft or anterior location should result in
similar OPD data, thus generating similar age estimates. Additionally, these data support previously described histomorphological methods utilizing the anterior (or sternal end) rib for age
estimation (12,13) when the midshaft is unavailable.
When examining OPD at sampling locations in males or
females, statistically significant differences were found between
only anterior and posterior sampling locations for males (F
(2,42) = 14.376, p < 0.001) and no statistically significant differences were determined for females (F(2,42) = 2.8113,
p = 0.071). Additionally, when comparing OPD between males
and females at the sampling locations, no statistically significant
difference was determined at any of the sampling locations
(p ≥ 0.030 for all locations). These results support previous
studies (4,14) that state accurate age estimates from the rib do
not require sex-specific equations and thus known sex.
When examining sampling locations in males or females for
Ct.Ar, no statistically significant difference was determined
between sampling locations for males (χ2(2) = 7.888,
p = 0.019) but statistically significant differences were found for
females (χ2(2) = 22.023, p < 0.001). Contrary to the OPD
results, significant differences existed in Ct.Ar at all three sampling locations between males and females (anterior, p < 0.001;
midshaft, p = 0.001; posterior, p < 0.001). Elevated cortical loss
in females versus males in an elderly sample such as this one is
expected as a result of the rapid bone loss experienced by
females after the onset of menopause (15). While significant differences in Ct.Ar between males and females were determined,

TABLE 2––OPD and Ct.Ar (minimum, maximum, and mean) for total sample, males, and females.
Total Sample

OPD
Anterior
Midshaft
Posterior
Ct.Ar (mm2)
Anterior
Midshaft
Posterior

Males

Females

Min

Max

Mean

Min

Max

Mean

19.43
12.23
10.54

38.79
40.06
32.86

28.79
27.82
23.15

26.07
24.23
20.98

38.79
35.84
27.78

30.98
28.86
24.56

11.66
12.27
15.00

33.38
35.27
51.45

17.32
19.35
23.55

14.73
15.77
22.26

33.38
35.27
51.45

21.27
22.94
29.63

Min

Max

Mean

19.43
12.23
10.54

33.53
40.06
32.86

26.72
27.04
21.88

11.66
12.27
15.00

15.45
19.50
21.00

13.11
15.56
17.25
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OPD
Anterior-midshaft
Midshaft-posterior
Posterior-anterior
Ct.Ar
Anterior-midshaft
Midshaft-posterior
Posterior-anterior
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ideal to better capture micromorphological variation, OPD can
typically be calculated from the analysis of single cross section.

TABLE 3––OPD and Ct.Ar statistical analysis results.
Total Sample

.

Males

Females

p = 0.473†
p < 0.001†
p < 0.001†

p < 0.001*

p = 0.071*

p = 0.073†
p = 0.073†
p < 0.001†

p = 0.019‡

p < 0.001‡

*ANOVA.
†
Tukey Post Hoc.
‡
Kruskal–Wallis.
§
Dunn’s Post Hoc.
Bolded text indicates significant values.

these differences did not affect OPD, which is designed to
account for cross-sectional variability due to allometry, and are
likely due to size differences between sexes.
Repeated-measures ANOVA tests determined no significant
differences between serial sections for OPD or Ct.Ar
(p ≥ 0.046). This indicates that adjacent sections likely generate
comparable age estimates and support the practice of collecting
data from one section. However, while the OPD from a single
section is not significantly different from that derived from multiple sections, best practice suggests examining at least two sections to measure enough bone to assess intraindividual variation.
This study has a few limitations that are important to note.
First, though evenly distributed by sex, the sample size is small,
including only ten individuals. This is partly due to sample
availability, as complete ribs are necessary to accurately measure
each location, and partly due to the labor-intensive nature of histological studies, demonstrated by the 90 slides generated for
analysis here requiring several hours for preparation and analysis
each. Second, the sample age is skewed, with all included samples falling into the elderly demographic. Current methods of
histological age estimation do not perform well once remodeling
has reached the osteon asymptote (16), usually in the fifth decade of life in the ribs, and as such age estimates were not generated for comparisons in this study. However, age estimates rely
on the assumption of a consistent rate of remodeling throughout
life; therefore, the OPD differences observed throughout the rib
in this study should hold true for a younger sample. Future work
should examine a larger, sex-matched sample and a wider age
distribution to confirm these results.
One of the major advantages to histological aging methods is
their utility even in highly fragmented remains. In the ribs, fragmentation can often be extensive though a trained osteologist
can typically ascertain the general region to which a shard
belongs (i.e., anterior, middle, posterior). The overall findings
and recommendations presented here are intended to reduce
uncertainty about proper sampling in such cases of fragmentation
and to aid practitioners in generating age estimates from limited
materials. This study indicates that when the precise midshaft
cannot be determined, anterior-midshaft should be used rather
than posterior-midshaft to generate comparable OPD values for
generating age. In addition, while multiple sections are always
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Multi-Rater Agreement Using the Adapted
Fracture Healing Scale (AFHS) for the
Assessment of Tubular Bones on
Conventional Radiographs: Preliminary Study*

ABSTRACT: Better understanding of the timing of fracture healing may help in cases of interpersonal violence but also of personal identifi-

cation. The intra- and inter-rater agreement for the adapted fracture healing scale (AFHS) assessing the post-traumatic time interval on radiographs were tested. This is a preliminary study, providing essential information on method reliability for upcoming studies using the AFHS.
Five raters (two radiologists, a forensic pathologist, an orthopedist, and an anthropologist) were presented with a test in three parts consisting
of 85 radiographs (from 30 adults) of fractures of tubular bones in different stages of healing purposefully selected from more than 1500 radiographs. The raters were firstly asked to assess 15 features describing fracture healing as present, absent, or not assessable. Thereafter, the raters
were asked to choose from the AFHS a single-stage best representing the observed healing pattern. The intra- and inter-rater agreement were
assessed using single-rating, absolute agreement, two-way mixed-effects intra-class correlation (ICC) coefficients. The intra-rater ICC of radiologist 1 ranged from 0.80 to 0.94. The radiologists’ inter-rater ICC ranged from 0.68 to 0.74, while it ranged from 0.01 to 0.90 for the other
raters. The good to excellent ICC among the radiologists and forensic anthropologist provides good foundation for the use of the AFHS in
forensic cases of trauma dating. The poor to good results for the other physicians indicate that using the AFHS requires training in skeletal
anatomy and radiology.

KEYWORDS: forensic anthropology, fracture, healing assessment, radiology, reliability, inter-rater agreement
The Fracture Dating Study has originated from the need to
gather data allowing for comprehensive assessment and interpretation of cases of interpersonal violence, such as child abuse,
and institutional torture in the forensic context, with focus on
the post-traumatic time interval (PTI). PTI is relevant since the
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magistrates and judges often query how much time passed
between the time when a bone was fractured and either the time
of death or the time of examination in survivors. In addition, the
assessment of PTI may also be of importance in cases of unidentified bodies. Radiological imaging is crucial in these investigations, particularly since for the living victims it is the only
method available for fracture assessment. For postmortem trauma
analysis, histological assessment of the post-traumatic time interval is a valuable alongside radiographs (1,2).
Biological literature provides descriptions of the individual
stages of bone healing (3–5), but the timing of their appearance
is not well known. However, before any association of healing
stages to the temporal component can be made, it is important to
know whether raters are able to recognize and assign the individual healing stages on radiological images. In regard to fracture
dating, the radiological and forensic literature offers various
types of assessment scales for bone healing, some of which are
clinically driven focusing on features associated with late healing
stages (6), while others describe the whole spectrum of the healing process (1,2,7–13).
Several of these studies lack the essential information on the
reliability of the given scales (7–10), while some report inter-rater
agreement for the individual healing stages as variations of the j
statistic (11–13) or intra-class correlation (ICC) coefficients (2).
© 2020 American Academy of Forensic Sciences
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TABLE 1––The adapted fracture healing scale (AFHS).
Stage (short
designation)
0 (no healing)
1 (absorption)
2 (periosteal
reaction)
3 (sclerosis)
4 (callus)
5 (bridging)
6 (remodeling)

FIG. 1––Examples of the stages in the adapted fracture healing scale
(AFHS): (A) absorption; (B) periosteal reaction; (C) sclerosis; (D) callus;
(E) bridging; (F) remodeling. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelib
rary.com]

The assessment of the reliability of a method is an essential
initial step for introducing and subsequently applying any
approach where human judgment is required (particularly one
intended for forensic purposes); therefore, the aim of this paper
is to assess the intra- and inter-rater agreement for the use of a
purposefully adapted fracture healing scale (AFHS). The adaption process for the fracture healing scale was driven by the need
to distinguish the early signs of healing (without the need of histological assessment) without including too many stages for a
clear and concise differentiation and definition of the stages
(Fig. 1).
Materials and Methods
The Fracture Dating Study is a retrospective observational
study using series of clinical digital conventional radiographs of
fractures of patients, who were admitted to the Emergency
Department of the IRCCS Policlinico San Donato, between January 1, 2013, and June 30, 2015, and had at least one follow-up
imaging with known date recorded at the same institution. The
Study was approved by the relevant Ethics Committees (patients’
informed consent was waived). The data collected within the
Study include radiographs of fractures of a known date, and
demographic and clinical variables, which may affect fracture
healing. The main outcome of the study is the fracture “age” in
relation to the healing stage, taking into account the effect of
demographic and clinical variables on the temporal progression
of fracture healing.
Data were collected from the hospital system database. An initial search for the term “fracture” returned 680 individual
patients admitted during the given period. After the application
of the exclusion criteria (no follow-up, initial access different
from the hospital’s Emergency Department), the final number of

Description
No healing features; sharp contours of the fracture
margin
Absorption of cortical bone at the fracture margin;
blunted appearance of the margin
Start of periosteal reaction = linear elevation and
calcification of periosteum in the vicinity or adjacent
to the fracture site
Increased bone density at the fracture margin
Appearance of callus; from the fluffy appearance of
early new bone formation to well-demarcated callus,
which may have margins as dense as the cortical bone
Fracture gap bridged by cortical bone to any extent
(<50%, >50%)
Bone returning to its original shape; from firm bony
union, smoothening of contours to complete bone
remodeling = bone at fracture site returned to its
original shape

patients decreased to 467 totaling more than 1,500 radiographs.
The vast majority of the patients was aged 18 years and older.
The AFHS (Table 1) used for this study was compiled from
several sources (2,9,11). The initial evaluation using the predefined stages of the scale was undertaken by radiologist 1. A test
was developed to assess the reliability of the AFHS. The test
involved 85 radiographs (from 30 adult patients) of fractures of
tubular bones (humerus, radius, ulna, metacarpal bones, femur,
tibia, fibula, metatarsal bones) in different stages of healing, also
including cases of clinical fixation. The radiographs were purposefully selected from the total pool of images to represent the
whole range of healing stages. In addition, ten images were
selected to represent nonideal settings (consisting of only one
projection, or the fracture being obscured by cast) to resemble
real-life scenarios. The option “not assessable” was included for
all test questions. The healing process may not be consistent
throughout all bone surfaces/margins, so the raters were asked to
note the most advanced feature(s).
Part 1 of the test included 15 cases comprising the initial
image from the emergency room (which was not evaluated) and
two follow-up images from different points in time, both subject
to evaluation (30 images to assess, 45 images in total). There
were 15 features describing fracture healing, including no healing features, seven features assessing the fracture margin/fracture
line/fracture gap, and six features addressing new bone formation
adjacent to the fracture site and callus formation, and remodeling
(Table 2). Each of these features needed to be evaluated as present, absent, or not assessable. Part 2 included 20 cases consisting of a single radiograph, which needed to be evaluated in the
same manner as the series of radiographs in Part 1. For each of
the images of Parts 1 and 2, the detailed features noted by the
raters were subsequently translated into one of the stages of the
AFHS using the principle of the most advanced feature. These
were then used for the calculation of intra- and inter-rater agreement. The raters were informed that the order of the healing features was not necessarily related to time. Part 3 included 20
cases of a single radiograph, for which the raters selected only
one-stage best representing the healing using the AFHS. Parts 2
and 3 involved only a single radiograph per individual to simulate real-life scenarios, where often only a single radiograph is
assessed in forensic cases. For postmortem trauma analysis
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TABLE 2––Features describing fracture healing used in Parts 1 and 2 of
the test.
Healing features
No healing
Fracture margin/fracture line/fracture gap
Absorption of cortical bone at the fracture margin (blunted appearance)
Sclerosis (increased bone density) at the fracture margin
Bridging of < 50% of the fracture gap
Bridging of> 50% of the fracture gap
Start of blurring of the fracture line
Advanced blurring of the fracture line
No evidence of fracture line
New bone formation adjacent to the fracture site/callus formation
Start of periosteal and/or endosteal reaction
Fluffy appearance of early new bone around the fracture site
Periosteal and/or endosteal callus less dense than the cortex
Periosteal and/or endosteal callus of similar density to the cortex
Periosteal and/or endosteal callus more dense than the cortex
Periosteal and/or endosteal callus firmly attached/indistinguishable from
adjacent bone tissue
Other
Remodeling (the fracture site returning to its original appearance)

including fracture dating, it is rare that suitable antemortem
radiographs are available to help assess the progression of healing. Similarly, for living victims (for instance, suspected torture)
it is also rare that imaging other than the queried radiograph
taken at the time of victim examination is available for analysis.
Five raters (two radiologists, a forensic anthropologist, a
forensic pathologist (legal medicine specialist), and an orthopedist) were presented with detailed written instructions on how to
perform the test, which they undertook at their leisure and with
no time restrictions. The imaging conditions (i.e., magnification
options and software) were comparable among raters. All raters
had approximately ten years of professional experience working
with radiographs. The raters were chosen in relation to the forensic relevance of the study, including forensic anthropologists and
forensic pathologists, but also clinicians who routinely work
with radiological images of trauma.
The initial evaluation by radiologist 1 was considered as the
optimal assessment, that is, other assessments were compared
against it in the ICC calculation. Since there is no golden standard in the assessment of radiographs, the experience of radiologist 1 was set as the standard. Since the initial assessment was
not blinded with respect to the time variable due to the evaluation being part of the data collection, the ICC was also calculated based on the blinded second observation by radiologist 1
to assess any potential bias. Moreover, the ICC was computed
with the assessments of radiologist 2 as comparative values
against other raters (except for radiologist 1) to estimate any
potential discrepancies in the evaluation pattern of radiologist 1
with respect to the other raters.
The intra-rater agreement for radiologist 1 was tested on the
combined sample of 70 images. Radiologist 1 undertook the second round of observations more than six months after the initial
evaluation. The outcome of the intra-rater agreement for radiologist 1 may also be considered as an indication of the test–retest
reliability. In addition, there were 15 images, which were
repeated in two parts of the test (either in Parts 1 and 2, or Parts
2 and 3, or Parts 1 and 3) to test the intra-rater agreement for
each of the raters or the repeatability of the results. Moreover,
the values may also represent a measure of internal consistency.
Except for testing the reliability of the AFHS as such, we
have also tested whether using multiple images in known order
would improve the reliability of the results by comparing the
ICC derived from Part 1 to those of Parts 2 and 3 (the

assumption was that it would), and whether creating the final
stage based on numerous detailed descriptions would improve
reliability in comparison with assigning a single stage from a
short list of stages by comparing the ICC of Parts 2 and 3 (the
assumption was that it would not, since more options would
result in more variability and complicate the decision process).
The statistical analysis was performed using Stata 12 (StataCorp, 2011, College Station, TX, USA). The intra- and interrater agreement as the measures of reliability were assessed
using single-rating, absolute agreement, two-way mixed-effects
intra-class correlation coefficients. In general, ICC is high when
there is little variation among raters considering the individual
stages (or feature descriptions) given to each radiograph.
The ICC values of intra- and inter-rater were categorized following the recommendations of Cicchetti (14): Less than 0.40
was categorized as poor agreement, between 0.40 and 0.59 as
fair, between 0.60 and 0.74 as good, and between 0.75 and 1.00
as excellent agreement.
Results
The ICC coefficients for intra- and inter-rater agreement (with
95% CI) are presented in Table 3. The intra-rater ICC of radiologist 1 was classified as excellent, ranging from 0.80 to 0.94.
The inter-rater ICC for the radiologists was classified as good,
ranging from 0.68 to 0.74. The inter-rater ICC values for the
other raters ranged from 0.01 to 0.90 for the three different
parts of the test.
One case was purposefully selected to represent the scenario,
where none of the features could be assessed due to the presence
of a cast obscuring the fracture. All raters assessed this case as
“not assessable.” This case was not included in the ICC calculations.
The results of the inter-rater agreement for the combined sample derived from comparing the blinded round by radiologist 1
to other raters were as follows: 0.70 (95% CI 0.48–0.83) to radiologist 2, 0.86 (95% CI 0.75–0.93) to forensic anthropologist,
0.51 (95% CI 0.32–0.70) to forensic pathologist, and 0.22 (95%
CI 0.03–0.44) to the orthopedist, while the ICC coefficient
based on the comparison between radiologist 2 and forensic
anthropologist was 0.83 (95% CI 0.69–0.94), between radiologist
2 and forensic pathologist was 0.50 (95% CI 0.32–0.65), and
between radiologist 2 and the orthopedist was 0.30 (95% CI
0.08–0.50).
The ICC values representing intra-rater agreement computed
on 15 cases repeated in two different parts of the test were 0.93
(95% CI 0.72–0.99) for radiologist 1, 0.98 (95% CI 0.93–1.00)
for radiologist 2, 0.97 (95% CI 0.82–1.00) for forensic anthropologist, 0.80 (95% CI 0.29–0.95) for forensic pathologist, and
0.57 (95% CI, 0.06–0.82; 12 cases) for the orthopedist.
Discussion
The aim of this study was to assess the reliability of the
AFHS, which has been developed to facilitate the forensic
assessment of post-traumatic time interval in both deceased and
living individuals. Measuring intra- and inter-rater agreement is
essential for determining the reliability of a scientific method.
When using a nominal scale, human raters will usually not be in
complete agreement. In general, some of the variation in ratings
may be due to chance, some due to differences in training or
experience among raters but some may be purely due to the
scale failing to measure the intended characteristic.
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TABLE 3––Intra- and inter-rater intra-class correlation (ICC) coefficient with 95% confidence interval (CI) for the three parts of the test separately and combined.

Intra-rater

Inter-rater
Radiologists

Inter-rater Forensic
Anthropologist

Test (number of
cases)
Part 1 (30)
Part 2 (20)
Part 3 (20)
Combined (70)

Inter-rater Forensic
Pathologist

Inter-rater Orthopedist

ICC (95% CI)
0.94
0.81
0.80
0.87

(0.83–0.98)
(0.44–0.94)
(0.48–0.90)
(0.78–0.93)

0.69
0.68
0.74
0.70

(0.38–0.86)
(0.34–0.85)
(0.40–0.89)
(0.54–0.80)

In this study, the inter-rater agreement between the radiologists and forensic anthropologist ranged from good to excellent,
while the agreement between the radiologists and the other
physicians (forensic pathologist and orthopedist) ranged from
good to poor. The excellent agreement between the assessments
of the radiologists and the forensic anthropologist may be due to
the experience of the anthropologist working with conventional
radiographs while assessing skeletal development and trauma.
The forensic anthropologist was also involved in the development of the AFHS and was therefore well-aware of the specific
definitions of the bone changes and stages of healing.
The intra-rater agreement for both radiologists, forensic
anthropologist, and forensic pathologist was classified as excellent (confirming the reliability of the AFHS), while the intrarater agreement of the orthopedist was fair. To cite the participating orthopedist, “Orthopedists use radiographs to visualize
patients’ complaints, but are not used to assess radiographs without any clinical information.”
In previous publications, the inter-rater agreement was
reported for a variety of stages with more or less detailed
descriptions (2,11–13). de Boer et al. (2) reported the ICC values
for 13 features observed during the radiological assessment of
fractures. Prosser et al. (11) reported free-marginal multi-rater j
values separately for radiographs showing cases with and without cast, the cast being detrimental for evaluation. Two of the
publications specifically mentioned that the raters were radiologists (11,13), while in the other two the profession of the raters
is unclear (2,12).
As expected, using a number of different subcategories for a
feature such as callus leads to low agreement between raters: For
example, in one case, even though the raters agreed on callus
being present, the subcategory given ranged from the early-stage
“fluffy” callus, through callus being less dense, equally dense, or
more dense than the cortical bone up to callus being firmly
attached to the cortex (results not shown). When the state of the
blurring of the fracture line was reported, a feature, which has been
previously used to define certain stages in various fracture healing
scales (8,10,12), it was found that, for example, the description
“advanced blurring of the fracture line” was almost equally noted
for each of the stages of the AFHS (results not shown). This finding suggests that it either posed great difficulty for the raters to
assess when the blurring of the fracture line is actually advanced
or that advanced blurring of the fracture line occurred at all stages
of the healing process (which is unlikely for the early stages). Similarly, Halliday et al. (12) reported difficulties in the assessment of
the definition of callus as opposed to presence/absence of callus as
well as for the definition of fracture line. The reported j values for
the endosteal callus ranged from poor to good for three pair of
observers, who were likely radiologists.
We assumed that using multiple images in known order would
improve the reliability of the results, that is, the ICC coefficients

0.90
0.78
0.80
0.84

(0.78–0.96)
(0.33–0.94)
(0.42–0.94)
(0.73–0.91)

0.58
0.49
0.42
0.52

(0.25–0.75)
( 0.01 to 0.73)
( 0.20 to 0.74)
(0.28–0.67)

0.01
0.24
0.65
0.24

( 0.35 to 0.28)
( 0.22 to 0.64)
(0.39–0.81)
(0.04–0.41)

will be greater for Part 1 than for Parts 2 and 3 of the test. This
was the case for radiologist 1, forensic anthropologist, and forensic pathologist. We also hypothesized that in comparison with
assigning a single stage from a small number of clearly distinguished healing stages as was the case in Part 3 of the test, the
assignment of the final stage based on detailed descriptions as
was the case in Part 2 would reduce the reliability due to the
fact that using a multitude of different features and recognizing
minute differences between the individual descriptions may complicate the decision process. Our assumption was confirmed by
the ICC values for radiologist 2 and especially the orthopedist
being higher in Part 3, even though radiologist 1 and forensic
anthropologist had similar values in both parts. In summary, it
seemed that using the AFHS with a small number of clearly differentiated stages and when possible evaluating a series of
images showing the progress of fracture healing in known temporal order benefited the assessment process. Although it may
be argued that including a smaller number of stages will result
in broad fracture dating estimates, including a greater number of
stages has been shown to result in an overall low reliability of
the method due to the difficulty to distinguish among the multiple stages.
The agreement between the radiologists was poor when the
absorption of bone at the fracture margin was considered (results
not shown). This early stage of healing is important from the
forensic point of view and is often addressed by forensic pathologists and anthropologists but is rarely if ever assessed by radiologists within the clinical context. Therefore, it is likely that the
observations of this stage by radiologist 1 were guided by her
awareness of the study’s purpose, while radiologist 2 mostly
assessed this stage as “no healing” possibly due to the need of
using magnification features to correctly assess this stage. In
contrast, forensic anthropologist and forensic pathologist showed
good agreement with radiologist 1. Similarly, Boer et al. (2)
reported poor to fair inter-rater agreement for early stages of
fracture healing (smoothening of the lesion margin and absorption of cortical bone adjacent to lesion) when assessed on radiographs in comparison with assessments of histological
specimens. Assuming that the technical parameters, such as the
image resolution of digital radiographs, were sufficient for the
assessment of the initial fracture healing stages, as shown by the
good agreement among radiologist 1 and the forensic anthropologist and forensic pathologist, the assessment accuracy may be
improved by training of raters less experienced in assessing the
early stages of fracture healing.
The limitations of the study may include the fact that the results
from the two parts of the test were based on less than 30 individuals (the recommended minimal number for the calculation of
ICC), which resulted in broad CIs of the estimates. However, the
overall number of individuals and radiographs (85) was sufficient
and the different parts of the study provided valuable insight into
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the different aspects of the rating. Expanding the sample size
would prove difficult, since the time required for the completion
of the test needed to be restricted due to the workload of the raters.
This study focused solely on the healing patterns in tubular
bones of adults. The healing of cranial bones shows a different
pattern, lacking the typical callus formation stage. Using the initial, nonblinded assessment as the optimum may be considered
questionable, but the excellent intra-observer agreement and
almost identical ICC of the inter-rater agreement based on both
the nonblinded and blinded assessment by radiologist 1 proved
that the choice was appropriate. Moreover, there was little difference in the ICC coefficients between the radiologist and the
other physicians when the assessment of radiologist 2 was used
as the optimal staging, confirming that the assessment pattern of
radiologist 1 did not show any major discrepancies when compared to that of radiologist 2.
The test was undertaken without specific training regarding
the AFHS, only using detailed written instructions, to avoid
introducing bias by trainers since it has been assumed that the
descriptions of the stages are sufficient for practitioners who
have got experience with the assessment of fractures on radiographs. Notably, the AFHS has been introduced mainly for
forensic purpose. The stages used in the AFHS cover the whole
spectrum of fracture healing. Although radiologists are used to
assess and report on some of the stages, including callus formation, bridging, or remodeling, the results have shown that a
specific training with focus on the less routinely used stages of
the AFHS may be needed even for experienced radiologists.
The training in radiological assessment varies between countries, as, for example, in the United States radiology is part of a
forensic anthropologist’s training. Therefore, the findings would
not necessarily apply to forensic anthropologists and other practitioners in the United States and other countries with different
training background.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we tested the reliability of using the AFHS
intended for the forensic assessment of the post-traumatic time
interval on radiographs. The good to excellent ICC values
achieved among the radiologists and forensic anthropologist provide good foundation for the use of the AFHS. The poor to good
results for the other practitioners indicate that using the AFHS

requires advanced training in skeletal anatomy and radiology.
Nevertheless, a collaboration of experts from different fields is
crucial for a comprehensive assessment of forensic cases of
abuse and torture.
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Single Nucleotide Polymorphism Assay for
Genetic Identification of Lophophora williamsii*

ABSTRACT: Lophophora is a member of the Cactaceae family, which contains two species: Lophophora williamsii and L. diffusa. Lopho-

phora williamsii is an illegal plant containing mescaline, a hallucinogenic alkaloid. In this study, a novel method based on a single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) assay was developed for identifying L. williamsii; this assay reliably detects SNPs within chloroplast DNA (rbcL, matK,
and trnL-trnF IGS) and was validated for identifying Lophophora and L. williamsii simultaneously. The chloroplast DNA sequences from four
L. williamsii and three L. diffusa plants were obtained and compared using DNA sequence data from approximately 300 other Cactaceae species available in GenBank. From this sequence data, a total of seven SNPs were determined to be suitable for identifying L. williamsii. A multiplex assay was constructed using the ABI PRISMâ SNaPshotTM Multiplex Kit (Applied Biosystems, Forster City, CA) to analyze speciesspecific SNPs. Using this multiplex assay, we clearly distinguished the Lophophora among 19 species in the Cactaceae family. Additionally,
L. williamsii was distinguished from L. diffusa. These results suggest that the newly developed assay may help resolve crimes related to illegal
distribution and use. This multiplex assay will be useful for the genetic identification of L. williamsii and can complement conventional methods of detecting mescaline.

KEYWORDS: Cactaceae, Lophophora williamsii, mescaline, single-base extension, single nucleotide polymorphism, SNaPshotTM
Multiplex Kit

The genus Lophophora belongs to the family Cactaceae, order
Caryophyllales, and includes two species: Lophophora williamsii
and L. diffusa. Lophophora are native to central Mexico and
southern Texas in North America (1). This turquoise cactus has
a round shape and lacks thorns. The flowers of L. williamsii are
pink, whereas those of L. diffusa are white. Lophophora williamsii, also known as Peyote, is characterized by the presence of
mescaline, a psychotropic alkaloid (2,3).
Both mescaline and L. williamsii were classified as “Schedule
1 Drugs” by the “Controlled Substances Act”; these were outlawed in 1970 in the United States and banned internationally
by the 1971 “Convention on Psychotropic Substances” (4). In
Korea, it is illegal to possess psychotropic drugs, including
mescaline. Lophophora williamsii is designated as a psychotropic drug under Article 2 of the “Narcotics Control Act”
(5). Therefore, possession of L. williamsii is illegal. Species
identification of L. williamsii is performed by determining the
mescaline content through component analysis. However, the
mescaline content differs in different parts of the plant (crowns,
stems, roots, etc.). Moreover, older plants contain higher levels
of mescaline (6). In addition, the mescaline content may vary
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depending on the time of collection, individual differences, and
cultivation environment. Lophophora diffusa, which does not
contain mescaline, is similar in appearance to L. williamsii.
Thus, L. williamsii or L. diffusa may be incorrectly identified
when evaluating morphological features alone (7). In addition,
there is concern that L. williamsii can be used for grinding,
brewing, and powdered for capsules (8).
Plant species identification is usually based on morphological and anatomical characteristics. However, when these methods are not suitable, DNA barcoding methods based on
sequencing may be substituted (9,10). Lophophora williamsii
identification using sequencing chloroplast DNA region such
as rbcL and trnL-trnF IGS, which contains 400–900 base pairs
(bp), has also been reported (11,12). A previous study reported
the application of loop-mediated isothermal amplification
(LAMP) using six specific primers, including two loop primers, to evaluate L. williamsii and L. diffusa DNA by measuring turbidity due to the formation of magnesium
pyrophosphate in real-time monitoring of LAMP (7). The
LAMP method facilitates fast amplification speed and high
specificity, although the experimental process is complex and
interpreting the results requires technical skills (13). In this
study, we developed a new identification method using SNPs
to minimize identification errors and simplify interpretation of
the results. SNPs are a form of genetic variation in intraspecies
and interspecies; it has been primarily used in forensic investigations for identifying endangered wildlife (14–17). The results
of SNP assays can be confirmed by polymer chain reaction
(PCR) and capillary electrophoresis, which are standard procedures in forensic genetic laboratories.
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In this study, we identified specific SNPs for L. williamsii in
chloroplast DNA (rbcL, matK, and trnL-trnF IGS regions), which
are commonly used as DNA barcodes. We developed a new assay
for specifically identifying Lophophora and L. williamsii simultaneously. Moreover, this method was applied to other samples from
Cactaceae to verify the validation of L. williamsii.

Materials and Methods

were searched to extract base sequences from 100 Cactaceae
with high similarity in each region (10,11). These sequences
were aligned with four L. williamsii and three L. diffusa DNA
sequences using MEGA software (Molecular Evolution Genetics
Analysis 5.0 software, Pennsylvania State University, State College, PA; www.megasoftware.net). Based on the aligned
sequences, comparisons were made between the Lophophora
and other genera at the genus level, and between L. williamsii
and L. diffusa in the Lophophora at the species level.

Sample Collection
The details of all samples are shown in Table 1. Three samples of L. williamsii were submitted by the National Forensic
Service for forensic analysis, and three samples of L. diffusa
were purchased via a website (http://www.xplant.co.kr). Tissues
of 19 species belonging to the 10 genera including L. williamsii
were obtained from Munich Institute (Germany) and Korea
National Arboretum. Tissues were not dried and were stored at
20°C before extracting their genomic DNA. Samples were analyzed by liquid chromatography-quadrupole time-of-flight mass
spectrometry (SCIEX, Concord, ON, Canada), and mescaline
was confirmed to be detectable.
DNA Extraction from Plant Tissue
Approximately 100 mg of plant material was collected from
each of the 26 plants and crushed for about 3 min with a bead beater. DNA was isolated using a DNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen,
Hilden, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
The extracted DNA was confirmed by agarose gel electrophoresis.
Identification of Lophophora- and L. williamsii-specific SNPs
The rbcL (~500 bp), matK (~850 bp), and trnL-trnF IGS
(~1,000 bp) sequences of Lophophora from NCBI GenBank
TABLE 1––List of cactuses used in this study.
Voucher No.
L.w-1
L.w-2,3
L.w-4
L.d-1,2,3
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14
C15
C16
C17
C18
C19

Species

Source

Lophophora williamsii
Lophophora williamsii
Lophophora williamsii
Lophophora diffusa
Astrophytum myriostigma
Astrophytum ornatum
Copiapoa bridgesii
Copiapoa haseltoniana
Coryphantha difficilis
Echinocereus arizonicus
Echinopsis multiplex
Ferocactus flavovirens
Ferocactus latispinus
Gymnocalycium comarapeuse
Gymnocalycium mihanovichii
Gymnocalycium tilcarense
Gymnocalycium zegarrae
Gymnocalycium hossei
Mammillaria decipiens
Mammillaria polythele
Matucana madisoniorum
Thelocactus ehrenbergii
Thelocactus rinconensis

Arboretum
Evidence
Evidence
Internet
Arboretum
Arboretum
Arboretum
Arboretum
Arboretum
Arboretum
Arboretum
Arboretum
Arboretum
Arboretum
Arboretum
Arboretum
Arboretum
Arboretum
Arboretum
Arboretum
Arboretum
Arboretum
Arboretum

Mescaline
D*
D
ND†
ND
NT‡
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT

C1–C19 are cactuses of different genera in the Cactaceae family.
*Detection.
†
Not detectable.
‡
Not tested.

SNaPshot Multiplex PCR Assay
After identifying Lophophora- and L. williamsii-specific
SNPs, multiplex PCR primers were prepared with three primer
pairs (rbcL_FR, matK_FR, and trnLF_FR) to amplify chloroplast
DNA containing these SNPs (Table 2A).
The PCR amplification products were 243, 258, and 339 bp,
and the Tm values were adjusted to ensure amplification by multiplex PCR. PCR was performed by mixing 3 units of AmpliTaq
Gold DNA polymerase (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham,
MA), 1 lL of Gold ST*R 10X buffer (Promega, Madison, WI),
2–5 ng of template DNA, and distilled water to a volume of
10 lL in an ABI 9700 system (Thermo Fisher Scientific). After
11 min of predenaturation at 95°C, denaturation at 94°C for
20 sec, annealing at 57°C for 1 min, and extension at 72°C for
30 sec were performed for 35 cycles. Final extension was carried
out at 72°C for 7 min.
The amplification products were purified by adding 5 lL of
product to 2 lL of ExoSAP-ITâ (Thermo Fisher Scientific) which
were reacted for 45 min at 37°C, followed by 15 min at 80°C.
One microliter of purified PCR amplification products was
subjected to mini-sequencing using an ABI PRISMâ SNaPshotTM
Multiplex Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Single-base extension
(SBE) multiplex primer information obtained by mini-sequencing
for SNP site identification is shown in Table 2B. Each SBE primer had a poly T-tail attached to the 50 end with more than a 5nucleotide difference between the amplification products for easy
genotype determination of the SNPs in the electropherogram.
The mini-sequencing reaction product was purified by adding
10 lL of the amplification product to 1 lL of shrimp alkaline
phosphatase (Thermo Fisher Scientific) which were reacted for
45 min at 37°C, followed by treatment for 15 min at 80°C. Capillary electrolysis was performed using 1 lL of the purified
amplification product and 0.2 lL of GeneScanTM 120 LIZâ Size
Standard (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 10 lL Hi-DiTM Formamide
(Thermo Fisher Scientific), and Applied Biosystems 3500xL
Genetic Analyzer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The results were
confirmed using GeneMapperTM ID-X software version 1.4
(Thermo Fisher Scientific).

Results and Discussion
Lophophora- and L. williamsii-specific SNPs
Based on the nucleotide sequences of seven samples of Lophophora and NCBI GenBank data for rbcL, matK, and trnL-trnF
IGS of Cactaceae, four SNPs specific to Lophophora (rbcL235,
matK1497, matK1502R, and trnLF285R) were selected, and three
SNPs (rbcL304, trnLF385R, and trnLF476) that distinguished
L. williamsii from L. diffusa were selected (Table 3).
SNPs rbcL235, rbcL304, and matK1497 are in protein-coding
regions but are synonymous and do not cause amino acid
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TABLE 2––Primers used for the SNaPshot multiplex PCR assay. (A) Multiplex PCR primer. (B) SBE multiplex PCR primer.
(A)
Primer Sequence (50 –30 )

Primer Length

Primer Concentration (lM)

Product Size (bp)

TCGTTACAAAGGACGATGCTAC
CTCTCAACTTGGATACCGTGA
TGCCTTATCTTATGGCCTTTCA
CATTTGACTCCGTACCACTG
GTGCAGAGACTCAAAGGAAGT
CAACTTGGAATCGATTCATAACCC

22
21
22
20
21
24

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
1
1

243

Primer
rbcL_F
rbcL_R
matK_F
matK_R
trnLF_F
trnLF_R

258
339

(B)
Primer Sequence (50 –30 )

Primer Length

Primer Concentration (lM)

Identification Level

t CGTTCCTGGAAAAGACAATCAATA
(t)33TTCTGTTACTAATATGTTTACTTCCAT
(t)13GAAAATCAATTCTGGCTTCAAA
(t)7TCCATTTATGCATCAGAAGAGAT
(t)18TCACTACACGTATATGCTTTAC
(t)26CTTATTATATAAAGTAGAATTCAGATTAT
(t)39TCTAAATAGAAATTTTAGAATATGAA

25
61
35
30
41
55
66

0.1
0.6
0.3
0.3
1
1
1.5

Genus
Species
Genus
Genus
Genus
Species
Species

Primer
rbcL235
rbcL304
matK1497
matK1502R
trnLF285R
trnLF385R
trnLF476

SBE, single-base extension.

TABLE 3––Lophophora and L. williamsii species-specific SNPs found by
alignment of sequences of four L. williamsii and three L. diffusa compared
with rbcL, matK, and trnL-trnF IGS sequences of genetically similar Cactaceae (comparison group) in Genbank.
rbcL

matK

trnL-trnF IGS

Gene
SNP site

235

304

1497

1502

285

385

476

L. williamsii
L. diffusa
Comparison group

C
C
T

T
C
C,T

G
G
G,A

A
A
C

A
A
G

G
T
G,A

G
A
A

mutations. In contrast, matK1502R is a nonsynonymous SNP
that is a transversion mutation in Lophophora that carries an
adenine (A) and translates into lysine (K); in other genera, it carries a cytosine (C) and translates into threonine (Thr). In addition
to this, SNP, trnLF285R, and trnLF385R are designed with
reverse primers for easy SBE multiplex PCR amplification.
Although trnL-trnF IGS is a noncoding region, it is important in
L. williamsii identification, as it has been previously reported to
be related to morphology or the mescaline content (18).
SNaPshot Multiplex Assay
Multiple amplifications with primer sets rbcL_FR, matK_FR,
and trnLF_FR designed to amplify the chloroplast regions containing all SNPs were successfully performed in seven Lophophora (Fig. 1). Subsequently, when the PCR products were
purified and then mini-sequenced as templates, only four

L. williamsii, including the positive control and three L. diffusa,
showed the same SNP profiles (Fig. 2A,B). Notably, L. williamsii was confirmed as guanine (blue) at the trnLF476 site, but no
results were obtained for L. diffusa. To determine the cause of
this result, mono-PCR was further performed for the trnLF476
site; however, additional peaks were not confirmed, suggesting
that PCR amplification was not possible for this sample because
of differences in the primer binding sequences. Sequencing
results showed that the sequence of the primer binding sites differed by one base in L. diffusa (L. diffusa: 50 -. . .TTAA-30 ,
L. williamsii: 50 -. . .TGAA-30 ). Thus, amplification during PCR
may have been insufficient.
Specificity of SNP Test
The specificity of the SNP assay developed in this study was
demonstrated using 19 Cactaceae species. To interpret the
results, only samples for which the seven SNP profiles expected
according to the final capillary electrophoresis results were considered L. williamsii. The first PCR amplification products of
C2, C8, C16, C18, and C19 were similar to those of Lophophora. In other species, some bands were deleted or differed
from the expected size (data not shown). Mini-sequencing confirmed species-specific amplification differences. Although the
peaks of seven sites were not confirmed in all species, the
expected bases were confirmed by analyzing the sequencing
results (Fig. 2C). The reason for the difference in size of
rbcL235 and matK1502R on the electropherogram is that shorter
fragments are more strongly affected by the fluorescent dye

FIG. 1––Analysis by 4% agarose gel of first multiplex PCR amplicon in Lophophora.
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FIG. 2––Electropherograms showing SNP typing of L. williamsii and L. diffusa. (A) L. williamsii, (B) L. diffusa, and (C) Mammillaria polythele (C16, one of
the five most similar samples from the first PCR). a, rbcL235; b, matK1502R; c, matk1497; d, trnLF285R; e, trnLF385R; f, rbcL304; g, trnLF476. The “a–d”
peaks identify the genus level and the “e–g” peaks identify the species level. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

(19,20). As a result, none of the 19 species produced the SNP
profile of L. williamsii.
In this study, we developed an SNP method for identifying
L. williamsii; this method is more rapid and convenient than
conventional mescaline detection and sequencing methods. The
specific SNP profile of L. williamsii was compared with that of
Cactaceae (high genetic similarity as a result of NCBI search, 19
similar appearance species to L. williamsii) using the SNaPshotTM
multiplex kit. The assay analyzed short DNA fragments up to
340 bp, allowing for analysis of older or degraded samples. This
simple process enables multiple sample analysis in a short time.
This assay can be used in forensic analysis to distinguish and
identify L. williamsii from other Cactaceae such as L. diffusa,
which are very similar in morphology.
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Analytical Device to Detect Lysergic Acid
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ABSTRACT: The need for agile and proper identification of drugs of abuse has encouraged the scientific community to improve and to

develop new methodologies. The drug lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD) is still widely used due to its hallucinogenic effects. The use of
voltammetric methods to analyze narcotics has increased in recent years, and the possibility of miniaturizing the electrochemical equipment
allows these methods to be applied outside the laboratory; for example, in crime scenes. In addition to portability, the search for affordable and
sustainable materials for use in electroanalytical research has grown in recent decades. In this context, employing paper substrate, graphite pencil, and silver paint to construct paper-based electrodes is a great alternative. Here, a paper-based device comprising three electrodes was drawn
on 300 g/m2 watercolor paper with 8B pencils, and its efficiency was compared to the efficiency of a commercially available screen-printed
carbon electrode. Square wave voltammetry was used for LSD analysis in aqueous medium containing 0.05 mol/L LiClO4. The limits of detection and quantification were 0.38 and 1.27 μmol/L, respectively. Both electrodes exhibited a similar voltammetric response, which was also
confirmed during analysis of a seized LSD sample, with recovery of less than 10%. The seized samples were previously analyzed by GCMS
technique, employing the full scan spectra against the software spectral library. The electrode selectivity was also tested against 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA) and methamphetamine. It was possible to differentiate these compounds from LSD, indicating that the developed paper-based device has potential application in forensic chemistry analyses.

KEYWORDS: forensic chemistry, electrochemistry, LSD, paper-based electrodes, screen-printed electrode, voltammetry
In recent decades, the need for technology miniaturization and
for portable compact devices containing the indispensable tools
for a specific task has increased enormously. In the field of forensic analysis, the situation is no different. The possibility of conducting analysis at the crime scene not only speeds up the
identification of samples, but it also helps to elucidate what may
have happened. In addition to portability, nowadays there is great
demand for low-cost environmentally friendly devices (1,2).
Although the chromatographic equipment used by the forensic
scientists ensures correct identification of seized samples, it does
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not fit these three latter requirements. The devices are large and
expensive and require the use of organic solvents during analysis, which generates considerable amounts of residues due to the
extensive time each analysis lasts. Another disadvantage is the
need for a larger amount of sample and specific preparation to
suit the specifications of these analytical method (3,4).
For a rapid screening of samples, prior their analysis by chromatographic methods, electroanalytical methods are particularly
adequate as they are accessible, portable, and environmental
friendly (5). Miniaturized potentiostats can be found in the size
of a smartphone (6,7). The price of these devices has also
become attractive, especially because they can be used for simultaneous analysis at the same time. Further advantages of electroanalytical techniques include the possibility of performing assays
in aqueous solutions, reducing generation of residues, reducing
analysis time, and the ability to analyze small volumes, in the
order of µL, which is an important consideration when only
small amounts of sample are available (3–9).
The currently employed compact set of electrodes (working,
reference, and auxiliary electrodes) in a single device also meet
these requirements. As they are produced in smaller dimensions,
a less volume of sample solution is needed, and disposable userfriendly electrodes are accessible at low cost. In recent years,
screen-printed electrodes have emerged and became quite popular. Most of these electrodes use ceramic or polymers as substrate, even for a wearable device (1–3,10,11). Due to
environmental concerns, the use of paper substrate for these
2121
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electrodes is attracting more researchers, as it is a biodegradable
material (5,12–15).
Paper electrodes, also called electrochemical paper-based analytical devices (ePADs) or paper-based electrochemical devices
(PEDs), have been successfully applied in pharmaceutical, biological, food, and environmental analysis (9,16–24). Also, in
forensic analysis they have been employed to analyze analgesics
and sedatives in whiskeys (25). Besides the diversity of electrodes geometry and arrangements that are possible, different
materials may be used ranging from metals to carbon inks or
even graphite from a simple drawing pencil, which is easily
applied on paper (5,23–28).
The paper electrodes drawn with pencils are noteworthy due
to the easy access to these materials and quick execution, since
you only need to draw them. But this is also a disadvantage, the
reproducibility of the drawing and the voltammetric response is
a difficulty, but it has been circumvented by the use of stainless
steel (5,26) and polyester (25) molds to draw the electrodes, and
even by the use of pencil attached to a printer (29,30).
The use of electrochemistry in forensic chemistry is highlighted for the identification and quantification of drugs of
abuse, including cocaine, Δ9-tetrahydrocannabinol (Δ9-THC),
3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA), N-benzyl-substituted phenethylamines (NBOMe), and lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD) (31–43). LSD was commonly used in the 1960s,
but it remains the recurrent hallucinogen among young people. It
is usually found and consumed in the form of bottlers. Its correct
identification is of particular interest to the forensic scientists
given that drug diversity has increased (41–44).
Because a substantial amount of drugs is seized on a monthly
basis and the demand for faster and less costly analyses is growing, this work aims to demonstrate how quickly, simply, and
cheaply an electrode can be made with paper, pencil, and silver
with an easier to paint design, increasing the reproducibility of
the electrode, for LSD detection and quantification in seized
samples.

Materials and Methods
Apparatus
A potentiostat/galvanostat (model PGSTAT128N form
Metrohm) was used for voltammetric determinations. Comparative measurements were conducted between the paper-based electrodes presented in this work, and the SPCE from DropSens
(model DR-110) to verify the LSD response. For comparison,
results are expressed as current density. The active area of the
electrodes was evaluated in potassium hexacyanoferrate solutions.
A gas chromatograph (Shimadzu GC-2010 Plus) coupled with
a mass spectrometer (Shimadzu GCMS-QP2010 SE) was used to
analyze seized samples for comparative purpose. Data were
acquired and analyzed by using the GCMS solution version 4.41
software (Shimadzu Corporation). The analyte was separated on
an amine column (OPTIMA 35MS; 30 m × 0.25 mm i.d.; 0.25μm film thickness; Macherey-Nagel, Germany). The oven temperature was programmed to start at 90°C, to increase to 300°C
at 30°C/min, to remain at 300°C for 2 min, to increase to
320°C at 10°C/min, to remain at 320°C for 2 min, to increase to
340°C at 10°C/min, and to remain at 340°C for 2 min. The carrier gas was helium (purity 99%) at a flow rate of 4.0 mL/min.
The injection volume was 1.0 µL, and the temperatures of the
injection port, ion source, and interface were 250, 250, and
280°C, respectively. A full scan mode in the m/z range from 50

to 450 was performed to acquire MS for the qualitative analyses.
The seized samples were also identified by matching the full
scan spectra against the instrument spectral library (SWGDRUG
MS library version 3.3). For the quantitative analysis, the SIM
scan mode was performed with m/z 323, 221, and 181.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed on a
Carl Zeiss microscope (model EVO 50). The paper-based electrode was coated with a thin Au layer with Bal-Tec Sputter
Coater SEM Sample Prep (model SCD 050) and analyzed at an
accelerating voltage of 20 kV in the low vacuum mode.
Standard Solutions and Samples
Acetonitrile, methanol, potassium hexacyanoferrate (K3[Fe
(CN)6]), sulfuric acid (H2SO4), and lithium chloride (LiCl) were
obtained from Merck (Germany); sodium chloride (NaCl), potassium chloride (KCl), sodium perchlorate (NaClO4), and potassium perchlorate (KClO4) were acquired from Vetec (Brazil);
and perchloric acid (HClO4) and lithium perchlorate (LiClO4)
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
The K3[Fe(CN)6] (1.0 × 10−3 mol/L) was prepared in
0.1 mol/L KCl and kept in a freezer while it was not being used
for analysis. The same procedure was followed for the 0.1 mol/L
H2SO4 solution. All the supporting electrolyte solutions were
prepared on the same day of the analysis.
A standard commercial solution of lysergic acid diethylamide
(LSD - 1.0 mg/mL, Cerilliant®) in acetonitrile was diluted to a
concentration of 3.09 × 10−4 mol/L. The lysergic acid amide
standard (LSA - 0.5 mg, Toronto Research Chemicals, Canada)
was also diluted to 1.87 × 10−3 mol/L with methanol. To study
the interfering substances that are usually apprehended with
LSD, MDMA (1.0 mg/mL, Cerilliant®) and methamphetamine
(0.1 mg/mL, LGC, U.K.) were employed.
Seized LSD samples were obtained through cooperation
between this research group and the laboratory of toxicological
analysis of the Institute of Criminalistics in Ribeirão Preto, state
of São Paulo, Brazil. The drug was extracted from the blotter
with three 2.0-mL aliquots of water/methanol (1:1 v/v) followed
by ultrasonication for 6 min, which gave a total of 6.0 mL that
was filtered through a 45-µm filter. For the chromatography
analysis, the water/methanol was evaporated, and the sample
was resuspended in 1.0 mL methanol.
Paper-based Electrodes
The electrode shapes and cell configuration were based on the
commercial screen-printed electrode; they are arranged, from left
to right, as counter, working, and reference electrodes. The paper
electrode arrangement comprised a circular working electrode
with 3-mm diameter and rectangular counter and reference electrodes, while the commercial screen-printed electrode has a circular shape for all electrodes and a 4-mm diameter working
electrode (Fig. 1).
Four types of paper sheets were tested, with different weight
and roughness. The thinnest and smoothest was sulfite paper
with 75 g/m2, and the thickest and roughest was watercolor
paper with 300 g/m2, all from Canson®.
Simultaneously, the graphite pencil used to paint the electrodes was also varied from 2B to 8B (Faber-Castell). The
nomenclature given to the pencils is based on the amount of graphite that is present in the composition of the mine. The mixture
is mainly composed of graphite, clay, and wax, and the pencil
compositions are depicted in Table 1.
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Results and Discussion
Paper-based Electrodes Electrochemical Characterization

FIG. 1––Comparison between the paper-based electrodes and the screenprinted electrodes: (a) commercial screen-printed carbon electrode; (b)
paper electrode contour; (c) final configuration of the paper electrode
painted with graphite pencil and silver ink. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

The paper-based electrodes contour was printed by a laser
printer, and then, the drawing was filled in by hand with pencil,
until a homogeneous graphite layer was obtained. Using a brush,
a silver ink (Sigma-Aldrich) layer was deposited to form the reference electrode. The electrode was then left to dry at room temperature.
Once the silver paint had dried completely, a hydrophobic barrier was painted around the reference and counter electrodes and
contacts with transparent nail polish (Colorama) purchased at the
supermarket, so that the drop of sample solution covered the set
of three electrodes and did not spread away. After the nail polish
dried, the electrode was cut with scissors to fit the potentiostat
connector and was read to use.
ANOVA Test
A one-way ANOVA analysis was performed by Excel (Microsoft Office 2010) to compare results from the home-made paper
electrodes with the commercial screen-printed electrodes, with a
confidence interval of 95%. The standard deviation for repeatability (Sr) was calculated by the square root of the mean square
within groups (MSw). Equation 1 was used for the reproducibility (SR), where MSb is the mean square between groups, and n
is the number of replicas.

TABLE 1––Pencil composition in percentage of graphite, clay, and wax (45)
Pencil
2B
3B
4B
5B
6B
8B

Graphite (%)

Clay (%)

Wax (%)

74
76
79
82
84
90

20
18
15
12
10
4

5
5
5
5
5
5

Unlike other works, which used stainless steel (5,26), adhesive
paper label (23), and polyester (25) molds to draw the electrodes, it was decided to print the electrode contour on paper
first. For painting, the electrode contours were followed, but
were fully covered with graphite and silver paint, so they do not
interfere with the voltammetric signal.
Different formats for the electrodes were tested, including a
square format for the working electrode and larger areas for the
counter and reference electrodes. The configuration that resulted
in the best voltammetric response for potassium hexacyanoferrate
was shown in the Fig. 1, with the circular working electrode and
rectangular configurations for the auxiliary and reference electrodes.
The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images reveal differences between the morphologies of the 300 g/m2 paper surface
before and after it was painted with 8B pencil (Fig. 2a). The left
side of the image shows the cellulose fibers forming a disorganized arrangement. On the right side, it is possible to see the
graphite layers covering and filling the space between the fibers,
indicating the formation of the conductive material. The graphite
layers are more visible at larger magnifications (Fig. 2b,c).
Grooves in the circular direction formed by the pencil scratching
can also be observed.
To test the more adequate type of paper/pencil combination
for the construction of the paper-based electrodes, electrochemical response of potassium hexacyanoferrate was examined. The
peaks shape (both anodic and cathodic) and peaks separation
(ΔEp = 0.79 V) obtained in the graphite-paper electrodes indicated that they suffer from a severe ohmic distortion. This
effect decreased substantially by applying a pretreatment to the
working electrode consisting of 10 cycles of cyclic voltammetry in a 0.1 mol/L H2SO4 solution, from −1.5 to −0.5 V, at
50 mV/sec. After this activation, the peaks became more
defined, the current was higher, and the ΔEp decreased to
0.30 V.
The 300 g/m2 watercolor paper combined with the 8B pencil
(that has the highest percentage of graphite), and using the electrochemical activation procedure earlier described, it was possible to record a voltammetric signal that was most like the signal
obtained with the commercial screen-printed electrode after the
same electrochemical activation procedure (Fig. 3). The voltammograms acquired using the electrodes constructed using the different kinds of papers and pencils are available in the Figures S1
and S2, respectively.
The electroactive area was also calculated before and after the
electrochemical activation of the working electrode in the acid
solution. Voltammograms for ferricyanide were obtained at different scan rates, from 10 to 300 mV/sec. A linear relation was
obtained by plotting the peak current from the anodic scan versus the square root of the scan rate, before the activation,
i(µA) = 0.22 v1/2 (mV/sec) + 0.75, and after the activation
i(µA) = 0.55 v1/2 (mV/sec) + 1.69.
From the Randle–Sevcik equation (Eq. 2), the electroactive
area of the electrode was obtained from the angular coefficient,
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FIG. 2––SEM images showing the morphology of (a) the border of the working electrode produced by drawing on a substrate of 300 g/m2 paper with the
pencil 8B under a magnification of 100×; (b) graphite layers on the surface of the working electrode under magnification of 500×; (c) graphite layers on the
surface of the working electrode under magnification of 1000×.

FIG. 3––Cyclic voltammograms obtained from 1.0 × 10-3 mol/L K3[Fe
(CN)6] in 0.1 mol/L KCl after 10 activation cycles in 0.10 mol/L H2SO4,
from − 1.5 to − 0.5 V at 50 mV/sec using: (–––) the paper-based electrodes
(using the 8B pencil and the 300 g/m2 paper) and (-----) the commercial
screen-printed carbon electrode.

FIG. 4––Cyclic voltammograms obtained from a 6.18 µmol/L LSD in
0.05 mol/L LiClO4 supporting electrolyte solution at 100 mV/sec using:
(–––) the paper-based electrodes (using the 8B pencil and the 300 g/m2
paper) and (-----) the commercial screen-printed carbon electrode.

using the known values of the diffusion coefficient (D1/2
= 2.75×10−3 cm/sec1/2), the number of electrons involved in
the reaction (n = 1), and the analyte concentration, (C =
1.0 mmol/L).

application and quite remarkable considering that the electrodes
are hand-made.

i ¼ 2:69  105 aD1=2 n1=2 ν1=2 C

The optimized paper-based electrodes, which construction and
test details were provided previously, were applied for LSD
detection and quantification. For comparison purposes, the
paper-based electrodes results are compared to the screen-printed
carbon electrodes (SPCE) results by the same voltammetric
methodologies.
In both cyclic and square wave voltammetric techniques, different supporting electrolytes were tested. The best current signals at lower potentials were achieved using 0.05 mol/L LiClO4
(Fig. 4). The oxidation peak potential was about 0.25 V lower
for the paper electrodes (Ep = 0.43 V) as compared to the SPCE
(Ep = 0.68 V). This difference can be due to the use of different
pseudo-reference electrodes in the two assays. The Ag inks used
by us may certainly have a different composition from that used
by the manufacturer of the commercial SPCE.
In the voltammetry of LSD (Fig. 6), a single oxidative wave
is visible in the oxidation range potentials. In an attempt to

(2)

The active area of the electrode increased considerably from
0.031 cm2 before activation to 0.075 cm2 after activation, attaining a value close to the electrode geometrical area (0.071 cm2).
The ability to produce devices with similar characteristics,
with respect to geometry and dimensions of the electrode assembly and the morphology of the surface of the working electrode,
was tested by means of analysis of variance, ANOVA. The
reproducibility of results obtained from 10 electrodes was compared with repeatability associated to five consecutive repetitions
of each measurement. The variations were tested for two parameters: ΔEp and ioxi/ired (Tables S1 and S2, respectively). For the
peaks separation, the standard deviation for the repeatability and
the reproducibility was 1.30 and 3.04%, respectively; for the currents ratio, these values were slightly higher, 2.04 and 6.85%,
respectively. These values are adequate for an analytical
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FIG. 5––A comparison between the molecular structures of (a) LSA and
(b) d-LSD.

FIG. 6––Cyclic voltammograms obtained from 5.05 µmol/L LSD (–––),
9.35 µmol/L LSA () and a mixture of both species ( ) using the paperbased electrode (using 8B pencil and the 300 g/m2 paper) at 100 mV/sec.
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

identify the oxidative reaction that was involved in the process,
another psychoactive drug whose structure resembles the LSD
was analyzed: lysergic acid amide. This substance occurs in the
seeds of Morning Glory species and is commonly used in ritual
ceremonies because it has almost the same hallucinogenic properties as LSD (see Fig. 5) (46,47).
The voltammetric resemblance between the drugs (Fig. 6)
indicated that the reaction probably occurred in the indole group,
as described in the literature (43). Nevertheless, the voltammetric
response does not show a clear evidence for the presence of the
second oxidation peak, which ruled out the second part of the
dimerization. Although the voltammetric response of these drugs
occurs at potentials, 0.38 V for LSD and 0.46 V for LSA, in a

.
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solution containing both drugs a single peak emerges at 0.42 V.
This fact may result from the proximity of the two peak potentials, leading to a single signal that rise at close to the potential
where the LSD response starts.
The peak current from LSD obtained at different scan rates
follows a linear relation with the square root of the scan rate, i
(µA) = 0.033 v1/2 (mV/sec) − 0.17, r2 = 0.991, which is typical
of an electrode reaction controlled by diffusion. After performing
10 consecutive cycles, the peak current shows a different behavior that is consistent to a mixed diffusion-adsorption mechanism.
This statement is corroborated by the log i versus log v plot, as
a linear trend was obtained with a slope between 0.5 and 1.0
(log i(µA) = 0.83 log v − 8.43, r2 = 0.995) (38)
The quantification of LSD was performed by square wave
voltammetry and cyclic voltammetry (although this technique is
less used for quantification as it usually does not attain the performance parameters of the pulsed techniques).
All the voltammetric parameters including scan rate, potential
range, potential step, frequency, amplitude, and potential and
time for preconcentration were optimized (Table 2). The pH was
also varied from 2 to 10. Although the lower peak potential was
attained for pH 10, the voltammetric signal suffers from lower
reproducibility. The optimal conditions were settled for pH 6.
Voltammetric data lead to linear trends between the oxidation
peak areas and LSD concentration, giving rise to four analytical
curves, by combining the two electrochemical techniques with
the two electrodes. Table 3 depicts all the analytical parameters
for comparison of the four analytical curves. To ensure that no
LSD adsorption blocked the analytical signal, the curve for the
square wave voltammetry using the paper-based electrode was
obtained by employing one electrode for each solution (Fig. 7).
The LoD and LoQ values were obtained, with 3 replicates for
each value, on the basis of the relations 3SD/m and 10SD/m,
respectively, where m is the amperometric sensitivity of the
curve. By cyclic voltammetry, results from the two electrodes
are comparable, whereas by square wave voltammetry there is a
clear difference between results from the two sets of electrodes.
This improvement may have resulted from the changing of the
paper-based electrodes between the analysis of each solution,
avoiding LSD adsorption on the electrode surface and the analytical signal block. The continuous recording of voltammograms
using only one SPCE may have led to partial blocking of the
electrode surface, resulting in higher values of LoD and LoQ.
Interference Analysis
As shown before, the present methodologies did not allow differentiation between LSD and LSA as both voltammograms
occur at similar potentials. This fact does not translate into the
actual problem as they have different distribution channels, LSD

TABLE 2––Cyclic and square wave voltammetric parameters used for LSD analysis
SPCE

Potential Range (V)
Scan Rate (mV/sec)
Step Potential (V)
Frequency (Hz)
Amplitude (V)
Preconcentration Time (sec)
Preconcentration potential (V)

Paper-Based Electrode

Cyclic Voltammetry

Square Wave Voltammetry

Cyclic Voltammetry

Square Wave Voltammetry

0.0–1.0
400
0.003
–
–
90
0.0

0.0–1.0
350
0.014
25
0.035
150
0.0

0.0–1.0
250
0.03
–
–
120
0.0

0.0–1.1
350
0.014
25
0.035
150
0.0
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TABLE 3––Analytical parameters for LSD quantification and comparison between the SPCE and the paper-based systems
SPCE
Cyclic Voltammetry

Equation
R2
SD
LoD (µmol/L)
LoQ (µmol/L)

−2

Paper-Based Electrodes
Square Wave Voltammetry

−8

y = 2.98 × 10 x + 1.27 × 10
0.996
5.52 10-9
0.55 (0.10)
1.85 (0.25)

−2

Cyclic Voltammetry
−8

y = 5.77 × 10 x + 1.02 × 10
0.997
1.23 10-8
0.63 (0.02)
2.13 (0.04)

−3

Square Wave Voltammetry
−10

y = 3.33 × 10 x − 2.49 × 10
0.996
5.83 10-10
0.52 (0.08)
1.74 (0.20)

y = 1.72 × 10−2x + 5.31 × 10−9
0.996
2.19 10-9
0.38 (0.02)
1.27 (0.07)

In parentheses are standard deviations calculated based on n = 3.

is a synthetic drug that is produced in laboratory and can be
found in blotters, microdots, and gels. LSA can be extracted
from seeds, but the seeds are usually consumed without any kind
of extraction (44,46,47). Thus, these two drugs are unlikely to
be found together.
The police commonly apprehend the drugs MDMA and
methamphetamine with LSD. Therefore, the ability of

voltammetry to identify LSD and distinguish it from MDMA or
methamphetamine is relevant. The voltammetric response of solutions containing methamphetamine and MDMA separately and
from a mixture of LSD with MDMA is shown in Fig. 8. While for
methamphetamine, there was no voltammetric response under the
employed condition (not even for mM concentrations); MDMA
exhibits a peak at about 0.96 V (assigned in Fig. 8 by 2). This
peak is very well separated from the LSD (assigned in Fig. 8 by 1)
and therefore does not interfere with its detection or quantification.
Sample Analysis
Two samples (A and B) that could contain LSD were provided by the Scientific Police of Ribeirão Preto and were analyzed by the developed methodologies and by GC-MS, for
comparison.
Sample A was analyzed by both techniques, and no LSD was
detected. The presence of LSD was detected in the sample B
and was identified on the basis of the GC-MS library with 92%
of compatibility.
After identifying the presence of LSD in sample B, its quantification was performed by both techniques (with SIM scan
mode and monitoring ion 221 for the gas chromatography).
Since only two samples of blotters were obtained, there was not
enough data to provide a correct sample blank, but as the two
samples had a very similar chromatographic profile, taking into
account the baseline, sample A was considered as blank of the
sample B, minimizing the matrix effect.

FIG. 7––Voltammetric behavior of the paper-based electrode (using 8B
pencil and the 300 g/m2 paper) in response to different LSD concentrations;
(a) voltammograms obtained by square wave voltammetric modality with
A = 0.035 V, f = 25 Hz, and preconcentration of 0.0 V for 150 sec; (b) The
analytical curve was obtained for LSD species employing one new electrode
for each concentration. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.c
om]

FIG. 8––Voltammetric response to LSD, MDMA, and methamphetamine
using the paper-based electrodes (using 8B pencil and the 300 g/m2 paper),
at 250 mV/sec. “1” designates the voltammetric peak current of LSD species, and “2” designates the voltammetric peak current of MDMA species.
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Then, the response obtained in the analysis of sample B was
interpolated with the analytical curve obtained by cyclic and
square wave voltammetry presented in Table 3, and the analytical curve provided by gas chromatography, which relates the
peak area (y) to the concentration of the LSD standard solution
(x), according to the Equation 3.
y ¼ 2:75  108 x  2:17  102

(3)

The GC result for LSD quantification was 1.34 × 10-5 mol/L,
and using the SPCE, the LSD concentration values obtained in
sample B were 1.40 × 10-5 mol/L, by cyclic voltammetry, and
1.31 × 10-5 mol/L, by square wave voltammetry. Using the
paper-based electrodes, these values were 1.45 × 10-5 mol/L and
1.35 × 10-5 mol/L, respectively. All the results obtained using
the voltammetric techniques are in agreement between them and
with the chromatographic data, as the differences between them
remained below 10%. These results demonstrate that the paperbased device described in this paper is adequate for LSD detection and quantification and could be used for the rapid screening
of samples in loco.
Conclusions
The paper-based devices build and optimized in this work are
very promising tools for the electrochemical analysis. Besides
being produced using accessible low-cost materials, its construction is simple and inexpensive, as it does not require any sophisticated equipment. The paper-based electrodes gave surprisingly
good results, in terms of reproducibility, demonstrating that the
hand-painting procedure does not introduce important variations
in the size or in the deposited graphite layer. They are easy to
handle, and eco-friendly (paper substrate and graphite electrodes). The paper-based electrodes and the developed methodologies of operation demonstrated to be adequate for LSD
detection and quantification as they provided results similar to
those obtained for a commercial screen-printed electrode and to
chromatographic analysis.
This device can thus be considered a valid alternative for
forensic analysis that is cheaper and more sustainable.
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TECHNICAL NOTE
CRIMINALISTICS

He Zhang,1 M.S.; Luoxi Liu,1 Ph.D.; Yaping Luo,2 Ph.D.; and Ran Chang,3 M.S.

Determining Shoe Length from Partial
Shoeprints

ABSTRACT: The length of a shoe has significant value in reflecting characteristics of the owner, and thereby, it can help in tracking suspects in criminal cases. However, the shoeprints left at a crime scene are often incomplete, resulting in difficulties in assessing shoe length. To
find a way to estimate the shoe length from a partial shoeprint, 109 shoes with different sizes and general patterns were collected, and their
prints were lifted using magnetic powder. Four feature points were defined on a shoeprint, and the longest distance between the feature points
was defined as shoe length. Using linear, quadratic, and cubic regression analyses, a total of 15 equations were obtained between the shoe
length and the other distances between the feature points. Out of these, the five most accurate equations were selected as the optimal equation.
The verified test, including another 18 pairs of shoes, showed an average error of equations between 0.591 cm and 0.732 cm. The equations
were also applied in two practical cases, resulting in good accuracy. The study demonstrates that shoe length could be determined from partial
shoeprints through the proven equations.

KEYWORDS: footwear examination, shoeprint identification, partial shoeprint, shoe length, feature point, regression equation

Footwear impression, which reflects the characteristics of the
outsole, is a forensic evidential item that appears at crime scenes
and has played a significant role in solving criminal cases. Shoe
length, meaning the distance from tiptoe to heel, is one of the class
characteristics of the outsole. Shoe length can be used as one of
the important class characteristics of imprint or impression evidence to convict suspects in the court, as different people have different shoe sizes. In the field of forensic science, many studies on
shoe length have been accomplished, including on the relationship
between footwear impression length and state of motion (1), the
effects of shoe size on foot volumetric (2,3), length dispersion of
shoes labeled with the same size (4), and the correlation between
shoe-length fit, and diabetic peripheral neuropathy (5).
As a basic and vital characteristic, shoe length can easily be
determined from a complete shoeprint. However, shoeprints
found at crime scenes are usually incomplete, in some cases
being distorted or obscured by movement or overstepping.
Simultaneously, under various circumstances, partial shoeprints
of the same shoe might seem different in a footwear impression.
They can be affected by motion and substrate surface. Thus, it is
difficult for investigators to obtain complete information regarding the outsole and shoe length.
Therefore, it is significant to ascertain the shoe length from
partial shoeprints, and it is indispensable to develop a standard
to study samples for unified analysis. In this study, we defined
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four common and easily identifiable points as feature points of
partial shoeprints, studied quantitative relationships between feature lines (defined by connecting each feature point) and shoe
length, and evaluated the equations we obtained. This study
aimed to help investigators and footwear examiners determine
the shoe length from partial shoeprints.

Materials and Methods
Shoes
A total of 109 pairs of shoes with different general patterns
were collected from eight provinces of China through mail or
directly asking for them in residential areas. The shoes (size
5–14) were worn by 106 people (43 males and 63 females). The
owners lived in cities or rural regions, and their ages ranged
from 16 to 70 years.
Exemplar Outsole Impressions
Exemplar outsoles were obtained by dusting the outsoles with
magnetic fingerprint powder and covering them with adhesive
film. A qualified sample can be obtained after the following five
steps: clean, dust, adhere, tear off, and cover (6).
Clean: Outsoles were cleaned up by wet towel, which afterward was inverted to dry to confirm the neatness of the outsole
and to exclude shoes with gum or tar so that the black magnetic
powder would easily hold on.
Dust: Outsoles were dusted twice with black magnetic powder
(Beijing Bulant Police Equipment Co., Ltd, 30 mL), using a
magnetic powder brush (Hangzhou Silverarrow Co., Ltd,
150 mm long, 27 mm in brush tip diameter) to ensure complete
coverage of the magnetic powder; the excess powder was
removed by gently tapping the shoe three to four times.
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Adhere: The shoes were fixed on a shoe holder, and the outsoles were carefully covered by a piece of self-adhesive film
(AD-Fix, white back, trimmed to the size of 15 × 33 cm) from
tiptoe to heel. A gentle and full-scale press was applied to make
the film sufficiently contact the black magnetic powder.
Tear off: The film was slowly torn off from heel to tiptoe.
Cover: The detached film was covered by a transparent PVC
sheet (Elife, A4, 12.5c).
Following these steps, the samples were scanned (HP LaserJet
Professional M1136 MFP, A4, 1200 dpi) and later saved on a
computer. Dust impression is shown in Fig. 1.

metatarsal as L3; from medial metatarsal to tiptoe as L4; and
from medial metatarsal to lateral metatarsal as L5 (Fig. 1). FIJI
1.0 software was used for the measurements of the six feature
lines on each dust impression (Fig. 2). Theoretically, the six
lines on the left shoeprint should be of the same length with the
corresponding lines of the right shoeprint. However, there were
subtle deviations caused by the selection of feature points. In
order to minimize these deviations, mean values of measurements on left and right shoeprints, which were relatively reliable,
were employed for analysis.
Regression Analysis

Selection of Feature Points
Based on Yin et al. (7), four feature points were defined and
named, respectively, as tiptoe, lateral metatarsal, heel, and medial metatarsal.

•
•
•
•

Tiptoe: most prominent point of the shoe tip;
Heel: most prominent point of the shoe heel;
Lateral metatarsal: most prominent point of the lateral contour edge of metatarsal;
Medial metatarsal: most prominent point of the medial contour edge of metatarsal.

Measurements of Feature Lines
Six lines were established after connecting feature points in
pairs. The distance from tiptoe to heel was defined as shoe
length. The distance from tiptoe to lateral metatarsal was labeled
as L1; from lateral metatarsal to heel as L2; from heel to medial

In this study, three kinds of regression analysis (linear, quadratic, and cubic regression) were used to study the correlation
between the shoe length and the other five feature lines. Their
equations were established by the Minitab 17 software. The distributions of the five variables (L1, L2, . . . L5) and shoe length
were analyzed using the IBM SPSS Statistics 23.0 software.
Selection of Optimal Equation
The optimal regression equation was selected by comparing
R-sq and R-sq(adj) – also called R2 and R2adj – which are the
fit index criteria in the equation (Formula 1–2). R-sq represents
the multiple correlation coefficient, and R-sq(adj) is the
adjusted multiple correlation coefficient. SSE is the explained
sum of squares for error, and SST represents the total sum of
squares, also called total variation. (Formula 3–4). The items n
and p are the total number of variables and the total number
of terms in the regression equation, respectively. R-sq and R-sq
(adj) can predict how well the regression model fits, and it
ranges from 0% to 100%. The bigger the value, the better the
model fits. The regression equation would be more accurate if
R-sq became higher, and the difference between R-sq and R-sq
(adj) lower (8). Therefore, the optimal equation should be
determined by comprehensively assessing these two values
above.
Verified Test
A verified test was conducted to evaluate the accuracy of the
optimal equations. Nine volunteers were asked to walk normally
on the floor and on sand with two pairs of their shoes (a pair
each of leather shoes and trainers or casual shoes). All the shoes
(size 6–12) that volunteers wore had completely different outsole
patterns (Fig. 3). Afterward, their shoeprints were captured with
a camera (Nikon D7000); all shoeprint samples were clear and
complete (Fig. 4). Using these samples, we determined the feature points and measured the length of the five feature lines on
the substrates using a ruler. Following measurements and statistics, data analysis was performed. The accuracy of the equations
was evaluated by comparing their errors.

E
R  sq ¼ 1  SS
SST
Formula 1 – Calculation formula
of R-sq

n

FIG. 1––Feature points (indicated by red spots), feature lines (indicated by
blue lines) and the shoe length (indicated by yellow line). [Color figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

SSE ¼ ∑ ðyi  yi Þ2
i¼13 – Calculation formula
Formula
of SSE

SSE =ðnpÞ
R  sqðadjÞ ¼ 1  SS
T =ðn1Þ
Formula 2 – Calculation formula of
R-sq(adj)
n

SST ¼ ∑ ðyi  yÞ2
i¼14 – Calculation formula of
Formula
SST
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FIG. 2––FIJI 1.0 software was used for distance measurements. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 3––Part of different outsole patterns. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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FIG. 4––Shoeprints of the same shoe on the sand and floor. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

partial blood shoeprint was left by the right black slipper (Figs 5
and 6).
Case 2
In December 2018, there was a murder case in Beijing. Investigators found a partial blood shoeprint on the south floor at the
crime scene. The police found a pair of gray trainers worn by
the suspect, after capturing him. The footwear examiner concluded this partial blood shoeprint to had been left by a left gray
trainer, after identifying footwear impression patterns (Figs 7
and 8).

Results
FIG. 5––A pair of black slippers found at the crime scene. [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Cases
In this part of the study, in order to test their reliability and
accuracy with partial shoeprints, the equations were applied in
two real cases.
Case 1
In May 2015, two bodies were found in a room in Beijing.
Investigators found a pair of black slippers and a partial blood
shoeprint on the floor at the crime scene. By identifying footwear impression patterns, footwear examiners concluded that this

Primary Test
Some measurements of the five feature lines and shoe lengths
are presented in Table S1, and details of the data we collected
are shown in Figs 9 and 10.
We obtained their Pearson’s r to study the correlation between
feature lines and shoe length (Table 1). The results showed great
correlation between them and indirectly proved the reliability of
the test. Therefore, it was valid and significant to choose L1–L5
as variables in our regression analysis.
Three equations (linear, quadratic, and cubic regression) and
their value of R-sq and R-sq (adj) were obtained (Table 2,
Figs S1–S15). The distribution of scatters in the scatterplot was
relatively serried and tended to fit a regression equation. Furthermore, the high value of R-sq and R-sq (adj) verified the pictures.
Thus, the regression analysis was appropriate, valid, and scientific in this study.
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FIG. 6––Partial blood shoeprint and outsole of left slipper. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 7––A pair of gray trainers worn by the suspect. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

The result showed that the fit indices in the three equations
were different for R-sq and R-sq(adj). Further, all three equations
had a certain correlation. The result analysis was objective and

comprehensive, choosing the optimal equation through a joint
analysis on R-sq and R-sq(adj) instead of only R-sq. Among
them, the cubic regression equation was chosen to be the optimal
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FIG. 8––Partial blood shoeprint and outsole of left trainer. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 10––Box-plot of feature lines lengths. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
TABLE 1––Pearson’s r of feature lines and shoe length.

Pearson’s r

FIG. 9––Histogram of collected shoe lengths. [Color figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

equation, as it had a high R-sq value, and the difference between
R-sq and R-sq(adj) was little.
Through analysis above, five regression equations were
obtained and numbered as results:

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

0.908

0.920

0.938

0.863

0.911

SL ¼ 48:10  10:39 L1 þ 1:218L21  0:0404L31

(1)

SL ¼ 143:7  22:81L2 þ 1:363L22  0:02545L32

(2)

SL ¼ 60:90  7:87 L3 þ 0:4651L23  0:007844 L33

(3)
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TABLE 2––Lengths of feature lines and shoes (cm).
Regression equation
L1

R-sq

R-sq(adj)

Linear
Quadratic
Cubic

SL = 9.505 + 1.600 L1
SL ¼  1:918 þ 3:726L1  0:09756L21
SL ¼ 48:10  10:39L1 þ 1:218L21  0:0404L31

82.50%
83.10%
83.30%

82.30%
82.80%
82.90%

Linear
Quadratic
Cubic

SL = 1.641 + 1.378 L2
SL ¼ 10:6 þ 2:751 L2  0:03743L22
SL ¼ 143:7  22:81L2 þ 1:363L22  0:02545L32

84.70%
84.90%
85.20%

84.50%
84.60%
84.80%

Linear
Quadratic
Cubic

SL = 1.412 + 1.271 L3
SL ¼ 1:604 þ 1:573L3  0:00759L23
SL ¼ 60:90  7:87 L3 þ 0:4651L23  0:007844L33

88.00%
88.00%
88.10%

87.90%
87.80%
87.80%

Linear
Quadratic
Cubic

SL = 10.34 + 1.967 L4
SL ¼ 3:732 þ 3:558 L4  0:09441L24
SL ¼ 91:78  28:69L4 þ 3:796L24  0:1545L34

74.50%
74.80%
76.00%

74.30%
74.30%
75.30%

Linear
Quadratic
Cubic

SL = 9.728 + 1.774 L5
SL ¼ 17:79 þ 0:0359L5 þ 0:09277L25
SL ¼ 83:10  21:77L5 þ 2:483L25  0:08609L35

85.00%
83.50%
84.60%

82.90%
83.20%
84.10%

L2

L3

L4

L5

TABLE 3––Feature line lengths and equation error (cm).
Feature Lines (cm)

Sand

Floor

Number

L1

1L
1R
2L
...
17R
18L
18R
1L
1R
2L
...
17R
18L
18R

14.6
14.5
11.8
...
8.7
9.1
9.2
14.3
14.2
11.6
...
8.6
8.8
8.8

Error (cm)

L2

L3

L4

L5

SL

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

19.8
19.8
19.5
...
16.5
17.7
17.6
18.8
18.9
19.3
...
15.9
16.8
16.9

22.1
22.0
22.0
...
17.7
18.2
18.1
21.7
21.6
21.8
...
17.5
17.6
17.5

10.7
10.8
8.9
...
7.7
7.7
7.6
10.1
10.2
8.5
...
7.3
7.2
7.4

10.9
10.9
10.4
...
8.3
9.0
8.9
10.7
10.8
10.2
...
8.2
8.6
8.6

30.0
30.0
28.8
...
24.0
24.8
24.8
29.5
29.5
28.7
...
23.8
24.4
24.5

0.3
0.4
−0.1
...
−0.7
−0.8
−0.7
0.9
0.9
−0.3
...
−0.6
−0.8
−1.0

−1.1
−1.1
−0.3
...
0.1
1.0
0.9
−2.0
−1.9
−0.5
...
−0.5
0.2
0.1

−0.5
−0.7
0.5
...
−0.2
−0.3
−0.5
−0.6
−0.7
0.4
...
−0.3
−0.6
−0.9

0.1
0.1
−0.6
...
1.3
0.6
0.4
0.5
0.6
−1.5
...
0.7
0.0
0.3

−0.7
−0.7
−0.4
...
0.2
0.7
0.6
−0.6
−0.3
−0.7
...
0.3
0.4
0.3

SL ¼ 91:78  28:69L4 þ 3:796L24  0:1545 L34

(4)

SL ¼ 83:10  21:77 L5 þ 2:483L25  0:08609L35

(5)

Verified Test
We determined the difference between the measured shoe
lengths and shoe lengths calculated through Equations 1–5, separately (Table 3).
The equation errors (gap between measured and calculated
shoe lengths) are shown in Fig. 11. As it can be seen in
Table 4, Equation 3 is the most optimal equation to determine
the shoe length, with an average error of 0.591 cm, while
Equation 4 is the most unreliable one, with an average error of
0.732 cm. Equations 1, 2, 5 had a similar medium accuracy in
estimating shoe length. In addition, Table 4 shows that the
errors generated by the shoeprints left on sand were smaller
than the ones from the floor prints. The results would be more
accurate if the equations were used for trainer prints or casual

FIG. 11––Box-plot of equations error. [Color figure can be viewed at wile
yonlinelibrary.com]

shoe prints. Tables 1, 2, 4 show that the average error of the
equations was inversely proportional to both R-sq and Pearson’s r values.
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TABLE 4––Average error of the equations.

Sand
Floor
leather shoes
Trainers/Casual shoes
Total

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

0.636
0.663
0.802
0.513
0.649

0.610
0.718
0.790
0.551
0.664

0.581
0.601
0.658
0.532
0.591

0.740
0.723
0.958
0.530
0.732

0.571
0.667
0.612
0.626
0.619

TABLE 5––Application of equations in the cases.

Case 1
Case 2

Feature line

Length

Calculated
shoe length

Shoe length

Error

L1
L4
L5
L5

10.377
7.733
11.208
9.928

26.296
25.474
29.803
27.462

26.008
26.008
26.008
27.773

0.288
0.534
3.795
0.311

Cases
We measured all feature lines available on the partial shoeprints from two cases, namely three feature lines (L1, L4, L5) for
Case 1 and only one (L5) for Case 2. The shoe lengths were calculated using the corresponding equations (Table 5). The test
showed errors within a reasonable confidence interval in three
out of four results. This proved the equations had a certain reliability and accuracy in determining the shoe length from partial
shoeprints. Simultaneously, however, the test registered one error
of 3.795 cm, far beyond the reasonable error range. The peculiar
shape of some specific shoes was one of the factors causing this
result. Large errors will occur if the equation is applied to some
uncommon or special shoe types.
In these two cases, the first thing we did was locating the
shoeprint. Once found, we tried to clarify the blood shoeprint
using 3, 3’,5,5’-tetramethylbenzidine. Finally, eligible feature
points were obtained on the processed shoeprints and the estimated shoe length was calculated through the stated equations.
To summarize, shoe length can be estimated through the equations we calculated, if at least two from any of the four feature
points can be obtained.

FIG. 12––An outsole with a special general pattern that can be seen from
its impression. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Equation 2 : Shoe length ¼ 143:7  22:81 L2 þ 1:363 L22  0:02545L32
Equation 3 : Shoe length ¼ 60:90  7:87L3 þ 0:4651L23  0:007844L33

Equation 4 : Shoe length ¼ 91:78  28:69L4 þ 3:796L24  0:1545 L34

Limitations

Equation 5 : Shoe length ¼ 83:10  21:77 L5 þ 2:483 L25  0:08609L35

There are some limitations to our study. Some shoeprints,
such as athletic cleats with highly pronounced design elements,
had no actual contour of the outsoles. Thus, due to an inevitable
error that occurred when applying the above-mentioned method,
real lengths of feature lines as well as shoe lengths could hardly
be obtained (Fig. 12). In this research, only three kinds of
regression equations were used to study the correction of feature
lines and shoe lengths, namely linear, quadratic, and cubic
regression equations. Multiple regression equations above cubic
were never used. In our test, we did not study equations based
on shoe types. In addition, the relatively small sample size confined the accuracy of the results to some extent.

To some extent, the above equations have a certain ability to
determine the length of a shoe from partial shoeprints. The equations would be more suitable for shoeprints left in the sand
(compared with the floor). Furthermore, they would be more
accurate if they were applied for trainer prints or casual shoe
prints (compared with leather shoes). These equations can be
used to obtain reliable physical measurements from partial footwear impressions, which may assist in the investigation or used
in a laboratory analysis when suspect shoes are determined.

Conclusion
This work developed a method to determine shoe length from
partial shoeprints, using the following equations:
Equation 1 : Shoe length ¼ 48:10  10:39 L1 þ 1:218L21  0:0404L31
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Fig. S1. L1 Linear regression equation.
Fig. S2. L1 Quadratic regression equation.
Fig. S3. L1 Cubic regression equation.
Fig. S4. L2 Linear regression equation.
Fig. S5. L2 Quadratic regression equation.
Fig. S6. L2 Cubic regression equation.
Fig. S7. L3 Linear regression equation.
Fig. S8. L3 Quadratic regression equation.
Fig. S9. L3 Cubic regression equation.
Fig. S10. L4 Linear regression equation.
Fig. S11. L4 Quadratic regression equation.
Fig. S12. L4 Cubic regression equation.
Fig. S13. L5 Linear regression equation.
Fig. S14. L5 Quadratic regression equation.
Fig. S15. L5 Cubic regression equation.
Table S1. Lengths of Feature Lines and shoe length(cm).
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TECHNICAL NOTE
CRIMINALISTICS

Tiffany Chan,1 B.A.; Guy Robinson,2,3 Ph.D.; Jonathan Liu,4; Marin Kurti,5 Ph.D.; Yi He,1 Ph.D.; and
Klaus vonLampe,6 Ph.D.

Identifying Counterfeit Cigarettes Using
Environmental Pollen Analysis: An Improved
Procedure*

ABSTRACT: Traditional pollen preparation techniques provide clear residues for pollen identification; however, such methods are time-con-

suming, requiring repeated centrifugation, heating, and digestion with high-concentration hazardous chemicals. Tobacco leaves can effectively
trap environmental pollen due to hairy surface and terpene-rich exudates. A new tobacco sample processing method was developed by using
different extraction chemistry with surfactant. Marlboro Gold cigarettes were employed as model samples for method development. Parameters
critical for pollen extraction, which include number of cigarette sticks used, extraction solution, and extraction temperature, were optimized. By
using 1% dishwashing detergent to treat three cigarettes at room temperature, the improved method was able to recover sufficient pollen for
microscopic analysis in three repeated centrifuge-washing steps and omit hazardous chemicals involved in traditional methods. We focused on
the pollen of common ragweed (Ambrosia artemisiifolia), a plant native to North America, as an indicator to differentiate genuine and counterfeit U.S. brand cigarettes. Results from analyzing randomly purchased genuine (authenticated by forensic examination) and known counterfeit
Marlboro Gold provided by law enforcement revealed that a significant amount (39%) of Ambrosia were consistently present in all genuine
samples, while counterfeit contained none or only trace count. Similar results were found in other counterfeit U.S. brand cigarettes (all seized
in the U.S.) involved in this study as well. Lack of Ambrosia in cigarette strongly indicates the product was not originated in the United States.

KEYWORDS: forensic palynology, pollen, Ambrosia, counterfeit, cigarette
Globally, the illegal cigarette trade represents 11.6% of the
cigarette market, resulting in government revenue loss of $40.5
billion USD (1). An understudied aspect of this illicit trade is
counterfeit cigarettes that are clandestinely produced without the
consent of the trademark holder. Counterfeit cigarettes also pose
significant harm to human health because they have elevated
levels of toxic heavy metals (2–4). Reliable scientific methods
for identification of counterfeit cigarettes, especially with the
capability to trace back the geographical origin of production
and potential trade route, are highly needed in the criminalistics
community for investigation purposes.
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Elemental isotope analysis combined with chemometrics data
treatment using strategies such as principal component analysis
(PCA) is a widely accepted method for verification of the geographical origin of a sample of interest. It has been used for tracing the origin of high-value meat (5) produce (6,7), rice (8),
dairy product (9), wine (10), olive oil (11) etc. Stable isotopes
were employed for forensic science studies with applications to
both natural and manufactured products. For example, the technique was used for the recognition of marijuana trade patterns
over a large geographical area in the continental United States
(12).
Despite superb sensitivity and effectiveness, elemental analysis, especially stable isotope analysis, requires highly sophisticated and expensive instruments such as inductively coupled
plasma—mass spectrometry (13,14), which is not accessible to
most laboratories, and the operation and maintenance cost is significant. As an attractive alternative, pollen analysis provides a
very affordable choice for revealing a sample’s geographic
origin.
Forensic palynology is the science of analyzing pollen and
spores to solve criminal and civil cases. Pollen is a useful marker due to its size, resistance to biological and chemical degradation, and abundance in the environment. At the microscopic
level, pollen grains have distinct features making them identifiable often to the level of plant genus (15). The aerodynamic
properties of pollen grains and the vast amounts released by
many plants result in an airborne “pollen rain” which settles onto
soil, dust, mud, and other surfaces such as tobacco leaves. A
© 2020 American Academy of Forensic Sciences
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sample taken from these surfaces can reflect the particular combination of plants growing in a geographic region (15), as well
as the time of year the sample was collected.
Tobacco leaves can effectively trap environmental pollen
because of its hairy surface structure (16). Previous studies (1619) demonstrated that tobacco leaves contain sufficient pollen
grains for forensic work and they are relatively easy to recover.
In addition, self-contamination seems not a problem due to the
standard agronomic practices of topping and suckering to remove
tobacco buds before flowering to encourage plant growth.
Several notable studies regarding establishing tobacco origin
from pollen analysis have been reported in recent years (17-19).
Although there are different views on whether particular pollen
taxa can identify the region of tobacco production, there is
agreement on the value of forensic pollen in tobacco research.
Donaldson et al. (17) investigated pollen content of two samples representing U.S. and Chinese brands. Their findings indicated that “palynology has the potential to constrain
geographical source(s) of tobacco, particularly if regionally localized species can be recognized among the pollen.” This article
shows the potential value of pollen analysis in identification of
counterfeit cigarettes. Williams et al. concluded that pollen signature can distinguish broad geographic areas (19). They analyzed a tobacco sample from Brazil in an effort to identify
signature taxa from the state of Minas Gerais. Their work evaluated the role of honey additives to tobacco pollen profile too.
Bryant et al. (18) investigated tobacco pollen in an archaeological project attempting to determine potential sources of the
tobacco imported and used in the Netherlands during the lifetime
of Rembrandt. They also analyzed modern brands of commercial
pipe tobacco. They suggested it is questionable to use pollen profile to identify a specific location of production or shipment of
pipe tobaccos because most pipe tobaccos are blends of tobacco
grown in different geographical regions during different years.
Collectively, above-mentioned work not only demonstrated
the value of application of palynology to match tobacco samples
to broad geographical regions and in fighting illicit trade of
counterfeit cigarettes, but also highlighted the precautions that
should be taken in case study and data interpretation.
Forensic palynology is a valuable yet underutilized technique.
Bryant et al. (20) indicated that the reasons for limited attempt
to use pollen evidence in either criminal or civil cases included
“a lack of available information about the technique, a very limited number of specialists trained to do forensic pollen work,
and an almost total absence of academic centers able to train
needed specialists for forensic facilities able, or willing, to fund
research in this area.” (20).
To answer this call, in this study, we developed a simple, fast,
and user-friendly method to recover pollen grains retained on the
tobacco leaves for forensic identification. The goal of this study is
to ease the operation of sample preparation and lower the entry barrier for palynology’s forensic application. This work is an interdisciplinary effort integrating the strength and expertise in the fields
of analytical chemistry, palynology, and counterfeit tobacco
research. This article thus focuses on demonstration of the feasibility of the improved technique and provides a convenient alternative
for palynologists who are interested in studying tobacco pollen in
general, rather than examining extensive collections of samples.
Standard pollen preparation techniques, typically including
acetolysis, provide clear residues in which the cellular content of
pollen grains is removed to enhance their external features for
precise identification (21). However, such methods are time-consuming, requiring repeated centrifugation, heating, and digestion
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with high-concentration hazardous chemicals. Acetolysis as indicated by Williams et al. (19) is “a process that can be dangerous
if not executed properly.” Since we focus on the best recovery
of total pollen grains, we propose a simpler and safer protocol
that produces residues more akin to airborne samples used for
daily pollen counts. Key extraction parameters, including the
number of cigarettes to use per sample, washing method, and
extraction temperature, were investigated and optimized to
recover a more substantial amount of trapped pollen.
We used Marlboro brand cigarettes as model sample in analytical method development, since it is one of the most popular and
also the most counterfeited cigarette brand in the world (22). We
paid special attention to Ambrosia pollen for authentication since
the Ambrosia artemisiifolia is native to the regions of North
America, where genuine tobacco destined for the domestic market
is harvested. To validate the feasibility of the method, we applied
the procedure to analyzing a collection of genuine and counterfeit
cigarettes brands commonly seen in the United States, such as
Marlboro Gold, Marlboro Red, and Newport. All counterfeit
cigarettes were seized in the United States by the U.S. Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF).

Materials and Methods
Cigarette Samples
Genuine Marlboro Gold (formerly known as Marlboro Light)
cigarette packs were purchased at asking price from licensed
tobacco retailers in New York City in 2014–2015. The authenticity
of these packs was verified through forensic examination of the
tax stamp fixed at the bottom of the package and other packaging
characteristics (23). The known counterfeit cigarettes were provided by ATF from different seizures in the United States.
Cigarette Sample Selection
Our first experiment centered on optimizing the number of
cigarette sticks used for analysis. Twelve (12) cigarettes were
randomly selected from each pack and separated into groups of
3, 4, and 5 cigarettes, and then, the samples were processed.
Pollen extraction parameters were optimized by using three
cigarette sticks, which were randomly selected from two genuine
packs with two cigarettes from the first pack and one cigarette
from the second pack.
Optimization of Pollen Extraction Parameters
In the experiments of optimizing extraction solution, three
types of extraction solutions were prepared as follows: (i) surfactant solutions with 1% Aquet lab detergent, (ii) 1% dishwashing
detergent (Palmolive, Colgate-Palmolive), and (iii) ethanol water
(1:1 ratio) mixture. Three extraction temperatures were investigated for optimum performance: (i) The solution was either
chilled in an ice bath (0°C), (ii) heated in a temperature-controlled water bath until equilibrium was established (40°C), or
(iii) kept at room temperature (23°C). Extraction using traditional 95% denatured ethanol was performed for comparison.
Preparation of Phenosafranine Stain
Phenosafranine stain (Sigma Aldrich) stock solution (2 mg/mL)
was prepared in deionized water. 0.01 g of phenosafranine stain
was measured and added to 5 mL of deionized water. Twenty-five
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mL of glycerol gelatin (Fisher) was measured in an Erlenmeyer
flask and heated in a microwave for approximately 40 sec. 2.5 mL
of the phenosafranine stain stock solution was added to the heated
glycerol gelatin and mixed thoroughly to result in a shade of red
color, which was used to stain pollen grains.
Pollen Extraction
Pollen extraction method was developed using genuine Marlboro Gold cigarettes. Three group sizes (three, four, and five
cigarette sticks) were used for analysis. After removing the
wrapping paper and filter from the cigarette, the tobacco leaves
were weighed on an analytical balance and transferred to a 50mL centrifuge tube.
Thirty-five mL of extraction solution was added to the centrifuge tube to extract pollen grains. After vortexing (VortexGenie 2, Scientific Industries) 30 sec, each sample was filtered
through a 250-micron mesh sieve and the extraction solution
was collected into a 250-mL beaker. The centrifuge tube was
rinsed with deionized water, which was washed through the residue in the mesh, into the beaker. The combined solution was
returned to the 50-mL tube and centrifuged at 1500 rpm for
10 min. After decanting the supernatant, deionized water was
added to bring each tube to 35 mL, followed by vortex and centrifugation. The above washing procedure was repeated twice.
After the final decantation of the washing solution, one Lycopodium tablet was placed into each tube (24). Each tablet contains
20,848 Lycopodium spores (+/-1546; batch, No. 1031, Department
of Quaternary Geology, University of Lund, Sweden). Lycopodium counts are used to assess the relative richness of pollen
within each sample (25). This was followed by addition of 3 mL
of deionized water, and 4 mL of 1 M hydrochloric acid to dissolve
the Lycopodium tablet, which serves as an internal standard for
quantifying the number of pollen grains present in cigarettes.
When the tablet was completely dissolved, each tube was vortexed
and centrifuged under the same condition again. After decanting
the supernatant, 7 mL of deionized water was added for a final
wash and a solid pollen pellet was obtained.
Pollen Analysis
Approximately 1 mL of glycerol was placed into each sample
tube and mixed thoroughly with pollen pellet to form a homogenized solution. A total of 15 µL solution was collected and
transferred to a microscope slide by pipetting 5 µL of solution
from the top, middle, and bottom section of the centrifuge tube
respectively. One drop of heated glycerine jelly mounting medium with phenosafranine stain was added and mixed with the
residue on the slide. A glass coverslip was added and the slide
placed on a hot plate at a moderate setting for a few seconds, so
that the residue mixed with the mounting medium spreads uniformly to the outer edges of the coverslip. After cooling down,
the slide was ready for pollen analysis using a compound microscope at 4009 magnification (Olympus, CH series). Both Lycopodium spores and pollen grains were counted. In order to
ensure 95% confidence of identifying Ambrosia artemisiifolia if
present in trace amounts (approximately 2%), approximately 150
pollen grains were counted for each sample analyzed.
Results and Discussion
We were first interested in identifying whether there were distinct pollen types found in our samples. Preliminary results found

several pollen types, including Ambrosia, Pinus, Amaranthaceae,
Poaceae, Apiaceae, Plantago, Artemisia, and high-spined Asteraceae, in cigarette samples. Table 1 compares a typical pollen distribution between a genuine Marlboro Gold and a counterfeit
Marlboro Gold from China. A significant amount (42.9%) of pollen extracted from genuine samples was Ambrosia, while no
Ambrosia was observed in counterfeit extract. The major pollen
species found in the counterfeit samples was Poaceae, accounting
for 34%. This result indicates Ambrosia is a viable marker for
identifying genuine Marlboro Gold produced in North America.
Common ragweed (Ambrosia artemisiifolia) is native to North
America (26) and releases its pollen during late summer to early
fall, when tobacco is typically harvested. Large numbers of
Ambrosia pollen observed in the genuine sample, therefore, are
very indicative of the region where tobacco plants were grown. On
the contrary, lack of Ambrosia strongly suggests the cigarettes
were not U.S. originated. The high counts of Poaceae are characteristic for products produced in China. These results are in line
with previous findings from Donaldson and Stephens (17) in their
pollen analysis of Hongtashan cigarettes produced in China. It is
worth noting that our pollen analysis focuses on distinguishing
whether Ambrosia pollen is present or not in a cigarette sample
rather than identifying pollen which is classified as “Other.”
Based on the preliminary results, we decided to experiment
with different pollen recovery parameters to increase pollen
counts and Ambrosia recovery. These parameters include the
number of cigarettes used for extraction, extraction solution, and
extraction temperature.
Effect of Number of Cigarettes Used in Each Sample
Pollen extraction using three, four, and five cigarettes was
investigated. We found there are no statistically significant differences in yields of pollen (F = 0.51, df = 2, 21, p = 0.605)
and Ambrosia (F = 0.55, df = 2,21, p = 0.583) count among
three, four, and five cigarettes (Fig. 1). The reason is 50-mL
centrifuge tubes (a commonly used size) were employed. The
extraction and washing were less efficient when the tube was
filled with more tobacco leaves as in using four or five cigarettes. Since there were no statistically significant differences, a
TABLE 1––Preliminary pollen counts and percentage for a genuine and a
counterfeit Marlboro Gold.

Pollen Type
Ambrosia
Apiaceae
Plantago
Poaceae
Pinus
Artemisia
Amaranthaceae
Other
Lycopodium
Total Pollen
Count

Pollen
Pollen
Concentrationa,b
Concentrationa,b
in Genuine
Counterfeit in Counterfeit
(%)
Marlboro Gold
Genuine (%) Marlboro Gold
66 (42.9%)
0
0
17 (11.0%)
6 (3.9%)
0
8 (5.2%)
55 (35.7%)
244
154

5639
0
0
1453
513
0
683
4699

0
0
5 (5.0%)
34 (34.0%)
3 (3.0%)
4 (4.0%)
1 (1.0%)
53 (53.0%)
185
100

0
0
563
3832
338
451
113
5973

“Other” consists of pollen unable to be identified due to unclear visualization of its physical characteristics resulting from damage to the pollen and/or
concealment from debris, as well as pollen types not commonly seen in
American branded cigarettes.
a,b
Concentration of pollen grains was calculated for 3 cigarettes per sample
for each pollen type.
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sample size of 3 cigarettes was sufficient for analysis with the
procedure developed in this work.
Effect of Extraction Solution on Pollen Recovery
We examined the effects of pollen extraction using the traditional method (17), ethanol, and several user-friendly solutions,
including 1% Aquet lab detergent solution, 1% dishwashing
detergent solution (Palmolive, Colgate-Palmolive), and 1:1 ethanol:water mixture. Tobacco plants consist of dense coverage of
trichomes, which result in the ability of its fine hairs to trap particles (27). In addition, terpene-rich exudates secreted by trichomes efficiently retain pollen on tobacco leaves (27).
Detergent is a surfactant. Using detergent or methanol may
change the surface tension so that pollen particles can be easily
washed away from the leaf surface.
Figure 2 summarizes counts of pollen and Ambrosia grains
extracted by using different extraction solutions. There were no

FIG. 1––Comparison of pollen recovery using different numbers of cigarettes.

FIG. 2––Comparison of pollen recovery by using different extraction solutions.
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statistically significant differences in pollen (F = 4.62, df = 3,4,
p = 0.086) and Ambrosia recovery (F = 5.20, df = 3,4,
p = 0.072). On average, the 1% dishwashing detergent produced
an average yield of 285 pollen grains, of which
102 grains were Ambrosia. The 1% dishwashing detergent,
which is a more readily available and user-friendly solution,
was chosen as the best extraction solution for following
experiments.
Effect of Extraction Temperature
Effect of temperature on extraction was investigated since temperature may affect the surface tension (28). Extractions were performed at 0, 23, and 40°C. Figure 3 shows the total pollen and
Ambrosia obtained at different temperatures. Overall, we found no
statistically significant differences across extraction temperatures
for pollen (F = 0.78, df = 2,3, p = 0.538) and ambrosia recovery
(F = 1.39, df = 2,3, p = 0.374). Room temperature (23°C),
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therefore, was selected as the optimal method since it did not
require additional preparation or instrumentation.
Based on experimental results, the optimized extraction parameters were using three cigarette sticks and processing the samples at
room temperature (23°C) with 1% dishwashing detergent. Compared with the traditional method employed by different studies
(17–19), this work uses less tobacco filler, fewer extraction steps,
kitchen dishwashing detergent instead of harmful chemicals, and

operates at room temperature. Table 2 compares the sample processing methods used in various studies.
Method Application
This method was applied to analyze ten genuine and ten counterfeit Marlboro Gold packs. Table 3 summarizes the average
pollen counts from these samples. We found statistically

FIG. 3––Comparison of pollen recovery at different extraction temperatures.
TABLE 2––Comparison of sample processing methods used in various studies.
Donaldson (17)
Sample size
Acetolysis
Reagent

Processing
temperature

5 cigarette sticks
Yes
No detailed chemical regent
information was provided, but the
method is referred
as standard pollen preparation
involving
NaOH, sieving, and acetolysis.
N.A.

Williams (19)

Bryant (18)

This study

15.04 g tobacco
Yes
KOH, glacial acetic acid;
acetic anhydride: sulfuric acid (8:1)
Zinc bromide solution; ethanol

2 g pipe tobacco
Yes
KOH, HCl, glacial acetic acid;
acetic anhydride: sulfuric acid (9:1)
ethanol (ETOH)

3 cigarette sticks
No
Dishwashing detergent;
1 M HCl for dissolving
Lycopodium tablet

Hot water bath (99°C) for 20 min
for acetolysis;
Hot plate (35°C) evaporation of
ethanol

Heating block at 80°C for 10 min
for acetolysis;
Heating block for evaporation of
ethanol

Room temperature

TABLE 3––Average pollen counts and percentage for genuine and counterfeit Marlboro Gold.
Genuine Marlboro Gold (n = 10)
Pollen Type
Ambrosia
Apiaceae
Plantago
Poaceae
Pinus
Artemisia
Amaranthaceae
High-Spined Aster
Other
Lycopodium
Total Pollen Count

Pollen Counts (%)
56.3 (39%)
0.4 (0.3%)
1.3 (0.9%)
18.3 (12.7%)
7.4 (5.1%)
1.1 (0.7%)
9.6 (6.6%)
0.3 (0.2%)
49.1 (34.1%)
269
144

Pollen Concentrationa,b
4636
31
101
1418
574
85
744
23
3805

Counterfeit Marlboro Gold (n = 10)
Pollen Counts (%)
0.6 (1.1%)
0.4 (0.7%)
1.5 (2.7%)
13.2 (23.6%)
1.2 (2.1%)
1.7 (3.1%)
1.9 (3.4%)
1.1 (1.9%)
34.3 (61.3%)
134
56

Pollen Concentrationa,b

Test of Equality

93
62
233
2054
187
264
295
171
5336

p<.001
p = 1.00
p = 0.79
p = 0.22
p < 0.01
p = 0.407
p<.001
p = 0.09
p = 0.06

“Other” consists of pollen unable to be identified due to unclear visualization of its physical characteristics resulting from damage to the pollen and/or concealment from debris, as well as pollen types not commonly seen in American branded cigarettes.
a,b
Concentration of pollen grains was calculated for 3 cigarettes per sample for each pollen type.
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significant differences across several types of pollen between
genuine and counterfeit. For example, we found a significantly
higher count of Ambrosia in genuine cigarettes (p<.001). On
average, 39% of the pollen in genuine Marlboro cigarettes was
Ambrosia, when compared to only 1.1% in counterfeit cigarettes.
Similarly, significantly higher counts of Pinus and Amaranthaceae were found in genuine cigarettes. Figure 4 shows the

.
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pictures of Ambrosia, Amaranthaceae, Poaceae, and Pinus. Figure 5 is the picture from a counterfeit cigarette sample. Total
pollen extracted from genuine samples (144 grains) is much
higher than that from counterfeit (56 grains). No Ambrosia was
found in seven out of 10 counterfeit samples, and between one
and four Ambrosia grains were found in the rest of the three
counterfeit samples. Since the counterfeits were seized in the

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(g)
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(f)

(h)

FIG. 4––Pictures of Ambrosia artemisiifolia, Amaranthaceae, Poaceae, and Pinus captured on Nikon Eclipse E400. The diameter of pollen grains shown is
approximately 20 micrometers. The figure depicts: (a) Ambrosia artemisiifolia in peripheral view, (b) Ambrosia artemisiifolia in near view, (c) Amaranthaceae
in peripheral view, (d) Amaranthaceae in near view, (e) Poaceae in peripheral view, (f) Poaceae in near view, (g) Pinus in peripheral view, and (h) Pinus in
near view. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Williams et al. (19) point out to discover where cigarette tobacco
is grown contributes to an understanding of the illicit trade networks, even if the information is not used in a court of law. In
this case, authentic samples contained a significant amount of
ragweed (Ambrosia) pollen. Counterfeit U.S. brand cigarette
samples (seized in the U.S. by law enforcement) examined in
this study either lacked ragweed or only had trace amounts. Lack
of Ambrosia therefore serves as a strong indicator that the cigarette is not originated from the United States. The future application of forensic palynology to tobacco analysis certainly calls for
more information collected by researchers among different continents and efforts building a sufficient tobacco pollen profile
database.
Acknowledgments
FIG. 5––Counterfeit cigarette sample: Picture of a cluster of three crumpled Poaceae pollen grains along with a pollen grain identified as “Other”
captured on Nikon Eclipse E400. Presence of Curvularia and Myxomycete
mold spores, along with debris resulting from extraction procedures were
apparent in the sample. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.c
om]

United States, the negligible amount of Ambrosia may come
from the environment during sample transportation and storage.
Thus, it is important to note that the trace amounts of Ambrosia
identified in counterfeit cigarette samples do not suggest genuine
authenticity of the tobacco product in question.
We applied the method to analyzing approximately 45 additional counterfeit cigarettes seized in the United States in different regions of the country by various law enforcement agencies,
which included other brand names such as Marlboro Light,
Marlboro Red, and Newport. Consistent results were obtained
across all samples examined. No Ambrosia was observed in the
majority of samples, and only trace was found in the rest.
Because abundant information was associated with the counterfeit analysis, detailed study of the pollen profile in the counterfeits will be summarized in a separate report.
In addition to the presence of pollen, foreign materials such as
charcoal, clay, silt, insect appendages, mold spores, and
Alternaria (spores of a plant pathogen) were also found in the
extract after the sample was chemically processed; however, it
did not interfere with identification of pollen species with
research interests. Although acetolysis could be used to efficiently dissolve debris and organic material present in the samples so as to more easily stain and visualize pollen grains (29),
we chose not to include this procedure since the method we
developed uses less time and yields sufficient resolution. Furthermore, foreign material may provide additional environmental
information regarding manufacture (30). For example, in the case
of forensic palynology analysis of falsified antimalarial drugs,
information such as whether the source of manufacture was close
to road or rice or maize fields was obtained through analyzing
foreign particles like charcoal and insect exoskeletons (30).
Conclusion
A simple, fast, and more user-friendly tobacco sample processing method was developed in this work. Through changing
extraction chemistry by using surfactant instead of strong base
such as KOH or NaOH, the improved procedure yields pollen
samples sufficiently refined to detect a distinct plant type abundant in the tobacco growing regions of eastern North America,
yet rare or absent elsewhere tobacco is grown commercially. As

We thank the U. S. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and
Explosives (ATF) for providing counterfeit cigarette samples.
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TECHNICAL NOTE
PATHOLOGY/BIOLOGY

Lorenzo Gitto ,1 M.D.; Laura Donato,2 M.S.; Alessandro Di Luca,3 M.D.; Stephanie M. Bryant,1 M.D.;
and Serenella Serinelli,1 M.D., Ph.D.

The Application of Photogrammetry in the
Autopsy Room: A Basic, Practical Workflow*

ABSTRACT: Photogrammetry is a technique that uses two-dimensional photographs taken from different angles and positions to determine
three-dimensional coordinates and distances. Becoming familiar with the photography technique for photogrammetry purposes is the first step
to obtaining high-quality results. Ten human cadavers were studied to develop this protocol. Appropriate equipment settings, measurements,
and suitable ambient conditions were determined. Finally, the protocol was tested on one cadaver wherein a full postmortem examination was
conducted, allowing accurate 3D modeling and measurements of the human body. This straightforward, step-by-step workflow will help users
become familiar with this technique. A thorough description of the necessary steps is reported, including equipment, environment requirements,
body placement, how to take photographs, and the minimum suggested number of photographs. Numerous graphics show the protocol's main
steps to help users understand and reproduce the entire process. Photogrammetry allows the permanent recording and storage of photographic
evidence of conditions that existed at the time of autopsy and accurate measurements of the body. The 3D model can have a powerful effect in
court, where the findings can be accurately depicted without elicitation of strong emotion that may influence the judge or jurors. The primary
disadvantage of photogrammetry for forensic pathology is its time-consuming nature. However, the widespread use of the photogrammetry
technique in postmortem rooms would allow in-depth testing to detect and fix potential pitfalls, making this technique more reproducible and
verifiable, increasing its admissibility in courts.

KEYWORDS: forensic pathology, autopsy, photogrammetry, postmortem imaging, forensic photography, 3D-modeling

Photogrammetry is a technique that uses two-dimensional photographs taken from different angles and positions to determine
three-dimensional coordinates and distances. The process
involves overlapping photographs of an object or a landscape to
create a highly accurate and realistic digital 3D model. In this
technique, the camera moves in three-dimensional space to determine 3D coordinates (x, y, and z) of a subject and a specific
software detects the common areas between photographs producing a 3D model with measurement estimation ability.
The interest in using photogrammetry as a postmortem imaging tool has increased in recent years (1). Forensic photography,
an essential part of forensic autopsy, allows the recording of the
initial appearance of a body and of the autopsy findings as a
means of creating a permanent record for legal purposes. However, even high-quality photographs may not allow for a detailed
review of an injury or an organ. The primary limitation of photographs lies in the two-dimensional representation of a 3D
human body. Moreover, if a specific finding or measurement is
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missed during postmortem examination, a review of data may no
longer be possible once the autopsy is over. The 3D documentation of a subject addresses these issues allowing for digital analysis and visual rendering of data. To increase the application of
photogrammetry in morgues for the purposes of forensic pathology, we propose a simple and reproducible step-by-step protocol
for photogrammetry.
Materials and Methods
Subjects
Preliminary tests were performed on ten human cadavers donated
for anatomical purposes to the Anatomical Gift Program of the State
University of New York, Upstate Medical University. The test
results were used to determine the appropriate equipment settings,
to estimate measurements, and to set suitable ambient conditions.
Once the final protocol was developed, it was tested on one cadaver
wherein a full postmortem examination was conducted (external
and internal examinations). The subject was a white female aged
76 years, 153 cm in length, and 37 kg in weight.
Equipment Used for the Tests
All tests were performed using the following equipment:

•

Cameras. Nikonâ (Tokyo, Japan) D5600 DSLR camera
24.2 MP with AF-P DX NIKKOR 18–55 mm f/3.5–5.6 G
Lens; Apple (Cupertino, CA, USA) iPhoneâ XS plus dual
camera 12 MP with built-in optical image stabilization (one
© 2020 American Academy of Forensic Sciences
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•
•
•

wide-angle lens with f/1.8 aperture and one 2 9 telephoto
lens with f/2.4 aperture).
Computer. Laptop: Intelâ (Santa Clara, CA, USA) CoreTM i57200 CPU @ 2.50 GHz 2.71 GHz, 12 GB RAM, OS Microsoftâ Windows 10 – 964.
Software. Photogrammetry: Zephyr Lite (3D Flowâ, Udine,
Italy); digital sculpting tool: ZBrush (Pixologicâ, Los Angeles,
CA, USA); and digital clinometer: Rotating Sphere Clinometer
(© Nils Calandar 2016, available on the Apple AppStore).
Others: personal protective equipment, standard autopsy tools
(blades, scissors, forceps, and saw), and ruler.

•

.
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should be avoided because of irregular light patterns and
shadows that can be produced.
The room background should be as clean as possible to allow
the software to recognize and delete digital noise from the
final 3D model. When necessary, monochromatic bed screens
or hospital sheets should be used when taking photographs.

Placement of the Body

•

An adequate source of light is essential. The light should be
able to illuminate the entire surface of the body (Fig. 1A).
When necessary, more light sources should be added to
obtain the best results (Fig. 1B). The use of camera flashes

The body must be placed on a monochromatic surface. A standard, clean autopsy table is acceptable, even those with stainless steel grid plates. Stained, old, or rusted tables should not
be used or must be covered with clean white hospital sheets.
The body must be placed first in a supine position and then
in prone position (Fig. 2):
○
Anterior aspect in the supine position.
▪ The head must be facing upward.
▪ The arms must be placed parallel to the body with the
palms of the hands facing downward and in contact
with the table surface. Since a certain degree of rigor
mortis in the upper extremities is often observed, which
keeps the hands in the prone position, it can be difficult
to place the body in the anatomical position with the
dorsal aspects of the hands in contact with the table.
Thus, placing the palms of the hands downward will
reduce the need for body manipulation and potential
distortions in the final 3D model.
▪ The legs should be positioned with the heels close
together and the toes extended outwards.
○
Posterior aspect in the prone position.
▪ The head must be facing downward.
▪ The arms must be placed along the body with the palms
of the hands facing upward.

FIG. 1––(A) Single source of light: the light should be able to illuminate
the whole surface of the body. (B) Multiple sources of light: if a single
source of light is not enough, more lights can be used. [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 2––Placement of the body. The body must be placed supine and subsequently prone. The figure shows the anterior, posterior, and lateral aspects
of the body. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Photogrammetry Protocol Workflow
Equipment
There are no strict requirements in terms of the equipment to
be used. Standard tools can be used, as follows: an inexpensive
or expensive camera (smartphone camera may also be used), a
computer (desktop or laptop), and conventional autopsy tools.
However, the definition of the final 3D rendering will depend
mostly on the quality of camera used. In the same way, a higher
performing computer allows the software to more quickly complete photogrammetric elaboration. A mechanical or digital clinometer or a protractor can be used to set the inclination of the
camera (see below for further information).
Environment

•

•
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▪

The legs should be positioned with the heels close
together and the toes extending outwards.

How to Take Photographs for Photogrammetry
The steps below will ensure uniform intervals and angles
between photographs when moving the camera around the body

allowing the software to effectively recognize the overlapping
areas.

•
•

Basic photography skills are required. Photographs can be
taken either by the forensic photographer, the forensic pathologist, the autopsy technician, or other assistants.
The length of the body should be divided into sections.

C

FIG. 3––(A) In this example, the body is divided into four sections. Considering a body that is 160 cm in length, each section will measure 40 cm. The first
section will be delimited by two virtual points placed at 0 cm (x1—proximal) and 40 cm (x2—distal); the second section will be delimited by two virtual points
placed at 40 cm (x2—proximal, corresponding to the distal point of the previous section) and 80 cm (x3—distal); and so on. In total, five points (red circles)
are obtained by the division of the body into four sections, and pictures will be taken for each of these points. (B) Additional photographs from the head level,
the feet level, and the corners are required. (C) Each photograph must overlap by at least 50% adjacent photographs: the colored triangles represent the camera fields to show the overlapping pictures. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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FIG. 4––Photographs should be taken at different angles (inclination of the camera). (A) Angles 1 (0°), 2 (30°), and 3 (60°) are shown. (B) While taking photographs, a clinometer or a protractor bond to the camera can be used to determine the inclination of the camera. The present protocol was developed using a
smartphone application (digital clinometer). In the picture, the smartphone was leaning against the back of the camera while running the digital clinometer to
set the right photograph angle (in the red circles, the degrees of inclination are shown). (C) Angle 4 (90°) is shown. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyon
linelibrary.com]

The user decides the number of sections in which the body
will be divided: more sections will require more photographs and lead to higher quality rendering. The length
of the body is divided by the chosen number of sections
so that all the sections are of the same size. Each section
is delineated by two “virtual points” (proximal and distal),
from which photos will be taken. The total number of
points will equal the number of the sections plus one. The
first section will be delineated by two points at x1 (0 cm
proximal) and x2 (distal); the second section will be delineated by two points at x2 (proximal, the same distal point
of the previous section) and x3 (distal); and so on. For
example, if the body is divided into four sections, five
points are obtained, and photographs are taken at each
point (Fig. 3A).
○
Additional photographs are taken from the head level, the
feet level, and the four corners of the table (Fig. 3B).
○
Each photograph must overlap the adjacent photographs
by 50%. (Fig 3C).
Two essential variables will determine the position of the
camera in space (including the height from the floor) while
taking each photograph:
○

•

The distance from the camera lens to the virtual points.
Photographs should be taken at the same distance from
each virtual point. An adequate distance is 50 cm from
each point, although a minimal variability (10 cm) is
permitted due to physiologic body surface irregularities.
○
The inclination of the camera (angles).
▪ Photographs should be taken at different angles:
angle 1 (0°), angle 2 (30°), angle 3 (60°), and
angle 4 (90°). Minimal variability (5°) is permitted. While holding the camera at the same distance
from the points, the correct inclination of the device
can be determined using a clinometer (digital or
mechanical) or a protractor bound to the camera
(Fig. 4A–C).
A ruler should be placed close to the body in one photograph
for the software to recognize the size of that area and estimate other body measurements.
Default settings with automatic camera focus are recommended since they ensure that images remain sharp. No camera zoom should be used.
The steps mentioned above can be applied to single organs
or specific parts of the body.
○

▪

•
•
•
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Minimum Number of Photographs
For satisfactory results, we suggest taking at least 106 photographs of the whole body if divided into four sections (five
virtual points): 53 for the anterior aspect and 53 for the posterior
aspect. For both aspects of the body, photographs should be
taken as follows: 48 photographs taken from angles 1, 2, and 3
at each point on the left and right of the body, at the head level,
at the feet level, and at the four corners, and five photographs
from angle 4 (moving the camera from head to toe). See Figs 3
and 4 for further details.
Photogrammetric Elaboration
Detailed description of the steps necessary to properly use the
software to obtain the final 3D rendering is beyond the scope of
the present protocol. Numerous software programs exist and it is
not possible to report a single step-by-step guide that will be
applicable to each program. The following information is
intended to summarize the main steps necessary to obtain a final
3D model of the body using generic software.
Two software programs are required to obtain 3D models
using this protocol: photogrammetry software and a 3D digital
sculpture tool software. Once the photographs are taken, the
images are loaded into a photogrammetry software that processes
the pictures and recognizes common areas between them. A
point cloud is produced by the software, which forms the basis
for the creation of the three-dimensional matrix. At the end of
this process, two separate 3D meshes are created (one each for
the anterior and posterior aspects of the body). Once the processing is done, the project is saved and exported in the adequate
format (in our case, .obj filetype).
A digital sculpture tool software that allows modeling, texturing, and painting of the 3D meshes is then used. The file created
by the photogrammetry software is imported into the sculpture
software. Once loaded, the software will recognize the areas in
common between the anterior and posterior meshes of the body
(depicted by the white areas) and automatically merges the
meshes to produce a single 3D reconstruction of the entire body.

At the end of the process, the 3D model is obtained, and it can
be rotated 360°.
Results
The present photogrammetry protocol allowed us to create
high-definition 3D models of the body: two-dimensional views
of the anterior, posterior, and lateral aspects of the body are
shown in Fig. 5, while the corresponding 3D models are available as Video Clips S1, S2 and S3. The 3D rendered models of
the body obtained with the protocol were very accurate. Figure 6
shows a comparison between two-dimensional autopsy photographs (on the left) and 3D graphic models of the same areas
(on the right).
The accuracy of photogrammetry in estimating body measurements was also evaluated. Measurements recorded during the postmortem examination were compared with those estimated by the
software on the digital 3D models. A ruler placed close to the
right hand of the body in one photograph allowed the software to
create a virtual ruler. The measurements obtained digitally from
the 3D rendering were highly accurate and comparable to actual
measurements. For example, the donor body had a circular
chemotherapy port implanted under the right chest skin, measuring
2.0 cm in diameter. During the photogrammetric elaboration, the
virtual ruler was digitally moved close to the chemo port, showing
comparable results with the actual measurements (Fig. 7).
A virtual probe demonstrating a bullet pathway was then added
to the 3D model in a simulated case of a gunshot wound. The
software allowed us to rotate the body 360 degrees, showing the
direction of fire (white arrow in Fig. 8) with high accuracy.
Specific autopsy dissections and organs were also documented
and elaborated with the photogrammetry. The 3D model of a leg
dissection to demonstrate deep venous thrombosis in case of pulmonary embolism is shown in Fig. 9. En-block dissections of
the neck and chest internal organs were performed. We deliberately took a low number of photos with a low-resolution camera
setting to show the difference in quality between this 3D model
(Fig. 10) and the high-definition models reported earlier in the
text.

FIG. 5––Two-dimensional views of the anterior, posterior, and lateral aspects of the body in the final 3D model. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonline
library.com]
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Discussion and Conclusions
The present protocol allowed accurate 3D modeling and measurements of the human body using photogrammetry. Due to its
accuracy in elaborating detailed 3D models of human bodies,
photogrammetry may become an essential tool in forensic
pathology. This technique is simple, cost-effective, and its acceptance in the scientific community is increasing (2–6).
Photogrammetry has several significant advantages. Firstly, it
is an accessible, simple, and relatively inexpensive technique
that does not require professional skills or unusual equipment.
Next, it allows the permanent recording and storage of photographic evidence, in three dimensions, of conditions that existed
at the time of autopsy. Accurate measurements can then be
accessed long after the autopsy is concluded. Virtual probes,
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rulers, or other objects can easily be added to 3D rendered models to highlight specific findings. The 3D models can then be
rotated 360 degrees with the virtual device in place. The presentation of concrete and detailed visual 3D models of a body or
specific injury can have a powerful effect in court. When called
for deposition, the forensic pathologist may be asked to describe
a particular autopsy finding using body diagrams or autopsy
photographs. Unfortunately, body diagrams are not very accurate, and photographs can show only a two-dimensional view of
the body, which may be inadequate in some scenarios (e.g., gunshot wounds). The 3D model of the body can be easily moved,
rotated, or zoomed to highlight specific findings that may be difficult to describe using two-dimensional images. In addition,
actual photographs may lead to emotional reactions in court: jurors or judges might react with sympathy or with disgust, fear, or

FIG. 6––Comparison between autopsy photographs and digital images. (A, B) View of the left lateral aspect of the body: autopsy photographs (left) and 3D
graphic reconstruction (right). The multiple blue spots represent the location and the number of photos taken during the external examination. (C, D) View of
the upper posterior aspect of the body: autopsy photographs (left) and 3D graphic reconstruction (right). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.c
om]

FIG. 7––Measurements estimated from digital images. On the left, an autopsy photograph shows the chemo-port device on the right upper chest and the ruler
close to the right hand (red dashed circles). On the right, the estimation of the size of the device using a virtual ruler on the 3D model (left anterior–lateral
view). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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FIG. 8––Direction of fire using a virtual probe (white arrow) on the 3D model in a simulated case of a gunshot wound. [Color figure can be viewed at wile
yonlinelibrary.com]

anger, potentially influencing their decisions. The 3D model can
be manipulated in such a way that the injury is accurately
depicted without elicitation of such strong emotion. There is also
increasing interest in 3D modeling of the internal organs (7), in

order to accurately document the original appearance of an organ
surface and any specific anomalies.
The primary disadvantage of photogrammetry for forensic
pathology is its time-consuming nature. When the operator

FIG. 9––3D modeling of autopsy dissection technique: leg dissection for determination of deep venous thrombosis. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyon
linelibrary.com]
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software itself and on the computer performance. There are
numerous open-source and commercial photogrammetry and 3D
modeling software available online for the major operating systems (Windows, MacOS, Linux) (8,9). Finally, as with every
digital data, they are susceptible to hacks and loss due to hardware damage or viruses. For these reasons, we suggest performing the photogrammetry protocol only in relevant cases.
The presented protocol describes a simple way to take photographs of the human body for photogrammetry purposes. This
workflow allows users to take pictures in a standardized and
reproducible way, regardless of the software used to elaborate
the digital images. Widespread use of the photogrammetry technique in postmortem rooms would allow in-depth testing to
detect and fix potential pitfalls, making this technique more
reproducible and verifiable. Validating the application of photogrammetry will increase its admissibility in court.
For those interested in becoming familiar with the theory of
the photogrammetry knowledge base and technology, numerous
resources are available, including dedicated books and online
information. (10,11)
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FIG. 10––Low-definition 3D modeling of internal organs: neck and chest
organs eviscerated en-block. An area of hemorrhage can be seen on the left
anterior tongue (red arrow). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibra
ry.com]

becomes familiar with the device and the workflow, it still
requires at least 20–40 min to take the necessary photographs of
the body. The required time will change depending on the skill
of the user, the desired quality of the 3D model, and the size of
the area of interest (focusing on a specific anatomical area
requires less time than performing the procedure on the whole
body). The average smartphone or digital camera user should
not have any difficulty in mastering the technique essential to
performing a satisfactory photogrammetry process. Beginners
may need time and practice to become familiar with their device
and the angles required to take suitable photographs. A quick
and straightforward way to practice is taking photographs of
everyday objects (a bottle, a fruit, etc.). This allows identification and correction of user weaknesses and provides practice
using the photogrammetry software for small-scale 3D rendering
and taking digital measurements. Some of the authors of this
paper have never performed the photogrammetry process before,
and they became familiar with it after one or two autopsies.
Other possible difficulties that may be faced are adequate
sources of light and a clean environment. Both are mandatory to
obtain good results and are easily remedied with additional lighting and clean linens.
Although not directly related to the postmortem examination
process, additional time is also needed by the software to process the images. The time required can vary based on the
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Supporting Information
Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online
version of this article:
Video Clip S1. 3D model of the posterior aspect of the body
(01:12).
For photogrammetric purposes, it is mandatory to follow
specific criteria while taking photos. As explained in the paper,
the more photos are taken, the higher will be the definition of
the final 3D model. This high-quality 3D model is the result of
more than 50 photos of the posterior aspect of the body. Photos
were taken at different inclinations to obtain an accurate and
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reliable 3D elaboration of the body. Different inclinations of the
camera need to be considered, ranging from angle 1 (0 degrees)
to angle 4 (90 degrees). For each angle, multiple photos should
be taken, moving the camera around the body, and keeping the
same distance from the points of interest. Here, you can see a
ruler place in proximity to the body. It is necessary to allow the
software to recognize the size of the digital area surrounding the
ruler. In this way, a reliable virtual estimation of the measurements of body areas can be made on the 3D model. The virtual
camera can be easily moved around the 3D model as well as
stopped on areas of interest. While moving the virtual camera, it
is also possible to zoom in and zoom out on specific body areas
to allow customized views of the body.
Video Clip S2. 3D model of the anterior aspect of the body
(00:36).
In this video, you can see the 3D model of the anterior aspect
of the body. The multiple blue marks on the background represent the number and the location of the camera. The user can
move the virtual camera all around the body, highlining specific
areas of interest. Here, a zoom to the chemo port device is
shown. It is possible to hide selected body areas. In this case,
the eyes and the genitals were deleted. The high-quality 3D

model allows seeing even small details, such as the scant pink
lividity on the left lateral aspect of the body and the skin wrinkles on the left breast.
Video Clip S3. Final 3D model of the body (00:53).
This video shows the final 3D model obtained by merging the
anterior and posterior meshes. The software recognizes the area
in common between the meshes, elaborating a three-dimensional
model of the body. The 3D model can be easily moved and
zoomed, and special effects can be added. Here, you can see the
dissection of the right leg to demonstrate deep venous thrombosis in a case of pulmonary embolism. The specific body area can
be moved to show the desired details. Moreover, the digital
model can be easily manipulated to add virtual probes. In this
example, a white arrow was added to depict the direction of fire
in a simulated case of a gunshot wound. Rotating the body in
every direction provides views of the area of interest from different perspectives. In this way, users can review, as well as display specific findings that are hard to describe using twodimensional images.
Audio comments to the videos have been added using the
text-to-speech software “Amazon Polly” (Seattle, Washington,
United States, © 2008 - 2020, Amazon Web Services).
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High-quality Digital 3D Reconstruction of
Microscopic Findings in Forensic Pathology:
The Terminal Pathway of a Heart Stab
Wound*

ABSTRACT: High-quality digital three-dimensional (3D) reconstructions of microscopic findings have been used in anatomical and
histopathologic research, but their use in forensic pathology may also be of interest. This paper presents an application of these methods to better characterize the pathway of a stab wound of the anterior surface of the heart in a case of suicide. A portion of the heart wall including the
stab wound was serially sectioned for microscopic analysis along the full extent of the wound. Histologic sections were digitally acquired, and
a 3D reconstruction was created with ImageJ software for 3D computer graphics. This showed a full-thickness wound path extending to the
endocardial surface of the left ventricle, curvilinear in appearance. After correction for shrinkage, 3D reconstruction allowed estimation of the
dimensions of the myocardial injury and comparison of the appearance of the wound with the suspected knife used. The curvilinear appearance
was considered to reflect injury during myocardial contraction. Complete microscopic sectioning and 3D reconstruction may allow virtual sectioning through various orientations and also provide useful forensic information for selected injuries.

KEYWORDS: 3D reconstruction, microscopic findings, forensic pathology, stab wound, histopathology, virtual cut

In the field of forensic sciences, three-dimensional (3D) visual
representation of medical and forensic findings obtained with
various methods is a constantly evolving aspect of the discipline.
Three-dimensional volume rendering techniques through computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
have been widely employed for morphological evaluation of various aspects of pathology (1,2). Photogrammetry (3,4) and structured light and laser surface scanning (5) can also be employed
for 3D reconstructions. These approaches have been applied not
only to crime scene investigations but also to analysis of lesions
of soft tissues and bone (6,7). Further development in the forensic involvement of 3D image-acquiring technology has been
integrated with information from CT and MRI, through merging
of surface 3D images with deep visceral images by CT and MR:
This approach may be useful in providing a first complete analysis of lesions before autopsy (6,7).
Three-dimensional reconstructions of microscopic sections
allow us not only to visualize 3D microscopic aspects, but also
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to evaluate additional morphometric parameters. Although the
importance of 3D reconstructions of microscopic findings from
serial sections has been extensively stressed in various fields of
morphological research and histopathology (8–11), its feasibility
and usefulness in forensic histopathology has not yet been fully
evaluated. The present work addresses the methodological implications of 3D microscopic reconstruction in the forensic setting
through practical application involving the terminal heart pathway of a thoracic stab wound.
Materials and Methods
Case History and Autopsy Findings
A man was found dead in the bathroom of his home, with many
blood stains on his clothes and on the floor. A blood-covered knife
was lying on the floor. External examination revealed multiple
incised wounds on the wrists, three stab wounds at the level of the
neck, and a single stab wound in the chest (Fig. 1A). At autopsy,
injuries to the neck and wrists were found to be superficial,
whereas the thoracic stab wound had penetrated the chest wall and
pericardium (Fig. 1B). Blood was present in the pericardial space
(about 100 mL) and left pleural cavity (about 300 mL); the right
pleural cavity was free of blood. Examination of the heart showed
a stab wound 8 mm long in the anterior surface of the left ventricle
(Fig. 1C). Heart sectioning and inspection of the corresponding
internal aspect of the left ventricle did not show an evident macroscopic injury, partly due to the irregularity of the trabeculae
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carneae, although a full-thickness wound was clearly suggested by
hemopericardium (Fig. 1D). The stab wound in the heart wall was
paraffin-embedded and subjected to complete sectioning for
microscopic analysis along the whole length of the wound.

Methods of Image Acquisition and 3D Reconstruction
Tissue Preparation
Following fixation of the whole heart in 4% paraformaldehyde
buffered in PBS for 10 days, a rectangular full-thickness
4 9 3 9 1.8 cm tissue block of the cardiac wall was sampled,
containing the 8-mm-long wound found during autopsy (Fig. 1E,

F). The tissue was dehydrated in a series of progressive alcohol
solutions, cleared in xylene, and embedded in paraffin.
Scaled photographs were taken of the cut surface before and
after tissue processing, in order to evaluate the amount of shrinkage induced by further processing, as reported by Hyde et al.
(12) and Schneider and Ochs (13), who assumed uniform shrinkage across the various tissue components (12,14). The width,
length, and area of the cut surface prior to processing were
divided by the measurements on the stained sections, providing
reliable shrinkage values which were then used to correct the
size of the 3D models and related morphometric data.
Serial sections 10 µm thick were obtained from the tissue
sample, each including the full thickness of the cardiac wall, on

FIG. 1––(A) External view of three stab wounds of neck and a single stab wound of chest. (B) Stab wound of anterior pericardial sac. (C) Stab wound, anterior left ventricle. (D, E) Formalin-fixed tissue block of the left ventricle prior to sectioning, containing full-thickness stab wound and showing internal (D) and
external (E) surfaces. (F) Orientation of tissue block for sectioning, inferior left ventricle toward left, endocardial surface facing downward. [Color figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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a calibrated rotary microtome (RM 2235, Leica Microsystems,
Wetzlar, Germany). Disposable metal microtome blades (BioOptica, Milan, Italy) were used at a cutting angle of about 5°. A
set of 118 consecutive sections regularly sampling the whole tissue block at 200-µm intervals was then selected. The sections
were dewaxed in xylene and rehydrated through a series of alcohol solutions of 99%, 95%, 70%, and 50%, ending with dH2O.
Sections were soaked for 8 min in hematoxylin and washed in
flowing water for 5 min. Subsequently, the sections were left in
eosin for 1 min, washed in distilled water, dehydrated in progressive alcohol solutions, cleared in xylene, and cover-slipped
with a mounting medium.
Image Acquisition and Segmentation
Color images of the consecutive sections were acquired on a
digital camera (Optikam HDMI, Optika srl, Italy) attached to a
stereo microscope (SZM-2, Optika srl, Italy) operating with
transmitted light at a first magnification of 0.67. Before acquisition, images of consecutive sections were manually aligned
under the microscope, to compare live color images of the section examined with the contours of the previous section in an
overlay display. Images were then acquired, corrected for shading, and stored as 24-bit RGB TIFF files (size 1280 9 720 pixels) (Fig. 2A–D). ImageJ software ([15]; freely available at
http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/) was used, and specific routines were
designed by the authors to facilitate the acquisition procedure
(i.e., generation of the overlay of the previous section, image
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acquisition of the current section, shading correction, and storage
of acquired images).
Before the images were used to create 3D models, an automated
registration procedure was carried out for more accurate alignment
of the images. “Registration” is the process of finding the spatial
transformation which maps points from one image to corresponding points in another image (16). In the approach followed here,
pixel intensity values were considered as important images, as
they can facilitate the inclusion of the entire data contents, and
automatic recording was performed with the “StackReg” plug-in
for ImageJ of Philippe Thevenaz ([17]; http://bigwww.epfl.ch/the
venaz/stackreg/). This procedure maximizes the cross-correlation
between consecutive images with the Marquardt–Levenberg algorithm for nonlinear least-squares optimization (18). The geometric
deformation model applied was restricted to rigid-body motion
(rotation and translation) which is usually used in applications
involving only intra-subject registration (18).
The images from the aligned set were then segmented to identify the most important tissue components (Fig. 2E,F). The myocardium was identified by a conventional thresholding
procedure; the knife wound and blood vessels were interactively
traced. ImageJ software was always used to perform these processing steps.
Three-dimensional Reconstruction
Three-dimensional surface rendering was performed with the
Visualization Toolkit (VTK, version 7.0), an open-source library

FIG. 2––(A–D) Serial sections stained in hematoxylin–eosin. Scale bar = 7.5 mm. (E) Superimposed sections following thresholding. (F) Recording and
alignment of thresholded sections. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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developed by Kitware Inc. (New York, freely available at http://
www.vtk.org). VTK-based procedures were built with the VisTrails 2.2.3 tool (http://www.vistrails.org; see Silva et al. [19]).
Briefly, for each selected tissue component, a volume of 118
binary images was read from TIFF files, with (relative) pixel
spacing set to 1:1:4 to maintain correct scaling in all directions;
the VTK “ContourFilter” function was applied to extract iso-surfaces encompassing the 3D structure as a combination of vertices
and polygons connecting them. The resulting 3D surface was
then smoothed with the VTK “WindowedSincPolyDataFilter”
function to refine the geometric mesh (20). The resulting 3D
object was finally stored as a vtk file. The whole 3D structure of
the tissue block was then visualized with Paraview software
(version 5.0.1, Kitware Inc.) which can render multiple 3D
objects as a single scene with emulation of light and camera
standpoint (Fig. 3).
Results and Discussion
Preliminary examination of the anatomo-microscopic sections
showed a lesion extending toward the internal surface of the left
ventricular wall, limited in extension but clearly visible. The
lesion, as shown by its profile within the sections, presented a
curvilinear pattern in the myocardium (Fig. 2), consistent with
myocardial contraction at the moment of injury (rectilinear pattern) and following acquiring of a curvilinear shape due to differential muscle relaxation of the internal and external
components of the myocardial wall. Thus, this lesion characteristic also confirmed the vitality of the lesion.
In 3D reconstruction of microscopic findings from embedded
samples, preliminary evaluation of global shrinkage is essential
in order to obtain reliable morphometric data. In this case, the
global surface areas of the preprocessed and postprocessed cut
surfaces were 353.1 mm2 and 334.7 mm2, respectively. A
shrinkage value of 0.948 was estimated from these measurements. The 2D and 3D measurements on stained sections and
3D reconstructions were corrected on the basis of this shrinkage
value.
Three-dimensional reconstructions of both tissues and lesion
were first evaluated independently and then merged into a single
scene (Fig. 3A). The lesion appeared as an approximately triangular structure with a linear base, two curvilinear lateral sides,
one slightly concave, and the other slightly convex. The convex
side curves progressively formed an obtuse angle, continued parallel to the base, and then merged with the concave side toward
the apex. The distinct curvature of the whole structure was evident along its transverse axis.
Morphometric evaluation of the lesion within the tissue evidenced a
41° angle downwards from the external to the internal surface and a 50° angle in medio-lateral direction (Fig. 3C).
The base of the lesion was 7.9 mm thick; the convex side, forming the above-mentioned obtuse angle, was 30.2 mm (22 mm
from the first segment and 8.2 mm from the second segment,
which merged toward the apex); and the concave side was
18 mm (Fig. 3D). The lesion extended from the external to the
internal surface of the left ventricular wall, with an approximate
depth of 10.8 mm. On the internal surface, the lesion was
masked by the trabeculae carneae, but nonetheless appeared visible through 3D rendering (Fig. 3B). In addition, the curvilinear
pattern of the lesion within the myocardium (quantified as the
ratio between Arch/Chord, of 1.122) further confirmed the findings on the microscopic sections (Fig. 3E).

FIG. 3––(A) 3D reconstruction of myocardium (brown, semi-transparent),
lesion (pale blue), and blood vessels within tissue (red) rendered as a single
scene within Paraview. Scale bar = 5 mm. (B) Internal surface of 3D reconstructed tissue block and lesion; yellow arrow points toward lesion (pale
blue) at level of internal surface of ventricular wall, partially hidden by trabeculae. Scale bar = 5 mm. (C) Angulation, orientation, and trajectory of
lesion (pale blue) within tissue block (brown). Sup, superior; Inf, inferior; E,
external; I, internal. (D) Morphometrical values of margins of lesion. Convex
margin was measured as an oblique segment of 22 mm and a transverse
segment of 8.2 mm. (E) Curvilinear pattern of lesion, indicating that injury
occurred during myocardial contraction. Continuous yellow line, Arch; dotted yellow line, chord. Ac, ratio between Arch and Chord. (F) Photograph of
knife found at crime scene. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibra
ry.com]

Another feature achievable thanks to 3D reconstruction of the
lesion and injured tissue is the possibility of rotating the model
on various planes. The production of the so-called “Virtual
Cut” is also possible, and allows us virtually to section the
reconstructed 3D model in order to achieve perspectives of
lesions which cannot be appreciated from single microscopic
sections, as seen in Fig. 4. The virtual section of the 3D reconstruction also allows us to measure the lesion accurately—
something not otherwise possible, due to the modalities of
physical sections. In this case, however, it was possible to measure the width of the lesion along the main axis of the object
causing it (7.9 mm)—a parameter which had not been clear in
the microscopic sections (Fig. 4, right). In the case of stab
wounds, virtual sections perpendicular to the pathway may be
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FIG. 4––Virtual cut of 3D reconstruction. Top: Red line indicates level of
section within block. Right: note width of lesion (pale blue) within tissue
(brown) along main axis of object causing it. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

particularly useful in identifying the width of the blade when
the trajectory is oblique.
In the present study, the heart sample was quite large, but adequate microscopic seriation is also possible in smaller samples.
The main limitation of the technique is due to the need for
exhaustive seriation of the sample, with consequent acquisition
of many sections. This may not be easy to perform in the everyday work of a laboratory. However, 3D reconstruction of a
totally sectioned sample should be carried out in specific cases,
when sometimes important questions cannot easily be answered
after macroscopic and “regular” microscopic analysis. Moreover,
nowadays, image acquisition and 3D reconstruction are relatively
economical, easy, and rapid to perform, involving simple opensource software.
In conclusion, this report presents an example of demonstrative application of 3D reconstruction in forensic histopathology.
Although it was not strictly necessary for identification of the
cause and dynamics of death, it did provide further useful information on the features of the shape of the pathway and evaluation of consistency with the suspected weapon. The size and
shape of the wound appeared to be compatible with the distal
part of the blade found at the crime scene (Fig. 3A,B,F).
In a general view, 3D reconstruction of microscopic findings
may represent an additional scientific tool for ascertaining morphological/morphometric characteristics of specific lesions aiding
identification of their cause. In this study, a myocardial lesion
was analyzed, but 3D reconstructions of traumatic histopathologic findings may be of potential interest also for other tissues,
such as skin, skeletal muscle, bone, visceral walls, and others. In
addition, 3D reconstructions may include not only injury pathways but also histopathologic aspects of the surrounding tissues,
such as hemorrhagic infiltration or immunohistochemical expression of vitality markers. Three-dimensional reconstructions can
also be integrated with the surface 3D images of injuries
obtained with optical digitizers: This may be particularly useful
for lesions characterized by superficial and deep aspects of
interest.
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Modeling Temperature Variations Using Monte
Carlo Simulation: Implications for Estimation of
the Postmortem Interval Based on Insect
Development Times*,†

ABSTRACT: The association between insect development and temperature is well established. Thermal summation using accumulated

degree-day measures is commonly used. However, the time at which evidence is collected is important in these estimates. The aim of this study
was to provide a simulated model of the effect of temperatures on six dipteran species commonly associated with cadavers, from the death
scene to the refrigerator, and finally at the time of autopsy. Temperatures measurements were sampled over a 16-month period from the external environment (external to the mortuary), within the mortuary refrigerator, and within the mortuary autopsy suite. Monte Carlo simulation
using accumulated degree-days (ADD) was used to estimate the variations based on the mean and standard deviation of the temperature measurements. It was found that there was a negative correlation between the base temperature of the fly species (lowest temperature at which the
flies will survive) and developmental likelihood. Species with high base temperatures (Chrysomya albiceps, Chrysomya chloropyga, and Musca
domestica) were less likely to continue development in refrigerators than species with lower base temperatures (Lucilia sericata and Piophila
casei). The findings of this study highlight the importance of recording temperature measurements and the period of refrigeration on PMI estimation especially when continued development occurs in spite of a period of cooling of the insect evidence.

KEYWORDS: forensic entomology, modeling, Monte Carlo simulation, postmortem interval, accumulated degree-days, thermal summation
The positive association of insect development with temperature
is well established (1,2). It is this association that allows for insect
development to be used as a proxy in the estimation of the postmortem interval (PMI) of bodies where time of death is unknown
(3,4). The estimation of time since insect colonization of a body provides a minimum PMI that can be used to infer the time of death (3).
One of the commonly applied methods in estimating the time
since death is the use of accumulated degree-days (ADD) or
hours (ADH) (5). This method utilizes the physiological energy
budget required for development with an assumed linear regression which predicts development based on different temperatures
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over the developmental history of the larva (2,3). The average
development per hour or day is added together to provide an
accumulated effect of temperature and time, and is thus also
known as the thermal summation model (2). This method therefore requires precise recordings of temperatures and time to
improve the accuracy of the PMI estimation.
When the collection of insect evidence is only performed at the
time of the autopsy (6,7), or even after the autopsy (8), there are a
number of factors that must be considered. Firstly, the temperature
of the death scene and the time that the body was removed are
essential pieces of information (2). Secondly, information regarding
the storage of the body prior to the autopsy (time and temperature of
refrigeration) (1) and, lastly, when the body was removed from the
refrigerator are additional data that must be recorded.
The period and temperature of cooling during refrigeration may
affect the PMI estimation (2,6––10). Myskowiak and Doums (9)
found that a period of cooling could alter the overall development
of the dipteran (fly) larvae through behavioral inactivity as a
response to harsh conditions, known as diapause. Diapause is
essential to winter survival for many insect species and may occur
during short-term mortuary refrigeration of dipteran larvae, especially when refrigerator temperatures are below the lower thermal
threshold when development would be affected (11).
Huntington et al. (7) found that a significantly warmer microclimate was created when body bags were used, through bacterial activity producing additional heat. This meant that larvae in
morgue refrigerators could remain active instead of entering diapause, which would skew results of the PMI because of
© 2020 American Academy of Forensic Sciences
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temperature differences. Thevan et al. (8) also found that within
maggot masses, insect development did not cease with refrigeration. This suggests that refrigeration may still allow for some
level of development given certain conditions (microclimate and
maggot mass formation). Huntington et al. (7) found that
although the fridge temperatures were set to 4°C they, in fact,
fluctuated above 5°C, suggesting that even “set” temperatures
could not be used as true representations of temperature.
Depending on the fluctuations, the temperature could be higher
than the lower threshold temperatures allowing some species to
be active in spite of refrigeration.
The aim of this study was to provide a simulated model of
the effect of temperatures, from the death scene to the refrigerator, and finally at the time of autopsy. The model simulated the
estimated PMI using thermal summation for six dipteran species:
Calliphora vicina Robineau-Desvoidy, 1830; Chrysomya albiceps (Wiedemann, 1819); Chrysomya chloropyga (Wiedemann
1818); Lucilia sericata (Meigen, 1826); Musca domestica Linnaeus, 1761; and Piophila casei (Linnaeus, 1758).

Methods and Materials
Site of Study
This study was conducted at the Johannesburg Forensic
Pathology Medico-Legal Laboratories in Johannesburg, South
Africa. The facility’s primary function is to conduct medicolegal
postmortem examinations in cases of unnatural deaths (including
suicidal, homicidal, accidental, or deaths where circumstances
are unknown or questionable).
Temperature Measurements
Temperature measurements were recorded over a 16-month
period from January 2012 to June 2013 from the external environment, the mortuary refrigeration unit, and the autopsy suite.
The temperature of the mortuary refrigerator was set to 4°C
(2°C). Data on the temperatures of all three locations were collected using Thermocron® iButtons® (Model: DS1922L). Two
iButtons® were placed in each location to ensure that a more
uniform measure of temperature was obtained for the site. In the
refrigeration unit, one iButton® was placed inside near the door
and the second iButton® was placed on the opposite wall furthest from the door. The refrigerator had a sliding door that had
to be manually closed to maintain temperatures within the room.
In the autopsy suite, iButtons® were placed on opposite walls,
one near the door and the second on the opposite wall (an air
conditioner was present in the room, but it was not functional
throughout the duration of the study). For the external environment, iButtons® were placed outside the facility in the receiving
area of the mortuary that received no direct sunlight. Additional
temperature measurements were obtained from the South African
Weather Services (12) to ensure that the readings obtained by
the external iButton® were close to the SAWS ambient temperature (accounting for microclimatic variation).
PMI Estimation and Modeling Variation Using Monte Carlo
simulation
The accumulated degree-day (ADD or ADH for Hours) or
thermal summation method was used (3,11). The formula for
ADD is as follows:

.
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ADD ¼ T  ðΘ  Θ0 Þ
where T is the developmental time, Θ is the ambient temperature, and Θ0 is the species base temperature. The base temperature is the lowest possible temperature at which development
can still occur in a specific insect species. When the ambient
temperature is below the base temperature, the ADD becomes
zero as development ceases. The base temperature is calculated
using the species-specific development at a range of temperatures plotted against time. The thermal summation method
assumes a straight-line relationship which is then extrapolated
backward to the x-intercept, which is the base temperature estimate for that species (3).
For the purposes of this study, the PMI was estimated based
on the following simulation. After removal from the death scene,
on average a body will take an hour to be transported to the
medicolegal forensic facility. The body will then remain refrigerated for 24 h before undergoing an autopsy. Finally, the postmortem examination (autopsy) should take no longer than four
hours to be completed. The assumption is that at the end of this
hypothetical scenario, the insect taxa needed to estimate PMI
would be given to, or collected by, the forensic entomologist.
The equation used in the simulation was therefore:
Total ADD ¼ ADD during transportation
þADD during refrigeration þ ADD during autopsy
The scenario described above was used to perform a Monte
Carlo simulation for the hypothetical time period, and to calculate the ADD estimation to determine the associated best and
worst-case scenario estimations for six dipteran (flies) taxa
(Table 1).
Monte Carlo simulation is a method of analyzing unknowns
or variations in a system through a number of analytical assumptions based on an input model (13). The method has been used
widely for simulating financial forecasts, but has also been suggested for estimations of PMI (14), and to describe variations in
estimates (11). Monte Carlo simulation utilizes the mean and
standard deviation of input variables to provide the unknown
variability in a system. The data are then modeled to fit a normal
distribution. The data were fitted to an output model, which was
used to provide an initial iteration of the model and then replicated multiple times until a sufficient number of iterations had
been performed.
Temperatures obtained from the three locations in this study
were used as the input data for the model. From these temperatures, a mean and standard deviation was obtained for each. The

TABLE 1––Dipteran taxa and their associated base temperatures as determined by previous research.
Species
Calliphora vicina
Chrysomya albiceps
Chrysomya chloropyga
Lucilia sericata
Musca domestica
Piophila casei

Base Temperature (oC)

Reference

1.00
11.29
11.44
8.83
11.98
7.29

Donovan et al. (22)
Salimi et al. (21)
Richards et al. (20)
Roe and Higley (19)
Wang et al. (18)
Russo et al. (23)

For the purposes of the Monte Carlo simulation, an average base temperature was used to provide an estimation irrespective the of the larval instar
stage.
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mean and standard deviation was fitted to a normal distribution
using the NORM.INV function in Microsoft Excel 2016 for the
outdoor temperatures and the autopsy room temperatures. The
NORM.INV function provides a normal distribution for a specified mean and standard deviation. The mean and standard deviations used for the outdoor temperatures and autopsy room
temperatures were those previously recorded over the 16-month
period using the iButton® data logger.
The refrigerator temperatures were fitted to a uniform distribution due to the minimum and maximum temperature set on the
refrigeration unit. The model variables to describe the variability
in the output were obtained using the RAND() function (Microsoft Excel 2016) to provide a random probability for the uniform
distribution fit, in conjunction with the input mean and standard
deviation of the refrigerator. The refrigerator uniform distribution
was modeled using the function: minimum temperature + (RAND() × maximum temperature) to obtain a random
value within the expected range of the refrigerator. The minimum and maximum temperatures were those recorded over the
16-month period from actual mortuary refrigerator temperatures.
The remaining model variables were those required to estimate
PMI using thermal summation from insect development and the
base temperature. From these input variables, a simulated output
was obtained as the first iteration, which was repeated for 1000
iterations to obtain a comprehensive number of simulation replicates.
From the 1000 iterations, proportions of likelihood estimates
were obtained for each species based on no development occurring (i.e., negligible larval development over the three day period) versus development occurring (i.e., development occurring
between the time of removal from the scene and subsequent collection after autopsy).
Data Analysis
Monte Carlo simulation and likelihood of development measures were conducted using Microsoft Excel© 2006. SAS Enterprise Guide 9.1 (SAS institute, Cary, NC) was used for all
statistical analyses. For the purposes of this study, a 95% level
of significance (α = 0.05) was used. Likelihood of development
was calculated based on the 1000 iterations for each species.
Iterations which were found to be zero, where the simulated
temperature was below the base temperature of that species,
were classified as “no development.” Iterations greater than zero
where temperatures were greater than the base temperature were
classified as “continued development.” The final likelihood of
development was calculated as a proportion of each continued
development and no development for the 1000 iterations simulated for each species. Likelihood of development measures was
compared using Pearson’s correlation using the base temperature
of each species.
Results
The Monte Carlo simulation data obtained are summarized in
Table 2 for each of the six dipteran species when insect samples
are only collected after the completion of the autopsy. Calliphora vicina had the highest mean ADD and maximum ADD
of all the species simulated. The minimum values were limited
to zero to indicate development ceasing when temperatures were
below the base temperatures indicated in Table 1.
The distributions of the ADD for all six species were found to
be right skewed. The skewness obtained is an effect of limiting

all the ADD minimum values to zero, in addition to the effects
of the simulated uniform distribution of the refrigerator temperatures. The percentile values presented in Table 2 provide a more
accurate representation of the actual distribution by focusing on
the proportion of values rather than the actual value itself. The
results presented in Table 2 indicate the expected variation in
ADD for each species based on the modeled temperature and
times, from the time the body is removed from the scene until
the collection of insects following refrigeration and autopsy.
The effect of refrigeration alone was modeled separately to
provide a better understanding of the effect on development of
each species based on the variation in refrigerator temperature
above and below the base temperatures of each species
(Table 1). Table 3 provides a summary of the effect on development.
Development during refrigeration varied between the six species. Development likelihood values were found to be negatively
correlated with the base temperatures of the species (Pearson
Correlation = −0.99, p = 0.0001), where species with higher
base temperatures (Ch. albiceps, Ch. chloropyga and M. domestica) were less likely to continue development than those with
lower base temperatures (L. sericata and P. casei).
Discussion
This study provides a simulation of the uncertainty present
when estimating the PMI using the thermal summation method
from actual temperature variations recorded over 16 months at a
South African mortuary. Prior to the autopsy, all bodies that are
received at the mortuary are usually placed into refrigerators to
prevent further decomposition before examination by the forensic medical practitioners. This has two obvious effects: Firstly, it
slows the rate of decomposition ensuring a more productive
autopsy, and secondly it slows the rate of development of any
insects present on the remains (15).
A number of studies have analyzed the effect of refrigeration on maggot development (6,9) and survival following
rapid cooling (16,17). This study expands on the potential
effects of refrigeration through simulating the effect that
refrigeration will have on PMI estimation and ADD measures.
The simulated time period in this study provides a measure of
uncertainty for ADD during transportation, storage, and finally
the autopsy when insects are collected from the human
remains. The ADD values for each species were relatively
small, but the effect can result in an increased ADD estimation if thermal summation is used to estimate PMI. This
would result in incorrect PMI estimations and potentially misleading time of death estimations.
The skewed distributions of this study were caused by the uniform distribution of refrigeration temperatures used in the simulation and the limiting of the ADD to zero. This further
reiterates the warnings of Higley and Haskell (11), and Villet
et al. (10) of the potential issues of estimating PMI when temperatures are close to the lower threshold of insect development.
Johl and Anderson (6) studied the effects of 24-h storage on
the development Calliphora vicina where the simulated morgue
refrigerator was set to 3°C over a 24-h period. The authors
found variations in development of the larvae when reared after
removal from the refrigerator, as a result of the different ages of
the larvae. The findings of Johl and Anderson (6) suggest that
the simulation of the present study may still not represent the
complete variation that may occur when larval age is also considered.
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TABLE 2––Summary statistics of ADD for six forensically important Dipteran species from 1000 iterations of Monte Carlo simulations.
95%
Confidence
Limits*

Percentiles*
Species
Ca. vicina
Ch. albiceps
Ch. chloropyga
L. sericata
M. domestica
P. casei

N

Mean*

Std Dev*

Min*

Max*

5th

10th

Lower Quartile

Median

Upper Quartile

90th

95th

Lower

Upper

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

13.37
11.64
11.45
11.75
11.61
12.21

7.42
7.07
6.79
7.01
6.85
7.08

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

37.76
35.12
30.10
35.18
31.61
36.71

1.80
0.46
0.91
1.12
1.09
1.42

3.88
2.26
2.64
2.66
2.59
2.81

7.44
5.86
5.75
6.23
6.12
6.58

13.15
11.60
11.34
11.18
11.40
12.05

18.50
16.82
16.66
16.79
16.66
17.26

23.29
21.32
20.38
21.29
20.81
21.66

25.98
23.53
22.81
23.98
23.31
24.64

12.91
11.20
11.03
11.32
11.19
11.77

13.83
12.08
11.87
12.19
12.04
12.64

Ca., Calliphora; Ch., Chrysomya; L., Lucilia; M., Musca; Max, Maximum; Min, Minimum; P., Piophila; SD, standard deviation.
*All measures are in ADD. Each percentile represents the ADD value at each corresponding point in the distribution (i.e., the 90th percentile represents
the ADD value that is greater than 90% of the other ADD values in the distribution).

TABLE 3––The simulated likelihood of development on six species based on
a uniform distribution of a refrigerator set to 4°C, modeled using Monte
Carlo simulation.

Species
Calliphora vicina
Chrysomya
albiceps
Chrysomya
chloropyga
Lucilia sericata
Musca domestica
Piophila casei

Likelihood no
Development

Likelihood Continued
Development

24.00%
71.60%

76.00%
28.40%

70.80%

29.20%

58.10%
71.20%
56.80%

41.90%
28.80%
43.20%

The simulation model presented in this study highlights the
importance of temperature and period of refrigeration on PMI
estimation from specific fly species. The species used in this
study include the most common taxa sampled from human
cadavers and those which have been studied extensively for PMI
estimations (8,18–23). Based on the findings of the present
study, the temperature variations during refrigeration will result
in continued development of fly larvae in a large proportion of
cases. This highlights the importance for forensic entomologists
to carefully consider the insect species present and the speciesspecific base temperatures especially following cooling of the
body. Species with low base temperatures, such as Ca. vicina
(22), P. casei (23) and L. sericata (19), are more likely to provide problems in PMI estimation using ADD following refrigeration as their continued development may skew the PMI
estimation if refrigerator temperatures fluctuate too greatly.
Walker et al. (24), recommends that the temperatures within
refrigerators must be evaluated and if significant variations are
present appropriate measures must be taken in the analysis of
insects taken from human remains. This is an area for concern
though, as it requires death-scene technicians and/or mortuary
staff to ensure they are recording these temperatures and that the
temperatures are not merely assumed to be that of the set temperature of the refrigerator. The findings of the present study
agree with the suggestions of Higley and Haskell (11) that there
is a need to clearly understand the variations present in PMI estimations.
Variations do exist in mortuary refrigerators, as found in this
study, with temperatures ranging from −4.44°C to 22.32°C due
to mechanical failures in the refrigerator. This failure in the
refrigerator did increase the variability above and beyond that of
a “normal” scenario but for the purposes of this study it presented a perfect “worst-case” scenario which could be used to

test high levels of variation using Monte Carlo simulation. There
is a need to understand what factors cause these variations or at
least in ensuring that they are adequately recorded to aid in the
accuracy of PMI estimations (24). Lack of adequate death-scene
temperature information and data collection can also affect the
estimation of the PMI (25). The results of the present study provide a good baseline of potential “worst-case” temperature variations using the mean and standard deviation to provide a range
in the ADD estimation. While many authors have investigated
the accuracy and precision of PMI estimation (10,26), the accuracy of the actual data collected is important. The results of this
study suggest that when there is continued likelihood of development, those situations call for the use of careful consideration of
ADD estimation depending on the temperatures to which the
insect species have been exposed. The mean values obtained in
the present study range between 11.45 and 13.37 ADD which
highlight that ADD estimates may be underestimated if these
factors are not considered. This variation may only result in
underestimates in PMI estimations by several hours, or in worstcase scenarios days, depending on environmental temperatures
and ADD measures at death scenes. Death-scene investigators
and mortuary officials can aid in collecting these data. Failing
this, there is a need to implement new measures such as data
loggers on mortuary vehicles to monitor external temperatures
and data loggers within body bags (when used) to monitor temperature conditions to which the body is exposed.
Conclusions
Insect development on bodies may be halted by refrigeration,
but the effect this has on subsequent development and estimation
of the PMI using thermal summation methods needs to be carefully considered (6,9). The findings of the present study suggest
that, while more research to increase the accuracy of PMI estimations is needed, better management procedures of those working with the dead and the data they collect may be just as
important. This study did not look at the effect that the number
of bodies or human remains may have had on the temperature of
the refrigerator as this effect was not considered until after the
data were being analyzed. It is therefore suggested that future
research observe the number of bodies present within the refrigerator and the effect this may have on temperature fluctuations.
The period during which the refrigerator doors were open during
movement of bodies into and out of the refrigerator was also
unknown. Consideration also needs to be given to different
insect species, presence of body bags, presence of maggot
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masses, stage of larval development when placed into the refrigerator, period within the refrigerator, and accuracy of refrigerator
temperature gauges.
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CRIMINALISTICS
Nir S. Finkelstein,1 B.Sc., M.A.; Hila Rosengarten,1,† M.Sc.; and Ophir Levy,1,† Ph.D.

Photographic Image Comparison of Vegetation

ABSTRACT: Images and videos are common types of evidence in crime scene investigations and laboratory analysis. Images may be taken

by the suspect and/or by crime scene investigators and may serve as crucial elements in forensic laboratory analysis. Forensic photographic
image comparison is the process of comparing one or more objects or persons in photographs/images when at least one image is known to be
related to a crime. The forensic examiner usually compares the images in order to determine whether or not an association between the exhibits
in the images can be made. This paper proposes an extension to the currently prevalent photographic image examination method. The extension
introduces comparison of landscape and vegetation over time. It is revealed that similarities between images may still be found between the period of time the suspect photograph was taken and the period the crime scene investigator took the photograph from the same area. In this case
report, two suspects to be involved in growing a marijuana field were arrested by the police. The forensic experts were asked to examine
images taken by the crime scene investigators and to compare them to the images found in the suspects’ phones. They then tried to determine
whether the suspects could be linked to the specific locations. While applying techniques derived from morphological comparison methodologies, the plants at the scene provided significant additional information. A tree trunk, branches, and twigs on a hedge in the photographs
revealed specific individual characteristics that led the examiner to reach a conclusive decision.

KEYWORDS: criminalistics, forensics, landscape, photographic, image comparison, image analysis, vegetation
Forensic photographic image (the terms “photograph” and
“image” will hereinafter be used interchangeably) comparison is
the process of comparing images of one or more objects or persons, when at least one image is known to be related to a crime
(i.e., a suspect image). The comparison may be conducted on
virtually any item, subject, or image (1). There are several
methodologies for comparison. Among others, there are photogrammetric, superimposition, or morphological methodologies.
In the morphological methodology, features of the object for
comparison are identified, are classified, and then comparison
can be made (2). The final result of the comparison should be
an expert report regarding identification or elimination of the
person/object (3). Common methods for identification include
facial image comparison or object comparison. Whether faces or
objects are to be compared, the method of comparison remains
very similar: A reference image (“known” image) is compared
to the suspect image. Regarding object comparison, the objects
that are most commonly compared are clothing and vehicles.
The photographic images are obtained by many types of digital
cameras such as phone cameras, surveillance car cameras, and
street cameras (4). Images of the same scene may be acquired at
different times and possibly under different conditions. Therefore, reference recordings are made under controlled conditions
that are similar to those of the actual recordings in order to
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avoid differences introduced by the recording device (5) and/or
scene conditions.
The objective of photographic image comparison is to recognize the features, to find similar characteristic marks and components in the image, and to extract intended information for
comparison and/or analysis (6). A major factor toward a successful examination and comparison is the quality of the images; the
image must be of sufficient quality (7). If the suspect image is
of insufficient quality to distinguish between characteristic
marks, then it may be impossible to reach a conclusion. Another
major factor is the potential of a given object to exhibit temporary or permanent changes in its characteristics, such as changes
in shape, or changes over time (7). These properties make the
comparison even more challenging.
The process of comparison is as follows: Stage 1 is examination of the suspect image as is and determination of the level of
details in the image. In stage 2, artifacts and visible features (4)
will be sought for, characterized, and classified into categories.
In stage 3, a comparison is made to the reference image.
In general, the criteria for comparison are divided into two
categories: class characteristics and individual characteristics:
A class characteristic—Measurable features of a specimen that
indicate a restricted group source. The features result from
design factors and therefore are determined prior to manufacture.
An individual characteristic—An object or person that has a special mark produced by random imperfections or irregularities (8).
Specifically, with regard to objects, these random imperfections
or irregularities are produced incidentally to manufacture or are
caused by use, wear, and damage. They are unique to that specific object and thus distinguish it from all other objects.
Traditionally, in “classic” photographic image comparison,
forensic experts look for class and individual characteristics in
objects that are part of an image. The number of such
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characteristics necessary for identification is case-dependent. The
value of each characteristic will depend on its quality, rarity, pattern, and construction, combined with the presence of random
features (9). For example, a single piece of class characteristic
evidence can rarely be used to make a conclusion. When multiple types of class characteristic evidence associate one suspect
with the crime, the weight of that evidence becomes stronger
(10). However, an individual characteristic, namely a unique
mark, will always outweigh a class characteristic when comparing their value as forensic evidence.
Various types of physical evidence/marks can be found at
almost any crime scene. These marks can be produced by a vast
number of objects (9). Each of these pieces of physical evidence/marks is a valuable exhibit which is a source of information about spatial relationships between objects, suspects, and
events.
In this current case report, no comparison was made between
the classical objects, that is, clothing or vehicles, but by comparison of plants. Plants naturally grow and change over time, and
even the rate of change may differ. The main object that was
chosen to be compared was the tree in the middle of the images.
In addition, the unique landscape was compared.
Trees are characterized by their long and thick trunks. The
height of a dominant tree species and the shape of its crown determine the overall landscape of many terrestrial plant communities
(11). Plants continuously face changing environmental conditions,
and therefore, it is conferred upon them to adapt their morphology,
physiology, and metabolism to survive (12). Numerous studies
have shown that leaf morphology (13), and tree crown shape and
height (11) are influenced by environmental factors such as temperature, species of trees in their surroundings, and light. All of
these factors may influence the individual characteristics on the
tree itself and on the surroundings, and can be used by the forensic
expert. This case shows the efficacy of using vegetation as an
object. The olive tree life cycle is governed by a development
cycle bound to the seasons of the year, such as changes in the
crown and in the combination of leaves and branches. Therefore,
other tree parts that almost do not change over time will serve as
unique characteristics of it. Here, because of the uniqueness of the
tree trunk and the surrounding plants, they were chosen to constitute the main parameters for comparison.

FIG. 1––Scene from a suspect’s phone [Color figure can be viewed at wile
yonlinelibrary.com]

Case Details
About 500 kg of marijuana plants were found in a field. Two
suspects were caught near the crime scene. The suspects claimed
that they had just come from elsewhere and denied any connection to the crime scene. Examination of the suspects’ phones
uncovered images of landscape that resembled the crime scene
(Fig 1). The images contained only the marijuana plants without
any facial images or tools. The Toolmark and Materials Laboratory team were given the task to compare images found in one
of the suspects’ phones (Fig 1) and those taken as reference by
the crime scene officers (Fig 2). The laboratory team was tasked
to conclude whether the images found in the phone and those
taken by the crime scene officers relate to the same crime scene.
Suspect images were made use of to determine the lighting
conditions and camera position. Very similar lighting and camera
position were applied when taking images by the crime scene
officers. Reference images of the most expressed similarity to
the images found in the phone were chosen to continue with
toward an in-depth examination.

FIG. 2––Crime scene photographs [Color figure can be viewed at wileyon
linelibrary.com]

An olive tree in the middle of the image, surrounded by buckets and vegetation, was chosen to be the main objects for comparison. Examination of the suspect image features both class
and individual characteristics. First, the buckets will be
addressed. The number of buckets, shape, size, color, and the
arrangement among them are all categories of marks that may be
used for comparison. As for the number, shape, size, and color
—these are class characteristic marks. Such marks cannot assist
in deducing individual characteristics. So, at best, the buckets
here serve as class characteristic evidence. Additionally, buckets
are mobile objects. This fact further weakens the value of an
already nonindividual mark evidence.
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FIG. 3––Magnification of Fig. 1. The unique shape of the trunk is indicated by a red circle [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 4––Magnification of Fig. 2. The unique shape of the trunk is indicated by a red circle [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

In this particular case, in addition to buckets, more objects
can be observed in the scene, such as fences and fence posts. As
still object comparison in photographs is known to be routinely
applied in analyzing crime scenes, this case report focuses on
objects of vegetation. As opposed to buckets, objects of vegetation in this image may well serve as individual characteristics.
The following discussion will focus on three objects of vegetation in the image, namely the single tree in upper-middle parts
of Figures 1 and 2, branches of the hedge behind it, and a line
of tree crown tops behind the hedge. Zooming in, an individual
characteristic shape at the bottom of the single tree trunk can be
observed (Figs 3 and 4). This shape resembles two humps or
arches facing rightwards, like the right-hand side of the digit 3
(encircled in red, Figs 3 and 4). In order to demonstrate that the
trunk shape feature is an individual characteristic in the photograph, random olive tree trunks were photographed. In Fig. 5,
the unusual nature of the shapes, as well as their variety, can be
observed. In zoom-in views, random features on single trunks
can be seen.

FIG. 5––Eleven exemplars of olive tree trunks. Note that the photographs
are not related to the crime scene; they are merely random photographs,
taken in order to demonstrate the unusual shape and features of the tree
trunk. (A and B) Inspection of several tree trunks in the same photograph
demonstrates the unusual nature and variety of trunk shapes. (C–F) The
unusual and individual features of single tree trunks may be observed [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

In addition to the tree trunks, there are two more objects of
vegetation that possess features of interest. The tree crown tops
behind the hedge form a unique wave-like pattern. This pattern
is formed by a number of trees (Fig. 6(A)). The branch and
twigs on the hedge in the middle left-hand side of the images in
Figs 6(B) and 7 feature another individual characteristic mark. A
hedge branch that grows groundward features at least five more
twigs that their general growing direction is left (encircled in
red). The twigs are characterized by their position on the main
branch, directionality, and approximate angles with respect to
the main branch.
The unique match combinations lead to the conclusion that
the suspect crime scene image and the crime scene image that
was taken by the officers practically refer to the same location.
The individual characteristics recognized by the forensic expert
are consistent between the suspect images and the reference
images. This conclusion links the suspects to the crime scene.
The conclusion can be made use of, alongside, additional data
from global positioning systems (GPS) and/or other phone
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A

B
FIG. 7––Crime scene photographs. The unique branch and its twigs are
indicated by a red circle. The pattern that is formed by the tree top crowns
is presented by a red curved line [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonline
library.com]

photographic features, ones that change in time. Identifying and
isolating individual characteristics that do not change over time
made this kind of comparison feasible. For forensic sciences, this
method of comparison can further be utilized in hard-to-solve
cases, which mainly contain vegetation.
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Lying on the Road Before Being Run Over:
Vehicular Manslaughter, Suicide, or Accident?
Two Case Reports and Literature Review

ABSTRACT: We present two apparent hit-and-run cases where two women were run over. The vehicles involved were subsequently traced

and their owners charged with manslaughter. Autopsy evidence, scientific investigation of the scene and circumstances of the deaths, technical
inspection of the vehicles, and DNA analysis strongly suggested that both victims were lying on the road before the accident. Case 1 was a suicide. In Case 2, the victim had fallen to the ground following acute alcohol intoxication. Victimological analysis was pivotal in reconstructing
the dynamics of the events. We suggest that a hit-and-run fatality should not be regarded as a manslaughter case until each piece of evidence
has been carefully considered. We also propose an interdisciplinary method of reconstructing run over occurrences based on the following three
steps: (i) identify whether there was a primary impact when the victim was in an upright position; (ii) identify victim drug/alcohol intoxication
and/or presence of acute or chronic disease or injury, which may have contributed to the impact; and (iii) consider suicide intent.

KEYWORDS: forensic pathology, autopsy, pedestrian fatalities, run over, hit-and-run, road accident reconstruction, psychological autopsy
In Italy, 612 pedestrians were killed in 2018 (1). In that year,
63 hit-and-run fatalities of pedestrians were reported (2). The
majority of traffic accidents are caused by factors related to the
people and vehicles, and only a few can be considered the result
of chance (3). Therefore, each piece of evidence (i.e., autopsy
evidence, scientific investigation of the scene and circumstances
of the death, technical inspection of the vehicles, and DNA analysis) should be carefully taken into account in the reconstruction
of the event in order to determine the responsibilities of the parties involved in the causation of the juridical event.
The forensic pathologist is frequently asked to provide an
objective interpretation of the sequence of events that led to a
collision and subsequently to a pedestrian death. In hit-and-run
cases, the technical reconstruction can be particularly difficult
when there is a lack of scene findings and/or witnesses (4).
Only a few studies have investigated the reasons why a person
could be lying on the ground before being run over by a vehicle
(5,6). The reason can have important implications for the driver’s juridical responsibility. In the instances where the reasons
have been reported, they predominantly were one of the following: (i) a previous accident and subsequent fall to the ground,
(ii) falling to the ground because of acute sickness or intoxication, or (iii) deliberately lying on the road to cause self-harm.
We describe two cases of persons lying on the road before
being run over in apparent hit-and-run incidents. Case 1 was a
suicide of a woman with psychiatric disorders. Case 2 was of a
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woman with acute alcohol intoxication. The two cases are analyzed in the context of the three reasons mentioned above.

Case Reports
Case 1
At late night, the dead body of a young woman was found in
the middle of the road in a supine position. There were no available witnesses on the scene. The police found plastic fragments
traceable to a specific make of vehicle. The speed limit on the
road was 70 km/h, and there was no evidence of skid marks on
the road. A blood trail of one meter in length was detected. The
event was registered as a pedestrian hit-and-run case. The victim,
27 years old, was subsequently identified. She lived near the
accident scene. She suffered from bulimia and had been discharged the week before from a psychiatric clinic after a suicide
attempt through ingestion of medications.
In the postmortem external examination, it was observed that:
(i) her clothes had several dirt stains, but there was no laceration
of the trousers, (ii) there was a wide brush abrasion with laceration of the auricle on the right side of the head and an 8 cm wide
laceration wound surrounded by a reddish-colored abrasion on
the left side of the forehead, (iii) there were tire tread marks on
the chest and abdomen, and (iv) there were several circular and
linear scars on the anterior surface of the left forearm, consistent
with previous self-injury. The internal examination revealed brain
stem transection, several fractures (cranium, sternum, right clavicle, multiple ribs, cervical spine, and right sacroiliac joint), many
visceral lacerations, hemothorax, and hemoperitoneum. No deep
injury to the lower limbs was observed. Histology revealed intraparenchymal hemorrhages associated with internal lesions, and
toxicological analysis detected therapeutic concentrations of
© 2020 American Academy of Forensic Sciences
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benzodiazepines, antipsychotics, and antidepressants, all of which
had been prescribed to her at the time of her discharge from the
psychiatric clinic. Death was caused by significant blood loss and
brainstem laceration.
The intercurrent investigations led to a small black van whose
owner was charged with manslaughter. The man stated that he
did not realize he had hit the victim. The vehicle was inspected
by a court-appointed engineer and a forensic pathologist. The
inspection revealed damage on the right inferior plastic surface
of the anterior bumper. In the same area, there was also a dustfree spot that matched the aforementioned forehead laceration in
size and shape (Fig. 1), with DNA evidence matching to the
woman. Tire marks on the corpse precisely reflected the tread
pattern of the right rear wheel of the van. The reconstruction of
the accident excluded the woman being in a standing position at
the time of impact. It was assumed that the victim was lying in
a supine position on the road and raised her head enough to be
hit by the right inferior surface of the anterior bumper (where
the dust-free area was detected). Subsequently, the right side of
her head hit the ground and skidded across the road surface producing the wide abrasion observed in that area. She was then
run over. Based on the experts’ evaluation, the manslaughter
charge against the driver was dropped. The manner of death was
determined to be suicide.
Case 2
On a foggy night, a woman was driving down a country road
with speed limit 50 km/h. She saw something similar to a
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bundle on the ground. As she was getting out of her vehicle to
inspect the object, she witnessed another car driving in the opposite direction that ran over the bundle and drove away without
stopping. Immediately afterward, the witness realized that it was
an apparently lifeless human body, and she alerted the authorities. The police found the body in the middle of the road and
collected a plastic grille from the scene. There were no apparent
signs of dragging for a distance. The ensuing investigations led
to the identification of both the victim and the vehicle owner.
The victim was a 55-year-old woman who lived nearby. The
vehicle owner, who was charged with manslaughter, stated that
he did not realize he had hit the victim. The victim’s neighbors
reported that she had consumed copious quantities of alcohol
that night before leaving her flat on foot.
External examination of the body principally revealed several
dirt stains on the garments and a wide abrasion on the forehead
and nasal regions. The internal examination found several fractures (sternum, multiple ribs, and pubic symphysis), many visceral lacerations, hemothorax, and hemoperitoneum. No
significant deep injury was present on the lower limbs. The
pathological findings were consistent with a crushing of the thorax. Histology revealed intraparenchymal hemorrhages associated
with internal lesions, and toxicological analysis detected a high
blood alcohol concentration (0.3 g/dL). Death was caused by
significant blood loss secondary to polytrauma. Further evidence
was provided by the technical inspection of the car, which
showed that the lower front grille was missing. The reconstruction of the accident suggested that the victim was lying on the
road in a supine position prior to the run over. She probably fell
to the ground because of profound psychomotor impairment
induced by acute alcohol intoxication. Based on the experts’
evaluation, the manslaughter charge against the driver was
dropped. The juridical event was considered an accident.
Discussion

FIG. 1––(A) Dust-free spot in the area of the anterior bumper (arrow). (B)
Detail (arrow). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

We presented two hit-and-run cases with subsequent identification of the vehicles involved. From the perspective of reconstruction, the first question that needed to be answered was
whether there had been a previous collision in the upright position before the victim was run over or the victim had been lying
on the road since the beginning.
Both accidents occurred at night when visibility is low and
traffic is less intense. In the autopsy, there was evidence of
being run over (tire marks on the chest and abdomen in Case 1,
and crush injuries to the thorax in Case 2) and absence of significant injuries on the lower limbs that would be indicative of the
victim being hit in a standing position. Although avulsion pockets and extensive regions of “decollement” of the skin usually
provide meaningful evidence of run over, we did not observe
them (3). Because injuries to the lower limbs may not be evident
if only an external examination is performed, it is recommended
to perform the so-called peel-off procedure (exposure of soft tissues and musculature of the back and lower limbs) to reveal any
deep bruises (bumper injuries) and/or fractures of the knee/diaphysis, such as bending fractures, which also support a hypothesis of impact on the side in the erect position (7). Karger et al.
(2001) identified the following factors as being specific to a primary hit in a standing position: wedge-shaped fracture (Messerer
fracture), typical glass fragment injuries, traumatic amputations,
traces of car paint on the lower extremities, and abrasions of the
shoe soles (5). However, because many of these findings do not
occur regularly and can be a source of error if considered alone,
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a deeper analysis is advisable in uncertain cases (3). For example, Teresinıski et al. (2002) recommended cross sections of the
knee epiphyses to reveal bone bruises as a marker of the limb
load by body mass in upright hits (3,8). Bone bruises on sections of the greater trochanter and central fractures of the hip are
also significant (9). The best results for reconstructive purposes
are achieved by combining autopsy and postmortem imaging, as
shown below. However, this combined method may not be possible because of limited economic resources (3,10,11).
In the presented cases, autopsy evidence was integrated with
scene findings and a technical analysis of the traced vehicles. In
Case 1, damage was concentrated on the right inferior surface of
the anterior bumper, and in Case 2, only the lower front grille
was missing from the vehicle. Thus, it was corroborated that the
two victims were hit while in a lying position. Moreover, in
Case 1, the positive DNA hit from the dust-free spot on the van
(Fig. 1), which matched the size and shape of the laceration on
the left side of the victim’s forehead, indicated that the woman
was lying in a supine position on the road and raised her head
enough to be hit by the right inferior surface of the anterior
bumper. In this regard, 3D technology led to a significant
improvement in the quality and objectivity of the technical
reconstruction of the accident. With photogrammetry, it is now
possible to generate 3D models of bodies, clothes, and vehicles.
The combination of optical surface scanning data with radiological data (postmortem multislice computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging), along with the use of animation
software, enables a better correlation between body injuries and
vehicle damages (10). In recent years, the use of complex
biomechanical models adopted from the vehicle safety improvement field, such as finite element models, has also been proposed for forensic reconstructive purposes (12).
Once it was ascertained that the primary impact with the victim
occurred while she was lying on the ground, the second step pertained to possible acute sickness or intoxication of the woman in
Case 2. A high blood alcohol concentration (0.3 g/dL) was
detected. It was suspected that because of psychomotor impairment, the woman most likely fell to the ground and was subsequently run over. Alcohol and drugs are well-known risk factors
for road traffic fatalities. Therapeutic medications have also been
associated with an increased risk of pedestrians being involved in
accidents. Because a high frequency of detection of psychoactive
substances in pedestrian postmortem specimens has been reported,
toxicological analysis should always be undertaken (13).
The fact that alcohol is also frequently involved in suicide
cases leads us to discuss the third and last step with regard to
Case 1. The young woman was at high risk for suicide—she
was affected by an eating disorder (bulimia) and had a previously reported self-destruction attempt and a recent discharge
from a psychiatric clinic. Additionally, there was autopsy evidence suggesting previous self-injury. All psychiatric diagnoses,
including eating disorders, have been associated with suicide
attempts and suicide with varying degrees of risk (14–16). Psychological autopsy studies have shown that more than 90% of
people who commit suicide have a diagnosable psychopathological disorder (17,18). In particular, a critical period is the first
few months after discharge from a psychiatric ward. The psychiatric diagnosis also includes a high probability of intercurrent
psychopharmacological therapy and thus the potential eventuality
of a psychomotor impairment leading to an accident. Toxicological analysis is therefore mandatory in these cases and should not
be limited to alcohol and illegal drugs (19). In this specific case,
toxicological evidence excluded overdoses and revealed

therapeutic concentrations of medications. The overall evidence
pointed to suicidal intent of the victim even if road traffic suicide is an uncommon method of self-destruction (around 2% of
all road fatalities in Europe) (20,21). In fact, such events may be
underestimated by up to 5% because they are often misinterpreted as accidents or remain as an open verdict (21–23).
Among others, an important issue is that a positive alcohol and/
or drug finding complicates the evaluation of the manner of
death and the differentiation between suicide and crash under the
influence of psychoactive substances. Alcohol is a general risk
factor for road traffic fatalities, and its abuse is also a specific
risk factor for suicide (21,24). To overcome these difficulties,
Gauthier et al. (2015) suggested that suicide should be considered for each case, and a psychological autopsy conducted by an
interdisciplinary team could help to clarify the manner of death
by focusing on psychological/psychiatric aspects (21). More
research is needed, particularly for pedestrian suicide, which is
rare. Among a few other studies, Routley et al. (2003) found that
a history of mental disease and alcohol abuse were the main factors involved in this peculiar method of self-destruction
(20,21,23).
In summary, we highlighted that a hit-and-run fatality should
not be regarded as a manslaughter case until each piece of evidence has been carefully considered. In both cases, the
manslaughter charges against the two drivers were dropped. Victimological analysis was key in revealing the psychiatric background and acute alcohol intoxication in the presented fatalities.
In cases of road users being run over, the proposed three-step
reconstruction may help clarify the dynamics of the event, particularly when there is a lack of scene findings. The three steps
can be summarized as follows: (i) identify whether there was a
primary impact when the victim was in an upright position; (ii)
identify victim drug/alcohol intoxication and/or presence of acute
or chronic disease or injury, which may have contributed to the
impact; and (iii) consider suicide intent.
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Mites (Acari) as a Relevant Tool in Trace
Evidence and Postmortem Analyses of Buried
Corpses

ABSTRACT: This report interprets the presence of mite species in three clandestine graves in Europe, evaluating their potential use as trace

evidence or markers. Grave 1 (Sweden): Two mite species Rhizoglyphus robini Claparede, 1869 and Parasitus loricatus (Wankel, 1861) were
recovered from the surface of a body buried in a shallow grave in an area surrounded by trees, in close vicinity to house gardens. Grave 2
(Germany): Phoretic deutonymphs of Gamasodes spiniger (Tr€ag
ardh, 1910) were attached to an adult fly (Diptera: Sphaeroceridae) found
within a shallow grave containing two human bodies covered in soil and dung. Grave 3 (France): P. loricatus were recovered from the soil
around a body buried in a deep grave (80 cm under). In graves 1 and 3 both corpses were undergoing advanced decay and skeletization, the
locations match with the subterranean habit of P. loricatus, highlighting the value of this species as a marker of graves or burials in soil and
during late decomposition. R. robini is a soil mite that feeds on decayed roots and bulbs; this mite species confirms the location of the corpse
within top soil, agreeing with a more specific type of superficial burial, a shallow grave. In case 2, the presence of both coprophiles, the mite
G. spiniger and the carrier fly confirm association of remains with dung or animal feces. The three mite species are reported for the first time
in human graves. There are no previous records of R. robini from Sweden.

KEYWORDS: trace evidence, burial, clandestine grave, soil mite, decomposition, marker of decomposition, corpse, Acari, Acaridae, Parasitidae

To conceal a murder (homicide), perpetrators often bury their
victims. Such clandestine graves are typically shallow, use a
mixture of plant materials and soil and are <50 cm in depth
(1,2). VanLaerhoven and Anderson already stated 30 cm as the
most common depth for clandestine burials (3). However, in
rarer cases illegal graves may also be at much greater depths (4).
As decomposition of the body progresses through the five most
frequently recognized stages of cadaver decay: fresh, bloated,
active, advanced, and dry/remains, it forms a rich source of
organic material that is able to sustain a large community of
arthropod scavengers (5,6). A number of early studies already
showed that arthropods arrive at a carcass in a relatively predictive and successive pattern; different species are attracted to different stages of decay. Analysis of the composition of the
arthropod community associated with each decomposition stage
and the rate of decay can be used for estimation of the minimum
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postmortem interval (PMI min) (5–7) or as trace evidence. Of
the great variety of animals accessing corpses in soil, insects
such as Diptera and Coleoptera and minute arachnids such as
Acari (mites) are often the most abundant and diverse (3,8).
The majority of PMI estimations of exposed corpses utilize
necrophagous dipterans, frequently blow flies, as they can colonize a corpse within minutes after death and are therefore important markers of time (6). Estimating the PMI is crucial in every
murder investigation. However, it is a challenging task because a
decomposing body represents such a rapidly changing and
ephemeral habitat. A major factor that can influence the decomposition rate and the succession, diversity, and abundance of
decomposer arthropod communities in and around a cadaver is
burial (3). Concealment of a carcass results in reduced insect
activity which significantly decreases the rate of decay (3,9).
Accordingly, the diversity of species, the ecological succession,
and the colonizing time periods of major forensic insects are significantly altered or even prevented in a grave environment
(2,3,10,11). In such circumstances, the acarological fauna (mites)
may become useful as forensic indicator. Mites are a major part
of the carrion fauna in outdoor decomposition, particularly those
species sheltering in soil (8,12) but are often unnoticed or
ignored because of their small size and difficulties in identification. Nevertheless, they are present through all stages of vertebrate decomposition and therefore have huge potential in
interpreting a crime scene (13–21).
The vertical distribution of mites in soils (22) means that they
can rapidly colonize a buried carcass at varying depths to feed on
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cadaverous tissue as well as predate on micro-organisms, insect
larvae, micro-arthropods, and nematodes already inhabiting the
carcass or the neighboring soil (8). Mites will also arrive at a
buried carcass phoretically, carried by specific dipteran and
coleopteran species that can access the corpse through cavities
in the soil (23). Phoresy is the dispersal of one organism (the
phoront) through the attachment to a host organism (24,25).
This relationship is often transient and is displayed by many
species of mites during ontogenesis to rapidly exploit ephemeral
habitats, such as dung heaps and carrion (23,26). The host–
phoront relationship between mites and insects is sometimes
highly specific; where the choice of host is restricted to a single
or a handful of species.
Therefore, a forensic acarologist can reconstruct the presence
of the carrier species even in its absence, from analyzing the
species of mites found at the crime scene (18). Mites may also
be introduced on a carcass through material transfer on the victim or the perpetrator from an entirely different location and
the habitat specificity of mites can be valuable as trace evidence (20,21,27). Jean Pierre Megnin, the founder of Forensic
Acarology, was the first to place mites along with insects and
other arthropods throughout the 8 waves of arthropod colonization of exposed cadavers, where the 6th wave was composed
entirely of mites (28). Megnin listed mites as part of the 4
waves of arthropods associated with buried cadavers along with
Diptera, Coleoptera, and Lepidoptera (28). In 1898, Motter
reviewed bodies buried in coffins up to 150 cm in depth, mites
were the most abundant arthropods, and Uropoda depressa (described by Megnin) was the most common species (8,29).
Recent analyses of buried carcasses have demonstrated that
mites are plentiful in human graves though mites are unidentified or their role mainly unknown (8,14,22,30).
The main aim of this work is to document the mite species
occurring in graves in three different biogeographical locations
in countries in Europe: Sweden, Germany, and France, as well
as to interpret the occurrence of certain species as markers of
specific "burial" environments.
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Grave 2
The bodies of 2 individuals were discovered on a horse ranch
in a rural area in Germany in June 2014 (Fig. 1). The bodies
were positioned horizontally adjacent to each other in a shallow
grave of approximately 30 cm depth and was covered with horse
manure and soil. The 2 individuals displayed evidence of gunshot wounds. A small adult Diptera was recovered from the samples taken from the grave soil carrying two phoretic mites
grasped dorsally to the fly. The Dipteran was identified to the
family Sphaeroceridae, Spelobia sp., because of the minute size
(approximately 1–2 mm) and a characteristically thickened tarsomere of the posterior leg. All specimens were preserved in
70% ethanol. No more insect evidence was present. Mites were
sent to the Acarology laboratory, University of Reading (U.K.),
for identification and interpretation of the acarological evidence.
Based on the clarified identity of the dead and the case reconstruction, a six-week PMI could be assumed.
Grave 3
A skeletonized body was exhumed from a deep soil grave (approximately 80 cm) in the west of France in 2004 (Fig. 2) (4).
The soil was mainly clay based, and the body was covered by
40cm of farm quicklime. Entomological evidence was collected:
Larvae, pupae, and empty puparia of Heleomyzidae (Diptera) (at
40–60 cm); pupae and empty puparia of scuttle fly Megaselia
sp. (Diptera: Phoridae)—in hair, reaching 90 cm in depth; adults
of unidentified lesser dung flies (Diptera: Sphaeroceridae) at 40–
60 cm and adults of rove beetles (Coleoptera: Staphylinidae)
Aleochara sp. The absence of Calliphoridae and Sarcophagidae

Materials and Methods
Description of Studied Graves
Grave 1
During construction work in Central Sweden, the remains of a
male were discovered in a shallow grave (<50 cm) on 17 March
2015. The body was found in a small grove near an old manor surrounded by several houses and gardens. Homicide was suspected,
and on 24 March 2015, the remains were autopsied. The corpse
was partly skeletonized and the abdomen had a layer of adipocere.
The internal organs were partly decomposed but relatively intact
and the head was almost completely skeletonized. Ten individual
mites were collected directly from the clothing during the autopsy
and preserved in 70% ethanol. The sample containing the mite
specimens were later sent to the Acarology laboratory, University
of Reading (U.K.), for identification and interpretation of the
acarological evidence. Insect fauna was also collected from the
grave. It consisted of Phoridae adults, Piophilidae larvae, and
Muscidae pupae. Several individuals of Rhizophagus parallelocollis (graveyard beetle—several millimeters in length) indicated a
PMI of 10–24 months.

FIG. 1––Grave site of remains of two individuals on discovery in June
2014 in Germany (grave depth approximately 30 cm). [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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confirmed burial shortly after death. It was suspected that the
victim was killed 6 months before the discovery of the body,
during early autumn when the temperatures were likely to be
favorable. A few mite specimens were also recovered from the
grave, preserved in 70% ethanol, and were sent to the Acarology
laboratory, University of Reading (UK), for identification and
interpretation of the acarological fauna.
Identification of Mites
The clearing and mounting of mites was based on previously
described methods (31). A Nikon Optiphot phase contrast light
microscope was used for identification (objectives used were
109, 409 and 1009). Images were captured with Motic Image
Plus 3.0. Several taxonomical keys were used for the identification of mites. For case study 1, key for Astigmata species by
Hughes (1976) was mainly used for identification to the genus
and species level (32). A number of other keys and descriptions
of Astigmata, Acaridae were also used (33–36). For identification of the Mesostigmata, Parasitidae, for cases 1, 2, and 3, a
key to Mesostigmata families was first used to identify the mite
to the family level (Parasitidae) (37) followed by a key to Parasitidae species (38).

Results and Discussion
Grave 1
Of the sample received, five individuals were identified as the
bulb mite species Rhizoglyphus robini Claparede, 1869 (Fig. 3).
All individuals of R. robini were in the hypopial stage, a heteromorphic deutonymph adapted to phoresy (Fig. 4a,b). The rest of
the five specimens were identified as adults of the Parasitidae
species Parasitus loricatus (Wankel, 1861) (Figs 5 and 6).
The hypopi of the genus Rhizoglyphus are similar in morphology to those of Caloglyphus (Sancassania) (Astigmata: Acaridae). Differences can be found in some morphologies such as
minute pits evident on the dorsal surface of R. robini, the presence of shorter legs, and a transverse line separating the sternal
and ventral shield. They also show similarities to Acarus farris
hypopi (Astigmata: Acaridae).

FIG. 2––Case study 3. Grave site of remains of an individual in France in
2008 (grave depth, approximately 80 cm). [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 3––Hypopus of Rhizoglyphus robini (ventral).

However, apodemes IV do not curve or run parallel for a
short while as in A. farris, but rather meet at a point. Some diagnostic characteristics of R. robini are (i) the protrusion of the
rostrum covers the entire gnathosoma, (ii) the apodemes do not
reach the posterior edge, and (iii) the sucker plate, almost identical to the diagrammatic description shown by Fan and Zhang in
2004 (36), with 2 large central suckers with 6 smaller bordering
suckers that are equal in size. In the contested specimens, vertical dorsal setae were not as distinguishable as expected, however, are expected to be relatively short in R. robini. Legs IV
were slightly longer than expected and visible when viewed dorsally. The morphology of R. robini is closely related to
R. echinopus (Astigmata: Acaridae). However, a number of diagnostic characters unique to R. robini rather than R. echinopus
were identified (33,39–41). For example, these specimens show
a gnathosoma entirely covered by the rostrum and not visible
dorsally, agreeing with Radwan and co-authors (42).
This is the first report of R. robini in Sweden, although the
species has a cosmopolitan distribution worldwide and is frequently reported in synanthropic habitats such as greenhouses
and gardens in Europe (Table 1). Species of the family Acaridae
are important pests of agricultural plants. Within the Acaridae
family, bulb mites from the genus Rhizoglyphus typically attack
bulbs, tubers, or corms of potato, carrot, onion, and garlic plants
among other vegetables, as well as flower bulbs in greenhouses
and fields (34–36,43). Among the broad variety of plants that
Rhizoglyphus mites damage, they are most commonly associated
with members of the Liliaceae family, one of the largest families
of (garden) plants (35). The bulb mite undergoes 6 stages during
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FIG. 4––Ventral sucker plate of Rhizoglyphus robini hypopus of case specimens. b. Schematic drawing of the sucker plate of R. robini, adapted from previous work (32,36), showing a pair of large central suckers and 3 pairs of bordering suckers that are roughly equal in size.

FIG. 5––Parasitus loricatus female (ventral).

its life cycle: egg, larva, protonymph, deutonymph, tritonymph,
and adult (44).
Astigmata mites transform into the hypopi (nonfeeding, phoretic deutonymph) in response to deteriorating environmental conditions such as extremes of temperature and humidity and poor
food quantity and quality (26). Rhizoglyphus hypopi are known

to attach to several species of Diptera and Coleoptera and have
been found phoretically associated with Scarab beetles, including
Osmoderma eremicola, Bothynus gibbosus, and Phyllophaga
spp., which are opportunistic colonizers of animal and human
remains (45,46). The abundance of Rhizoglyphus hypopi found
within populations in the field is generally low since most individuals will molt directly from a protonymph to a tritonymph if
there is food available (35).
Only one past study has recovered R. robini from soil associated with decomposing surface animal remains, and no previous
study has documented its occurrence in graves. Anderson and
VanLaerhoven found R. robini in the soil beneath surface pig
carcasses, along with Dipterans and Coleopterans, in a rural
farming area of British Columbia (47). The life stage was not
noted. Between one to 10 individuals were found in the soil
when the pigs were undergoing the dry remains stage. Considering the location of the case, a rural area surrounded by some
houses and gardens, R. robini places the origin of the corpse in
the environment where it was found. Rhizoglyphus robini are
considered to favor living plant matter such as the bulbs of common garden plants and ornamentals, to decomposing matter (34).
However, the soil surrounding the body was devoid of such vegetation, and this had triggered the production of hypopi. The
occurrence of R. robini is supported by the presence of a population of R. parallelocollis in the grave, which is a small (approximately 4 mm) root eating beetle that feeds on buried
organic matter, commonly found in gardens and compost heaps
as well as buried corpses (48).
Other 5 mite specimens of P. loricatus were recovered from
the corpse, 3 females and 2 males. The females (Fig. 5) show
the typical roughly triangular opisthonotal shield with the genital
shield sharply pointed anteriorly, and the presence of the
metasternal shield (38). The lack of diffusion between the genital
and opisthogastric plates helped distinguished them from a closer
species P. fimetorum. The males bear the specific diagnostic
characters of the species, such as the leg apophyses (protrusions)
on legs II (Fig. 6), a deeply bifid and V-shaped spur of femur II
(Fig. 6a), and a clefted corniculli (Fig 6b) (38).
Parasitus loricatus is not restricted to isolated or secluded
habitats and has been reported from a wide variety of biotopes
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FIG. 6––(a) Parasitus loricatus male (ventral); (b) Clefted corniculi of male P. loricatus (arrows).

TABLE 1––Occurrence of Rhizoglyphus robini in European countries: habitat type, host, and life stage.

Location

Habitat

Hungary
Poland
Poland
Canada

Unknown
Unknown
Garden
Rural
Farm
Agriculture
Lily fields
Dwelling
Beech
woodland
soil
Dwelling

Norway
Holland
Poland
Denmark
Denmark
United

Kingdom

Poland
Greece
Holland

Narcissus
sp.
Rye field
Unknown
Unknown

United

Kingdom
Unknown

Italy
Austria

Sour cherry tree
Bird Nests
Onions
Soil beneath pig carcass

Unknown
Unknown
Ad
Ad

(61)
(62)
(42)
(47)

Onion dust
Lily plants
Dust samples
Soil

Unknown
Ad
Unknown
Unknown

(63)
(64)
(65)
(66)

Wankel in 1861, written in Dutch, describes the species as a soil
dwelling mite found in underground tunnels, often associated
with micro nests of small mammals and arthropods (49). The
species is found in subterranean habitats such as below-ground
nests of rodents (50), justifying its occurrence in graves and on
surface terrains such as compost, bird nests and in excavations
like graves (this study). There is no past documentation of the
association of P. loricatus with buried or surface cadavers and
this is the first report of this species from a human grave. This
species is frequently found in Europe, especially in Southern
Sweden, Baltic Island of Gotland, and Norway and is often the
most common species of caves (Table 2).

Dust from a mattress
(Rhizoglyphus sp.)
(Unspecified)
Unknown

Unknown

(67)

Grave 2

Host

Unknown
Rye
Dahlia sp.
Amaryllis, Gladioulus sp.,
Iris sp., Lilium sp.
House
(70)
Bulbs
Bulbs

Life
Stage

Reference

Freesia
sp.,
(68)
Ad
Unknown
Unknown
Stored
Unknown
Unknown

(69)
(33)*
(33)*
products
(71)*
(71)*

Ad, Adult.
*Review paper.

such as forest soil, nests of birds and mammals and semi-aquatic
habitats such fish pond litter (Table 2). During analysis of the
existent literature on P. loricatus, a common and major problem
in acarology became apparent. The majority of reports that cite
this species describe it as a eu-troglophile species; assuming its
origin is from caves. However, the original publication by

Two mites were found attached to the dorsal surface of a
Spelobia fly (Sphaeroceridae) and were identified as Gamasodes
spiniger (Tr€ag
ardh, 1910) deutonymphs (Figs 7 and 8) (38). G.
spiniger deutonymphs are characterized by the presence of spurs
on Leg II, on femur, genu, tibia, and tarsus, where femur and
tibia bear one spur each (Fig. 7b). The femur spur is thumb
shaped with a curved tip, the genu has a shorter more pointed
spur, the tibia a rounded spur and the tarsus a short conical spur.
Presternal shields are wide and elongated, and the sternal shield
is characteristically outlined and partly punctate (i.e., bearing
holes). The dorsal setae are mainly short where more than two
pairs of dorsal setae are stouter and pilose; the opisthonotal
shield (dorsal) bears 14 pairs of setae, where setae Z1, Z3, and
J5 are stouter and pilose.
The sternal and opisthogastric setae are typically fine and
slender. The specimens differ slightly from the description in
Hyatt (1980) (38) in the shape of the sternal shield and lateral
spines of the tectum, with dentate lateral margins. This species
is a saprophile (associated with dead or decaying matter) and a
coprophile (associated with dung); therefore, it is also frequently found in dung or manure (Table 3). The deutonymphs
of G. spiniger are known to be phoretic with Coleoptera such
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TABLE 2––Occurrence of Parasitus loricatus in European countries, habitat
type, and life stage.

Location

Habitat

Poland
Belgium
Italy
Slovakia

Caves
Subterranean cavities
Caves and subterranean cavities
Fields, surrounded by farms.
Subterranean nests of mound-building
mouse
Mountain soil
Nests of Anseriformes and
Passeriformes
Forest soil

Romania
Western
Slovakia
South
West
Slovakia
Poland
Slovakia
Northern
Slovakia
Slovakia
Hungary
Slovakia
Sweden
United
Kingdom
Poland

Life
Stage

Reference

Unknown
Ad
Unknown
Ad, Dt

(72)
(73)
(74)
(50)

Unknown
Unknown

(75,76)
(77)

Unknown

(78)

Fur of Voles
Soil and litter of fishponds and
Mallard nests
Caves

Dt
Unknown

(79)
(80)

Unknown

(81)

Bat dung and soil/sediment of caves
Cave
Caves
Caves
Yew

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Ad, Dt
Unknown

(82)
(82)
(83)
(84)
(85)

Grassland

Unknown

(86)

Ad; Adult, Dt; Deutonymph.

as Copris hispanus (Coleoptera, Scarabaeidae) as well as Diptera (51), especially small specimens, for example, sciarid flies,
which are well known pests of greenhouses (52) (Table 4).
Many Gamasodes species are predators, existing as parasitic
and free-living mites and practice phoretic activity for dispersal
into bird nests and the nests of small mammals (38). Gamasodes species have also been found phoretically associated with
several species of dung beetles (53). G. spiniger is a common
soil dwelling species in European countries and is also

FIG. 8––Two deutonymphs of Gamasodes spiniger attached to dipteran
(Spelobia species).

frequently found inhabiting nests of mammals and birds
(Table 3).
There are only three documented cases of Gamasodes species
associated with animal carcasses. Gamasodes spiniger was collected from beneath exposed pig carcasses in a rural farming
area during the very early fresh stage of decomposition, with no
further occurrence of this species throughout the rest of decomposition (47). Mesostigmatid mites were found in high abundance in the soil directly associated with decaying surface rabbit
carcasses in Malaysia, with Macrochelidae species occurring
throughout decomposition and Parasitidae mites such as Gamasodes sp. (unidentified species) dominating in the late stages of
decomposition (46).

FIG. 7––Gamasodes spiniger deutonymph (ventral). (a) Image of specimen from case study. (b) Example of G. spiniger (deutonymph), using another specimen
not-related to this case, to show the diagnostic features such as the sternal shield and presternal shields which have a characteristic shape, and spurs on femur
and genu on Leg 2 (circled).
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TABLE 3––Occurrence of Gamasodes spiniger in European countries, habitat type, and the life stage.

Location

Habitat

Romania
Belgium

Forest
Underground
cavities
Fields,
surrounded
by farms
Forest

Slovakia
Poland
Slovakia
Italy
Austria
Southern
Sweden
Northern
Ireland
Eastern
Germany
Latvia
Poland
Poland and
Czech
Republic
Slovakia
Slovakia
England and
Wales
United
Kingdom
United
Kingdom

Life
Stage

Host

Reference

Soil

Unknown
Dt

(75)
(73)

Subterranean nests
of mound-building
mouse
Nests of black stork
Bearded tit
Bearded tit
Bearded tit
Fly (Sphaeroceridae)

Ad, Dt

(50)

Ad, Dt
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Dt

(87)
(88)
(88)
(88)
(56)

Leaf and pitfall

Unknown

(89)

Soil

Unknown

(90)

Leaf and pitfall

Unknown

(91)

Diptera

Dt

(56)

Bank vole and
common Vole

Unknown

(79)

Unknown

(80)

Ad, Dt

(92)

Grassland,
garden
Grassland

Soil and litter of
fishponds and
Mallard nests
Nests of Red-backed
shrike
Yew

Unknown

(85)

Slurry

Unknown

(93)

Farm

Poultry litter

Unknown

(94)

Garden Lawn
Bramley
apple
orchard
Sterile soil
Strawberry
field
Nests of
white stork
Mountain
range
Fishponds
and Mallard
nests
Farmland

Ad; Adult, Dt; Deutonymph.

TABLE 4––Literature citing deutonymphs of Gamasodes spiniger with associated arthropod host.
Location
Southern
Sweden
Poland
Spain
Czech
republic
Israel

Habitat

Host

Reference

Garden Lawn

Sphaeroceridae (Diptera)

(56)

Nests of white
stork
Forest, on pig
carrion bait
Unknown

Diptera

(55)

Flying insects

(54)

Sphaeroceridae (in dung)

(52)

Copris hispanus (Coleoptera:
Scarabaeidae)

(51)

Forest

deutonymphs of G. spiniger associated with flies of Sphaeroceridae; and of unattached G. spiniger deutonymphs found along
with Sphaeroceridae flies in manure; but the flies were never
identified to species (52). In another study on phoront-host associations between mites and insects in a garden lawn in Southern
Sweden, in 1998, a single G. spiniger mite was found attached
with its chelicera to the abdomen of a Sphaeroceridae fly, at day
100 of a study. More so, a further 17 deutonymphs of
G. spiniger were collected during the same study (56). However,
none of the records identified the species of flies. This is the
first confirmation of G. spiniger traveling on Spelobia species
(Sphaeroceridae).
The association of G. spiniger with Sphaeroceridae is interesting from the forensic point of view. This is a family of Diptera
with a global distribution, occurring in most terrestrial habitats,
commonly known as lesser dung flies, which thrive in dung, but
also feed on dead animal matter (57). Sphaeroceridae are generally less abundant on vertebrate carrion than Calliphoridae (blow
flies). However, in cases where blow flies cannot access corpses,
as in the case of burials and particularly if the environment of
the grave contains animal dung, the smaller Sphaeroceridae are
more adapted to detect and colonize such remains than Calliphoridae. In a study of buried and surface pigs in Michigan,
larvae of Sphaeroceridae were recovered from pigs buried at
30 cm but not from pigs buried at 60 cm, 60 days after burial.
In the same study, no Sphaeroceridae were found colonizing the
surface pigs (2). The puparia of Sphaeroceridae were found in
the lead coffin graves of Archbishop Greenfield, buried in 1315
(48) and in 1968, Payne found Sphaeroceridae colonizing pigs
buried 50–100 cm in soil during bloating and active decay (58).
Interestingly, the species Spelobia luteilabris has been previously
reported among the dominating dipteran species in both open
habitats and forests in Southern Germany feeding on various
forms of carrion baits, and in exposed and buried up to 5 cm
(57). Spelobia species have been collected from exposed pigs in
a meadow undergoing late fresh stage during winter in Germany
(59). The studied grave in the present work is located in Germany.
In this case, both the fly, Spelobia sp. and G. spiniger mites
were likely attracted to the horse manure that was used to conceal the grave. The occurrence of G. spiniger during mid to late
stage of decay of the corpses in this case study is not surprising
as the species predate on other soil-inhabiting micro-arthropod
decomposers of cadavers such as bacteria, fungi, nematodes, and
other micro-arthropods. Spelobia sp. along with G. spiniger
seemed to have arrived shortly before the bodies were discovered due to the recovery of a low number of specimens of both
species. The simultaneous occurrence of the two species is
indicative of late decomposition in graves in livestock-related
environments or habitats.
Grave 3

Deutonymphs of G. spiniger, phoretic with flying insects,
were recovered at irregular intervals colonizing unconcealed pig
carrion baits placed on forest soil in North Spain (54). This however is the first report of G. spiniger from a human grave.
Phoresy of G. spiniger with dipterans has been previously
documented but these handful studies have not always indicated
the species of Diptera. For example, G. spiniger has been found
in the nests of white storks in Poland; thought to have arrived
through phoretic activity, attached to dipterans, however, the
species were not identified (55). There are previous records of

Of the five mites recovered from this corpse, three were identified as P. loricatus (male, female, and deutonymph). The other
two specimens were relatively fragmented, which prevented their
preparation for identification; however, they still showed general
similarities with the species. The presence of both adults and
deutonymphs suggests at least a single life cycle within the
grave, indicating that the decomposition process of the body
might have occurred within the isolated grave; information was
also complemented by the absence of Calliphoridae and Sarcophagidae flies. This is the first report documenting the
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occurrence of P. loricatus in a human grave of approximately
80 cm depth, which is considered a deep grave (4). Small size
arthropods mainly occupy upper horizons of soils, due to the
decreasing porosity of the soil from the surface to deep layers.
The fauna of deeper layers of soil is typically scarce and opportunistic (60). This case highlights the value of P. loricatus as
markers of deep burials. The corpse in this case was undergoing
advanced decay with some skeletal remains, similar stage to case
study, grave 2. With further studies on the species, it might be
possible to define its role in advanced and/or late decomposition
within the deep grave environment.
The three case studies confirm the association of mites with
decomposing human remains in graves, shallow, and deep and at
different stages of decomposition. Exposure to a variety of environments, such as garden soil or dung, allows more information
on specificity to habitats, which helps identify specific markers
of decomposition, locations, or a stage of decay. This is particularly important when investigating homicide cases and there is
little or no insect activity.
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Forensic Pathological Considerations of a
Unique Case of “Complicated Suicide”*,†

ABSTRACT: In the forensic literature, peculiar and uncommon cases of suicides defined as “complicated” are reported. In these circum-

stances, the suicide method chosen by the victim fails, and death occurs due to a subsequent unforeseen accidental event defined as secondary
trauma. Through retrospective examination of 25,512 autopsies in 27 years (1993–2019) at the Bureau of Legal Medicine of Milan, a unique
case of complicated suicide was identified from a total of 4497 suicides. It concerns an elderly man who, after killing his wife by inflicting
incised wounds to her neck, tried to hang himself by tying a rope to a heater and jumping from the window located over the heater itself. However, the rope suddenly snapped and the man fells to the ground causing fatal traumatic injuries. Death occurred because of an accidental event
caused by the failure of the hanging mechanism. Therefore, a peculiar yet characteristic case of complicated suicide is described.

KEYWORDS: forensic pathology, complicated suicide, complex suicide, hanging, fall from height, autopsy, homicide–suicide

A “planned complex suicide” is a very uncommon suicide
event (1) in which multiple detrimental methods are used in
order to avoid the eventual ineffectiveness of one of them (2),
thereby achieving a guaranteed fatal outcome (3,4). In 1974,
planned complex suicides were classified as “primary” and “secondary” depending on the application sequence of the chosen
method (5), to specify their simultaneous use or their chronological succession, respectively. These suicides were then also
defined as “planned” if at least two methods involved were previously established. In contrast, “unplanned” suicides are events
in which the victim—still conscious and able to act after the failure of the first chosen suicidal modality—resorts to an alternative and improvised method of death (6,7). This eventuality may
also occur if the chosen suicidal methods turn out to be too
painful or slow in causing death (8). The term “complicated suicide” refers to rare suicides in which the failure of the initial
method chosen by the victim is followed by an accidental
trauma, which is different from that planned and is therefore
unintentional. This type of trauma is considered a secondary
fatal complication of the suicide gesture (9). Although these
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peculiar forms of suicides are occasionally reported in the literature (9,10), they do not present typical well-defined characteristics; it is for this reason that they are often challenging to deal
with. A crucial issue remains to establish the manner of death,
that is, whether it was really due to suicide, or was an accidental
event, or even homicide (9).
The authors present the unusual medico-legal characteristics
of a unique case of complicated suicide, which came to the
attention of the Bureau of Legal Medicine of Milan throughout
27 years of autopsies from 1993 to 2019.
Case Report
A 70-year-old man was found dead on the landing of the
external steps behind a building, lying on his right side with a
snapped rope around his neck. During the police on-site inspection at the victim’s apartment, there was no sign of forced entry
and the key was in its normally inserted position in the keyhole
from the inside. Inside the apartment, the police found the body
of a woman in a supine position lying in a remarkably large
pool of blood with a blood-stained kitchen knife beside her. The
woman was identified as the wife of the elderly man and
showed multiple cutting injuries to the arms and in the anterior
cervical region. An on-site inspection revealed the presence of
one end of a rope fastened to a heater below a window, with the
other end hanging loose outside the window. The rope was
155 cm long and the loose end appeared to be frayed. Viewed
from the window, the body of the man could be seen on the
landing of the external steps.
The neighbors questioned by the police declared that the
woman used to spend many hours every day playing videopoker at the nearby bar. That same day, they had heard the couple arguing due to the woman’s long-term gambling addiction.
© 2020 American Academy of Forensic Sciences
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FIG. 1––Macroscopic overview of the woman’s incised wounds in the cervical region. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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irregular margins, infiltrated with blood and with a maximum
separation of 3 cm (Fig. 1).
At dissection, a bilateral hemorrhagic infiltration of the sternocleidomastoid, sternothyroid, and thyrohyoid muscles was evident. Also, there was a linear fracture of the upper horns of the
thyroid cartilage of the larynx with hemorrhagic infiltration of
the tissue. This lesion was considered as an incised wound due
to the incisions of the neck. Full-thickness incision of the muscular–fascial structures and the thyrohyoid membrane to the vertebral level was detected and showed hemorrhagic infiltration of
the soft tissues, irregular margins, and a maximum separation of
0.5 cm. The superior edge of the laryngeal shield, on the left,
showed a full-thickness cutting injury that included the internal
jugular vein, which was completely transected; the margins of
the vein were irregular and infiltrated with blood. No other significant findings were noted at autopsy; therefore, death was
attributed to incised wounds of the neck.
Autopsy of the Man

They also claimed that over the past few months quarrels used
to happen almost every day.
It was hypothesized that at the height of yet another dispute,
the man had killed his wife by inflicting multiple incised
wounds with the kitchen knife and shortly after had tried to
commit suicide by hanging. It appeared that the man tied one
end of the rope to the heater and the other end around his neck,
and then jumped off the window ledge above the heater. However, the rope must have snapped unexpectedly causing the man
to free-fall from a height of 15 m to the landing of the external
steps, where he was later found. In order to clarify the circumstances surrounding the deaths, the investigating magistrate
immediately ordered the judicial autopsy at the Bureau of Legal
Medicine of Milan.
Autopsy of the Woman
The body of a Caucasian woman aged 66 years was well
nourished and in a good state of preservation (weight: 66 kg;
height: 159 cm), with light hypostasis. At external examination,
both hands showed several cutting injuries with regular margins
that were characterized by hemorrhagic infiltration separation.
From the medial right anterior cervical region to the left laterocervical region, a 12-cm area of three wide and deep cutting
injuries of the soft tissues was evident, exposing the underlying
muscular–fascial structures. These cutting injures showed fine,

The body of the man appeared well nourished and in a good
state of preservation (weight: 78 kg; length: 175 cm) with normal intensity hypostasis. At external examination, several bruises
and abrasions were noted on the face, trunk, and upper and
lower limbs bilaterally, as well as some wounds with hemorrhagic margins at the trunk and the lower left limb. In the right
latero-cervical area, a whitish linear streak (5 cm long) resembling a slight cutaneous furrow was detected, and in the left
area, a linear abrasion (4.2 cm) surrounded by a cutaneous reddish bruise was observed (Fig. 2). At autopsy, various injuries
were revealed: (i) deep hemorrhagic infiltration of the right parietal and temporo-occipital scalp areas with the involvement of
the homolateral temporal muscle; (ii) a bilateral parieto-occipital
and cerebellar subarachnoid hemorrhage; (iii) blood in the cerebral ventricles; (iv) hemorrhagic infiltration of the sternocleidomastoid, sternothyroid, and thyrohyoid muscles; (v) bilateral
fractures of the upper horns of the laryngeal thyroid cartilage;
(vi) multiple bilateral displaced rib and clavicle fractures with
perilesional hemorrhagic infiltration; (vii) blood in the peritoneal
cavity and hemorrhagic infiltration of the omentum and mesenteric tissues; (viii) right renal intra-capsular hematoma with fullthickness renal vein laceration; (ix) fracture of bilateral sacroiliac
joints; and (xi) fracture of the right ilio-pubic bone with perilesional hemorrhagic infiltration. The spinal column was free of
injuries. Death was attributed to skeletal and visceral injuries
due to falling from height.

FIG. 2––On the left, macroscopic overview of the blunt force cranial injuries in the right temporal region; on the right, macroscopic overview of the ligature
abrasion. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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During both autopsies, biological fluids (blood, urine, bile,
and gastric content) and different samples of viscera (brain,
lungs, heart, liver, spleen, kidneys, and skin) were collected for
subsequent toxicological and histological examination, as
ordered by the inquiring magistrate.
Toxicological Analyses
The inquiring magistrate authorized the analysis of all the biological fluids sampled during the autopsy examinations, but only
of the samples of brain, lungs, liver, and kidneys as far as the
viscera. All the analyses were carried out at the Laboratory of
Forensic Toxicology of the University of Milan. The samples
were tested in order to identify the presence of illicit drugs, alcohol, or other substance with pharmacological activity. The man
had a blood alcohol content (BAC) of 0.8 g/dL; the woman had
a BAC of 0.22 g/dL and had traces of caffeine and cotinine.
Histological Examinations
The inquiring magistrate authorized the analysis of all the tissue samples sampled from both bodies, which were fixed in 10%
buffered formalin. The samples were later subjected to postfixative techniques, and the histological slides obtained were stained
with hematoxylin and eosin, Masson’s trichrome, and Resorcin–
Fuchsin staining. Finally, they were observed under a Leica DME
optical microscope, and the most significant images were
acquired with a Leica DC300F digital camera. The microscopic
observation demonstrated the vitality of the injuries localized at
the woman’s neck and of the man’s blunt and asphyxial lesions.
Discussion
In most suicides, only one method is used—a simple suicide;
however, in a small percentage of cases (1.5%–5%) (9), suicides
occur by multiple methods—complex suicides. Forensic literature has reported suicidal cases in which up to six different
methods were applied (11). The strict division between simple
and complex suicides is not always clear. Indeed, peculiar forms
of suicide are known in which the first method chosen by the
victim fails and death occurs accidentally due to a secondary,
external, and unpredictable complication. These very uncommon
events—complicated suicides—differ from planned and
unplanned complex suicides and are generally challenging to
deal with in the field of forensics (2) since the manner of death
can remain unclear and ambiguous. Indeed, even after a careful
on-site inspection at the death scene and a thorough autopsy
examination of the body, interpretative difficulties may persist
(11). In these cases, the main issue that a forensic pathologist
must tackle concerns the establishment of the manner of death:
suicide, homicide, or accidental death (9).
In the case presented, the crime scene was particularly complex. The murdered woman was lying on the floor inside her
house without any sign of forced entry and with incised wounds
on her hands. With the incisions being different in direction,
shape, and depth, they were attributed to the woman’s attempt to
defend herself during the assault. Her husband was found dead
on the landing of the external steps, 15 meters under the window
of the same apartment, which was wide open. A snapped rope
was found around the man’s neck, and no sharp-force injuries
were detected on his hands and upper limbs.
The forensic on-site inspection at the apartment was crucial,
identifying features strongly suggestive of an attempted suicidal

hanging by the man. In particular, a piece of snapped rope still
tied to a heater and dangling outside through a wide-open window over the heater itself was seized. The rope turned out to be
similar in composition, shape, and size to the broken piece of
rope found around the man’s neck. Both the snapped ends of the
rope were characterized by a comparable fraying of the fibers,
which was consistent with a spontaneous break; there were no
clean cuts of the rope. The rest of the rope appeared intact in its
structure and was devoid of any evidence of tampering, making
it unlikely that this was a murder concealed as a suicide. Therefore, the conclusion was that the man’s death was caused by an
accidental event due to the sudden breaking of the rope with
which the man had planned to hang himself. The autopsy examination confirmed multiple blunt, traumatic injuries, especially
located at the head, as well as neck injuries related to hanging.
All the above-mentioned injuries to the man, as demonstrated by
histological examination, were characterized by hemorrhagic
infiltration, and thus, all occurred when the man was still alive.
In particular, the possibility that the fall from height had
occurred postmortem following a rope break after the man had
died from asphyxiation, was deemed unlikely. With this evidence, we concluded that the almost simultaneous application of
two different detrimental means had contributed to the man’s
death. At autopsy, the traumatic blunt cranial injury was so
prominent compared to the other injuries that it was a reasonable
hypothesis that the cause of death was attributable to skeletal
and visceral lesions due to a fall from height.
This case is an example of suspicious death, in which there is
uncertainty regarding the circumstances of the death itself and
the relatively equal probability that two or more manner of death
exist (12). In order to reconstruct what happened, the synergy
between the autopsy data obtained by the forensic pathologist
and the circumstantial and investigative information collected by
the police officers becomes essential. The latter, in fact, played a
crucial role by providing valuable information that allowed us to
identify the case as murder–suicide. This conclusion was corroborated by the findings of the autopsy examination. We emphasize that in all forensic cases, especially in complex ones such
as the one presented, it is important to integrate the complete
investigative and autopsy information to make a determination
of cause and manner of death.
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Detection of Pb, Ba, and Sb in Cadaveric
Maggots and Pupae by ICP-MS*

ABSTRACT: The concentrations of lead (Pb), barium (Ba), and antimony (Sb), characteristic of GSR, were determined in soil sediments

and immature (larvae) of cadaveric flies of the family Calliphoridae, by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). This research
refers to a case study from two real crime scenes in which the corpses were in an advanced state of decomposition. In case 1, the victim had
holes similar to gunshot wounds, and in case 2, there was no evidence of perforations in the corpse. Soil sediment collection was performed at
three different points of the terrain, at a minimum distance of 10 m from the corpse, for cases 1 and 2. In relation to the collection of immatures, larvae were collected in regions of the mouth, nose, and orifices similar to the entry of firearms projectile into the body, for case 1, and
collection of larvae and pupae, located on the body and underneath it, for case 2. It was possible to detect and quantify the three elements of
interest (Pb, Ba, and Sb) by ICP-MS in both sediment and cadaveric larvae. Concentrations of 4.44, 8.74, and 0.08 μg/g were obtained for Pb,
Ba, and Sb, respectively, in the soil for case 1. For the case 2, the concentrations in Pb, Ba, and Sb were from 16.34 to 26.02 μg/g; from
32.64 to 57.97 μg/g and from 0.042 to 0.30 μg/g, respectively. In the larvae, Pb, Ba, and Sb were quantified in cases 1 and 2 with a concentration of 6.28 and 1.78 μg/g for Pb, 1.49 and 2.94 μg/g for Ba, 0.50 μg/g and <LD for Sb, respectively. These new results present the detection
of characteristic elements of GSR in cadaveric larvae in humans in a real crime scene, besides highlighting the importance of the study of
immature flies, using the ICP-MS technique in forensic analysis.

KEYWORDS: forensic entomology, gunshot residue, inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry, soil sediment, larvae
Based on the Brazilian scenario composed of high rates of
crime and violence, homicide cases are on an upward scale.
According to the Atlas of Violence, developed by the Instituto
de Pesquisa Econômica Aplicada (IPEA), in 2017, 72% of homicides recorded in Brazil were caused by the use of firearms (1).
The alarming data show the importance of forensic sciences,
especially subareas such as ballistics and forensic entomology,
in clarifying and technical proof regarding the occurrence of
crimes. Ballistics focuses on the study of firearms, ammunition,
and the effects caused by shooting, in order to elucidate crimes,
especially homicides, since the injuries caused by the use of firearms vary according to the type of weapon, ammunition, and the
distance of the shot (2). Forensic entomology, in turn, consists
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of the study of insects and other arthropods associated with
criminal issues to determine the cause of death (3,4), either
homicide, suicide, accidents, or natural causes, besides enabling
the estimation of PMI – postmortem interval (5,6).
Entomology is not only based on the morphological characteristics of insects, but also in the identification of specific insect
species found in the corpse and in studies their development
stages such as larvae time of occurrence and pupae of flies, thus
allowing to estimate efficiently the moment when death occurred
(7).
However, in real cases, in which the corpse is found in an
advanced state of decomposition, some factors may make it even
more difficult to obtain clarifications about the crime, such as
the place of discovery of the body and the conditions of concealment of the corpse (8). Thus, evaluations of the cause of death
by analyses with classical methodologies can be complex, since
they require adequate conditions as well as the presence of solid
tissues, because visual analysis of the bullet wound can be compromised (9–11).
These difficulties are even more evident in cases of firearm
homicides, for example, when changes occur at the scene of the
crime, concealment of the corpse, activity of insects in or around
the wound tract, decomposition of the body, since they interfere
in the quantification of GSR, which consists of a small amount
of material expelled from a projectile during a shot and which
are crucial to determine the conditions of the crime. The action
of burying and the decomposition of the body can make less
clear the tattoo or residue of obvious shots. On the other hand,
© 2020 American Academy of Forensic Sciences
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the activity of insects can supplant existing tracts or even create
new ones by altering the morphology of the wound, consequently identify and quantify the residues in a gunshot wound
by firearm in a corpse in a state of decomposition is extremely
important (8).
These residues come from the primer compound present in the
ammunition cartridge and have characteristic inorganic components, lead (Pb), barium (Ba), and antimony (Sb), which are
detectable (8). With the action of interfering factors, it is necessary to use analytical methodologies such as inductively coupled
plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP OES) (12–14) in
place of traditional qualitative techniques, such as colorimetric
assays (Feigl–Suter reaction) in the recognition of GSR, since
this test has the limitation of detecting only one of the characteristic components, in this case Pb (15). In addition, contamination
with other materials containing Pb may induce the production of
false-positive results (16,17).
The ICP OES and ICP-MS technique are promising in the
detection of inorganic GSR of inorganic nature (8,12–14,18,19)
due to its high sensitivity in the detection of trace elements
because they are multielementary, simple, fast, and cost-effective
compared to the most common techniques for this type of analysis, such as dispersive energy spectroscopy coupled with scanning electron microscopy (SEM/EDS) (17,20) and X-ray
fluorescence (XRF) (21).
The SEM/EDS technique is used for GSR analysis and
defended by many criminal experts because it relates particle
morphology to chemical composition (22). LaGoo et al. (2010)
evaluated wound samples caused by firing a firearm in the period
of late summer (days 1, 2, 5, and 8) and during winter (days 1, 2,
5, and 44). The authors reported that unreliable results were
obtained by SEM/EDS after day 1 for both periods. Thus, the
SEM/EDS technique presents a certain limitation for the samples
of decomposing tissue, may be affected by environmental
conditions (rains) in addition to the nature of the wounds (oily)
that prevents proper collection using the adhesive stub method.
LaGoo et al. (8) concluded that ICP-MS has potential in the chemical identification of GSR in larvae of flies and tissues in addition
to detecting of GSR in several advanced stages of decomposition
and environmental conditions not affecting the results.
In 2003, Roeterdink et al. (18) investigated the detection Pb,
Ba, and Sb by ICP-MS in fly larvae present in contaminated
beef in a closed environment and under controlled conditions.
LaGoo et al. (8), in 2010, conducted a study for the detection of
GSR in larvae of flies and swine tissues outdoors according to
climatic variations during the pig decomposition process, using
the ICP-MS technique. The authors concluded that digestion of
larvae and tissues may be of great importance for forensic
pathology in identifying suspected firearm injuries in an
advanced stage of decomposition. In 2015, Motta et al. (14),
quantified Pb, Ba, and Sb in GSR through larvae of cadaveric
flies, of the family Calliphoridae, collected in the corpse of a pig
hit by firearms, simulating a real case, through the analytical
technique of ICP OES.
From the remarkable evolution of the application of the ICP
technique in entomological studies, the present case study brings a
real approach of this remarkable analytical technique for detection
of Pb, Ba, and Sb, characteristic elements of GSR, in two homicide crime scenes, one located in a city 80 km away and another
28 km from the city of Vitória, capital of the state of Espı́rito
Santo, Brazil, through the analysis of larvae and pupae of cadaveric flies of the family Calliphoridae, collected from human
corpses, in an advanced stage of decomposition, during forensic
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examinations, with one of the victims buried in a shallow excavation, <1.0 m deep, and another victim not buried, already in a final
state of decomposition, that is, in skeletonization.
Experimental Procedure
Materials and Reagents
The analytes were extracted from the soil and immature larvae using nitric acid, HNO3 P.A. (Synth, São Paulo, Brazil),
previously purified in sub-boiling DestillAcid, model BSB939-IR (Berghof, Germany), ultra pure water (18.2 MΩ resistivity) prepared by a reverse osmosis system (Purelab Ultra
Mk2, U.K.), hydrogen peroxide 30% w/w P.A (H2O2; Sigma
Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), and microwave, Multiwave GO
model (Anton Paar, Ankerstraße 6, Austria). For the construction of the analytical curve, a stock solution standard
(10,000 μg/L) of Pb (Inorganic Ventures, Christiansburg, VA)
Ba, and Sb (Absolute Standards INC, Hamden, CT) was used.
The detection of the trace elements was performed using an
ICP-MS NexIon 300D equipment (PerkinElmer do Brasil Ltda,
São Paulo, SP, Brazil).

Sample Preparation
Experimental Control
Case 1—Corpse of a male individual, buried in shallow excavation (<1.0 m deep) in a forest region of the Atlantic forest
type and fairly irregular terrain. For the experimental control,
soil sediments were collected at three distinct points in the terrain, at a distance of 10.0 m from the corpse.
Case 2—Corpse of male individual, not buried, found in the
final stage of decomposition, already in skeletonization, in a
very wide and abandoned terrain, with several points of rubble
of works and garbage. The experimental control of the soil followed the same criteria of case 1, mentioned above.
The sediment samples, in both cases, were dried for 72 h
at 60°C and then submitted to acid decomposition assisted
by microwave radiation, were added 10.0 mL of HNO3 P.A.
to 0.200 g of sample. The mixture was subjected to a heating program according to the EPA 3051a method. After
cooling, the samples were increased to 15.0 mL with ultrapure water.
Entomological Samples
Case 1—Larvae samples were collected from the corpse’s natural orifices (mouth, nose, and ears), from openings in epithelial
tissue, similar to gunshot firearm projectile, on the body, and
around the point where it was buried.
Case 2—The samples of larvae and pupae were collected on
the corpse (between the clothes) and underneath it, which presented large fractures in the cephalic region similar to those
caused by a blunt instrument.
All larvae, case 1 and 2, were stored in a polypropylene tube
containing 70% alcohol and were then washed externally, with
distilled water and 70% alcohol, twice, and thus sent to the laboratory for analysis, where they were dried for 24 h at 60°C, macerated and submitted to microwave-assisted acid decomposition.
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TABLE 1––Operating conditions for GSR analysis by ICP-MS.

Parameter

Operating Conditions

Plasma gas flow rate (L/min)
Nebulizer gas flow rate (L/min)
Auxiliary gas flow rate (L/min)
RF power (W)
Spray chamber
Nebullizer type
Torch
Number of replicates
Isotopes
Internal standards

16
0.96
1
1350
Baffled Cyclonic, Quartz
Concentric (Meinhard Type C), Quartz
EasyGlide™, Quartz
3
121
Sb, 138Ba, 208Pb
103
Rh

Were added in a decomposition vessel, 0.500 g of sample was
weighed in which 6.0 mL of concentrated HNO3 previously
purified and 4.0 mL of H2O2 30% w/w P.A. The heating program consisted of a ramp of 10 min, and a stay time of 5 min,
at 100°C. Subsequently, the samples were increased to 15.0 mL
with ultrapure water.
ICP-MS
The analytical curve was constructed with six points, and
the concentrations were from 0 to 10 μg/L. For evaluate the
quantification of trace elements by method, we used the limit
of detection (LOD) and limit of quantification (LOQ) according to the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC), Eqs 1 and 2. The LOD and LOQ were
calculated from 15 readings of the preparation blank. The
experimental conditions for analysis by ICP-MS can be seen
in Table 1.
LOD ¼ 3∗s=a

(1)

LOQ ¼ 10∗s=a

(2)

Where, s = standard deviation and a = slope.
Results and Discussion
The criminal forensics team cannot accurately infer from a
simple visual analysis the amount and types of injuries in the
corpse, due to the corpse conditions and the location that was
found, which made it difficult to verify more specifically possible injuries at the scene for the expert record. Thus, it was necessary, a more in-depth study to conclude the facts.
Tests inserted in the routine of the technical scientific police
for the detection of GSR, such as colorimetric test using sodium
rhodizonate reagent (Feigl–Suter reaction) can introduce falsenegative and false-positive results, because it detects the presence of Pb, even if it originates from other materials and or
activities that have contact with this element (17,23). Hence, this
test enables the achievement of unreliable results, which require
more sensitive complementary techniques, for possible scientific
proof of the case, such as ICP-MS, since it is used for GSR
analysis since 1998, where it was first used by the laboratory of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). Since then, it has
been widely used for quantitative analysis of GSR (24–27).
The literature presents several studies that detect or quantify
GSR, either in body parts or clothing, which can be used to aid
criminal expertize to elucidate crimes (27–29). Research also
points to the use of larvae in the determination of Pb, Ba, and

Sb, from GSR, in tissue samples and corpse surfaces associated
with sensitive analytical techniques, showing the potential of the
use of larvae for the observation/detection of Pb, Ba, and Sb
(8,18,19,30).
Figure 1 shows a photo of the larvae of cadaveric flies of the
Calliphoridae family used for the present study. Motta et al.
(14), indicated that this species of fly upon contact with regions
of firearm injuries feed and ingest residues primers, or GSR,
characteristic of firearm shooting.
The concentrations of Pb, Ba, and Sb in sediment were calculated in order to evaluate whether the residues and primers characteristic of gunpowder would also be present in the soil, since
these three associated elements are not naturally found in the
earth (31).
For method verification, 15 successive readings of the preparation blank were obtained. The LOD and LOQ, Eqs 1 and 2,
were calculated for sediment and immatures of each element
(Pb, Ba, and Sb) listed in Table 2. It is observed that considerably low values were obtained by the ICP-MS technique for
both sediments, used in the control (LOD from 0.0612 to
0.630 ng/L), as well as for larvae (LOD ranging from 0.087 to
5.7 ng/L). LaGoo et al. (8) evaluated the detection of GSR
(Glock 9 mm) in larvae (Phaenicia sericata) collected during the
summer and winter using the ICP-MS technique obtaining LOD
values ranging from 0.017 to 0.106 ng/mL and LOQ from 0.10
to 1.0 ng/mL for the Pb, Ba, and Sb. Motta et al. obtained
LODs in a range of 0.15 to 4.79 μg/L and LOQs ranging from
0.50 to 15.97 μg/L when analyzing Crysomya albiceps cadaveric
larvae, by ICP OES (14). Duarte evaluated the estimation of the
firing distance by means of the quantification of GSR, using fly
larvae of the family Calliphoridae from contamination after gunshots (Glock 9 mm). In this study, LOD values ranged from
0.01 to 0.05 μg/L obtained through an ICP-MS and LOQ values
were not reported (32). The LOD and LOQ values obtained in
the present study are much lower than the previous reports, indicating the greater sensitivity of this method. It is noteworthy that
all comparative studies that used larvae were collected from pig
tissue, since this animal has similar decomposition to that
observed in the human species.
The results obtained by sediment samples (Table 3) demonstrate considerable concentrations of Pb, Ba, and Sb, especially
in case 2. These values may be associated with the characteristic
of the site, since the land had a lot of garbage and several discharge points of construction debris, which can cause soil contamination.
In the detection of the elements in the larvae collected in the
corpse, Pb, Ba, and Sb were observed and their concentrations
are available in Table 4.
Generally, in shots fired at close range, GSR sits impregnated
in the human skin targeted (12,13,17,22). Furthermore, studies
show that the use of immature larvae for GSR detection may be
influenced by larval stage period and climatic conditions. In the
early stages of the larval period, immature larvae is more likely
to feed on tissue on the body surface; consequently, they have
higher intake of inorganic GSR, and therefore, high concentration of Pb, Ba, and Sb can be quantified.
It is observed that, in case 1, the results obtained by ICP-MS
corroborate with the results issued in the expert report, since
there is a higher concentration of Pb (6.28  1.41 μg/g) in the
larvae than in the sediment (4.44  0.25 μg/g). This is also
observed for Sb element, with a concentration of 0.08  0.3 μg/
g in the soil and 0.50  0.032 μg/g in the larva, indicating that
the larva ingested Sb in the process of decomposition of the
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FIG. 1––Immature flies of the family Calliphoridae: (a) Case1 – larvae collected in the region of the mouth, nose, ears, and body orifices similar to the
entrance of firearm projectile (FAP); (b) Case 2 – larvae and pupae collected on the body and between garments. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonline
library.com]

TABLE 2––Limits of detection and quantification for sediment and larvae
related to the cases under study.
Sediment
Elements
Case 1
Pb
Ba
Sb
Case 2
Pb
Ba
Sb

Larvae

Concentration (µg/g)

LOD (ng/L)

LOQ (ng/L)

LOD (ng/L)

LOQ (ng/L)

0.130
0.0929
0.0612

0.430
0.310
0.200

0.087
0.230
0.100

0.290
0.760
0.370

0.290
0.430
0.630

0.970
1.400
2.100

0.170
0.450
5.700

0.580
1.500
19.00

TABLE 3––Concentration (μg/g) of Pb, Ba, and Sb in sediment samples
obtained by ICP-MS.
Concentration (µg/g)

Case 1
Soil
Case 2
Soil 1
Soil 2
Soil 3

TABLE 4––Concentration (mg/kg) of Pb, Ba, and Sb in larvae samples
obtained by ICP-MS.

Pb

Ba

Sb

4.44  0.25

8.74  0.53

0.08  0.03

16.34  0.12
7.98  0.90
26.02  9.73

32.64  4.79
48.64  8.20
57.97  3.71

0.044  0.01
0.042  0.01
0.30  0.08

corpse, which had been shot by gunshots at close range. For the
Ba element, a decrease is observed when we evaluated the concentration in the larva and sediment, this can be explained by
the reason that Ba is naturally found in sedimentary rock, matching with higher concentrations in the soil (33). To evaluate the
accuracy of quantification/detection, tests were performed with
analyte additions and it was found that the recoveries were from
88.0 to 132.1%, showing that the method is suitable for quantification/detection. Despite the conditions of the corpse (its state of
decomposition and without the on-site determination that it was
shot), there is an indication that it was hit by a FAP at a short
distance (less than 50.0 cm between the barrel of the weapon

Case 1
Case 2

Larvae
Larvae

Pb

Ba

Sb

6.28  1.41
1.78  0.40

1.49  0.34
2.94  0.53

0.50  0.032
<LD

and the target), a common fact in homicide cases with summary
execution. It is possible to state unequivocally that the crime in
question (case 1) presents minimum requirements of those typically observed in intentional homicides, with nonimmediate concealment of the corpse, since the results found by ICP-MS
confirm the observations made at the place where the corpse
was found.
Regarding case 2, there were higher concentrations of the
three elements (Pb, Ba, and Sb) in the soil against the larvae
(Tables 3 and 4). There is a concentration ranging from 7.98 to
26.02 μg/g for Pb, from 32.64 to 57.97 μg/g for Ba, and from
0.042 to 0.3 μg/g for Sb in the sediments of the three soil points
collected, while in the larvae as concentrations for Pb, Ba, and
Sb were 1.78  0.40 μg/g, 2.94  0.53 μg/g and < LD, respectively. Recovery tests demonstrate that the method is suitable for
analysis since good values were obtained. Thus, the results
obtained by ICP-MS confirm what is specified in the expert
report, since the victim of this homicide did not present lesions
typical of those caused by FAP, but presented characteristics of
violent death with fractures in the cephalic region, similar to
those caused by a blunt instrument.
Boracchi et al. evaluated whether GSR could be confused
with toxic elements of air or soil. The analyses were performed
by ICP-MS, and the results were obtained from cadaveric skin.
The corpses used were divided into two groups, the first (A)
consisting of 25 victims who had no gunshot wounds and had
been found in an open environment between 10 days and
3 years. The second group (B) consisted of 16 corpses from a
cemetery in Milan and none presented gunshot wounds. The second group (B) consisted of 16 bodies from a cemetery in Milan
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and none had gunshot wounds. Values of LOD and LOQ were
not expressed and the authors report that the LOQ confirmed the
absence of deposition/percolation of toxic elements. Groups A
and B and negative control presented values close to zero or
very low being lower than the body values of the equipment.
The positive control group presented high levels of Pb (2.618
and 82.97 μg/L), Ba (0.049 and 1.253 μg/L), and Sb 0.018 and
2.169 μg/L (34).
The study by Boracchi et al. (31) presented a more quantitative approach when compared with others mentioned, but there
is no way to perform a comparative analysis between the results,
since sampling for detection was in corpse skin and in the present study cadaveric larvae of corpses in advanced state of
decomposition were employed. Due to the lack of research with
the proposed methodology, the comparison of the results is limited and reinforces the importance of the unpublished results
reproduced from the study of cases 1 and 2.
Conclusion
The results obtained by perinecroscopic observation of the victims (case 1 and 2), due to the poor conditions of the site and poor
lighting, in addition to the cadaveric decomposition state and the
great dirt observed in the corpse, it was necessary to investigate
by analytical technical means ICP-MS of the soil and immature
found in the respective corpse. The concentrations of the characteristic elements of GSR in sediment near the cadaver were
4.44 μg/g for Pb, 8.74 μg/g for Ba, and 0.08 μg/g for Sb in case
study 1; In case 2, 7.98–26.02 μg/g, 32.64–57.97 μg/g, and
0.042–0.30 μg/g for Pb, Ba, and Sb, respectively, were observed.
Thus, the results indicated that, for case 1, there was firing of a
firearm at close range against the corpse found, since Pb
(6.28  1.41 μg/g), Ba (1.49  0.34 μg/g), and Sb (0.50 
0.32 μg/g) concentrations in larvae were higher than in the control, characterizing that these larvae consumed significant amounts
of the elements that are present in particles characteristic of GSR
corroborating the data of the criminal expert report. For case 2, it
was observed that the results were not conclusive regarding the
presence of characteristic elements of primers, or GSR, inside the
larvae, making it impossible to indicate any indication of summary
execution with a firearm, with shots short distance (<50.0 cm
between the barrel of the gun and the target), a common fact in
cases of summary execution, since the concentrations of Pb
(1.78  0.40 μg/g), Ba (2.94  0.53 μg/g), and Sb (<LOD) were
lower in the larvae in front of the sediments. Therefore, the present
case study demonstrates new results of detection characteristic elements of GSR in real crime scenes, besides pointing out the potentiality of the ICP-MS technique associated with forensic
entomology as an application tool, even presenting limitations of
mass analysis. However, it is important to emphasize that conventional sample collection for GSR analysis was not the most appropriate given the circumstances of the crime scene. Thus, the article
presents results that help to elucidate crimes, even though the analytes/traces are arranged in low concentrations, proven by the
excellent values of LOD and LOQ obtained by this multi-element,
fast, and robust technique.
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CASE REPORT
PATHOLOGY/BIOLOGY
Kana Unuma

,1 M.D.; Ryo Watanabe,1 M.D.; Naho Hirayama,1 M.D.; and Koichi Uemura,1 M.D.

Autopsy Identification of Viable Mycobacterium
Tuberculosis in the Lungs of a Markedly
Decomposed Body

ABSTRACT: Various infectious diseases, including COVID-19, MERS, and tuberculosis, are global public health issues. Tuberculosis,

which is caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MTB), is highly contagious and can be transmitted through inhalation of the bacteria. However, it has been assumed that the infectiousness of bacteria and viruses in dead bodies weakens as the time from death increases. In particular,
there is little awareness of infection control measures concerning decomposed bodies or even the need for such measures. The deceased, in
whom we discovered MTB 3 months following her death, was a woman in her 80s who died at home. We performed judicial autopsy, because
police suspected homicide when her husband hanged himself. Obtained organs were used for microscopic examination by hematoxylin–eosin
staining and Ziehl–Neelsen staining. In addition, real-time PCR and mycobacterial culture testing using Ogawa’s medium were performed for
the detection of MTB. We found that the MTB in the decomposed body remained viable and potentially infectious. To identify the bacterial
strain further, we performed DNA-DNA hybridization and identified the strain as MTB complex. Potentially infectious live MTB survived in
the dead body far longer than had been previously reported. Pathologists should consider microbial culture tests for all autopsied cases in which
the decedent’s medical history or macro-examination suggests possible infection, even when a long duration of time has passed since death.
Pathologists and specialists who perform autopsies should recognize that all dead bodies are potentially infectious, including those in which
long periods have elapsed since death.

KEYWORDS: Mycobacterium tuberculosis, tuberculosis, biosafety, forensic pathology, autopsy, decomposition
Tuberculosis is not a disease of the past. According to the
World Health Organization, approximately one-third of the
world’s population has tuberculosis, and 1.7 million deaths per
year are attributed to the disease, making it one of the top 10
causes of death in the world (1). While new infections of tuberculosis are consistently low in certain countries, large population
movements, the increasing incidence of drug-resistant strains,
and the association with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)
infection make it a disease that is commonly dealt with in forensic medicine (2).
When performing forensic autopsies, the deceased patient’s
medical history is often unknown at the time of autopsy.
Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MTB), an airborne pathogen that
causes tuberculosis, is one of the most contagious pathogens and
therefore requires the highest level of precautions. However,
there is an assumption that the infectiousness of bacteria and
viruses in dead bodies weakens as the duration of time since
death increases and that potential pathogens have nearly no likelihood of surviving in a decomposed body. In particular, there is
little awareness of infection control measures regarding decomposed bodies or even the need for such measures. Due to such
assumptions and lack of awareness, forensic pathologists usually
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do not perform microbial cultures and do not always strictly
adhere to biosafety preventive measures when dealing with dead
bodies in which long periods have elapsed since the patient’s
death.
We identified viable MTB 3 months after death in a setting of
marked decomposition. We describe the detection of active
MTB that survived in a dead body for far longer than that previously reported. Pathologists and specialists who perform autopsies should recognize that all dead bodies are potentially
infectious, including those in which long periods have elapsed
since death. We recommend that pathogen detection, using several methodologies, should be attempted even in the setting of
decomposition.

Case Report
The deceased was a woman in her 80s who resided with her
husband. She had difficulty walking after sustaining a hip fracture due to a fall and reportedly lost weight because of anorexia.
After a few months, the neighbors of the woman noticed an
infestation of maggots in her house and informed the police. The
police discovered the dead body of the woman lying on a bed
mat with a white sheet over her face. The husband was also discovered to have died after hanging himself with an electrical
cord tied to a pipe running along the ceiling of their bedroom. A
suicide note left by the husband indicated the date and time that
his wife had died (approximately 3 months prior to discovery)
and his plan to commit suicide after his wife had died.
© 2020 American Academy of Forensic Sciences
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According to the medical history, she had reflux esophagitis and
osteoporosis and had been seeing her family physician regularly
until 1 month prior to the presumed date of death. She had a
prescription for proton pump inhibitor. She had no history of
MTB. Further investigation revealed that the average monthly
temperature in the region during the month from her death until
the discovery of her body ranged from 3.8 to 8.5°C.
The postmortem examination indicated a height of 148 cm,
weight of 23.9 kg, and an emaciated body in an advanced state
of decomposition. The face and all four extremities were desiccated, and both maggots and pupae were locally present on the
trunk (Fig. 1A). The weight of the left lung was 410 g and that
of the right lung was 300 g. Examination of the lungs revealed
one purulent nodule measuring approximately 8 cm in the left
lower lobe. The nodule was yellowish-white and had relatively
distinct contours. A second purulent nodule measuring approximately 3 cm with relatively distinct contours and a greenish-white
color was identified in the right upper lobe, and another with the
same characteristics was identified in the right lower lobe
(Figs 1B and 2). Histological examination using hematoxylin and
eosin staining showed decomposition-related changes throughout
the lungs and a breakdown of normal lung tissue. However, lymphocytes and other cells that had lost their shape due to decomposition surrounded the granulomatous part of the lung, forming a
nodular-like lesion (Fig. 3A). It was unclear whether the center of
this lesion had undergone caseous necrosis or not because of the
decomposition process. Using Ziehl–Neelsen staining, which
detects MTB, we observed rod-shaped bacilli in the left upper
lobe and left lower lobe that were stained red (Fig. 3B).
We performed real-time polymerase chain reaction on the nodules in the left lower lobe to identify MTB complex nucleic
acids using TRCReady MTB (Tosoh Bioscience, Tokyo, Japan),

FIG. 1––(A) External appearance of the body showing emaciation and
advanced decomposition with dessication. (B) Images of the tubercular nodule-like lesion on the divided surface of the right and left lungs (arrows).
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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an automated real-time nucleic acid amplification test that uses
transcription reverse-transcription concerted reaction technology,
and the results were positive. We also performed mycobacterial

FIG. 2––An enlargement of the tubercular lesion of the (A) right upper
lung (arrow), (B) right lower lung (arrow), and (C) left upper lung (arrow).
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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The heart weighed 240 g, and mild stenosis of the left anterior
descending artery was observed. There was no intracranial bleeding. We detected a low concentration of acetaminophen in the
liver on drug analysis using liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry; however, this was not found to be the cause of death.
There were no other significant findings.
The cause of death was determined to be pulmonary tuberculosis.
Discussion

FIG. 3––(A) Hematoxylin and eosin staining of the tubercular lesion.
Bar = 100 lm. (B) Ziehl–Neelsen staining of the tubercular lesion of the left
lung. Rod-shaped bacilli (Mycobacterium tuberculosis) that are stained red
are visible. UL: upper lobe, LL: lower lobe. Bar = 20 lm. [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

culture testing using Ogawa’s medium for a period of 4 weeks,
the results of which were also positive. To further identify the
bacterial strain, we performed a DNA-DNA hybridization protocol and identified the strain as MTB complex. The MTB strain
was not resistant to common anti-tuberculosis drugs at minimum
inhibitory concentrations.

This is a case report of the successful isolation of MTB from
a decomposed body with a postmortem interval of 3 months.
There is ongoing debate among forensic pathologists over the
significance of postmortem microbiological culture testing due to
issues such as postmortem contamination and proliferation of
putrefactive bacteria (3). As the time elapsed since death
increases, bacterial cultures of postmortem samples are more
likely to yield polymicrobial growth than pure growth of a single
species (4). The usefulness of postmortem bacterial cultures has
identified a window of between 15–48 h after death as the time
at which cultures are useful (5–7).
Thus, many forensic pathologists tend not to perform postmortem cultures on cases in which ≥2 days have elapsed since
death. Our case showed that specific microorganisms such as
MTB were able to survive, remain viable, and be potentially
infectious for several months after death. For highly virulent
pathogens, such as MTB, detection combined with clinical and
pathological findings might be able to determine whether the
pathogen contributed to the individual’s death even if the test
sample has decomposed.
There has been a wide variety of data regarding the survival
of MTB. One study found that MTB contained within sputum
lost all ability to survive after 4–8 days at a temperature of
37°C but was able to survive for at least 14 days at a temperature of 2–4°C (8). A study conducted in the state of New
Mexico in the United States—which is characterized by a dry
climate and had temperatures ranging from 0 to 17°C at the
time of the study—showed that a culture performed on lung
tissue obtained from a dead body that had been exhumed
8 days after burial detected viable MTB (9). Another study
reported that an MTB test performed on lung tissue fixed with
10% buffered formalin for 45 days detected MTB (10). These
studies suggest that low temperatures and desiccation can slow
down decomposition, which may contribute to the long-term
survival of mycobacteria. Similarly, in our case, the survival
of MTB could be attributed to the fact that the patient died in
winter, when the external temperature and humidity in the
region were low.
Mycobacterium tuberculosis is transmitted through the air (airborne transmission); therefore, when processing a dead body in
an autopsy room, MTB may be transmitted via inhalation of air
containing the bacteria. Thus, during an autopsy, forensic pathologists and all other staff are placed at an increased risk of infection due to the increased exposure to MBT (11). There have
been occasional reports of mass outbreaks of tuberculosis originating from postmortem examinations in all regions of the
world, including in Japan (12–14). Regarding the risk of infection when handling dead bodies recovered after a disaster, the
Management of Dead Bodies after Disasters 2006 guideline
indicates that, “Most infectious organisms do not survive beyond
48 h in a dead body. An exception is HIV, which has been
found 6 days postmortem.” This guideline has served as the
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basis for performing autopsies around the world during times of
disaster, including the Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami
(15–17). However, this case revealed that MTB could survive in a
dead body as a living organism for a significantly longer period
than has been reported. Thus, forensic pathologists and all specialists who perform autopsies should recognize that all dead bodies
are potentially infectious, including those in which long periods
have elapsed since the patient’s death. In addition, in cases where
signs of infection are present, forensic pathologists should use a
variety of methods to identify microorganisms even if the remains
are decomposed. In the case of highly infectious diseases such as
TB, these results may be of benefit to living individuals who had
contact with the deceased prior to their death.
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Testing Antemortem Blood for Ethanol
Concentration from a Blood Kit in a
Refrigerator Fire

ABSTRACT: The stability of ethanol in antemortem blood stored under various conditions has been widely studied. Antemortem blood sam-

ples stored at refrigerated temperature, at room temperature, and at elevated temperatures tend to decrease in ethanol concentration with storage.
It appears that the stability of ethanol in blood exposed to temperatures greater than 38°C has not been evaluated. The case presented here
involves comparison of breath test results with subsequent analysis of blood drawn at the time of breath testing. However, the blood tubes were
in a refrigerator fire followed by refrigerated storage for 5 months prior to analysis by headspace gas chromatography. The subject’s breath
was tested twice using an Intoxilyzer 8000. The subject’s blood was tested in duplicate using an Agilent headspace gas chromatograph. The
measured breath ethanol concentration was 0.103 g/210 L and 0.092 g/210 L. The measured blood ethanol concentration was 0.0932 g/dL for
both samples analyzed. Although the mean blood test result was slightly lower than the mean breath test result, the mean breath test result was
within the estimated uncertainty of the mean blood test result. Even under the extreme conditions of the blood kit being in a refrigerator fire,
the measured blood ethanol content agreed well with the paired breath ethanol test.

KEYWORDS: blood alcohol, headspace, gas chromatography, blood alcohol stability, breath test, toxicology, blood ethanol
In Arizona, a person who operates a motor vehicle while
under the influence of intoxicating liquor upon the request of a
law enforcement officer shall be asked to take a chemical test of
the person’s blood, breath, urine, or other bodily substance for
the purpose of determining alcohol concentration. The test or
tests are chosen by the law enforcement agency. Failure to comply with such a request can result in a one-year suspension of
the person’s driver’s license. The current driving under the influence (DUI) program in the City of Scottsdale, AZ, requires people suspected of DUI to submit to a breath test to determine
breath ethanol content. In addition, blood samples are drawn,
typically during the fifteen-minute deprivation period of the
breath testing process. When the case is not resolved based on
the breath test, the forensic laboratory will analyze the blood
sample for ethanol concentration. This two-pronged testing
approach has greatly reduced the number of blood ethanol tests
required of the forensic lab. This approach also provides measurements of ethanol content using two different techniques for
legal purposes.
Breath testing provides an immediate result, whereas testing
blood usually involves a delay during which time the blood is
stored prior to analysis. In DUI cases involving analysis of
blood, defense arguments often include various factors that
could affect the ethanol content in blood samples stored under
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different conditions and time periods. Therefore, it is important
to understand how the storage of antemortem blood samples
can affect their ethanol content. Common forensic storage conditions include refrigeration (4°C), sealed blood tubes, and the
use of preservatives and anticoagulants. Studies of antemortem
blood stored refrigerated have consistently shown small
decreases in ethanol concentration if any change was measured
(1–5). Frozen samples have also shown a decrease in ethanol
content with storage (6). Under nonstandard forensic storage
conditions, room temperature, and elevated temperature, ethanol
concentration has been shown to decrease in antemortem blood
samples (3,4,7–9).
Upon review of the literature, it appears that no studies exist
regarding the stability of ethanol in blood for temperatures
higher than 38°C. The blood kit in the case presented in this
report was involved in a fire that occurred in a refrigerator in
which officers impound blood kits for temporary storage until
the blood kits are picked up by Property Technicians to transfer
to the Property and Evidence Building (see Fig. 1).
Methods
Blood was collected from a subject suspected of DUI on July
12, 2019, into two 10-mL gray-top Vacutainerâ tubes containing 100 mg sodium fluoride and 20 mg potassium oxalate (Becton, Dickinson and Company, Franklin Lakes, NJ). The blood
tubes were sealed inside a plastic clamshell box which was
sealed inside a cardboard box. The blood kit was placed in a
refrigerator for temporary storage. On Saturday, July 13, 2019,
there was a fire in the refrigerator. Based on the Fire Department Incident Report, it is estimated that the fire lasted 15–
© 2020 American Academy of Forensic Sciences
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FIG. 2––Exterior of the blood kit as received by the laboratory. The subject’s name has been blurred in the image. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 1––Interior of the refrigerator in which the blood kit was stored. The
refrigerator was equipped with a secondary metal door inside to secure the
evidence deposited in the refrigerator. [Color figure can be viewed at wile
yonlinelibrary.com]

20 min. As received by the laboratory, the outer box was partially
burned (see Fig. 2). The inner plastic bag was melted to the cardboard box, and the inner plastic box had some melting on one end
(see Fig. 3). The blood tubes were intact with no visible signs of
damage. The blood was analyzed December 2, 2019, using an Agilent 7890B gas chromatograph connected to an Agilent 7697A
Headspace Sampler (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA). The
gas chromatograph was equipped with a dual-column system and
two flame ionization detectors. The 30-m columns were the Agilent
DB-ALC1 and DB-ALC2. The data from the DB-ALC1 column
were used for the quantification of ethanol. The data from the DBALC2 column were used for confirmation of the identification of
ethanol. Samples were incubated for 23 min at 60°C. Hydrogen
was used as the carrier gas. The gas chromatograph held the oven
temperature at 40°C for the analysis.
The gas chromatograph was calibrated using four calibrators
with known ethanol concentrations: 0.02, 0.10, 0.20, and 0.40 g/
dL. Following calibration and prior to cases samples being analyzed, the instrument was verified to be accurate using positive
and negative controls. The case blood sample was tested in duplicate along with eleven other cases. Duplicate testing for each case
consisted of one analyst preparing two separate samples from one
blood tube and testing the two samples sequentially on the same
instrument. Duplicate agreement was required to be within 2% of
the mean of the two tests. A positive control was run between
every five cases. Additional positive controls and a negative control were analyzed after all cases were analyzed.

FIG. 3––Interior of blood kit showing the melted bag and partial melting on
the inner plastic box. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

A breath sample was collected and tested on July 12, 2019, in
duplicate using an Intoxylizer 8000 (CMI, Inc., Owensboro, KY)
following a fifteen-minute deprivation period during which the
subject was watched to ensure that he did not belch or place
anything into his mouth. The instrument was checked prior to
the first test and after the second test using a 0.100 g/210 L dry
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gas standard. An air blank was tested prior to and after each of
the four tests. The two subject tests were taken at an interval not
less than 5 min nor more than 10 min apart. The two subject
tests were required to agree within 0.020 g/210 L.
Results and Discussion
The blood ethanol concentration was measured on the headspace gas chromatograph to be 0.0932 and 0.0932 g/dL. The
uncertainty for blood ethanol measurement in our laboratory was
calculated to be five percent at a level of confidence greater than
99.73 percent. The two results from the breath test were
0.103 g/210 L and 0.092 g/210 L.
There is good agreement between the breath test results and
blood test results. On average, a blood result is expected to be
higher than a breath result for a breath test instrument using a
1:2100 ratio (10–12). Acetaldehyde was also detected in the blood
sample following analysis. Acetaldehyde may have been present
due to the metabolism of ethanol in the subject. The presence of
acetaldehyde has also been reported for blood samples heated in
head space vials with a corresponding decrease in ethanol concentration (13). It is possible that the elevated temperatures in the
refrigerator fire led to some reduction in ethanol concentration
through oxidation of the ethanol to acetaldehyde. Additionally, the
five months of refrigerated storage prior to analysis could also
account for a slight decrease in ethanol concentration and corresponding increase in acetaldehyde.
Even under the extreme conditions of the blood kit being in a
refrigerator fire, the measured blood ethanol content agreed well
with the paired breath ethanol test.
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While so many books published in the field of forensic
science focus on new methods, new scientific applications to
specific casework, and new approaches to technical problems,
The Scientific Method in Forensic Science: A Canadian Handbook is refreshing in that it is aimed at examining how to
approach doing science. The book is written from a Canadian
point of view and contains many interesting references to salient
Canadian casework and court decisions; however, it should not
be viewed as relevant to only a Canadian audience. On the contrary, it is very enlightening to read about the Canadian justice
system, its court decisions, and their parallel documents to such
things as the American NAS and PCAST reports on forensic
science. A clear subtext throughout the book is that the various
issues and problems that forensic science faces as a discipline
transcend borders and are shared by all practitioners. The authors
offer that applying the scientific method, using evidence-based
practice and analysis, employing critical thinking, and continually evaluating and using scientific literature can all be highly
beneficial tools to address many of those problems.
The book is well organized, and the writing is clear and
accessible to readers from first-year college students to seasoned
practitioners. In addition to the main content, each chapter contains an introduction to the specific topic, a glossary of important terms, a list of further readings, and a bibliography. There
are also some thought-provoking discussion questions, instructional “pop-outs” (titles and web addresses for further study),
and career profiles of selected Canadian forensic scientists of
note. These last areas make this book very appealing as a
resource for educators in forensic science programs. The authors
are faculty members themselves, and this work nicely fits the
need for a tool to explain how science is actually done, within a
forensic context. Undergraduate-level students will find this book
of particular use. It provides succinct definitions and examples
of the scientific method, what critical thinking is and how it is
employed, definitions of evidence-based practice and analysis, as
well as some of the different types of reasoning (deductive,
inductive, abductive, etc.). Explanations of these concepts can
often be overlooked in the classroom during the rush to cram
students’ heads full of specific domain knowledge, having a
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resource that captures all of them and provides forensic context
as well is very useful.
The book opens with a discussion of the paradigm shift that
the authors identify happening around 2008–2012 with the
release of the NAS report in the United States and the Goudge
and Hart House reports in Canada. The authors relate these critical documents to the deep level of self-examination that forensic
scientists have been engaged in since that time in order to better
the science that we practice and improve the quality of information that we provide to our justice systems. Referencing documents from both countries broadens the scope and appeal of the
book, as well as providing new information to its readers, especially those in the United States who may not be familiar with
the Canadian documents. The cited examples all point to the
need for more application of rigorous and robust science in the
forensic disciplines and list some of the relevant recommendations. The next several chapters are focused on what makes for
rigorous and robust science. Topics of discussion cover critical
thinking and its application, the parts and significance of a scientific paper, and what a literature review is and how to make use
of one. While scientists who read and write scientific literature
on a daily basis may not find these sections especially informative, undergraduate-level students and nonscientists will benefit
greatly from them. Reading scientific literature, especially doing
so critically, is a challenging skill and the chapters in this book
should assist students, law enforcement officers, attorneys, and
others not familiar with it by demonstrating how to begin to
make sense of scientific literature and its peculiarities. There are
even some bits of information that veteran scientific readers may
find enlightening, such as clearly defining low- and high-level
sources, primary and secondary material, and identifying 14 different types of published literature reviews. Again, forensic
examples and context are provided to keep all of the topics
focused on the authors’ primary thesis.
The book then moves to discussing the proper use of statistics
and research project design in forensic examinations. It should
be noted that the book does not attempt to explain how to perform statistical calculations; however it reviews some basic concepts and how to appropriately employ statistics in casework
and then properly communicate their importance. Specific case
examples are used to illustrate the authors’ points. The material
on research project design will also be of limited use to the
experienced laboratory scientist, but for those who have not previously been involved in planning a research study, it is excellent information. Interestingly, the text on project design reads
very similarly to some of the types of literature reviews detailed
in a previous chapter, covering many different approaches to creating a logical, robust project that will address the central
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research question and provide reliable data sufficient to make
appropriate scientific conclusions. Different research methods are
defined, strengths and weaknesses for each type are described,
and publication examples of each type are provided. These sections should be default reading for undergraduate students who
want to create research/internship projects of their own, as well
as attorneys and judges who seek understanding about how validation studies are created.
The book concludes with examinations of bias, ethics, and
communications. The major categories of bias that have been
related to forensic science and research are covered, with specific examples from the Canadian justice system used to show
how cognitive, conformational, and contextual biases can affect
the outcome of a court case. While the text is not an in-depth
discussion on the nuances of bias, it is a good introduction to
the topic and cites many additional resources for further study.
Ethics and ethical standards are also briefly discussed, with the
Canadian Society of Forensic Science rules of professional conduct used as an example of published professional ethical standards. Oddly, in a book with so many case examples used to

demonstrate and reinforce each of the topics, there are no
descriptions of real ethical violations and the enormous problems
these situations have caused in court, as well as to the forensic
community as a whole. Such an example would have strengthened the treatment of ethics and provided continuity with the rest
of the book.
The Scientific Method in Forensic Science: A Canadian Handbook offers readers many recommendations for using sound
logic, performing good science, and properly supporting that
science in the forensic community. The individual reader may
agree or disagree with each of the authors’ recommendations,
but the book certainly gives an excellent introduction to scientific thought and organization for students and practitioners of
all levels and provides many topics for consideration and discussion. Forensic science educators should also find the text and
supporting materials in each chapter very useful tools in designing course units dedicated to familiarizing their students with the
background, complexities, and methodological approaches of
performing science in our unique application regardless of where
they live.

